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LETTER OF TR= NSMITTAL

To the Congress of the United States:
It is a traditional event for the President to submit to Congress an it,,,nual report on the

progress of our manpower programs,
Although the custom is long-established, there is nothing routine about this report or its

subject: jobs for our ciiizens: more useful, more satisfying jobs to give Americans a sense of
full participation in their society.

Four months ago I told Congress that jobs are "the first essential."
In my first special legislative message this year, I proposed that Congress launch a new

$2.1 billion manpower programthe most sweeping in our history.
At the same time I called on the leaders of American commerce and industry to form a

National Alliance of Businessmen to provide jobs for hundreds of thousands of the hard-core
unemployed.

On April 25, the Alliance reported to me on its progress so far:
More than 500 executives, whose talents command more than $15 million in salaries

alone, have volunteered to work full time in fifty of our largest cities. They are assisted
by 7,000 other volunteers.

By mid-April, the Alliance had received pledges of 111,000 jobs-60,000 permanent
jobs for the hard-core unemployed, and 45,000 summer jobs for poor young people.

--Labor unions, the Urban Coalition, Chambers of Commerce, churches, schools and
many civic groups have joined this crusade to give the wc,-ds "full employment" a
new meaning in America.

Meanwhile, the Governmen"..'s new Concentrated Employment Progra n has been active
in more than 59 cities meshing its effort: with the National Alliance of Businessmen. A.nd the
administration of our job programs has been gRen new energy through reorganization and
strong leadership.

These are hop,iti bcqinning-s. But certainly they are no grounds for complacency.
In every city, toere are men who wake up each morning and have no place to go; men who

want workbut cannot break the confining welfare chain or overcome the barriers of lifelong
discrimination, or make up for the lack of schooling and training.

When we talk about unemployment, we are talking about these citizens, who want and
need personal dignity and a stake, in America's progress.

When we talk about manpower programs, we are talking about hope for these Americans.
And every time we tabulate new statistics of success in these programs, we are recording

a small personal triumph somewhere: a man trained; a youth given a sense of his value; a family
freed at last from welfare.

That hope is what makes this great task so exciting--and so vital.
To every member of the Congress, upon whom our manpower programs depend, I com-

mend this report.
I urge the Congress to support these. programs by approving the $2.1 billion manpower

budget requ,mit I recommended in January.
LYNDON B. Jonxsos.

TEE WHITE HOUSE, May 1, 1968.
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To the Congress of the United States.

In this, my first message to the Congress
following the State of the Union Address, I
propose:

A $2.1 billion manpower program, the
largest in the Nation's history, to help
Americans who want to work get a job.
The Nation's first comprehensive Occu-
pational Health and Safety Program, to
protect the worker while he is on the job.

THE QUESTION FOR OUR DAY

Twenty years ago, after a cycle of depres-
sion, recvvery. and war, America faced an his-
toric question: Could we launch what President
Truman called "a positive attack upon the
ever-recurring problems of mass unemploy.aent
and ruinous depression"?

That was the goal of the Employment Act of
1996. The answer was a long time in forming.
But today there is no longer any doubt.

We can see the answer in the record of 7
years cf unbroken prosperity.

We can see it in this picture of America
today:

Seventy-five million of our peop:e are work -
ing--in jobs that are better paying and more
secure than ever beforq.

Seven and a half million new jobs have been
created in the last 4 years, more than 5,000
every day. This year will see that number
increased by more than 11/2 million

In that same period, the unemployment rate
ha.: dropped from 5.7 percent to 3.8 percent
the lowest in more than a decade.

The question for our day is this: In an
economy capable of sustaining high employ-
ment, how can we assure every American who
is willing to work the right to earn a living?

We have always paid lipserviee to that right.
But there are many Americans for whom the

right has never been real:

The boy who becomes a man without
developing the ability to earn a living.
The citizen who is barred from a job
because of other men's prejudices.
The worker who loses his job to a
machine and is told he is too old for any-
thing else.
The boy or girl from the slums whose
summers are empty because there is

nothing to do.
The man and the woman blocked from
productive emplo; -nent by barriers rooted
in poverty: lack of health, lack of edvea.-
tion, lack of training, lack of motivation.

Their idleness is a tragic waste both of the
human spirit and of the economic retourees of
a great Nation.

It is a waste that an enlightened Nation
should not tolerate.

It is a waste that a Nation concerned by dis-
orders in its city streets cannot tolerate.

This Nation :19.9 already begun to attack that
waste.

8
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In the years that we have been building our
unprecedented prosperity, we have also begun
to build a network of manpower programs de-
signed to meet and match individual needs with
individual opportunities.

OUR MANPOWER PROGRAM NETWORK

Until just a few years ago, our efforts con-
sisted pr:marily of maintaining employment
office; throughout the country and promoting
apprenticeship training.

The Manpower Development and Training
Act, passed in 1962, was designed to equip the
worker with new skills when his old skills were
outdistanced by technology. That program was
greatly strengthened and expanded in 1963,
1963, and again in 1966 to serve the disadvan
taged as well. In fiscal 1969, it will help over
275,000 citizens.

Our manpower network gnaw as the Nation
launched its historic effort to conquer poverty:

The Job Corps gives young people from
the poorest families educatir.. and train-
ing they need to prepare for lives as pro-
ductive and self - supporting citizens. In
fiscal 1969 the Job Corps will help almost
100,000 children of the poor.
The Neighborhood Youth. Corps enables
other poor youngsters to serve their com-
munity and themselves at the same time.
Last year the Congress expanded the pro-
gram to include adults as well, In fiscal
1969, the Neighborhood Youth Corps will
help over 560,000 citizens.
Others, such as Work Experience, New
Careers, Operation Mainstream, and the
Work Incentive Program, are directed
toward the employment problems of poor
adults. In fiscal 1969. 150,000 Americans
will receive the benefit.; of training thretigh
these programs.

These are pioneering efforts. They all work
n different ways. 1,7ome provide for training

Others combine training with work

XII

Some are full-time. Others are part -time.
One way to measure the scope' of these pro-

grams is to consider how may men and
women have been help d:

--In fiscal 1963: 75,000. 1

--In fiscal 1967: more than 1 million.

But the real meaning of these fi ';ures is found
in the quiet accounts of lives that have been
changed:

.In Oregon, a ieasonal fat coworker was
struggling to sustain his eig It children on
$46 a week. Then ne receiied on-the-job
training as it weldcr. Now 1,e can support
his family on ail it come thre !times as high.
In Pennsylvania, a tritd driver lost, his
job because of a physical disability and
had to go on welfare. Iie learned a new
skill. Now he is self-reliant, again, working
as a clerk with a city pollee department.
In Kansas, a high scht'ol dropout was
salvaged from what migl,t have been an
empty life. He learned a hide with the it
Corps. Now he has a decert job with an air-
craft coral any.

Across Amerine, examples st,',ch as these attest
to the purpose and the sueces,i of our programs
to give a new start to men and, women who have
the will to work for a better life.

These are good programs. They are contrib-
uting to tile strength of Amer: mi. And they must

But they must reach eve: further.
will ask the Congress to appropriate $Z.1

billion for our manpoTer rograms for fiscal
1969.

This is the largest su di program in the
Nation's history.
It is a 25-percent iliac ise over fiscal 1965.
It will add $442 mill ic our manpower
efforts.

In a vigorous, flourishing economy, this is a
program for justice as well Is for jobs.

These funds will enable ,s to continue and
strengthen existing program s, and to odvance
to new ground as well

it



Wish this program, we can react 1.3 million
Americans, including those '.ave rarely if
ever been reached beforethe hard-core
unemployed.

THC CONCENTRATED EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAM

Our past efforts, vital as they are, have not yet
effectively reached the hard-core unemployed.

These hard-core arc America's forgotten men
and women. Many of them have not worked for
a long time. Some have never worked at all.
Some have held only odd jobs. Many have been
so discouraged by life that they have Jst, their
sense of purpose.

In the Depression days of the 1930's, jobless
men lined the streets of our cities seeking work.
But today, the jobless are often hard to find.
They are the invisible poor of our Nation.

Last year I directed the Secretary of Labor
to bring together in %%le unified effort all the
various manpower and related programs which
could help these people in the worst areas of
some of our major cities and in the countryside.

The Concentrated Employment Program was
established for this purpose.

Its first task was to find the hard-core unem-
ployed, co determine rho they are, and where
and how they live.

Now we have much of that information.
Five hundred thousand men and women who

have never had jobsor who face serious em-
ployment problemsare living in the slums of
our 5O largest cities.

The first detr.il^d profile we have ever had of
these unemployed Americans reveals that sub-
stantial numbers:

Lack adequate education and job
training.
Have other serious individual problems
such as physical handicapswhich impair
their canning ability.
Are Negrom .gexican Americans, Puerto
Ricans, or Indians,
Are teenagers, or men over 45.

54-150 0 - A 1

As the unemployed were identified, the Con-
centrated Employment Program set up pro-
cedures for seeking them out, counseling them,
providing them with health and eel-Ration serv-
ices, training themall with the purpose of di-
recting them into jobs or into the pipeline to
employment.

As part of the new manpower budget, I an
recommending expansion of the Corcentrated
Ernploym2nt Program.

That program now serves 22 urhan and rural
areas. In a few months it will expand to 76.
With the funds I am requesting, it can operate
in

JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE PRIVATE
SECTOR

The ultimate challenge posed by the hard-
core unemployed is to prepare rejected men and
women for productive employmentfor dig-
nity, independence, and self-sufficiency.

la our thriving economy, where jobs in a
rapidly growing private sector are widely avail-
able and the unemployment rate is low; the
"make work" programs of the 1930's 're not the
answer to today's problem.

The answer, I believe, is to train the hard-
eo:e unemployed for work in private industry:

The jobs are there: 6 out of every 7 work-
ing Americans are employed in the private
sector.
Government-supported on-the-job train-
ing is the most effective gateway to mean-
ingfi:1 employment: 9 out of every 10 of
those s, ho have received such training ha
gone on to good jobs.
--Industry knows how to train people for
the jobs on which its profits depend.

That is why, late last year, we stepped up the
effort to find jobs in private industry. With the
help of American businessmen, we launched a
$1.3 million test training program in five of our
larger cities.

The program was built around three basic
principles:

10
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To engage private industry fully in the
problems of the hard-core unemployed.
To pay with government funds the extra
costs of training the disadvantaged for
steady employment.
--To simplify government paperwork and
make all government services easily and
readily available to the employer.

THE URGENT TASK

With that work, we prepared our blueprints.
We have built the base for action.

Encouraged by our test program and by the
progress that Arnerimn industry has made in
similar efforts. we should now move forward.

To press the attack Ori the problem of the
jobless ir; our cities, I propose that we launch
the Job Opportunities ir. Business Sector
(JOBS) Programa new partnership between.
Government and private industry to train and
hire the 1,4rd-core unemployed.

I propose that we devote $350 million to sup-
port this partnershipstarting now with $106
million f 70M funds available in our manpower
program for fiscal 1968, and increasing that
amount to $244 million in fiscal 1969.

Our target is to put 100,000 men and women
on the j )1) by June 1969 and 500,000 by June
1971. To meet that target, we need prompt ap-
proval by the Congress of the request for funds
for our .naripoer programs.

This is high priority business for America.
The future of our cities is deeply involved.

And so is the strength of our Nation.

HOW THIS NEW PROGRAM WILL WORK

Our objective, in partnership with the busi-
ness community, is to restore the jobless to
useful lives through productive work.

Thee can be no rigid formulas in this pro-
gram. For it breaks new ground.

The situation calls, above all for flexibility
and cooperation.

XIV
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Essentially, the partnership will work this
way:

The government will identify and locate the
unemployed.

The company will train them, and offer them
jobs.

The company will bear the normal cost of
training as it would for any of its new
employe ;.

But with the hard- re unemployed there will
be extra costs.

These men will be less qualified than those
the employer would normally hire. So additional
training will often be necessary.

But even more than this will be needed. Some
a these men and women will need transporta-
tion services. Many will have to be taught to
read and write. They will have health problems
to be ccrrected. They will have to be counseled
on matters ranging from personal care to pro-
ficiency in work.

These are the kinds of extra costs that will be
involve I.

Where the company undertakes +o provide
these Sf rvices, it is appropriate that the Gov-
ernmen-, pay the extr" costs as part of the na-
tional manpower program.

The Concentrated Employment Program, in
many areas, will provide manpower services to
support the businessman's effort.

A NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESSMEN

This isa tal order for American business. But
the history of American business is the history
of triumph over challenge.

And the special talents of American business
can make this program work.

To launch this program, I have called on
Amerean industry to establish a National Al-
liancc of Businessmen.

Th3 Alliance will be headed by Mr. Henry
Ford H.

Fifteen of the Nation's top business leaders
will nerve on its Executive Board. Leading busi-
ness executives from the Nation's 50 largest



cities will spearhead the effort in their own
communities.

This Alliance will be a working group, con-
cerned not only with the policy but with the op-
eration of the program.

It will:

Help put 500,000 hard-core unemployed
intn productive business and industrial jobs
in the next 3 years.
Give advice to the Secretaries of Labor
and Commerce on how this program can
work most effectively, and how we can
cut Government "red tape."

The Alliance will also have another vital mis-
sion: to find pro luctive jobs for 200,000 needy
youth this summeran experience that will lead
them back to school in the :all, or on to other
forms of education, training, or permanent
employment.

The Alliance will work closely in this ven-
ture with the Vice President. As Chairman of
the President's Council on Youth Opportunity,
he will soon meet with the Alliance aid with
the mayors of our E.) largest cities to advance
this pressing work.

THE REWARDS OF ACTION

The rewards of action await us at every level.
To the individual, a paycheck is a passport

to self-respect and self-sufficiency.
To the worker's family, a paycheck offers

the promise of a fuller and Letter lifein
material advantages and in new educational
opportunities.

Our society as a whole will benefit when wel-
fare recipients become taxpayers, and new
jobholders increase the Nation's buying power.

The are dollars and cents advaatages.
But there is no way to estimate the value of
decent job that replaces hostility and anger

with hope and opportunity.
Theie is no way to estimate the respect, of a

boy or girl for his parent who has earned a place
in our world.

There is no way to estimate the stirring of
the American dream of learning, saving, and
building a life of independence.

Finally, employment is one of the major
weapons with which we will eventually' conquer
poverty in this country, and banish it forever
from American life.

Our obligation is clear. We must intensify
the work we have just begun. The new partner-
ship I have proposed in this message will help
reach that lost legion among us, and inakt them
productive citizens.

It will not be easy.
But until the problem cf jobless :ass is

solved, these men and women will remain
wasted Americanseach one a haunting re-
minder of our failure

Each one of these waiting Americans red re-
sents potential victory we have never been
able to achieve in all the years of this Nation.

Until now.

A STRENGTHENED MANPOWER
ADMINISTRATION

The programs I have discussed are the visible
evidence of a Nation's commitment to provide
a job for every citizen who wants it, and who
will work for it.

Less visible is the machinerythe planning,
the management and administrar-nwhich
turns these programs into action and curries
them to the people who reed therm

I recently directed the Secretary of Labor
to strengthen and streamline the Manpower
Administrationthe instrument within the
Federal Government which manages almost
SO percent of our manpower programs.

That effort is now close to completion.
But we mist have top administrators now

both here in Washington and in the eif,ht re-
gions across the country in whkh these man-
power programs will operate.

12
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As part of our new manpower budget, I am
requesting the Congress to approve more than
600 .201I) positions for the Manpower Adminis-
tration. These will include 16 of the highest
Civil Service grades.

The central fact about, all our manpower
programs is that they are local in nature. The
jobs and opportunities exist in the cities and
communities of this country. That is where the
people who need them live. That is where the
industries are--and the classrooms, the day care
centers, and the health dillies.

What is required is a system to link Federal
efforts with the resources /A the State and local

We already have the fra rk, the Co-
ol,erative Area Manpower Planning System
(CAMPS), which we started last year.

Now I propose that we establish it for the
long term.

CAMPS will operate at every levelFederal,
regional. State, and local. At each level, it will
pull together all the manpower services which
bear on jobs.

But its greatest impact will be at the local
level, where it will:

Help the communities develop their ow a
manpower blueprints.
Survey job needs.
Assure that all Federal prcgrams to help
the jobseeker are available.

As part of our manpower budget, I am re-
questing $11 million to fund the Cooperative
Area Manpower Planning System in fiscal 1969.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALN

The programs outlined so far in this message
will train the man out of work for a job, and
help him find one.

To give the American worker the complete
protection he needs. we must also safeguard him
against hazards on the job.

Today. adequate protection does not exist.

XVI
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It is to the shame of a modern industrial Nu-
tion, which prides itself on the productivity of
its workers, that each year:

14,500 workers are killed on the job.
2.2 million workers are injured.
250 million man -days of productivity are
wasted.
$1.5 billion in wages are lost.
--The result: a loss of $5 billion to the
etionorny.

This loss of life, limb, and sight must end. An
attack must be launched at the source of the
evilagainst the conditions which cause hazards
and invite accidents.

The reasons for these staggering losses ;IT
clear. Safety standards are narrow. Research lags
behind. Enforcement programs are weak.
Trained safety specialists fall far short of the
need.

The Federal Government offers the worker
today only a patchwork of obsolete and ineffec-
tive laws.

The major lawWalsh-Healeywas passed
more than three decades ago. Its coverage is
limited. It applies only to a worker performing
a Government contract. Last year about half of
the work force was covered, and then only part
of the time.

It is more honored in the breach' than ob-
served. Lost year, investigations revealed a dis-
turbing number of violations in the plants of
Government contractors.

Comprehensive protection under other Fed-
eral laws is restricted to about a million workers
in specialized fields--longshoremen and miners,
for example.

Only f. few States have modern laws to protect
the worker's health and safety. Most have no
coverage or laws that are weak and deficient.

The :gap in worker protection is wide and
glarirg--and it must be closed by a strong and
forceful new law.

It must be our goat to protect everyone of
America's 16 million workers while Weil are on
the job.



I am submitting to the Congress the Occupa-
tional Safety end Health Act of 1968.

Here.. in broad outline, is what this measure
will do.

For more. than 50 million workers involved
in interstate commerce, it will:

Strengthen the authority and resources
of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare to conduct an extensive program
of research. This will provide the needed
information on which new standards mn
be developed.
Empower the Secretary of Labor to set
and enforce those standards.
Impose strong sanctions, civil and crimi-
nal, on those who endanger the health and
safety of the American workingman.

For American workers in intriist.,:te com-
merce, it will provide, for the first time, Federal
help to the States to start and strengthen their
own br.'ith and safety programs. These grants
will assist t!,e States to:

:9eve:op plans to protect the worker
Co Ilea information on occupational in-
:uties and diseases.
Set Iwo,: enforce standards.

THE 'Nutre Hous
Joatiary 93, 1968.

Train inspectors and other needed
experts.

CONCLUSION

When Walt Whitman heard America singing
a century ago, he heard that sound in workers
at their jobs.

Today that sound rings from thousands of
factories and mills, workbenches and assembly
lines, stronger than ever before.

Jobs are the measure of how far we have
come.

But it is right to measure a Nation'3 efforts
not only by what it has done, but by what,
remains to be done.

In this message, I have outlined a series of
proposals dealing with the task aheadto give
reality to the right to earn a living.

These proposals deal with jobs.
But 'heir reach is far broader.
The demand for more jobs is central to the

expression of all ovr concerns and our aspira-
tionsabout cities, poverty, civil rights, and
the improvement of men's lives.

I urge the Congress to give prompt and
favorable consideration to the proposals in this
message.

14
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BY THE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Willard Wirtz, Secretary
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Washington, D.C., April 22, 1968.

THE PRESIDENT

Dear Mr. President: I have the honor to present herewith a report per-
taining to manpower requirements, ivsources, utilization, and training, as
required by section 107 of the Manpower Development and Training Act
of 1962, as amended.

Respectfully,

Secretary of Labor.
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INTRODUCTION

BY THE SECRETARY OF LABOR

On January 23, in a special message to the Con -
gres, the President proposed the largest man-
power program yet undertaken by the Nation.

This Manpower Report by the Department of
Labor supplements the President's Manpower
Message, which constitutes the first part of Ibis
volume. The report surveys what has been done
and what yet remains to be achieved by manpower
policies and program's

to "assure every American who is willing to
work the right to earn a living,"

--to strengthen the economy's productive ca-
pacity and resist inflationary forces,

to insure satisfying working livea for our
Nation's people.

HIGH EMPLOYMENT AND THE RIGHT TO
EARN A LIVING

In making full employment a goal of public
policy by passage of the Employment Act of 1916,
the Congress wisely wrote no single prescription
for its achievement. Nor did the Congress set a
single measu re to judge achievement.

The current economic expansionthe longest in
this centuryhas demonstrated the capacity of
our economy to sustain a high and increasing
level of employment.

We have substentially overcome the problem of
seriods cyclical unemployment which every few
years added millions to the unemployment rolls.

We have begun to pull Appalachia out of its
depressed condition, and we are launching similar
efforts in other depressed regions of the Nation.

We have reduced the number of labor areas with
imbstantial unemployment from 88 in early 1961
to only 11 in February 1968.

We are steadily zeroing in on the remaining
tr rgets of unemployment;

The hard-core unemployed, who require
skill training, literacy training, and success-
ful work experience, to develop new motiva-
tion and become stable, productive workers.

The seasonally unemployed, who are fully
prepared to work all year and yet csniitute
one-fi ft h oi present unemployment.

The hundreds of thousands of unemployed
young people who are still struggling to cross
the gap between school and work.

----The unemployed and inactive older work-
ers, whose considerable energies and talents
are wasted as a result of inadequate oppor-
tunities, outmoded traditions, and outright
discriminetion.

The unemployed and underemployed mem-
bers of minority groupsNegroes, Puerto
Ricans, Mexican Americans, American In-
dians, and otherswho need special help to
catch up a ith the majority.

--The jobless handicapped, many of whom
could become employable and employed Nith
rehabilitation and other services.
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Where the Nation stands today in these matters
is reviewed in two of the chapters which follow,
entitled New Perspectives on Manpower Prob-
lems and Measures and Trems in Employment
and Unemployment.

The Hard-Cole Unemployed

More than a million American workers spend
half or more of he Sear in idleness. At least half
of them are concentrated in the 50 largest cities.

They have not been reached by 7 years of
economic growth.

They urgently need help.
It would be a tragic national mistake in
economic judgment to count their plight a
necessary price for fiscal soundness and price
st a bil ity.

On the contrary, these people can be assisted
in ways which will add to the productive
strength of the economy and to its ability to
resist the forces of infiat

We now have the knowledge to help them
knowledge acquired through a variety of pro-
grams, several of them added this year :

Through special programs for disadvan-
taged youththe Neighborhood Youth Corps
and the Job Corps (610,009 enrolled during
fiscal 1968).

Through special programs to develop New
Careers fur the poor and through Operation
Mainstream, aimed pri narily at hard-core un-
employed adults (over 30,000 enrolled in
1968).

Through special employment programs for
people on welfarethe WorkExperience and
Training Program and the raw Work Incen-
tive Program (69,000 enrolled in 1968).

--Through special training programs (class-
room and on-the-job) under MDTA and
through Opportunities Industrialization Cen-
ters (310,000 enrolled in 1968).
Through the new Concentrated Employ-
ment Programs, which bring these and other
programs to bear in target, alum areas.

Through the new JOBS (Job Opportunities
in Business Sextor) Program announced by
the President in hii Nfanpower Message
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(100,000 to be employed by the end of fiscal
1969).

Altogether, close to 1 million will be enrolled
in fiscal lf 68 in these and other special programs
for the disadvantaged. A review of recent pro-
gram efforts is contained in New Development; in
Manpower Programs, a chapter in this report.

Experience confirms now the essential elements
in a continued and growing effort to deal with the
hardest cases:

That a followt hrough is necessaryprovid-
ing support beyond specified periods of train-
ing or work experience; The years of depriva-
tion, the inadequacy of "schooling," the fear
of failing are not normally overcome within
the duration of a set "program" of so many
weeks.

That a program leading to a decent job
which will enable a worker to support a fam-
ily and get out of poverty does attract hard-
core individuals, but recruiting and "out-
reach" efforts cannot attract these people into
dead-end programs that do not pay off.

That the sooner the hard-core individuals
can be put into a real job situation the better,
provided basic preparatory and support ac-
tivities can continue.

That the basic cots of preparing the hard
core for stable employment are substantially
higher than for those with whom employers
and earlier manpower programs have nor-
mally dealt.

That hard-core individuals often face sev-
eral problems, such as poor education, lack of
skill, poor work history, poor health, lack of
t ransptzt at ioa, absence of child care facilities,
discrimination, poor mot i vat ionand that, for
many there is no single answer.

- -That these diverse elements can be put to-
Oho: into a single manpower program
in a slum area with substantial gains in
effectiveness.

That we can successfully concentrate our
manpower efforts on those slum areas where
the problem is concentrated, where the going
is toughest.

A review of present knowledge about the
obstacles to employment of this group slid the
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strategies needed to overcome them is provided
in the chapter of this report entitled Baeriers to
Employment of the Distx14antaged.

The Program Ahead

The State of the Union and the Manpower
Massages to the Congress proposed the start of a
new partnership between business and labor, on
the one hand, and Government, on the other, in
which each party does what is necessary to absorb
those who remain unemployed after 7 years of
steady economic growth.

It is not enough to insure subsistence where work
is not available; it is not enough now to provide,
training where there are no skills; it is now neces-
sary to offer a chance to participate in business
and industry to all who 1,411 try.

The JOBS Program -.sill guarantee what in the
past has been too often missing or uncertain-3
real job. It will;

Guarantee that the serious efforts of indi
viduals will pay of.

Enable individuals to work at real jobs
while they continue to upgrade their abilities

Enlist the aid of private industry in follow-
ing through from training to employment.

To accomplish this, American businessman-
agement and labormast:

Reexamine every barrier standing in the
aaay of hiring the hard-core unemployed and
remove these obst ales wherever possible.

Bring its training capabilities to bear on
these workers to compensate for their inade-
quate preparation.
Provide extra support including "coaches"
and new types of first-line s:ipervisory train -

ingso that tendencies to fail or to quit can
be reverse. d.

its its share in 0 e partnership, the Govern-
ment must:

Assist busi aesi in paying fo: the extra costs
of special training and support provided by
eriployers to the hard-core unemployed.

--Streamline administration, cut out the "red
tape" that can make partnership with the

11.451 0 If -

Government frustratinia and sometimes well-
nig.). impossible.

Accept, and move irk Cie next several yours
to fulfill, a conunit mer,t to guarantee to all t n
opportunity to train 'end prepare for work,
shifting the measure al program from incre-
mental increases of training to achieving the
goal of guaranteed tr'itining for all.

Many actions by industcy and by Government,
especially in the last seveaal years, give evidence
that each will do its part and that this new part-
nership will succeed. Extmples are:

The arrangement mder which the largest
steel companies refyr to the Employment
Service for training applicants initially re-
jected by the con.a)a M es.

Training by management in the telephone
industry of persons 'sho fail entry tests.

The pioneering in,view by the Bethlehem
Steel Corp. of it 3 testing program in relation
to job needs, which as led to adjustment of
entrance standards.

The Newark Bus.ness and Industrial Co-
ordinating Council'a work, spearheaded by
Western Electric Ca, Inc., and Bamberger's
Department Store, I ) provide instructors and
special facilities to lnab/e people to meet hir-
ing standards.

The program of C ORE in cooperation with
Humble Oil and Rei 'kning Co. in Baltimore, to
train service stater n personnel and future
franchise holders.

The Lockheed Ai ': -craft Corp. policy that a
percentage of newl hired workers be disad-
vantaged persons.

The concerted adion by automobile manu-
facturers and othe:r large companies in De-
troit to hire the C,isedvantagel residents of
the central city, including waiving teats and
removing otivr barriers to employment.

The actions in several cities by construction
management, the lmi/cling trades, the Work-
ers' Defense Learue, and the Urban League
to develop sfecitl apprentice-entry training
programs.

The new effort of the National Association
of Manufactnrear ir. its STEP program.
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The training of th ousands of unemployed
workers spomored by the United Automobile
Workers, the International Union of Elec-
trical Workers, the United li,-otheritcxxl. of
Carpenters, the International Union of Op-
erating Engineers, the Bricklayers li&qma-
tional Union, the International Association
of "Machinists, and others; and the upgrading
training sponsored by many unions which
will open new opportunities for the hard core
in entry level jobs.

All these private efforts to accept tvni train
those who would have been rejected before have
striking parallels in the Government's new and
growing programs to accept and train for military
duty many who formerly would have been rejected
and to prepare the least educated veterans for
civilian lifeProjects 100,000 and Transition. In
addition, the Government is making vigorous
efforts to inform disadvantaged workers about the
opportunities in Federal civilian jobs for which
they can qualify.

The new partnership between private industry.
and Government will involve the active participa-
tion, on a full-time basis, of a new group of busi-
ness executives, who will develop job opportunities
in priv%te industry.

It will involve the corresponding development
of Concentrated Enqdoyment Program capability
and a strengthened Manpower Administrroion
within the Department of Labor:

Extending the full impact of manpower ef-
forts and the integrated syr'em for delivering
manpower services thro 11 Concentrated
Employment Programs to areas in fiscal
036 and 70 more in 190.
--Bringing the locally oriented Cooperative
Area Manpower Planning Sy stein (CAMPS)
to the forefront, to integrate all programs
within the fast-growing man over sys.lem-
73,000 t e a l oed in fiscal 1963; 1.3 million to be
served ii:rough training, wort.: - experience,
am", relit-A ino. -rants in fiscal MO.

Training 5,000 returning GI's in special
centers to work in manpower progra,.:s in
deprived areas.
Providing a new charter for the .,:m!rloy-
ment Service system, giving it advanced elec-
tronic equipment and emcentrating more of
the system's present resou.,.es on the problems
of the hard-core unemployed.
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The Seasonally Unemployed

Seasonal unemploymen:, represents one-third of
all unemployment in the, construction industry,
which has a higher unemployment rate than any
other major industry (6.6 percent in 1967).

Seasonal variations in employmen; in construc-
tion are partly a matter of adjustrnc Of to weather
(both the rigors of winter and the inconveniences
of bad weather in other seasons), but they are
more than this. They represent the residue of
practiCes habitual in days before modern methods
of coping with weati r had beea developed They
also refl red a kg in t he application of known sched-
uling and construction methods and the existence
of some technical problems, which have not been
fared squarely by an industry with limited re-
search and development activities.

Seasonality does not have the same ,ffect on all
workers in the construction industry. A portion of
the labor force, probably at least a quarter of the
total, has substantially full opportunity for an-
imal employmentworkers employed by contrac-
tors on a year-round I or on longduration
jobs, or in shortage areas, and some exceptionally
experienced individual workers. A second group,
at least half the total, carries the brunt of seasonal
unemployment, and 1 ,s substantially less than
full-thne or full- r earnings opportunity,
though relying aim. t wholly ill)on the industry
as a source of employment. The third group of
workers in the construction work force is in and
out c -f the industry..

Each of these groups is affected adversely by
another factcr, intermittent employment. Lit-e sea-
sonal employ!' end, this is caused partly by alter-
able industrial habits and methods.

Seasonality and intermittency have had signifi-
cInt effects on wage rates: The uncertainties of
employment have led to an historic process of
justifying high hourly rates as necessary to pro

isonable annual earnings.
There has been almost no change in the overall

degree of seasonal variation in employment in this
count since the end of World War 11. and no
sig,rificant action to reduce it. In contrast, other
industrialized countries, especially those which
have rigorous winters, have taken positive steps to
diminish swiscarality of construction employment.
These steps have he en particularly pronounced
since the end of World War 11 and have provided
a considerable body of exi eri ace that has been
the subject of discussions at the International



Labor Organization and the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cceeperat ion and Development.

A roiew of manpower, economic, and engineer-
ing facts by the Secretaries of Commerce and of
Labor suggest that a positive program should be
undertaken to diminish seasonality.

The:..e is a great variety of contracting prac-
tices and procedures_ Some agencies contract for
construction directly with construction eirms,
v-hile others finance grants-inaid through State,
city, or county governments. The various agencies
have different policies regarding the problems of
scasoni.lity, and there is not that interchange of
information among them which would permit the
planning necessary to avoid or diminish seasonal
concert-ration of construction work in a partic-
ular area.

The problems that Federal Government con -
tract officials would face in any effort to dim-
inish seasonaliey are componnded by the fact that
they generally lack the ability to influence State
and la al patterns of cent ruction activity under-
taken 'cith funds from other sources.

Comideration is being given by representatives
of the inter steel agencies to the development of a
policy of po,ritiv, action with respect to the qu,s-
tion of $7C41.Sonality, including :

--Arrangements for the scheduling of Fed-
cut] construction progran-s., and for the pos-
s'ble cl)ordination of such scheduling with
that of State and local governments, so as to
reduce Seasonality.

Participation in the development of such a
program by representatives of construction
employers and workers.

--Collection and elizeiliination of informa-
tion about technology which can reduce
seasonality, the initiation of a iesearli and
ticvelopin program, mid the provision of
relevant statistical dab.

The Handicapped

Titre are between 500,000 and 800,000 handi-
capred persons who could benefit from appropri-
ate rehnbilit Mion or cotployment services each
year but who are rust now tnicqualely. Ninny
of those not -end are living in rural and urban
slut] s, where their problem is made worw by in
rider mite 'al service, igro:hrice, substandard

homing, inadequate transportation, and other
cone tibuting environmental conditions.

RI aching these people and making their right
to earn a living a real one, will require increased
coneentration of unified effort and a greater
involvement of the private sector through the
mechanism of on-thejob training.

Spxial attention is being given to the prob-
lems of the handicapped in .the slum areas, and
steps are being taken throughout the Employ-
ment Service to meet their work ar.d -work-
traii ng needs. Present arrangements for medical
screening examinations are being expanded, in
cooperation with the Department of Health, Edu-
cat iot , and Welfare, to move toward covering all
enrolleees in manpower programs in order to
detect any sign of physical or mental barriers to
emple yinent.

Th ire is continuing interdepartmental explora-
tion ,rf the further ways in which opportunities
for tle handicapped can be opened up, of methods
of meeting the s.peciel transportation needs of
the } aneticapped (espeL.ally in regard to the re-
latio 'ship of transportation to employment), and
of new programs of education and public infor-
matim which will bring this situation to the at-
tention of the public and of potential employers.

Bricf!jing the Go? From School to Work

Tire rate of unemployment among youth re-
mains unacceptably high, despite sustained eco-
nor-Me expansion and despite the special youth ern-
ploement programs which have been enacted in
the l 1st 4 years.

Ti o proposed Partnership for Learning and
Earning Act represents an important, advance in
bridging the pp between education and employ-
ment. It provitle.s for the financing of special ex-
perimental programs enlisting the cooperation of
sd ools, employment services, and private em-
ploy, rs; for new summer t raining pi ogrp nis

irig work and education; for Employment
Se 'vice assistance in the schools; and for further
Mire it ional opportunity for those youth ioho have
n1 rea dy started work but who need a firm r base if
the; are to succeed. It will afford them all types
of;ccondnryedncation not just vo,-at ional educa
t to through a coord:nalrd effort the phut of
the education and manpower agenci, n1 the local

A. more complete discussion of this matter is
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contained in the chapter of this report entitled
Bridging the Gap From School to Work.

MANPOWER ACTION TO RESIST
INFLATIONARY FORCES

Inefficiencies in the use of .,uman resources in
our Nation mean not only personal deprivation
and tragedy, but staggering financial losses and
costs:

$6.8 billion per year in direct and indirect
costs of occupational injuries.

$5 billion in premium payments for over-
time, resulting in large part from lack of per-
sonnel and poor planning.

$2.2 billion in unemployment benefits, which
could be decreased if seasonal unemploy
ment were reduced and lnidoff workers were
more quickly reemployedfor example, by
a computer-equipped Employment Service,
more fully utilized by both employers and
workers.

There are, in addition, other costs that cannot
be estimated as yet:

The costs of welfare payments to emplm-
nb/c and trainable workers who can be and
want to he self-supporting.

The costs of wage increases negotiated to
offset tho fact or Gar of seasonal unemploy-
ment.

The lo.-cs in productive capacity when reo-
pie are educated, or trained, or employed far
below their potential abilities.

Tile costs of crime, delimaaency, and riots
attrilantalle, in Dart. to unemployt Rent
and poverty.

These costs must be reduced. They can b! re-
duced. They are today being redtaA thrmgh
training programs which return to society within
1 year more than their total cost to the Feieral
(h

Almost every person who goes timough a train-
ing program or a work- experience program
wheel: r it 1* M1)TA, or Job Corps, or Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps, WorkExpet ience, or New
Carters, or Operation Mainstream, or P-oject
100,000, or Project Transitioncomes out l>etter
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equipped to earn a living and pay taxes, and is
thus less likely to need support from public
sources.

E rery step taken tC) improve the utilization, ef-
ficiency, and productivity of manpower is a step
to prevent inflationary increases in labor and other
costs.

Steps to Augment Health Manpower

There has been great progress toward bringing
medical services to all people. But this dramatic
growth has strained the capacity to provide
trained personnel to the point where manpower
shortages are now critical, and are a part of the
reason for rising costs of health care. The Congress
has enacted major legislation to improve and ex-
pand health manpower resources. It passed:

The Manpower Development and Training
Act.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963.
The Health Professions Educational As-
sistance Act.

The Nurse Training Act.
--The Heart Disease, Cancer, and Stroke
Amendments to the Public Health Service
Act.

The Economic Opportunity Act.
The Allied Health Professions Personnel
Training Act.

Yet much remains to be done.
There is a need right now for oneialf million

more workers in health services. For the next 10
years, the need gill be for 10,000 more each month,
not counting replacemehts.

Last year, in response to the President's re-
quest for grvi,ter emphasis on training in the
health occupations, the Department of Labor, the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
the Office of Economic Opportunity, and the Vet
erans Administration increased the output of
trainees in health occupations by about 50 per-
centto 200,000 persons.

But the need is not merely for new recruits:

We must bring hack into the health ocenpa-
tions inactive nurses and other professionals- -
so the Government 11as joined with the Amer-
ican Nur.es ASSO2Mion and other profes-



sional assaciations to encourage such reentry
and to provide refresher training.
We must learn to use present manpower re-
sources more effectivelyto redesign Sobs or
create new ones, so that professional workers
can use their highest skills while supporting
personnel take over the less demanding tasks.

--We need to make pay, working conditions,
and career opportunities mote attractive to
health workers.
Above all, we need close cooperation among
private health service agencies, training in-
stitutions, and the Governmentin efforts to
increase training capacity and raise the level
of productivity in all occupations.

Accomplishments in these areas will help to
slow the rise in the price of health carewhich
has in recent months been more rapid than in that
of any other category of goods and services, and
which threatens to go even further.

Steps in Wier Directions

The recommendations of the Task Force on Oc-
cupational Training in Industry, which will re-
port to the Secretaries of Commerce and of Labor
within a few months, will permit. the shaping of
new efforts to prone e and assist private training
programs aml thereby to improve the efficiency of
the national productive effort,

The Cabinet Committee on Price Stability is
embarking on a new course of Government action
to develop the steps that can be takenin indus-
tries which are the source of persistent inflation
to improve technology and efficiency. and remove
bouleneekr This will involve a review of the
ways by which present manpower prog:ams can
be developed to provide better training of new
entrants, faster recruitment, upgrading, innova-
tive training throughout the individual's work-
ing life, and the identification of manpower
bottlenecks.

One particularly important factor in this situa-
tion is that substantial human reources are idle
or deteriorating as a result of changes in the loca-
tion of economic opportunity.

Many of the most serious urban and rural prob-
lems result from those changes.

Consideration must lx given to the possibility
of measnres to influence the location of jobs and
worker:, so that they will be mutually aaeessible.

This means exploring the implications for public
policy and action of existing trends in science and
technology and their effect on the location of jobs
and people. But the matter is much broader than
science and technology, or employment and man-
power, or economics and material things; it has
broad implications regarding the quality of our
national life.

A beginning has been made in studying this
matter, especially in the Departments of Agricul-
ture, Commerce, Labor, and Housing and Urban
Development. Some findings have been presented
to the Congres.; in the Annual Report of the Eco-
nomic Development Administration and the An-
nual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers.
An examination of these problems is contained in
the chapter of this report. on Geographic Factors
in Employmeatand Manpower Development.

THE QUALITY OF LIFE AT WORK

What a man's or woman's work is like and what
employment moans are crucial to the quality of
American life.

I'llere is the danger of forgetting that the ulti-
mate purpose of the economyand of employment
as a part of itis to satisfy the. needs of indi-
viduals, instead of the other way around.

We must begin to consider anti examine the
nrecning of employmentin terms of human satis-
factionsgoing beyond the earnings it provides.

The full significance of work can be identified
only .rough examination of all the varied grati-
ficationsand deprivationsto which it leads.
We are undertaking that examinationto the
extent at least of finding out how far such ques-
tions as these can be answered:

--Con the satisfaction and dissatisfaction ex-
perienced by different, groups in the labor
force bra measured in any reliable, meanint.-
tail way?

What are the range and effect of the incet
tires that motivate people to work?
In what cireen}:rtances and under what con
dit ions pre the sot isfr,lions of work greater- -
or lees ?

What kinds of trends in satisfaction and
dissatisfaction are indicated as a result cf
changes in technology ?
--Are there practical ways of taking these
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considerations into account as part of a cone
merinal enterprise

A preliminary assessment of the possibilities on
the froatiers c.f manpower concernincluding
those that go to the matter of the quality of em-
ployment as well as its quantityis provided in
the chapter of this a ?port titled New Per.spretires
on Mani, coice r Problems and ca-gu rev.

THE REALITY OF OPPORTUNITY

There is a great momentum now in the effort.
to solve the country's manpower problems. The
broadening of this effort and the quickening of its
pace vii clearly result in substantially eliminat-
ing in cl e foreseeable future proPem unemploy-
men'. This momentum will carry. us on to an en
gagemen.:. on all fronts with iirob7crn employment.

The term "manpower" derives from "horse-
power." But man's expectation is greater than to
be placed in the same harness. "Full employment"
is not ju ;t Everyman at work, 1r:boring, te, be fed
and houkd in return. It is the use of all his tal-
entsactivity of a satisfying kindan essential
part of -xhatever it is life will soma day, perhaps,
be found to mean. And it is ()ppm (unity to develop
and use his talents on an equal basis with all
Americans.

The 'client of the National Advisory Commis-
sion on Civil Disorders indicates (he kinds of steps
we must take to make equal opportunity a reality
for all of the Nation's citizens, both black ar1
white.

It makes a number of urgent re;aminclulations
with respect to employment, as well as education,
welfare, and housing.

The new and enlarged manpower programs al-
ready u nderway or soon to be launched with Gov-
ernmer t leadership and financial support and ne-
t iv e coope rat ion !rum pri,.at e industry represent

forward steps in several dirMions recom-
nd.7I by the Commission. Its other manpower

recommendations are under active consideration.
However, the Commission's report will be ef-

fective only as there is public awareness that be-
hind All the analyses, programs, and policies lies
a inner deeper question; What sort of society are
we to Je. in America? The report is, in form, a re-
port to the President. It will achieve its purpose
only as it is recognized Is essentially a report to
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the American people depending for its effective-
ness on the response it evokes from people as
individuals.

More and better jobs for the disadvantaged are,
of course., essential to overcome the sub-employ-
ment rate of 30 percent or more in many ghettos.
It is hike ise essential to refashion our city centers,
to break intolerable restrictions on housing, to
enable workers in downtown slums to follow jobs
to the suburbs.

But a real Ireakt7arougla in:a full racial equality
lies beyond the rer.ch of government, or law, or
regulation.

There. is demanded of the majoritywho to an
overwhelming, extent command the wealth, the
opportun it y, and the power in their communities --
a more personal dedication to the achievem?nt of
civil lights and equality of opportunity. Without
this, Liie statutes on these subjects may be in the
books, but they will not be it the cit ies.

THE DEPARTMENT'S MANPOWER REPORT

This sixth .1/ an power /?, port hy the Depardnent
of Labor assesses our national accomplishments
and shortcomings in moving toward full aial equal
opportunity for meaningful jobs and satisfying
employment conditions for all workers. It is con-
cerned with the efforts we are making to achieve
further progress in these directionswith the is-
sues to be confronted, the obstacles to be overcome,
the program strategies likely to be most et';'ective.

The report reflects a greatly broadened view of
t he goals and concerns of manpower policy, as cont.
pared with the rather simplistic emphasis on over-
all increases in employment and reduction of un-
employment when the Iir,t Manpower le r port was
issuedin 1063.

As the following chapters make plain, the focus
of manpower policy is and must be on overcoming
the special barriers to employment of tie disad-
vantaged, many of them rminbers of -iiitiority.

gro Ts. And consideration must. be given not
merely to the cambers of jobs available but also to
their qualityin terms of wages, job security, pro.
motional opportunity, and Ihe chame for partici-
pation in "mainstream" economic and social life.

This broad view of the concerns of manpower
policy diciates nit equally broad approach to re
medial action, Pmgrams to aid disadvantaged in-



dividgals and groups must be guided by under-
staufli.,-,g of the educational, cultural, sociological,
and psychological barriers to their employment
and how these can be overcome. A:1-1 there must
be consideration not only of the problems of spe-
cial groups but of the great geographic differences
in employment opportunities and economic
prospects.

The various c'utpters of this report together
portray the great variety and complexity of pres-
ent manpower problems and of the needed reme-
dial programs and approaches. They make plain

the variety of disciplines and methods which must
be called upon in these effnrk.

Th° report breaks new wound alx through its
systematic review of the current of knowl-
edge of the major manpowt r problem areas and
the suggestions it makes regarding needed infor-
mational improvements. Tha_se suggestions con-
stitute a tentative agenda for government agencies
and private organizations concerned v.':,th fact-
finding and research in the manpower fieldan
agenda upon which the Department of Labor will
act.

Secretary of Labor.

I.1

11,1r
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NEW PERSPECTIVES ON

MANPOWER PROBLEMS AND MEASURES

This chapter has t WO chief aimsto take a broad
new look at the major problem areas of concern to
manpower policy and to point the v.ay toward
more comprehensive aid sensitive measures of
progress and problems in these areas.

The achievement of high levels of employment
was made a national ob:ective more than two dec-
ades ago, by the Employment Act of 1946. But it

little more than 5 years since this country under-
took an active manpower policy calling for direct,
affirmative action to enable the jobless and under-
employed to achieve satisfactory employment and,
at the same time, to meet employers' needs for
workers. Ev91 in these few years it has become ap-
parent that manpower policy must be. a broadly
conceived, dynamic instrumentconcerned with a
wide range of shifting and emerging problems-
and that assessment of progress in manpower prob-
lem areas is therefore r. highly complex undertak-
ing, requiring a variety of evolving measures and
technives.

When the first Manpower Report was issued in
1963, the overall este of unemployment was per-
sistently high (5.7 percert that year, on the aver-
age).. Because of this, the goal of primary con-
cern was necessarily to achieve a more rapid rate
of economic and employment growththrough
economic and fiscal measures, coupled with train-
ing and ether manpower measures to overcome the
dislocations of workii, brought about by !ro,-
nological and other change.

The great expansion in nployment and reduc-
tion in unemployment achieved during the past 5
years testify to the success of these efforts But the
overall employment gains have also brought i, 'o

sharper focus the plight of those by-passed by, fie
general prosperity.

As the President said in his message on Man-
power delivered to the Congress in January:

The q iestion for our day is dais: In an economy capat le
of sustaining high employment, bow can we assure every
American who is willing to work the right to earn a
living?

The President then outlined the programs that
are being undertaken to enable the hard-core un-
employed to enter productive employment (as
further discussed in the chapter on New Develop.
tnents in Manpower Programs later in this report).
These programs, and related efforts to meet the
training and employment needs of disadvantaged
workers with long periods of joblessness, now have
top priority among the Nation's manpower pro-
grams. Accordingly, if statistics on unempl.oy-
ment and other manpower measures are to serve
as indicators of our most urgent present problems
they must row focus on the groups with extended
unemploymenthow many, who and where they
are, end what can be gleaned as to the nature of
their problems.

But manpower policy is and must bo concerned
with more than long-term unemployment. The
chronically underemployedthose able to get only
part-time jobs or irregular workare likely to be
worse off than many workers with even fairly ex-
tended periods of joblessness. And people so dis-
couraged or alienated that they are not even look-
ing for work may well be in the worst situation
of all. Both of these groups have a high claim for
attent he' in manpower programs and consequently
in factfinding on current manpower problems.

9 (1
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The horizons of concern in manpower policy are
much wider than this, however: they must take
account of the many-sided signifIcance of work in
our economy and society. Work is the generally
accepted basis for success and social status, as well
as earning a living. The kind of job a worker has
and the conditios r his employment greatly
affect his and his family's everyday life. And the
contrite tion workers make to the national output
of goods and services is a major determinant, of
economic growth and advances in living standards
for the American people.

Thus, a number of broad manpower objectives
or 'problem areas can be identified, in addition to
the reduction of joblessness and underemploy-
ment. The adequacy of workers' earnings is an area
of obvious importance, demanding consideration
from many anglesamong them, how ;ages com-
pare with accepted minimum standard:, how many
workers still have earnings beloiet the poverty line,
and whether the trend. of earnings provides a ris-
ing standard of living or at least keeps up with
living cods.

Adequate provision for income maintenance
when workers are involuntarily unemployed, dis-
abled, or retired is also an important area. When
it worker lacks adequate income protection, a pro-
tracted spell of unemployment. a serious accident
or illness, or retirement may force not only the
worker but also his dependents into poverty.

The quality of employmentphysically, psy-
chologically, and socially ds another area that
has a crucial relation to worker well-being, and
with which manpower policy must be concerned.
'the same is true of equality of opportunity for
education and training, employment, and earnings.

Widening the opportunities and options open to
workers and potential workers is still another im-
portant an,' very broad manpower objective,
closely related to the quest for equality of oppor-
tunity. Pathways to this objective are manyin-
cluding giving 'people the opportunity to maximize.
their abilities through education and training, re
moving discriminatory and other barriers to mo-
bility and freedom of job choice, and providing
more opportunities for meaningful participation
in our economy and society (on a volunteer as well
as a paid basis and for youth and the. old, as well
as for people in the middle age groups).

In addition to these objectives, which all bear
directly on the tvelfare of workers and their de-
pendents, manpower policy is concerned with
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meeting the manpower requirements of our econ-
omy and society. Here, the questions in need of
assessment include the extent and nature of cur-
rent labor shortages and manpower imbalances,
prospective manpower requirements, and the
changes in rates of training and jab market mech-
anisms essential to meet numpowor demands.

This chapter explores the critical dimensions of
current problems and recent progress in most of
these major areas of inanpcwer concern, as indi-
ated by the presently available data. It also makes

clear the data gaps and inadequacies that have
hampered this assessment and points to needed
improvenicnts in fact finding and analysis.

It is fortunate that, in working toward these
inforinational advances, we can build on a system
of manpower statistics which is already one of
the most, advanced in the world. But manpower
problems are constantly shifting, ar.d realizat:on
of their complexity and of the variety of policies
and action programs required to meet them has
increased. The related data-collection programs
and techniques of assessment should be equally
dynamic. One of the chief purposes of this chapter
is to point the ...ay in this direction.

Several important areas of mar,pott a concern
could not be covered in this initial effortfor ex
ample, worker mobility, development of skills and
other abilities, and many aspects of working con-
ditions. There is need to move aheaC. in meeting
informationel deficiencies in these areas, as well
as those di Cussed below. Furthermore, the devel-
opment of a comprehensive set of manpower in-
dicators and their use in analyzingor even
ultimately in predictingmanpower problems and
program needs should be the long-roi. goal, as
suggested in the concluding section of the chapter.

The framework developed in the chapter will
0.-ovide a basis for planning the conceptual array-
sis, factfinding, and research essential to these
objectives. Tie Department of Labor will under-
take leaderslnip in t' 's planning, in consulta-
tion with other go,.rnmental arid private organ-
izeiona conceraed with manpower problems and
their iipeasurement.

Private research has already made indispensable
eontritutions in many areas Continued, major
contrit tit ions front ninny individuals and private
research organizations PS well as Government
agencies will be essential to meet the needs and
realize the potentials for increas2t! knowledge of
manpower 1.roblems here outlined.



Joblessness and Underemployment

How many American workers have had pro-
longed periods of unemployment in the last few
years of general ecortomie prosperity ? For how
many is unemployment a recurrent or omnipresent
threat ? And how many others are chronically
underemployed? Who and where are these work-
ers? What progress are we making in reducing
their numbers and in mitigating the !wilder-is of
those most disadvantaged?

To begin developing answers to questions such
as these, it is necessary to go behind the overall
counts and average rates of unemployment and
look at the diverse situations of the dilerent
groups of unemployed individuals. knemph iyed
workers differ not only in the length of time they
are out of u oak but also in their financial needs and
respom,alilities, work experience, place of resi-
dence, education and skills, and other personal at-
tribute; which greatly influence their chances of
employ molt.

That unemployment can have devastefing con-
sequences is very plain in the ease, for example, of
laid-off workers who are unable to find new jobs
for ninny weeks or montlis, especially those with
families to support and no savings to thaw upon;
or of unskilled workers, particularly in urban
slums, who can get only brie', temporary jobs,
separated by repeattd periods of tremployment.
On the other hand, for yowl,: people who have just
finished school and are lolleing for their first jobs,
for women seeking to reenter the klx>r force, and
'for workers who quit jobs voluntarily h -:,reh of
better ones, unemployment may be a transitional
experience with relatively little impart on their
economic and social situation.

Workers who experience prolonged unemploy-
mentand often need training and oilier help in
obtaining jobsare the chief focus of concern in
manpower programs and in indicators of worker
well-being. There are also two other groups who
must lie considered---peoph who are working part
time or below their skill level, and those tvlio are
jobless and want work but are not looklug for jobs
because they believe none are available to them or
beeause of a variety of remediable difficulties. Since
they are not seeking work, people in this situation
are not counted as unemployed. lint they are likely

to be among the most disadvantaged in the
country,

Two sets of statistics from the Current Popula-
tion Survey can be drawn upon as indicators of the
impact of joblessness and underen,ployment. The
Cl S data most Widely quoted in tlie press are tlw
monthly estimates of unemployment, labor force
participation, acid other relevant measures for
many different population groups. Annual aver-
ages of these monthly data indicate, for example,
how many ,and what proportion of workers were
unemployed in an average week.

The Current Population Survey is also the
source of a different set of measures rekting to
workers' employment and unemployment experi-
ence throughout the calendar year. This 'cork -
experience information is collected yearly. It pro-
vides estimates of the total number unemployed fcr
as long as a week at any time (luring the year, not
merely the number unemployed in a single week.
And it shows the total number of weeks of unem-
ployment experienced by workers during the year,
either continuously- or in different spells, whereas
the monthly data on duration of unemployment
show only the number of weeks wor'ters were con-
tinuously unemployed up to the time of the survey.

Both sets of data r. wide important insights into
the problems of unemployment and underemploy-
ment, and both are drawn upon in the following
discussion. The monthly estimates of unemploy-
ment have the great advantage of currency and
pravide valuable items of information not now
available from the work-experience data. Never-
theless, these latter data are those which have
been found most valuable and have been relied on
most heavily in this chapter.

The avers ,Le monthly unemployment rates do
not tell the fall story of the impact of unemploy-
ment on people. Much more meaningful are the
work experience data on the numbers of workers
with many weeks or months of joblessness during
the year. These data make plain why the country
needs large-scale training and other antipoverty
programs aimed at equipping the hard-core
t nemployed for productive work and aiding their
job adjuriment.
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UNEMPLOYMENT

Over 11 minion' American workers were job-
less and looking for work nt some time during
the prosperous year 1966. This was almost four
times the average number (2.0 million) unem-
ployed in any one week of the year.' The total
number out of work during 1967 was probably
somewhat higher. Great progress in reducing un-
employment has Leen made, however, since 1961,
when the current economic upturn began. During
that recession year, about 15 million workers had
periods of unemployment.

The period without work was short (1 to 4
weeks) for over 45 percent of the workers unem-
ployed in 1966. Presumably, unemployraent for
many of them was due lare,rely to voluntary job
changes, some delay in fin(ling work upon entry
or reentry into the labor force, and the usual sea-
sonal layoffs. Many secured jobs without out-
side help. And for those who sought or needed
assistance through manpower programs, this help
was limited in most cases to job placement services,

The 3.4 million workers N;ith 5 to 14 weeks of
unemployment in 1963 may be regarded ns an "in
between" group. For many of these workersas
%cell as for 'hose with still briefer periods without
workunemployment was it transitional experi-
ence,i.ften cushioned to sonto extent by unemploy-
ment insurance and other benefits. Hut this group
undoubtedly included malty workers for whom
unemployment of 14 weeks, or even weeks, 't d
serious financial consequences.

Joblessness had hard and unequivocal impli-
cations, however, for the 2,7 million workers who
were out of work for 15 or more weeks in 1966
over a fourth of the year. More than 1 million of
these workersin cities. towos, and rural areas
;term, the countryspent half or more of 1966
jobless and lo.lking for work.

ITN, num/Kr of por,on who ',re unemployed for al Irsst '
work during. the )thr irrludn pthoons who looked for work but
did not workdo tog the :1F AT.

noted In this rerort, the d.fnIllon of unomplevment used
In the morit;Ity r.ttnintriiit of unompinyment wa some-
what In VAT. A dtitritttirt3n 4 tIto principal changes appears In
the chapter on Troods In thuglo) lAr.rti and tnemplo men t Pats
nc.1 on tho monthly ,tImates used In the present chsptor relate
In 1Pfl not lifo;f and do not rodeo) the r1r11" definition. Ir those
)r, r. the Or 111,111,k1 eons who (Vol rnt work Ai
all during the surrey work and were looking for work. Also
11,110,1 n pro notitoJoil IN not work at nil dot.
Ing the survey writill and II) who v the 14 Atilng tither to bo railed
book to a Joh from which they had en laid or or to report to a
non ..re r'r rrlinry pcileduled to start wit hth the following an

days feud were not in FrAnnl during the surrey 'Week), or (2)
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These data on the weeks of unemployment work-
ers experienced throughout the year provide by
far the best picture of the impact of joblessness on
individuals, and of the magnitude of the groups
most subject. to unemployment and most likely o
need training or other manpower services. This is
made plain when one compares the figures cited
above with those on continuous duration of un
employment from the monthly labor force surveys.
About four times as many workers had 5 or more
weeks without work during 1966 as is suggested
by the monthly data. For the I umber out of work
15 to 26 weeks, the corresponding ratio was altrost
51 /2 to 1.

Any complacency a. to the limited impact of
extended unemployment among men in the central
nge groups, who are generally the most en;doy-
able and have the heaviest family responsibilities,
should be ended by these data. Close to 1.3 million
men aged 25 to 44 had 5 or more weeks of unem-
ployment during 1066, almost six times the number
(226,000) shown by the monthly surveys. (See
table 1.) For men of this age group out of work
15 to 2G weeks, the differential between the two
estimates was even greater (more than sevenfold-
342,000, compared with 48,000). Clearly, the num
bar of men of prime %corking age who are severely
affected by joblessness is much higher than is indi-
cated by the monihly unemployment data. And,
to a lesser degree, the same is true for women.

With respect to the groups most affected by un-
employmentthe young, the poorly educated, the
unskilled, older workers, and minority groups
the unemployment data based on experience dur-
ing the year as a whole tell roughly the same com-
parative story as do the monthly estimates. How-
ever, the incidence of extended unemployment k
shown to be greater in all groups than is suggested
by the monthly figures for these groups (which nrc

who would have been 1o)kleg for work except that (Ivy were
tomp.orsrlly Ill or boll, sod no work was available In the: line of
work or In the community.

The cimSoltlen of unemployment used In the survey of work
taper!, nee dueler a year Is similar to that used In the monthly
o.:matos prior to !rift?, although the data are derived somewhat

iffe.ntly. All perfons who worked from I lo 49 weeks eluting
the )ear are classified according lo the reason describing bow
they spent most of the weeks In which they did nod work. Nom
work artIvitIrg are ri.terririmil as Unemployment or Isyoff from a

J"b. illnrso or rIlszt-nity (not Inciollog pall sick lesvel, taking
core of hemp or family, going to school. and other activities. A
single wee': doing which a person did n-t work WAS A.fgnrd to
only one r iogory. following a system that assloned lest priority
to norropl,lir.nt or tlyeff Ald etherPe rcreded in the prior
Ikt.?. work raI ri,r, in inv.o, sop run'.I6 :I
nrciirdirg to their main roarin for rot workine. upon
replies to A specific trirst Tho roasors enurnorated are roughly
the some as the eatronrir s wed for l art-) ear Sort ,r.



TABLI. 1. RATIO OF UNEMPLOYMENT AS MEd:SI:RED BY WORK-EXPERIENCE SURVEY TO AVERAGE OF
MONTHLY UNEMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES, BY DURATION CATEGORY, 1966

Age

Alen Women

Total, 5
weeks

and Jver

5 to 14
weeks

15 to 26
weeks

27 weeks
or more

Total, 5
weeks

,find over

3.5

5 to 14
weeks

15 to 26
weeks

27 weeks
or more

4.4Total, 16 years and over 4.6 4.6 5.7 3. 1 2.9 4.8

16 and 17 year L8 1.3 2. 1 7. 0 1. 1 I.0 1. 4 1.3
18 and 19 years_ 3.8 3.3 5. 1 4.3 2,7 2. 2 4.6 2,9
20 to 24 years C. 6 6.5 6. 6 6.8 4.2 $. 3 7. 1 5, 7
25 to 34 years 5.8 6.6 6.9 2.4 3. 7 :3. 1 4. 7 5. 3
35 to 44 years 5.7 6.4 7.3 2. 5 4. 1 3. 7 4. 5 4.6
45 to 64 year: 4.6 5.2 6. 3 2. 5 4. 5 3.7 6. 1 5. 1
65 years and over 2.8 2. 1 3. 5 3. 1

NOTE: See bOtHole 2, p.18, !or definitions of these measures.

discussed at length in the chapter on Trends in
Employment and Unemployment).

The Nvidely tided 2-to-1 ratio in the extent cf
unemployment bctween nonwhite and white work-
ers is borne out once more. by these data. About 12
percent of all nonwhite workers had 5 weeks or
more of unemployment in 1966, compared with 6
percent of all white wm kers. Most seriously af-
fected were the nonwhites who were unskilled
laborers-I (Jut of every 5 was unemployed for 5
or more weeks during 1966. (See table 2.)

The major achievements of the past 5 years in
reducing unemployment-particularly long -term
mumployment- -must not be lost sight of, how-
ever. 1 /espite very large additions to the work force
between 1261 and 1966. the proportion of workers
unemployed for 5 or more weeks of the year was
cut nearly in In If (from 11.6 to 6.4 percent). (See
table 3.) The general expansion in employment
aided by training and other programs hewed 011

workers with p ersistent difficulty in finding jobs--
brought an even sharper drop in the proportion of
workers unemployed I weeks or more (from 6,3
percent in 1961 to 2.8 percent in 1966). The im-
provement wai sharpest in the proportion unem-
ployed 27 weeks or more (which fell from 2.8 to 1
percent ). Hot/ N% bile and nonwhite workers bene-
fited from this; reduction in extended unemploy-
ment.

The proportion of workers experiencing

repeated spells of oblessness has also dropped sig-
nificantl. Where.is in 1961, 6.2 percent of the
work force had ti),1 or more periods of unemploy-
ment during the year, by 1:7166 the figure had
fallen to 4 pereent. And the proportion of workers
reporting at least' three spells of unemployment
decreased rea rly a ; much (from 3.3 to 2.3 per

Nevertheless, 11,e proportion of workers with
repeated spells of unemployment did not decline
as inuch, in relative terms, as the overall propor-
tion of workers 1%.ith many weeks of joblessness.
(See chart 1.) This statistical finding has both
economic and pelicy significance. The improve-
men in econotni.. conditions, reinforced by man
power programs has been particularly effective
in reducing the lumber of workers continuously
unemployed for 'ong periods; it has, for example,
made it. much easier for displaced workers to find
new jobs. But aFparentl re has been less prog-
ress in reducing hie; .ar ,r casual employment
of unskilled workers or, as yet, in mitigating
seasonal layoffs.

Most workei:: who experience extended unem-
ployment are tpit, of w')1 two or more tiilleS
dm ing the year. Of the men out of work 15 or
more weeks in 1966, 7 out of every 10 were unem-
ployed at least twice during the year. Of those
witli 2i weeks cr incre of unemployment, also 7
out of 10 had at least t co spells of unemployme.A.
and 4 out of every 10 Itr.td three or more spells.

)
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CHART 1

Proportion of work( rs faith extended
unemployment has declined situ

proportion with repealed spells of
unemployment has dropped inneh less.

Weeks of unemploymere
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so,ce u,s. Oerra,tc error Lobo.

These findings underline the need for enlarged
efforts to enable the chronically unemployed to
qualify for a rd obtain jobs that promise continuity
of employment. Thera is also it need to explore
ways of hrti tit!! these orkers to keep the jobs
i hey get.

UNDEREMPLOYM iNT

Unem!,/oyment is but ;Inc foril -albeit the most
extivine of ondetotili,otion d,f IA .11 In
theory at lca,t, lily t,urker 1110 is finictioning at
less than his full piodoetite potential may be re
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garthd as underutilized. And in this sense, there
are probably very few people who are not under-
utilized to some extent. Full realization of ever -

one's maximum potential is an ultimate goal of our
democracy, toward which all manpower develop-
ment efforts ace directed. However, a more limited
and immediate target is essential to both the de-
velopment of manpower programs and the assess-
ment of current manpower problems. V. present
purposes, it is sufficient to consider two types of
underemployment.'

h o first is pad-time employment of workers de-
sitinu jabs, which can be thought of also
as part-time unemployment. This is the most easily
measurablo form of underemployment.

orke Ts with jobs below their edveational or
skill le eel are another significant group of under-
employed. Such underemployed workers include,
for example, college graduates who have to take
relatively low-skilled jobs because of a shortage of
suitable employment opportunities or because of
discriminatory hiring practices. The loi,1-roT

miners who are working as subsistence f

provide another example. However, th
am'. measurement of this group invul
theoretical and practical proldem..
work will be. :equired before the in.,
kinds of workers involved in this W00-
can be determined.'

With respect to part-time cmploymc
the same. two basic. sources of data as
ployment. The monthly labor force sit!
estin, les of the numbei 3 working ]
bouts in a speciIA week either volui o a 1
economic reasons, together with a wet-tit
information. Relevant data from the aiii
experience!. surveys are much more mc.
provide estimates of the numbers of
ployed only part time in the majority
when they had any work during the yk

About 2 million workers were on ror
economic, reasons in a o average we k
curt ailment in employment and earnim:-
nity for du:se workers was sizable. On t.
they were able to get only about 20 hours

F reet.yrnr rmr1own rot of tetelete Nnto drive .t
hut are F'.:*?,.t to Inter-HIM-tit or teaeanal err-105

n0n10000en r0c4r7,1 n third ret ery of nod, r
f/,` n ppr,n 4,1 It h-,s0rrnr. 1},r5e rPere on.

01 re r-`'' ti, orTtelich to rrnetn.rrrrnrrt of It F

tf tt.e orn,0{,11ie 1r:11,ot:tient Tc FIN rrn 000/1100, en 0
cottporalete 1,0,04 of r0tHe-talert, (ice 1947 ,1f

/.1(1,,



TALLY. 2 PERCENT OF PERSONS WITH WORK EXPERIENCE WHO HAD SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF WEEKS
AND SPELLS OF UNEMPLOYMENT, BY COLOR AND OCCUPATION, 19661

Color and occupation 5 tek.,
or more

15 weeks
or more

27 weeks
or more

2 spells
Or more

3 spells
or more

WRITE

Total 5. 7 2. 4 0. 8 3. 5 19
Professional end technical worker 2 1 .7 .3 .9 .5
Farmers turd farm managers
Managers, officials, and proprietors 1.8 .6 .2 .7 , 4

Clerical worker. 4. 3 1.7 .6 2. 1 .9
Sales workers 4, 4 2. 1 . 9 2. 4 1. 1

Craftsmen and foremen 7.8 2.8 .6 5. 9 3.7
Operatives 9. 2 3.9 2 5.7 3. 0
Private household workers 5,6 2. 4 .9 4. 3 2. 4
Ser ;ice workers, exc. private household 6. 4 3.0 1.3 3.6 1.9
Farm laborers and foremen 6.7 2. 9 1.8 4.9 3. 3
Nonfarm laborer,: 13.9 6.7 2. 2 9. 6 6. o

NONWHITE

Total 11.7 6.3 2.3 7.8 4.7
Professional and technical workers
Farmers and faun managers
Managers, officials, and proprietors
Clerical workers 7.4 4.8' 1.8 4.4 1.7
Sales ,corkers

Craftsmen and or men 14. 5 9. 2 3.0 9. 5 7.0
Operatives 14.4 6.6 2.5 8.3 d.8
Privat ^ household Worker- 7.7 4.5 2.2 6.0 3.9
Service workers, exc. private household 12, 2 6.8 2.3 i.4 4.3
Farm laborers and foremen 13. 0 6.8 2.6 12.6 8. 1

Nonfarm Iaborere 19.4 10.3 3.3 14.6 9.2
1

Fiicludes persons who lockri for work but n ha d14 not work In 06ri Non: Percent net shown whir base Is less than 130,100
The rates ,r1 O'Jd IT soniew*A higher if they were incloied

week. A bare majority of these workers were usu-
ally employed Hi time hilt were temporarily on
part time, most often because of slack %vork. How-
ever, nearly a Inilliolr were usually able to obtain
only part-time work, for reasons shown by the
following figures:

Prn,o,41, eoO'
Total

Slact work
Material shot rq,cs
Erpair
New job
Job ended
No lull-lime vork

m'.er M liwqrre on re,r tlmr
ft re,nornie reason,

Toll
I, 060

881
27
3t

177

74
706

rev all,
ucek

full lot,

1 009
710

31
160
62

Uruallpr'k
Cott limo'

951
171

1

17

12

730

NrIF r)(I2i1 n.ay n--t add intsis rte to rc,u14,.

43-4.,4 0 fe 4

Most of the workers who normally can get only
part-time work are in trade and service industries,
including household employment. The majority
are wome-.1. Among the pa-et-thne workers who
usually work full t:ine, however, the majority are
men, and more of them are in manufacturing than
in any other major industry group.'

Nonwhite workers are disproportionately af-
fected by part-time employment, as by total un-
employment. They are often entrapped in chronic
part-time work. mainly in service jobs, as is ir.di-
e.ded hs lie follon ing 196n figures for wet kers in
wollgricullurdl inrin tries:

For tines irlo:mAt,nn 0,1 pant tthlt ort:rrt, ere sm.
A-21, A 22, an,1 A-23
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Work rchertutr

On Cult -t inn. schedules
On pa rt.tine for °corm-1110 reasons:

Usually worked foil tinte
l'su.rtiy worked part time

Perot', t of icorkre
icho tree( troritrIlite

10.2

18.4
32.6

III 111 :it it at a s:it isfact (ivy i n lea i or of employ-
ment dis:olvantage, it is essential to consider the
impact of partial ma :11ployment suggested by
these figures, as well :1:4 total unemployment. Un-
fortunately, the data on tart -t line employment its
an .iverage week cannot he combined with the even
more crucial estimates of the numbers unem-
ployed for more than a specir,ed number of weeks
out of the Fear. The two sets of figures :1/1' not
comparable and cold(' overlap to a set ions extent.

A very rough estimate was arrived at lay relat-
ing the Iwo sets of data in different, logi.al ways.
This estimate relates to people underemployed in
1966, in the sense idiot tlioy itsually worked part
time but wanted full-time employment and had
not had a substantial amount of unemployment
(luring the year (5 on more weeks). It appears that
the number of underemployed workers, as thus de-
fined. was ]notably in the neighliorhood of 1 to
11 ;, million.

By definition, the underemployed are a group
with limited work opportunity and consequently
curtailed income. In all probability, many of the
workers included are living in poverty. The wide
range of uncertainty as to the sire and character
of this group is, tints, a major obstacle in asses ..g
the extent 1f uniploymmt hardship. It is one which
should he overcome through additional informa-
tion (as outlined in the later discussion of infor-
mational needs).

PEOPLE NOT LOOKING FOR WORK
WHO WANT JOBS

Many people who are neither working nor seek-
ing work wont ,Ind need jobs. Evidence to this ef-
fect has accumulated in recent years. For example:

--Tire proportion of men below normal retire-
ment age who are out of the work force -has
been rising, e-pceially among nonwhites..

high proportion of youth in shun areas
who have dropped out of schoo' are neither

ork nig nor seeking work.

T.TALI: .3. PEnrENT PFIISONS WITII WWII.: EXPERIENCE 1V110 II.1D SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF Wi,EXS
IND SPEC LS OF 1..,NEMPLcAMENT. BY SEN AND AGE, 1961 and 1966

1961 2 1966

Sr x and age
.5 WOOkO '15
or mom

week,
or more

27 week,
Or 11207T

2 21)(11s
or more

.3 spells
or more

S weeks
or 1110r0

i
2115 weeks :t weeics1 spot's

or more or more or or more

3 spells
or I lOre

Both sexes, total.Ii 11.6 r 6, 3 2 S i 6,2 3.3 6.4 2.8 1.0 1 4.0 2.3

11(11, 16 years. and evcr.. 13. 2 7. 0 2.9 7.2 4.0 6.7 2.8 1.0 4. 4 2.i
16 and 17 ycanz 7.7 3. 7 2.1 4.6 2 1 9.0 4.5 ?.2 6. 1 4.0
IX to 24 ycars 22.4 11..3 5.0 12.7 6. 1 10.4 4.2 1.3 7. 3 9. :3

23 to 41 year. 13.6 7.0 2.6 7.4 4.3 6. 1 2.2 .6 3, 9 2. 3
4.5 to 64 yrar, 11.3 6.4 2 7 6. 2 3. 6 5. 7 2.S 1.01 3. 7 2. 4

65 yrars and 6.5 4.6 2.3
I 4.0 2.9 4. 2 2.9 1 1.5 3.0 1.9

Worntn, 16 scars 2,nd
over

16 and 17 years...
S. S ,

3.1
3. 1

2.3
2. 4
1. 1

4. 4
1.9

2. 1
.

5.9
3. 5

2. 7
2. 0

1.0
.5

3. 2
4. 0

1.6
2. 2

IS to 24 3,n], 13.4 . S. 2. 7 7.0 2.9 7, S 3.3 1. 1 4, 3 2. 1
25 to 44 bars 0. 3 5. 4 2. 6 4.4 2.2 "I 5 2. 4 .9 2.7 1. 2
47, to 61 )(al=
n*, (1,2.

I n i V i

7.5 4.7 2.4 3. 0

t r

2. 1

, P , 1 2 1 , 1

',. 2. S

i r , r 1

1.2 3. 1 1.7

-,:t r 1 1 , 1 ill', 1 a-,117 },A
c.1 le 2orr, ? ,/ 1, gr.r, 1 y 511 to Ii'I 11..

sirs real r, a 2.12D'a-n vtrre a pl,,e 12 rr. e 111311.0.101
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Persons with limited education are more
likely to be out of the labor force than those
with more education.
A large number of older workers---includ-
ing many with retirement benefitsboth need
and wish to continue. in paid employment.
--Many women who want to work, either to
support themselves and their fatuities or to
supplement their husband's income, repots
that they e;tiihot do so for lack of child-care
facilities.

illness and disability prevent. man.; persons
front working in physically demanding occu-
pations and sometimes keep them from work-
ing at any job. Long-term disabilities also
tend to discourage persons from even looking
for work.

To got inure definite information on how many
people not. in the labor force want to work and the
rea.sons why they are not seeking jobs, the Depart-
ment of Labor recently made a series of special
studies. The most comprehensive of these studies
showed that, in September 10(16,6 :).3 million men
and sconitn 1 tout of every In of those outside

For n fr,1 reioet on the f,oelt.tg$ of this snrvey, -cc Robert 1e,
Mein, ett qrsons fur Nonparticipatron In the !Aber Force,"
dontA Labor krrir tr, July 1957. pp, 22-27, reprinted as Spcelfil
Labor Force Report No, 85.

the labor forcewanted a job. The other 9 out of
10 said they did not desire a regular job. However,
the information obtained from the latter group
did not permit probing into the conditions under
vhich they might consider working nor into th,?.ir
possible need for additional income.

When those desiring work were asked why they
were not looking for jobs, the reasons most often
cited were ill he:,111 . school attendance, family
responsibilities, en belief that they could not find
jobs. (See table .1.) Presumably, the impediments
to jobs could be overcome for many of these peo-
ple by better health care, arrangements for child
care, school-work programs, referral to suitable
jobs, and other services.

The million peopleover 250,000 men and
nearly 500,000 womenwho were not looking for
work because they believed it would be impossible
to find any were the group of probably greatest
concer:, from the view-point of manpower policy.
Pfesumably many had given up the search for
work after fruitless and discouraging job-finding
efforts. In addition, nearly as large a number of
women cited inability to arrange for child care as
the specific reason why they were not looking for
jobs.

It is also significant that close to 400,000 of the
group not looking for work because of ill health

TABLE 4. PERSONS NOT IN THE LABOR FORCE WHO WANTED A REGULAR, JOB, BY REASON FOR NOT
LOOKING FOR WORK, SEPTEMLIER 1966

(Number, In 'both...ands)

Reason

Men Women

Number Percent
distribution

Number Percent
distribution

T.

BcliC% cs it vt co ILI Le impossible to find work
111 health, disability

1,641

266
4S0

100.0

16. 2
29. 3

3, 651

4SS
59S

100. 0

13. 4
16.4

I r 706 43.0 536 14. 7
Family rcs,
inability to :arnl,gi., child care

1, 080
435

29. 6
11.9

MiFccllar.cotic vcr,:onril reasons I 1.44 8. 8 290 7.9
Expccts to 1, Mork ng or &coking work shortly 44 2.7 226 6. 2

1,e%des rrpl pr r to, etet err Ire yourll, tr I4-it find et r.t
I +19', sey s y F1'1%1-7. jr-1,1 van FvC190,1,.. lodt11111. rt;eer',nee.

r.c to Ir4r.eportstion; theisl d;Krirlile Oen; Sani..av
dittcu't !c or 1; si

feet;etes c`,1 ISCe er tetIrtreret, r6,v: Arr-,1
d-.'h In p7.1'1, to F. 0,vk r.,-.1 to work at ro.4r1
rim.

Nor,: [Mall Iry pot 153 to totCs to rourltrf
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or physical or mental disabilitim .24tid they would
take part-time or light work if it wer? available,
or said they would seer: work when their health
implored. However, it is not possible on the basis
of the. survey data to distinguish clearly between
people who conld be, helped to enter employ-
ment and those with serious and uncorrectable
handicaps.

Altogether, these data represent a major con-
tribution to knowledge of the people not currently
in the labor force who are potential workers. But
the number that should he. counted as underutilized
is st ill much in doubt.

The gap in the present effort to develop indica-
tors of employment hardship is not as great as
might be inferred, however. Many of the 5.3 mil-
lion people who wanted work but were net looking
for it in a particular week of September 19Cfl had

robably sought jobs earlier in the year and then
stopped looking-1watt% of disconragement, in
creasing ill health, return to school, or other rea-
sons' If they actually looked foc ;ohs during 196
they have, of course, been counted among the un-
employed in the figures presented earlier.

Nevertheless, this is still an area of unfortunate
doubt and incompleteness ill the data on the Na-
tion's underemployed people. It is an area where
farther factfinding and exploration are much
needed.

INFORMATIONAL NEEDS

Geographic Concentradons of Joblessness and
Underemployment

The concentration of unemployment and under-
employment in urban slums and inipoverished
rural areasthe places where these problems are
known to be most criticalhave not been discussed
in t his chap! er. Though plans are far advanced for
a new program of sit dies on employment and vin.
employ/nen( problems in urban slum areas, to be
launched by the Department of Labor in 193s, the
available statistical information for such areas is

still limited, in the main, to a few special surveys
conducted in PC6 and reported on in laii year's

trtml rurnt,r rr In the ro-111nn sorb r,rcs nt nor
durIr.g: 1:54' II minion larr,r 1:Inn the unmet

In 11- laly r f,tre In Sqtrrntr Thin diffrrcnne In numb,r nato
r.ttninty are unto.) tr: In ;Art by r.. pia not uuntrrt an nnorirrn
In Rribfrnh,r. but Ftill dn.n1rInat jobs Al tint time.
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Manpowry fie port.° The following cl...apter on Bar-
rier; to Employment. of the Disadvantaged sum-
nia-r7zec sonn, of the key findings as to the extent
of joblesi-mess and underemployment among slum
residents.

The more extensive series of surveys, now being
developed for slum areas, will provide regular in-
formation on employment. and related problems in

aeas. They will be designed to shed light
upon t he special employment-connected problems
of urban slums and to measure their seriousness
and extent. Special efforts will be made to increase
understanding of the motivation of slum residents
wit It respect to work and job hunting, training and
education, and of the was in which people in the
slums survive economically. The surveys will be
highly flexible and will test various approaches
aimed at providing new insights into these intri-
cate problems. The findings should provide im-
proved guidelines for manpower programs,- and
policies tailored to the needs of slum residents.

Intensive efforts will also be made in these sur-
veys to obtain information on the characteristics
of persons missed in censuses or other household
survey.:. In the past few years, much attention has
been paid to the undercount of the population in
census surveys. This undercount is highest (15 to
20 percent) for young nonwhite men, among whom
rates of unemployment. and underemployment are
also extremely high. Limited data suggest that the
missed population is typically of a lower socio-
economic group than the population counted. Fur-
thermore, a large proportion of the uncounted
population probably lives in urban slums, where
census taking is particularly difficult. For these
reasons, the new surveys will make special efforts
to reach persons who might be missed in regular
census surveys.

Strengthening of Annual WorkExperlence Data

Information on unemployment throughout the
year has great potential value as a measure of the
need for manpower policies and programs and a
guide in their development. However, the present
data have some serious shortcomings. Further
work along the following lilies would be useful,
assuming that it proves to he technically feasible
and resoin ces permit its implementation.

FneI9(7 .tranpnver Rrptrt, p.73 C.



1. In order to haven current measure of annual
nnemployment, procedures should be developed to
make the vork-experience survey results avail-
able more pronptly, and possibly to ,7ollect and
publish the d it a quarterly.

2. Because i Ivoluntary part-time. eirployment
is a serious source of underemployment, efforts
should be made to measure the impact on workers
of part-time employment for et.c-momic reasons
during the year as a whole. Information is needed
not only on the total numbers of corkers affected.
but also on the extent of rer:nction in their work-
ing hours and On the duration and recurrence of
their involuntary part-time employment.

3. Special cross tabulations of work- experience
data with monthly labor force data could shed
more light upon the reasons why persons are
employed or not in the work force.

4. Information on the number of persons who
look for a job----presumably a better job, or at least

a different onewhile they are employed would
help to guide placement and training programs.
No information is now available on this point.

5. Information on the duration of the longest
spell of unemployment experienced by workers un-
employed at any time during the year would help
in assessing the significance and incidence of long-
duration unemployment.

0. As a measure of the total need for job-finding
efforts and of programs to help workers hold jobs,
more information should be developed on spells of
,unemployment, cross classified by the total num-
ber of weeks of unemployment worhens had (hir-
ing the year and by various personal characteris-
tics.

7. Although inadequate training and education
are clearly related to the incidence of unemploy-
ment, further investigation is needed to indicate
the effects of these factors on the extent of unem-
ployment throughout the year.

W3
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Adequacy of Workers' Earnings

The dramatic rise in the average earnin7s of
.1merica a workers is one of this country's pr6r.-1
achievements. There is general recognition that
workers' earnings must, at minimum, keep pace
with living costs and that national gains in pro-
ductivity should be reflected fully in workers' ris-
ing standard of lid/v.....

The elimination of SilliShlilddid tvages is also
an accepted national goaland has been for :30
years, since the enactment of the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1135 (-iLSA). Successo-e
amendments to the act, culminating in those of
19G6, have extended its minimum wage provisions
to a larger and larger proportion of the work force
and have raised the sp.cified minimum.s to pro-
gressively higher levels (in dollars, if not always
in terms of purchasing power). State minimum
wage. laws also reflect public recognition, extend-
ing many years back, of the need to protect work-
ers against substandard wage rates.

The growing concern with inadequate annual
earnings is more lecent. It can he traced to the
Nation's explicit commitment to eliminate poverty.
Although the reduction of unemployment is an in-
tegral part of the antipoverty programs. there is
realization that year-round employment of tt

chief breadwinner provides no guarantee of
an annual income above the poN city- threshold. In
1966. for eN ample, nearly one-third of the Nation's
poor families were headed by workers employed
all vear hut at inadequate wages. It is hoped that
the improvements iu lid/611111M wage shiroLini: un-
der recent amendments to the FI.S. will help.
over the next several years. to raise willies for
many of the working poor. But more extensive
measures-- for example. training to increase their
productivity or some form of income supple-
mentsMay well he required to lift other NVOrkeN
in this gilmp above the poverty level.

Another mason why the spotlight is turning
more and more ou the adtquay of workers' Call'.

0111k:ill With inequality of income. The con -
Viction is growing that social me-t in urban ghet-
tos may reflect dissatisfaction with the disparity
bot wecn the impoNerislied and Ihenllluent, as lunch
as with the 1,,w level of litidig endured by slum-
dv, Tim,. know ledge ahnut cat ning: i< essen
ial in eN abutting the po-ition of workers in the

American economy and sok'icty. the
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first concern of manpower policy is to eliminate
unemployment, a closely related concern is that
those who work shall share in the national
prosperity.

_Accordingly, this discussion of the adequacy of
workers earnings has two focuses. It considers,
first, the recent and impending improvements
minimum wage standards under the FLSA and
the nutuipers of workers still receiving lower
hourly wages. The main discussion, however, is
concerned with annual earningsand particularly
with the Magnitude of the low-earner problem still
existing among workers with year-round, full-
time employment, despite a major reduction in the
extent of low earnings since the early 1060's.

MINIMUM WAGE STANDARDS

fininuini wage standards, at both the. Federal
and State levels, have helped increasingly to es..-
tablish a floor under workers' wages. The Fair
Labor St arida rds Actthe Federal minimum wage
law -- establishes !Multiunit wage protection for
workers engaged in interstate commerce or in the
production of goods for interstate commerce and
for employees of certain enterprises which are so
engaged.

This law aims to establish a minimum standard
of wages necessary for the health, efficiency. and
general wellbeing of workers without substan-
tially curtailing employment or earning power.
I he 19C6 amendments to the FLSA, which be-
came effective on February 1, 1967, broadly ex-
panded its protectiwns. They raised the minimum
wage significantly and extended coverage to many
more workers.

Between 1935, when the law was passed, and the
enactment of the 1966 amendments, the level of the
minimum wage was increased thine times and the
basic coverage of the act expanded only cnce. The
1966 amendments have accomplished the most far-
reaching improvements since 1938 in Federal wage
and hours standards. and represent a big step to-
ward the it goal of eliminating substandard
labo comfit ions. When signing these amendments.
the President pointed out tha -Thc new Ininitnum
wage . , w ill 11,4 !-111)11,.11 :1 very pig fctroily. but
it will ht ing workers and their families a little hit
aboNe the poverty line.-



TABLE 5. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PRIVATE NONSUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES EARNING LESS THAN
SPECIFIED CASH WAGES PER HOUR, BY INDUSTRY, FEBRUARY 1968

Itium.ocrs In thousands]

Industry

Total '

Aviculture, forestry, and
fisherie,

Retail trade (including eat-
ing and thinking places)...

Service
Domestic service
All other

Total
number of
110nStiper-

vi,sory
employees

51, S66

1, 513

9, 150
7, 589
2, 223

31, 391

Employees earning rash wages of less than:

61.60

Num-
ber

Per-
cent

$1.30 $1.15 $1.00

Nu m-
ber

Per-
cent

Num-
ber

Per-
cent

Num-
ber

Per-
cent

10, 123 19. 5 7, 302 14. 1 4, 663 9. 0 3, In 6. 6

1, 154 76.3 828 54. 7 509 33.6 2S1 IS. 6

3, 278 35. S. 2, 040 22. 3 1, 094 12.0 553 6. 0
3, 255 42.9 2, 185 ?S. S 1, 056 13. 9 647 S. 5
2, 045 92. ( 2, 005 90. 2 1, 925 S6. 6 1, 912 S6. 0

387 1 2 244 . S 79 . 3 - 29 . I
I

I FACIIIIt'S ere' Mier. odministral i se, and professions] employees.

About. 33 million of the 51.9 million nonsuper-
visory workers in private employment, were sub-
ject to a minimum wage under the FLSA prior to
the a mendmeiits. For these workers, the amend-
ments raised the specified minimum from the pre-
vious $1.25 an hour to $1.40 effective February 1.
1967. and $1.60 on February 1, 19,1s.

Over 0.7 million additimml workers were given
protection by the amendments, including some for
whom this protection will not become effective un-
til 1969. More than 2.6 million of the newly covered
workers are employed by Federal. State, awl local
governments. For most newly covered workers the
minimum wage became $1 an hour on February
1, W61, and $1.15 on February 1, 196S, with an
additional :ncrease to $1.30 for early-
190. For newly covered workers in nonfarm jobs
(though not those in agriculture) the minimum
will go still higher in following years. reachint:
$1.60 on February 1, 1971.

Vow many vorkers in this country still earn
less than $1.60 an hour? It is estimated that about
10 millionor 1 out of every 5 nonsupervisory
workers in private employinent--received less than
$1,r,0 in cash wages in l'clorliary 1968. Most of
these Ivorkeis are in agriculture. retail ;rude, and
Ilse services. pAiticularly domestic service. (Ste
table 5.) Included area good many vorkers newly
covered by the FI,S.1- -who nt least
.$1.1110 within .3 Sears, if they arc in nonfarm jobs -

as Veil as workers not covered by the act.
While the FLSA provides the basic wage pro-

tection in this country, 36 States, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico have operative mini-
mum wage laws or orders, some of which supple-
ment the Federal minimum wage. It i3 estimated
that as of early 1968, nearly 3.5 million -,vorkers
not covered by the FLSA----mostly in retail trade
and service industrieswere subject to F at e min i-
1111IM wage requirements. In five States and Nei :o
Rico the minimum rate, in effect in February 1968
was $1.60 or more an hour.

Nearly 8.1 million workers in private employ-
ment are still unprotected by either Federal or
State minimum image requirements, however. Of
this group, some 2 million work in Set: it trade,
22 million in domestic service 1.3 million in other
sercices, and about 900,000 in agriculture.

These fields of employmentabove all, domestic
service and agriculture are where the problem
of low hourly W age:-. is most widespread and most
,even. Afore than 4 out of every 5 workers in do-
mestic se-vice. Dual nearly 1 cult of every 5 in agri-
culture. have money vages of under $1 an hour
(though wages in kind may compensate in pall
for these eNt reniely low rates).

Information is not available, however, on the
personal characteristics or the family rcsponsibili
tie, of these workers. In order- to evaluate the sig-
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nificance for them of low hourly wages, it would
be desirable, to know, for example, how many are
youth still in school, retired or handicapped work-
ers, or secondary wage earners, as well as the num-
bers who must support not only themselves but
also dependents on the basis of their meager wages.

ANNUAL EARNINGS

Trends In Earnings

Gains in real yearly earnings (money earnings
adjusted for price changes) have been sharp and
unremitting in thi:: country since before World
War II. In little more than two and a half dec-
ades, white male wage earners have increased their
median annual wage income by 21/2 timesfrom
$2,600 in 19:39 to $6,500 in 1966.° White women
workers nearly doubled their incomesfrom $1,580
to $3,100during the same period. ror nonwhite
men the dollar gain was far lessfrom $1,050 to
$3,850though their relative position improved
substantially. And the same general findings apply
to nonwhite wown, whose average earnings went
from $575 to $2,000.

These long-term gait s reflect the ending of
the great depression of the 19:30's, the imt act of
World War II in stimulating employment, and
postwar economic growth and rising wage. levels.
Moreover, the trend in earnings has continued
strongly upward in recent years, as shown by data
for the 5-year period from 1961, when the. current
economic opt tnl began, to 1966. the latest year
for which figures are available.

American s,orkers, both Illen and women,
achieved significant increases in average earnings
in these 5 yearsfrom $5,000 to $5,500 for men
and from $1,900 to $2,250 for women. (See chart
2.) These figures include workers in the labor force
only part time or part year, as well as full-time
workers. If the frame of reference is shifted from
1;11 earners to male year-round, full-time workers
only (nearly all of whom are how-eliold heads),
the average earnings level is substantially higher,
but the rate. of gain in earnings tern ;rips nlxrut the
same. Average earnings " for this group advanced
from$6,fhi1iu lard to $4;,s50 in 1!66,

kr..1 rnrnrnt. In III. ch.r.trt. Are In
"conoaot 1Pf*.A do1:ar. Oft I 1., t Inoreat.. Inoe th, effrlIrr

nec,unf.t ff.r cf.AsfrIlf-tr ti.e enrnfro fgnre. thfIr
11.1 teinlocinf: tw.ttor
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CHART 2

Earnings of %vorkers increased sharply
between 1961 and 1966.

Thousands of dol!ars
8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

0

[SA.,ce. U.S,Doca,1-ert of Lator, tresed on ..131a 1,1, U.S. Ce;,I- cAI
of C000efre.

Vale Fc rale

Bairns

Ala le Female

Fulltae
p:'31-10Uni

Aorkos

Of the 35.5 million men employed full time
throughout 1966, 9 percent (3.2 million) earned
less titan $3,000. However, both 'he number and
proportion of steadily employed men with earn-
ings as low as this were substantially less than in
1961a sign of continuing progress in eliminating
substandard earnings as a factor in poverty.

Accompanying this decrease in the incidence of
low earnings, was a decided increase in the propor-
tion of workers earning more than $10,000 a year.
The persistent impr,VCIllekt ill bOt11 these dimen-
sions cf earnings is shown by the following figures
for male. year round, full-time workers:

S'n1f.- fU.rrAfe rl erl9,oi. tt, disculon !bat rclAtef.
In Intel r,frAln fr. re n11 dAring the ralf-nrIr .c-fir -
A '.:f ofei A."1"") Ir A . trot AU 7.a. A. 7,11 811 form AAA nen
fun', f1f t n foil nt.la Oalinp of the earn.
tng4 dil 11, T 1,41 jr. i r 12° of Prnlii.for. <P14 r(r11110
in 11, AirIer ,WAs"' ;Inn : S. Per.ftrn-,ent of Corn.

Duval of , (?Hour. I ff,tAlt. r 20. 12,11. Conant root.
13.,rt. Frrir. I' r,e, No



Pereene yap tarried

Year Under 14,000 $10,000 or ore,

1956 16. 1 9. 7
1961 13.2 16. 0
1966 S.9 20.1

A different. conclusion is arrived at, however, if
progress is meas!,-.ed in tennis of the distrilmtion
of earnings. In 1956, 1961, and also 1966, the high-
e.st. paid 20 percent. of all male year-round, full -
time workers received 40 percent of the aggregate
earnings received by such workers, whereas the
lowest paid 20 percent. received only about 7 per-
cent. Though earnings have risen in absolute. terms
for workers at both ends of the earnings scale,
there has been no improvement in the relative
share received by the lowest paid fifth of all male
year-round, full-time workers. In fact, the dispar-
ity between the lowest and highest paid gioups
has grown in dollars, though not in relative tennis.
(See. table 6.) In other words, the gains have been
proportionately distributed among workers at all
earnings levels, so that there has been no lessening
of the inequities in the distribution.

TABLE 6. EARNINGS OF MEN WI10 WORKED YEAR
ROUND, FULL TINIE, 195'3, 1961, AND 1966 1

Item 1936 1961 1966

20 percent earned mor than S7, 541 SS, 640 $10, 002
20 percent earned lees 3, 3SS 3, S11, 4, 417
Ratio

it
2, 2.3 2. 26 2. 26

I Earnings for 1956 a 3r, i,J,te,3 for price changes lo lOre5.

Problems in Deflnin! Low Earnings

The. large numbers of workers NN ho still have
substandard eat ring:Iletined for the purposes of
this analysis as an earned income below $3,000 a
yearare the focus of concern in the rest of this
earnings discussiot Workers employed year
round at full-time jobs who still make less than
$3,0o0 are the group mainly discussed.

I, should be el- irly recognized thatwhile
establishing a cutof below which earnings might
Ile designated .gs able, substatobittl, or in-
adequate-- this $3,04,1 deliniti. n does not allow fo
the fart that a ri,,c,1 arilr,;, 1 of purchasing pow en

may not go as for Iottalrl j tot iding :1 generally
acceptable standa t,1 of livi as it In c_It hate

years ago. As a Nation, we are more affluent and
our values with respect to the definition of "neces-
sities" have changed.

One indicator of the persistently changing con-
cept. of a comfortable level of living in this coun-
try is provided by the City Worker's Family
Ihulget p-tblished Department. of Labor.
The third major revision of this budget published
in 1966 differs significantly from earlier estimates.
Expenditure pat te, .1s of a family seeking to main-
tain a moderate level of living in 1966 reflect diT.r
ences in the quality and quantity of goods and
set-vices and include many items not previously
considered.

The estimated annual cost of a moderate living
standard for a well-established family of four was
$9,200 in urban areas of the United States as of
autumn 1966, reflecting a 24-percent rise in living
standards from 7 years earlier." The $3,000 low
earnings figure used in this chapter represented
only a third of the BLS moderate living standard
in 1066, compared with about two.fifths in 1959.
This change suggests a significant worsening of
the relative position of the low earner in this
coontry.

Perspective on the relative situation of men who
earn less than $3,000 can be gained also by com-
parison with the median earnings for all male
year-round, full-time workers. In 1961, median
earnings for steadily employed males were $6,050
(in 1966 dollars) compared with $0,530 in 1966
as noted above. Although the number of regularly
employed loon with substandard (i.e., beloW
$3,000) earnings fell by 1 million over the 5-year
period, trot kers who remained in this group fared
worse relative to the average steadily employed
American male in 1966 than they did in 1961.

Although low earnings of family heads are an
important cause of poverty, it should be noted that
the $3,000 cutoff is not designed as a measure of
poverty. It. takes no account of supplementary
sources of income or of variable family needs.
Rather, it reflects the progress made so far in es-
tablishing a national standard regarding the mini-
mum acceptable rewards for work, as expressed in
the national minimum wage law. A worker paid

rofect Om aeriell,,n In 111,110, and
fr,n1 fermi; to {-mil., II ad! n. li.r ... e

Oa, Ilan. c.,111 Ti,.- amt srr.l.r. Ir.
In tl In; tart'., ,to.r 11rt, and ft, in ormii, f.mliy.

Srr, I do, W,t.r.' TomOy Mcfprf 1 S Ii, pitmen,
ItIrin.i of Lahr Statith., 1111110In An

I:70 7.
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for Tit) weeks of work, averaging 40 hours each, at
$1.60 an hoar (the general FLSA minimum stand-
ard) would earn $3,200 for the year. In all likeli-
hood, annual earnings of $3,200 in 1968 1611 have
about the same purchasing power as $3,000 did in
1966, due to the steady upward trend in prices.

In this disansion, the $3,000 cutoff is applied to
all workers regardless of family status, although
substandard earnings of family heads inevitably
represent a more serious social problem and there-
fore should perhaps receive highest, priority in
program planning. For this reason, the focus of
the discussion is on male earners, nearly all of
whom are family heads or, in a small proportion
of eases, individuals living by themselves.

It is important to keep in mind that the. earnings
figures do not represent take-home pay, since they
reflect gross income before taxes or any other de-
ductions. Neither do they -elect earnings in kind,
nor the value of non-money benefits derived from
community ser,-ices or from the employer-employee
relationship. Many American workers have re-
ceived increasingly numerous and liberal fringe
benefitspaid vacations and holidays, supple-

CHART 3

Proportion of men wifti low earnings
has dropped a I all occupational levels.
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mental unemployment benefits, health insurance,
and so forth. The available data do not permit tak-
ing account of such benefits in any systematic way.
In general, however, the workers with the lowest
money earnings are those least likely to have sub-
stantial fringe benefits. And they are all too often
hampered in making effective use of their limited
incomes by obstacles such as inability to gei.
or credit gouging, the high prices and low quality
of goods frequently found in s!urri area stores, and
lack of knowledge of good purchasing methods.

Beyond question, a man trying to support a
family in an urban area in the 1960's has had and
will continue to have a very difficult time manag-
ing on money earnings under $3,000 a year. As-
suming that a man should ba able to support his
family by his own earningswithout having to
rely nn the earnings of his wife or children or on
other sources of income such as public assistance
it is relevant to point nut that $3,000 in earned in-
come is not enough to keep any urban family of
four or more above the poverty level."

Characteristics of Low Earners

Low cash earnings are most prevalent among
farmers and farm laborers. Farmworkers ac-
counted for about 3 out of every 10 low earners
(a ritual earnings under $3,000) among male year -
round, fulbtime workers in 1966. However, farm-
ers and farmworkers often receive :,. _me in kind,
which supplements their low money earnings to
some small extent.

The incidence of low earnings among "fully
employed- fa rmworkers, although extremely high
in 1966, represented a stiking improvement since
1961. The proportion making less than $3,000
dropped from 62 to 47 percent during these years.

The extensive migration from farm to nonfarm
areas helped to reduce the incidence of low earn-
ings among farmworlors, because of the heavy
representation of the lowest earners among the
migrants. At the same time, theme was definite
improvement in the earnings of workers who re-

on the farm and had full-time work all
cor.'" Over the r-mar period. median canning=

11-,1 In iree tWAL1dr.o.,n S' S vrainirni
)1+1101, l'A;rvi...n, Ar i WrIfIrr, Sr.,aft)

!,,m1..r C. V.,171, h and St-OHL N,! Or
1,,b1r. 1.

An1 rrnrn rf 1,-rk,r Ire, w np. gni
F./0%/y .1k(IA,"r rairIr 3 thr 1^rFt 7'5 Arid
during IhnrolnrAnr1,Ar.



TABLE 7. PERCENT OF YEAR-ROUND, FULL-TIME
EMPLOYED WHO EARNED LESS THAN
$3,000, BY INDUSTRY AND CLASS OF WORKER,
1961 AND 1966 I

Industry and class of worker 1961 . 1966

Total 13.2 8.9

Agriculture 60.0 45. 1
Wage and salary workers 57. S 49. 3

lf-cinploycd 58.2 43.5

Nonagricultural industries 8. 6 6. 6
Wage and salary worker- 7. 1 5. 9

Mining, forestry, fisheries 5. 5 5..5
Construction 11. :, 7. 3
Manufacturing 4. 2 4. 3
Transportation and public utilities 3. 7 3. 7
Wholes.alo and retail trade 12.4 9. 4
Finance and service 10.6 8.8
Public administration 3. 7 2.5

Self-ewtIoyed 18.6 13. 7

t For combarobility, Fot earitirigS ftgutcs are adjusted to ft left price
Cllar.prs twtu C.f n 1)01 and 16(5.

fior farmers and farm managers went up by $1,200;
for farm laborers, by .$350.14

It must be borne in mind that these data relate
only to year-round, full-time, workers, and that
intermittency- of employment, is a partitadarly
severe and prevalent problem among fa rmwork-
yrs, 1'. 066, only 31 percent of the men whose
longest jolt was as a farm laborer or foreman
worked full time the year round, compared with an
average of 70 percent for all occupational groups.
Comprehensive data on yearly earnings are not
yet available, however, for either farm or non-
farm workers employed only part of the year.

In 0104 nonfarm occupation groups also, the
proportion of low earners declined over the past 5
years. lint occupational differences in the incidence

' It is ; calcolafe roughly II, relative Influence f the
cleorfae In it , form labor force I tbrongh out rnier'aI on or shlfta
to nnfeirrn a, t, A Ofpr,ell to the drop In the Incidence of
;ow ewer, ng+ hr a; ;,I)ing the 1951 Incidence of low enrntnga to
the Ibir, farm labs f,fee. If the 11101 Incidence of low earning+
rtill i r canef lIteol. there would bare broil I 2 million low
tamers In 19;5. coqr,r,arfel witb the 1.41 MillInp iii cc wore In
120! 71,, .1l n', are 1,tleoln lf,oste tan Cron!' cf low ,'r''"
neart3 :OttlOtoo ..,r1srf+ le that not of the drop in low ehro,r+
thst c,tt,1 to ,ftrrott,4 I. the 5,-re ise In Ire toll bate. Ar
round (arm 10,-r foro Ire renollnirg r!,Iftrrnrr be lance Ire

tow tars,. et t`, rat, ant the artuml Eiirnt.r !..,yr earn-
ers In 11,,5. V0.row1 1. that tort of the ntora11 I911 to
1555 do,rooqe That could to attrif,u1e4 to It o d.v tease In the Ind
deos of low earnings oor,,nr )Far round, fall time f.rma, rkoro.

of low earnings re.nained about constant. (S,e,
chart 3.)

All major industiry groups made progress be-
tween 1961 and 1960 in reducing their low-earners
ratios. Particularl;Aanarked improvements were
recorded for trade ;.;.,1 services. This was probably
due in part to increased minimum wage coverage
in trade and service establishments. As of 1966,
however, low earners still represented a consider-
ably larger proportion of the wage and salary
work force in trade and services than in all non-
agricultural industries. (See table 7.)

In general, the proportion of low earners dif-
fered rather moderately among the major nonfarm
industry divisions, probably reflecting, for the
most part, industry differences in the proportion
of low-skilled workers employ d. In agriculture,
the proportion of low earners was much higher
than in any other industry, both among self-em-
ployed farmers (44 percent ) and among wage and
salary workers in full-time, year-round jobs on
farms (49 percent ). The p roblems of underemploy-
ment and poverty ;,;-e extreme for many farmers
as well as farm Id iorers" And they contribute
heavily to the t. ;al pr, e,f low earning:amng
American is ()Fliers,

Nonwnite Worker.

One-fout th of di- nnnwhite men who worked
the whole year t%, tw earners, compared with
7 percent of the whites. Almost universalli--oc-
et; pation by occup;1' and industry by indus-
try-steadily f`4111,10. oil 1,01:White men experienced
a higher 'mitten, if i iii' earnings than did whites.

Differential eat Jiings by occupational group
were marked. In evely- occupational category, non-
white men had :t nunit higher incidence of low
earnings than did a hit,. men. Furthermore, the
re.icent rat ion of not. wl ,;,`es in such low-paying oc-
cupal ions as set ice jolts and unskilled labor ac
counts, in pall. for the large overall discrepancy
in earnirg;: bet is WI ovhitr and nonwhite workers,
For example, 15 percent of all nonwhite men em-
ployed all year wet' nonfarm laborer:, as opposed
to 4 Jet cm of fl. hifr biro. (See table S.)

If nom% %%,,t,er could move up the rtC.711
1.11101111 1.11Ilor, ?lid, 01,11111gs pe-itia0 Would of

f f the f,f,Nr111 of renal 1,,erty. Ft,
lie rnrft 10 f; cs National Al
sitt,rs Cotrrnis,i, on Fret p,orty, September IP671.
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course be improved. However, the income gains
would probably be simile'. for them than for white
men making similar occupational pt-ogre ss. It has
bun estimated (on the basis of 190h occupational
earnings) that the low-earner rate fir nonwhites
would still be about three times that for whites,
even with the differences in occupational distribu-
tion eliminated at the major group level.

Differential earning; between whites and non-
whites were equally marked on an industry basis.
Ti.e only nonagricultural industry where non-
white wage and salary workers earning below
$3,000 for the year constituted less than one-tenth
of total nonwhite employment was public admin-
istration. Among white nonagricultural wage and
salary workers, however, the highest incidence If
how earners was 7 percent-in trade and services.
The differentials in low earnings between whites
and nonwhites in the major industrial sectors are
shown in table 0. It is clear that nonwhites ex-
perience a share in substandard earnings that far
outweighs their share in total employment all
major branches of private industry.

These figures show that steps co reduce poverty

for nonwhite people must go beyond providing
jobs for the unemployed or those not in the work
force, beyond eradicating involuntary part-year
or part-time work, and -en beyond providing
jobs in higher skill, higher paying occupations.
In addition to these important measures, dis-
criminatory pay scales and hiring practices must
be eliminated, and the worker's earnings potential
must be upgraded through better training, promo
lion opportunities and more job security.

Low Earnings Among Women

If $3,000 is considered to be a cutoff for sub-
standard earnings-that is, an inadequate return
for a whole year of full-time labor-women who
worked all year in 1066 were in a nnich less satis-
factory position than men. More. than 1 in 4 of the
fully employed women received less than $3,000,
compared with fewer th-,n 1 in 10 of the men. Half
of the women who worked all year received $3,050
or less, while the median earnings level for the.
men was $rJ,850.

TABLE S. OccupArrosAL DtsrnisurtoN OF YEAR-ROUND, FULL-TIN/E 14.:MPLOYED MEN AND THOSE
WHO EARNED Less THAN $3,000, BE COLOR, 1966

(Percent di5t ributIon)

Occupation

White

Total Law
employed earners

Nonwhite

Total
employed i

Low
earners

Total 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

White-collar workers 44. 9 26. 4 21. 0 10. 1

Professional and technical wo,keri 15. 0 5. 7 7. 2 1. 7

Managers, officials, and proprietors 16. 8 11. 2 4. 2 2. 9

Clerical workers 7. 4 5. 2 7. 6 4 0
Sales wozkers 5. 7 4. 3 2. 0 1..5

Blue-collar vi (Akers 44. 1 32. 5 56. 2 49.S
Craftsmen and foremen 21. 5 9. 7 12. 9 7. 7

Operat;ves 18. 8 16, 4 28. 5 24..5

Nonfarm laborers as 6. 4 14. 8 17. 6

Service workers 5. 4 7. 8 17. 1 22. S

Farmworkers 5.6 33. 1 5. 17. 't

Norc Pcttil not al4 II to. III du," to r000lltItt
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TABLE 9. YEAR-BOUND, FULL-TIME EMPLOYED MEN WHO EARNED BELOW $3,000, BY COLOR, FOR
SELECTED INDUSTRIES, 1966

lumbers in thousands]

Number of As a percent
Industry white low of all whites

earners employed

Construction 111 5

Manufacturing 348 3

Trade 300 7

Service industries 322 7

Number of
nonwhite

low earners

As a percent
of all non-

whites
employed

53 27
160 16

160 36
147 25

allout 12 percent of the women who work
continuously throughout the year are family
heads. Tt is sometimes argued, therefore, that low
earnings may not produce as much hardship for
women workers and their families as they do for
men. However, the earnings of women who are
secondary wage earners are often essential to keep
their families out of poverty. And for women who
are family heads, their generally limited earnings
may be a source of acute deprivation.

Fortunately, women have shared somewhat in
the recent imp.ovemeut s in earnings. The number
of women year-round, full-time ivorke:-s earning
less than $.3,000 declined very little between 1061
and 1066 (from 3.7 to 3.6 million). But during the
same period, the t An! number of women working
full time all year rose by 3.7 million; so even a
small decrease in the low-earner group represented
a significant relative gain. The incidence of low
earnings among women was reduced in all occu-
pations except private household work, where the
low-earner ratio rose slightly.

The continued large numbers of women in low-
paid servi a occupations are a major factor con -
tr to the high proportion of women workers
in the low-earnings category. However, increases
in substandard wage rates will be mandatory over
the next several years for some service workers
outside private households, as well as many in
trade and I ertai a other fields, under the 1966
amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act (ns
discussed earlier). The prohibition of wage and
other r'iscrimination in employment under the
Equal Opportunity Act also applies to women and
should help progressively to open opportunities
for them in better paying jobs.

INFORMATIONAL NEEDS

1. As suggested in the dircussion of minimum
wage standards, more information is needed the
socioeconomic characteristics of low-wage work-
ers--bot Is those outside the scope of the Fair Labor
Standards Act and those covered by the law but
paid no more than the minimum wage. Informa-
tion on the age, sex, color, marital status, and num-
ber of dependents of lots -wr.ge workers, as well
as their occupations and training, is essential to
policy planning. Explorations are in process of
the various possible wads of obtaining information
for these workers.

2. The lack of satisfactory earnings information
for part-year and part-time workers has signifi-
cantly limited the foregoing discussion of the ade-
quacy of earnings. Some suggestions or meeting
this need by expanded tabulations of existing sta-
tistics are included in the following section on
Strengthening the SulEmp oyment Datn In ad-
dition, regular collect ion of weekly earnings data is
needed in connection with the Current Population
Survey, to provide a direct measure of earnings
levels for all workers which ran be related to their
personal and economic characterist ics

3. Although fringe benefits are known to be an
important earnings suppler a-nt for many workers,
no comprehensive data are available as to their na-
ture. or extent or the characteristics and money
earnings of the workers who do and do not receive
them, The feasiliility of obtaining information on
these benefits from household surveys and other
sources, such as the present system of payroll re-
ports from employers, should Iv explored.
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The Concept of Sub-Employment

An initial etTort to estimate. the total impact of
johlessues., and imulequate earnings on workers
in urban slums, through a combined sub-employ-
ment rate, was reported on in last yea r's,i/totpoiccr
Report. In 10 slum areas surveyed by the Depart-
ment of Labo/iii October 1966, the average rate
of sub-employment was found to be about one-
third. In other words, 1 out of every 3 shun resi-
dents who were already workers, or should and
could become workers with suitable help, was
either jobless or earning only substandard wages.

This rough estimate reivesented a first ex-
ploratory approach to overall ineasur,ment of the
problems of unemployinent and hardship in some
of the worst and poorest city slums. The new series
of mban employment surveys, to be !r inched by
the Department in 1968, will carry forward this
effort to study sub-en ployment in slum areas
where the problem is most extreme. What is re-
ported on here is an initial step toward develop-
ment of a sub-employment measure on a national
basis.

The concept of sub-employment reflects the judg-
ment that workers with low earnings may have
problems of as much concern from the viewpoint
of manpower policy as those of many workers
rith snbstantial unemployment. The purpose of
analyzing low earnings in conjunction with un-
employment is not to equate the two, since they
represent very different problems that will yield
to very different solutions. Rather. the concept of
sub-employr tent is designed to provide a suninmry
measure of the total problem of unemployment and
low earnings, its compounded impact on the same
disadvantaged groups, an. is etrects in preventing
several million workers and their families from
sharing in the n ioh's economic prosperity."

In workity; toward a national subemployment
What or. unemployment has been ntra,sured In
terms of the worker's experience during an entire
calendar year. and the earnings data utilized are
annual earning: for year-round. full -time etnploy
numt as distats.ed in the preceding SQ01011SCII 1-11-

" It to hinirs1 out that the taro,
ronianro if to, rr.1-1,,,rrriol here boon arallalbe for tearrtl
data on entail otrir ,t ear ro,e-1 orkprg. and en 11,e (M-
11`OrrlItill /111 M1.14k)n., I ri,n, of co.rk.r 011 /I t hr
ear lon. rate he n araliabte .lore 1(.74 fnr men and since 11410

'or ,4,%,",r, 'this lt Etst time. tororrr, that the lnn tett of
cala hare tern hrouzbt Ingthrr In a single, 0,71,1N h,11,/,
7/ ,,1,71...
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employment and Adequacy of Workers' Earn.
ings). Thus, the indicator measures sub-employ-
ment on an flinital basisa considerably ditTerent
measure from the sub-employment rate in a specific
week ;mired at last year for worker in urban
shims."

The new sub-employment measure includes t wo
clearly defined and distinct groupsworkers un-
employed 15 or more weeks during the year and
those who made less than $3,000 for year-round,
full-time work (taken as a proportion of the entire
labor force with a week or more of work experi-
ence during the year).

This measure, is a very conservative one, focused
°a the most serious problems of unemployment
and low earnings. The use of annual income data
for full -time, year-round workers omits many
whose weekly or hourly rates are inadequate. Sim-
ilarly, the exclusion of persons who had fewer than
15 weeks of unemployment understates that prob-
lem. Many workers with low earnings and no sav-
ings can be severely affected by any une:nployment,
and those who have almost 15 weeks of unemploy-
ment are certain to be seriously. affected. The pres-
ent Pleasure of sub-employment also exclndes her-
sons who work part time involuntarily in in:lny
weeks o; die year as well as those who have lookekl
for jobs fot as long as 15 weeks and then become
discouraged and stop looking. Furthermore, no al-
lowance is made for the incomplete coverage of the

The linen -11N mint component of the 12r17 stib.cnipinyment
rate for FV1M nteas repro 'moil the number of persons until
ulcFrd to a 'articular week tf the year r,norblest of their burr,
titn of linertp!ornent. The measure de-oribed here Inetn-ler all
hi rt,-114 and nrITy thnort -wha were nneiriptNed 1 nr mutt',
week during the tear. Similarly, the earnings component of the
inn; limit, Sant (noel on scolds rnrnlnt= !slow n rproint 100
n, rt. %herr, the pro., lit mearlire 1. no o tow), rt.

In addttlon, the Ifr67 Inlet InclnIert the ft.tonIng enroronentt :
I. Valrous workInn r lily Part time though they wanted
lulu rule wo-k
2. Hal' the number of "nonparticipants- ntriong men aged
2.7 In Cl bon the ntsbimption that [Le parr hnlf are net
potential workers, chirfl: heraore rf phatica) er 'mental
ditahilith a er terrre personal problem!) and
a. An ettlinate of the male "underernior group t ated en
the attomption that the number Torn In the arra tboutd
hear the sin RIP rotation to the number of e ^torn that caiott
in the rohnlatIon pmratly ;Oro that ha I' rf ore unfound
n,en are In the four groups of till. employed lc eoPIe Jut(
lttba S., 1,67 Meer,' ee Repent, hp. 74 71.

Many of the Ur 1-7,rt. In there rt trzorirs are aka Inctubort this
3rar, tin-nigh tint t prvlf.ally Ibrntifeb. For r-

torteb irrt 3rar as 111,101111tAry trt !Roe wort, rt tr a.
clithi tie st,1-1.: rot, athn want,' In ar err may have has I

rn,,re (eke of UP,Inf.I01 mint dniing (.7.



population (the so-called census nudercour.0
which is probably largest among the most disad-
vantaged groups.

The preceding sections on JoblessueF:s and l'it-
demmployment and the Adequacy' of Worker:.:
Earnings discuss the :ivailable evidence as to the
import ance of these omitted groups. Althongli lim-
itations of the data did not permit their inclusion
in the sub-employment measure in this time, the
new index provides a base on Nrhiell a still more
comprehensive measure can be built wheu the
needed tigures become available.

RATES OF SUB-EMPLOYMENT

Sub - employment has declined Flu rply since 1961.
The sub-employment rate, as presently measured,
fell from 11 percent in 1961 to 10 perkent in 106(1.

Low earners were by far the larger of the two
groups included in the index-6.7 roillintt, as com-
pared with 3.4 million Nrith L.4 or more weeks of

C MAR* 4

Su b- enip1o, men' mites deelined sharply
for both men and women between

1961 and 1966.
Fercer.t Cd per sols .6.10

ire LcrEl!-e year
30.

20.0

1C.0

0

L. F3'eS

111111U-P-;'= e1
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VEn
s7.:,. 1).S. D.ra cr. Ic.4 he- U.S.

f:4-1.-e-1 C.' Co--rct

unemployment in 1966. And although the number
of low earners declined substantially bet Nveen 1961
and 1966 (by 16 percent), the improvement Was
not nearly sharp as in the number with exten-
sive unemployment ( which decreased by more
than 50 percent ). ainly, the problem of low earn-
ings has been less responsive to th.., economic up-
turn than extended unemployment and, so far, has
been less affected by manpower and antipoverty
programs.

Slightly over half of the sub-:mployed were
men despite the fact that their rate was considera-
bly lower than that for women (9 percent, com-
pared with 1:3 percent). Among both men and
women, low earnings was a much more common
problem than unemployment of I.) or more weeks:
the disparity was greater for women: (See chart 4.)

The economic disadvantage suffered by non-
white men is sharply port rayed by the sub-employ-
ment data. Their sub-employment rate was 22 per-
cent, compared whir S percent for White men. Cou-
pled with an unemployment rate almost three
times as high as for white men was an equally dis-
proportionate low-earnings rate. (See. chart 5,)

That these iigures are only a rough, broad -gage
indicatirn of the proportion of workers with

sulistandard employmentearnings siluation
warrants additional emphasis, .ks more data be-
come available and cru are further relined.
both modifioation and supplementation of this
measme should he possibleincluding measure-
ment of the degree of economic hardship suffered
by workers unemployed for different lengths of
t hue.

STRENGTHENING THE DATA ON
SUB-EMPLOYMENT

In the further development of stinting ry indica-
tors of unemployment and inadequate earnings,
there dr odd Ix' t'ontimwd emphasis on experi-
mentation. innnvat ion, and ttexibility. S t rengt hen-
rIg of data is needed in several major respects.
Measures 14 unemployment and irmleqoate

earnings for residents of urban slums and other
poverty areas are the fit.,t topir:Inimt. As noted
earlier. the Department of 1...117.'0' is planninga new
series ('f surveys which will supply many of the
needed data for urban slums.
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Second, the development of a satisfactory
measure of sub employm,,nt has been much ham-
pered by the absence of interrelated information
on the earnings as well as the income of people
with Citferent amounts of unemployment, and of
those employed only part time Cr part yef
valuable information on these points could be ob-
tained by a major expansion of tabulations relat-
ing data already collected thropgh the work-ex-
perience and income surveys.

Additional specific needs for imps ',red informa-
tion include the following:

Information should !Jr ? tabulated on reasons
for unemployment, for part-year and part-
time work, and for nonrarticipation in the
work force. Snch information would be of
particular value in intermting the proposed
new tabulations relating work experLice and
income.

-.1n expanded tabulation program focusing
on the work experience of each family mem-
ber and the relation of such work experience
to his earnings, and to family income, would
yield many important insights.
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CHART 5

Sub-employment rate is nearly three awes
as MO for nonwhite as for white men.

Percent of men who
worked during the year
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Income Mcbtenance for Workers

Income protection in tl:e event of unemployment
or disabling accident or injury is another area of
urgent concern to 010 W011-1,eing of Ivo iliers and
their dependents. .tild so is assurance of an
adequate income lifter retirement."

The magnitude of the unemployment risk is
indicated by figures already cited: In 1966, more
than 11 million vvorkers hail at least one period of
joldessnes.s (over 15 million in the less prosperous
years of 1961 and 1962), About 1 million workers
were unemployed for .27 or more weeks.

Ifore than 2 million suffered work injuries, and
14;0)0 died from these injuries. I n a ddit i011, on an
average , estimated Ff'i to 2 million \yolk-
ers are prevented from working as a result of
nonocelipatioual disabling injuries or illnesses,
which ale far More frequent than workconnected

Risks of such imiguitinle demand protective
measures of commensurate 54 ripe and depth. This
has been recognized since the inception of our
social seentity system more than 110 years ago. Un-
employment insnrance and retirement benefits
have been major elements in this system from the
beginning. Workers disabled by 'work-connected
accident or injury have for nen longerover 50
years----looked chiefly to the State workmen's
compensation insurance programs" for economic
protection.

Though all these - tems have limitations and
loopholes. they hate l,eou the means of preventing
or greatly reducing 410pri vat ion for Many Millions
of Americans. T h rKaye AISO been slip)Acilienterl
by a variety of public tind private programs for
particular of worker:. ,Moreover, 11 14:111

1) 1:4 1)001) 1113(1e 111 111;linte11,111e1-

for porkers disabled by ilh,rss (71 111.j111'y not re-

lafea to their jOhS
descrilw and assess the nature, accomplish-

agents, .11{1 limitations of this highly complicated
network .c°- prl/grar:, 1v0111(1 10, Leyoll tlr
scope and purpose of this section. .111 that is at-
tempted here is to review brietiy the available
informationsome of it enui)l'elicri:-i ye, 50)110

frIgWepitary-- (01 li()%v 111311.1' of the country's

.Tbr. n 11rnlIrd in Incorri 1,11n1, mare I 1,1:r.,in.
qrf0n.11 r Inc .nn from n

ark, gni II,rr.f,.tr nnl-ranre. marr nor

workers receive income protection from the. major
programs and how adequate this protection is.

UNEMPLOYMENT

The major. source of income maintenance pro-
tection in case of unemployment is the State-
Federal unemployment insurance (UI) system,
designed to provide temporary assistance against
part of the wage loss due to involuntary unemploy-
ment. A separate Federal wage-insurance program
affords protection to nnempleyed railroad
workers; still other Federal programs offer pro-
tection to civilian employees of the Government
and to ex-servicemen. Supplementing these Gov-
ernment programs, for relatively small groups of
workers, ate private measi.resalmost exclusively
the result of collective bargaining.

Public Unemployment insurance

Coverage. Nationally, more than threefourths of
all jobs in wage and salary employment arc
overed by public unemployment insurance sys-
tems, including the programs for railroad workers.
Federal civilian employees, and ex-servicemen, as
well as the Slate-Federal UI system.

Effective as these programs are (is'2,2 million in
nelits were paid to ilimost 5 million unemployed

norkers in 1967 t, their d'OVerage lids nctjor limita-
tions. Nearly one-fourth of the jolts held by wage
and salary workers are excluded. 'these noncov-
cred jobs are chiefly in five major categories: (

State and 114-4'd government, () domestic service,
(:I) nonprofit organizations, (4) farms and tl'
wocessing of agricultural products, and (5) very

small firms. (See hut 6.)
Since the State laws di trey somewhat in their

coverage provisions, the in 'Tort ion of wage and
salary workers with protection is higher in
seam States than others, party because of the in-
(111,11.i:11 composition of the State's economy. It is
11)1410r 7tl percent in four largely
States (North Dakota, South Dakota, 1)100, and
Nebraska) and 11)1) percent in Hawaii only. (See
cliait 7.)
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CHART 6

One out of every four wage and salary workers
is not vox ered by unemployment insuranee.-1/

Not coveretv

15.3 millita

1.8 million Slate and local government

2.5 million Domestic service

2.3 million Nonprofit

1.6 million L.rn and agrcirlturat processing

1.8 million Small firms
0.3 million Other

1 minion Railroad Unemployment Insurance

2.8 million Federal workers
3.1 militort flamed Forces

I/ 1966 estrrrates.
1 Excludes clergymen and member S of relrg ous orders, student nut se s, interns, zna students employed rn

schools nrie.e enrolled.

sources U.S. Depalenent 01 Labor.

In addition, the public unemployment insur-
ance programs are riot designed and do not attempt
to protect the self-employed, unpaid family
workers, young workers searching for their first
jolt, or reentrants into the labor force. Yet in 1967
almost t wo-fifths of the unemployed were in these
categories a very sizable and vulnerable group
of workers.

Even for ware and salary workers in cot ered
employment, protection is in it guaranteed. No
worker qualifies automatically for II benefits. The
urremplc vment insurance program, like all other
social insurance or income maintenance programs,
requires FkPIIIE. Minim tun earnings or length of serv-
ice, or both, before a worker is eligible for benefits.
lu INT, 1-2 percent of the j vlInss workers
applied for benefits under th,:.1.1 system Lad in-
sufficient work experiewe to qu al i fy for them. And
if the unemployed workers who did not apply for
benefits because they knew 111,1 would not qualify
could be counted also, the proportion excluded be-
cause of insufficient work experience would be
much higher.
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Adequacy of Benefit Payments. The generally ae.
cepted aim of unemployment insurance is to re
store at least half of the gross weekly wages of
most workers who would qualify for (.4 benefits.

In general, State laws provide for weekly bene-
fits equal to half the worker's previous weekly
wa(.e, up to a specified maximum benefit amount.
When the laws were first enacted, the maximums
set were high enoug'i to achieve the 50-percent
benefit objective for most workers. Brit since then,
benefits h:, '-e failed to keep pace with rising wages.
In 196' the national average weekly benefit
($41.25) represented only 36 percent of the aver-
age weekly wage in covered employment, com-
pared with 4:2 percent in 1930. In dollar terms, the
gap between wages and benefits has widened
greatly year after year. (See chart 8.)

The groming inadequacy of average weekly
benefits, reiative to average wages, is explained by
the legally established ceilings on weekly benefits.
These maximum benefit amounts, in many cases
fixed in dollar terms, have lagged further and fur-
ther behind rising wages. Currently, the maximum
basic weekly lymefit represents half or mom of the
average weekly wage in covered employment in



CHA'n 7

Percent of nonlarm wage
and salary Krke:s

MN90% or core

Bo.S9S

Proportion of workers CEA ered by unemployment insurance
caries greatly among States. I/

Escludes employment in pr vale households; inc odes all State and Federal programs. percentages based
on March 1967 employment adjusted for cover ag increases,

2 Included in national average.

Source: 11.5. Department of Labor.

only 19 States. In 1939, all but two States were in
the 50-percent or more category.

Workers in low -said jobs, who qualify for a
weekly benefit below the maximum, can usually
get a benefit equal to half their weekly wages. Put
those at higher wage levels are prevented by the
benefit ceiling from receiving a 50-percent wage-
loss replacement. Thus, the proportion of UI
claimants at the benefit maximum is another sig-
nificant measure of benefit adequacy.

In 1967, 47 percent of all eligible claimants were
concentrated at the maximum weekly benefit
amount, compared to an estimated 26 percent in
1939." This changz can be interpreted in two ways.
On the one hand, it reflects the rising occupational
and wage levels of American workers. The propor-
tion of workers who are in low-skill and low-pay-
ing jobsthe kind of jobs in which periods of un-
employment occur most frequentlyhas declined
significantly. However, it is plain that, for a large
and growing proportion of workers covered by the

general. w fatly :repeal liallto under the railroad uaem
plt 'trent Insurance a) etem are more generous min those In most
State programa. :seeerlbeleea. In recent year. alm,at 01 railroad
betofirlarlea qualified for the ma simum benefit,.

UI program, unemployment can mean more than
a 50-percent income drop (front their previous
weekly wage level).

Duration of Benefit Payments. Unemployment in-
surance must provide income maintenance protec-
tion of sufficient duration to tide workers over
temporary periods of unemployment between jobs
if it is to meet its intended objectives. Most States
pay benefits up to a maximum of 26 weeks (more
in a few States) in a 1-year period. In nearly all
States, however, the maximum duration of benefits
for which a worker may qualify varies with the
length of his past employment, so that some claim-
ants are entitled to less than even 10 weeks of
benefits."

The adequacy of benefit duration can be meas-
ured by trio proportion of claimants who remain
unemployed so lo.tg that they exhaust their benefit
rights. In periods when the general level of unent-
ployment is low, about one-fifth to one-fourth of

The railroad unemployment Ionised mien] hap a uniform
duration of 26 seek,r and hap apectal provision for Wended
henenta workers with :ors service In The railroad Induatry eeto
eshaust their normal
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all workers who receive benefits exhaust their en-
titlement. whereas in recession periods Ihis propor-
tion may rise to o1e-third. (See chart 19.) But even
in high employment periods, significant propor-
tions of workers hit 1,y locat Mimi, technological, or
other change.; in the ,t motive of employment use
up time benefits befoe Curling new jobs.

For a great many of those who exhaust their
benefit rights, the duration is limited to less than
2.6 weeks. In 190, for example, almost 5:i percent
of the claimants who exhausted their benefits re-
ceived compensation for less than 26 weeks. Most
of these workers have no further income protec-
tion, regardless of hoe,- long it takes them to tied
new johs or to be re,.Alled to their previous ones.

For millions of workers, then, the ITI system
does tot_ meet its original obje,t ives. It often fails
to restore even as touch as half of the weekly earn-
ings to those who lose- their jobs, and even that
inadequate payment. often stops before the work-
ers a re again earning wages.

Private Unemployment Benefit Programs

Additional income protection for the unem-
ployed is available to relatively small groups of
workers under private prcgrams. One tyre of pro-
gram aims at supplementation of IJI benefits. Oth-
ers are designed to maintain or extent; wage pay-
ments, or their equivalent, during slack periods
and following a worker's separation, regardless
of substitute income in the form of unemployment
insurance benefits. In general, workers who are
protected by private programs are likely to be
employed in jobs also covered by the public UI
system. So the effect of these programs is to pro-
vide more Adequate income maintenance for some
workers eligible, for UI, rather than to help some
of the millions without. UI protection.

Supplemental Unemployment Benefit Plans. Income
security protection became an important issue in
collective bargaining it the l950's, when a con-
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CHART 9

Thirty more workers el:lotus( their unemployment
insuranee benefits when unemployment rises.
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certed drive by several unions led to the establish-
ment. of supplemental unemployment benefit
plans (SCB). Snell plans are designed to supple-
ment benefits paid under the puldir 1111(1111)30Ymellt
compensation prograuls. Conciirreitcy and integra-
t ion of SI'fi and State I'l benefits are usual.

Approximately. TOO SUB plans throughout the
Nation cover about million workers (1 out of
20 of those COVCred by public programs) half of
them in the automobile ;ma i4(1.1 iurlii trics.°' The
,ocerage of SC1 I plans, in terms of the numbers
of workeN protected, has been at a standstill in
recent years. The scope of many such plans, how-
ever, has been broadened to provide for benefits
to partially unemployed worker, and severance
pay. and wok ittralltimances to tet initiated worker.

Benefits to the individual worker. including I.1
benefits, ark, designed to rioplace fo to 711 ITIN'elat

Doce.t11 it K at lnct. Suptlettemsf, t"tosrvl-m,t,t
1.'s(mptcp,r(nr fn./conc.,- Rfrior, Anoot 1947. pp. 1-2

of earnings, anti practically all plans provide
weekly allowances for dependents in addition to
the regular meekly kaiptit amount. This mean.:
that those workers are, of course, lunch better off
than the vast majority of %vorker s who have to
depend solely on the public 1.1 system.

Employment and Wage Guarantees and Related
Benefits. The establishment of employment or wage
gnaraitices has been Wile of the goals sought by
organized labor as a solution to Cie problem of in-
come maintenance for workers. The basic differ-
ence het %%Teti such guarantees and SUIT plans is
that the former assure workers who start or are

vdilable for work a minimum of employment or
1..1.1. went of taight time w ly wage': fora stated
number of weeks. ..\ Ink Sill plans alt -rally sup
ilkiont Iwnecits to 110-oti rttkct7-.

Employment and wage guarantee.- are pro\ iticd
for in only a few collect ive bargaiaing agreenients.
Only about (A1,100 workers were covered by srrch
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guarantees in 1963, the, latest date for which in-
formation is available, and for the most part the
guarantee was for a week only, although in a few
cases it extended to 1 year. However, the 1967
agreements in the automobile industry took a long
step toward n guaranteed annual wage, through
a provision extending the industry's SUB plan.
Beginning in December 1968, laid-off employees
with 1 yea). of seniority will be entitled to 95
percent of their normal pay for 31 weeks, while
those with 7 years' seniority will be entitled to
this benefit for up to a year after layoff.

Severance pay arrangements are known by many
ditTerent names (e.g., tenninatlon pay, dismissal
pay, separation pay, and layoff allowance). Such
payments represent compensation for job loss.
Benefits are usually based on prior wages and
length of employment. They are not contingent
upon the worker remaining unemployed, nor are
they affected by his receipt of other income main-
tenance benefits.

As of 1963, approximately 2.3 million workers,
chiefly in manufacturing, were covered by sever-
ance pay or layoff provisions in major collective
bargaining contracts (those covering 100,000 or
more tvorkers). All these workers are presumably
covered also by unemployment insurance. now-
ever, in some 20 States 1_71 benefits are denied or
reduced for recipients of severance pay. As yet,
severance pay has not been an important source
of income to workers, nor an important cost item
to employers.

Thus, a worker who loses his job through no
fault of his own, and who cannot locate another
job quickly, is likely to find himself, sootier or
later, thrown on his own resources. EVell n11111111:11

help is not ft rthcoming if he is in a job not covered
by 1'1 or if he is only casually and intermittently
employed in a covered job.

SICKNESS AND DISABILITY COMPENSATION

Work-Connected Disabilities

limy great is the risk of disabling injury on lb"
job? This question can be answered in terms of
w`iat lies ahead for the 0m-cning generation of
wcrkens st21,A wttin1 progress is made in re.
during work injuries, 1 out of every 100 yoting
people currently entering the work force at rip
20 will die is Ow result of a t-erk injury. Six more
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will suffer a permanent impairment, and 68 will
experience one or more disabling injuries. Only
25 out of the 100 can expect to comp/etc their work-
ing lives without a disabling work injury.

The disabled worker must look chiefly to State
workmen's compensation programs for economic
protection against short-term disability. The long-
term disabled must rely most often on disability
retirement under the Federal.Old-Age, Survivors,
Disability, and Health Insurance (CASDIII)
program, since most State laws limit benefits for
the permanently disabled to a specific period, leav-
ing the worker still disabled and without income.

The workmen's compensation system is a net-
work of independent State programs. A separate.
program exists for Federal employees. The Fed-
eral Government also administers programs relat-
ing to c;:rtain segments of private industry em-
ploymentnotably, maritime and harbor workers
and longshoremen, and workers in the. District of
Columbia." The various laws differ widely in cov-
erage, in benefit provisions, and in the insurance
mechanism relied on to provide cash benefits and
medical care for injured workers, and monetary
payments to survivors of those killed on the job.

Coverage. An estimated 53 to 54 million workers
more than 80 percent of all civilian wage and sal-
ary workers in the 50 States, the District of Co-
lumbia, and the Federal Governmentare covered
by the workmen's compensation system as a

whole " ( includltig both State and Federal pro.
grams). The benefits received are a major source of
support for the families of the approximately
14,500 persons killed tit work each year, and for a
large proportion of I he 2:2 million workers who are
injured on the job. But 1 out of every wage and
salary workers (some 12 million) and practically
all those who are .4.1f-employed are without any
public income protection in case of work injury--
an omnipresent risk for many of these unpr(itecti-d

',The relevant Federal programa are those adroinlatered under
the Lengeberemen's and Harbor %Ventre' Compensation kct.
tril.triet of Columbia Workmen). Ccimpen.atien Act. rtcfen.e Rate
Act. War llama., Compen,affnrt Act. Outer rentinent.-i Shelf
hinds Act. and the NonapproPriated Fund It5trurnents,lt,rm Act.

Maritime worker. are subject to the Nlerchant Marine Act
f.lenes Al). under which the provilnna of the Fsdeeel F:m-

1.1a1 lit; At are made applicable 10 Ftarner. This act
gigs an Frq.1., re An action In nrglIgAnce AgAlnt b1. empler
and I rovidca that the Art rto,r may rot plead the ccrnn no tic
drft0FP 1'1 Wino' strtent Aomplint) of ttAlt. It alto tubstl-
NIAs the principle rf enrninratIve otgliotoce f'cr the common
law- principle of contrlhul.ty Ancliottca.

'11c-.e f14-Jr, do rot include railroad AtnrtrrA In 'zieratate
con cnerce ..ol sistren In the 1: S. :Merchant ...be are
co., re(' ender the re4Aral Em plows' L.AbIlity Act



Nvorkers, including those in agriculture.
The proportion of workers cr vered by work-

men's compensation has remained virtually un-
changed since 1053. Jobs excluded from the work-
men's compensation sytteni in many States are
generally the same jolts as are excluded from un-
employment insurance coveragedomestic service,
agricultural and small firm employment, and em-
ployment in nonprofit organizations. No State law
covers all employment; some restrict coverage, for
example, to so-called -hazardous- occupations.

As is true. of UI insurance, coverage does not
assure compensation. In 23 States, employees may
elect not to come under the act, in which case the
worker must sue to receive compensation. Coverage
of occupational diseases is still much more limited
than that of accidents. Only 32 States now cover
all occupational diseases, with the remaining
States providing either no coverage or coverage
for only certain specified diseases. Eve]. in States
where occupational illnesses are covered, benefits
are usually less generous for such illnesses tit: for
injury or disability resulting from accidents.

The possibility of latent illness and the com-
plexities involved in deterinining causal relation-

ships in many occupational disease cases are fac-
tors that must be considered in assuring adequate
coverage and compensation benefits to disabled
workers. For example, a study of the incidence of
lung cancer among underground uranium miners
(to date over 100 deaths due to lung cancer have
been reported) has demonstrated that there is an
association between exposure to radiation hazards
and the contraction of lung cancer in the higher
exposure groups" While reliable estimates of the
number of future lung cancer cases are not now
possible, the Federel Radiation Council has con-
cluded that a significant number of additional
cases can be expected.

Adequacy of eeneflt Payments. Most workmen's
compensation laws provide for replacement of
from three-fifths to two-thirds of a disabled work-
er's lost wage?. (Under the Federal Employees'
Compensations Act, the weekly benefit for a worker
with dependents is 75 percent ; for those without

z. Of the principal uranium StatesNew Mexico, 1V3'oming,
Coinrado. and Utahonly one. Colorado. had recognized 1 r

cancer as an occupational dkease among uranium miners pecr
to Ora, When Utah A !So nClr(l to control Urn alum hazards.

CHART 10

Ratio of maximum we okay benefits for temporary total disability
to average weekly wages varied widely among States in 1866.

Sze U.S. pr; e.1 ct Leto..
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dependents, 66% percent.) However, beeausc, of
ceilings on the amount and duration of benefits
and the waiting periods required before benefits
start, the proportion of wage loss actually comtien-
sated is much less. Nationally, maxim mu weekly
benefits averaged only 4S percent. of average
weekly wages " in 1960 and varied alnong the
States. (See chart:. 10.) The maximums ranged
from $35 in Louisiana and Mississippi to $150 in
Arizona, with a national average of $55.

'there has been a persistent decline in the
adequacy of the incom- protection offered under
workmen's compensation. Measured in 1965-6G

dollars, maximum benefits in 15 States were lower
in 1966 tb -u they were in 1940, with percentage
declines ranging from 27.7 in Louisiana to 85.0 in
Hawaii. In all but five States the 1966 maxinonn
weekly benefit amount was less than 60 percent of
the statewide. average weekly wage.

In more practical terms, a disabled worker who
has a Nally of font. to support ;ind who receives
the maximum weekly benefit amount under work-
men's compensation world, in 35 States, fall con-
siderably short of the income required to keep
his family out of poverty (as measured by the
Social Sultrily Administration's definitions).

For work injuries that result in death (about
14,500) or permanent disability (about 90,000)
benefits are even less adequate.'4 Under workmen's
compensation laws in many States, benefits for the
permanently disabledor for survivor's of workers
killed in work connected accidents --are limited
to a specific period, or a specific dollar amount.
After these benefits expire, permanently disabled
workers or the survivors of workers killed on the
job are left without income, unless they are eligible
for benefits under OASDNI or private plans.

Proposed Legislation on Occupational Safely and
Health. As the President emphasized in his toes-
srge on Manpower to the Congress in January
1965: -The gap in worker protection is wide ltia
glaring--and it must be closed by a strong and
forceful new law,'' Accordingly, the President sub-
mitted to the Cmigress the Occupational Safety
and Health Act 01 1965. As lie said

aerkly wave ns rportett under the Slate urornid,y
rent 111,1taticv pr. gram I.

red 3f. sknhii Ir. Tern ty.I'lve yenta of Worl,nen's Collo
psr,ati.di Sro nail,, Mr:41in, 0.l tar 15115t. pi,
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Here, in broad outline, is whet this nirausure win do.
For more than :50 million workers lavolved in interstate

commerce it will:
Strengthen the authority and resources of the Secre-

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare to conduct
an extensive program of research]. This will provide
the needed information in whkh mw standards can
be developed.

--Empower the Secretory of Labor to set and enforce
those standards.

Impose strong smitions, civil nui c- riminal, on those
who endanger the health aral safety of the American
working man,

For American workers in infra -stn:e commerce, it will
provide, for the first time. Federal lelp to the States to
start and strengthen their own health and safety
programs.

Nonoccupational Disabilities

Although short-term nonoccupational disability
is far more prevalent than work-connect_d disa-
bility, protection against incir.e loss for this risk
is lunch less widespread. In con;idering protection
against nonoccupational disability loss, one must
make a distinction between short-term disabilities
and the first Ii months of long-term disabilities, on
the one hand, and the remainder o long-term disa-
bilities, oil the other. Some w.Irkers with short-
term disabilities have protection limier Federal or
State law : others are protu ted under private in-
surance and sick leave plans. Workers with long-
term nonocenpational disabilities nmst rely
mainly, after the first 6 months, on the OASDIII
system as their only source of income maintenance
(other than public assistance).

About, three-fifths of all wage and salary work-
ers in private industry have some protection
against loss of earnings because. of short-term non-
occupational disability, but for nir.ny this protec-
tion is extremely limited. And t'ie rema;ning
millions of workers are thrown wholly on their
own resources when disability occurs.

Four States (('oliforr in, Nov jersey. New
York, and Rhode Island) have compulsory, public
temporary disability insiranc,:,. programs that
cover most. of their private ii age and salary work-
ers Generally excluded are the sum. groups of
workers that are outside. the public I tl program--
farm and domestic workers, those in small firms,
and employees of government and nonprofit or-
ganizations. Workers in the ralroad industry. arc
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protected under the Railroad Unemployment,
Insurance Program.

Outside. of these compulsory programs, only
about half of all private wage and salary workers
can count on any replacement of income loss
caused by nonoccnpational disability. Of the 21
million who did have some other form of short-
term disability protection in 1966, some 17 million
were covered primarily by commercial group in-
surance. purchased by employers. Others were pro-
tected by union and joint, union-management
programs, employers' self-ins.ired plans, and mu-
tual aid plans. Insurance plans ordinarily provide
wage-loss replacement geared to some percentage
of the worker's recent wages, with the maximum
duration of benefits usually. limited to between 13
and 26 weeks.

Sick leave plat's usually provide for continua-
tion of wages for a specified period, sometimes
varying with length of service. Sick leave repre-
sented 55 percent of all sickness, benefits in 1966,
and over two.thit-ds of that went to government
workers.

It is not now possible. to determine either the
amount of income loss or the adequacy of income
loss prof &lion for workers with long-term disabili-
ties. At the end of 15167, almost 1.2 million d.isabled
workers under age 65 were drawing benefits under
the OASDII I system for either occupational or
nonocctipational disability. Many other disabled
workers are ineligible for benefits either because
their disability does not ineet the strict statutory
definitions of disability or because they cannot
meet the work experience requirements.

RETIREMENT PROTECTION

The major public provision for maintenance of
income for retired workers, as well as for protec-
tion to families deprived of their main source of
income because of death of the breadwinner, is the
OAS DTI I program.

The OASDHI program today opproa ches u n i
vernal coverage of retired workers. Excluded are
four major categories: (1) Workers :overed under
Federal civilian employee retirement systems, (2)
household workers and fa rmworkers whose earn-
ings or employment, fail to meet certain minimum
requirements, (3) railroad workers coveted under
the Railroad Retirement Act, and (4) persons with

extremely low net earnings from selfemployment.
At the end of nu, about 12 million retired

workers aged 62 and over were drawing benefits
under OASDHI. Thenr average monthly benefits
were about $85. At one extreme, for men who
waited until age 65 to retire, benefits averaged
nearly $100. At the other extreme, women whose
benefits were reduced for early retirement re-
ceived an average jest above $65. Benefits are
based on the worker's average monthly earnings
over a period of years, and additional benefits are
provided for a wife and dependent child. At the
benefit levels in effect in 1966 ;Ind 1967, almost an
retired workers withoot fimincial resources other
t ban OASI /lit benefits were living in poverty (as
defined by the Social Security Administration).

Amendments to the Social Security Act, which
went into effect in February 1968, increased bene-
fits by at feast 13 percent. Minimum monthly pay-
ments increased 25 percent, from $44 to $55. The
top of the range for a man retiring in 1968 is $156,
compared to the previous $138. The average
monthly benefit for a man and wife now on the
rolls increased from $145 to $165, However, most
retired (or disabled) workers with a wife and two
children, who are totally dependent on OASDHI,
are still at or below the poverty level.

Fortunately, many retired workers have other
resources, however limited. About 25 million em-
ployees in private nonfarm jobsor almost half
the private wage and salary labor forceare build-
ing up retirement protection supplementary to
OASDIII." About 3 million persons were receiv
ing private pensions in 1966, compared with some
12 million who were drawing retired workers' ben-
etits under OASDHI. Blow many retirees were
thus provided an adequate income, and how many
were left below or near the poverty line despite
both public and private retirement coverage, are
questions not answerable at present.

Civilian employees of the Federal Government
(about '2.7 million in 1967) have a eparate retire-
ment system which, in the case of employees with
long service, provides much more adequate retire,
mein income than OASI)1U. In addition to being
covered by OASDIII, career personnel in the
Armed Forces are also covered by a separate pro.

Wolter M. Kolodrubelt. "Growth of Employee Benefit Plans.
1n° 65.- Social Security Dallclin, April 1557, cp. 10-27.
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gram financed entirely by the. Federal Govern-
ment.

General or special retirement systems adminis-
tered by State and local governments are in effect
for nearly 3 out of every 4 State and local gov-
ernment employees. Almost, all those who are fa-
time govet meat employees now have retirement
protection through special systems, the Federal
OASDIII system, or both. Studies by the Social
Security Administration show that employees cov
ered by both a State retirement system and
OASDIII generally have more overall protection
than private industly employees covered by
OA SIMI and a private pension plan.'8

SOME IMPLICATIONS AND DATA NEEDS

Though assessment of existing income mainte-
nance programs is hampered by informational
gaps, it is plain that present measures to main-
tain income luring unemployment, inability to
work because of accident or illness, or old age are
inadequate fer most workers. The great majority
of employees have some protection, varying widely
in extent, but many are still without any income
protection when jobless or unable to work, And
the workers with the most inadequate protection
or none at all are usually those most in need of
helpthe unskilled, the low paid, and those with
long and repeated spells of unemployment.

Despite improvements in unemployment insur-
ance and workmen's compensation programs with
regard to duration of benefits, reduction of
waiting period requirements, and extension of
coverage and types of protection, the programs
have not kept abreast of changing economic con-
ditions in one very important respect the ratio
of maxinu benefits to average weekly wages and
to the cost of living. In both programs. statutory
changes in tenefit levels have lagged behind ising
wages and living costs, so that in this regard the
programs are even less adequate than they were at
their inception, Today, a worker and his family,
dependent solely cn either program, would I" a
majority of eases drop below a poverty sub-
sistence level, even if he received the maximnm
payment allowable under State laws.

z",105epli Kr:0ov. Stet and tore Gorernment Retirement Rye.
frmA in 1965 1WaglIngt,,n: l".S. Depart ment of lienith, Educrt.
Con, and We ante. Sock) Security AdmIalqtratIon, °glee of Re.
Fearch and StatIstIcg, 1n6 p, li,,search Report No. 15, p. 52.
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To overcome these grave deficiencies will require
major strengthening of the country's income main-
tenance programs. Improved data on the adequacy
of private as well as public benefit payments and
their relation to the well-being of workers are a
lesser need, but they would be of great assistance
as a guide in the essential expansion and improve-
ment of piograms.

While information on the coverage of the UI
program and on benefit payments under it appears
sufficient, the basic concept that UI will replace 50
percent of lost wages calls for scrutiny. How ade-
quately does replacement of only half of lost earn-
ings meet the needs of unemployed workers and
their families? How do these workers survive on
half their earnings? Do they have savings? Do
they go on welfare? Answers to such questions ai3
not available, but are essential if the program is to
he assessed realistically.

Information on private benefit plans is ex-
tremely limited. Such plans are increasing at a
very rapid rate, and their importance in the entire
system of income maintenance for private wage
and salary workers calls for extended study, The
available information does not permit determina-
tion of the extent to which such plans supplement
UI payments or take the place of UI for workers
not covered by the public III system. Nor is it pos
sible to determine the relationship between private
benefit plans and OA SI)II I payments to long-term
disabled and retired workers. Such studies as are
available of private benefit plans deal largely with
the provisions of major collective bargaining con-
tracts and give little indication of actual coverage
or performance under these contracts.

Because of the need to develop a greater overall
public awareness and understanding of workmen's
compensationits strengths and inequities and its
relationships to other types of social insurancea
comprehensive review of the program should be
undertaken. A national center for the collection
and distribution of comparative workmen's com-
pensation statistics could assemble much needed
data, inclndinj, for each State such items as the
number of workers covered, the number and
amount of benefit payments by type of disability,
and the promptness of payments. Information on
what happens to the families of workers who are
killed or permanently disabled by work-connected
injury or illness wm Id also help in judging the
adequacy of the program.



The Quality of Employment

Traditionally, manpower problems have been
defined and measured mainly in The economic
terms of employment, unemployment, and in-
come. The gradual refinement of these eco-

nomic measures has sharpened the objectives of
policy and program planning. Still largely absent
in the evaluation of manpower problems, however,
is an adequate assessment of the many other dimen-
sions of work and employment that affect worker
well-being.

This broad, more qualitative orientation re-
quires attention not only to how well the economic
system absorbs individuals into employment and
meets their financial needs, but also to the atle-
quacy with which it satisfies quite different kinds
of needsphysical, psychological, ard
These dimensions of employment are not easily de-
fined or measured, but they are essential to a full
understanding of the conditions of work and lion
satisfactory these are to workers.

Although no precise definition of the quality of
employment will be attempted at this early st4,,e,
some essential features of the concept may be
noted.

1. It is concerned primarily with the extent to
which employment satisfies the needs of the indivi-
dual, rather than those of the employer and the
economy generally. This is not to sty that conflict
between these different interests is inevitable; ob-
viously there are many points of converEence. But
the furtherance of worker interests and worker
satisfactions stands as a legitimate socitd goal in
its own right.

2. It requires that work and employment be
viewed and evaluated in the total scheme of life,
rather than in the isolation of the work environ-
ment. An individual's experiene&s as a worker ob-
viously have varied and complex interrelation-
ships with his roles as family member, social parti-
cipant, and political decisionmaker. And the avail-
able data suggest that, while generally positive,
the impact of employment experience on nonwork
life can, under some circumstances, have pro-
nounced negative effects. Thus, the quality of em-
ployment has a major effect on the quality of
American life in general.

3. It has two major dimensions which, although
interdependent, require separate consideration.

The first relates to the deleterious effects of work
experience. The ways in which various forms and
conditions of work adversely affect the physical
health of employees have long been recognized.
Statistics on the incidence of occupational injuries
and illnesses testify to this negative aspect of em-
ployment. But even here, the data are incomplete.
Far greater attention must be given to the ways in
which employment contributes to mental, as well
ar physical, ill health.=9

The second dimension is the extent to which the
quality of employment is, and can increasingly be-
come, a truly positive and developmental experi-
ence. The goals and functions of employment
should go beyond the avoidance of poverty, inse-
curity, and illness, and purposively and progres-
sively advance worker well-beingAn keeping
with the continuously rising aspirations and ex-
pect at ions t h roughout: our society.

The discussion and data that follow represent
only a preliminary stage in the assessment of the
quality of employment as thus outlined. In this
initial effort, its evaluation is tentatively ap-
proached from two important, though highly dif-
ferent, points of view. First, there is a discussion
of the psychological impact of workof the qual-
ity of employment defined largely in terms of
worker feelings and attitudes. And second, prog-
ress in develophg labor standards protections is
briefly considered. Broadly interpreted, these
standards reflect society's judgments regarding
aspects of employment that are so crucial or so
potentially damaging to workers as to require
voluntarily agreed-upon or legal protections.

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF WORK

No existing measure serves as a fully satisfac-
tory index of the far-reaching psychological and
social consequences of employment. The concept of
job satisfaction, however, is a logical starting point
in the development of such an index. In approach-

The Irops.us fora closer examinatton of the mental health
effects of employment may come partly from Workmen's Compen
cation ..:ectslons, in what lo generally regarded as the landmark
cage, the Supreme Court of Michigan held that a worker's emo-
tional dtsabillty WAR caused by the cumulallse effects of hts
employment and woo compengiale under Michigan law (Curter
r. °corral L'otors, :oe N.W. 21 (Mich.) 1051.
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ing the extensive body of existing data on job at-
titudes, one might begin by asking what kinds of
summary judgments can be made about the psy-
chological condition of American workers gen-
erally. Does the evidence suggest that gains in
economic well-being have been matched by equally
satisfactory advances in psychological well- being?
Or do the data point to an opposite conclusion,
with large numbers of people finding little mean-
ing and satisfaction in work?

Regrettably, existing data cannot yet provide
answers to questions such as these for the working
population as awhole. Investigations of job satis-
faction have thus far been limited, with few ex-
ceptions, to fairly narrow studies of restricted
samples of occupational and industry groups at
single points in time, conducted by individual re-
fearchers or private organizations." The Federal
GUN-eminent has begun only recently to extend its
range of concern to the assessment of work atti-
tudes. Consequently:, preset t conclusions about
work attitudes must be based largely on summaries
of Email-scale investigations 31

There are. of course, no absolute standards of
judgment that can be used to assess the psycholog-
ical condition of the labor forceor, indeed, of any
group curl thus no basis for declarations that a
given level of job satisfaction is good or bad,
acceptable or unacceptable. What is justified, and
indeed crucial, in assessing the. quality of work
are judgments of a comparative nature.

If satisfaction in work is generally agreed to be
a positive value in our society, evidence of its im-
provement or deterioration over time is of obvious
significance. The piecemeal character of job satis-
faction research makes detection of trends in this
area very difficult. So far as is known, only one
effort his been made to chart the course of sttisfac
Lion and dissatisfaction over the years," and un-
fortunately its limitations are great.

A fairly notable decrease in job dissatisfaction
since 1916-17 seems to be indicated by this one

Illucttnt Ice of the kind of research that promisee to help fill
the void Is n Study of the Impact of Chances In Nfachtne Tech.
nology on n Cross.Scction of the Leber Force (Ann Arbor,
NItch.: University of Michigan. for the U.S. Department of Labor.
Manpower Administration, In process) : slm, a "1 oncltudIne1
Study of Lnbor vorce tiehillor" (Columbus. Ohio: Ohio Stale
Vntrersit3, for the U.S. Department of bat or. Manpower Admin-
istretion. In process).

n See. for sae mple, Frederick Iterrberg end other., Job AM.
Prrf , of Riwarra and 0/Ireton (Pittsburgh : Fsychologi-

cni Sertire of Pittsburgh. 19571', also. Victor It. Vroom. Work
and linfirafion . New York :10,n Nviky And Son.. Inc 19611.

,t Set the nenuni report. on Job setWection resenrch in the
Prrerinni ( and rvidnare Journal
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CHART 11

Frequency of job dissatisfaction appears
to havo declined over the past

tsvo decades.

Median percent of dissatisfied workers
30

20

I0

0
1946
and
1941

1950 1953 1956 1959 1962 1964
and
1965

Note: Each median percent represents an average compiled from
studies on job dissatisfaction conducted by various researchers
t,ithin a year or other titre period

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, based on data from Personnel and
Guidance Joumai. 194E4965.

studya compilation of the findings of independ-
ent, research studies. From a post-World War II
high of 21 percent, the median percent dissatisfied
gradually diminished to 12 percent in 1953 and has
since. remained at about 12 to 13 percent. (See
chart 11.)

The serious technical limitations of these data
should be borne in mind, however. What indeed
seems to have been au impressive long-run change
for the better in level of job satisfaction may also
reflect differences in the makeup of respondent
groups, in research design, and in techniques of
measurement. Furthermore, a persistent sampling
bias is possible, since surveys of employee attitudes
are most likely to be conducted in organizations
with enlightened managements and where there is
no detectable evidence of serious discontent. Thus,
cautious interpretation of the findings is in order.

The &diger of excessively broad generalizations
abopt. levels of job satisfaction should be empha-
sized also. Overall judgments about the psycho-
logical state of the work force tend to obscure crit-



ical differences among various occupational and
other population subgroups. As will be illustrated
later in this section, in a work force as heteroge-
neous as that of the. United States, work attitudes
and job satisfaction can be as varied as the tasks
performed and the conditions under which they
are carried out.

Occupational Differences in Job Satisfaction

Tha higher an individual's position in the occu-
pational hierarchy, the more likely he is to exper-
ience satisfaction in his employment. Regarding
this not-unexpected conclusion, the findings of job
satisfaction studies have been consistent and gen-
erally unequivocal. Satisfaction is greater among
white-collar than blue-collar workers as a whole,
am( typically is found to be highest among pro-
fessionals and businessmen and lowest among un-
skilled laborers."

ibis general relstionchip between satisfaction and oeeNpa-
110%11 level IS confirmed both by Independent studies et limited
occvpational samples and by the few broad-gage. multioccupa
Clonal studies thus far undertaken. See Herzberg and others, op.
cit.; Robert Blouner, "Work Satisfaction and Industrial Trends
In Modern Society," La Lor and Trade Unionism, ed, Walter
Gfilenson and Se;ttnour Martin Llpset I New York John Wiley
end Sons, Inc., 190), pp. 339 -360; Harold Wllersky, "Varieties
of Work Eaperience," Iran frt a World at Work, ed. Henry Borow
(Boston : Houghtonallfilin, 1964), pp. 523 134.

,( Gerald Gu tin, Joseph Veroff, and Sheila Feld, Americans View
Th,ir Mental Mate?, (New York Basic Books, Inc., 1900).

In a recent national survey," for example, the
highest proportion (42 percent) of very satisfied
workers was in the professional-technical classifi-
cation and the lowest (13 percent) in the unskilled
',borer group. (See table 10.) Surprisingly, how-
ever, the clerical workers surveyed expressed some-
what less satisfaction with their employment than
did semiskilled manual workers. And to a lesser ex-
tent, the same N,11,5 true of sales workers. Moreover,
expressions of ambivalent feelings or dissatisfac-
tion by these two white-collar groups were almost
identical in frequency to those of unskilled work-
ers.

These findings may well reflect the changing
character of both blue- and white-collar employ-
ment. They also suggest that the viewpoint of
many clerical and sales workers toward their jobs
is becoming more akin to that of so-called blue-
collar workers than to that of professional and
managerial personnel.

The relatively high level of satisfaction ex-
pressed by farmers is another notable finding of
this survey. Instead of the discontent that might
have been putieipated in view of the downward
trend of agricultural employment, somewhat the
opposite was found. Two possible interpreta-
tions may be relevant. First, a selection factor is
probably at work, since many of the persons most
dissatisfied with farming are likely to have mi-
grated to urban areas. Second, in view of the tie-

TABLE 10. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATIONAL, STATUS AND JOB SATISFACTION FOR EMPLOYED
MEN

IPerCent dIstrihntionj

Level of job Satisfaction
Profes-
sionals,

technicians

Managers,
proprietors

Total: Number 119 127
Percent 100 100

Very satisfied_ 42 38
Satisfied 41 42
Neutral 1 6
Ambivalent 10 6
Di:satisfied 3 6
Not ascertained 3 2

Clerical
workers

Sales
\corkers

Skilled
workers

Semi-
skilled

workers

Unskilled
workers

46 55 202 152 84
100 100 100 100 100

22 24 22 27 13
39 44 54 48 52

9 -5 6 9 6
13 9 10 9 13
17 16 7 6 16

2 1 1

Nom Detail may not add to totals due to rounding

f °tars. Baskyl on data from a representative cross section of adults, 11
yet.rs of age or older, lining in private households In lb. United States, re-

Farmers

77
100

22
58

4

9
7

ported In Gerald Ourin, Joseph Veroff, and Sheds Feld, .4rierirane VW
Their Yenta liralth (New York: Basle Books, Inc ,1960), p. 183.

11)

0 it)
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TABLE 11. PROPORTION OF FACTORY WORKERS DESIRING DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS,' BY INDUSTRY

Industry Number

Percent of total

Yes No Don't know
or "depends"

Total 2, 933 59 32 9

Leather 129 71 20 9
Sawmills and planing 68 71 24 6
Oil refining 51 71 27 2
Automobiles 180 69 23 8
Iron and steel 407 65 25 10
Machinery 293 65 29 6
Furniture 259 64 29 7
Apparel 265 63 35 2
Chemicals 78 58 29 13
Nonferrous metals 88 55 36 9
Textiles 409 54 37 9
Food._ -. 296 51 34 15
Stone, clay, and glass 108 48 25 27
Transportation equipment 93 48 48 3
Paper 102 37 49 14
Printing 107 38 50 13

t Data ate based on responses to the Question: "If you could go hock to Gm Noss: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
age of la ar d start life over again, arLuld you choose a different trade or occuPa SouacE: Robert Blattner, .41fendion and Freedom (Chlergo.T he University
tient" All hough this Is not phrased as a direct Question about level of lob
satisfaction, responses can clearly be interpreted as expressions of contentinent
with pas int occupational status.

of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 202.

ins between farm work and farm life, the favorable
attitudes of respondents may reflect a broad pref-
erence noi, merely for farm employment but. also
for tl.e general lifestyle it involves.

Although efforts to measure relative levels of job
satisfaction and dissatisfaction have usually fo-
cused on occupational groups, job attitudes may be
analyzed also in relation to the broader industrial
context in which the job is performed. A recently
published study of worker alienation as shows
striking contrasts in subjective reactions to em-
ployment in different types of industrial settings.
One of the sources drawn upon in this study was
a Roper survey 3' of the job attitudes of factory
workers in 16 manufacturing industries.. (See
table 11.)

so Robert Blattner. A f(citofioa and Freedom (Chicago : The UM.
cersliy of Chicago Press, 1964). The concept of alienation Is by no
means Identical to that of Job Rat r5factIon, but like satisfaction
tor. more appropriately, dissatisfaction) It has utility In
sum ma IrIng sobJertice reactions to work.

as Reported In Fortune. Nay and June 1967.

SO
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The fact that roughly 3 out of every 5 iiorkers
surveyed wished they "had it to do over again" is
in itself an impressive finding, but even more re-
vealing are the exceedingly wide differences :n
attitude among workers in the various industries.
The proportion of workers desiring different occu-
pations was lowest (36 percent) in the printing
industry, and double that figure (71 percent.) in
the leather, sawmill, turd oil refining industries. In
the other 12 industries covered, the percentages
of respondents expressing regrets about their occu-
pations were distributed fairly evenly between
these two extremes.

Although these. survey data are now more than
two decades old, they are no less useful in illustrat-
ing the differential impact of a variety of em-
ployment experiences. At the same time, it must
be recognized that what was true in 1947 cannot
1* extrapolated to 1968. The need, then, is clearly
for more up-todate information of this general
type.



Factors in Job Satisfaction

The relative. importance of different factors in
job satisfaction and dissatisfaction is found to vary
also by occupational group. What individuals per-
ceive as satisfying or dissatisfying is necessarily
determined by their values, nceds and motives, and
expectations, as well as by the objective features
of their working environment. Consequently, dif-
ferent groups may have quite different reactions
to the same set. of job circumstances.

This is illustrated by a recent study of the work
motivations of members of an urban population."
When asked to rate six employment factors in
order of importance, the workers gave responses
that reveal marked differences among occupational
groups. (See table 12.)

By and large, workers in white-collar categories
attached greater significance to the. intrinsic fac-
tors vela t«1 to the work itself, while blue-collar
workers plc :ed comparatively greater stress on
factors pertaining to the context in which work
is performed--extrinsic factors. Once again, how-
ever, there were unanticipated findings with re-
spect to occupational differences. Thr factors most
often selected by the lower level white-collar

rr ltichand Centers. and Daphne E. Bugental, "Intrinsic and Ex.
trinsle Joh Motivert Ions Among Different Segments of the Work
log PodulatIon.' Jr O" or of APplicd reycltoro;y. June 1550. pp.
193-197.

groups (clerical and sales) more nearly resemble
the choices of skilled blue-collar workers than
those of the higher level white-collar workers. The
long-standing tendency to use "collar-color" as the
most fundamental criterion dividing workers in
the occupational stricture is challenged by these
findings. The relevance of this broad dichotomy to
present-day employment is doubtful. The meaning
of jobs, in terms of both tasks performed and their
significance to workers, can no longer be easily in-
ferred on the basis of traditional occupational
labels.

Compensation is clearly revealed as one of the
chief factors in worker motivation. All groups ex-
cept the professional-managerial classification at-
tacked the greatest importance to pay. On the
other hand, the security' factor ranked last among
the six listed, except in the case of semiskilled and
unskilled workers. PM, even for these groups, se-
curity was judged much less impot taut than pay,
and no more important, than interesting work and
the congeniality of coworkers.

This kind of date requires cautious interpreta-
tion. The differences in importance allotted to var-
ious aspects of employment conceivably reflect
basic psychological differences stemming from
distinctive conditions of life. Self-expression, for
exam dle, may be given greater emphasis in the cul-
ture of the middle -class white-collar worker than

TABLE 12. IMPORTANCE OF DIFFERENT JOB FACTORS TO EMPLOYED ADULTS

Occupation Number

Percent specifying
intrinsic factors

Percent specifying
extrinsic factors

Interesting
work

Use of
rkill,
talent

Feeling of
satisfactim Pay Security Coworkers

Total white-collar 400 65 57 .".8 62 23 35

Professional and managerial__ 217 68 64 IA 59 16 25

Clerical and sale 183 62 98 16 66 31 46

Total blue-collar 233 55 42 2 73 42 46

Skilled 98 61 51 46 '0 33
Semiedlled and unskilled 135 50 35 ;39 74 99 52

NOTE: Percentages for each occupational group add to 300 percent ',manse
respondents selected factors first, second, and third In Importance. Det dl
may not all to totals doe to roindirI.

SOVFCE: I BRA on Tf51,011,CS of a Selected (TOSS section of employed adults

(excluding selfernployed) In Greater hos Angtles reported In Richard
Centers and Daphne E. Popental, "Intrinsic and Fitrin_Oe kb Motivations,
Among Different S.,grorn s of the Working Population," Jour na/ of
rrycloNy, June 1606, p.
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in that of the industrial worker." On the other
hand, the relative importance assigned to different
work dimensions may be more reflective of the ex-
tent to which worker needs and expectations are
satisfied or unsatisfied at the time of questioning.
If wages, for example, are not suffletent, to provide
an adequate level of physical and material com-
fort, self-expression would probably tend to have
relatively little incentive value. Man may not live
by bread alone, but the lack of it can surely pre-
vent, focusing upon less tangible features of life
and work."

Although there is no evidence of a fixed ordering
of work factors as determinants of work satisfac-
t ion within any given occupational grotip,v) there
does appear to be some relationship among the var-
ious employment. dimensions." This interrelated-
ness may arise from an individual's tendency to re-
spond similarly to different aspects of his job. or it
may be that an occupational role that affords one
kind of satisfaction provides other kinds of gratifi-
eat ion as well. A job that calls for the exercise of
considerable skill or talent, for example, is also
likely to provide high wages, a good measure of
job security, and more than minimally adequate
working conditions.

It seems clear from the wide divergerces shown
by different groups and within each group that any
f actor of employment, may serve 1 o gratify or frus-
trate worker needs and desires and that no single
dimension of employment can he regarded as //NI
vital one. However, more evidence is needed to
show- how each of the several facets of work ex-
perience contributes to both the positive and nega-
tive at! itudes of members of different occupational

AMC evidence bearing on cultural difference. in work valves
iv to he f,,Ind in a recent study of "underprivileged- workers.
When participan'. In an META program were n.l.ed to rank Id
motivational factors In terms of Importares. a few noInble differ
.aces between Nearo and white subsamp:es were obtained:. On
the whole, however. the two rank morcrings were quite sirnliar.
See Joseph L. Champagne and Donald C. King, "Joh SalblactIon
Arnvng Underprivileged Workers." PerVOInel and guidance .loter
nos, January INL pp. 429 -431.

to The concept nC neethirrarchy, which hold. that the relative
unfulfiliment of more basic needs precludes preoccupation with
so-calir.1 vh1gher order- needs 4s relevant here. See Abraham

"A Theory of Duman lvfothatinn,."Poychn'agtral Review,
July 1943, pp. 370-396.

Indeed, It hns teen theorleeri that yeti.iactIon and (11..alis
faction are not en n single continuum and that the factory on
trIbuting to one Are not the Faille ns th tse contrihntIng to the
ether. UrNivrick Flerrberg, licranrd Ivianyner. and Barbara
Snv demon. 7hr ifor;lafion to Work t'Scie York : Jahn Witey nnd
Son.. However, evidence heating nn this "motivation.
hygiene throra k by no means dean ellt. Sec. for carol., Robert
flan. and Lau err:re AVIg/or. ''lleryberg'n Dual.Fn, for Theory of
Jeb Satl.factIon and 'air-Oh-1tI.7m: A Recto w of the Evidence and

Per.onerf 1'A,,r1,,,!o9y, Whirr 1987. pp. ao
',Vr,oni, op. rib
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groups, with a view to determining the significance
of these. factor in broad social and economic
terms.

A recent investigation of shift work *2 illustrates
what is probably a more fruitful approach to anal-
ysis of the factors affecting particular groups of
workers. This study revealed that "odd-hour"
work schedules can have a proncunced effect not
only on the job satisfaction of workers but also on
many other facets of their general well-being
physical, psychological, and social. The problems
these workers face in adapting to a society -where
social, recreational, and cultural activities are
geared largely to daytime working schedules are
obviously serious and widespread. Although there
are no available data that permit the plotting of
trends in the prevalence of shift work, it seems
likely that such factors as changes in technology
and the growth of service oc Aipations point to (he
scheduling of work as a pro.;lem of 1,rowitig eon ,
cern.

When the factor of ability or skill usage is
singled out for special consideration, the useful-
ness of examining each of the specific features of
employment becomes clear. In a recent examina-
tion of the factors underlying differences in job
satisfaction, opportunity for the use of skills was
found to be the factor most successfully differ-
entiating groups at different levels of overall satis-
faction." Almost 80 percent of the low-satisfac-
tion group but only 40 percent of the high-satis-
faction group expressed negative feelings about
opportunities to use their skills. Similarly, when
the mental health of a group of industrial work-
ers was the subject. of a research inquiry, feelings
about the use of skills was found to be the factor
most closely related to differences in this meas-
ure of general well-being."

While this finding has great significance in it-
self, its meaning is brought out even more fully
in the context of present concern about under -
utilization of workers. In the abstrice. of any ob-
jective way of assessing the extent to which work-
ers' abilities are underused or misused in their
jobs, it seems quite reasonable to make at least,
I entat iv9 judgments tbout this on the basis of the
workers' own subjective estimates For that mat-

Paul Mott Ind others. Mfg Work: The Gorier, Poyerholopfcal
and l'hu.fral Consequences (Ann Arhor, Mich The Craver.Ity of
:%111:higan Pre...

Norman Pradharn end David CaplavIty. Rrporle na
Itaprinrso (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 10+15).

ar Aribur licrnban.er. Mentor Health of the Industrial Worker
(New York : John IVIley and Son., Inc, 1140)



TABLE 13. PERCENT OF WORKERS Who HAVE 111011 MENTAL HEALTH, 1 FOR SPE !IF1ED AGE AND
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

Occupational level

Percent of young workers with
high mental health

Percent of rnildle-aged workers
with high 'mental health

Above average
satisfaction

Below average
satisfaction

Above averag, Below average
satisfaction satisfaction

Nigh semiskilled
Ordim.ry
Repetitive. semiskilled

68
}

52
43

36

14

0

1.0

:8

15

38

40
24
43
18

" WO" mental health repressas the up; er one-third of all workers on a
general measure booed on sit component ind ,res.

SOURCE: Boxed on data from sample et 'AS manual :4, otkors employed by

ter, if the major focus of manpower concern is
on worker well-being, the subjective estimate, may
well be the most relevant one.

A still more basic question that might be asked
is: How do work and nonwork activities compare
as sources of worker satisfaction? Although few
studies of woiker satisfaction have sought infor-
mation bearing on this question, the findings of a
recent survey of government. employees point
strongly to the centrality of employment in the
total life context." On the average, both blue-
and white-collar respondents considered theit jobs
far more important to feelings of satisfaction or
dhs-satisfaction than three other major facets of
life (recreation, education, and church).

Job Satisfaction and Overall Well -Being

If the quality of work is to be a useful concept,
its development must involve recogrnition that
work and employment experience cannot be as-
sessed adequately apart. from other life experi
ences. Although job feelings may be a focal point,
it is clear that the broader significance of worker
attitudes and job satisfaction will be revealed only
as their interrelationships with other personal and
social factors are traced. However, there are as
yet few data dealing with the relationships be-
tween -work and nonwork altitudesbetween sat-
isfaction -with employment conditions laid sati

rrank refedtondco, 'Importance of work Ycrsuo Nona, rk
Among Snclally and Occupntiennily Stratified Groups,- Jove-oat
of Applferf royrhotopY, pccrinbcr Ms, pp, 437-441.

P1-65, C f a

automotive manufacturing plants :r; metropoli an Detroit reported in Arthur
Kornhauser, Mental Ileahlt of the hdaerlof 11 rror (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, ire. 1955), p.87.

faction -with other facets life.." This dearth
of information reflects the f :et that job attitude
research has been, for the Most part, conducted
by or within business enteryises, usually with the
object of contributing to personnel efficiency. But
there are fortunately a few notable exceptions.

Striking relationships bet ween job satisfaction
and mental health are shawl, for example, by the
study of Detroit industrial workers." (See table
13.) Within each occupath hal (skill) level sam-
pled, and among both youirr,er and older workers,
those who expressed aboV:average job satisfac-
tion were also judged to lirce higher levels of men-
tal health. Thus, 452 perceat of the young, semi-
skilled workers who were above average in job
satisfaction had high men al health, as compared
with 14 percent of those below average in job
satisfaction.

f he close tie-ins bet.wee 1 occupational or socio-
economic level, job satisfy don, and mental health
are further illustrated by the findings of a large-
scale inquiry into the relat one-hips between mental
disorder and the social et viratiment of an urban
community," Among wolkers of high socioeco-
nomic status (SKS), mot 13 than 75 percent indi-

tr, See Kornhauscr, op. cit. Kor
moderate, rcla Innsh tpo twtw cer.
with family and home, leisure II
the direction and deers, r
<loot ono about ;oh 'Ir cs .br on
of life, they do ens+ rton.- J. iht
that 'hoer whn 1 k ,,,I.11,Inn
pens e f or thlo Irk In oor

Nornhou'ser., g 'r,
Thomas S, tk c e nn.; s.t,-..

Arco fat ffcHrA IN, a 1 , k c

0 f

baueer found posit:re, though
't oat lefactIon and oaliactiono
ne. and community. Although
nships do not perrilt (hut con-
ning feelings In other ophercr
.ra the valbiltY of no contention
In work can sour. how NATO
CtSliC11.

y T. minor!. r.Ifc 6-trept end
re rreeo of Gtencoe, 1 PM I.
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ceted very much satisfaction with their cxicupa-
tins, compared with just 43 percent of the low
socioeconomic. group. Conversely, at the lower end
of the satisfaction scale, more than two and one-
half times as large a proportion of low SES as
of high SES respondents liked their work nut
much or not at all. (See table 14.)

But the differences in mental health among peo
pie at different levels of occupational satisfaction
are the, most significant findings of this study.
In general, the lower the level of job satisfaction,
the greater the mental health iisk.40 Those who are
least able to experience gratification in employ-
ment are also apt to face difficulty in achieving a
satisfactory state of mental health.

The relationship between job satisfaction and
"happiness" appears as direct as that between such
satisfaction and mental health, according to a sur-
vey in four communities."' Respondents scoring
high on a job satisfaction index were far more like-
ly to describe themselves as "very happy" than
those scoring low on the index (56 percent and 13
percent, respectively). This relationship holds

ea Although not all differences were found to be statist'eally
Fignlacent, the trends were. with limited ereeption, consistent and
in tte "flight" direction. To be noted also is the tendency for
differences In mental health ra tiros to be reduced as satisfection
is controlled.

Branum and Caplovitz, op. cit.

true not only at the extremes of the satisfactich:
scale, but in the middle group as well. (See tabby
15.)

Job satisfaction also appeared to be directly re-
lated to and influenced by broader socioecoromic
conditions in each of the four communities (two
depressed, one improving, and one prosperousi).
Men in the lower socioeconomic group were more
dissatisfied with their jobs in the prosperous coni-
munities than those in the same low group in the
comparatively depressed communities. Depriva-
tion is relative as well as absolute-the same condi-
tions of employment may have considerably di frei
ent meaning, depending on the available bases 1,
comparison. In other words, low wages may not
as great, a cause for dissatisfaction in a depre -se I
community, where unemployment is substar1611
and riages generally low, as are the same low wag,
in an area where there is greater affluence visit,'
nearby--as, for example, in central city ghett,
surrounded by affluent suburbs.

Taken together, these dzta, indicate convincingly
that job feelings, reflecting the gratifications and
deprivations of the work situation, bear a pro-
nounced relationship to broader psychological
well-being. Job satisfaction measures will clearly
serve as a good beginning point in the develop-

TABLE 14. JOB SATISFACTION AND MEN PAL HEALTH RATING 1 OF AND NEVER-MARRIED
AT DIFFERENT SOCIOECONOMIC LEVELS 3

WOMEN

Level of fob
satisfaction

Total
Socia conomio status

Low Middle High

Job satis-
faction dis-
tribution

Mental
health
rating

Job satiE.-
faction dis-
tribution

272.0

Mental
health
rating

Job satis-
faction dis-
tribution

Mental
health
rating

Job sitis-
faction dis-
tributior.

Mental
health
rating

Total; Number._ 914.0 322.0 320.0
Percent _ 101 0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Very much 57. 5 0.45 43.0 0. 58 01.6 0.46 75.6 0.39
Fairly much 27.9 .59 38.0 . 57 32.9 50 15.9 . 49
Not ED much S.1 . 52 12. 5 63 8. 4 . 58 4. 3 .52
Not at all 3.9 . 67 4. 3 .68 5.9 .65 1.9 .71
Don't know, no answer.- 2.6 4.4 1. 2 2. 5

The larger the rating, the worse the mental health of the grcup. The Soma: Based on data from s tinaom sample of sosioldoo. aged 2010
average rating is by (1E11'0 [on .50. 50, selected from dwelling units In midtown Manhattan, reported in Thomas

Based on occupation. education, income, and rent. S. Langner and Stanley T. Michael, Lye arm rur Me %/a ifeakti (New Tort:

Mori: IMO may not add to totals due to rounding. The Free Press of Glencoe, lag), p 300.
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--- TABLE 15. JOB SATISFACTION AND LEVEL OF
HAPPINESS OF EMPLOYED MEN

(Percent distribution)

Level of
happinesl,

Job satisfaction index I

Low Medium High

Total: Number__ 127 153 72
Per. nt 100 100 100

Very happy 13 36 56
Pretty happy 70 59 42
Not too happy 16 5

Respondents' answers to the question: "Taking all things trrgetirer, h rw
would you soy VI Ens are these dayswould you say you are eery happy.
petty happy, or not too happy?"

, Index comblr Inge et tsfaction with different aspects of work. The buts for
dividing tespo,. ' ,its into the ttirree groups is not specified.

None: Detail may not add t -ols due to round ng.

Comes: Baser, on data from a samp'e of employed men, aged 25 to a in
four Illinois cormunities, reported in Norman M. Bradburn nod David
Caplovitz, Reps its on Happiness (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1955),
p. 37.

meat of more., general measures of the quality of
employment.

Develipm ant Heeds

Although the information now available clearly
permits tentative conclusions, it does not justify
confident judgments about the psychological im-
pact of work on broad population groups or on
changes in job satisfaction over time. Few agen-
cies outside the Federal Government can engage
in the broad survey activities needed to produce
reliable and comprehensive data, Existing data
gathering systems might well be reviewed now to
determine what modifications are required to elicit,
on a continuing basis, comprehensive data on the
attitudes of workers toward their occupational
situation generally and toward specific facets of
their employment. Such data would be of inesti-
triable value in gaging the character and magnitude
of changes in the quality of work for the labor
force as a whole and its prindpal subgroups.

In addition to fairly broad and direct measures
of the psychological impact of employment ob
trainable through labor force surveys, far more
complete information about specific conditions of
employment is much needed. Comprehensive data

about such factors as the number and scheduling
of working 'lours, vacation and holiday provisions,
retirement arrangements, and participation in
training ar d other developmental activities can
help in eval uating the individual and social signifi-
cance of di Terent conditions of employment.

IndicatiN e of the value of focusing on particular
features of employment is tha study of shift work
already cit Iti' both confirming and extending
the findings of earlier investigations, this research
seems to justify some fairly confident conclusions
about the negative effects f different shift ar-
rangements. Unfortunately, however, the absence
of comprehensive data on the prevalence and inci-
dence of arious patterns of working hours pre-
cludes an adequate assessment of the pervasiveness
of shift- r'lated problems. With the collection of
comparal le informn ion on flis and other signifi-
cant aspects of working conditions, it should be
possible 0 deve:op a reasonably comprehensive
set of Measures of the overall context of work.

If meaningful and generally acceptable indexes
of the quality of employment are to be developed,
however, thr current limited efforts to refine con-
cepts ant, measures, and to expand research on the
complex interrelationships ar long the characteris-
tics of the individual, his job, and his environment
must be greatly intensified. Efforts to date have
served the more limited objectives of employers
and academic scholars better than the much
broader and more stringent requirements of na-
tional planning.

Tarp). for this reason, a wide range of basic
question: now needs to be translated into reLaarch.
There is, for example, far too little information
availablt to make firm jurign.ents about differences
in the n eaning of work for various segments of
the population, particularly ghetto residents and
others who have had only limited employment op-
portunity. Nor is there yet a sufficient factual basis
for conclusions about the work value= aucl expec-
tations e f youth entering the labor force and how
they are subsequently molded by employment ev-
perience a. Resea rch on such questions is beginning,
but for -he present, at least, they are largely im-
pondera)le. A much broader datagathering effort
will be required to provide the umount and types
of information in this area essential to effective
policy and program planning.

In the long run, it is hoped that ways also can be
found to overcome the national propensity to de.

n Mott si d others, op. cit.
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fine as problems and regard as progress only those
conditions that lend themselves to quantitative
measurement. The goodness of life of individuals,
and the planning designed to improve life, must
encompass dimensions not amenable to precise
measurement.

LABOR STANDARDS PROTECTION

Longstanding recognition that work can, under
certain conditions, have negative consequences for
the worker has led, over the years, to the develop-
ment and application of a variety of protective
labor standards designed to cope with specific em-
ployment hazards. These standardswhether de-
fined by laws, collective bargaining agreements,
or simply generally accepted practice by employ-
ershave protected the welfare of individual
workers, and have also been an essential compo-
nent of the Nation's broad effort to enhance the
well-being of its workers and their dependents.

The protections afforded workers who suffer
low wages and loss of income because of unem-
ployment, illness, or accident have been discussed
earlier in this chapter. Other hazarN a worker
may meet include unreasonably long hours or Un-
safe working conditions, nonpayment of wages,
lack of compensation and medical care in case of
illness or injury, Lora at too early an age, unsat-
isfactory employer-employee relationships, ex-
ploitation by private employment agencies, or dis-
crimination because of race, age, sex, or other
conditions.

The developmert of labor standards, as a pro-
tection against these hazards, !las been a continu-
ous rather than a static process. Their evolution
has reflected changes in technology and other fac-
tors in the working environment and also an im-
proved understanding of how working conditions
affect the worker.

Both the Federal and State governments have
established labor standards by law and adminis-
trative regulation. Federal legislation applies
equally to workers within the coverage of the law,
throughout the Nation. Under 'State legislation,
however, there are inevitable differences in pro-
visions from one part of the country to another,
affecting both workers and employers. Employ-
ment conditions and problems vary greatly
among the Statesnotably between those highly
industrialized and those still largely agricultural.
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In some States labor unions have organized large
proportions of the workers, with consequent im-
provement in working conditions. In others, such
organizations are weak, and their efforts to im-
prove working conditions have been less effectual.

This: section attempts to assess the extent of
protection workers may count upon under State
laws, by no means an easy task. Evaluation of
labor legislation does not lend itself re.adily to
quantification. Differing prendses and judgments
tire bound to enter into appraisal of the quality of
laws. Nevertheless, some consensus has devel-
oped as to what constitutes desirable legislation in
various areas of public concern. The basic recom-
mended standards reflect both State and Federal
experience. They represent the result of extensive
consultation and exchange of expert judgment at
both the technical and policymaking levels

The need for positive, cooperative action by em-
ployers to improve the quality of employment mast
ho emphasized also. More systcniatic exchanges of
experience and a new kind of cooperative search-
ing for good solutions to labor standards problems
are neededforward steps which ordinarily- can-
not and should not involve legislative prescription.

The Labor Standards Index

While recognizing the limitations cf any effort
to attach a numerical value to the status of labor
laws, the Department of Labor has undertaken
an experimental effort to develop a Labor Stand-
ards index that measures the extent to which State
laws approximate the recomtnendcd standards,5'
The index measures only the provisions of the
laws, not performance. Federal legisleion is not
included. Several major areas of Federal legisla-
tion have, however, been discussed in earlier sec-
tions of this chapter (unemployment insurance,
OASDIII, and the minimum wage standards of
the Fair Labor Standards Act).

The Labor Standards Index cover3 eight major
areas in which States have adopted protective
legislation. As of 1965, several States still lacked
legislation in some of the areas. Fifteen States, for
example, had no minimum wage laws; 13 did not

sane index wan constructed for eight selected eubject fields, by
na<tgning weight" to major provision" of the referent elandards
And providing partial credit lagalott n maxlmum score of 1003
based on the extent to whIch a ghee legislative pros Woo met the
recommended standard. The Index in:ludrcl a State-bYState score
for test of the eight labor standards, a nattonal agate for each
steadied, And a composite index for the combined standard' in the
50 State'.



provide protection against discrimination because
of race, color, religion, 1r national origin; 28 did
not protect older workers against discrimination
because of age. And varying numbers of States
had failed to meet the basic standards in other
areas.

The average scale for all States on the Labor
is Index was 53 when the index was con-

euci . in 1965indicating a gap of nearly 50 per-
cent between the then in effect and the rec-
ommended standards. The variation was wide,
ranging from a score of only 15 for one State
to a high of 90 for another. A comparison of the
national average ratings for each of the eight labor
standards areas also showed great differences. (See
table 16.)

The regional variation TV as similarly wide. Of
the 25 States with scores below the average, only
one was in the Northeast, whereas seven were in
the North Central region, 13 in the South, and
four in the West.

For the most part the low-ranking States were
either those not yet highly industrialized or those
in which industrialization is on'y no proceeding
at a fairly rapid rate. With the recognized advan-
tages of industrialization comes realization of the
worker needs it brings with it and growing public
support for meet ng these needs through improved
labor laws and standards. Progress hi this area
has therefore traditionally followed upon indus-
trial development. It may bs essumed that label'
and other support for improved standards in

TABLE 16. AVERAGE RATING GN LABOR STANDARDS
INDEX. BY LABOR STANDATGS AREA, 1965

Labor standards arc.).

Number of
States1

with laws
in specified

areas

Av.:age
rating of
all States
on index

Occupational -afety and health__ 50 61
Child labor 50 59
Workmen's compensation 50 54
Wage payment and wage collec-

tion 47 61
Private employment agencies 46 64
Fair employment practice 37 54
Minimum wage 35 40
Antiage discrimination 22 26

Escludes 1be Millet of Cabumbla

newly industrializing States will help these States
catch up with tlicze where industrialization oc-
curred earlier.

What the lack of protection means to individual
workers cannot be measured, but it is possible to
indicate how many have the least protection.
Nearly 40 percent of the country's nonagricultural
worksrs were employed in the Stases that fell
below the average rating (53) on the index. The
following tabulation shows the distrhution bf
workers among States with high and low ratings:

Rainer of Sale on Labor Number Percent diatribution of
aandarrte Index of Staffs nonagrivai tad employmm:

Totel 50 100

Less than 25. 2
25 to 49 20
50 to 74 19
75 and over.. 9

2
28
34
36

The States with the greatest deficiencies in their
Tahoe laws also tend to be those where workers are
most disadvantaged in other ways. Of the 23 States
whore the incidence of family poverty was greater
than the national average ht 1959 (the latest date
for which such infoimation is available), 20 ranked
among the lowest on the Labor Standards Index. It
is significant also that States with below average
scores on the index were also below average in
union membership.

Since the Labor Standards Index was con-
structed in 1965. several States have adopted new
legislation in one or another of the eight areas in-
cluded in the index. An even greater number .,ave
passed amen :raents to their labor standards
legislation.

A full evaluation of the new legislation and
amendments has not been possible as yet. When
the progress made by many States in updating
their laws is reflected in the index, this will un-
doubtedly raise the Mirage score somewhat, and
also bring a few States formorly at the low end of
the scale into the middle or upper range, However,
many of the States that have improved their laws
already had high LSI scores in 1965. Relative dif-
ferences in labor standards protection among the
States probably remain much as they were 3 years
ago.

Needed Improvements in the Index

The Labor Standards Index is admittedly a
rough measure f, f legislative adequacy. It has cer-

71
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twin shortcomings which can be eliminated by fin-
ther refinemeht. Perhaps the most serious is the
fact that it does not incorporate weighting for the
relative importanoe of different kinds of labor
laws, and so fails to indicate where action is most
needed.

Since labor standards are in constant change, re-
flecting changing conditions, the first and most
urgent need is to reassess constantly not only the
index itself, but also the whole, basis of the index,
to make sure that both are up to date. Changing
technology, growing recognition of workers' needs,
and increased understanding of the psychological
AS well as the physical factors in well-being de-
mand constant, watchful care, In addition to serv-
ing as a measurement of the current situation, the
index has great possibility as an indicator of fu-
ture program direction.

The index should look beyond the laws. More

38

knowledge of actual working conditions is essen-
tial to the development of an adequate indicator
of r,rogress toward social and individual well-
being. What are the most important labor stand-
ards? How are social, eccoomic, and other Changes
affecting them'? Do presently accepted labor stand-
ards adequately reflect current thinking ? What are
the actual consequences for workers of inadequate
labor standards protection ?

The LSI as presently const ructed does not meas-
ure the impact of labor laws for the workers con-
cerned. A. law, however good, if not enforced of if
poorly administered, has little or no protective
effect. In the final analysis, the adequacy of labor
standards legislation must be measured by the ex-
tent to which it meets the current needs of the
workers it was designed to help. Assessment of ad-
ministration is an essential component of au im-
proved index.

"2



Equality of Opportunity

Equality of opportunity is a goal which must
be sought in every aspect of our national life. It is
one which has been denied all too cite% by dis-
.rimination on the basis of race, color, sex, age,
religion, national origin, lack of education, or even
locality. This section, however, is concerned only
with equality of opportunity for ethnic minority
groupsin jobs, earnings, and the chance for ad-
vancement and satisfying work life.

The legal framework for rapid implementation
of equal opportunity, presumed the birthright of
every American, was set by the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and related legislation. Together with court
decisions and executive, orders, and supported by
the civil Eghts movement, these laws gave hope of
rapid improvement in the social and economic
situation of ethnic minorities, including Mexican
Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians,
as well as Negroes.

The complexity and tha interaction of the var-
ious manifestations of discrimination and segrega-
tion have become increasingly apparent, however,
as efforts to implement, the Civil Rights Act have
proreee,. It is HOW clear that occupational ad-
vancement may be handicapped as much by dis-
crimination in education and training earlier in the
worker's life as by bias in hiring and promotion,
and that the available jobs are often geograph-
ically inaccessib:a to the poor in both central city
ghettos and rural areas. It has become evident, too,
that discrimination and segregation can raise psy-
chological barriers that need to be resolved before
minority manpower can compete for jobs on an
equal basis.

Thus, in measuring progress toward equal eco-
nomic opportunity, indicators such as employment
and unemployment are not enough. One must look
also to educational t rends and patterns of segrega-
tion in education and housing, and to changes in
income levels. Rising income not only gives evi-
dence of progress toward a better life but also re-
flects the ability of minority families to give (heir
chile.ren the education and training needed for
full participation in employment opportunities.

Furthermore, progress toward equality of op-
portunity cannot be assessed merely in terms of
advances made by the minority groups, The gap in
economic status between them and the white ma-

jority must, be closed, This is a crucial objective,
but not an easy one to reach in view of the rapid
economic advances made by the majority.

NEGROES

The Negro population has made substantial
gains in employment, education, and income dur-
ing the 1960's measwed in absolute terms. The
relative Negro-white gap has narrowed in some
areas but broadened in others."

In interpreting this record, it is important to
keep in mind certain demogrtiphic handicaps to
more rapid upward movement. In 1966, more than
half the Negro population, double the proportion
of whites, lived in the South, where educational at-
tainment and average incomes are generally lower
than in other regions. And although Negroes have
been migrating from the rural South, much of this
movement has been into major industrial cities,
where they have had difficult adjustment prob-
lems, partly because of the shrinking employment
opportunities in unskilled manual jobs.

Employment and Unemployment

The number of employed nonwhite workers 54
rose from 6.9 million to 8.0 million between 1960
and 1967, an increase of 16 percent. During the
same reriod, employment of white workers rose
by only 13 percent. (Scc table 17.)

Unemployment rates for nonwhite workers, as
for whites, have dropped since the early 1960's.
Nevertheless, unemployment rates for nonwhites
are still slightly more than twice those for whites
(7.4 compared with 3.4 percent in 1967).

No inroads have been made into the extremely
serious problem of nonwhite teenage joblessness.
(See chart 12.) While the unemployment rate for

"See also the charter oa Trends le Employment and Velem-
ployment for a discussion of rteeot developments In the employ-
ment situation 0, nonwhite persons. For a more extensive dis-
cussion, tee Social or Ecort Ink Condition/ of Negroes fa the
United 8tclee (WaxbIngton: U.S.. Department of Labor, Bureau
of fAhor Statistics, and U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Cvnsv, Ocio)er 1907), BLS Report No. 332 and Current
reputation Reports, Series F-23, No. 24. This report has been
drawn upon ton considerable extent In the preaent discussion.

',Only limited data for Negroes are available. However, statis-
tics (or nonwhttes generally rifiect the conditions of Negroes,
who represent 92 percent of all nonwhites.
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TABLE 17. EMPLOYED AND UNENIPLOYED PERSONS,
BY COLOR, 1960-67
{Numbers In Ibousand.c]

Year
Employed Unemployed

Nonwhite White Nonwhite White

1960 6, 027 58, 850 787 3, 063
1961 6, 832 58, 912 970 3, 742
1062 7, 004 59, 69S 859 3, 052
1963 7, 140 60, 622 864 3, 208
1101 7, 383 61, 922 786 2, 999
1965_
1966

7, 643
7,875

63, 445
65, 019

676
621

22,, 629531

1967_ _ _ 8, 011 66,361 633 2,338

Change,
1060-67:

Number. _ 1, 084 7, 511 149 725
Percent__ _ 16 13 19 24

white teenagers dropped as the economic climate
improved, among nonwhite teenagers the rate in
1967 was actually higher than in 1960. One out of
every four nonwhite teenagers was unemployed in
1067, dmost 21/2 times the proportion for white
teenagers, whereas in 1960 the ratio was less than
2 to 1. Furthermore, the Neighborhood Youth
Corps and other recent programs have probably
had more impact on unemployment among non-
white teenagers. In the absence of these programs
the situation might well have been far worse.

Among older nonwhite workers, however, the
rate of joblessness has been reduced significantly.
For married nonwhite men 20 years IA and over,
unemployment rates declined especially fast. Al-
though the nonwhite rate is twice thrt for married
white men, the differential is narrower than in
1962 (when it was 21/2 times the rate for whites).
(See chart 13.)

Occupations,' Changes

Substantial gains have been recorded also in the
occupational distribution of adult nonwhite. work-
ers. In tl'e highskill, high-status, high-paying oc-
cupations, the percentage increase of nonwhite
workers has exceeded that of white workers, with
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most of the gainsaided by sustained economic
growth and a tightening job market -- occurring in
the last few years. Thus, the occupational gap is
narrowing although slowly. (See table 18.)

The increase of nonwhite jobholders in profes-
sional and clerical occupations was particularly
significant, as was also their increase in skilled
occupa ti on S. Nonwhite employment gains in these
occupations and in operative jobs in steel, auto-
mobiles, and other durable goods manufachiring
industries where pay rates are high, accounted
for 000,000 of the 1 million added jobs for non-
whites that developed from 1990 through 1066.
However, the numbers and proportions of non-
whites in these occupations were so small at the be-
ginning of the decade that, despite these major ad-
vances, almost 46 percent of the nonwhite men
and 60 percent of the nonwhite won. a were em-
ployed in service, laborer, and farm jobs in 1966-
more than double the proportions for white
workers.

Not measurable statistically, but important in
their implications for the future, are the break-
throughs Negroes have made into many white-
collar occupations previously closed to them, the
opening up of more apprenticeship opportunities.
the upgrading of Negroes employed in the Federal
Government (which has been much more rapid
than for whites), and similar manifestations of
progress toward equality of occupational opportu-
nity.

While it is difficult to determine the extent to
which job discrimination is responsible for the
unequal occupational distribution of Negroes, or
to measure trends in job discrimination, the up-
ward movement. of Negroes into the better paying
occupations would seem to reflect a lessening of
discrimination as well as the better educational
preparation of young Negroes now entering the
labor force.

An analysis of compliance reports by the Equal
Employment. Opportunity Commission, covering
essentially employers of 100 or mere workers, re-
veals significant industry differences in the extent
of minority employment. These data underrepre-
sent agriculture, small business cervices, govern-
ment, and nonprofit organizations, and overrepre
sent manufacturing generally, as well as certain
specific manufacturing industries. They do, never-
theless, provide insight into minority employment
at the present time; they will also provide a meas-
ure of change in the years to come.



According to the Commission's 1966 data, Ne-
groes are generally concentrated in industries
where a large proportion of the jobs are in low-
wage occupations. As higher paying jobs increase
in an industry, the probability of Negro employ-
ment in it is lowered. This phenomenon is ino-e
marked for Negro men than for women. But for
both, employment relative to that of Anglos is
many times greater in low-wage than high-wage
industries.'3 (See table 19.)

When the occupational position of Negroes in
the industries studied is compared with that of
white workers having the same amount of educa-
tion, considerable discrimination is indicated. The

,41)ata were gatbn'el for the clink minorltinu. TLe Otto
"Angtos" was used to distInztIsh WhItits wits, were men hers of
other than Svanbat surname grout,,,.

overall occupational position of Negro men was
estimated to be 23 percent below that of whites,
with differences in educational attainment account-
ing for a third of this difference (or perhaps as
much as half if allowance is made, for qualitative
differences in education). The remaining d ifference
is largely attributable to anti-Negro bias.

It appears that, in the industries studied, occu-
pational discrimiration against Negro men in-
creases in direct relation to the concentration of
Negroes in the industry, to the ratio of well-paid
occupations in the industry, to the level of educa-
tion of the Negroes involved, and to the propor
trod of the industry's employment found in the
South.

For Negro women the discrimination is more
limited, and they are not penalized as their educa-

CHART 12

Excessive unemployment rates for nonwhite teenagers show no improvement.
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CHART 13

Although the unemployment rate for
nonwhites declined by more than half

between 1962 and 1967. it was still
twice as high as forwhites.

Unemployment rate of married men,

20 years old and over
10.0

8.0
11.1 White

1:= Nonwhite

1952 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 i'

1/ Represents data for frst 9 ono .713.

Sowce. U.S. Depa,tele.9 of Lab°,

tional level rises, This apparently lesser discrimi-
nation is due essentially in the much more limited
range of occupation.' for women in industry, with
underrepresentation of Negro women concentrated
in clerical oocupatioris.

The heavy overrepresentation of Negro males
in the low-wage industries indicates that, even if
they were gig en equal opportunity to rise, promo-
tion would promise only limited financial rewards.
'What is required to solve the problem is not only
opportunity for occupational upgrading for Negro
men in the industries whero they are but also
greatly increased opportunities for entrance into
industries with more high-paid, skilled jobs.

Potential Workers Not in the Labor Force

The proportion of men in the working ages who
neither work nor look for work is another indica-
tor of iliequality of opportunity, since discourage -
ment in finding jobs is an important reason
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for being outside the labor force (as indicated
earlier in this chapter). Nonwhite men are less
likely to be in the work force than are white
menexcept in age groups under 24 where the
longer school attendance of white youth out-
weighs other factors affecting labor force partici-
pation. between 1960 and 1967 the proportion of
nonwhite men 25 to 64 years of age not in the
labor fora; rose from 73 to 91 per 1,000 people;
among white men, the increase was lessfrom 47
to 55.

Family Income

Average income remains much lower for Negro
than for white families, despite some narrowing
of the clifferchtial." Negro medial, family income
represented only 58 percent cf the median for
white families in 1966 compared with 54 percent
in 1964."

Most encouraging was the marked reduction in
the percentage of honwhite families living in pov-
erty. The nonwhite proportion below the poverty
level, however, Was more than three times that for
white families, just as it had been in 1960.

Another significant change was the relatively
greater proportion of nonwhite families moving
into the $7,000 and over income class. In 1960 al-
most 21/2 times as large a proportion of white as
nonwhite families were at this income level. But
in 1966 the proportion was slightly less than dou-
ble. (See chart 14.) This indication of progress is
tempered; however, by the fact that only 12 per-
cent, of the nonwhite families in this category had
incomes of $10,000 or over, in contrast to 30 per-
cent of the white families.

Education

Prospects for raising the level of Negro life are
related to progress in their educational achieve-
ment, and substantial gains have been made in this
direction. For young men 25 to 29 years of age GO

gap in years of school completed between non-
whites and whites has been reduced from 2 years
in 1960 to a half year in 1966. It is also notable

"For a discussion of the dispiety In earnings between non
while and white workers that Underlies these Income difference!,
Fee the discussion of Adequacy of Workers' Earnings earlier in
this chapter.

"Figures for Negro family Income, n separate iron: all non-
%bite, are ITS Ilrible only from 1964.



that, between 1960 and 1965, the proportion of
Negro men 25 to 34 who graduated from college
almost doubled; for Negro women the relative gain
was smaller but significant. Today, moreover,
young Negro men are obtaining more schooling
than Negro women, a reversal of the pattern that
had long persisted among Negrz.es and an indica-
tion of the growing opportunity for the educated
Negro male.

Educational attainment, as measured by years of
schooling, gives no indication, however, of whether
differences in the quality of education, as meas-
ured by achievement tests, are being reduced. The
Coleman Report," based on a 1965 national survey,
shows that at the 12th grade, the average Negro
youth is performing at a ninth-grade level, whereas
the average white youth is performing well above
the 12th grade level. The gap in achievement level,
apparent early, broadens between the sixth and
12th grades. Comparable data for 1960 are not
available, and it is thus impossible to gage the
progress achieved through the aid to poor school
districts provided under the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act and other remedial
programs.

4, James S. Coleman, Equality of Edit caiiot at Opporfurelly
(Washington : U13. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, Office of Education, 1968), p. 21.

Progress and Retrogression

A picture of both progress and retrogression
emerges from these figures. Tho growing pro-
portion of Negro families with moderate incomes
or better, t lie larger number of Negro males grad-
uating from college, and the growth in repress Ma-
tion of Negroes in professional, technical. and other
white-collar occupations augur well for the tal-
ented group that has been able to upgrade itself
and take advantage of available opportunities.

But at the other end of the scale are the rural
poor and the slurndwellers. Some advance for them
is evidenced by the reduction in the proportion of
families with incomes of less than $3,000. But 'any
shim residents appear to be in a, deteriorating eco-
nomic position.

A 1965 census survey of Cleveland, for example,
points both to advances for some of the Negro pop-
ulation and to retrogression for others. Thus,
Negroes living in sections of the city outside low-
income neighborhoods doubled in number between
1960 and 1965. And the poverty ratio among them
declined more than three times as much as for
whites outside these neighborhoods.

However, in the lowest income neighborhood
the so-called "crisis ghetto," which is predomi-
nantly Negroconditions deteriorated sharply.
Population declined somewhat, but the number of
people living in poverty rose, as the number of

TABLE 18. EMPLOYED PERSONS BY OCCUPATION AND COLOR, 1007, AND PERCENT CHANGE, 1960-67

(Numbers In thousands]

Occupation
Numb,o, 1967 Percent change, 1960-67

Nonwhite White Nonwhite White

Total 8, 011 66, 361 15.6 12.8

Professional, technical, and managerial workers 801 16, 574 58.0 U.S
Clerical workers 899 11,435 7S.7 23.6
Sales workers 138 4, 387 39.4 4,6
Craftsmen and foremen G17 9, 229 48. 7 12.9
Operatives 1,882 12, 002 33. 4 14.3
Service workers, except private household. 1, 5141 6, 031 25. 4 27. 2
Private household workers 835 934 15.8 13.9
Nonfarm laborers 899 2, 635 5. 4 4. 1
Farmers and farrnworkers 423 3, 130 49.6 27.3

The data tar MO used to compute the percent change for the period Norse: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
1960-67 sere *ells bled for permaa to years and over by color.
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TABLE 19. EMPLOYMENT OF MINORITY GROUPS AND ANGLOS, BY OCCUPATION AND SEX, 1966 '

[Numbers In thousands; percent distribution]

Occupation

Men Women

Negro Oriental
Ameri-

can
Indian 3

Spanish
Ameri-
can 3

Anglo Negro Oriental
A: eri-

,,an
Indian 2

Spanish
Tned-
can 3

Anglo

Total: Number__ 1, 472 86 39 453 15, 062 648 46 17 202 7, 228
Percent 100.0 100.0 I00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100, 9 100.0

Professional and tech-
nical worker. 2.0 29.3 6.6 4.7 13.9 6. 1 18.2 5.6 3.6 7.4

Managers, crficials,
and proprietors 1.0 7.0 6. 5 2. 5 12.0 . 7 1.9 2. 2 .8 2 6

Clerical workers_ 2.7 8.3 3.9 5. 1 7. 1 17.5 II. 1 21.7 24. 1 40.8
Saks workers 1.3 4.S 4.7 3.0 7.4 4.0 5.9 12.5 6.9 9.3
Craftsmen 7.9 13.6 19.3 13.9 20.4 2.4 2.3 5. 1 4.8 2.8
Operative. 37. 2 14. 0 29.9 32. 1 25.5 24.9 11. 4 24. 2 29.8 21.'T
Service worker. 18.1 12. 1 6.7 12.2 5.4 30.3 12. 2 16.9' 12.4 9. 1
Laborers 29.8 10.9 22. 3 26.4 8. 4 14.1 7. 0 11.8 17. 6 6. 4

Percenk, of total popu-
lation (including
Anglos) employed__ _ _ 8.2 .f, .2 2.5 I 88.6 7.9 .6 .2 2.5 88.9

The data were collected heal employers with 100 et more workers. Nom Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
t Nonreservation Indians. SOCRCE: Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Ineludes both Puerto Ricans and Isterict.n Reports.

low-income families headed by women incrz-ased.
For such families median real income dropped 15
pertcnt, while in the rest of the city it was moving
upward. The unemployment rate for men was 15
percent and for women, 17 percent-in both easel,
substantially higher than in 1960. The 1965 census
of the Watts area of South Los Angeles yielded
very similar findings. Some of the deterioration in
the low-income neighborhoods probably stenuned
from out-migration of people who could afford
to move and in-migration of poorer ones.

OTHER ETHNIC MINORITY GROUPS

The win ethnic minority groups in the United
States, in addition to Negroes, are Mexican Amer-
icans, Puerto Ricans, and American 1rdions. All
are economically disalvaillaged, though their &(R.
culties differ in bot li kind and degree.

These groups suffer from limited education and
language barriers. High unemployment and low
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Compliance

incomes are a reflection of their inability to ad-
Valle43 into fields of work hict might offer hope
for improved economic conditions. Discrimination
is another factor inhibiting their advancement.

Mexican Americans

The Mexican Americans in the United States
live almost entirely in the Southwest (Arizona,
California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas),
with about PO percent concentrated in Texas and
California. The Mexican American population in
the Southwest increased from 3.5 million in 1960,"
to an estimated 4.6 million in 1967, and will reach

"Pert 'ma of Spanish Surname" Is the title used by the Cen-
sus Bureau to denote all persons of Spanish or Mexican origin
in the Southwest. Sin.,v moot of the Spanish surname population
of the Southwest are persons of Itlexict.n descent, the designation
of 'Mexican Americans" is used here to refer to this population
group. It Inclu les natives of native parentage, natives of foreign
parentiage. end immigrants, (The section on Mexican Americans
In the 196) Me /rawer Report of the Prteidunt limited Its discus-
Eton to Mexicaa Americans born In NI.,31eo and the natives born
of Immigrant parents.)



5 million by 1970." About 85 percent of the pop-
ulation were born in the United States, and the
vast majority lives in cities.

Mexican Americans share many of the difficul-
ties of other miklority groups. Language and physi-
cal characteristics set them apart, from the rest of
the population. They tend to live, in F:egregatc.d
communities and have little education and an
above-average rate of unemployment. And they
are emplayed for the most part in low-status, low-
paying jt,as. The competition of Mexicans who
move back and forth across the border compounds
economic difficulties for those in the border States.

Despite the large nrnbers of Mexican Ameri-
cans in the United States, there are no data of
naiiontd scope subsequent to 1960, by which their
economic and social situation can be measured. If
the trends evident between 1950 and 1060 have
continuednamely, the movement from rural to
urban locations and from lower income to higher
income, areas (particularly to California)the
standard of living of Mexican Americans as a
group should be rising in absolute terms. There an
indications, too, that the native-born members of
the group arc raising their educational sights and
that, to some extent, the young people are moving
into better occupations. But no definitive judg-
ment can be made as to ..chether the educational,
occupational, and income gap between Mexican
Americans and Angles has narrowed substantially.

Education. Among the minorities, only the In-
dian has poorer educational preparation than the
Mexican American. In 1960, the median years of
school completed by Mexican American men aged
'25 and over in the Southwestern States ranged
from 4.8 in Texas to 8.5 in California. In all these
States, the figure was at least. 31/2 years below that
for Anglo men.

The gap :II schooling between Mexican Ameri-
cans and Anglos is narrower among younger men
who have completed their education more recently.
In 1960, the difference. in educational attainment
for those aged 14 to '21 was only 2 years in the
Southwest generally, and little more than a year
in California. Howevu, the proportion of Mexi-
can American yoking people completing high
school is small and the proportion completing col-
lege even smaller.

"From an unpublKed eatfma.e prepared by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of bah( r Stet!(1("1.

CHART 14
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Occupational Distribution. Mexican American
men are found primarily in manual occupations.
To the extent that they hold white-collar jobs,
these tend to be in small establishments in retail
trade. Those few in the professional and technical
occupational category aro mostly in technical jobs.
About 30 percent of the men were farm and non-
farm laborers, and 40 percent worked iri craft and
operative jobs in 1960.

Mexican American women have made far
greater inroads into white-collar employment than
have men. Almost two-fifths of the women living
in cities were employed in white-collar occupa-
tionsa much snuffler proportion than among
Anglos but notably greater than for nonwhites.

The survey by the Equal Opportunity Commis-
sion referred to earlier provides 1966 data on the
occupational distribution of Mexican American
employees of firms with 100 or more workers in
the Los Angeles-Long Beach and San Francisco-
Oakland areas. These data SlIONV a continued con-
centration of Mexican American workers at the
lower end of the occupational scale, with over half
employed as operatives or labot ers and only one-
fifth in white-collar jobsmostly clerical and
sales. Mexican Americans, like Negroes, are con-
centrated in industries in which low-wage jobs
predominate. However, this disadvantage is much
less pronounced than it is for Negroes.

Income. Despite minimal schooling, Mexican
American adult men had higher incomes in 1960
than men in other minorities in the Southwestern
Stateswith the notable exception of the Japanese
in California, whose relatively high earnings re-
flect their high educational level, which exceeded
even that of the Anglos.

Close to 90 percent of the income gap between
Mexican American and Anglo men in California
is associated with differences in level of education,
and the situation is much the sarae in other States.
The remaining relatively small income gap may
be attributed to wage and occupational discrim-
ination, as well as to differences in quality of
education.

East Los Angeles Survey. More recent insights
into the ozonomic situation of Mexican Americans
in California slum areas are provided by a special
1965 census survey of East Los Angelesa low-
income area in which some three-fourths of the
population (35,009) are Mexican Americans. In
general, the findings support the view that, for
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those who do not escape from the slums, there has
been little, if any, improvement in the quality of
life.

The Mexican American population of East Los
Angeles rose by 7,400 between 1960 and 1965. This
was the net result of an increase of more than 9,000
in the foreign-born population and a reduction of
some 2,000 in the native-born populationprob-
ably reflecting the movement of the more prosper-
ous families into better neighb-orboods.

Ur employment rates in the area showed son;
improvement over the 5-year perioddeclining
from 9.2 to 7.8 percent for Mexican American men,
and from 8.1 to 7.1 percent for women. These 1965
rates were still well above the 6 percent unemploy-
ment rate for the Los Angeles-Long Beach area
as a whole, but considerably below those in the
predominantly Negro South Los Angeles district.

The occupations of Mexican American men
showed the same concentration in manual jobs in
1965 as in 1960, with the largest proportion in op-
erative and kindred jobs (42 percent) and only
minimal representation in white-collar employ-
ment.

Developments in the educational situation of the
Mexican American population in East Los An-
geles were both favorable and unfavorable. The
proportion of the school-age populati'm enrolled
in school rose from 52 to 60 percent between 1960
and 1965. Enrollments in high school and in col-
lege also increased. However, among Mexican
Americans aged 25 or over, median school years
completed declined slightlyfrom 8.1 to 7.7. Fac-
tors which may have contributed to this decline
were the greater proportion of men aged 60 and
over in the population in 1965, as compared with
the molier date, and the increased proportion that
were Mexican :Jorn.

The median income of the Mexican American
faml:es in East Los Angeles remained about the
sante between 1959 and 1964 ($5,089 as compared
to $5,052). These figures make no allowance, how-
ever, for the sharp rise in living costs duping this
period.

Puerto Ricans

Puerto Ricans are American citizens, predomi-
nantly of the white race, but they share with other
minority groups the problems of low educational
attainment and language barriers, the difficulties
of finding work in the higher status, higher pay-



ing jobs, and unemployment rates much above the
national average.

The overriding difficulty in an attempt to assess
the present social and economic situation of Puerto
Ricans is the almost complete lack of data. Special
studies yield limited information. The little infor-
mation mailable on Puerto Ricans in New York
Citywl ere two-thirds of the migrants and their
children are concentrated indicates little if any
progress in the present decade."

Since 1960, Puerto Ricans have made up a stead-
ily growing proportion of the New York City
populationfrom 8 percent in 1960 to an esti-
mated 11 percent in 1966." Migration to mainland
United States is decreasing, however, and is ex-
pected to level off at approximately 10,030 an-
nually, from a rate more than twice that high 10
years ag

The 1S ew York Puerto Rican population was
estimatal at 841,000 in 1966. It is a young popula-
tion. A arge proportion are teenagerswith all
the prot lems of their ago group in finding em-
ployment., further complicated by lack of language
facility, poor education, and discriniination.

Employe[ ent and Unemployment. While the num-
ber of Puerto Ricans at work in New York City
was greeter in 1967 than in 1960, their unemploy-
ment rate remained higher than for the labor force
as a whc Ie. In September 1967, roughly 12 percent
of the unemployed in the State of New York were
Puerto :Ricans."

Indict.tive of the extreme problem of teenage
unemployment among Puerto Ricans are the find-
ings of 1, sample survey in the Bronx, N.Y., in the
spring c f 1966. Of all unemployed Puerto Ricans,
24 percent were 14 to 19 years old, and another 19
percent were between 20 and 24 years of age. For
Negroes in the Bronx, the comparable figures
were and 16 percent, respectively."

The Puerto Rican Commenity Derailment Prolect (New
York :Pu-rto Rican Forum, Ire., 1964), p. 30.

Basel on New York City Population Health Survey, 1965.
The su, -eys are based on a probability sample of about 5,400
househobla a year, and thus conclusions ire subject to many
limitatlo is.

°A Fs mmary in Faces and Figures, Proprceit in Puerto Rico -
Puerto Rican Migration (San Juan, P.R.: Commonwealth of
Puerto Ilico, Department of Labor, Migration Division, 1965),
1961-94 Edition.

flRep..rt of the State Employment Service, New York Depart-
ment of Labor. Based on number of persons whci applied for were
receirin r, and/or had received all `)crellts of unemployment corn.
prosatic n and were still UTIPtEpiNed

Protie of the Brans Economy" (Sew York : Institute of
Urban Studies, Fordham University, n.d.), lioulebold .'survey,
mimeographed.

Occupat:onal Distribution. Puerto Ricans are em-
ployed predominantly in the lower paying jobs.
In metropolitan Nev York in 1960, 71 percent of
all employed Puerto Rican men were service
workers, laborers, and operatives and kindred
workers, compared with only 31 percent of other
white tren and 61 percent of all nonwhite men.
A recent study in New York City " emphasizes
that, while the percentage of nonwhite men in
white-collar occupations is increasing, no such
trend i ; apparent for Puerto Ricans. Between
1960 an 31966 the proportion of Puerto Rican men
employed in white-collar occupations remained
at about 17 percent. Puerto Rican women, in con-
trast, ii Lade sizable gains in white-collitr employ-
ment dining the 6 years.

It is relevant also that the Compliance Reports
of the 31qual Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion sh.;w almost identical occupational distribu-
tions of Puerto Rican and Negro men in the New
York City establishments covered.

Educati >rt. There has been no marked improve-
ment ir. recent years in the educational level of the
Puerto Rican group as a whole. More than 50 per-
cent of both men and won 'n 25 years and older
have h td less than 8 years of formal education.
Only a:mut 13 percent are high school graduates."

There are, however, some indications of upward
educational movement among the Puerto Ricans,
Childr .n, in general, are better educated than their
parent.:. This is similar to the experience of earlier
immigrant groups, but the educational growth ap-
pears t 3 be taking place at a slower rate for Puerto
Ricans.

Of the Puerto Ricans 20 to 34 years of age
living in New York City in 1963, about 37
percent had some high school education, and about
21 per Tilt were high school graduates. In contrast,
only J 4 percent of the 35- to 49-year-old group
had some high school education, and an equal
proportion were high school graduateo. Among
Puerto Ricans aged 50 to 64, the proportion with
these levels of education was 10 percent in each
CRSO.

But the situation, even for the young, is not en-
coureging. Ninety percent of the New York City

M. J. Wantman, "Changes in white- Collar Employment of
Nonwl.ite and New) Rican Residents of fOr'Si York City, (1960-
1905) (sew tort : The City University o' se,: 'fork, Center for
Social Research, n.d.), Population Health Scrvey, Research Memo.
ratan n. mimeographed.

A report cn the first citywide Puerto ;Bean Community Con-
ference, called by Mayor John V. flodcay, In 1960.
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Puerto Rican high school graduates in 1966 re-
ceived only a general diploma, which is little more
than a certificate of attendance. Although there
appeared to be some increase in the proportion of
Puerto Rican young people in academic and voca-
tional high schools in 1967, there is no significant
change in their high dropout. rate. Almost two-
thirds of the children are retarded in reading. This
is not surprising ',ince, of some 227,000 Puerto
Ricans in New York City schools in 1967, about
100,000 did not speak English."

income. Poverty is significantly greater among
Puerto Ricans than among any other identifiable
racial or ethnic group in New Yolk City. This is
in part a consequence of the low educational at-
tainment of the Puerto Rican population, and the
low-skilled, low-status jobs at which they work.

The 1966 Bronx survey showed that 30 per-
cent of all Puerto Rican households were below
the $3,000 income level, as compared. with 29 per-
cent of Negro households and 18 percent or non-
Puerto Rican white households. An additional 45
percent of Puerto Rican households reported in-
collies between $3,000 and $5,000, while compara-
ble rates for Negroes and for other whites were 33
and 18 percent, respectively.

American Indians

American Indians were reported in the. 1960 cen-
sus as numbering 552,000, including all native peo-
ples of Alaska. Since that time the total has gra; u-n
to well over 6(10,000. Of this number, sornewhr.t
more than 400,000 are reported by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs of the U.S. Department of Inte-ior
to be residents of Indian reservations. This reser-
vation population has never been accurately iden-
tified either by number or by characteristics.

Despite the lack of available data, it is clear
that Indians living on reservations are among the
most disadvantaged minorities in the country.
Many suffer from serious handicaps of poor health,
deficient education, unfamiliarity with English,
lack of marketable skills, high unemployment,
and low income.

These conclusions ale based on scattered ilfor.

" Re'etee, Bea of Mutation of tie City of New York,
November 3, 1 OCT
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!nation limited, for the most part, to reservation
and reservation-community Indians. Further com-
plicating appraisal of the situation is the steady
and increasingly planned departure of many of
the abler members of the Indian communities. It is
estimated that net out-migration from the reser-
vations is now approaching 10,000 each year, large-
ly offsetting the high rate of natural population
growth. Among this number are hundreds of fam-
ilies whose working members have benefited from
vocational training or direct job placement serv-
ices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Employment and Unemployment. The Indian labor
forcedefined as all Indians of employable age
neither in school nor prevented from working by
retirement, ill health, or child-care obligationsis
estimated at 130,000, some 10 percent greater than
in 196!1. About 82,500 of them were at work in 1967,
but how many were fully employed is not known.
Fragmentary information indicates that some. oc-
cupational upgrading is taking place, that fewer
Indians are working at farm jobs and more at
skilled and semiskilled jobs, and that year-round
employment is increasing trends evident since
1950. These advances are minimal, however, when
compared with those of the labor force generally.

Since 1962 the Bureau of Indian Affairs has ex-
panded its program to promote the location of
manufacturing industries on the reservations. In
1960, nine plants providing a total of 599 Sobs were
built on or near reservatior.s. By September 1967,
the number of plants had risen t 113, employing
5,510 Indians This development is accompanied
by on-the-job training. For persons seeking em-
ployment away from the reservation, there is a
program of institutional training and job 1)
ment, that. has expanded shadily in recent, years.

The usual definition of unemployment. is r,ot a
satisfactory measure of joblessness on the reserva-
tions, because so few job opportunities are avail-
able there. Accordingly, the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs reports as unemployed all members of the
reservation labor force (as defined alx--e) who are
not at work. The Bureau's semiannual reservation
reports show a significant favorable trend. From
about 49 percent in 1962, the unemployment rate
declined to 41 percent in 1966 and, by 1067, to 37
percent. This reduction of 12 r rcentege
when applied to the 1967 labor force of 132,000.



indicates that 15,000 more Indians were at work
last year than would have had jobs if the 1962 un-
employment late had continued unchanged. This
improvement appears to have resulted from recent
emphasis on Indian employment opportunities
near the reservations and development of reserva-
tion-based industries, both greatly strengthened by
long-sustained national prosperity.

income. Three-fourths of the reservation fam-
ilies had cash incomes of less than $3,000 in 1966,
according to estimates by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Yet Indian families aro larger, on the
average, than those of any other ethnic group. No
other et. aie group approaches so high a propor-
tion of families living in poverty. However, these
comparisons make no allowance for substantial
Federal services available to Indians.

Education and Training. There are signs of con-
tinuing improvement in education of American
Indians. School enrollment has been growing
steadily. The majority of the children now attend
public schools, rather than special Indian schools.
Moreover, the educat ion available is showing qual-
itative improvement, as teaching is improved and
extracurricular activities are expanded with finan-
cial aid under the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of ":f6;i.

The number of Indians attending college also
has shown some growth. In 1966, over 4,000 In-
dians were enrolled in universities and colleges-
1,500 more than in 1957, with half the gain taking
place since 1964 In 1966, 120 Indians graduated
from 4-year colleges and universities, more than
twice as many as in 1961.

In an effort to reach the hard-coe unemployed,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs has established sev-
eral residential employment-training enters. Pro-
grams initiated tinder the I;conomic Opportunity
Act are expanding educational, training, and
work-training opportunities for Indians. Pro-
grams under the Manpower Development and
Training Act also have had an impact on !minim,
of reservation Indians, for whom a number of spe-
cific projects have been designed. 'the Federal-
State Employment Servip is also Aredgthening
its services to Indians, as recomilandr,d by the crst
National Conference on Manpower Probl of
Imliz.vs, held in February 1967.
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INFORMATIONAL NEEDS

The attempt to evaluate, either quantitatively or
qualitatively, the present situation of minority
groups, especially the smaller ones, is teset with
difficulties stemming in large part from the laek of
comprehensive, current data.

In the past few years, measures of manpower
and social trendspopulation, family composi-
tion, health, education, mobility, employment and
unemployment, occupations, income, housing,
voter registrationhave been greatly expanded
for all nonwhites as a group and particularly for
Negroes. The problems to which these overall
meneures point warrant inuell more intensive
study, however. The stubborn problem of Negro
teenage unemployment is one of these; the rea-
sons for the growing prce,ortion of Negro men
neither working nor looking for work is another;
the relative lack of mobility toward white-collar
jobs and high-level positions within employing
firms is r. third. The Labor Department has
launched a number of studies into these and
related Negro problems. Periodic investigation of
ninny of these problem areas is essential to the
development of programs and policies desigaled to
correct the social ills involved,

For other minorities, the lack of data is much
more ronounced. While the Bureau if Indian Af-
fairs gathers statistics regularly on the Indian and
Eskimo populations under its jurisdiction, they
differ in concept, scope, and technique from those
collected for Americans generally. The Bureau is
currently planning to include recent out-migrants
from reservations in their statistical surveys so
that a more complete appraisal of Indian progress
can be made. Informat ion on employment, oceupa-
tions, and earnings of Indians is in particular need
of improvement.

For the Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans,
the slasenee of data is also striking. The problems
involv«1 in obtaining more adequate and current
information for these groups deserve ;ntensive
exploration.

In eepth investigation is needed also to indi-
cate solutions to problems already evident. It is
impirt ant to find out, for example, the posi-
t ion of Puerto Ricans in Nee. York shows no visi-
ble improvenunt, despite the slowing down of im-
migration, and what [accounts for the pronounced
and c 1 tinning educational lag among Mexican
.111A cans.
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Manpower Requirements and Resources

In the manpower problem areas so far discussed,
the reco:d of the past several years has been one
of major achievements but also of continuing
grave deficiencies in meeting workers' employ-
ment needs. The central aim of manpower policy
in all these areas has been to promote the welfare
of workers and potential workers, and the prog-
ress made in each of them has been and should be
assessed primarily from this viol point.

The second broad objective of manpower pol-
icymeeting the manpower requirements of our
economy and societyhas also demanded in-
creased attention and program action. The sus-
tained ee,onomic expansion of the past 7 years has
generated greatly increased manpower require-
ments, brought employment to record levels, and
sharply reduced the overall rate of unemployment.
Daring the first few years of the: expansion, en-
larged employment needs could generally be met
by hiring unemployed workers. But beginning in
late '1965, a tightening of the manpower demand-
and-supply situation was reported. The country
thus faced a highly paradoxical manpower situa-
tionwith skill shortages reported in many occu-
pations and local areas, while large numbers of
workers remained idle or underutilized.

As the President said in his 1966 Manpower
Report:

There 1i no overall Loor shortage. nut the unemployed
and underemployed are not fully matched with the jobs
aVailab'e.

Sped k shortages of labor can slow up the expansion of
the eco.iorny. They can put pressure on costs and prices.

We are determined to do whatever is necessary to keep
the economy expanding and avoid inflationary bottle-
necks.

The President then outlined plans to head off
manpower shortages through program. action.
Among the steps he called for was inclusion in
the D spartment's employment reports of "the full-
est possible information on existing or threatening
labor 6liortaga situations.'

The new program for identifying and report-
ing al labor shortages accordingly undertaken has
utilized a variety of statistical indicators, moat of
them provitling indirect rather than direct evi
dence of the labor supply-and-deuenfl situation.
Direct evidence of labor shortages could come
from statistics on crrent iota opportunities, lett so
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far such statistics are available only from experi-
mental surveys in a few labor areas. Data on un-
filled job openings registered with local Employ-
ment Service officesat present the major source
of direct information on skill shortagesgive a
much better picture of labor needs in some indus-
tries and occupations than in others.

Indirect evidence on labor scarcities, however,
can be gleaned from several series of economic
statistics, including the unemployment rates and
hours of work. By itself, no one of these series
would be a reliable measure of manpower imbal-
ances. But together, they can provide a composite
picture of a tightening or loosening job market
and give warning of labor shortages as well as
unused manpower resources.

That the current manpower situation reflects
mismatches between requirements and supply,
rather than any general exhaustion of labor re-
serves, is underlined by all the available evidence.
The extreme type of general labor shortage, in-
volving depletion of labor supply to the point
where employment increases are impossible, has
occurred only once in this country's recent his-
toryduring World War II. The labor shortages
of the past several years have been sometimes tem-
porary, sometimes chronic, Lut always limited to
specific occupations, industri2s, or localities.

Limited labor shortages of these kinds are
easiest to define and classify when they can be
related to unfilled job openings. However, the con-
cept must be stretched to include also unmet needs
for the self-employed (for example, physicians)
and positions that have had to be filled with less
qualified applicants (as has sometimes happened,
for example, in teaching), difficult as the problems
of definition become in both situations. One goal
in further research on current job opportunities
and labor shortages will be to clarify the elusive
definitional problems. At the same time, research
will be directed toward developing more precise
measures of shortages and guiding needed adjust-
rnerts in both manpower demand and supply.

CURRENT JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Information on current job opportunities is po-
tentially the most effective measure of labor short-
ages. If detailed and comprehensive data were



available on job opportunities, these would con-
stitute sensitive indicators of the changing state
of local job markets. Together with unemploy-
ment statistics and other data, they could be a
powerful aid in detecting occupational and geo-
graphic imbalances in manpower demand and
supply. Job opportunity statistics could thus help
to guide. economic policy aimed at minimizing
fluctuations in employment. And they could be
particularly valuable, as a guide in planning man-
power programs aimed at more efficient matching
of workers and jobs.

For reasons such as these, the Department of
Labor recently intensified its research program to
test the feasibility of collecting job opportunity
data." Pilot studies have demonstrated that a via-
ble survey yielding reasonably accurate current in-
formation could be instituted. The results also rein-
force the presumptions just indicated regarding the
contributions this infornntion can make in ap-
praising the job market situation and guiding
manpower policy and programs.

Before discussing a few key findings of these
experimental surreys, a major caution concerning
their interpretation is in order. This survey pro-
gram is so new and the techniques so experimental
that it is difficult to distinguish altogether be-
tween substantive findings, atypical variation, and
sampling error. The results should be regarded not
RS exact measures but as approximations around
which the precise nnswers would tend to cluster.
More definitive conclusions will be possible when
the surveys are repeated on a regular basis and
the results studied over fatne in relation to other
economic measures.

The job 111Prket, tightened sharply between 1965
and 1906 in many local areas, according to the De-
partment's surveys. The job opportunity rate (thc
number of unfilled opportunities as a percent of
the total number of filled and unfilled jobs in the
area) was found to be higher in April 1966 than
the year before in 10 of the 13 areas surveyed in
both years. (See chart lb.) In six areas, the rate
rose by at. least 50 percent, and in three of these
by more than 80 percent.

To explore the reasons for current job oppor-
tunities and, in particular, to determine whether
a given opening in reality denotes a labor short-

For fdrther discus$lo a of the need for a count of jr,b cacan
cies and recommendation!. for It reFenrch program on thin aubjeci.
see littasoirillg finipToymcrt and Fee-apin/moo' tWatbIngton

resident's Committee to Appral.e EmPloment and Unempio7
moot Statistice, 1962), pp. 199-202.
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Job opportunity rates rose sharply
b, tween Apri11965 and April 1966
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age, it is essential to know how long the job has
remained unfilled, the nature and size of the oc-
cupation, the. seasonal pattern of employment,
the turnover rate, wares, Rini other factors affect-
ing botli labor demand and labor supply. Even in
periods of business recession, job opportunities
occur frequently as people change jobs or leave the
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work force and employers seek new workers to re-
place those who leave. If the openings are filled
quickly, they cannot be interpreted as indicative of
labor shortages. But when openings are of long
duration and hence in the "bard-to-fill" category,
they are likely to reflect either a lack of workers
with the required skills or such problems as sub-
standard wr.ges, poor working conditions, inacces-
sible plant locations, or unrealistic hiring
specifications.

Approximately half of all opportunities re-
ported in the 1966 surreys had remained unfillt.i
at least a month and were classed as hard to fill.
The long-term opportunity rate was higher in 1966
than t he year before in half the areas covered and
declined in only a few of them.

The extremely wide range of occupations for
which current job opportunities were reported is
another significant finding. There were un-
filled openings, both long -term and short -term,
at every occupational level from unskilled jobs to
professional positions. The relative numbers of
openings in the various occupational categories
differed greatly among areas, however, reflecting
the areas' differing industrial character, as well as
the local manpower supply-and-demand balance.

In general, the proportion of long-term oppor-
tin-ities was highest in the professional, man-
agerial, and skilled groups (nearly 55 percent, on
Cle average, in the. areas surveyed in April 1966).
And in certain professions and skilled occupations
t ne proportion of opportunities that were in the
lard-to-fill category was even greater. For ex-
ample, 9 out of every 10 of the openings for trained

urses and of those for tool and die makers had
been unfilled for 130 days or longertestifying to
the severe personnel shorta,cs in tlo-se occupations.

To test whether subs( oilcloth wages were a sig-
nificant factor in the job opportunity situation,
wage rates were obtained in connection with the
ipliortimity information. In general, the wages
listed A.vre. in tine with entry rates for the same
occur as determined from local Employ-
ment Service records. But a sizable minority of the
opportunities (about 15 to 20 percent, according to
very limited data from the 1966 surveys) offered
wages below the usual entry rates.

Information about the proportion of hard-to-till
job opportunities: traceable to these. substandard
wage offers and the occupations in which they
were concentrated has not been provided by the
initial surreys. Since this information ir basic to
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the interpretation of job opportunity data and to
an understanding of labor shortage problems, they
are among the items that need to be explored in
depth in further job opportunity research.

OTHER JOB MARKET INDICATORS

The tightening of the manpower supply-and-
demand situation in 1965-66 extended beyond the
areas covered by the vacancy surveys to the econ-
omy generally. This is made plain by the num-
bers of unfilled job openings listed with Employ-
ment Service offices throughout the country, the
average weekly hours and quit rates of factory
workers, and the national unemployment rate.
(See chart 16.) These indicators also show easing
of the job market during early 1967 (as discussed
in detail in the chapter on Trends in Employment
and UnenirloynPlit). But they give mutually con-
firming evidence that manpower demand at the
end of 1967 was still much above the levels of the
early 1960's end labor scarcities are likely to be
a continuing problem in a good ninny occupations
and local areas.

Employment Service Unfilled Openings

In the absence of up-to-date, nationwide statis-
tics on current job opportunities, the unfilled job
openings on file with public Employment Service
offices are the best available direct measure of man-
power demand and supply. Only about a third of
all job opportunities are listed with the Employ-
ment Service, however. And some industries and
occupational groupsmany of the professions,
for example -make little if any use of public em-
ployment offices. Nevertheless, major changes in
the numbers or types of openingi listed with local
offices often provide clues to overall shifts in de-
mand for workers.

An increase of over 50 percent in unfilled job
openings listed with the Employment Service
took place between June 1965 and April 1966, testi-
fying to the growing job market stringency. (See
chart 10.) The rise in unfilled openings during
these 10 months (from 280,000 to 430,1)00, accord-
ing lo seasonally adjusted data) was greater than
had occurred during all the previous 1 years of
steady economic expansion.



The decline in unfilled openings after Septem-
ber 1966 was an equally clear signal of a loosen-
ing job market in many sections of the country.
But in most months of 1967 the number of unfilled
job openings on file at local offices exceeded all rec-
ords for the same month for years prior to 1966,
indicating continued demand for qualified work-
ers in a wide range of occupations.

The scarcity of professional, technical, and mini-
agerial personnel is reflected in the high propor-
tion of job openings in these occupations that have
remained inp!illed as long as 30 days or Inoue.
There trios some easing of shortage problems even
in professional and related occupations during
1967, but the great majority of job openings in
these occupations remained in the hard-to-fill cate-
gory, as shown by the following figures for 77
major metropolitan areas:

Percent of Employment Serrire job openings vnfillet 30 daps or longer

Profcesio n al.

Dale
AU

occupaticns
fceltnical,

and managerial

1966: January 1 49 66
April 1 45 74
July 1 56 SI
December 1 57 74

1967: March 1 49
June 1 43 75.

December 1 49 72

sours of Work

Changes in hours of work are one of the most
sensitive, early indicators of changing labor de-
mand. Under certain circumstances, increases in
working hours also can be a signal of emerging
labor shortages.

When experienced workers are not available,
employers often respond to an increase in prod-
uct demand by lengthening hours of work. And
conversely, when de,naud is slack, they generally
reduce working hours before laying off workers.
This practice has been accentuated in recent years
by the rising costs of hiring and training new
workers, the expansion of severance pay and outer
fringe benefit provisions, and the consequent im-
portance of holding down employee turnover rates.
Some industries, such as automobile manufactin-
ing, regularly schedule large amount s of overtime
to meet peak production demands.

During the most recent period of intense de-
mand for labor, in 1965 and early 1966, average
hours worked rose sharply (though not nearly to
the level reached during World War II, when the
average factory workweek exceeded 45 hours for

CHART 16

Important job market indieatorsli
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mavy months). In early 1966, working time in
ma infacturing reached a postwar high of 411/2
Rotas per week. Then, after midyear, hours of
work edged doaaward irregularly. Its early 1967,
with the casing of demand and of labor shortage
problems, as erage hours fell to less than 401/2 per
week, but turned upwa after mid-yea.

Quit Rates

The proportion of workers quitting their jobs
provides still another test of the job market, Tradi-
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tionally, quit rates have risen when employment,
opportunities are improving. They have tradition-
ally fallen when new positions are hard to find
and workers are therefore less likely to quit.

Quit rates in manufacturing industries rose
from an average of 19 per 1,000 workers per month
in 1965 to 26 per 1,000 in 1966. The latter figure
was fairly close to the rate during the Korean
war (29 per 1,000 in 1951) but still well below the
record figure of 63 per 1,000 reached in 1913, dur-
ing the World War II labor shortage. The rate
remained high throughout 1966, but it slackened
to an average of 23 per 1,000 for the year 167.

The highest quit rates are not found in indus-
tries (such as machinery and construction) with
shortages of skilled workers. On the contrary, they
are encountered in industries with relatively low
pay levels, unattractive working conditions, sea-
sonal employment, and a low-skilled labor force.
These industries historically have found it difficult
to attract and retain workers in periods of rapid
economic growth and abundant job opportunities.
In 1966, for example, the furniture, leather, lum-
ber, textile, and apparel industries had the highest
quit rates of any major branches of manufactur-
ing. There is little doubt that many service and
other nonmanufacturing businesses with low wage
scales had similar problems of employee turnover,
although statistics are not available for these
intZustries.

Unemployment Ran

Unemployment rates for the work force gen-
erally, and for different occupational groups and
geographic areas, add another dimension of in-
sight into the labor demand-and-supply situation.
During the past 3 years, the changes in unemploy-
ment rates have confirmed the evidence of other
job market indicators as to the tightening and
then loosening job market.

That no general shortage of labor has occurred
during the economic upturn of the past 7 years is
substantiated by the unemployment rates, as well
as much other evidence. The lowest figure to
which the national unemployment, rate dropped
during any quarter in this period was 3.7 percent
(in the last quarter of 1966 and the first of 1967,
on a seasonally adjusted basis). compared with
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the average unemployment rate of 4.5 percent in
1966 and of over 5 percent in preceding years, this
figure represented a great gain. But even with
unemployment down to 3.7 percent, of the total
work force, the rate of joblessness remained very
high among specific groups of workers (youth,
nonwhites, the unskilled) and in particular local
areas. And the national average rate was still well
above the frictional minimum associated with nor-

CHART 17

Unemployment rates are lowest for
professional and managerielworkers-
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mal labor turnover and seasonal fluctuations in
employment .1°

This country has continued to have large num-
bers of unlit ilized workers. But manifold and dif-
ficult problems of mismatching of workers and
jobs will have to be overcome, befoce these po-
tential manpower reserves can be fully utilized, as
is suggested by the differential rates of unemploy-
ment in different occupations and local areas.

In professional, technical, and managerial occu-
pations, the rate of unemployment has been about
1.2 percent for the past 21/2 years. (See chart, 17.)
This low level of unemployment is undoubted evi-
dence of widespread personnel shortages in many
professional and related occupations.

The unemployment rates for craftsmen and for
clerical workers have also been relative:y low
(under 3 percent in most months of 1966 and
1967). Ft.r operatives and service workers, they
have been much higher, however. And nonfarm
laborers have had far the highest unemployment
rates of all (7 percent or higher even in 1966, and
Gloss., to 8 percent in mid-1967). The fact that lack
of skill debars many workers from qualifyng for
the available jobs is all too apparent.

Wide differences in unemployment rates exist
also among local labor areaspointing to serious
geographic mismatching of workers and jobs.
Many local areas have had very low unemployment
rates at the same time that others had surplus
labor. (See table 20.)

The number of areas with high levels of unem-
ployment has decreased sharply over the past 3
years. Nevertheless, 9 of the 150 major labor areas
had substantial unemployment throughout 1967,
and nearly 500 smaller areas were classified as
having substantial or persistent unemployment at
the end of the year.

Even within local areas there are manpo%ver im-
balances to which the area unemployment data
provide no clue. Occupational mismatching of
workers and jobs has plagued many communities.
as well as the country generally (according to re-
ports from local employment offices and other
sources). Furthermore, in many large metropoli-

According I) a recent estimate. a minimum lex rl to low w blr't
unemployment could probably not be reduced (except under
conditions or full mobilization) might be reached In the range
of a 2- to 2.5-percent overall unemployment rate. Lee Arthur
M. RCM., 'ireholques for Identifying Labour Shortages and
Illustrations of Technlouce for Meeting Short-Run and Seasonal
Labour Shortages," paper presented et International Conference
on Employment Stabilization Ina Urowlb Economy at Munich.
October 1967 (Paris: Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Eterelopment). p.13.

TABLE 20. UNEMPLOYMENT CLASSIFICATIONS or
150 MAJOR LABOR AREAS, QUARTERLY AVER-
AGES, 1965-67'

Period

Number of areas with

Low
unem-

ployment

Moderate
unem-

ployment

Substan-
tial unem-
ployment

1965

1st quarter 23 98 29
2nd quarter 33 94 23
3rd quarter 46 85 19
4th quarter 48 83 19

1966

let quarter___. 53 80 17
2Ld quarter 59 78 13
3rd quarter 58 83 9
9th quarter 65 77 S

1967

1st quarter 60 81 9
2nd quarter 59 82 9
3rd quarter 56 85 9

4tit quarter 52 89 9

'Areas are classified u having low unemployment when the unemployment
rate Is 1.5 to 29 percent: as moderate when It is 34 to 6.9 percent; and as sub-
stantial when the ra' e is generally 6 percent or more. See " Explanation of
Area Clessification.s" In Area Trends 01 Employment and Unemployment
(Washington: U.S. Department of Labor. Manpower Administration), any
recent Issue.

tan areas, residents of central city ghettos are iso-
late,' from the general job market and unable to
take advantage of expanding job opportunities in
the suburbs.',

INFORMATIONAL NEEDS

This brief review of the statistical evidence re-
garded as the most effective now available for as-
,essing the manpower supply-and-demand situ-
ation makes two things clear. It is possible to
draw well-confirmed conclusions about the over-
all tightness of the job market and the changing
extent of labor shortages from these statistics,
and to obtain some insights into the most critical

For a discussion of this problem, see the chapter on Geo-
gri.pble Factors In Employment and Manpower Development.
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problems. But it is usually impossible, on the
basis of present information, to pinpoint and
treasure labor shortages in particular local areas
or particular occupations. The planning of train-
ing programs and other measures to relieve man-
power imbalances is thus greatly hampered.

If up-to-date information on job opportunities
were available for different labor areas, this
would help greatly in improving the efficiency of
job market operations and in making man-
power programs more effective at the community
level, where they are actually implemented. Much
progress on the difficult problems of definition and
interpretation involved in job opportunity data
has already been made through the Department of
Labor's experimental surveys, and experience with
more extensive surveys should lead to further re-
finements and improvements, like those made over
many years in the unemployment statistics.

Efforts to solve labor shortages cannot stop with
cx post facto evaluation and action, however. "The
time to deal with manpower shortages is before
they develop," as the President said in his 1366
Manpower Report.

An awareness of the importance of planning
ahead has brought about increased activity in
manpower forecasting. The projections of man-
power requirements and supply developed by the
Department of Libor have Ewen extended to sev-
eral hundred occupations and industries " from a
much smaller number a few years ago. Special
studies of prospective manpower needs and the
increase in training rates required to meet them
also have been made in the health occupations"
and a few other important fields known to have
severe recruitment problems. This research needs
to be expanded and further refined, and the re-
sults must be widely appl'ed in the planning of
professional, technical, and vocational education
and oh-the-job training.

Tho development of current employment statis-
tics by occupation is another area where further
progress is needed. Such statistics are not now

"These projections will be presented In "Tomorrow's Man-
power NeedsNational. Manpower ProjectIons and a Guide to
Their Use as R Tool In Degelopine State cod Area Manpower
Projections," to .e published by the U.S. Lsepartroent of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, to 193.

." See Health Manpower, 1161-71A Std of ReqvIreencne.
and Sappry 'Washington : U.S. Ise; artment of Labor. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, June 19811, Report No. 323.
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available in the detail essential to establish a sound
factual basis for projecting manpower require-
ments or for dealing with many manpower
problems. Current information on the numbers
employed in different occupations is also required
to indicate the changing supply of manpower in
key occupations and as a base line for determining
the significance of data on job opportunities.

Employment data are available annually for en-
gineering, scientific, and technical occupations and
a few others, based on industry surveys. And the.
Department of Labor has begun a program aimed
at, collection of more comprehensive occupational
employment dea on a regular basis, This program
needs to be improved upon and greatly expanded,
to cover all significant occupations.

Another great gap in the arsenal of manpower
information relates to private industry training
programs and their contributions to meeting skill
requirements. The Department of Labor is de-
veloping a new survey of formal training pro-
grams in industry, which is scheduled to be
launched during 196S. But this will not corer
the vast and difficult area of informal training,
through which most workers acquire their occu-
pational skills (according to a limited 1962 sur-
vey, which is still the major source of information
on the subject).

A Task Force on Occupational Training has
been established by the Secretary of Labor and
the Secretary of Commerce. As directed by the
President. in his 1967 Manpower Report, this task
force "... will survey training programs operated
by private industry, and will recommend ways
that the Federal Government can promote and
assist private training programs."

While focusing on the measures needed to
strengthen occupational training, the task force
will also direct its attention to the gaps in informa-
tion as to how workers have acquired and should
acquire their skills. This country will face an
enormous training task in the next several years
to meet the demand for craftsmen and other highly
trained workers indicated by the Department's
projections of manpower requirements. A com-
prehensive system of reporting on occupational
training would aid greatly in appraising achieve-
ments and needs and in coordinating Federal
training programs with private industry's much
larger training activities.



Toward the Development of Manpower In, licators

How far have we come in this exploratory ef-
fort toward improved quantitative assessment of
manpower problems and progress? In all the prob-
lem areas considered, some approach to quantifica-
tion of recent gains and continuirct deficiencies
to identification 111A measurement of the most
urgent current problemshas been possible. In a
few areas, fairly sophisticated indicators ere at
hand. But in others, all that is now available are
limited and often fragmentary statistical indica-
tionsrather than indicators, in any formal sense
of the termof where we stand and the direction
in which we are moving in relation to desired
objectives. In some important areas, work has
scarcely begun.

The development of a comprehensive set of man-
power measures or indicators will depend on
progress in filling the data gaps pointed out, in
all sections of th.3 chapter. This is no small as-
signment. In measuring manpower problems, over-
all national estimt tes can be as inadequate as frag-
mentary data for particular groups. In every area
of worker well - bung, it is essential to avoid broad
generalizations that can mask crucial differences,
for example, betu-een Negroes and whites, slum
dwellers and suburbanites, men and women, youth
and adults. And assessments of labor shortages and
manpower requirements have little meaning unless
focused on particular occupations, industries, and
local areas.

Manpower indicators must not be limited to por-
traying what is he ppening to the work force gen-
erally or the Natio r as a whole. They must be avail-
able for the kind: of population subgroups just
suggested, and also for individual cities and even
large slum neighborhoods. To a steadily increasing
extent, manpower program decisions are being
made at the level of the city and the neighborhood.
Arid new ventures to improve the well-being of
workers and their families are likely to depend
heavily on the ability of Neal people to formulate
plans of implementation. If this is to be done f -
fectively, measures of progress toward objectives
must be available for the geographic unit where
responsibility for progress is lodged, and where
the means are available for taking corrective steps
when a reading of the indicators suggests that this
is necessary.

Intelligent action at the national level also re-
quires geographic -nd other detail in indicators.
Resources need to b 3 concentrated where the prob-
lems are concentrar ed, so that greater evenness of
opportunity can be achieved among cities and re-
gions. Urgent problems need to be spotted where
and when they oc ur, so that they can be con-
tained. And as Rh !tidy suggested, developments
affecting even a me jor segment of society may be
lost in figures for tie Nation as a whole..

Progress toward 1 system of manpower indica-
tors is rendered the more difficult by this need for
detailed measures or population subgroups and
local areas, as well as for the country generally.
It is complicated e-en more by the wide range of
problem areas that must be taken into account.
But the development of a set of indicators is,
nevertheless, to be .rought as a long-term goal.

What is encomressed in looking ahead toward
manpower indicators is the need for systematic
measurement over t mefor a comprehensive, con-
tinuing, and yet dynamic set of measures, which
will make possible Analysis of trends and changes
over the years in tll major manpower problem
areas and also of the interrelationships among
these areas and their relationships to other
economic and socia developments.

INDICATORS OF :MERGING PROBLEMS

The completion cl a detailed set of descriptive
indicators i.1 all arias touched on in this chapter
would be only one sep however long and still far
from accomplishme itin the creation of measures
to aid in the attainment of manpower objectives.
Despite all the inherent difficultiss and hazards of
looking ahead at eN eras to come, it should be pos-
sible, within a linrted area, to pinpoint difficult
problems as they errerge and even to achieve some
forewarning of tl em from knowledge of how
events affect one 9.1.othee. If the antecedents of a
problem can be ide atified, this can help in antici-
pating the problem itself.

To some extent, -his approach has already been
used. From the nos t war upsurge in birth rates, for
example, fairly &xi ct predict ions were made of the
impending rise in school enrollments and in the
numbers of teaches and classrooms that would be
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needed. Population figures, by age group, and data
on rising standards of medical care have been used
to predict the growing demand for medical and
nursing personnel. Rising agricultural productiv-
ityowing to the introductio% of the cottonpick-
ing machine and the manifold other advances in
farm technologyled to predictions of continued
displacement of farmworkers. Ti-e consequences of
their displacement in terms a increased ove,-
crowding and poverty in city slums were also fu, e-
seen by a few analysts, although not widely
recognized.

A few illustrative suggestions follow as to the
kinds of innovative indexes that might, with care-
ful analysis, give warning of impending problems
or of a worsening or improvement in existing ones:

People reaching 4.5 years of age in jobs that
are disappearing. It is known that once dis-
placed, older workers have great difficulty be-
coming reemployed, especially if they are
trained in an obsolescent occupation and have
limited education. If the indicator shows a
bunching of people in this situation, special re-
training programs and cther measures col ld
be undertaken in ad-ance to protect them
against prolonged unemployment.

The skill requirement of jobs. If an indica-
tor were available that measured the real (kill
requirements of jobs, rather than merely for-
mal hiring standards. training programs could
be planned more efficiently. Such an indicator
would be particularly helpful in foreseeing
the problems facing young workers, especially
school dropouts, and in etfoits to develop job
opportunities for the disadvantaged.

The minimum age at which employers hire.
Practically nothing is known about the mini-
mum ages employers specify in hiring and
the relation the may ht,ve to the high rates
of youth unemployment. If an indicator
shows that the customary minimum age is
toeing advanced, trouble can be expected as
school leavers find they are not old enough
to enter employment. Special efforts to en-
courage modifications of employers' mini-
inurn-age specifications or, failing that, spe-
cial transitional arrangements might be (ailed
for, to bridge the gap between scl;cool and
work for many youth.
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7 n, the educational achievement of
slum youth. If such an indicator shows a de-
terioration in the educational achievement of
youth going to slum schools, an increase in
the employment problems of these youth can
be expected. To prevent th;s, it might be neces-
sary 4o find new avenues to remedial educa-
tion and also to intensify efforts to improve
the quality of slum schools.

Sarsfaction of slum, residents with their
jobs. An indicator showing a sharp decrease
in job satisfaction in the slums might be
viewed with concern as a predictor of intensi-
fying unrest.

The most disadvantaged groups in our society
for example, ex-prisoners and the physically and
mentally handicappedare lost sight of altogether
in present economic and social statistics. And in-
formation for the smaller, also highly disadvan-
taged, ethnic minority groupsMexican Ameri-
cans, Puerto Ricans, American Indiansis ex-
tremely inadequate (as emphasized earlier in this
chapter). For each of these groups, indicators
should be developed showing the relative differ-
ences between them and the population generally
in unemployment, labor force participation, oc-
cupations, earnings, and educational attainment.
These indicators would show from year to year
whether and where the gaps between theca groups
and the population norms are widening or narrow-
ing and would thus help greatly to stimulate and
guide program action.

The existence of opportunities for meaningful
participation in activities other than paid employ-
ment is another area where possible indicators
might be explored. The increase in leisure time,
the lengthening of the average lifespan, and the
trend toward earlier retirement al; point to the
importance., both for the individual and for so-
ciety., of widening opportunities for service on a
nonpaici Fouls. A recent survey of volunteer work
provides come summary data on this subject." 'But
no measures are yet available of the contribution
volunteers arc making in meeting social needs, nor
of the potentials for further service in this area,
nor of the numbers of people in different li fe situa-
tions V.!,^ might welcome such opportunities for
social involvement.

' A SJIVP.r Of Volunteer Wort, 1965," to be ruNlebed by the
1! S. Depratmeut of Labor in 1969.



RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER AREAS OF
SOCIAL CONCERN

If indcators were available for all areas of
social cor cern--not only manpower but also edu-
cation, health, family stability, crime, and so
forth --it should become possible to trace an inter-
connected series of happenings throe, out the
fabric of society. This kind of analysi, ould. not
only thro v light on the ioterrelation, ps between
different. ; ocial problems but also aid t identifying
critical points of intervention, where remedial ac-
tion nigh; be most effective.

The re'ationship between unemployment and
family stability described in the Department of
Labor pu flicat i 011, 7'h,' Negro Family, The Ca8r
for Nalioml Action., provides one example of the
value of -onsidering manpower and other social
data together. In that study it was found that as
unemployment increases, family separation rates
also increase; and vhert unemployment recedes, so
do separe tions. While such a statistical relation-
ship leaves the dynamics of the situation unex-
plained, it gives reason for some optimism that the
provision of jobs could. be a major factor in en-
abling families to stay together.

For further illustration, the rate at which peo-
ple are incarcerated in State prisons is compared
with the national unemployment rate in chart 18.
It can 63 seen that the two indicators have almost
identical movements."

Alnio1 as impressive, a relationship was ob-
tained i17 fl Study comparing changes in the rate of
unemployment and the, suicide rate for 45- to 5-1-
year-oVi males over a 30-year period." With each
upward or downward movement of the unemploy-
ment p( 'Tentage, the suicide rate changed with re-
markable similarity. Finally, an only recently re-
ported !Andy of the epidemiolngy of mental illness
establishol a close correlation ktween unemploy-
in"nt levels in tie State of New York and the rate
of admissions to mental hospitals."

',Many problems exist In trying to construct a satisfactory:
Index of rrinse. The one used here relates only to persona oleos,
found guilty. and l'Irnel over to State prisons. NI/my crimes are
not reported others nre not s.olvesl; and Fti11 others result In
eontintmea In penal instItutlana other than Stale prison!.

Briar NfaeMahon, Samuel Johnson, Aral Thomas Pugh, "Rela-
tion of SJIelde Rates to Soctal Conditions,' Piebtic Ilrolth Rf
porta, Ap'fl 1963, pp. 29S-293.

,r I. Hurley Brenner, "F;conende Change and Mental Hospital.
Isation: York State, 1910-1960." g9Cieli Psychiatry, Dew-em-
ber 1907, pp. "ISO.-ISS.
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When relationships such as these are found by
placing indicators side by side, intensive investi-
gation is warranted to uncover the nature of the
relationship. For example, if the availability of
jobs sl.ould turn out to be a critical factor in yearly
variat ,ons in the felony rate, his would be a find-
ing we minting wide attention.

The availability of carefully comrtucted indi-
cators in various social areas, which are now being
develcpcd under the leadership of tlo Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, should aid
greatly in uncovering such basic re13.tiohships.

CONCLUSION

Despite all the informational gips and data
needs that have been pointed out, the statistics
now available in this country a "e probably more
sophisticated and also more comprehensive than
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those of any other nation. However, many of our
present statistic ii series were developed been se
a pressing problem had overtaken the country.

The measurement of manpower trends mnst not
only keep pace with the development of problems;
it should preoede them, so that they can be antici-
pated and prepared for. Advances in the social
sciences and statistics provide, at least potentially,
the knowledge and technical capacity required for
this leadtime. And the opportunity thus presented
should not be passed by.

The improvements and supplementation of inq
power statistics ,suggested in t:,is cliapter form a
tentative agenda for the government agencies and
private organizm ions involved in this field of fact-
finding and research. Decisions on priorities for
action will bo influenced not only by judgments is
to the degree of need for a particular type of data
ut also by questions of technical feasibility, rela;
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tive costs, and budgetary resources. The Depart-
ment of Labor, working through internal and ex-
ternal research committees, will take the lead in
determining priorities among these informational
needs, in formulating plans to meet them, and in
actually developing new and improved manpower
indicators. It is hoped that, at the same time, pri-
vate researchers and research organizations will
make large contributions in many areas.

Progress toward the development of manpower
indicators will require not merely data gathering
bnt also extensive research on conceptual and tech-
nical problems and on the interpretation and re-
finement of the indicators developed. To test the
validity and utility of existing measures, to evolve
mo:e effective ones, and to identify areas where
new measures are needed will be continuing re-
search challenges if a system of manpower indica-
tors is to become a fruitful reality.
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BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT

OF THE DISADVANTAGED

Tha disadvantaged workers still jobless or
underemployed in this period of economic pros-
periciwho, in the President's words, are ". . .

blocked from productive employment by barriers
rooted in poverty: lack of health, lack of educa-
tion, lack of training, lack of motivation "' are
now the chief concern of manpower policy. If
programs are to be shaped effectively to these
worl:ers' specific needs, deeper understanding of
their problems and the obstacles to their employ-
ment is essential.

T is chapter therefore explores the sociological,
cultural, psychological, and economic barriers to
employment of the disadvantaged in big city
shuns.' The introductory section sketches the
major statistical dimensions of joblessness and
unCsremployment in urban poverty areas. The
chapter is concerned the ma;n, however, not
with measurement and description of thcse prob-
len-s but with exploration of their deep-rooted
personal and environmental causes.

In this analysis, (ha barriers to employment are
ided into those stemming from social-psycho-

/rig i cal characteristics end those accers and institu-

tional barriers which bar slum residents from
otherwise available jobs. Since the special economic
world that has developed in slum areas greatly
influences the residents' attitudes toward regular
jobs, this "irregular economy" is analyzed briefly.
And them 's an illustrative discussion of one im-
portant group of the poor and underemployed
the mothers receiving assistance under the Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
progrum. The emphasis in this discussion. is on the
complex interrelationships between employment
and welfare for these women, and the possible im-
plications of the findings for the uew Work Incen-
tive Program aimed at equipping more AFDC
mothers for regular jobs.

In conclusion, some important objectives in job
creation and other manpower policies that bear di-
rectly oil the bar lers to employment of thu dis
advantaged are reviewed. Suggestion 3 are also
made as to the strategies and program improve-
ments that would strengthen present efforts to
overcome these barriers and enable the hard-core
unemployed and marginal workers to obtain and
hold steady, decently paid jobs.

The Sub-Employed

The present measures of unemrloyment
I inkited, broadly, to peons who ha, e no work at
all r nd are actively seeking a job are particularly

I be PreFldentn measage 01 Manpower, Tenrerg 23, 1955, p. 2.
For a ellscua.lon of ibe rcually urgent problems of the rural

poor. Fee the chapter on Geographic Factors In Emplogroen ono

inadequate for ass,assii.g the economic situation of
disadvantaged workers in urban slums, and also
rural areas. A broader, more useful concept for

Manpoa en Deleloftnent : also The People We Behind (WelbInd-
ton Pres dent. Nallonsi Adelao., Commis/Uri on Evil POT-
erty. Septgmber 1117).
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analysis of the problems of these groupsthat of
sub-employmentw s introduced in 1907 and
developed further in the preceding chapter.

The concept of sub-employment broadens the
traditional notions of attachment to the labor
force and availabilit;r for work, and it introduces
the issue of the quality of employment as repre-
sei ited by the level of wages. This is especially im-
portant for the development of manpower policy
in poverty areas. The employed poorwith earn-
ings below the poverty line even for full-time
lvorknow represent, a larger problem, at least in
terms of :lumbers, dun the unemployed. Yet they
are a group which Ills so far received compara-
tively little attention.

Separate consideration of the different kinds of
people included amor g the sob- employed is also
essential. The sub-employed are a diverse group,
with varied problems requiring different remedial
approaches. No one policy will deal effectively
with the employmeni; problems of all the sub-
employed, nor with al aspects of their problems.

Some of the sub-employed are unable to get, or
keep a job because of social-psychological char-
acteristics or low mot ivation. But such difficulties
must not be considerei as characteristic of all the
sub-employed. Nor can social-psychological bar-
riers to employment )e analyzed apart from the
context of available cpportunities.

Two obvious but crucial questions are What are
the reasons for the continuing high sub-employ-
ment among Negroes and other minority groups in
large cities? What cr it be done to decrease it, fur-
ther? Efforts to ansver these questions are seri-
ously hampered by the inadequacy of present
in format ion. Some leads can be obtained, however,
by pulling together t ire scattered and fragmentary
evidence at. hand. This section gives some high-
lights of the availatle data on the numbers and
characteristics of the subeemployed in urban areas,

a background fr. considering the barriers to
tll?ir employment.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND SUB-EMPLOYMENT
IN POVERTY AREAS

11"."ile unemploym?nt is only a partial index of
the deprivation of sliiindwellens-, it is concentrited
among the slit& gent ps that suffer from low elrn-
iyip, a)1,1 other fonri: of snb-employment. The (la-
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ferences in unemployment rates between people in
and outside poverty areas illustrate the gap in
economic conditions between slum residents and
the American people as a whole.

Half a million persons were unemployed in
the poverty areas of large Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (SMSA's) in March 1906, rep' a-
senting 7.5 percent of the poverty area work force.
This unemployment rate was nearly double the
national average rate at that time (4.0 percent).'
One out of every 4 teenage workers (14 to 19 years
old) in the poverty areas, and nearly 1 out of 10
nonwhites of all ages, were unemployed. Among
nonwhite teenagers, nearly a third of the boys and
nearly half of the girls were jobless. Furthermore,
the geographic concentration of nonwhite unem-
ployment 11-as gi eat ; about 60 percent of the jobless
nonwhites in the SMSA's were hying in these
poverty areas, four times the proportion for jobless
white workers.

Startling as these figures are, they do not ade-
qvately represent the situation in some of the
poorest city slums. The unemployment rate, was
10 percent or more in the slum areas of 10 of the
13 cities for which information was obtained by
the Department of Labor and cooperating State
agencies in November 1966 (in three cities from
independent studies).' In two of these city slums,
the unemployment rate was above 15 percent.

Besides having high rates of unemployment, the
workers is poverty areas were much more likely
than others to be out of woe( for long p riods (ac-
cording to the March 1966 data). Above-average
proportions of the men of normal working age
1vere, neither employed nor looking for work;
many were unable to look for work because of
poor health, and some had apparently ken dis-

'The Poverty area classi6cetion system used here was developed
(thin the Bureau or the Census for the Office of Bconornic Oppot

t,,nity. A total of 193 neighborhoods to 100 tot the 1011 Standard
Nfetropoillan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) with a 1960 population
of 250,000 or more were designated as "poverty areas" on the
basis or ea index of census tracts (re6cslitiff 1960 Income, edure
tton. skllte, housing, and proportion of brohen homes), conttguity
of tracts, and the rife. le of urban renewal. The 193 poverty areas
included at,o,it 22 percent of the ceases tracts to the SMSA's. For

detailed discussion of the poverty Area definition, see Current
Pvpulation Reports, Series P-23, No. 19, August 24, 1966; and

Cenome of Popaioriort, Supplementary Reports. Pc(s1)-51,
sr,,,mber 13, 1967.

Fora full discussion of the Poverty area findings of March
1966, ere James R. Weird and Susan S. Holland. "Poverty Areas
of Our MnJor sites, Ifonlidy Labor Rfrfor, October 1966, pp.
1115-1110, reprinted as Special Labor Force Report No. 75.

'Pot a di.cuFFrot of these surveys and their findings. see 1467
Ifaspot. :r Report, pp 74-75.
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courage(' by their inability to find a job. In'addi-
lion, many slum residents had been able to find
only part-time work, and the jobs they had 1' re
very often unskilled and low paying.

The evidence is thus overwhelming that any
meaningful count of the disadvantaged---the sub-
employedin poverty area.; of the country's large
metropolitan centers would greatly exceed the half
million found to be unemployed there in Mardi
1966. A reasonable, and probably inininual, esti-
mate of sub- employment (as defined in the pre-
ceding chapter) in these poverty areas would be
1.5 million.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SLUM RESIDENTS

The residents of poverty areas include abcre-
average proportions of older neople; of widowed,
divorced, and separated perJons; of households
headed by women; and of members of ethnic
minority groups.

Nevertheless, white people outnumber non-
whites by 3 to 2 in urban poverty areas as a
Nvhcle, according to the March 1966 survey. It is
only in the very worst siu.as that nonwhites pre-
dominate in total numbers., Because of their ex-
tremely high rate of unemployment, however, ?Ica-
whites represent a majority of all the poverty area
unemployed.

Is poverty area unemployment. primarily a
youth problem, a conclusion reached by many ob-
servers? As shown by the figures already cited, the
proportion of poverty area 3.,utli unemployed
and presumably alienated in many casesis shock-
ingly high. On the other hand, many mer. in the
prime working ages are also jobless in these areas.
And since there are not nearly as many teenagers as
adult men, unemployed youth constitute a rela-
tively small proportion of all unemployed males in
poverty areas, as in the country generally.

A recent. study in Newark, N.J., confirms the
finding that youth tmemployment is not the nu-
merically dominant type in poverty areas. The un-
employment rate for Negro males 16 to years of
age in these slum areas was 33 percent, and for
those aged 20 to 24 it was 13 percent. The group
aged 25 and over had a lower unemployment. rate
(8 percent.) but represented 6) percent of all un-

'1667 Maapowtr Report, p. 76.
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employed Negro men.6 Clearly, manpower policy
must he as much concerned with the employment
needs of adult men in the ghettos as with those of
jobless youth.

Public policy must also recognize the variations
in social characteristics among slum residents.
While detailed data on the sub - employed are nou
available, information on the general character-
istics of the poverty area population strongly sug-
gests the extent of variability. Accounts of social
pathology in the slums frequently tend to obscure
these important differences.

Although the proportion of families headed by
women is higher in poverty areas than elsewhere,
nearly two-thirds of the families in such areas in
1966 were headed by men. Contrary to a widely
held notion, the proportion of large families was
no higher there than in the country generally;
the proportion of families with six or more mem-
bers was about 15 percent in each case. Further-
more, although relatively more of the employed
workers in poverty areas than of the country's
work force as a whole were in service and labor-
ing jobs, the proportion in such jobs was only
1 out of : the-number in somewhat higher level
occupations was twice as large.

There is, thus, sm., .Arength and stability in pov-
erty areas, as well as considerable social pathology
and disorganization. Neither the positive nor the
negative aspects of the situation should be over-
looked in policy development.

The variations from one ghetto area to another
can also be considerable. A study cf unemployed,
out-of-school Negro youth in the Harlem and the
Bedford- Stuyvesant areas of New York City, for
example, showed sizable differences in outlook.
Asked whether they expected to have the income
they would need to support a family with t wo chil-
dren within the next 5 to 10 years, 44 percent of
Harlem youth, as contrasted with only 28 percent
of those in Bedford-Stuyvesant, showed high ex-
pectations. The expectations of the youth in Har-
lem approached, though they did not quite equal,
those of middle-class high school students.'

Relatively more of the Harlem than of the

'Jack Chernick. Bernard P. Indlk. and George Sternlieb.
Se3cork..SIr Jowl?: Population and Labor Force, Spring 1167
(Sew Brultalck. Itutgerte--The Sta.e Colverelty. Decetn
her 1961). p. 12.

Sta,fir the Mennina. Ezprrirnts, and Elul's of the Neighbor-
hand YostY Cores on New* Youth Who aro Seeking Work, pt. I
iNew Yor'i : Sew York University. Center for the Study of Un-
employed Youth, January 1961 pp. XIII Ind XIV. and pp.
118-150.
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Bedford-Stuyvesant youth had been born in New
York City or had come from the urbaninstead
of the ruralSouth. Consequently, the Harlem
young people tended to be in better economic cir-
cumstances, as shown by their job histories and

their families' earnings situation.
Probably the most importEnt generalization that

can be made about ghettos and poverty areas is
their heterogeneity. No single program can reach
all groups of slumdo-ellers.

Barriers to Employment

The factors which produce sub employment in
big city poverty areas are us dive:se as the char-
acteristics of the, people affected. They are also
interrelated, mutually rein forcing, and difficult
to disentangle. Social - psychological factors, lack
of education and training, ill health, discrimina-
tion, and other employer practices with respect to
selection. of employees, and distance from avail-
able jobs are among the mar .y barriers which con-
tribute to joblessness, underemployment, and low
earnings.

The following sections discuss three kinds of
barriers to employment of the disadvantaged
social-psychological, access, and institutional.'

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL BARRIERS

One interpretation of the high rates of jobless-
ness and low earnings in city slums, increasingly
cited as the Eyenerat level of unemployment drops,
stresses the presumed distinctive characteristics of
the big city sub employed - -that they are less mo-
tivated to work, lack perseverance in working, and
are generally alienated from the world of work.
Although not fully supported, this explanation
does have some validity. Reports by employers
about men from poverty areas who were placed on
jobs and then quit them seem to indicate that the
work attitudes and motivation of the sub-em-
ployed of big cities are major barriers to their reg-
ular employment. Just how important these social-
psychological factors are in the total complex of
factors affect ing the employment of disadvantaged
workers is not certain, however. And the strate-
gies that would be most effective in dealing with

For a more eiteodeel review of the 'octal aeleoce literature
in wialcb tble clatettication fs detelned, eee Martin Rein, Socrial
Science sod the Elimination of royerty." oarnor of fAt Ameri-
can fnatitnic of Planners, May 1967. Pit. 14S-16a.
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such factors are neither obvious nor free from
controversy.

The social-psychological factors encompassed
in explanations of the job behavior of low-income
Negroes acct others who have difficulty in getting
and keeping jobs include attitudes, aspirations,
motivation (especially achievement motivation),
ability or willingness to defer gratification, and
self-image. Most frequently, the individual's early
family experiences are used to explain the devel-
opment of this complex of attitudes and motiva-
tions. The basic assumption is that a person's
perception of himself, his attitudes towards work,
his motivation, and his ability to postpone gratifi-
cations affect his chances of getting and keeping
a job.

The important consideratens from the per-
spective of this analysis are the distribution, rele-
vance., and causality of the various possible factors.
Distribution denotes the extent to which a given
factor or attribute, considered an important ele-
ment in a positive orientation toward work, is
found among the fully employed and not among
the sub-employed. Relevance refers to the rela-
tionship between the particular factor and work.
connected behaviorthat is, how important the
factor really is in work behavior. Causality con-
cerns the genesis of the attribute: Is it a reaction
to n particular set of job. related events, or does it
have more deep-seated roots?

Distribution

Assuming that a complex of attitudes, aspira-
tiors, motivations, and ident ity orientation affects
work behavior, does this lead, among the sub-
employed, to crippling or otherwise inadequate
outlooks toward work Few studies on this general
subject present data pertaining to the sub-
employed as such; much more commonly they
contrast Negroes with whites, or persons of

r(1
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lower socioeconomic status (as measured by
income, occupation, education, or some combina-
tion of the three) with those of higher posi-
tion. Before examining some findings of these
studies, however, it is essential to note that neither
the poor, nor the nonpoor, nor Negroes, nor whites
are homogenous. Furthermore, there is overlap in
characteristics among groups. Some poor rank
higher in social-psychological characteristics, no
matter what the indicator, than some nonpoor.
Consequently, public policy must be flexible and
allow a variety of approaches if the sub-employed
are to be aided effectively.

Although many studies show that relatively
more people of high than of low socioeconomic
status have positive work attitudes, this is far
from a uniform finding. For example, a study of
Job Corps enrollees concluded that the aspirations
of the youth participating in this program did not
differ substantially from those of youth in better
cireumstance,s.9

The aspiration data are complex. There is evi-
dence, for example, that Negro parents often have
very high eaucational aspirations for their chil-
dren. These aspirations may be unrealistically
high, as is often charged. But this is very different
from the contention, also frequently made, that
it is Ice. aspirations {{'hick produce poor results
in getting and keeping a job.

It has been suggested that, the need to achieve is
relatively low araong persons at the poverty level,
partly because early training in self-reliance may
be less prevalent in poor families than in those in
higher socioeconomic groups. Furthermore, sev-
eral studies indicate that low-status Negroes have
less need for achievement than low-status ..,hites."
But there is conflicting evidence as well. For ex-
ample, one sample of low-income Negro residents
of a public housing project revealed that more
thEt.i two-thirds agreed with the statement that
"the most important. qualities o. a real man are
determination and driving ambition.""

Aspiration is also relative to the expectation that
one can achieve what one aspires to. This is shown

'Sal* A. berltao. "Sob Corps," Erominalion 0J Ihr War CA
Poverty (Washington : 90th Cong Ist scsa., US. Senate, Com-
mittee on Labor and Pubes Welfate. Subcommittee on Employ-
ment, ,fanpower, and roverty. August 1967). Staff and Cr %Atli.
tants neporia, vol.]. p. 26.

',Thomas F. rettigrew. 'Negro American rersonailly : Why
Isn't More Known 1' Journal of Focial IrAnee, April 1964. p 13

...William Taney. 'Some Adapt/Oro/la to Ut.deremploymPnr,"
paper prepared tor tle Southern Sociological Meeting In Atlanta,
Ga., April 11-13,196f

by a study of Neighborhood Youth Corps enroll-
ees (referred to previously). Only one-third of the
unemployed Negro youth thought their chances of
having enough income to support a family within
5 to 10 years were very good. When male freshmen
and sophomores at a Catholic and a Negro uni-
versity were asked the same question, the propor-
tion reporting such expectations was twice as large
(approximately 2 out of every 3). And more than
one-half of a sample of Catholic high school stu-
dents responded that their chances of being able to
support a family within the indicated period were
"very good:,'-

The findings of studies on deferred and delayed
gratification also warrant careful attention. A
number of studies investigating the ability to post-
pone gratification in order to gain a larger reward
in ti future have failed to indicate any uniform
or striking differences between respondents in
lower socioeconomic groups and those in higher
posit ions."

Relev,mce

Social - psychological variables do not always
have a clear-cut relationship to work behavior. The
need to achieve has been offered as an important
causal explanation of work behaviorworkers who
have a low need to achieve perform less satisfae
torily. But in one study of unemployed males, a
signilcant relationship between achievement moti-
vation and job - finding success was not established.
When Negroes and young workers (21 years old
and under) were eliminated from the analysis, a
stronger relationship was evident. Nevertheles...s,
these findings suggest that, for certain groups at
least, there is question about the importance of the
need-achievement variable,"

Studies on a national scale also raise questions
about the importance of achievement motivation.
A comparative analysis of social mobility, for ex-
ample, indicates that workers in France, the
Netherlands, and Germany, characterized as hav-

gluey of the McernInf, Erperlence, and Effete Of the Neigh
horhond l'ov/A Corgi on Negro l'osta 1V/to are Faking Work,
pp. 149 -150.

S. M. Miller, Frank Alessman. and Arthur A, Sengvi,
,rty and Self.lndulgence: A Critique of the boa- Deferred Gra' n.
ratl,n Pattern." In Poverty In Americo, pis, touts A. rep an
J,)ce r,. Kornbloh. and Alan Haber (Ann Arbor. Mich.: Unit, r-
efry of Michigan 1965). pp. 2A5 -302.

. Harold b. Sheppard and A. Narver ItellIsky. Tar Huai:
Johreltin,7 Behar Ior of Unemployed Worker/ In a Lo,.of L'ner.my
{Patti-note: The John+. 1loplIna rniverity Press, 1966). pp.
114 R.
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ing relatively low need-achievement," do not differ
markedly in mobility from workers :n the United
States and Britain, where need-achievement levels
are higher.

Obviously, attitudes and values tend to inter-
mingle with situational factors of opportunity, and
chance.

Causality

Attitudes and motivations can laid people to
shim particular kinds of jobs or to handle them
poorly. This is beyond question. But the chain of
causality may move in the other direction also
unsatisfactory job experiences may lead to nega-
tive attitudes and motivations. Difficulty in get-
ting a job, irregularity of employment, and inade-
quacy of wages may all contribute to low aspira-
tions and expectations and inability to persevere
on a. job. Thus, ". . . the Negro youth starts out
with determination to do a good job, but experience
with a im mber of menial, low-paying, and insecure
jobs quickly produces an erosion of his commitment.
to work" 16

Moreover, failure to develop a work identity
may lead to the development of an identity which
competes with employment. The youth who lacks
a work identity, as well as an identity as a husband
and father, "must seek in other ways to construct
a self which provides some measure of gratifica-
tion of needs and earns some measure of recogni-
tion of one's self as a social being." The develop-
ment of a "dramatic Self" through adherence to
the "expressive life style" provides an alternative
identity." If the youth is successful in establish-
ing such an identity, it will provide him with the
security, social participation, and feeling of status
that he has failed to achieve through the worker-
provider role. In dropping out of family life, he
drops into a male-centered social world that pro-

a David C. 31:Cleltand, TA(' At-Mr-ring Society (Print (Ann, NJ.:
D. Van Nostrand Co.. Inc.. 1951), pp. PO ff.: and Thorna. Cox
and S. M.:1101er. "Infra Country ThrlatIon,; 0o..upat onal Strat
tficitIca and MobtlIty," and Seymour 1IattIn Upset and Han, L.
INttert erg, ''A Theory of Social Mobilliy" In Rernbard Pendia
and Seymour Marlin Liteet, Cta.a, Stalbo, and Potter (redecd
ed.; New York : The l'a,e frees, 39571.

4,c,fudo of (S, Meaning, Experience, and EffeePe of Ihe Neigh
borhood roulh Corp/ an Negro Youth 14'ho are Stating Work,
p. 192.

Lee Rainwater, 'Work and identity In the Lower Cln.- in
Punning far a .1afiert of (Mr', ed. Sam nnu Warner. Jr. (Cam.
fridge. ; The M I.T. rtes', IPC131. pp. 103-123. and "The
Lessons of Crut1.7goe," The rubric Ink-reef, Summer 3957, pp.
115-126.
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vides a "strategy for survival," even though not
centered about work.

Both early life experiences and those as a
worker can contribute to the development of a
life style which competes with an effective work
identity. But once again, the chain of causality
is not clear. The attitudes engendered by the fam-
ily in early life can be reinforced, overturned, or
modified as a result of later experiences.

In some respects, the behavior of the poor is less
a reflection of basic values than an effort to cope
with current situations. The mechanisms used for
this purpose (such as dropping out of regular
work and engaging instead in illicit activities)
may have many negative consequences. But more
important from the viewpoint of social policy is
the question of whether these adjustive reactions,
or "survival techniques," are responses to par-
ticular experiences and situations or the result of
basic values learned at an early age and little
affected by outside influences thereafter. Obvi-
ously, if later experiences, rather' than early fam-
ily life, have the more potent influence on work
attitudes, changing these experiences may be a
most important route to influencing workers'
development.

This brief examination of a large and compli-
cated body of literature suggests the following
tentative conclusions:

Since the disadvantaged are not homo-
geneous, what may be characteristic of the
most troubled individuals in this category
may not be generally applicable to the
disadvantaged.

The dividing line between employability
and the lack of it isnot fixed. In part, it reflects
employers' judgments about individuals, made
in the context of the general labor supply' -and-
demand situation. These relative judgments
apply to the work attitudes and motivation of
individuals as well as their levels of education
and skill.

The extent to which these difficulties are the
major factors in sulyemploymert is unclear.
Still lacking is an adequate understanding of
the connections between attitudes and work
patterns. Attitudes are certainly significant,
but it is not yet possible to say what the most
relevant attitudes are, nor precisely how they
influence actions.
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The policy implications of the social-psycho-
logical factors are uncertain also. Two possible
approaches are suggested. On emphasizes the
necessity of direct efforts to modify the attitudes
of the disadvantaged before introducing them to
job situations. The other would bring the sub-
employed into the job situation and then add
the activities and services that may be needed to
influence their attitudes and their ability to handle
the demands of work.

The first approach is based on the principle of
preparationpreparing people in advance for a
change in environment. The latter approach
seeps to provide supports for them after they have
entered a different environment. The shift from
preparation to support is an important change in
the conception of t he role of social services.

In the eat ly I960's, the emphasis was largely
upon the first approachthrough programs which
aimed at mot ivating workers, especially the young,
and which stressed prevocational activities and
training in attitudes and so,:dal skills. More re-
cently, however, emphasis has shifted to getting
workers into jobs eased on the theory that "real-

fe" work situation> are those most likely to affect
attitudes. The aim is to pro .1de a setting in %%hie!' a
disadvantaged individual can perform adequately
without a fully developed work identity and can
then move in the direction of strengthening that
identity. In some programs, traditional guidance
and casework have been swerseded by the C;,,xel-
opinent of racial pride and identity as a method of
improving the cap icity to take and hold a job."

This approach also implies the necessity for se-
lective job development aimed at the particular
groups to be served which is one of the major new
emphases in manpower programs. The cooperation
of private inthist ry is being sought in efforts to em-
ploy the disadvantaged in regular jobs. But pro-
tected jolt situations may he needed for a relatively
small re4dual group (as further discussed later in
this chapter).

Since lowincome "families differ in background,
in resources and skills, and ill their ability to cope
with the vicissitudes of a, marginal existence," '"io
one program will succeed with all. Nor should

"See, for example, the tilecussion of She OpOortunities fnAna-
Irlallentln Center (01(.1 Progrem nod PI-Neer PRIDE In the
rhopler on :CPR Derplornontl In Manposer Programs.

Ire/en Ieken Sala, Ao Aneboto of rou-arl Vol that in l.mr
Income rarniHre; A Con pariOn >1 Fowl?), and Com monil tiff-
A Pr Ip .4nterienn Sogro and Poor to Rican Poor (Syroop,o, N,Y.:
S) uru,e Culver -drys Voltth Dere:opment Center. 19911, r. 1(0.

it be assumed that the same -ocial-psychological
factors are equally signifiont in every case.

ACCESS AND INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS

The obstacles that stand between disadvantaged
workers and jobs are partly personal, partly en-
vironmental and institutional. To consider the per-
sonal factors first, a great many ghetto residents
including Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans
as well as Negroesdo not have the basic educa-
tion and command of standard English generally
required for employment. Many more lack the
work skills essential for the available. jobs. Health
problems and lack of adequate medical care are
also pervasive difficulties. Police and bad debt rec-
ords are further barriers to employment for sig-
nificant numbers.

Besides these personal factors (discussed in last.
year's Ma npo ire e Report) ,'° many sub-employed
have an added d:fficulty: they To not look like
"typical" employed workers. Differences in dress,
hairstyle, and grooming make them less likely to
be employed. "The style is the man" is an old
saying which Las some force, but its aptness may
be overemphasized in judging fitness for work.

Undoubtedly, some sub-employed mirror in
their personal appearance and behavior the kinds
of diflic.ulties they inigiat have on the jobuntidi-
ness, inattention to detail, unreliability. For some,
the usual employment situation may not be ap-
propriate. But employers should realize that an
unsatisfactory personal appearance is not indica
five in all cases of inability to handle the usual
work sit nation. An inadequate awareness of what
jobs demand in terms of personal bearing may be
involved. This lack of awareness can be overcome
in many cases when t Le individuals' difficulties do
not have deep psychological roots. In some cases,
graded work experiences can help individuals
adapt over time to job demands. The "strangeness"
Of some sub-employed should certainly not be re-
garded as typical of all of them. Nor should even
those whose appearance is most disturbing to
employers be rejected without exploration of their
ability to adapt to work situations, given special
help.

An additional obstacle. to employment is the

so See 1967 Ifartpoteco Reperr, p. I'S R. Tn additkn. the reistIon
rf Irk fr p,Itration to the roh7cm. of ethnic minority group! Is
rIkeitees1 In thp pertton on Eqaallty of Opportunity In the pre
teliog eltatetr of the pt Kcnt report.
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lack of adequate child-care facilities. This affects
a significant number of women who rant and
need work (as discussed in the section on The
AFDC Mother later in this chapter, and also in
the 1967 Manpower Re port).21

The barriers discussel in this section are thos?,
relating to the job seareh, travel to jobs, institu-
tional factors affecting hiring and promotion, and
the current job structure.

The Job Search

Many disadvantaged persons, willing to work
and looking for jobs, do .iot know how to go about
the job search effectively. The slum resident is, to
a large extent, confined to his own neighborhood.
And jobs in outlying are as, or even in the central
city of which the neighlxrhood is a part, are likely
to be beyond his reach. Inadequate transportation,
changes in occupational patterns, or shifts of in-
dustry from central cities to surrounding suburbs
inhibit his search.

The +lisadvantaged youth or adult, then, starts
on an active job hunt beset by problems. For the
most part, the job does not come to him, although
some efforts at recruiting within areas of concen
trated poverty have bet.n made in the last few
years. The slum resident must search out available
openings, and he may do this in a number of
waysthrough the Rarest placement services;
through newspaper ads; through direct applica-
tion to plants, stores, or other possible. locations of
job openings; or through friends or relatives.

Learning about avail ible jobs from friends and
relatives is central to he job search, both in and
outside poverty areas. Lut in the slums, this source
of information is rest Hied by the limited connec-
tions which exist with the outside job world and
also within the comma iity. What. little job infor-
mation slum residents can get front friends and
relatives usually pertains only to low -level
occupations.

For people in poverty areas, social segregation
and personal isolation act as harriers. Negro resi-
dential segregation has been increasing steadily
over t he past decade in cis ies throughout the United
States, despite overall improvements in the socio-
economic st at Ls Of Negroes." This segregation has

n Fee 1967 Al inparerr Priv,- I. p. 'I.
," Kral F. and Alma F. TAuber, "['he Negro as an immigrant

Group" ,4rneriron Journal of So otology. January 1964. p 37S. For
their Conaide study. FiX, .i rgrv(e in Ci I WA I ChIcngo, Aldine
Ptbliching Co., 1963)
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the effect of confining networks of informal com-
munication to within the ethnic communities. Yet
the lower the socioeconomic status of the com-
munity, the weaker the in xacommunity network is
likely to be, except wheal kin-group association is
strong. Furthermore, unei aployrnent contributes to
social isolation; this is in dicated by research con-
ducted during the depression of the 1930's, as well
as by more recent studies

Thus, in lower income communities, the long-
term unemployed person Dften suffers the double
burden of relative isolation within his own com-
munity, as well as segregation from the larger
world of the metropolis. s.'me situations, such
as that of the Pruitt-Igoe public housing project
in St. Louis, most forms o f interpersonal relation-
ships are regarded with nil rust.24

The frequency with Wide]) informal informa-
tion is relied upon in locking for jobs is made
clear by a number of stud es. A survey of workers
affected by plant shutdov:ns in five communities
revealed that from 31 to 1 3 percent of those who
had been successful in finning new jobs had relied
on informal information. In a sample of young
labor force entrants, as litany as 60 percent re-
ported reliance upon frierar s or relative. Workers
covered by these studies rode relatively little use
of the State Employment, Service.

A nationwide survey of the 1962 graduates of
vocational high schools El:lowed the Negro youth
to be more dependent tlan the whites upon in-
formal sources of assist( nee in their job search.
Half of all Negro stud !tits

'
as contrasted with

about one-third of the '1;Iiite, students, depended
upon friends or relatives, to assist them in finding
jobs. The Negroes receved less help from the
schools' job placcment facilities than the white
s:tidents. Though they relied more than whites
on the State Employmeit Service, the importance
of this service to them a 6 a source of job referrals

ro See F,Iward Wright Balk.'. Citizens 1Vithour Work (New
Haven. Conn.: Yale UniversI(y Press. I940), : Mirra Kornazo.
sesky, Yhe Unemploy,d Man and Hie Family (Morningside
Heights., Institute of Social Rrsrarch 1940), p. 129:
II. W. Singer. Urtemproynirlf and the Unemplayrd (London : P. S.
Ring & Son. Ltd, 194n). p. Pal; and Id Pop,. "F.00nornic Pert
sir:Ilion and Social Pa rtiolp 'Pon," Soda! frWent, winter
1964. p. 291.

Lee Rr inwater. 'Fear end the liouse-as 1111%rn In the hours
Class.' In rban Rrnewat: P,Ap?r, PoWles, and Planning, ed.
:swell Itellush and Murray 11 kusknocht (New Vora: Doubeda)
and Co.. 19671.

Rlohard C. Wilcock and Witter 11. Franke. Unwanted Work-
ers (New York : The File ProF nr Glenove. 1943). end Larry P.
SIngell, "Some Private and So( sal Aprsts or (he Lah,,r Mobility
of Young Workpro,"Qmarirrly Prri,x of reonsrnies and
Spring 1969. P. 21,
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was limited, compared with their dependence on
friends and relatives.2°

Since dependence upon these informal sources
of job information is so widespread, the acceler-
ated movement of Negroes into technical and pro-
fessional work, and into other white-collar and
skilled manual jobs, should open up a new source
of job information. The individuals entering such
jobs should be channels of information to sub-
employed friends and family members, not only
about the job market in general but also about
specific job openings.

The problem bringing sub-employed slum
residents within reach of information which would
contribute to job-finding success is much larger
than this, however. One approach to dissolving the
communications barrier in the segregated ghetto
lies in aiding the sub-employed to move to other
neighborhoods. There are compelling reasons for
this approach. But even if open housing policies
coi..e rapidly closer to meeting their objectives in
this direction, people who move may continue to
lack needed job information. Individuals and fam-
ilies whose social status or racial characteristics
differ greatly from the majority in their neighbor-
hood lend to remain isolated. Consequently, the
need for increased efforts to get adequate job in-
formation to disadvantaged members of minority
groups may extend to those in open housing.

Another approach is to improve the lines of com-
munication to slum residents. One technique for
doing this is to use workers from the poverty area
to provide job information through personal con-
tacts. In addition, cornmunity meet ing places, such
as churches and pool halls, may be used as informa
tion centers. Formal lines of communication can
also be established through radio and television,
which are more likely to reach lower incom people
than are newspapers and other written materials.
And when placement services are brought into the
slum areas, as has been done in the recent past, con-
siderable improvement in job placements has oc-
curred. The effectiveness of these techniques is
limited, however, by the number of suitable jobs
available, and the lack of inexpensive transporta-
tion to outlying areas 'nay be a major obstacle.

A third approach is to bring jobs into ghetto
areas. The visibility of new plants or business
offices heightens the community's knowledge of

,15144 V. F,Igo T. 7 hr Tracer* and Prrrdwrt of T Ilioh
h,q1 tr,

hr,01. 5rn,(1, an Inlil.orn lir,cnral. FritrmS r :..
p. 41

available opportunities. In addition, it facilitates
direct application to the company itself. The re-
cent opening of a new tent factory in the Watts
district. of Los Angeles, for example, has demon-
strated how effective this approach can be in in-
forming workers about opportunities, even though
only 300 of the 5,500 applicants for jobs at the
plant could be hired." Information diout job
availability must not, of course, be equated with
employment, especially when jobs are in limited
supply.

Transportation

Metropolitan areas, of which slums and poverty
areas are a part, are generally regarded as inte-
grated job markets. But this generalization ob-
scures the problems of specialized job markets and
of the relationship between the location of a
worker's home and the likelihood that he will be
unemployed.

The isolation cf slum residents, both youth and
adults, from the larger urban area inhibits their
participation in the broader job market, thus -(t,
tributing to the problem of sub-employment. I
there is another link between unemploymc,
slum residence, through the existence of a lour i
specialized juvenile job market, which wai
special attention. The situation has been desc:
as follows:

The teenage children of poor families desIeratel
after-school jobs; this work may ... be a prerequi,
their remaining in school. But the demand for their
ices, for such things as baby-sitting, grass-cutting,
shoveling, lies largely in the middle- and upper-I,
neighborhoods .. in the large urban area the 5ui j.
of young labor may be many mile; removed fr,:.
demand for it. In short, we ... do not have an efiLef
market for Juvenile labor.. .. Slum children wit
part-time work may drop out of school, virtually r r1,11r;f
a lifetime of low-grade employment at best and i ri
chronic unerniloyment."

The lack of connections between young Ix
who need part-time jobs and their potential 1

ployers is among the hidden social costs of
slum. It is one which the in-school program of ,
Neighborhood Youth Corps is sweifically
to offset-- by wrier:it ing wit Ilia the ghetto °pi 1
nities for part-time employment of school yo it'
The alternative approach would be to 1)64,,

1.4

Kew York Tim(r. I1,-ctmtwr 24, 166T, tnc 1 p.
, SrilDw di. '1 hnnIn..n. 1 Preface 0 Urban n can antfer .1%

Ingt n: 13xsourccs fir the Future, Zoe. 1965). p. 373.
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gap between residence and place of employment
throne transportation strategies.

A similar gap separates adults in the sluriu,
from the areas of growing employment opportu-
nity in their city's outskirts. Business and job:: are
increasingly moving to the suburbs." While the
suburbanite commutes to the city for his work, resi-
dents of central city slums seldom commute to
jobs in the new and expanding plants in the outer
suburban ring.

Hero again, three solutions to the problem are
possibleto bring jobs to the slums, to help slim
residents move to the suburbs, or to accept a spatial
separation between work and residence for many
of these people and link the two by transportation.
Each of the three solutions has both advantages
and disadvantages, Bringing jobs to the ghetto
will reinforce and solidify its elements of strength.
Bringing slum residents to suburbia will weaken
the ghetto and, if accompanied by open housing
policies, will promote economic and racial integra-
tion. Arranging for people to commute to jobs from
present slum areas will require coordination of job
development and transportation programs, if sub-
employment problems are not to be reduced at the
cost of intensifying urban traffic crises.

As harriers to employment are identified and
efforts are made to reduce them, it must not be
assumed that each step in this direction will by
itself lead to increased employment and higher
income. For example, improvements in transporta-
tion aimed at enlarging employment opportunities
for residents of poverty areas may not be effective
in every case. Multiple strategies. rather than de-
pendence upon a single one, will he necessary.

Institutional Barriers

Among the institutional factors which impede
e»iployinent of slum residentsmost of whom are
members of ethnic minority groups and many of
whom are olddiscrimination is probably the
most important. DLTriinination not only in hiring
but in access to promotion ladders dominates the
life of many of the sub-employed (as discussed
earlier in this report)."

The recruiting and hiring of workers is a selec-

1. For (.11cuct.ton cf tbk trend In the hn. t id. RI
and I he pr ,R rf
rhf rhr oti Oc r,phlc lae ter. In Ern nt o 1 Nlani.hc-r Pc
lotTrIont.

Se, an EviIlty rr Oht,,t-tunly In the it, rhin,t
<tahftr.
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tion p:oeess--although some critics have asserted
that it is basically an exclusion process, which
keeps out workers who do not fit nersonnel officers'
conception of the model employee their company
should have, Job applicants undergo a process of
testing, interviewing, and credential scrutiny
which operates to bar niany of the sub-employed
litho might perform usefully on jobs.

,,Two types of errors are possible in the selection
pt%.,-ess--first, the rejection of persons who could
luti,i'e satisfactorily the job to be filled and, see-
ond, mhiring of persons unable to perform the
tasksVolved at a satisfactory level. Much cur-
rest hii.;;ag practice is concerned with preventing
the seco!L41 kind of errorft logic)] emphasis
where the cocus of concern is on the firm and its
profits. But! :rem a broader economic and social
viewpoint, tli first kind of error has become in-
creasingly inip',.:tant, since- it is one of the factors
restricting job cl.-;-)ca [unities for the sub-employed.

The requiretretl.,, of a high school diploma for
many relatively lo i- skilled jobs is a particular
obstacle to employnnt of disadvantaged work
ersinclnding large ;,umbers of youth who ate
school dropouts. Employers argue that, in selecting
employees, they must consider their potentiality
for advancement to positions where the work de-
mands a high school edumtion, even if this is not
necessary for the tasks involved in the entry jobs.
But in view of the great mei for enlarged oppor-
tunities for workers with liErited education, this
hiring policy should be reu,nsidered wherever
possible,

The contention that a high sc.o-c,i diploma has
little relevance for many jobs i : supported by
several strands of evidence. For example, in a
number of Western European countriesinclud-
Mg France, Switzerland, Sweden, West Germany,
and the Netherlands----workers from Southern
Europe and Africa have clone much useful factory
work. Many of these foreign workers not only
had less education than the sub-employed of
the United States but could not speak the local
language.

In this country, according t9 a recent study,
few firms have ever systematically evaluated the
performance of employees with different levels
of education. Sonic data are available, however, on
employees in private industry and government
agencies-, which compare the performance of
workers at the same occupational level but with



different amounts of education." The indicators of
performance used were of several types: Occa-
sionally a direct productivity measure was utilized,
but more often an indirect indicator such as
absenteeism, employee turnover, or the rate of
promotion was used. As might be expected, the
results demonstrate that education is no guarantee
of good performance. But more significantly, the
opposite is suggested by some data. Thus, in many
specific occupations, in a variety of industries and
firms, the lower educated may do as well as, and
often better than, workers with more formal
training.

This information is by no means as definitive
and comprehensive as would be desirable, since
the occupations were, not systemati,'ally sampled.
But the clear implication is that the prevalent,
mechanical requirement of a high school diploma
or (Alter certificate of education eligibility for a
wide range of jobs may result. in barring poten-
tially useful workers."

Many employers also use various kinds of paper-
and-pencil tests to screen prospective employees.
The use of objective tests in lieu of subjective judg-
ment has the potential to work in favor of mem-
bers of minority groups. However, all too often
these tests are used without any evidence that they
are related to p.7-formance on the job, and the same
standard of test performance is applied to appli-
cants for jobs of differing levels of skill within
the same plant. The use of tests under these cir-
cumstances may result in excluding workers with
low levels of education or limited command of
English from jobs they could handle. Extensive
efforts have been made, however, by the Depart-
ment of Labor and other organizations to develop
intelligence and aptitude tests which_ are free of
cultural bias. It is important that these should
continue, and also that great care should be used
in the selection, administration, and interpreta-
tion of tests, in order to prevent unwarranted re-
jection of disadvantaged workers, especially those
from ethnic minority- groups.

The Job Structure

So fer, the discussion has been restricted to the
barriers limiting opportunities for the sub-ern.

, A prellmloary reNtt on the Endings of tble study appears
In !war Berg, "Educational Requirements for Jobe," Manpower
Efrateaice for the Mctropolig, ed. Elf Olorberg (New Tork Cc
lurnbia Unl remit; Frees, In press).

',ft. M. NItiler. Freaking the Credeniln/t /31rrier iNew rock
The Ford Foundation, 1903S).

ployed in existing jobs. But another question may
be posed : Should the existing structure of jobs be
regarded as given, or is it possible and desirable
to change the contest of some jobs so as to open
more opportunities for the sub-employed?

The present division of tasks and responsibili-
ties among occupations tilects both deliberate, ra-
tional allocation of tasks and more haphazard
factors. The structure of jobs and occupations has
been much influenced by tradition, interest groups,
and accident, as well as by careful analysis of who
could best perform a particular task and under
what conditions.

No single pattern of division of labor by any
means represents the only way the tasks could be
divided. During World War II, for example, a
considerable amount of job dilution occurred;
people with less training than was formerly re-
quired did a great deal of essential work. And in
more recent years, the distribution of tasks in the
medical field has been shifting towards service
workers (e.g., nurse aides) front middle-level
professionals (e.g., nurses), who in turn have
taken over some tasks from top professionals
(physicians),

Many job openings in professional, technical,
and skilled occultations are unfilled because of a
lack of trained manpower. This may be -lte in
part te, demographic influences (i.e., the low birth-
rates of the 1930's), but it also reflects hiring re-
quirements. Each occupation seeks the "best" peo-
ple, although by definition the "best" can be only
a few. Yet this general search for the best could
build a permanent insufficiency of manpower able
to meet hiring specifications.

The scarcity of qualified workers for many pres-
ent jobs suggests that it may be desirable to re-
allocate tasks so that the best are not always
necessary, and to recognize. the likelihood that
workers judged less than the best can do useful
work. The development of more subprofessional
jobs in health and related fields is a trend in thi3
diiection, but comparable developments have not
occurred on a wide scale in other types of employ.
ment.

Opportunities for the sub-employed would be
increased immediately by the opening of more un-
skilled jobs. But the number of unskilled jobs ha;
not been growing, and there is little i 7 any evidence
of a "filtering down" to make jobs formerly the
preserve of the n ore skilled workers ilvai!able to
the less skilled. Progress in this direction has been

JOG
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impeded partly by the frequent roinglin of un-
skilled and skilled tasks in jobs labeled as skilled.
But it also reflects employers' reluctance to take
on a new kind of labor, unable to meet their tradi-
tional hiring requirements; they may prefer to
have some unfilled job openings, rather than face
the problems such a change would entail.

Altogether, the present job structure and place-
ment processes bar many of the sub-employed front
jobs particularly from jobs which have some
status and are relatively well paid. The job struc-

(tire also retards the upgrading of workers whose
pi,;vious positions could then be filled by the sub-
empl.ryed, and it restricts the downgrading of jobs
in order to open them to the sub-employed. The
problems the sub-employed face in their job search
are obviously created in major part by this rigid
job structure. Strategies foe aiding their entry
into steady employment will have to be concerned,
among other things, with provision of incentives
for modifying jobs so that. disadvantaged workers
can qualify for them.

The Irregular Economy of Poverty Areas

The barriers which separate sub-employed slum
residents, nonwhite or white, from the mainstream
of economic and social life have resulted in the
creation of a separate economic world, which
differs vitally, and in many ways, from the middle-
class world surrounding the slums. This world
has its own special values, its own strategies for
survival, its own moral standards, its own criteria
of success or failure.

The sources of income of the poor and depend-
entthose at the hottom one-fifth of the income
distributionare vat led, and public policy is di-
rected at altering them in many Ivays. When in-
come from employment is low, unstable, and un-
predictable, the traditional distinctions between
employment and unemployment, work and welfare
become blurre I, and extra-legal sources of income
may be sought.

The contrasts bet 1/2 eon this irregular economy"
of the slums and the count ry's regular economy are
sharp. In the regular economy, work offers oppor-
tunities for vertical mobility, a reasonably predict-
able pattern cf wage improvement with increas-
ing seniority anti skill, and the possibility of
stable employment. Jobs can be classified in
terms of status, skill riluirements, and level and
stability of earnings as white- or blue-collar,
skilled or unskilled. sallt led or paying an hourly
wage. By contrast, t irk gular economy is char-
acterized by horizon I al h,r,hility, erratic wage fluc-
tuations, and overlap I ,etw..cn the welfare and the
wage systems. Johs ire 1,, tier described as dead

The Irregurat es.'on,ny i L,r Loult A Yemen In en
unt,b111.hed paper trrecolttr tornonty t' Informal
Work Pettorn In the Irrhln (Ann Arbor. :kWh.; UnI
sentIty of Mlehtren--we3.re gr=t, l'olrertIty,lottltute of Libor
and InetuttrIel Rriell',nt..Vne 1;7,71.
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end, lo-,v wage, sporadic, extra-legal, and so forth.
The size, characteristics, and fluctuations of the

irregular economy are not well known nor under-
stood. How does this economy wo:k? How does it
overlap with the regular economy? What are its
implications for public policy?

The irregular economy has many different in-
come streams, which blend into economic suste-
nance for slumdwellers. Many peorie work in
low-wage, part-time, marginal jobs that provide
no ladder to better opportunities. The work may be
physically exacting, job security low, and employ-
ment offered only on a short-time basis. In some
jobs, the employer pays so little that employees
have great temptation to steal from him in order
to supplement their earnings. Occasionally, a
criminal activity may be the source of income, but
the situation is seldom so clear cut. A man may
have his own type of "hustle " an easy way
to money, sometimes legitimate, sometimes partly
not, that puts him in a quasi-entrepreneurial
role. For example, he may discover where he can
get a watch cheapa "hot" watchand then sell it
to someone on his block. A woman may be on
welfare for some months of the year and work
in other months; " or she may receive welfare
and at tl.e same time work covertly; or a man
may he living with a woman receiving welfare.
As another alternative, a man may enroll in one
of the training programs which pay stipends, in
order to get funds to tide him over a lean period.
Or he )nay borrow money, to be repaid when he
gets a job or a hustle. Or lie may decide to retire
t nuporarily from the "scuffle" for a livelihood, and

"In itIdS shout 12 percent of the elite cletIngt en AfTC were
altra,Inbte to rruployment or Incrretot1 rarolret of the rr,c,therp.



so swell the ranks of the jobless. Ifowe-cr, many
ghetto residents show I tigh motivation and unusual
resourcefulness and persistence in efforts to earn
a Jiving.

A possible basis of life. for marginal workers is
this provided by the irregular economy. The vari-
ations of this world, it occasional excitement and
flexibility, may have more appeal to many such
workers titan do low-paid, demanding, regular
jobs. According to a recent. study:
. . . the streeteorner man . . . knows the social value
of the job by the amount of money the employer is willing
to pay him for doing it. . . every pay day, he counts
. . . the value placed on the job by society at large. . . .

or does the low-wage job offer prestige. respect, interest-
ing work, opportunity for /earning or advancement. or any
other compensation . . . [Toe low-wage job in the regular
economy is] bard, dirty, uninteresting and underpaid. The
rest of society . . holds th job of the dishwasher or
janitor or unskilled laborer in low esteem if not outright
contempt. So does the strecteorm?r man. lie cannot do
otherwise. He cannot draw from a job those social values
which other tieople do not put into it.'"

The marginal economy develops a social psy-
chology appropriate to its work world. As the
streetcorner man views his future:

It Is a future In which everything is uncertain except the
ultimate destruction of his hopes and the eventual realiza-
tion of his fears. . . . Thus, when Richard squanders a
week's pay in two days it is not because . , . he is . . .

unaware of or unconcerned, with his future. I! e does so
precisely because he Is aware of the future and the hope-
lessness of it all:"

Si"ce the jobs typically ay.ilable to slum resi-
dents have no attraction in terms either of income
or of the nature of the work, it is not surprising
that many of these jobs are rejected or held for only
short periods. A taxing regular job must offer
higher ;ncome than the economic activities of the
irregular economy to appear preferable to them.
And it must offer compensation also for the strain
of regular hours of work day in and day out, often

in physically demanding or boring work, and of
accomr iodrUing to supervisors.

Theta is evidence that many from poverty areas
do not stay, even on better jobs. They may not
know 'taw to behave on such jobs or find it difficult
to maintain the routine; or too much may be ex-
pected of them too soon; or their off -job situation
may make it difficult to keep the job. For such
workers, placement in jobs in the mainstream
economy may not be enough; they will need as-
sistance in handling and adjusting to the new jobs.

Employer, and supervisors need to develop in-
creased understanding of these workers' problems
and to learn how they can be handled. When jobs
are opened up for the disadvantaged, changes in
the customary work patterns and in supery sory
relationships are likely to be essential if the Iv wk-
ers are to succeed in, and stay on, the job.

Furthermore, manpower and social policy must
be concerned with the ways in which work-train-
ing and welfare programs influence the irregular
economy. The more differentiated and partial the
benefit system, the more opportunities for integra-
tion of this system with the irregular economy's
other income sources. Programs which provide
only marginal increase:, in an individual's income
tend to reinforce this economy.

To challenge it effectively, more attractive al-
ternatives must be provided. This can be done by
helping private e:nployers open reasonably well-
paying jobs in the regular economy to sub-
employed %vorkers. Many individuals Nvho live in
the irregular economy are eager to leave it, pro-
vided they have a chance to really advance their
position in a society strongly oriented toward
consumption. They would welcome an opportunity
to move front a dead end job to a career oppor
tunity, such as the New Careers Program is de-
signed to offer,"

The AFDC MotherA Ca<e Study of SubEmployment

Mothers receiving assistance through the Fed-
eral program of Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) provide an illustrative case

Lteboce, Taity'o Corner (Por.tn: r,lltl P. 1110'1 Ana
Cr 11,A.71. up ST sa. TH. array rlorrolta the Job and olhor
raper:on,. of the Negro rsITrinNt R orkrr In city.

.1o:ob.-Jar, op. rat p.

study of one group of sub-employed in the irregu-
/ar economytheir problems, their difficulties in
meting these problems, and the way in which they
react not only to their individual situations but

', For a dtrctoarton of ihla program. aor the chapter on NOR
h; rrl .pn.rntr :n atanpAarr Programa.
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also to the economic opportunities available to
them.

Many theories have been evolved, and myths
created, about this relatively small group of the.
underprivileged. Recipients of AFDC have been
widely regarded ail caught in a chronic, static con-
dition of dependency, handed down from one gen-
eration to the next. Welfare has been viewed as
an alternative to work, increasingly unrelated to
such economic. factors as the general level of un-
employment or the participation of women in the
labor force. This discussion looks at some of these
theories in the light of available evidence. Obvi-
ously, there are families whose members have. been
brought up with welfare support and then have
gone on to raise their own families with such sup-
port. 13ut there are also many families whose mem-
bers are on welfare rolls for very short periods of
time and never sever their connection with the
labor force, even when they are on welfare.

AFDC recipients are encourged by welfare
agencies to find work. Their' earnings are included
in the total family income, that is considered when
the amount of welfare payment is determined.
States may, however, disregard some part. of the
earnings of mothers in order to conserve them for
the future needs of children."

Each State sets its own cn.1. standards for living
requirements under AFDC. But many States also
set arbitrary ceilings on the amount of assistance
that will actually be paidoften well below the
amount of determined need.

Data for the analysis that follows 9.e drawn
largely from the only two available national
studies of AFDC caseloads. A study sponsored by
the American Public 'Welfare Association was
based on a 1-in-3 sample of cases closed during the
firsts months of 1961;" a study sponsored by
the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare (HEW) covered a 1-percent sample of the
cases currently active during the last 2 months of
1961." The situation has undergone. changes since

The 1967 amendments liberalize somewhat the FInv.,unt of in-
come uhIch mart fICIZI4hr In determOniog Arne assistance,
See &armory of Social Security Antondsrrn10 of 1967 (R'eshing.
ton: 90th Cong, 10t 1500., Committee on Finance of the C.S. Sen.
ate and Committee on Ways and Means of the U.S. Morse of Rep-
resentatives, December 1967). p. 17.

Eln Ins Burgos end Dante] 0, Trim. An Am robs n Dr-
prnetrnolo (7,ntfrn9c (ChfrAgq: Amer-Ran [subtle WrIfore AnennIn-
lion, 1903),

40 Fforfy of Stripfrnia of .4i4 to Fomiir berrn,tenf
drrn, .woe cone, lorremtrr uPC I NI( fr,t..Tott,
rWShington S. Pr onrinioni of lie and
fere. Welfare AcIm171tral ion, Augut 1965).
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that timeone of the most notable being the con-
tinui ng increase in the AFDC caseload, despite the
marked reduction in the overall late of unemploy-
ment. The increased caseload is the result of many
factors, including au increase in the numbers of
young children, of female-headed households, and
of children in such households; a relaxation in
eligibility requirements in many States; and wider
knowledge of the existence of the AFDC program.
However, more recent evidence, including several
studies of local situations, in general bears out the
conclusions reached in the two nationwide surveys.

LENGTH OF TIME ON WELFARE

One way of exploring whether welfare is in fact
a way of life, passed on from one generation to
another, is to examine the length of time individ-
ual recipients remain on welfare.. In 1961, the
median length of time on AFDC was 27 months
for currently active, cases and 18 months for closed
cases. But the length of time on assistance varied
widely with both race and residence. For closed
cases, the median time spent on assistance was
higher for Negroes (22 months) than for whites
(15 months) and lower in urban areas (16
months) than in rural areas (20 months). Periods
of dependency tended to 'be longer in medium-
ciz.,1 cities (50,000 to 500,000) than in the largest
cities. In general, however, the mothers in rural
farm and nonfarm areas were. those who spent
the longest continuous periods of time on
assistance."

These figures on "continuous time" on assistance
obscure the great turnover in the AFDC rolls.
A recent analysis of case turnover showed that.
584,000 cases were authorized and 508,000 cases
were closed in calendar year 1060, while slightly
more than 1 million were carried over from the
preceding year. Averaged over the year, about
-15,000 new families were added to the rolls each
month, while 41,000 left. Certain families have
repeated periods on relief; of the cases added in
1060, about 34 percent had received assistance,
previously."

0 Burgess and Brice, op. clt , p. no.
.3 Wilbur Cohen, testifying as Under Secretary of /11:11', said

that It in, old be a great intstele to think of the caseload
oe being .tatle. sill) the came L.mille5 continol ng to receire 0,
siaroe for tong roriod of time, gooioi Froterify Amendment* of
/PO, lfaring, 11,,fore the C, rnmit tee on noon." Itws sh login :
!,nil C0.55. let Son, te. Comodttre on Finance. 10611.
11R. 1200, it 1, .p 254 and 730.
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Since individuals do go on and off welfare,
cumulative data showing the. total time spent on
welfare by an AFDC mother and her children are
important in determining how welfare fits into
their life cytle. According to the study of cases
closed in 1961, 10 percent of the. Negro and 7 per-
cent of the white mothers had spent 9 or more years
on welfare. Nevertheless, in absolute terms, white
families outnumbered Negro families among the
very small minority of ..1.FDC cases on assistance
for as long as this."

Tim proportion of their adult life that women
spend on AFDC is another significant measure of
their dependence on this assistance. A stntly based
on a 1-percent random sample of AFDC cases
in Philadelphia (drawn in 1959, and followed
through to 1962) showed that the majority (60
percent) had spent slightly less than half (47
percent) of their adult life on welfare." In at
least one city, then, welfare was not a permanent
or exclusive style of life for all of the women on
AFDC during the, time they raised their children.

Finally, intergenerational dependency on wel-
fare can also be measured. In the cases closed dur-
ing early 1961, less than a third both of the white
and o': the Negro mothers had grown up in families
in which their patents had also been on assistance."
However, a study h the State of 'Washington in
1964 yielded a substantially higher figure. About
43 percent of the. AFDC mothers in the sample re-
ported that their parents had been on assistance 3
percent said their parents had been dependent for
as long as they could remember; 27 percent said
that they had been dependent for several years;
and 13 percent said that they had received assist-
ance fur a brief period."

Altogether, the generalization that welfare be-
comes a permanent style of life for all or most
AFDC recipients is not supported by the available
evidence. The. people on welfare are a varied group.
Many of the families are not involved in long-term

"Burgess and Price, op. cit., p. 49.
/one C. Kroolck, "Family Life and Economic Dependency. A

Report to the IS'elfar, Administration" Octot,cr 21. 1965
(mimeo.). In addition, a sr.eels, analyst,' of the relatiorohip he.
tween welfare and work es] encl. of AFDC families in Ph'a,
delphla was made for this report.

The age of the mothers Ps important dace a high pr, portion
of adult life can mean a short period of time In the case of young
mothers. In the Philadelphia study, the ill erve 81.7P of the
mothers was 35, and as only a 'mall proporlion of young mottIcrl,
was Included, age etas ins not appear Important In thin ruse.

"Burgess and Price, op. clt . based oq rabic. on hip. 2r,s, 2r,o.
eoR 2so,

" Wcflaco, rot rrty- Prcention or Prrprtunt,on iNcw
fork: OroL.100 Doctinher 19C4), P. 32.

or intergenerational dependency. It must be tecog-
ni7ed, however, that significant proportions of
AFDC families do represent a second generation
on welfare. This is one of the problems to which
the program changes provided for by the 1967
emendinents to the Social Security Act are
addressed.

WELFARE AND WORK

Welfare and employment are widely regarded
as alternative rather than complementary or over-
lapping sources of income. The AFDC caseload is
generally seen as made up of nonworking mothers.
This is consistent with the theory of public assist.
ance embodied in the original Social Security Act
of 1935, which assumed that social insurance pro-
tected members of the labor force when their in-
come was interrupted, while federally financed
social assistance was for the unemployable.. The
1967 amendments the Social Security Act are
directed at promoting economic independencea
permanent or long term break from the irregular
economy through a program of social services,
job training, and cash incentives."

"The new Work Incentives Freer= for welfare rTiPieots
(WIN) is discussed in more detail In the chapter on New Develop-
menlA In Manpower Programs.

TABLE J. PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF AFDC
CHILDREN BY COLOR AND BY EMPLOYMENT
STATUS OF HOMEMAKER DURING PERIOD ON
AFDC'

Employment status of homemaker White Negro

Tot al: Number 0,629 4,245
Percent 100.0 100.0

Employed 26.4 40. 6
Full-time throughout period 3.0 5.4
Full-time most of period 4. 5 4.4
Part-time throughout period 4.S 11.0
Part-time most of reriod 7.2 12.6
Other employ ment history 6.9 7.2

Not employed 73.2 5S, S

Employment status u n k n o w n _ -.- _ _ _ __ _ . 4 . 6

On s si.-nple c first 3 rn,rannfl,t.1.1.r.cit 1,s chnIirrn
xrn [n o silver Duty.

Foe Frit M. Ellrle 110nIal 0. rrVe.
:Chtcga: pubiie WelAre As5occ.,tion, on

table on o.
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The recent amendments are based on the as-
sumption that AFDC mothers have been entirely
outside the labor force and that, if adequate child-
care facilities are made available, they can, through
training and other services, be enabled to care for
themselves and their families. But, in fact, AFDC
mothers nave frequently been active members of
the sub-employed labor force-the underemployed
and low-wage workers. Public assistance often
served as a form of wage supplementation for the
low -paid, partially employed worker. Welfare
status did not necessarily represent a sharp break
with the labor force, as the theory of assistance
would imply.

The study of AFDC cases closed in 1961 showed
that about 26 percent. of the white and 41 per -Nit
of the Negro children were in families where the
mothers had maintained some degree of attach-
ment to the labor force (luring the periods on
AFDC. (See table 1.) About. half of the mothers
had been regularly- employed before receiving
welfare and continued to be regularly employed
after receipt of AFDC payments."

The HEW study of AFDC cases active in late.
1961 showed the mother's employment status at
a given point in time, rather than over a longer
period. Of all AFDC mothers on the rolls at the
time of the study, 14 percent were employed-
including 11 percent of the white and 19 percent
of the. Negro mothers.*'

The study of the AFDC caseload in Philadel-
phia in 1962 classified the work history of AFDC
mothers in terms of their level of skill and job
stability, based on information on their first job,
their longest. job, and their most recent job. About
40 percent of the women had a stable work history,
and 47 percent an unstable one. Only 13 percent
had no history of work. Of those with a work
history, 40 percent had been employed in skilled
or semi -skilied jobs.

Thus, AFDC mothers can hardly be described
as a group made up predominantly of `'work-shy
women" who inherited their welfare states. I tow-
ever, there appears to be a generational difference
in these women's work histories. The older ones
had the more stable work history but lower levels
of skill, while. the reverse wa.s true for the
younger women. These different work habits may
have resulted from the nature of the job mark-et

purtrc. and Pr1.-. op. sit . pp. 2q rind :VI,
Flu,ly of Rrririrof of .414 ro romi'ir. veleta Prot trice, CI,if

drrn. Nolcoll5rr- nrcrofkrr 1961: Yotkiol CroRx TrtThr,,,,
table 25.
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TABLE 2. PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT
STATUS OF HOMEMAKER DURING PERIOD ON
AFDC, BY COLOR'

Place of residence

All
AFDC

families 2
(percent
distri-

bution)

Percent with
homemaker
employed

Whit3 Negro

Total 100.0 26.4 40. 6

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES

City of 500,000 or more 25.3 16.4 23. 5
City of 50,000 to 499,999 21.1 25.9 45.8
City of 2,500 to 49,999 7.5 25.8 44.4
Rura. nonfarm 4. 4 25.6 56. 5

NONmEIROPOLITAN COUNTIES

City of 2,500 to 49,999. 19.4 33.2 57.6
Rural nonfarm 1S.4 26.7 56.5
Farm 3.9 20.8 72.9

I Based on a sample of cases closed during first 3 months of ItiCi I
A few fanalies, 0.3 percent, were in farm areas of rnetropolit an counties.

SOUECE.7 M. Elaine Burgess and Daniel 0. P riot, An American &ix ri-
cog? Chatienv (Chicago: American Public Welfare Association. 1363),
based on tables on pp. 254, 265, and 26S.

at the time the women entered it. Older women
had apparently been able to develop a pattern of
stability in a job world which accepted their low
level of skill, but younger women with higher
education and somewhat more skill appeared un-
able to develop a pattern of work stability in the
present, more deniamLng job market. In general,
the woolen who were unskilled workers had spent
less of their adult lives on assistance than had the
more

In view of the generally higher overall rates of
unemployment. among unskilled than higher
skilled workers, this is a rather significant fir ding.
It underlines the special circunistances----social and
psychological as well as con affect
the work situation of these sub-employed women
and other groups in the irregular economy.

The type of locality in which these mothers
lived also had a marked effect on their pattern of
employment. According to tile study of case.;
closed in early 1961, the proportion of mot hers w1 u
had been employed was lowest in large cities. This
was true of both white and Negro mother-. hut
geographic '', ation had a gre.ito I (Teri ri the
mploym,nt. pattern of Negi.) wony.o !ban .,11111:If



of whites. Only about one-fourth of the Negro
women in cities of over half a, million had worked
while on welfare, as compared with nearly 3 out
of every 4 of those on farms. (See table 2.)

SOME IMPLICATIONS AND PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENTS

The findings cast some doubt on two of the
dominant ideas which color much of the discus-
sion about the public assistance programthat
being on welfare generally becomes a permanent
style of life and that the benefits it provides are an
altellsative to work, Employment and welfare are
systems which mesh in complex ways. Welfare is
a form of social provision when income is absent,
interrupted, or inadequate, and not. simply a cash
transfer system operating outside the \rodd of
work.

Much more information is needed, however,
about the interrelationships between work and
Nvelfare and, in particular, about why many AFDC
mothers Nvork. At present, there is no definitive
information on this latter point. One can do little
more than speculate regarding the factors thot.
enter into the situation and even about how many
mothers do and do not increase their total income
through their work,

To throw light on these basic questions will re-
quire extensive study of the circumstances sur-
rounding these women's employment, as \yell as
analysis, of their budgets. The need for such re-
search is the more urgent bo:ause of the possible
implications of the findings for current programs
aimed at increasing employment of AFDC
mothers.

It sours probable that, in many cases, monetary
incentives may not be the crucial factor in the

mothers' decisions to work. At the same time, it is
likely to take more than minimum earnings to
effect a real change in the status of AFDC recip-
ients; this requires income adequate for upward
mobilityfor a takeoff from dependency to eco-
nomic self-sufficiency." Thus, programs of income
incentives and work training may not reverse the
upward trend in the welfare rolls, unless the train-
ing is designed to move clients to permanent em-
ployment at adequate wages. The new Work
Incentive Program Established under the 1067
Social Security Act amendments is aimed at pre-
cisely this objective.

An expansion of child-care facilities is also pro-
vided for by these amendments, on the assumption
that lack of such facilities has been one of the
factors which prevent AFDC mothers front
seeking employment. The total capacity of licensed
child-care facilities in the United States is placed
presently at only 310,000 to 350,000. So the propor-
tion of working women using such facilities is nec-
essarily small. According to a 1965 study, only
about 5 percent of all working mothers placed
their children in group care. Of those with low in-
comes (under $3,000), only 3 percent used such
facilities.

In view of these findings, it is not clear how
expansion of child-care facilities will affect the
AFDC mother's entry into the labor force. But
whether or not the number of such mothers who
become economically self-sufficient increases mark-
edly, the provision of mere good facilities for child
care should help both the mothers and the children
who use them. It may reasonably be expected that
such set vices will ease the tensions of work for
the women and reduce their absences from the
job. They will also improve the situation of the
children, who will benefit socially and education.
ally from organized programs of care.

Some Considerations Affecting Manpower Policies

OBJECTIVES IN JOB DEVELOPMENT

To provide a satisfactory alternative to depend-
ence on welfare or other sources,' of ;.11:701ile in the
irregular economy, a job 11111St noNN flaor more than
11)Pre This iS apparent from Il f ,re-
goi rig discussion both of the irregular economy

and of AFDC mothers' sometimes alternate, some
times simultaneous reliance on work and welfare.

Jobs which furnish only subsistence for the
worker and his family have become less and less
satisfactory, as the majority of people in this come.

tht, :`4' An-rn L Srh,tr, Poor kite
IN.., Y4-414 : ine 11'00.
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try have achieved higher standards of living, and
as the provision of minimum subsistence has be-
come iwreasingly a function of public welfare.
Little is yet known about the job "extras" which
are most imporiant to sub-employed workers, but
the identification of these ``extras" is crucial to
a successful policy of job creation for the dis-
advantaged.

Two questions must be consid:Ted. The first re-
lates to the amount of earnings: How much more
that subsistence is a job expected to provide? The
second involves the kinds of job extras which may
be expected. While these, two questions are not
easily distinguished, their formulation may help
clarify the problems manpower policy must con-
front.

Does the prospective jobholder see his job as
one which should provide him with the means to
subsistence, plus comfort and security? Or does
he want a "career"--a reasonable expectation that
he will be able to move upward, socially and
economically ?

A study of Negroes in Philadelphia illustrates
the importance of income as opposed to status.
Given a hypothetical choice between a high-status
but relatively low-paid job and a low-status but
higher paid job, those in the lowest so,. ioeconomic
group consistently chose the latter. But this was
not true for respondents with higher status."

Further evidence also suggests that among work-
ers in low-income groups, the majority direct their
job aspirations toward the goal of the "good
American life"of ability to provide for the com-
fort and security of their families. Both men and
women respondents in a public housing project in
St. Louis generally agreed that "a job should come
first," and that "the most important. thing a pa rent
can do is to help his children get further ahead
than he did." 52

Thus, current concern about dead end jobs may
not be valid for many sub-employed adults, slice
the first priority for those with family wponsi-
bilities is likely to be a job with wages high enough
for adequate family support, and indirectly for
the upward mobility. of t:. children. For lower
income respondents who have modest aspirations
and who wish to provide for their fatuities, the
level of wages and jo') security become important
considerations in job creation. Members of this

er Srlmnor PR rlo'r and Rotv. ri F. ilner, ^St1tac Pc.<111,n.
e('1 1:thrir (dr', r tilt Negro,- 5'o -iii

h04, ANA 1(.43. {T. s:1 1(2.
y, op. dt.
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group want to be part of the stable working ^T ass,
and they are not averse to :nenial jobs, if such jobs
pay well.

At some point in the lives of many disadvantaged
boys and men, aspirations for a job which would
provide either "the good Amc ;can life" or career
success become frustrated. Made aware of these
generally accepted objectives through mass com-
munications media, if not through personal expe-
rience, these men often have a heightened sense
of comparative deprivation as well as frustration.

One response to this frustration is retreat into
despair and hopelessness; another is resort to ille-
gitimate activity. The slum resident who frequent
ly has even his modest aspirations frustrated also
lives in a community environment which provides
relatively easy access to illegitimate means for
achieving those aspirations. As the Secretary of
Labor has said:"

We realize all of a sudden the very intimate, sinister,
complex Interrelationship between crime and the un-
employment that we have now. It Is not only that unem-
ployment produces crime. It is that crime, to a very con-
siderable extent, complicates the motivational problem in
the shuns. I hate to say to you how many times we run into
a boy who hesitates to take a training program with ,:t.rt
allowance of perhaps $3.5 a week, when he could make five
times thrt much peddling dope.

In dealing with the critical though small minor-
ity of the sub-employed engaged in activities such
as peddling (lope and picking up numbers, Govern-
ment job creation and training programs compete
with the high monetary return of organized crime,
as well as with other economic rewards of the irreg-
ular economy. Such illegitimate job substitutes
also have other attractions for slum residents in
addition to their monetary aspects, and these must
be better understood also if the problems they
present are to be met. Nevertheless, the inference is
clear from several stedies that people in lower
income groups generally prefer less remunerative
but secure jobs to high-paying, bigh.risk activities.
Crime cannot provide the "extra" of job security;
perhaps governmental policy can.

Finally, manpower and antipoverty programs
may themselves contribute to frustration if they
raise hopes which they fail to fulfill. These pr)-
grams have done much to awaken dormant aspira-
tions For example, about two-thirds of Job Corps
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recruits already had jobsgenerally at very low
wagesbut n nted to better their situation. If
programs do not meet justified expectations, des-
pair will intensify.

The dilemma is clear. Without aspirations and
hope, little can be accomplished. But aspirations
and hope are fragile, requiring reinforcement
from life experience. To snuff o.t hope once it is
kindled may leave a worse situation than before.

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES

If manpower policy is to serve social objectives
with emphasis on the disadvantaged, these objec-
tives must be rioter understoon and articulated.
The priorities assigned to different. object ives
implicitly if not explicitlygreatly influence de-
cisions as to how manpower resources should be
allocated.

The three objectives selected for discussion here
represent alternative approaches to the common
goal of social integration and stability. They all
bear directly on current efforts to help the sub-
employed enter and ar' just to regular jobs, and to
overcome dependence on welfare or extra-legal
activities. These related but also competing objec-
tives are:

--To substitute earned for unearned income,
because of the therapeutic. quality of work.
To contribute to family stability by concen-
trating on employment for men, while also
considering the needs of women family heads.

To build self-respect and satisfaction by
providing jobs which have "quality," either in
terms of career potential or immediately satis-
factory income.

Work as Social Therapy

The rationale for emphasizing work or earned
income as a sod al objective lies in the constructive
impact. work has on behavior. In past years, the
ories of how to promote personal and social sta-
bility and reduce delinquency and crime placed
reliance on remedial programs involving orga-
nized recreation, street clubs which CODA/111M ploy
and counseling, and sound housing to replace
dilapidated slums. But faith in these approaches
has lxen slowly lost. 'Today, the opportunity the-
ory of delinquency stresses the importance of re-

moving barriers which inhibit low-income youth
from sharing the employment and other benefits
available in the broader society.

Loosely interpreted, this theory means programs
which emphasize jobs and education. The Juvenile
Delinquency and Youth Offenses Control Act of
1961 adopted this frame of reference in launching
a series of new programs which emphasized the
link between work and reduction of social disorga-
nization. In the wake of riots and unrest in the
central cities, the theory that work may reduce
crime has been extended to include the idea that
work may also reduce social unrest.

This theory of the therapeutic effeets of work
has led to policies aimed at pitting as many of
the sub-employed as possible into jobsat substi-
tuting earned income for public relief or the hustle.
Emphasis is ..an the importance of jobs as such;
the quality of the jobs and the level of income they
produce are regarded as secondary considerations.

The analysis earlier in this chapter of the demo-
graphic characteristics of the sub-employed and
the social-psychological barriers to their employ-
ment lends some support to this approach by un-
derlining the importance of entry jobs for these
disadvantaged people, lint the foregoing discus-
sion also suggests the shortcomings of this thesis,
which makes no allowance for the job "extras"
many individuals may demand as offsets to the ad-
vantages of activities in the irregular economy,
and in fulfillment of expectations a3 to an accept-
able level of income in this affluent country.

Personal and Family Stability

Complementary to the theory of the social
therapy of work is tilt objective of increasing fam-
ily stability. This objective stresses the male-
headed household, where the man can serve as the
role model for young people as they develop. The
quality of family life is assumed to generate moti-
vation for work and social involvement. Accurd-
ingly, manpower and social policies must lm di
rectal at. strengthening the family, which serves
as the most effective instrument for social orienta-
tion of youth and for facilitating their entry into
the job market.

With family stability a primary objective, inan-
power policy must l aimed not simply at expand-
ing employment of the disadvantaged but also at
determining which individuals are to get the avail-
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able jobs. And on this point, the implication is
clear: priority should be given to jobs for adult
menin the hope that this will have the double
effect of keeping men who are already household
heads in their homes and of encouraging those who
have left the household to return. Men are not al-
ways the most disadvantaged members of the sub-
employed. But if they are to achieve. the same posi-
tion in the world of the minority which they enjoy
in that of the majority, the must become the prin-
cipal wage earners and family providers.

At the same time, the many women who are
household heads also deserve priority considera-
tion. Families headed by women are among the
most impoverished, include large numbers of chil-
dren, and provide the only source of psychological
and economic stability these children have. The
disadvantaged women who carry the heavy burden
of supporting a family have a high claim on train-
ing opportunities and other help in obtaining de-
cently paid jobs.

The Quality of Work and Income

The third objective is "decent" work and ade-
quate. income. This approach emphasizes the link
between the level of income and social stability.
The quality of work and the amount of income are
regarded as of prime importance (rather than the
source of income, emphasized in the approach based
on the then-vent ie. value of work). Work in itself
may not be as critical as the amount of income it
yields.

A project in Milwaukee designed to retrain
AFDC mothers for employment illustrates this
point. According to the dat a available, the mot hers
were enabled to get and presumably hold jobs, but
th^ir earnings were not appreciably higher than
their welfare payments had been. The source of
their income was changed without improving the
quality of their life.

Such an outcome might be acceptable if it is
assumed that welfare payments are stigmatizing.
On this basis, substituting earned income for wel-
fare would, by itself, enhance the individuals' dig-
nity and improve the quality of their life. But it
could be argued that the stigma might also be
removed by developing alternative cash transfer
programsfamily allowances or a negative in-
come tas, for eNtIMple----Na IC/1 allocate income with
dignity.
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That the quality of ''nnork and the level of income
earned may be crucial n promoting social stability
is suggested by morn direct evidence, however.
The participants in recent urban riots apparently
did not repreFnt the :41iost disadvantaged people
in the slum areas invn,1,40.1. Indeed, "evidence about
educational achicverne .t suggests that the rioters
were . slightly better educated than their
peers . . . and . . . the great majority . . . were
currently employed." The conclusion was that the
Watts rioters were in "the mainstream of modern
Negro urb'.t life." '4 They were not simply seeking
jobs, but better ones. This may indicate that, to a
large group of rioters, jobs with dignity and power
were inure important than just being at work.

A Department of Labor study of 500 persons
arrested in connection with the Detroit riots in
July 1967 led to similar finclings.55 The typical
prisoner was employed at the time of the riot
working in a manufacturing plant., where he
earned an average of $120 a week. Two out of every
five of the prisoners had a high school education
or better, but only a few (probably around 1 out of
10) had a skilled or whit:- collar job, commensu-
rate with this level of edueatio:,. Furthermore., the
rate of unemployment. v as high -22 percent, about
five times the average uniploymcnt rate for the.
entire Detroit metropolitan area.

The kinds of tasks j ivoIvcti in a job and the con-
ditions under which the.se are performed can
be important also. A low-status job presumably
affects the worker's attitudes a hi .Ent himself as well
as his employment. In a s()ciety where the poor of a
big city can ccsnstantly see tl e ihtquities of their
situation, the issue is not IIRI'dy jobs as against
no jobs, but what kind of job- they can get." The
quality of the jobs available to slum residents
assumes steadily growing importancemeasured
in terms not only of income and stability but also
of amenities such as decent treatment by super-
visors and of the absence of strenuous labor.
Freedom from hard physical work has become an
important status symbol in the present-day non-
agricultural economy. and the physical limitations
of many of the sub-employed make heavy lab or
impossible for them.

From this perspective, it is not enough to get
.Robcrt >L rovis n, "Nlhtt, nn W7,4,. trittgno ce the Mc-

Cone C,rnrot,,,,Ino Rt-1,,rt rn tho 1, Arg,b MM.,- Political
Sclot,c Qtytrictry,tZrthen-brt Vi7. t,

" FCC The Priroit Riot . 1 Prot,:e of 5,7r1 IlVtb
Inrt,o: US. th-orttnent nt 1.1t, 0. Mnr,11 Ittot,t.
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poor peopleor even adult meninto jobs. Rather,
it is essential to provide decent, acceptable work
for the sub-emploved. This theory assumes that
significant changes in behavior might not result,
for example. if unemployment were wiped out. by
obvious, permanent make-work. Full participation
in economic life requires a job meeting decent
standards with respect to treatment by supervisors,
the nature of the work involved, adequacy of
income, and employment security.

One of the important sources of jobs of quality,
dignity, and power is employment in ghetto estab-
lishments, owned and operated by members of the
ghetto community. Bringing into the area plants
and jobs controlled by outside businesses may not

be sufficient, although if local residents par" icipate
in the management of these plants, this difficulty
may be overcome.

The analogy with developing countries is com-
pelling. Citizens of such countries insist not only
on jobs at high pay but also on control over, and
ownership of, the industry as well. A job becomes
a way of getting power and prestige, as well as
income.

The development of community corporations or
small businesses in the ghetto will buttress the
elements of strength in the ghetto community.
While such firms may not by themselves have a
major impact on t he sub-employment problem, the
effect on morale is likely to be »larked.

Needs and Strategies in Manpower Policies

The varied needs of the different groups of
sub employed and the divergent social objectives
just discussed call for a variety of program
strategies. This has been recognized in developing
the present battery of manpower programs, many
of which ere aimed specifically at problems out-
lined in this chapter. A vital step is continuing
improvement, in program operations as new in-
formation is obtained on the effectiveness of each
program in reaching the social objectives just dis-
-issed. Similarly, continuous study will be re-
quired of the interrelationships between programs
and the extent to which they compete with or rein-
force each other. And even while feedback on pro-
gram accomplishments is being obtained, priorities
will need to be established among the social objec-
tives specified and, correlatively, among the
various possible approaches to aiding the
disadvantaged.

The need for frequent evaluation and adjust-
ment of manpower programs in the light of social
objectives has been recognized since the early days
of these programs. It now appears, for example,
that a major focus of manpower policy should be
on efforts to reduce sub-employment of adult men
in large cities--balancing the recent emphasis on
youth programs and the relatively large opportu-
nities for training provided for women in some
localities under the Manpower Development and
Training Act. Furthermore, the success of the ef-
forts now being made to meet employment nods

and diminish social unrest in the ghettos through
the new Job Opportunities in Business Sector
(JOBS) Program and the. Concentrated Employ-
ment Program (CEP) may well hinge upon
the success of these programs in providing not
merely additional jobs, but quality jobs, for the
sub employed sr

To undergird efforts in all these areas of man-
power content, further progress is needed also iu
four broad directionstoward further integration
of manpower program and services; toward the
development of a variety of job situations suited to
the needs of the sub-employed; toward resources
adequate for the complex of individualized services
they need; and toward improvements in the quality
of program Manpower strategy is and must
be concerned with advances in each of these.
directions.

TOWARD FURTHER INTEGRATION OF
MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Federal, State, and local governments all con-
tribute in many ways to the country's manpower
programs. A large number of agencies at every
level of government are involved ia providing
training, job development, placement, and other

''For dl,cuaeten or thew and ether current manpower pro-
gram!. nal the ofjoctenes to N 111,h they ere ree the
chapter en New Porlopmcnts in Marpower Programs,
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manpower services. They have also parti
in the shift in manpower goals, (hiring the last
few }cars, to primary orientation toward the dis-
advantaged worker.

With this shift has conic increased experimenta-
tion and exploration, but not yet a fully coordi-
nated and interconnected system of programs and
services. Problems of coordination of manpower
programs at the Federal level have been substan-
tially worked out. lIowever, the development of the
best possibl, working relationships between Fed-
eral, State, and local agencies is still unfinished
business, although substantial progress has been
made in this direction.

'1'lle characteristics of a fully developed man-
power system are knownintegrated, flexible, di-
versified, person-centered, coordinated, durable.,
and cont Miims. The difficult ies lie in implementing
these concepts., not only at the Federal, State, and
city levels, lint even more critically at the neigh-
borhood lei el. Development of responsibility and
authority in the neighborlaxml is crucial, but to
achieve this also t:quire.3 allocation of responsibil-
ity and authority at higher levels in the city and
above.

The st ructure of programsinvolving many dif-
ferent public and private agencies, with separate
funding and separate staffs--has been a major
obstacle in efforts to forge an effective system. It
has also had a direct effect on the quality of services
procided. Just as the allocation of welfare expendi-
tures often forces an individual to receive services
based on the category into which lie fits, rather
than on his particular needs, so the divisions be-
tween manpower programs have hampered the pro-
vision of services tailored to the individual as

Integration and coordination of activities,
needed at all levels, are most important at the point
of delivery of services. To be efft, live, efforts to
increase coordination must be aimed directly at
better service P, the individuals involved.

Sub-employed individuals who are to be helped
5110111(1 each be assigned to a person who can call
on services, obtain jobs, and the like. This person
would make the important recommendations and
arrange for the services, lie should follow through
on the entire process, so that. there is dear-cut re-
sponsil dlity for the outcome.

Another important issuo is the appropriate sort
hug of individuals into the various manpower

..Mratin Rein, "The Social Sertire Cr1,-1r.- Tram,. fish, May
11.7,1, pp. 3 6, and 31 32
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programs. The program an individual goes into
has depended to some extent on chance, partly be-
cause many cities have lacked a central agency in
close contact with the variety of programs now
available. It is now recognized as essential to assure
that a person is rooted into the appropriate ac-
tivity, that he benefits from the program, and that
he is enabled to move into a decent job.

In the past, the unit of manpower policy has
been, to a large extent, the individual program
rather than the individual person. But as many re-
cent program developments emphasize, the need is
for centering on the person and for assuring that
he gets a job. Responsibility should not end there,
however, since. he may not stay on the job, espe-
cially if lie is among the more disadvantaged work-
ers. Responsibility for the worker must extend
beyond the initial placement and even involve.
giving a second chance to those who quit.

To provide the organizational frame'vork that
would facilitate the exercise of effective and con-
tinuing concern for individuals is the objective of
a number of major new programsnotably, the
Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System
and the Concentrated Employment Program. The
new neighborhood centers in many areas also are
aimed at bringing to individuals the constellation
of services they need.

Steady improvements may be expected through
these efforts to coordinate and concentrate pro-
grams. It should be recognized, however, that
grave difficulties are often encountered and have to
be overcome in bringing the needed program com-
ponents together into an effective systeni.'9
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TOWARD OPENING MORE JOBS FOR
THE SUB-EMPLOYE)

The economic expansion of the past 7 years has
drawn many previously jobless workers into em-
ployment in cities and rural areas as well. But
many of the sub-employed in city slums have not
obtained jobs and will not get them without spe-
cial help, even assuming continued rapid economic
growth.

All too often, de3ent employment has not been
available for relatively low-skilled workers under

For a thtAlled t",rount of :went eapr tic r. FM Peter Ma rrIg
and Martin Rrdn, po'rritnar aJ Snrio1Refr.-.., Poverty and frill-
munIty ArtIrn In Ott States (Ni r York : Atherton l'rts.,
066), pp. 70-92,



prevailing hiTing standards. Employers are fre-
quently unwilling to tolerate workers who do not
quickly meet established standards of promptness,
low absenteeism, and comportment. The key, then,
is the develornent of more job situations suited to
the needs of the disadvantaged, and designed to
aid both the worker told the emp!o:er in what
may be a dithrlt adjustment process.

Some of the sub employed can work in stand-
ard jobs if hiringand also retentionrequire-
ments are reduced. There has been, in fact, consid-
erable movement in this direction in both the pub-
lic and private sectors of the economy. Many gov-
ernment agencies have scaled down their educa-
tional requirements. In several citks, employers
have begun to hire men whom they would previ-
ously have rejected. More than hiring appeal's; to
be necessary, however, in view of reports of fre-
quently high turnover rates among disadvantaged
workers in these standard jobs.

At least some standard jobs could be modified to
provide more extensive and flexible induction proc-
esses on the job. Workers BOW to production-line
activity or to steady, quality employment do not
always rapidly accept and acquire the normal work
practices and habits. While some of the disadvan-
taged have no problem in adjusting to a steady
work pattern, experience shows that runny do. To
meet their special needs, the standard job might
be modified in one of two waysadaptation of
traditional working arrangements, or increased
and continued services and supervision. The for-

approach may involve longer work induction
and training processes than are typically required
for new rwruits. In some cases, it may be desirable
to assign disadvantaged workers, at least at the be-
ginning, to units tirade up of formerly sub-em-
ployed workers who have adjusted to the work
pattern." It may be useful, also, to experiment with
placing these worker throughout a plant as open-
ings arise, or with mixed units including both dis-
advantaged and other workers No one method is
approprit.te for all of the sub employed, and a
large plant employing many of the disadvantaged
might utilize different methodsin each case se-
lecting that which best fits the particular worker.

Separate work talks for the formerly sub-em-
ployedwhether in plants to which they travel
or in new firms near their homes--would facilitate

Thls atraog,tner,t would prorootr thr ,lcyclorinent .1` rrlp
fef134 and team /itch :night fncilltate adju,ttnent to
rostro.tream locturnial

adjusting their work day, if this appears neces-
sary to keep these, workers on the job. Is it essential
that everyone work a regular 8-hour day? A
shorter working day (with less pay) might be
possible, at least at the beginning, for workers who
are the most difficult to retain. They would then
gradually work toward a longer day. Another pos-
sibility is to have workers come in later in the
morningperhaps at 9 or 10 a.m.rather than
insisting that everyone get to work by 8 a.m. from
the start. Such experiments would, obviously, re-
quire a high degree of cooperation and under-
standing on the part of the regular work force,
a might prove feasible only in exceptional work
situations.

Still another possibility might be an intensive
program of education for workers already on the
job, to enlist their help in the adjustment process
of the newly hired sub-employed. A key element in
the Concentrated Employment Program is the
assignment of a "coach" to each new worker to
help him adjust to the job, aid him with off-the-
job problems, and also help management adjust
to these new workers. To be effective, coaches
should work with only one o: a few of the newly
hired, so the system is expensi e. It is not a magical
solution to the problems of job adjustment and
turnover, but in a positive job setting, it can make
a snbstantial contribution.

In addition, supervisors of the formerly sub -em-
ployed may need training in working with this
group, administrative support for t heir efforts, and
time to spend on working with the ne A* employees.
Fitting a new kind of worker into a traditional
work assignment may not be easy if the super-
vistr has this responsibility added to already
heavy burdens If supervisory aides could be pro-
vided, this would help to give new workers the
kind and extent of supervision many of them need.

These kinds of changes in normal working ar-
rangements would, of course, involve additional
costsand possibly heavy ones Reimbursement of
employers for these extra costs is, therefore, an
essential feature of the new JOBS Program and
also of several experimental programs already
underway.

Besides special working arrangements in stand-
ard jobs, "protected" or "sheltered.' employment
will need to be developed for some of the sulvem-
ployed. An unknown but smrh substantial num-
ber, have difficulty in adapting 10.) even modified
employment. "Motivational training" helps tome
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of then]; for Negroes, training programs tied to
racial pride may be. effective. Thu for others, train-
ing is not the answer; they need to be put directly
into remunerative work producing a creditable
output. The employment arrangements must be
flexible, and the workers must recognize that these
arramgerne.nts offer the possibility of successful
movement into regular jobs.

This kind of graduated, special employment sit-
uation may have to continue for a considerable
length of time before the worker may be able to
manage a job elsewhere. The main purpose should
be to provide meaningful, paid work experience
for men, though some women will undoubtedly
want and need this protected job situation also.
There is, of course, danger that such an arrange-
ment will become a permanent crutch for the
workers involved. To prevent this will require
good supervisors with time to give close attention
to individual workers and a definite plan to help
ease workers into a more indeprndent role. Coun-
seling and other services should also be available
on and off the job.

The development of new types of standard jobs
can help to meet the needs of another, less disad-
vantaged group of the sub-employed. There is need,
for example, for rapid expansion of subprofes-
sional occupations and particularly for increasing
the number of men in this kind of work. Subprofes-
sional positions have more interesting elements
than most of the jobs open to the unskilled. They
also have stature. And many subprofessional posts
are in poverty areasan in Tolland consideration,
since one of the major issues'in expanding the num-
ber of standard jobs available to the sub - employed
is location. As suggested earlier, there is consid-
erable merit in developing s!andard jobs in the
shun neighborhoods where the, sub- employed live:
travel time is reduced, and rdt hides toward work
among neighborhood residents-may be improved.

The total number of subprof, ssional jobs so far
available to the poor is not large enongh, however,
to red ice hard-core unemployment significantly.
Further expansion of such openings is needed and.
along with this, training of and services for the
sub.employed to enable them to qualify for these
openirgs.

In many situations, bo'll in government and pri-
vate agencies, new funds would not be needed to
:mount the number of subprofessional jobs. Re-
structuring existing professional jobs (many of
which cannot he filled because of shortages of
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qualified personnel) so that less trained people can
take over pant of the work would immediately in-
crease the number of openings. While there has
been some movement in this direction, so far only
a Entail start has been made toward a potentially
more rational allocation of tasks and personnel.

What is needed, iian, is a multiple strategy
opening up more traditional jobs to persons with
limited education and also developing new kinds
of jobs for them. Some of the sub-employed will be
able to till these jobs adequately from the start.
For others, the jobs will have to be modified so that
they call manage them more effectively; for this
group, the provision of supporting services is im-
portant, For still others--the ones most difficult
to keep on the jobeven these steps may not be
enough. A new and specially constructed employ-
ment situation may be needed for such individuals,
without expectation of rapid solution of their
work d Acuities.

If a wide variety of job situations were avail-
able, the sub-employed could go into the one best
suited to their needs at a particular stage in their
development, and move on to other situations as
these become appropriate for them. A variety of
opportunities and individual treatment for each
sub-employed per:son are crucially important.

lOWARD ADEOVATE RESOURCES

Manpower programs, to be effective in helping
the most disadvantaged, will require large expend-
itures over- an extended period. In the past,
instability in funding and lack of assurance of
funds from one year to another have sometimes.
Ireen grave problems. But even more important. of
ecanw, is the amount of funds ;Ivaifablo. The
President's recommended budget for }I:cal 190,
which calls for an increase of .2:-) percen! 111 Man-
power funds, clearly recognizes Chi, fact.

To help a low-skilled Nvorker get and keep a
decent job is likely to involve costs beyond those
which employers have customarily assmned. Thus,
private employers mcmv need financial help if they
are to train low-skilled workers and prepare them
for responsible. well-paying jobs (as Arcady indi-
catil). and this help may have to continue until
the worker has reached reasonably high
productivity.

Four factors which contribute to the high cost
of helping the disadvantaged are the essentiality
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of adequate pay, the length of time during which
services should he provided, the wide rmige of
services likely to be required, and the need to open
new sources of job opportunities in slam areas.

The target of providing men with satisfying
jobs, and with earnings high enough to compete
with the irregnlar economy and to support their
families, requires that pay be substantially above
the. training stipends established in the past. Since
these jobs are to be regarded as work rather than
training, pay must be indicative of a regular job
and not suggestive of a temporary, low training
allowance.

If the goal is to insure not merely that the worker
gets training or work experience but that he enters
and stays in a decent job, it will be necessary to
continue services to ivorlins over a much longer
period than has been usual in the past. Lengthening
the period of responsibility, of course, means
higher costs.

In addition, for many of the sub-employed in
big cities who are particularly difficult to place, a
variety of services will undoubtedly be needed
ranging from medical care to improved basic edu-
cation, to employment and skill training, to pro-
vision of coaches who can facilitate work adjust-
ment. More services for more workers over longer
periods mean greater expenditures. But the ex-
pression "penny wise, permd foolish.' applies par-
ticularly in the case of the most disadvantaged
worker. If the choice is bet ween giving some

help to a greater number of the most disad-
vantaged (at a lower cost per person) or giving
a smaller number more intensive services (at
hi:z.lier per-person cost ), the latter may be the more
desirable course. A little money spent on a greatly
disadvantaged individual may serve only as a stop-
gap and, in the long run, be largely wasted.

A fourth cost factor is that some of the hew job
opportunities /mist be located in shim areas. The
start-up funds needed for new firms run by neigh-
borhood people will be considerable, as will the
operating costs until the new firms become self-
supporting.

Altogether, though sizable resources have
already- been invested hr the Government in man-
power and job development efforts, the needs of
the more tli,advatitaged %volzers hose mot yet been
fully met. The President's budget reconinielala-
tions for fiscal 19(19 will make po,,illte expanded
programs to get the hard-core unemployed into
jolts. Experience during the year will indicate

whether still greater resources in providing em-
ployment, opportunities for the sub-employed of
big cities are essential.

TOWARD PROGRESSIVE IMPROVEMENT
IN MANPOWER SERVICES

Filially, the efforts already underway to im-
prove the quality of training and other manpower
services and their relevance to the needs of the dis-
advantaged must be continued and strengthened.
In t raining the sub-employed, manpower programs
have, to some extent, taken on a function of edu-
cation and skill development in which the schools
have, failed, and they have often had as trainees
individuals with attitude-, shaped by unhappy
school experiences. Frequently, the trained per-
sonnel and the skill educational designs needed to
work effectively with the subeeronloyed have been
lacking. Coupled with financing and organiza-
tional problems, these difficulties have sometimes
resulted in low-quality programs, despite constant
concern for preventing and remedying such defi-
ciencies.

Clarification of the objectives of individual pro-
grams and their components is needed in some cases
and is now the target of concerted efforts. Some-
iimes a program has moved in several directions
at the same time. It may, for example, be predi-
cated on the notion of working with the hard-core
unemployed, but have an intricate recruiting and
intake process. Or training may be oriented to in-
creasing skills, yet a trainee may not be actively
discouraged from dropping out f the program
to take an available job no better than ids previous
one.

In seeking to eliminate such inconsistencies, it
is recognized that different programs should have
different objectives, within an overall manpower
plan or system for the community (like that which
the CAMPS Program is designed to develop). But
whatever its goal, a program must be internally
consistent, and its various parts most reinforce
each other. A quality program requires moving
toward a clear objective in terms of who goes into
the program and what the outcome for him is
expected to be.

Difficulty in recruiting quitlifed Ftajj and a high
rate of staff turnover are major problems for many
programs. Those funded on an rnnual basis find
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it hard to attract and keep good staff, although
officials frequently have been ingenious in stabiliz-
ing funds for more than a year. As one evaluative
report. on several youth programs concludes: "It
takes a new program several months to recruit
staff; with the uncertainty of the program beyond
the year, many of the staff begin to think of their
next job shortly after they begin to work." New
financing and staffing patterns are needed in many
programs to facilitate recruiting, developing, and
keeping a good staff.

Increased emphasis on staff development
includi»g both organized training and upgrad-
ing arrangementsis another need in many
manpower programs. The development of all
kinds and levels of staffcounselors, crew chiefs,
coaches, administratorsis needed, as the em
phasis on improving the situation of the sub-
employed adds complexity to the problems with
which these staff members must. deal.

In the next several years the role of private
business in manpower development will increase.
Large companies have recently begun to recruit .
disadvantaged workers for the first time in many
years. It should not be assumed, however, that
these companies' experiences with higher skilled
workers automatically give them competence to
work effectively with the sub-employed. Indeed,
a sense of uncertainty about how to deal with
those difficult to place and keep on the job may
underlie the refusal by many personnel officers to
employ the undereducated and unskilled. The de-
velopment of staff capable of working effectively
with these new employees may be of special im-
portan '-e to the success of the JOBS Program and
other efforts to expand opportunilies for the dis-
advantaged in private employment.

Realization of the need for special approaches
in working kith the sub employed is also growing.
Many individuals require programs that offer
quick movement to a jet), rather than a long process
of intake, referral, rehabilitation, and training.
Frequently, service:: must be LAD around the job,
rather than preliminaey to it ; th;s may be tl-pe-
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cially true of remedial education. In general, a
visible, concrete, immediate payoff is needed to
help the disadvantaged make the initial step into
the program. This is no less essential than incen-
tives to stay with the program in the hope of
larger returns in the, future--th?, issue now stressed
in many programs.

An articulated, quality manpower system should
make low-level entry jobs transitional for as
many of the sub-employed as possible. In particu-
lar, the low-level job should be only a beginning
for young workers, which they leave after a short
time. Manpower programs should emphasize
den lopmentnot just getting an individual into a
low-wage job but continuing the investment in him
until he can move up to a more rewirding position.

LIMITATIONS ON MANPOWER OBJECTIVES

The possibilities of a strong manpower policy
should not obscure its limits. High employment
will not, by itself, resolve all ghetto unrest, though
it undoubtedly can make a strong contribution.
Much anger arises from the feelings of ghetto
people that they are politically powerless, ex-
ploited as consumers, denied decent housing and
opportunities to move to better neighborhoods, and
underprotected and overthreatened by police.
Reduced unemployment and higher incomes would
eliminate, many but not all of these feelings. Man-
power policy cannot ba expected to handle all the
tensions of life.

Nor should it be anticipated that all the sub-
employed will get decent jobs. Nor should all the
adult poor be employed. The relationship between
work and welfare, for example, is more compli-
cated than many realize.. Many AFDC mothers
already work; getting more of them into jobs may
not always be either easy or desirable.

In other words, manpower policy must go hand
in hand with economic, educational, welfare, and
housing policies in efforts to solve the social and
economic problems of the big cities and of the
sub - employed.
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BRIDGING THE GAP FROM

SCHOOL TO WORK

The. persistence of high unemployment among
young people throughout the. Nationdespite the
inauguration of new education, training, and job
programs for youthhas led to public concern
over the adequacy of the entire range of institu-
tions that normally serve as bridges between school
and work. A substantial review of the problem
and much soul-searching have begun among all
those in American life who have a responsibility
for preparing youth for their adult activities of
earning a living and raising families, or for help-
ing them enter fields of work where they can ac-
quire the wherewithal for productive and satisfy-
ing lives.

The problem of "bridging the gap" between
school and work has been the subject of a special
joint review by the Departments of Labor and
of Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to a
Presidential directive in the 1967 Ma.npower Re-
port.' It played a substantial part in the report of

the Advisory Council on Vocational Education,
Vocational Education, The Bridge Between Man
and Iti.q Work, issued early this year. The prob-
lem has also been under consideration by the Edu-
cation Advisory Committee to the Appalachian
Commission, and has been the subject of many
technical discussions both in this country and
among experts from nations of the free world
meeting together at the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development.

This chapter summarizes current knowledge
concerning the many features of the school-to-
work problem, the judgments and conclusions that
have evolved, and the. steps suggested to deal with
the situation. It also discusses the need for further
analysis which is being undertaken even while pro-
gram action is being considered or going forward
and which will bring to bear the growing knowl-
edge arising out of both research and operating
experience.

The Problem

The essence of the problem is reflekAed in the
paradox that emerges from the following two
propositions:

The United States keeps larger propor-
tions of its children in school longer than does
any other nation, to insure their preparation
for lifetime activity.

I Ste i.67 Malpow,r Rrpa 1, rage NV.

Yet the unemployment rate among youth
is far higher here than in any other industrial
nation and had been rising sharply until the
introduction of the Government's youth pm-
grams over the last 4 years:.

Unemployment rates arnmg youth, while high-
est for those in lowincome minority group fam-
ilies, are substantially higher in all income groups

/ 111
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(ban those considered desirable ny ru,r concept of
acceptable unemployment rates that has been de-
veloped in our Nation. Thus, youth in the 14- to
19-year-old bracket from families with incomes of
less than $3,000 have unemployment rates of 17.4
percent, an extraordinarily high level. But even
youth from families with incomes of $10,000 and
over have unemployment rates of 7.7 percent
rates that are about double the national average

quadruple the rates of adults.'
The differentiale between youth and adult un-

employment rates have persisted despite. marked
improvements in the overall employment situa-
tion. Examination of the character and dimensions
of youth programs undertaken in the last 4 years,
of the rise in youth unemployment rates before
(hat, and of the demographic and economic factors
at work suggests that the introduction of these
special programs has been a key factor in keeping
youth unemployment rates from rising even fur-
ther in relation to adult rates.

The pattern of high unemployment rates among
youth has become more pronounced in recent years.
Though some differential between adult and youth
rates has existed for decades, the gap has widened
with the passage of time. The unemployment rates
for youth shown by the 1930 census were far
lower than the youth rates today (or at any time
during the postwar period). They were only
slightly above adult rates-8.3 percent for the 14-
to I9-yearoold group compared with 5.2 percent.
overall. Both 1930 rates reflect predepression
circumstances. (See chart 19.)

While unemployment rates give some indication
of why the school-to-work problem commands
public attention, they are by no means the sole in-
dicator of its dimensions. Unemployment rates do
not reflect discouraged ab3tention from the ;ob
market, underemployment, or frustrating occupa-
tional misfits that may lead to quits and unemploy-
mentproblems on which there is, as yet, no ade-
quate information. It is known that the labor force
participation of young people (about 50 percent
for the Hi- to 19-year-old group, compared with
62 percent for those aged 20 and over) has re-
mained relatively unchanged in recent years, de-
spite the increasing proportion of youth in school
and the increasing number of young people. who

*These data, the latest acallable on unemployment rates of
teenagers by family Income, are sr alliole only for teenagers 14
to 19 and relate to teenagers ache were fatally members, other
than b>ad of the family, and acre U0(.7711,losed In NIareb 1967.
Family Income Is for 1966.
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have been reaching working age. This finding un-
doubtedly reflects the general improvement in em-
ployment opportunities. It is possible that labor
force participation of youth would actually in-
crease if their dire for employment were
matched by the availability of job openings.

Underemployment is another factor in the youth
employment situation which is difficult to measure.
One evidence of this is the extent to which young
people are able to secure only part-time employ-
ment as a result of economic factors. In 1967, 9.4
percent of the teenage full-time labor force,
34:3,000 young people, were working part time for
economic reasons, compared with a rate of only
2.9 percent for persons aged 20 and over.'

The youth for whom bridges to work are now
most adequate are those with the intensive prepa-
ration provided by professional training at the
college level or beyond. For them, carvers are vir-
tually assured and unemployment is at or very close
to minimum levels. In fact, in many specialties
there are numerous opportunities open for people
with professional training. But sizable propor-
tions of all other groups of youthhigh school
dropouts, high school graduates, and college drop-
outs face serious uncertainties as they leave the
academic world and begin the work for which
school was to have prepared them.

The tremendous advantage college graduates
have in entering the world of work can be seen
from the unemployment rates for young adults. In
March 1967, for example, 20- to 24-year-olds with
a college degree had an unemployment it of only
1.4 percent, compared with 5.3 percent for those
with a high school diploma, and a completely un-
acceptable 10.5 percent for those who had com-
pleted only 8 years of school.

Vocational preparation at the secondary and
postsecondary levels has been progressively
strengthened, however, under the impetus of the
Vocational Education Act of 1963. This at has
made passible extensive improvements in both the
quantity and quality of vocational education offer-
ings, which should mean better job preparation
for many youth.

The problem of building bridges between
school and work involves many fundamental
elements in American life in addition to educa-
tional preparation. No one institution has or can
have sole responsibility for helping youth to pre-
pare for and make the transition from school to

The teenage full -time labor force Is made up of youth, aged
16 to 19, who are wortIng full time or looting for full-time work
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work without unreasonable and discouraging spells
of unemployment. Some young people get lielp
from teachers; some get help from school (van.
selors, especially "if they are college material" and
will therefore cross into the work world with
greater ease ;t1 a later point. Many are placed by
the Employment Service system. Others get help
from social workers, police, neighlxubood ccntcrs,
youth lorograllIS, or individual employers to whom
they apply. Persamal contact (through acquaint-
ances, friends, and relatives), which has always

been a strong feature of the job market in this
country is one of the most frequent ways of finding
jobs.

Parents play an important part in the plOCeSS of
1 r:111Sit 4)11 (tlig;11gh per] itile4 less so today than in
past years when children were more likely to fol-
low in their parents'wcupational footsteps). They
are important not only in terms of their influence
on the child's preparation for life, but also in
feints of the contacts and associations they can
open tip in the bridge-crossing process. Their eon-
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tributions in this latter respect are necessarily lim-
ited when they themselves have been denied oppor-
tunity, through either outright discrimination or
adverse educational or economic circumstance.
Children horn families in the middle and upper
income brackets, already the best equipped to com-
pete for jobs, are more likely to learn of good job
opportunities from their relatives and friends than
aim disadvantaged youth.'

Recent studies suggest that we do not fully
understand what the function of the parent is in
preparing children for work, whether through
education, training, or other means. Nor do we
know what this parental activity contributes to
the Nation's economy.. The importance of parental
influence in determining the ultimate place. of the
child in society is suggested by various census data
relating the education of parents to the education
of their children. (See chart 20.) Where the father
had graduated front high school, about Si percent
of sons aged 25 to 34 were also graduates. On the
other hand, where the father did not graduate
front high school, less than GO percent of sons in
this age group received high school diplomas.

The Department. of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare's 1966 report on Equality of Educational Op-
portunity also suggests, as one of its major con-
clusions, that the home environment of the
deprived child can be an overwhelming impedi-
ment to his economic and social development.

The need to supplement t he activities of the par-
ents through various parent-surrogate activities
such as Head Start. cannot be overestimated. Serv-
ices that middle and upper income families provide
their children as a matter of course are all too often

CHART 20
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tnissing in the low-income. home. The availability
of adequate substitutes may help break the inter-
generational chains of poverty for many children
from disadvantaged environments.

Ways of Improving the Transition Process

Perception of the school-work gap and of ways
of bridging it is naturally colored by the vantage.
point from which it is regarded. Those involved
with school administration have been concerned
that the preparation given young people in school
be improved so that it can ease their transition
into Nvork and reduce youth unemployment rates..
Those in the twin power agencies concerned with

FAT a rqrthrt dt.t114n Oils sloblnrn, foe the ohnbtrr
nn Parris: to 17rnufornont of the D1.taolbantage1.
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the cadres of young people who continue to enter
the labor force, from school systems that will rc-
quilr years for improvement, think youth
should be helped, where ne:vssary, by new and spe-
cial training facilities deigned to equip them for
available jobs, Those who work directly with youth
in the process of transiticn--coonseling and plac
ing than as they graduate or drop out of :school
and advising them on job and training oppor-
tunities and on the special work and work.t raining
lopograins open to them--are particularly con-



corned about improving the mechanics ol the
transition. Thozw, involved with youth who are
making the transition from rural to urban areas
are concerned also with the problems of residence
and cultural change and with the wide range of
information on occupations needed by those who
are leaving rural areas,

indeed, a strong case can be made for a variety
of approaches: (1) Improvements in the educa-
tional system and great expansion of cooperative
education programs to prepare young people
better; (2) special programs to take care of the
approximately 6 million school dropouts expccced
to seek work opportunities without adequate prep-
aration over the next decade; (3) improvements
in the process of communicating occupational in-
formation to young people while they are in school
and putting them in touch with jobs and addi-
tional training opportunities as they come out;
and (4) improvements in early employment ex-
perience, by adding to this experience new oppor-
tunities to learn.

At the present time many high school graduates
and dropouts do not receive any guidance or
counseling. Eight out of 10 school dropouts have
never had counseling by school or employment
office officials about training or employment oppor-
tunities, and 4 out of 10 high school grxduates
have never had such counseling. (See table 1.)
There are no school counselors tit all in 13 percent
of the Nation's secondary schools and in PO per-
cent of its elementary schools. And only 3fassa-
chusetts and the Virgin Ts 1P,vis meet the Office of
Education's basic standard of one counselor for
every 300 students.

Even smaller proportions have been exposed to
supervised work experience while in school.
Alnong outof-school youth ir. 1963, only 7 per-
cent of high school graduates and 3 percent of
dropouts had such work experience.'

The Employment Service's part-time, coopera
five school programunder which regular Em
ployment Service counselors come into the schools
to test, counsel, and take applications front those
not planning to go on to collegereaches about. 50
percent of the high schools mid about 75 percent
of all high school seniors. Unfortunately, however,

Pt/111,11ft, relate to n -1,r8Ith( Cd.11c/i111,1111] a rrang,rocots
between ee-howle and Industry. In 8,1e1i don, since 1961. the Neigh-
horhn.,1 Youth Corp, has pr,sideI hundreds of thousands of pa
time employment eivortunities to I,00r children to rnml,Ip them
to remain In achcel. For a discu.lon of the NYC program. see the
chapter on New DEvelopmecte In Manpower Programs.

TABLE 1. PROPORTION OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADU-
ATES AND DROPOUTS WHO HAD RECEIVED
JOB GUIDANCE OR COUNSELING

Receipt of job guidance or
counseling

Percent distribution

Dropouts Graduates

Total .00.0 100. 0

Received guidance 22.4 56 1
School counseling only._ _. _ 17.1 37. 8
Employment service only. 4.2 4.9
School and employment

service_ 1. 0 13. 4

Never received guidance 77.6 43,9

I Data relate to persons 18 to 21 years of age in February 1963 who were no
longer In school, were not college graduates, and were In the civilian non
ingitutlonal population.

Nora: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
Soract: U.8. Department of Commerce, Bureeu of the Census.

it reaches a much smaller proportion of the stu-
der.ts who drop out of school, and in many cases
the degree of contact with the outgoing student
is far too superficial.

In addition, occupational information reaches
only a small proportion of students below the
senior high school level. And visual occupational
materials (films, calendars with pictures depicting
occupations, etc.) still need a great deal of im-
provement. The Occupational Outlook Hand-
bookthe Government's basic guide to occupa-
tional opportunitiesshould be made readily
available to youth in junior high school. It is of
particular importance that those youth most in
need of guidance concerning job and training op-
portunitiesthe high shoot and junior high
school dropoutsbe made aware of the realities of
the world of work. Proper guidance for these
youth at an earlier age would promote the dual ob-
jectives of encouraging them to remain in school
whil, helping those who are determined to drop
out in spite of the odds against them.

Some ;potable attempts have been made to give
more personalized and intensive counseling to in-
dividuals, as in schools that provide a full range
of guidance services beginning at seventh grade,
in the skill centers financed under t he MDTA, and
in the efforts of the. Employment Service to deal
with potential dropouts at several continuation
scitools. These experiences suggest that, with im-
proved guidance materials available throughout
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the junior and senior high schools and intensive
work by ccurselors knoledgeable about the prac
tical employment situation existing for students
coining out of school, some inroads can be made
into present youth unemployment rates. These ex-
periences also point to the overwhelming import-
ance of full cooperation and joint action by the
local education agencies and the local Employment
Service.

Innovative experiences have also taken place
under the Vocational Edneat ion Act and in special
MDTA training courses that expose students to
the realities of work life rather than merely to
academic situations. The development of more co-
operative education programs, even under aca-
dem;eally oriented curriculums, has meant that in-
creasing numbers are exposed to work situations
that make abstractions come alive.

These experiences suggest that substantial im-
provements in educational curriculums and more
linkages to the reality of the work world will help
substantially to improve the preparation of youth.
While advocates of general or college-hound prep-
aration still argue with those who want to see
more work content introduced throughout the
school curriculum, there is growing agreement on
several points : (1) That curriculums can generally
be enriched by material drawn from real work sit-
uations; (2) that all students should be given
much more information concerning career paths
and opportunities, and much earlier than is now
usual; and (3) that the vocational school pro-
gram should offer opportunities for students with
a far wider range of interests and abilities to try
out vocationally oriented curriculums and go on
not only to jobs but also, increasingly, to higher
educationeither directly or after periods of em-
ployment. In any case, the secondary education
system in this country must strive to reach the
point at which all youth who receive a high school
diploma but do not go on to further education are
adequately equipped to find and keep a meaning-
ful job.

There have also been suggestions on otter points
that need further exploration. It has been pro-
posed, for example, that the schools themselves
assume increased responsibility for the actual job
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placement of their graduates. The exercise of such
responsibility would expose the schools to indus-
try and should result in improved and more real-
istic curriculums and guidance, services. It is
argued that it makes no more sense for the schools
to be unconcerned about what happens to their
graduates than it does for an automobile maim-
facturer to pay no attention to the sales of his
products.

How this concern is reflected in new programs
becomes an important matter. The Government's
manpower services are already coping with some
of the problems of transition by finding jobs for
young people through the facilities of the Employ-
ment, Service (in particular, through the Youth
Opportunity Centers and the Cooperative School
Program), as well as by projecting the future
needs of the economy and its occupation; as a base
for educational, training, anu eurrilulum plan-
ning. A potentially serious problem in having the
schools handle placements is that the l,nowledge
of job opportunities required for a satisfactory
placement extends far beyond a school district or
even a labor area, and calls for the information
network available to the Employment Service
system. Furthermore, the Goveinment, is inevi-
tably concerned about problems of duplication
and coordination that might result from newly
awakened realizations of need, at a time when there
are already recognized shortages of qualified per-
sonnel in both the schools and the manpower
services.

Solutions to this range of problems by cooper-
ative effort between school systems and Employ-
ment Service offices have been worked out in a
number of cases and can be carried further, as they
have been in other countries such as Sweden and
Great Britain. In Sweden, the school system and
the employment service each linemen half of the
cost associate(1 with youth placement activities.
In Great Britain, a cooperative relationship has
been d ev eloped over many years, with responsibil-
ity allecated for both guidance and actual job
placement. As pact of this progre al, a special
Youth Employment Service has been created to
deal with youth both in school aril es they come
out seeking jobs.
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Experiences of Other Nations

The problem of youth unemployment in this
country takes on added dimension when contrasted
with the situation in Europea contrast in many
ways revealing, but also in many ways deceptive.

Unemployment rates for youth in other nations,
particularly the western industrialized nations,
are for the most part noticeably lov er than for
youth in this country. Sweden and Fiance, for ex-
ample, have youth unemployment rates one-half
to two-thirds lower than the American rates. Eng-
lish rates are far Wow the American ones. While
part of this difference can he attributed to a gener-
ally tighter European labor situation, a mr.jrn fac-
tor is the highly developed man-job :witching
apparatus. The youth employment situation in
these countries is apparently characterized by a
relatively quick entry of youth into jobs following
school, an extensive training structure, and a
great variety of "apprenticeable" trades through
which youth can make a start in the world of work.

In amassing these seeming succe.%es, one should
keep in mind that there are some basic structural
differences between these countries and the United
Statesa fact t bat makes it very difficult to choose
what would work as well here. For one thing, the
percentage of youth receiving vocational educa-
tion is much higher in Europe than in the United
States, where in 1963-61 only about 19 percent of
the 14- to 17 -vecrr olds received vocational educa-
tion. This contrasts to a range among countries re-
cently studied by the Department of Labor, which
begins at 21 percent (of the 14- to 17-year-olds) in
the Netherlands aud extends up to 58 percent (of
the 15- to 17-year-olds) in West Germany.

These figures reflect a heavily structured status
system for entry into jobsthe kind of system that
has been traditionally rejected in the United
States. Here, the ultimate educational goalstill
not fully realized--ms to open the broadest and
highest level of opportunity for everyone. But
this goal is far frorn being accepted in the coun-
tries of Europe. This rely aspect of the European
pract Le, moreover, is now a source of dissatisfac-
tion in the European nations therms dye:. Serious
review is underway in several countries with re-
spect to their educational systems, what they load
to. the hu iked opportunities they afford to youth,
and the limited lifetime real incomes that result.
fart of this Tel new has been occasioned by concem

over inadequate economic growth and the inability
of the nations to cope. with U.S. and other foreign
drains upon their professional and technical man -
;mower resources.

contrast with the European situation, perhaps
more than any other single factor, suggests that
the school-to-work gap in the United States is the
result in part of the high educational and flexible
career sights that have been set here. The contrast
also points up the general failureas reflected at
least in the U.S. teenage unemployment ratesto
bring reality to as high a level. This means that
the essential task posed by the school-to-work
problem in the United States is how to create a
bridge that would bring youth into jobs more di-
rectly, aml thus reduce their unemployment rates
to acceptable levels. But the problem also involves
getting them into jobs that are not below their
potential, that are not routine jobs into which they
are forced for lack of any alternative. The problem
is how to make red the now unfulfilled promise of
the American educational and opportunity systems,

The match higher educational sights for youth
here than abroad are reflected dramatically in the
differences in how long youth attend school. In
the United States nearly 94 percent of all 14- to 17-
year -olds are in school, as compared with a range
of 56 to 65 percent for the same. age group in sev-
eral European countries. In recent years, however,
a number of these countries have planned to raise
the age level for compulsory education. Austria
has introduced a ninth year of required schooling;
Belgiumplans to extend its school-leaving age to 16
by 1968; and Sweden recently extended schooling
to age 16. France is lengthening required schooling
from age 14 to age 16 as of 1968, and the French
Planning Commission envisions that, by 1970, 43
percent of all 17-year-olds will be in school. The
United Kingdom is also contemplating an exten-
sion from 15 to 16 years of age.

Along with munch earlier ages of entry into em-
ployment, Europe has created a markedly differ-
ent wage structure for youth than for adults, as
discussed later. But keeping these basic differences
in mini, there is still benefit to be gained by sift-
ing the various approaches to the transition prob
lem existing in these countries, Follo,t:ing are sum-
maries of a few of these approaches in the various
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areas that have a critical impact, on the school-to-
ork transition.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

Where vocational guidance is most extensively
practiced in Europe, the manpower agency has a
key role. In Sweden, the Government instituted a
national program of vocational guidance and
training in 1947. And in the 1950's most of the
!arger local employment service offices provided
guidance for persons under 18 years of age in spe-
cial youth departments, which also were responsi-
ble for placements. Since then guidance and place-
ment functions have been largely separated. Be-
ginnir.g in tile sixth grade, teacher-counselors with
special training provided by the National Labor
Market Board assist young people in choosing a
career. Their services in the hods are funded 50
percent by county school boards and 50 percent by
county labor boardsdemonstrating the close co-
operation between the educational authorities and
the manpower agencies in preparing young people
for work.

The Swedish program also provides for prevoca-
tional practical orientation in the eighth year of
school. This involves a 3-week period of observa-
tion and week for pupils, who visit plants and busi-
ness establishments to become acquainted with the
conditions they may expect to encounter in their
future careers, and to obtain a basis of personal
experience for their career choice.

In West Germany all vocational guidance is
carried out by the Federal employment service and
its local agencies. In 1966 more than 84 percent of
the school leavers received individual counseling.
Where training in the chosen occupation is not
locally available, a vocational guidance service can
provide youth with financial assistance to go where
t raining is given.

In the United Kingdom, talks to groups of stu-
dents by the Youth Employment Officer, who
works for the Youth Employment Service, begin
in the 4th year of secondary school. The system of
informing students about vocational matters also
includes evening lectures by visiting speakers and
the use of career displays.

In Austria, there. are three sources of vocational
counseling services trade unions, employers, and
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the government. There is a central Government
youth placement office with a special section for
vocational counseling. In cooperation with school
authorities, these vocational counseling services es-
tablish contacts with youth in the schools.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The character of vocational education varies
considerably among European countries. Small
countries such as Belgium, the Netherlands,
Sweden find vocational education in school best
suited to prepare youth for work, while larger
countries with more diversified production, such
as Western Germany and the United Kingdom,
find in-plant training better suited to their needs.

Perhaps the most significant recent trend in
vocational education in Europe is that the train-
ing is becoming broader. Training for a "spec-
trum" of jobs has been proposed in the United
Kingdom. While much of Europe has tradition-
ally used formal apprenticeship in its training of
skilled workers, the present trend is toward a
broader, general educational background and
wider, less specialized training. This educational
pattern, designed to help workers adjust to the
skill demands of modern industry, is much closer
to the American approach of general training ap-
plicable to different kinds of jobs.

YOUTH WAGE POLICY

Differentials between youth and adult wages are
common in Europc, whereas wage differentials
based on the worker's youth alone are virtually un-
known in the United States.

Among those coon'.ries for which information
was recently obtained by the Department of La-
bor ere Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Sweden,
arid the United Kingdom. These countries have a
variety of wage scales for young workers, usually
in particular industries and occupations, which are
rower than those for adult, workers. The so-called
"youth wages," where established, are generally
well accepted by employers, unions, parents, and
workers.

Most collective agreernerus in Belgium provide
for lower wages for persons under 21. Only by way
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of exception do some agreements provide for equal
pay for equal work regardless of age.

The French legal minimum wage provides for
reductions applicable to s7orkers under 18 years of
age, according to the following scale:

Percent reductions
Age group from regutor mtnimum wage, 1961
11 to 15 30

15 to IG 40
1( to 17 30
17 to 18

In the Netherlands. individual industry agree-
ments set lower rates for young people. Different
wage rates apply for etch year of age from 14 to t he
specified adult level, which varies according to the
industry. For example. the wage for a Job Class

adult worker, aged 23, in the metal industry in
1964 was f 1.79 an hour. The rates for young work-
ers between 14 and 22 years of age in the same job
ranged from f 0.48 to f 1.65. At 18 years of age, the
rate was f 0.90 an hour.

In Sweden, special ravages for youth in the 16- to
23-year-old range are established through collec-
tive bargaining. The wages vary according to the
person's age, sex, skill, the industry, and the cost
of living. The minimum wages set by the various
wage councils in the United Kingdom provide for
lower pay rates for young workersusually from
ages 15 to 21 for males and 15 to 18 for females.
The specified youth rates increase up to those for
adults by yearly or, in some cases, biannual steps.

Some Further Questions

A wide range of additional questions bearing
on the school-work transition requires intensive
review.

An important one that, needs to be resolved is
the extent to which the present youth unemploy-
ment situation results from an unusually high rate
of youth entrance into the labor force. There is
some evidence, for example, that the proportion
of new young entrants in the labor force may be
greater here than in European countries, and that
this has some bearing on the wide differences in
youth unemployment rates between this country
and Western Europe. But even if this proves to be
the case, the implications or the problem at hand
will still need exploration. It has been suggested
that the numbers of American youth reaching
school-leaving age may be greater than the
omy can absorb. Whether this is a question of rela-
tive numbers of youth and jobs, or of the kinds of
preparation that youth must undergo, or what
special measures and sr ial kinds of training may
be needed is an important matter to resolve.

A related question is the extent. to which the
present situation partially reflects the aductio,
of low-skilled or entry jobs in the United States,
particularly when compared with the Situation in
Europe. Careful technical observers of U.S. plants
and those in western European countries have
often commented upon the relatively large pro-
portions of unskilled labor in many European
plants. Whether this factor would make any
ditTerence in entry opportunities for youth, given

a growth in the Number of jobs open to yolmg
people, is a matter that requires further investiga-
tion. The answer to this question may be particu-
larly significant in throwing light on the methods
needed to solve the school-work problem in the
United States, in contrast, to the solutions that
have existed in Europe under a different, andin
terms of the United States level of productivity
an outmoded stage of technological development.

The technology question is, of course, closely
related to questions that are frequently raised re-
garding the extent to which the youth employment
problem might be a reflection of the increasing
minimum wage level in the United States.. This
matter has already been reviev..ed to smite extent
but needs further exploration.

The analysis that has been made to date indi-
cates quite clearly that the. minimum wage alone
cannot, be held responsible for the high rates of
youth unemployment. What, is needed is an explo-
ration of the degree, however slight, to which the
mitiimum wag may contribute to the problem:
and, to the extent that this is the case, whether
there are in fact any practical possibilities of meet-
ing the problem through wage action.

In the U.S. economy, generally rising 'vv... lev-
els have both reflected and Tumid productivity
gains, which are usually achieval by paring man
Bears per unit of output through more etTective
utilization of manpowei and the introduction of
more efficient equipment. in th,, analysis done to
date, it has been found difficult to ,ept rate the ef-
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feels of the minimum wage from the entire process
by which productivity and Ivage levels have moved
upward together. The minimum wage is only one
aspectand a minor oneof a complex process
which needs a great deal of further analysis. In
fact, increases in minimum wages have generally
trailed behind increases in the general wage level.
As productivity and wages rise, routine or low
productivity jobssome of them held by youth
are often eliminated. This is, however, a process
affecting the entire economy, where the great ma-
jority of workers have wages far above the mini-
mum. In fact, in most parts of the country, par-
ticularly in urban job markets, the wages of large
proportions of young or beginning workers are al-
ready at or above the minimum wage level.

Further examination of this question will call
for the application of more sophisticated methods
of separating the foregoing factors than have been
tensible thus far. Such methods are needed for
analysis of the kinds of jobs youth hold, of the
possibility of expanding the number of such jobs
under circumstances of generally rising produc-
tivity, of the desirability of doing this, and of
trends in employment and job orders.

Such an analysis shouhi be directed especially
at the practical possibilities for opening jobs in
the future. It essential to be realistic about the
extent to which changes in wage levels alone would
significantly increase jobs available to youth in
an economy with other strong forces tat work, such
as the hiring itandards of employers, the con-
stantly rising levels of wages, and wage and pro-
motional expectations. Particularly important
would be an examination of the circumstances un
der which such opportunities could be developed
whether adjustments in youth wage levels would,
by themselves, have an appreciable effect upon the
development of youth jobs or whether additional
special incentives would have to be provided.
consideration should be given, for exemple, to
payment of training costs, and the further exten-
sion of cooperative school-work programs linking
education and a ork experience,

These latter programs, where established, have
often lei to the suNassful placement of young peo-
ple in employment and have given youth the op-
port tin; ty to explore different types of job possibil-
ities while still in school, rather than :irough an
uncertain search for jobs after school. However,
the numbers of students in such urograms have
been rather small thus far. And a review is now
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underway of rho factors that have limited this
type of program--including problems arising in
the schools, in achieving industry acceptance, re-
lating to competition with other workers, and
resulting from laws and administrative arrange-
ments that limit he employment of youth.

Exploration is needed also concerning the
policies, practices, and attitudes of American
employers toward the hiring of youth. In a ccst-
conscious economy, it is likely that increasing pro-
portions of employers have become accustomed to
accepting into employment only workers judged
to be sufficiently mature, experienced, and capable
of "carrying their weight" in a productive activ-
ity. Only recently, as the Nation's urban crises
have escalated, have employers begun to review
their policies in this regard, and to reassess their
role with respect to employment of people who
whether because of youth or of other disadvan-
tagesare regarded as not being able to carry
their full load, temporarily or permanently. It
now appears that it may be increasingly necessary
to finance the special costs of training and prepa-
ration that employers would have to undertake in
employing people who do not meet their estab-
lished standards. But it. is by no means clear what
this means with respect to the incentives, if any,
that may be needed to induce employers to em-
ploy inexperienced youth in suliciently large
numbers to erase the heavy problems of youth
unemploy anent.

Employers in the United States rely heavily
on the school system to educate young people in
basic skills presumed to be needed for work and
except for the small group of apprenticesdo
little to insure that the schools actually prepare
students for the world of vork. They respect the
competence and independence of educt.tors,
though they often complain about the products
they get from the schools.

Schools and employers at t his point have similta
value systems. The student who drops out, gets
low grades, or gets in trouble with the police is in
trouble both in school and in getting a job. This
creates a circular process: when schools and plant
employment offices close doors, they also help to
break down selfc,onfidence, and this, in turn,
makes it difficult or a youth to overcome the spe-
cial barriers he faces. Employers naturally prefer
experienced and mature youth. High school grad-
uation and school achievernt reeerls, as well as
minimum age requirements, arc generally used for
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sorting out those -.rho, it is assumed, would not be
satisfactory- workers. Fragmentary evience ft on
Employment Service orders indicates that jobs in
the United States are as tightly closed to youth on
the basis of chronological age as they are to older
persons. Whether better methods can be found for
judging and developing maturity (a matter that is
becoming more and more important in approaches
to training', and overcoming lack of experience is
an additional question that needs exploration.

Iltuch further study is needed, as well, of the
kinds of preparation given to youth, in 1-elation to
the kinds of jobs they actually obtain. At this
point, data on the re'.ation of education to later
work experience are limited to the general .-ela-
tionships between levels of education, parental
support, and lifetime or eventual earning capac-
ity. There is as yet, no valid information on the
more subtle relationships important for the devel-
opment of public policy and programsbetween
amount and quaRy of schooling, kinds of curric-
ulum, and extent. of counseling or guidance, on the
one hand, and success in overcoming the initial
hurdles to job entry on the other. To some extent
the longitudinal studies of school and work ex-
perience now being sponsored by the Department
of Libor, under the Manpower Development, and
Training Act, and other studics sponsored by the
011ie of Education will illuminate this question.
But mom detailed analysis of linkages between
particular kinds of school experience Plid first en-
try into the job market. will be needed.

Whether high unemployment rates for youth
will continue because youth is trying out, and can
afford to try out, a vaiety of jobs is another ques-
tion to be explored. Past, explanations of high
youth unemployment have often tended to empha-
size the "trying out character of the process.
Clearly-, job quits contribute to youth unemploy-
ment to some degree, but such "voluntary" un-
employment. in itself needs further aKsessment. To
the extent that this reflects youth searching for
job experience, the question might well be raised
whether this searchingand the development of
realistic expectations concerning the need for
preparationcould not be made a part of the. edu-
ca t ion process At present, this searching occurs at
a time when young people are on their own and
':weir ethic:I ion is presumed to have been com-
pleted. The in-and-out prcxv.ss bet worm education
and work now takes place only. in a limited num-
ber of situations, such as the Ant loch plan.

At the high school level, it would be useful also
to gage the impact of part-time employment, while
the youth is in school, on his ability to adjust to
regular employment once he is out of school. Per-
haps a more extensive program of part-time jobs
for youth who are in school but who do not plan to
pursue higher education would :,© fruitful, build-
ing upon the findings and achievements of the
Neighborhood Youth Corps' in-school program.
Programs of this kind should provide valuable
work experience and make Cho youth more aware
of the intricacies of the job-finding processan
awareness which should prove useful to him when
he is seeking full-time .work after leaving school.
In addition, the experience a youth gains on a.
part-time job makes it more likely that an em-
ployer will hire him for full-time employment.

An examination is needed also of the extent to
job tryouts by youth reflect inefficien-

cies in the way they seek jobs and in the various
institutions and agencies that help them, rather
than "inevitable" dissatisfactions with particular
job opportunities. To some extent, it is the present
high family income levels in the United States,
compared to those in other countries and in gen-
erations gone by, that permit many youth the hix-
ury of "shopFing around" and trying out jobs. Re-
lated to this question, of course, is the need for an
assessment of the extent to which "disenchantment
wish work" plays a role in youth unemployment
rates and for an examination of the particular
groups in the population to whom this factor is
applicable.

Also needed is an examination of the extent to
which youth unemployment rates could be reduced
by spreading high school graduations over the
year. At the present. time 9 percent of high school
graduates in the United States leave school within
th.e same. 2 or 3 weeks in June. The heavy load
that this puts upon public and private employment
offices and upon the personnel offices of companies
might well be diminished, and greater inroads
made into youth unemployment, rates, if the load
were spread throughout. the year. There has been
little realization or awareness of the extent to
which the adjustment of high school schedules
over the last. few generations LAS resulted, more
and more, in uniform graduation times and has
perhaps contributed to the youth unemployment
problem. There has been no exploration of the
practical possibilities of reversing this process, nor
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of the extent to which such reversal might help in
alleviating youth unemployment.

Beyond the explorations discussed above, there
ara a number of further questions that need to be
considered:

1. From the standpoint of the immediate
employment of students not going to college, as
well as their adaptability to occupational changes
over their work careers, which kinds of curricu-
lums are most effective?

2. How much and what kinds of direct, individ-
ualized help in making an occupational choice and
in finding a job do students need while in school,
and as they leave?

3. To what extent can the transition be eased
by school curriculum changes and by increasing
the knowledge about the work environment youth
have while in school ?

4. What are the present, "world of work" cur-
riculums and to what extent do they rer.oh those
who will not be going to college?

5. What do freshmen, and also seniors, in high

school knew about the kinds of jobs available
how much they pay, what are the opportunities for
advancement, what is the economy of their com-
munity based on, what, services are offered by the
Employment Se-vice, and so or.?

6. Which schools in the United States provide
instruction on the nature of the local economy, the
jobs available and what, they are like? Which ones
are good examples that might be used as proto-
types for this purpose? And what success have
they had

7. How much contact do students have with
industry? To what extent are there arrangements
for visits to plants and lectures from plant offi-
cials? How significant and useful would these be?

8. What is the role of industry in the training
process? This role is now under significant de-
velopment as announced by the President in his
special message to the Congress on January 23 and
under additional exploration 1:1, the Task For on
Occupational Training of the Departtnents of
La hot and of Commerce.

Conclusions

Many of the matters discussed have been under
review in the joint study undertaken by the De-
partments of Labor and of Health, Educal ion, and
Welfare. While it is recognized that a great many
of the factors mentioned need much further ex-
ploration, certain general conclusions can be
reached on the basis of present knowledge concern-
ing the character of the steps than can be taken to
narrow the gap betwten school and work :

fru-Tea-ging knowledge about the environment of
work while in school

1. We can insure that every schoolchild has more
knowledge about the world of work than is now
the ease.

Preparation for occupational select ion
should begin not iota than the junior high
school level because of the social, emotionnl,
and physical changes taking place in the stn.
dents at this time. This should be a process of
increasing knowledgenot of furring prema
ture decisions.

--There is need for professional and stibpro-
fes,ional counseling far beyond that which
now exists, curriculum revision and new cur-
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riculum materials to begin the process of
world-of-work exposure, and vast expansion
of knowledge about work through teaching
aids, television, or direct exposure to real-life
occupational situations,

2. 'Whatever one concludes about the merits of
broad versus occupationally oriented education, it
is dear that more, occupational currieulmiis offered
at high school and post-high school levels should
be expanded. These curriculums should be based on
the "broad cluster" concept, as part of broad-based
education, to per.nit both the opening of more op-
tions than are now available, and the prospect of
career ladders in these options.

Increa.sing opportunity for young people in
tchool to gain actual trot* experience

1. Even before Wry into the job market, the
student should have maximum opportunity to ex-
plore his abilities and preferences it the real
world. The tryout period should take plate during
school years rather than afterward. There should
be a vast expansion of cooperative work oppor-
tunities that will open new horizons. Work expe-
rience, in fact, should become a meaningful part
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of prepai;nion for career development and life at
several stages of youthnot only at the final pro-
fessional internship stage. The interaction of class-
room instruction and practical exposure should be
planned to develop the highest level of capacity
possible for each young person at the time of his
entry into the job market, whenever that occurs.
These work activities should be accompanied by
support ire counselingthe kind of counseling that
may well be the most important in the practical
process of launching youth on a career.

2. The great desire of young people to be in-
volved in meaningful activities in our Nation
should be matched by expanded development of
opportunities for voluntary service, both during
school years and afterward. Academic credit
should be given for such activity, and the. Nation's
voluntary organizations should be assisted to de-
velop such opportunity,

/7/ere/icing paz/ie'Ization of business and other
private groups in the education zeorld

1. There should be vastly more involvement of
people from the working world (businessmen, so-
perh:ors, labor officials, professionals, and Em-
ployment Service and other public servants) in the
process of educationthrough exchanges of vari-
ous kinds, or simply the direct centribut ion of the
time of personnel.

2. There should be vastly more two-way
especiallyoversummersorother vacationother vacat

timesbetween professionals in the world of edu-
cation and the world of industry and employment.

3. There is a need for industry to develop new
forms of training, and new kinds of training for
supervisors, in the techniques of ;ntroducing
young people--including disath ant:aged and nti-
nority youth--into the new world of work. For too
many youth, this world is one of unsympathetic'
supervisors and fellow workers. Such programs
could involve educational upgrading in plants,
placing school personnel in plants, and use of vari
ous forms of educational rdeaSO time, with result-
ant lessening of dependence on school classrooms
as the sole places of organized instruction.

prceed knoteledge and training at the poi.lf
of cnf ry into the job 'no rhet

1. At the point of entry ludo the job market,
whenever that may the student should have
access to a full range of skills supporting his place-
men t, with adermate time devoted to his hill's-Wm/1
case, and with smiporting personal millact cor-

t inning through several months of initial job place-
ment, where necessary.

2, The full range of manpower services, should
include suppleinent t ry training and job experience
of whatever kind is necessary to insure successful
entry into the jots market. In many areas, espe-
cially isolated of s, residential facilities will be
required to collect a student group of sufficient size
to warrant a full range of offerings.

2.. The time of entry into the job market can be
delayed, with proa to the individual and a reduc-
tion in youth unentployment, if adequate training
bridges are provided (of which the current. Depart-
ment of Defense pilot efforts are examples).

Finally, two broad considerations that affect all
of the foregoing

1. Putting the Nation's secondary schools on
a year-round basis, and having their graduates
enter the job market in three or four groups rather
than all at once, would make tILe process of absorp-
tion much easier.

2. The efforts undertaken should be directed at
all of the Nation's youthso that efforts to build
better bridges for the youth of poverty families,
for example, w-[11 be part of efforts that reach all
youth who et.ch year line up at the inadequate
bridgeheads.

On February 5, 1968, the President transmitted
to the Congress a message on education entitled
'/Tlw Fifth Freedom.'' In that message, the Presi-
dent called for the enactment of The PrailierOlip
for Learning and Earning Act of 1f438, which has
been introduced in the Congress. This new act
would do well to streamline and strengthen our
vocational education laws. "Above all," the Presi
dent stated, "we must build stranger links between
the schools and their students, and local industries
and employment services, so that education will
have a direct relationship to the world the gradu-
ating student enters."

he new act world provide $15 million for spe-
cial experit rental programs to bridge the grip be-

tween education and work, to build alliances be-
t SVCC11 SCLOO1F, employment services, and private
employers; and provide new summer training
programs eombining work and education. This
legislation would enable experimentation in deals.
ing solutions to the kinds of problems discussed
above. Through these experiments we -eat/ look
forward to ...mating r»odels for broad application
throughout the Nktion.
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GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS IN EMPLOYMENT
AND MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT

Economic progress in this countrywith all
its vast geographic and economic diversityal-
most inevitably leaves in its wake areas and even
regions which not only fail to share in this prog-
ress but are adversely affected by the processes of
change. The consequences are now plain to see in
many depressed rural regions and blighted urban
centers.

This is not to derogate the need for continued
rapid economic progress in the country generally.
National economic and employment growth is the
essential foundation for progress in both lagging
and prospering geographic areas. But direct efforts
will also be required to :peed the economic rede-
velopment of many distressed areas; to provide
improved education and occupational training,
health and welfare services, and better living con-
ditions for their people ; and probably also to
facilitate and guide the continued migration of
workers from depressed areas to centers of eco-
nomic growt)i.

The objectives am, already being pursued
through a combination of Feder.' I, State, and local
government policies and programs, in alliance vv ith
private industry and other nongovernmental
leadership. The variety of problems faced by com-
munities and individuals throughout the country
dictates a variety of remedial efforts, which gen-

ally supplement and reinforce one another. But
this diversity slso means that a specific program
may pursue a particular goal at the cost of prog-
ress toward anothee. For example, if depressed
areas are developed by riblic investment in facili-
ties to attract new Melo. tries, this may be at tire
expense of growing 8z-ens with less immediate need

for additional jobs but whey 3 a similar investment
might add more to the natior 11 output of goods and
ser,ices. Or programs to fat lit ate migration from
depressed areas and thus het ? unemployed workers
to get jobs may take the roost potentially pro-
ductive manpower from th se areas and thereby
weaken their potential for redevelopment.

Economic and manpower policies and programs
must take into account the e divergent objectives
and interests, difficult as this may be. A specific
program may be aimed at one limited objective,
but the program combine lion must have much
broader goals. It must see] both overall economic
and employment growth a id a reduction of pres-
ent interarea and intergroi p inequities in employ-
ment opportunities and 1 ,vets of living. And it
must consider future poter tialities Ls well as prob.
terns clamoring for immeidate attention.

The geographic areas of concern have similarly
broad scope. They includE not only depressed and
lagging regions and area but also growing ores
with large numbers of un!mployed, impoverished
people.

Solve of the country's gging areas show actual
declines in opportunities; others, although grow-
ing somewhat, consistentl! fall behind the United
States as a whole in thei ability to provide im-
proved prospects for workers and business.
Many of these laggini: areas are relatively
smalllabor areas or corn try towns which are dli
Ali, nItract industry, d velop their public serv-
ices, Hi .e their workers adequate education and
training. 11.,wever, some are large regionsin
chidiNz c Ales as well 11! rural areas crossing
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State boundaries, yet lacking the resources, in-
dustry, and skills required for economic growth.

These lagging regions and areas have generally
been hard hit by past recessions in economic activ-
ity and have bei.fited unevenlysomel imes not at
all--when business zonditions improved. Thus, a
process has been established whereby these parts
of the country tend to fell further awl further be-
hind in their ability to proide employment for
their workers. Since the people who leave de-
pressed areas in .search of better opportunities ate
:,enerally the young and those with the most edu-
cation and skill, the areas lose their most valuable
human resources. This loss further impedes the
development of new rectaornic opportunities.

The central :teed in such depressed regions and
sreas is usually for programs aimed at discovering
their economic potential and promoting their out-
put and employment growth. Given financial and
other help in their redevelopment efforts (and
son.etimes even itholit such help), labor ft"EES
with high unemployment have often demonstrated
a capability for economic growth whieh reversed
their previous decline. Within the large depressed
regions, small cities have been identified as poten-
tial growth centers; it is hoped that these can bo
developed as Employment and week° centers for
surrounding distressed rural areas.

Improved educational and training programs
aimed at developing avo.Aers' skills are an essmti al
part of these redevelopment effects. Furthermore,
since some out-migration of worlcts from rural
end other lagging areas will continue to be neces-
sary, another manpower objective must be to guide
the Inigr pits to areas of employmeri opportunity
and help them :.oljust to urban jobs.

The growl g areas of the country also include
large numbers of workers and potential workors
who do not share in the general prosperity.
Many urban and rural areas are increasing their
overall capabilities for providing improved
standards and amenities of living but .not for the
unskilled and otherwise disadvantaged, especially
those who are ronwhite or members of other
ethnic minority groups. Even in rapidly grossing
areas, the increase in job opportunities may not
keep pack with the increase in nutitio2rs of workers,
owing to natural laboe force gro-.vtli and an inflow
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of migrants from otl:er areas. This paradoxical
s:tuation is most common anti most ex, reme in
the large metropolitan areas, where workers in
central city slums may have u nip, .ment rates
many, times nigher than those fop cf the
surrounding suburbs. These t. 1101%. elit rs are
barred from available jobs b. l,na y 'iors (dis-
cussed in the chap ter on Barrier, ,0 loym,nt
of the Disadvantaged). They Oft 'Ick ix edu-
cation and skill revired for avaikhle jobs, are
likely to lithe serious inahlt and may
not be able to arrange or afford trii,portation to
the expanding job opportunitie, in the rings
around their central cities.

This chapter reviews tome of 012 geognphic
dimensions which must be taken (milt in
planning and evaluating employ;, tia aro man-
power development policies anal It
briefly deszribes the employment problems and
potentialities of both urban and rural America,
1-tncl also disen3w the broaC regions and smaller
labor areas now recognized as distressed and is
special need oil development assistance. Since the
migration of morkers and the location of industry
are basic determinants of the employment situa-
tion in every part of the country, the factors in-
fluencing migration and the choice of plant loca-
tion are outlined. Also discussed nre the major
G ore rr n t programs now a ime,3 at economic
renovation of distressea and lagging regions end
areas, and t number of other l'ederal Government
activities which have important geographic ef-
leas on employment, unemployment, and other
manpower problems. In tho concluding section,
some suggestions are made as to the issues which
must be confronted in working toward an equi-
table and effective gergraphic approach to em-
ployment and manpower development.

A wide variety of manpower programs oriented
to the different needs of workers in specifie areas
is clearly called for. The programs must be
jr ined by other public 'Tool a rns aimed at economic
'old social development in the areas involved. Pro-
grams to increase private ns well as publi.: invest-
ment, to guide and possibly to stimulate migration,
and to Improve education, health, and social serv-
ices will be required for a full solution to the
problems facing distressed areas and their people.



Some Geographic Dimensions of Employment and Economic Devi:lopment

URBAN AMERICA

Urban areas am the site of most of the Nation's
employment al-ICI industrial activity and the home
of nearly three.fotiths of the population. They
are the locale of the country's greatest auence
and some of itfi most critical problems of unem-
ployment, ptiferty, and wial and physical decay.

The intensity of the problems in urban areas is
a direct result of these areas' long record of suc-
cessful functioning as centers of economic and cul-
tural growth. Traditionally, they have been the

laces where .people could find desirable occupa-
tions and raise themselves out of poverty. And
urban areas have also integrated group after group
into the mainstream of American life.

Partly because of this past record of urban suc-
cess, pcopla frora ivral areas continue to migrate,
to the cities seeking work and better wages. Those
ttithout the skills end background required for
urban employment are at a severe disadvantage.
The increasing urban congestion resulting from
this migration and from natural population
growth st rai as the limited financial and other re-
sources available for improving the urban
environment.

Differences in employment opportunities and
problems, as well as modes of living, are vast, of
course, between residents of large metropolitan
centers and those in sinailer urban places, ranging
down to 2,500 population. And disparities at-n
likely to be even greater between suburban resi-
dents and the people of their central city and its
slums.

Disparifes in employment, income, health, ?du-
ration, hmsing, and other social factors among
different groups within the urban population are
among the most serious problems of our time. Ag-
uavated by their association with color, race
prejudice, and rising expectations, these dispari-
ties are tie root of increasing crime and urban
unrest.

In inner-city slums, unemployment is not only
highthree times the national average rate in
some casesbut also persistent.' 11fany workers
have earnings below the poverty level. And the
available evidence suggests that econon-ic and so-

'Se? leer lfaapowtr Report, p. 74,

cial conditions, an well as the Aysical environ-
ment, are gettirg, worse, not better, in many slums.

The efforts 4lready underway to increase the
employment aid employability of slum residents
are, therefore, a first necesi ,2 as is the re-
habilitation of slum neighborhoods, through the
Model Cities Program (discus:ed later in this
chapter) and other public anil private efforts.

But the repair and revitaliz tt ion of central city
neighborhoods is only part of the answer. Each
urban area slould be considered in its entirety, so
that economit,, social, end financial relationships
can be established among the separate neighbor-
hoods in the zity and suburbs. I'he best hope for a
real solution to Inner.city prellems of unemploy-
ment ard po ,etty, and for renswed economic prog-
ress in urbar areas as a whole lits in this direction.

Metropolitai, Arens

Two-thirt s of the country's population (about
125 million in March 1966) live in .metropolitan
areas.° Inc] eusing metropolitan'zstion has been
one of the basic factors in the country's economic
development. Since the beginnine of this century,
well over three-fourths of tha ir.crease in the U.S.
population has been accounted fcr by the growth
of metropolitan areas. This growth was inten-
sified dnri ig the 1950's and has slackened only
moderately since then.

The concentation of industry and population
in metropolitan areas is greatest in the Northeast
and Nort'i Central regions but has been rising
more slowly there than in other prarts of the coun-
try. Bete een 1950 and 19115, metropolitan area
populatio growth amounted to only 20 percent 1:

'see tk.e chapter on New Verelmomenta In Manpower Pro.
grams for e. IscuSP1011 of these programs.

'See Current Pogulation Reports tWr.11.'ngt,.1: Q.S. Depart-
ment of Co l amerce, Bureat. of the Cent. r, 1:ICCttnbcr 16, 1966),
Series P-2( , No. 157. Standard metro; ol Ilan statistical areas
(S)ISA's) s re defined as places that con la n at least °le central
city with it least vocro pcpulation. plat the county of 'he
central MU and any adjeteot cotnlles that ate metropolitan In
character end economically rola Pod& 1: integrated with the
county of t7 e central c!ty. As ran be seen the following 1960
population data, 'most, though not all of the people within
ShiSA's lite It, urban place.. whereas most of those outride
SM8A'....re In rural areas.

7, Ni:4111161,kt

I', madam la 155 (leroweradr)
buicte

's FMOwItidelot AMOMRA's
Tot' 17'5173 112,564 66,438

1:rbo 1757E6 99,567 25, 706

Rural 14,053 11,177 40,752
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the Northeast and 32 percent in the North Central
States, compared with more than 50 percent in the
South and over 70 percent in the West. (See
table 1.)

A region is likely to grow fast when its metro-
politan areas, which are the centers of economic
activity, are growing fast-implying that it is the
metropolitan area growth which determines a re-
gion's growth, and not the reverse' However, in
some regions with a high rate of out-migration
from rural areas, metropolitan area growth may
reflect mainly the inflow of people from other
parts of the same region.

A variety of economic facic,rs has contributed to
the growth and concentration of population, em-
ployment, and economic activities in metropolitan
areas. Among these are the availability of many
public services, lower transportation costs on
finished products (metropolitan areas constitute

See Joe Won Lee. 'Dtroerelons of P.S. Metropolitan Change,"
Looking Ahead I Wa'htngton : National Planning Association,
June 1987), p. 2.

the bulk of the national market for goods o nd serv-
ices), the cost savings made 1 ossible by many spe-
,lalized business services, the availability of a large
pool of manpower with varying skills, and the
feasibility in such areas of large-scale production
and distribution-with all the Iconomies this
makes possible. When metropolitan concentration
goes too far, however, it gives r;se to numerous dis-
advantages-chief among them land scarcity,
traffic congestion, and relatively high labor costs -
which offset part of the economic gains.

Metropolitan areas have grown faster than the
national average not only in population but also
in employment and income, Differences among
metropolitan areas in Enployment growth, as in
population growth, reflect differences in industrial
st ructura and potential,

Manufacturing is particularly important as a
source of employment in the great metropolitan
belts of the New England, Middle Atlantic, and
East North Central (Great Lakes) regions. In the

TABLE 1. PC'ULATION OF STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS, BY REGION, 1950 and

1965'

(Numbers In tbousaadal

Region

Northeast.
New Ent,lan,1
Midd!e Atlantic

North Central
East North Central
West North Central

South
South Atlantic _
Fast South Central
West South Cental

West
Mountain
Pacific

Population Change, 11)50 -65

1950 1965 Number Percent

32, 917 t.',A, 230 6, 463 19. 6
7, 408 8, 877 I, 469 19. 5

25, 509 30, 503 4, 994 19. 6

26, 589 35, 334 8, 495 31. 9
21, 093 27, 801 6, 708 31. 8

5, 496 7, 284 1, 788 32. 5

20, 871 31, 890 11, 019 52. 8
9, 670 15, 723 9, 053 62. 6
3, 873 5, 034 1, 161 30. 0
7, 329 11, 133 3, 804 51. 9

14, 160 24, 365 10, 235 'V, 1
2, 144 4, 153 2, 009 93. 7

12, 013 20, 212 8, 190 68. 2

'Population late for 1950 and 1985 corer 214 identical SNIFA's
defined by the Department of Commerce as of 1907. These Include
some areas that were not classlgeA as SMSA't In 1950 or 1985,
but that by 1997 bad attained such status. For New England, 12
State economic ova. an3 2 counties were used. These include the
23 officially defined SMSA's In New England. The consolid, tel
metropolitan ;mai of Nev York-Northeast New Pram Chicago-
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Northwest ndians, and Los Angeles Orange County were In-
cluded as indivldualireas.

Note : Detail mar not add to totals due to rounding

Sot ace: repertment of Powder and Urban Development, based
on data from the Department of Commerce and other sources.



CHART 21

Middle-sized urban places had fastest population gain during the 1850's.
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Scurce: U.S. Department of Lat.or. based on data ft.,, the 11.5.06)34m/A of Commerce.

West and South, metropolitan growth rests an a
more diversified employment base; in a number of
areas t rade, ser eice, and govot ntnent are the major
employers.

As the site of metropolitan areas increases fur-
ther, more and more of those areas will attain the
kinds of production efficiency associated with hav-
ing their own manufacturing and other produc-
tion facilities, rather than importing goods and
services from other areas. This could lead to still
greater concentrations in large cities and increas-
ing disparity in locational adrantag?s between
large and small urban areas. Thus, the trend
toward location of businesses and therefore of jobs
within large metropolitan areas is likely to con-
tinue. However, there ale also elements of ineffi-
ciency which increase with city size. One way used
by business to combat these inefficiencies has been

the selection of locations outside the cent ral. city
in the suburbs, :n eearby cities within the urban
complex, or elan in new towns. This trend of
course intensities the already severe economic and
employment problems of central cities and
their residents.

Within a wide range of city sizes !excluding the
largest and smallest), economic opportunity--as
measured by earnings and rates of unemployment
and labor force participationtends to impro7e
as the population increases. In the largest cities
(above all, in their central sections), unemploy-
ment rates are generally higher and labor forts
participation rates are lower than in medium-sized
cities. Hourly earnings, en the other hand, .3,re
typically highest in cities with over I million
populat ion. They tend to be about one-sixth higher
them than in cities with less population, an one-
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fourth to one-third higher than in ncnmetrupoli-
tan sections of the same region.°

Cities of all sizes are growing, but at dissimilar
rates. (See chart 21.) In general, the medi =-
sized cities (especially those witl' 10,000 to 100,000
population) appear to be growing faster than
either large or very small ones. However, many
cities in the middle-size groups are close to some
large, dominant city or within a city complex
suggesting that the trend is towards large ur-
banized complexes.

Central Cities and Suburbs

The major problems of unemployment and pov-
erty' in eitics :e inivr-city problems. In many
old inner-city are..s runiewn loft buildings, ware-
houses, and other ..ttuctures are fourd alongside
dilapidated tenements and single-family d'o,ell-
ings, now occupied mostly by Negroes or mem-
bers cf other ethnic minority groups. Employ:tent
opportunities in these areas have declined drasti-
cally, particularly in manufacturing, as industey
has increasingly abandoned its old, rundown quar-
ters and followed--in some cases, preceded the
general movement of the more affluent population
and business .o the suburbs.

by all the measures customarily used as indi-
cators of economic well-being and potential for
improvement--income, education, health, skills,

II Victor kt, Fuchs, Date-allots in Hourty Earsongs by Legion
and City E(u, WO (New Vert : Notional Bureau of Ec000mic
lissearcb, Mil, Occasional Pape' 101.

unemployment, family cohesion, crime, housing
conditions, and so forth the people living in cen
tral cities are, on the average, substantially worse
off than those living in the suburbs .° Of the 58 mil-
lion persons in central cities, alm,,st 10 million, or
16 percent, were poor in 1966. By comparison,
there were only 4.5 million poor living in sub-
urbsnot quite 9 percent of the suburban popula-
tion. In other words, the incidence of poverty in
the central cities is almost twice as great as in
the suburbs. (See table 2.)

Approximately a quarter of the people in large
cities r.cw live in neighborhoods characterized
by high unemployment, low income, or low levels
of educational attainment, according to a recent
report covering 27 cities prepared for the Eco-
nomic Development Administration? The magni-
tude of the slum unemployment problem is also in-
dicated by other findings (discussed elsewhece in
this report ).°

Surrounding the real slums in many cities are
"gray" areas, where conditions are less serious
otsly beceusa the deterioration process has not yet
gone as far as in the slums. These "gray" belts are
stagnant areas, with little if any new develop-

, This gent ralination la examined by kfarlerie C. Bracer la
"Econoni'e °r) Social Disparities Betw2en Central Cities and
Their SJburbs," Lo id Economfcs, August 1118T. According to this
study, there is considerable diversity among netropolitan areas
In th- oxrent to a Het tbelr eowomle ant social characteristice
differ rte (Ms ern the central city and the remainder of the area.

'See The Research Retina (Wasbiogton : U.S. Department of
Commerce, Economic Development Admtnist ration, December
1067), p. T.

'See the chapter on Barriers to Employment of the Oisad
santaged. The programs undertaken by the Department of Libor
to rceet central ,Ry problems are discussed in tte chapter on
New Developments In manpower Programs.

TABLE 2. PERSONS WITH 066 INCOME BELOW POVERTY LES EL IN URBAN AREAS IN Nfalicit 19671

INumbera in thousands]

Location

Total urban

Outside SNISA'a (Small cities)
Inside SMSA's

Centrel cities
Otber urban area,'

Persoas at all income 'ave.,. Poor persons

Number Percent
dittribut,on

Number Percent
distribution

Percent
poor

136, 072 100. 0 18, 786 100. 0 13. 8

25, 422 18. 7 4, 773 25. 4 18. 8
110, 650 81.3 14,013 74.6 12. 7
58, 422 42, 9 9,487 50.5 16. 2
52, 228 38. 4 4, 526 24. 1 8.7

'Pats on arban population tr Pl of M-reh
I Estimated allocation.

122

142

Nott: Deter may col w'd to totes doe to rounding.
Sctaet. Based on dd.' from the °Chu of Econotnk Opportunity.



ment. Sometimes spreading into older suburbs,
they are candidates for further serious decay, 'in-
less this trend is quickly arrested. If measures to
improve residential areas and provide increased
employment opportunities for their residents
could be expanded in these presently salvageable
areas, the tremendous social and financial costs of
later slum clearance could be avoided. However,
most of these areas are not attractive for large
scale private investment in construction and re-
new-el without government help.

Another critical city problem is the increasing
need for public services, at the same time that the
exodus of industry and of well-to-do families to
the suburban rings has left the central cities with
a deteriorating tax base. Faced with this dilemma,
cities have either had to raise their tax rates, with
the effect of stimulating more firms to leave the
central city, or furnish services inadequate to the
needs Of their residents, especially the poor.
Since the more broadly based revenue sources tend
to be appropriated by the State and Federal gov-
ernments, localities have increasingly looked to
their State capitals and to Washington for help.

While the central city problem is most acute
at the present time, it is clear that many suburban
areas, particularly the older ones, are faring
similar problems to an increasing extent. Thus,
the problem of central cities cannot be viewed in
isolation from the rest of the metropolitan areas.
Solutions can be found only if it is recognized that
the bypassed groups in the central city must be
brought into tho mainstream of metropolitan life.

Most of the metropolitan area population
growth is taking place outside the central city.
And so is most of the employment and business
growth. From 1954 to 1965, almost two thirds of
all new industrial buildings And over one-half of
all new stores were constructer: in the rings of
metropolitan areas. In the same period, 45 percent
of community investment (in schools, hospitals,
and so forth) occurred in the suburbs.°

The substantial amount of new business at-
tracted to the suburbs has, of course, been paral-
leled by huge Licreases in employment opportu-
nities. As table 3 shows for 12 large metropolitan
areas, wage and salary employment has been grow-
ing 21/2 times as fast in their rings as in the areas

*Dorothy N. Newman. ''The Decentralisation of Jot .. ifenthig
Labor Rciltv, Nay 1967 pp. 7-9.

1.4S, 0 Ai - It

TABLE 3. PERCENT CHANGE IN PRIVATE EM-
PLOYMENT IN 12 STANDARD METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL AREAS AND THEIR RINGS, BY IN-
DUSTRY Gaoup, 1959 TO 1965

Industry

Percent change,
1959-65

RingsTotal, 12
SMSA's

AU industries 2 12 30

Contract construction 18 31
Manufacturing 4 15
Transportation and public utilities._ 14 19
Retail trade 15 39
Wholesale trade 8 46
Finance, insurance, real estate 14 55
Services 30 55

Excludes government wori.rs and the self employed. Employ-
ment in the ring is estimated itona employment outside of the
county in which the central- clty is ivated. The 12 SMSA's are:
Atlanta, Boston. Chicago, Cleveland. Dayton. Detroit, Indianap-
olis. New Orleans, New York. Philadelphia, San Francl000. and
Wa,hington, P.C.

Includes agriculture, forestry, fisheries, tad mining, not
shown separately.

Sonic': U.S. Department of Labor, based on COUPIry Bifilifteed
Vattern.' (Washington: V.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, 1959 and 1965).

as a whole. And the differential between suburbs
and central city is even greater. New employ-
ment opportunities have been opening up rapidly
ia the suburbs in nearly all industries, Lat espe-
cially services, finance and allied industries, and
trade.

The suburban explosion his brought many
problems to suburbia. First came those of financ-
ing public facilities of all kinds, nnging from
scnosls to roads. Later came decisions about the
type of growth to be encour-ged, as commercial
establishments and, still later, m an u facturi rg
pants and distribution firms followed the trend
to the suburbs. It is only now that the suburban
and the central city problems are being viewed as
relating to the same interrelated economy.

A major issue in this regard is the infra:it-ban
discrepancy between the location of jobs and the
location of residences, with special reference to the
dilemma of people who live in central city slums
As already suggested, the movement of business
and industry to the rings can be expected to con-

3
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tinue. Stores and other consumer-oriented busi-
nesses will go on moving to suburban locations
where buying power is concentrated. Research-
oriented industry will continuo to find suburban
locations more congenial than the central city.
Industry requiring skilled workers may increas-
ingly find that its labor force, having prospered
sufficiently to lie able to afford a residence in the
suburbs, may also Inger to work there. Household
employment opportunities will continue io grow
in suburban areas.

There are, of course, countervailing forces tend-
ing to arrest the trend toward suburban locations.
While land costs may be cheaper than in the cen-
tral cities, the nee,' to provide parking spaces,
lunchrooms, and other facilities commonly avail-
able in the central city greatly increases demand
for space in suburban operations. Moreover, less
active, real estate markets in the suburbs may make
changes in corporate requirements more costly to
undertake than in the city. Also; initial tax ad-
vantages may be whittled dow considerably in
future years as suburban public service needs,
partly induced by industrial and commercial in-
migration, continue to expand.

Improved transportation facilities would ease
the difficulties of commuting to work, now a prob-
lem both for central city residents and suburban
businesses. It is ihos.ory, however, to think that
faster and cheaper transportation connecting the
suburban and cent' al city area.:-,, important as it
is, would solve the basic urban issue.

The urban area is not only a job market, but also
a public service area, a local housing market, and
increc.3ingly, in its central city portion, a ghetto.
Negroes constitute one-fifth of the total central
city population and one-fourth of the people in
cities if mare than 1 million, but only 4 percent
of the inhabitants of Etlburbs Among nonwhite
families (chiefly Negro) in large cities, the pro-
portion in poverty areas was still above GO percent
in 3966, though substantially lower than in 1960
(77 percent)." And it is not only nonwhite people,
but -vhites as well, who are confronted by the eco-
nomic and physical deterioration of the cities.

Ste Eocial and ECOPIOnlf, Condition. of NeorOell (pi the (lotted
8 oleo WooTIngtoo : U.S, Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
StatIftice, sod U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Cenfua, October 1967), BLS Report So. 332 and Current reputa-
tion Reporte, Series r-23. !Co. 24, p.p. 3, 10, and 03.

For a difcusaion of the potent, ores clasalficatlen opstem, fee
chapter on Barriers to Emplohment of the Dtradrantage3, p. 84.
footnote 3.
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Faced with these problems, urban programs
must be addressed not only to transportation facili-
ties, but also to public and private job creation in
the ghetto runs; improved, low-rent, and open
housing; rebuilding of such public facilities as
sewage systems, water supplies, hospitals, libraries,
and playgrounds; high-quality general education;
manpower training and vocational education; and
job opportunities with expanding horizons for
youth. And even this list of urgent issues by no
means exhausts the roster of needs confronting the
cities and their people.

Nonmetropolitan Urban Areas

With so much attention being devoted to the
growth of metropolitan areas on the one hand, and
the problems besetting rural America on the other,
the Nation's smaller cities and urban areas are
sometimes in danger of being overlooked. How-
ever, over 25 million urban Americansabout one-
eighth of the Nation's total populationlived out-
side the metropolitan areas in March 1967. The
nonmetropoHtan cities and towns are dotted
throughout every region and range from somno-
lent sites of past activity to places showing
vigorous economic growth.

Population has grown in nonmetropolitan urban
areas as a wholemost noticeably since 1960, when
the pact of nietrcpolitan growth slackened some-
what. The actual growth rate is obscured, how-
ever; when cities pass the 50,000 limit, they acquire
metropolitan status, and they and the' r people are
no longer counted in the statistics for nonmstro-
politan areas. Typically these smaller cities attract
inmigrants from surrounding rural areas, while
they lose out-migrants to the burgeoning metro-
politan centers.

Obviously, the workerc in smaller cities face var-
ied problems, depending on the size of the com-
munity, its regional location, demographic and
economic makeup, and its proximity to larger
metropolitan areas. Many smaller cities are devel-
oping as active trade censers for their areas and,
in the Northeast and North Central regions, as
manufacturing centers.

Lately, ho-vever, manufacturing has tended to
be attracted to areas outside its traditional loca-
tions and is expanding into mediumsized and
smaller urban places, particularly- in the South
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but also in other regions. The principal, though
by no means only, attraction cf these places for
manufacturing enterprises has bren the availa
bility of a relatively low -cost and trainable labor
supply. This factor has been ;itiportant ir. the 1a
cation of plants ir some smell cities in Pennsyl-
vania and northern New England. It has also been
evident in many small cities in the South Adana'
region and, more recently, in smaller cities in the
East and West South Central States."

Starting often with factories utilizing local raw
materials (for example, in the food processing,
tobacco, lumber, paper, and furniture industries),
these smaller areas then attracted textile mills and,
later, apparel plants. Moro recently, chemicals,
leather, and metal fabricating plants and some
portions of the electrical machinery industry have
settled in many medium-sized and smaller centers,
though often in their suburban belts.

Cities in the medium-size categories are suffi-
ciently numerous in n.ost rural regions to make
commuting to them practicable for large numbers
of people and entitle them to play a role as growth
.:enters. This rote will become more significant as
housing and community facilities are improved.
In addition to the expansion in manufacturing, the
establishment of n.lw zolleges And universities has
aided the growth of many small cites. While gen-
uine "new towns," as distinct from bedroom com-
munities, are still rare, their development would
make promising contribution to employment
growth in their regions, besides providing new res-
idential opportunities.

At a time of increasing metrorolitan tensions
and wide: pread rural poverty, the future of smal'-
er cities and of the people who work and live there
looks reasonably secure, But imaginative leader-
ship will be required to capitalize on these cities'
locational advantages and insure their continued
employment and industrial growth.

RURAL AMERICA

"Rural poverty is so Ividespread, and so acute, as
to be a national disgrace, and its colsequences have
swept into our cities, violently." '2

',Raved on tear/itch findings of the /isnot al Planning Avenel'.
Zion, Washington, P.0

',The People Leff Prhied 1WarbIngton PresidcoCa National
Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. September 19611, p, It.

The plight of rural people, so described by the
President's National Advisory Commission an Ru-
ral Pover 2, is the re. ult in large past of the tre-
mendous advances in farm technology and pro-
ductivity. The technological revolution in agri-
culture has, for many decades, been feroing farm-
workers either off the farm or into underempkiy-
ment and poverty.

In the past, migration from the farms has im-
proved the economic conditions of most who have
left. However, a substantial proportion of these
people probably do not do as well as the majority
of people in the areas to which they migrate.
Same migrants return to the farms after being un-
able to make a satisfactory living in the cities.

Increasing numbers of farmworkers depend on
nonfarm employment to supplement their incomes,
although their ability to do this of co...,rse de-
pends on the availability of job opportunities
new-by. High levels of thisir ess activity and a high
demand for workers in the nonfarm economy are
important, also, since they accelerate out-migra-
tion from the farms, reduce the return flow, and
help provide temporary and part-time jobs for
farmworkers. Neither migration nor nonfarm em-
ployment provides a solution, however, for those
who have the greatest needthe large number of
low-income people who cannot leave the farm be-
caus3 of age, ill health, or other special handicaps.

Furthermore, the problem of rural poverty is
not merelyor now even chieflya farm problem.
Although the incidence of poverty is lower among
rural nonfarm than farm residents (19 compared
with 23 percent in 1966), thr total number of poor
people in the nonfarm areas (81 million) exceeds
those on farms by more than 3 to 1.

By no means all rural areas are poor rr declin-
ing, however. Well over three-fourths of the rural
nonfarm population is not in poverty; the gap
in per capita income between rural and urban
areas is narrowing; and, taken as a whole, rural
areas are not losing population." Between MO
and 1960, nearly one-sixth of all rural counties
absorbed not only their own natural population
increase but some net in-migration as well. This
fact of recent growth in some rural areas is one
reason for confidence in their potential for future
growth, given programs to stimulate development

be total population sod employment remelned about the
retie from 1940 to 1960, hot this reflected declines In tbe farm
factor and offsetting gains in the rural antrum sector.
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of rural resources plus training and other pro-
gra HIS to develop rural manpower.

A. successful rural manpower policy must be
eogi izant of the differences among the rural resi-
duits, as well as among rural areas. Improving
skills and education will be particularly beneficial
for the you cg who have the greatest potential for
migration. Improving manpower and social serv-
ices and developing job opportunities in rural Com-
munities will be of great benefit to those Ivho pre-
fer to upgrade their living standards without mi-
grating.

There is anotior question which also arises.
Urban congestion is mounting, urban costs are
rising-, and the gap between urban aspirations
and urban achievements is widening. Is the Na-
tion destined to continue these trends or are there
alternatives? Specifically, do rural areas, with
their extensive land and recreational resources
mid thousands of small cities and towns, offer such
an alternative ?

The Rural Population, Its Unployment and income

In March 1967 about 57 million persons resided
in rural America, a figure that is slightly higher
than it was in 1950," People living on farms
constitute only a minority of rural residents;
in fact, the rural nonfarm population at 47
million outnumbers the farm podulat ion 1,y 4
to 1. What has happened is that a very large
decline in the white farm population has been
more than offset by the larger increase in the num-
ber of white people in rural nonfarm areas. At
the same time, the nonwhite farm population also
has declined sharply, but the nonwhite out-mi
grants have settled mostly in urban rather than
rural non farm areas.

Years age, the proportion of minority group
members in the rural population was much higher
than in the urban population, but migration has
now greatly reduced this difference. However, in
addition to a large Negro population in the rural
South, rural areas contain the great majority of
American Indians and a significant, though rap-
idly declining, proportion of Mexican Arrerkans.

The age structure of the rural population di tiers
from the urban population in ways that have a di-

" The rural population is defined as rersonr IN [TIN on farm. or
in communities or lens than 2,500.
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rect bearing on rural problems. The higher rural
birth rate results in a very high prcportion of
young people below 18 years of age. The heavy
out-migration of young adults has meant that these
age groups (ages 18 to 45, and especially ages 18 to
35) are underrepresented. On the other hand, the
rural population includes a relatively high pro-
portion of older people living on farms as well as
in rural nonfarm areas.

In general, the grew ing numbers of rural non-
farm residents either commute to work in nearby
cities or find jobs in new or expanding local in-
dustrieschiefly in manufacturing and not in the
traditional rural industries (fanning, mining,
lumbering). However, rural people are handi-
capped in seeking nonfarm jobs by their relatively
low level of education." Many of them are able to
find only blue-collar or service jobs. By 19GO, blue -
collar workers semiskilled, and unskilled)
had replaced farmers as the largest rural occu-
pational group, but many rural workers with
limited education can qualify only for the lower
skilled, tower paid Aonfarm jobs.

The difficulties many rural workers face in ob-
taining adequate employment are not, reflected in
differentially high rates of unemployment (in
LOGO, their unemployment rate averaged 5.3 per-
cent compared with 5.1 percent for urban work-
ers). The pervasive problem for rural workers is
underemployment in terms of irregular work and
low earnings, rather than total lack of work. The
extent of rural underemployment is difficult to
measure. Its magnitude is suggested, however, by
the estimate that if the rural labor force had been
utilized as efficiently as was the labor force of the
count ry as a whole, the money income of the Nation
in 1965 would have been increased by some $10
billion." The incidence of underemployment is
undoubtedly greater among farm thi.n rural non-
farm workers, owing mainly to the seasonal and
erratic nature of agricultural work.

Reflecting this extensive underemployment,
rural incomes lag far behind those of urban resi-
dents, even after making full allowance, for income
in kind received by farm residents. The average
cash income of a farm family was about GO percent
of that of an urban family in 1060 (the inclusion of
income in kind would increase this percentage

"For a discussion of the educational attainment of rural resi-
dents. wee 1,17 Ifiripowey Report, p. 109

Is ibld.
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somewhat), while nonfarm rural residents aver-
aged about 85 percent of the average urban in-
come.

Altogether., about 11 million rural Americans
(or one-fifth of the rural population) lived in pov-
erty in 1966, according to the Office of Economic
Opportunity. But this is not the whole story.
Levels of living in mid areas all too often
conyare unfavorably with urban conditions. Edu-
cational facilities, health services and medical
facilities, and social and cultural activities are
severely limited in many rural areas. Housing
conditions, too, are often 4cd. Thus, even provision
of job opportunities would not be sufficient to shut
off the tide of rural out-migation, especially
young people everywhere teiLd to be restless in
search of better opportunities. Hut economic de-
velopment may be expected to reduce the flow, and
it is the prerequisite for the provision of more ade-
quate. services of all kinds.

The development of more jobs in rural areas is
particularly important for those rural residents
who are ''boxed in" because of age, ill health, or
other problems. The Department. of Agriculture
has estimated that almost two-thirds of all rural
"poverty" families were in this situation in 1959
mable to leave farms or find nonfarm jobs, what-
ever their needs or desires in the. matter.

Rural Industry

In 1067 only 3.8 million persons were employed
in agriculture, a 50percent decline over the post-
war period. Similarly, most mining activities,
extremely important in many rural areas, have
had great declines in employment over the years,
although this decline nifty be leveling out now.
Construction has provided relatively few addi-
tional jobs in these areas. And employment in
transportation and public utilities, on balance, has
risen only slightly; the gains in some industries
within this group have been offset by declines in
railroad employment, which have been relatively
sharp in rural areas. Employment increases in
rural as in urban areas have been concentrated
chiefly in manufacturing, services, and trade, (See
chart 22.)

In most rural counties which have enjoyed eco-
nomic and employment growth, this expansion teas
been sparked by manufacturing activities. How-
ever, some counties bordering on metropolitan

C.IART 22

Almost all industries increased employ-
ment in urban areas from 1850.60...

EmcifoNent change (In millions)

Het change; s 9,2 million
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but in rural areas declines in agriculture

and miningmore than offset gains
in other industries.

Net change: 390.000
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U.S. Get ert,.ent of Co,,erce.Ilm
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centers have prospered by serving as bedroom
communities, though they have also benefited from
some industrial growth. Almost invariably, rural
growth counties have access to good transportation
facilities. When such counties also have unskilled
but trainable people willing to work for competi-
tive wages, their chances of gain:et; manufactur-
ing enterprises, particularly, of the labor-intensive
,rind, are relativeiy good. Some industrialists are
attracted by what has been traditionally charac-
terized as the "work attitudes" of the rural labor
force, In addition, special financial and tax incen-
tives of various kinds have become increasingly
common in areas wanting to attract industry.

Industrialization cannot be expected in every
rural community, however. It is likely that such
development will be strongly dependent on growth
centers, particularly small or medium-size cities,
which would offer a reasonably full range of pub-
lic services to attract. industry and offer promise of
healthy economic and employment growth. Loca-
tions with less than 10,000 population may have to
offer an exceptional combination of advantages to
be successful in gaining new enterprises. The size
of the available labor suppiy is extremely impor-
tant, anti many rural areas simply do not have a
large enough force of trained or trainable workers
and potential workerseven after taking into ac-
count the often extremely wide range of rural com-
muting, which may extend to a 50-mile radius if
roads are adequate.

Growth centers could also i.,?rve as focal points
for all kinds of trade and service activities in sur-
rounding rural areas, and as centers for educa-
tional and government activities, which could pro-
vide in increasing number of job opportunities to
rural residents.

A very important spark to rural growth in some
locations has been provided also by military in
ttallat ions. According to estimates by the Depart.
ment of Agriculture, over half of the rapidly
growing rural toddies affected by such installa
tions have been in the South, but examples occur in
all parts of the Nation. Many bascs employ large
numbers of technical and other civilian personnel
and have an inract on their area similar to that of
industrial plants or research laboratories. Though
some bases, such as training eamps, employ fewer
civilians, they all have some effect--and usually an
important oneon the economy of nearby com-
munities.
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Although the establishment of military bases
and defense plants has benefited man:,- rural
areas, these developments do not necessarily confer
long-term economic and employment advantages
unless accompanied or followed by the growth of
industries unrelated to defense activities. Unless
this diversification can be achieved, reductions or
shifts in military expenditures could result in se-
vere economic hardships for communities left
stranded by the closing of military bases or de-
fense plants. However, in a number of instances in
the past, organized local efforts and Government
assistance in providing new employment oppor-
tunities have resulted in economic adjustments
within a reasonably short time.

Educational institutions, many of which are
located in small cities and towns, have also stimu-
lated economic growth in a sizable number of rural
counties. Recreation and retireme,tt activities hive
been another important source of employme nt. and
economic strength. These activities have been par-
ticularly important in areas with a mild climate or
exceptional scenic beauty. Recreational facilities
require considerable investment before yielding
significant returns even in areas well endowed with
these special attractions, and they do not appear
to have as much income- and employment-creating
potential as manufacturing plants. However, de-
mands foe educational, recreational, and retire-
ment facilities are likely to persist, and areas able
to capitalize or these trends should continue to
achieve above-average growth in production, em-
loyment, and income.

Rural Development

Econcrnie and employment development in rural
are-as thus faces many diverse problems, depend-
ing on the area concerned. By and large, counties
on the fringe of metropolitan areas face a bright.
future, Other areas are less fortunately situated.
Fe: some people in these areasespecially youth
outmigration may be the only solution, while
these unable to migrate will need an array of web
fare services.

For many arms, the provision of better trans-
portation facilities will permit more intensive
economic development. Such facilities will also
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help to bring more rural areas within commuting
distance of growth centers, where new industry
can be established and needed public and social
services supplied. Thus, rural residents could be
provided with access to the educational, health,
and cultural amenities available in nearby urban
centers.

Within Cie next '20 to 30 years, the establishment.
of entirely new growth centers, as well as the ex-
pansion of some existing small towns into growth
centers, is likely. At present there is little agree-
ment concerning the optimum population size of
such centers. Much will depend on local conditions.
Sizes of 50,000 to 500,000 population or more for
new centers have been mentioned. However, for
many areas, growth centers with 10,000 to 50,000
people may be adequate. If such growth centers
can offer a variety of needed economic, education-
al, and social services for their surrounding rural
areas, they are likely to be effective instruments
of rural moderitization and employment opportu-
nity in most regions of the United States.

A whole array of public arid private measures
will be needed to tratsform the potential demand

for the workers and other resources available in
rural America into effective demand by private
industry. Sucli measures include a strengthen-
ing of transportation fac lities and public services
of all kinds, including .mproved education and
training of rural resident's. Investment. grants and
loans, tcx advantages, an I other special incentives
to indintry may also be .-necessary to activate the
vigorous growth potentiel that lies dormant in so
inauy rural communities.'

DEVELOPMENT REG1C NS

A nuniber of predominantly rural regions with
perya-i ye problems of Dblessress, underemploy-
ment, and poverty have long been identified. All
of these transcend State boundaries, so that a con-
certed attack on their pr',blerns frequently regaires
a multistate effort.

Regional Developme:it Commissions now have
been set up for si regi ins, in explicit recognitiln
of these regions urgen need for development as-
sistance. (See chart 2:-!.) The programs of these
commissions are discui.stal hater in the chapter.

CHART 23
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Some highlights of the major economic and social
ills besetting each region, and of the factors likely
to affect their future development, will serve to
illustrate, however, the kinds of problems facing
workers and their dependents in the country's
least prosperous sectors.

Appah,chiathe region for which a commission
was established first, in 1965includes parts of 12
States and all of West Virginia. Altogether, it is
equal to California in size and contains 18.5 mil-
lion people, or 9 percent of the Nation's population.
It includes metropolitan areas varying in size from
major centers such as Pittsburgh, to centers such
as Charleston, W. Va. Its probkins are most acute,
however, in rural and semirural communities,
often in isolated parts of the region.

For a long time, the region has suffered from a
multiplicity of economic problems. Some of its
coal mines are worked out, and many currently in
production are highly mechanized and use fewer
workers than before. Coal, although pres-
ently making an economic comeback, has lost its
preeminent position as an energy source. Much of
the region's steelmaking capacity is obsolete. Its
rough topography makes agriculture a marginal
endeavor for many farmers& Manufacturing opera-
tions are absent from large sections of the region,
and employment in t rade and service industries has
grown much mor., slowly than in the country gen-
erally. Adequate transportation facilities are lack-
ing, and there is considerable out-migration from
the region.

The Appalachian area is more than half rural,
though less than 10 percent of its people live on
farms. Livestock is the region's most important
farm product, but tobacco is nn important cash
crop in several States, as is cotton in the extreme
southern part of the region.

The residents have acute problems typical of
people in many predominantly rural areaslow
incomes and low educational attainment. In 1960,
the median years of school completed by the adult
population was only 3 in Appalachia, coinp-A.red
with 10.6 in the United States ns n whole. There
is as yet little evidence of progn?ss in raising the
level of education in the region; rbout 7 out of
every 10 children drip out of school before the
end of the ninth grade.

Appalachia also has relatively fewer profes
sional, technical, managerial, clerical, and sales
worknrs in its work force than the United States as
a whole, anti relatively more operatives and labor-
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ers. (See table 4.) The median age of its work-
ers is above the national averageundoubtedly re-
flecting the heavy out-migration of younger
people.

TABLE 4. EMPLOYED PERSONS BY OCCUPATIO:I
GROUP, UNITED STATES AND APPALACHIA,
1960

[Percent distribution]

Occupation group United
States

Appa-
lachia

All occupations:
Number (thousands) I. 61,456 5, 609
Percent 100. 0 100. 0

Professional and technical
workers 11.8 10. 0

Managers, officials, and
proprietor. 8: 8 7.2

Clerical worker. 15.1 11. 4
Sales worker. 7.6 7.0
Craftsmen and foremen 14.2 14.9
Operatives 19.4 25. 3
Nonfarm laborer. 5. 1 a 5

S'ervice workers, including
private household workers 11.7 10. 7

Farmers and farm laborers..._. 6.5 7.0

I Includes xcupat ions reported only.

NOTE Detail ma.; not add to totals due to rounding.
SOVBCt: U.S. Ceuta of reputation, t994.

Depressed regions and areas are characteristi-
cally the first. to feel the chill of an economic down-
turn and the last to benefit from a recovery. How-
ever, at a certain stage in the recovery cycle, the
improvement in such areas is more rapid than else-
where, probably because their many unemployed
workers form a labor pool attractive to certain
manufacturing industries when a scarcity of labor
develops ehewhere. The decline of nearly two
fifths in the unemployment rate in Appalachia
between 1962 and 1965 (from 8.6 to 5.2 percent),
as against a decline of less than onefifth in the na-
tional average rate (from 5.5 to 4.5 percent), is
attributable in pa to this cyclical phenomenon,
as well as to some further out-migration.

The Ozarke region is one of ten five for which
development commissions were established in 1960.
Although the region is predominantly rural, hav-
ing only 14 cities and towns with more than 10,00
population, it has on its immediate pet iphoy
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n-any of the major urban centers of the mideon-
tinent. Farming and extraction of natural re-
sources have been the predominant economic base
of the region for several generations. Because of
technological changes and market shifts, the re-
gion's labor force in recent years has suffered in-
creasingly from both underemployment and unem-
ployment. A high percentage of the area's young
people have migrated to places where jobs were
MOM easily obtained.

The States and localities of the region have
made great efforts in public education, however,
and in recent years, manufacturing has expanded
rapidly in parts of the region, but not in suficient
quantity or quality, from the viewpoint of skilled
employment, to solve the region's underemploy-
ment problems. The programs now being under-
t tken are therefore aimed at attracting higher
wage industries (as discussed in the later sect ion on
Economic D,alelopment Programs).

The New England development region, unlike
Cie others, is predominantly urban and of great
e:onomic diversity, though a few of the States in-
cmded are hem ily rural. The problems faced by
rural Vermont, for eximnple, are quite different
from those of the declining textile and leather
a -eas of Rhode Island and Massachusetts, while
the new electronics plants and other growth indus-
tries established in the greater Boston area and in
parts of Connecticut have little in common with
the industries characteristic of other parts of New

ngland.
Employment growth in New England has been

slower than in the country as a whole for many
pars. Between 1961 and 1966, for example, the
average annual rate of growth in nonfarm em-
ployment was only 2.4 percent, compared mith
national average rate of 3.4 percent. However, the
ragion has attracted some new industries, largt
on the basis of a labor force whose educational
qualifications are above the U.S. average. This has
teen true even in the northern States (Vermont,
Nev Hampshire, and Maine), v:hich are still the
l?ast developed economically. Elsewhere, employ-
ment losses in declining industries, such as textiles
r nd leather, have been more than replaced by job
growth in technologically advanced industries.
This process, however, has not been without its
!trains and stresses and has resulted in severe em-
ployment imbalances in Rhode Island, in parts of
Massachusett, and in eastern Connecticut.

New England, less than generously endowed

',slat natural resources, has always made progress
hrough the skills and resourcefulness of its work-

ers. They comprise nn inestimable asset on which
region can capitalize to attract more research-

3riented industries and professional and allied
types of employment.

The Four Corners development region covers
large, often desolate, mountainous and arid
areas on the borders of Utah, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Arizona. The region contains many
Mexican Americana and also many American
Indiansthe two most impoverished, underem-
ployed, and underprivileged ethnic minority
groups in the country."

The region's climrte and topography make agri-
culture of minor importance. Its mining industry
has had ups and downs but retains its importance,
while manufacturhoz and trade and other service-
producing industries (other than government em-
ployment) are but little developed.

The area has, however, considerable tourist
potential, and its rnp ny unemployed workers could
Help to staff more manufacturing industry. But
incentives would Lave to be substantial to in-
duce industry to locate in what is still one of the
Nation's most isolated and sparsely settled areas.

The Coa.stal Plain region comprises the coastal
Xgions of North and South Carolina and Georgia.
While manufacturing industry and employment
lave shown dynamic growth in these States in re-
nt years, this growth has taken place largely in
he Piedmont and Sub-Piedmont; areas away from
he coast.

Although there has been recent evidence of eco-
nomic development (mostly in manufacturing) in
the Coastal Plains .egion, tl-.e region still has many
underemployed and undereducated workers and
has traditionally low a lo.v wage area. In addi-
tion, the sharp and continuing decline in agri-
cultural employment has lad to a great deal of
,underemployment and poverty, particularly
among the region's large Negro population. Oat-
migration from the area is likely to continue even
if moderate economic prowess is attained.

Nonetheless, with better communications and
transportation facilities and a determined effort
to give its workers better training through a sys-
tem of technical and vocational institutes, the re-
gion should be well-placed to attract more manu-
facturing industry, and this should lead to

,See dleulen of tgoality of Opporionitr in cbsplet on New
PeripPeti tel. 00 Maaport r rrotleme a a d fea!,13 res.
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increased employment in the service industries as
well.

The once prosperous Upper Great Lakes region
is sustained largely by the mining, forestry, and
fishing industries, all of which have had shrink-
ing employment. While per capita income is low
(threefourths of the national average), the re-
gion's population of almost 3 million has an edu-
cational level that compares well with the U.S.
average and is a source of strength for the future.
The region is handicapped by its relative isolation
from the mainstream of American life, but its
adaptable labor force, its scenic attractions suit-
able for tourism, and a revival of its traditional
resourcebased industries could combine to girt
the area and its workers solid hope for future
progress.

LABOR AREAS

Both within and outside these broad develop.
ment regions, there are a considerable number of
local labor areas with substantial unemploy-
ment." This is shown by the Department of La-
bor's classification of areas according to their la-
boi .supply situation. The 150 major labor areas
which co:.,prise most of the Nation's metropolitan
areasare classified monthly as having low, mod-
erate, or substantial unemployment." Ill addition,
labor areas, cities, and counties may be designated
as "arms of persistent unemployment" when they
meet specified criteria." Smaller and wry small
areas are added to the "substantial" or "persistent"
unemployment categories when their situation
warrants.

In December 1967, nine major labor areas and
497 smaller ones were in the substantial or persis-

P, A ' labor area.- as donned by the Department of Labor's Bu-
reau of Employment Security, consists of a contra, city or titles
and Purrtunding territory within commuting distance. Labor
areas usually !Delude one or more entire counties, eacept is
New England, where towns are considered the tntjor geographi-
cal unit. Labor Hess range in else from II) "Nfajor liaor
reH," which usually have at least one central city with a pop-
ulation of 50 000 or more (its boundaries generalir coincide with
those of Stsadst1 Metropolitan Statistical Areas); (2) "smaller
labor Helm" which contain an estimated work force of at least
15,00 *Li an estimated nonagriculturel cage and salary em
ployment of at leant 5,000; and (3' "very Ennfl labor areas,"
whose p< potation and employment are less than 'smaller Hess,"
but which have a population of at least 1,500.

.ce discussion of Unemployment Rates In chapter on New Per-
spectives on Manpower PrOblPrnt and Measures for definitions of
them, categories an 1 numbers of areas is each ot them.

The unemploy meet rate must hare averaged 6 percent or more
and hare been 50 percent ,bore the national He 'age for 3 of the
preecdtrg 4 years for still further abore It fora smatter number
of years)
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tent unemployment categories. The cities of New-
ark, Oakland, and San Diego have also been so
designated. This classification makes areas eligi-
ble for some assistance under the Public Works
and Economic Development. Act of 1965 and cer-
tain other Federal programs (as discussed later
in this chapter).

Under a new program designed to identify sec-
tions of cities or States with high unemployment
or underemployment, the Department of Labor
has so classified sections of 70 cities and parts of
two States (northern Michigan and the Delta sec-
tion of Mississippi). The 70 urban sections include
target neighborhoods of both the Concentrated
Employment Program and the Model Cities co-

gram. Early in 1966, 16 large Indian reservations
and 15 counties in eastern Kentucky were also
classified as sections of concentrated unemploy-
ment or underemployment. Neighborhoods and
rural sections so classified are given special em-
phasis in manpower and poverty programs. More-
over, companies in these areas are eligible for
priority in the award of Federal contracts, pro-
vided they have made a commitment to hire dis-
advantaged workers.

That the unemployment situation in local areas
is markedly influenced by overall economic condi-
tions i plain from the great reduction in the num
her of areas classified as having substantial or
persistent nnemployment during the current eco-
nomic uptum. From 88 in early 1961, the number
of major labor areas in this category fell to cnly
nine in December 1967 and then rose slightly (to
11 in February 1968).

The geographic distribution of these highun
employment areas was as follows: three in Cali-
fornia (Fresno, San Bernardino-Riverside-On-
tario, and Stockton -plus the cities of San l)ieg-o
and Oakland), two in Massachusetts, one in Penn-
sylvania, two in Puerto Rico, and one in Wiscon-
sin. With the exception of the one in 11'iscon sin, all
of the above areas had been in the depressed cate-
gories for at least a year. Five of these areasAl-
toona (Pa.), Lowell and Fell River (Mass.), and
Ponce and Mayaguez in Puerto Ricohave been
so classified sin November 1961.

The situation in these areas suggests some of the
factors that can create di.Aressed labor areas. The
problems of the California areas stem from an in
flux of migrants, sometimes in excesa of the num-
ber the economy can absorb, plus localized cut
backs in certain defense industries. The Massa-
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chusetts, Pennsylvania, and Puerto Rican areas
are affected by longstanding economic and tech-
nological problems. The Wisconsin area suffered
from the problems of one major company. Many
of the smaller depressed areas are in Alaska,
whose economy has been slack for some time, and
in a number of southern States which have
been affected by tic. decline in agriultural
employment.

The employment declines in agriculture and
mining may be seen, to a more limited extent, in
the listing of certain midwestern areas in the "sub-
stantial or persistent unemployment" categories.

West Virgin's alza has a great many smaller areas
still in these categories, indicating that its recov-
ery has not been so strong in the smaller as in the
larger areas. However, Wrest Virginia and Penn-
sylvania have substantially reduced tie number
of their major depressed areas since 1961. To some
extent this has been due to the general improve-
ment in business conditions. But a vigorous policy

encouraging industrial development, plus con-
sickeable out-tnigraion from depressed areas, has
resulted in significant progress for both States,
with the Pennsylvania unemployment rate actu-
ally laslc the national rate in 1967.

Migration and Industrial Location Factors

Manpower, economic, and industrial conditions
in different parts of the country a ett influenced by
economic: developments elsewhere, as reflected in
the migration of people and the flow of capital and
other resources. Generally, manpower and econon-.-
ic imbalances are likely to be reduced over time
with the movement of people and industrial re-
sources to new areas, pushed by Ow lack of earn-
ing opportunities or pulled by the promise of better
ones.

The American people have, during nost of their
history, reacted to calls of opportunity 1. a strong
inclination to "pull up stakes" and seek more ful-
filling lives, whether measured in economic or
other terms. Industry has responded to new op-
portunities with equal vigor. Frontiers have been
breached in t quest for new resources, and cilpit s I
has continually sought new outlets for investment.
These largely private activities have led to a vast
amount of economic growth and have opened new
opportunities. lint they have by no means elimi-
nated the economy's geographic imbalances. In
many areas of the Nation, the forces of progresr
have skipped places and people. t hat now need help.

MIGRATION

The labor resources in an *IMP arc one of the
most significant factors in its economic develop-
ment. In many arras, rnigrat"oe has substantially
added to, or subtracted from, the manpower avail-

able. Furthermore, as already suggested, most
gration sr, -ems to assist in the balancing of the
economy, and almost all is undertaken without
assist Lace. However, migration has also meant ne,v
problems for many people, and for many of the
areas which have lost or gained population.

Following is LP brief review of some aspects of
migration and its mropower consequences. Much
of the information is in terms of net migration, the
form in which most of the detailed statistics relat-
ing to migration has been published. For certain
purposes, particularly to ickntify the specific de-
mographic and labor force characteristics cf
groups of people, gross Pow data are preferable.
Where sufficient data on this basis are available,
they have been incorporated into the following
present at ion."

The American people are highly mobile. In any
year, about 6 percent of the Nation's population
can be expected tc move across county lines to
a. new residence. Who moves, where they go, and
why they rave'. are significant questions in any
evaluation of the geographic aspects of man
power policy."

The people who move tend to be the young and
also those who a:va above a, nage in education,

n 7 be boric migration dais are from the U.S Decennial Cel rot
aJ roprtation and tbk annually published Current ropes lion
Reports. Soler r-20.

o. For a more comprebensive distortion of migration, see

lobo S. Lansing and Era Maelier. The °copra/aft Yobtiti.0 of
Labor (Ann Arbor. Mich.: Untprrolty of Michigan, fortitule of
Social Restarc3,, 1917). Also pee 11IS /torpor& Report, p. 11511.
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skill. and income. During most of the postwar
period, migration between labor areas has been
less for Negroes than for whites in the country
as a whole, in relative terms as well as absolute
numbers, and this differential has been widening.
The lower mobility of Negroes is explained largely
by the lower skills, education, and income level of
the. Negroes.

Yost men are employed when they migrate, and
many rrove to take otherpresumably better
jobi. N...vertheless, the rate of migration is about
twice a!, high among unemployed r.s employed
workers. Clearly, unemployment and the search
for work are very important motivations for
migration.

To a large tho-gh still undetermined extent,
migration takes place in response to the changing
locale of employment opportunities, which is a
direct. result of the relocation of economic activity.
There are two types of relationships between 'Ili-
grr tion and economic development. First, migra-
tico acts as a key factor in an adjustment process
whereby labor moves from where it is redundant
to where it is needed; second, and more significant
fot the long run, the movement of labor attracts
business to areas which are growing, because the
right skills and qualities of labor are available and
because purchases by workers and their families
increase market opportunities. In other words,
areas which tend initially to attract people min -
force this attraction through the process of migra-
tion.

Gross out-m:gration from s,n area is heavily in-
fluenced by life cycle evertsfor example, young
people leave parental households to take or look
fo- jobs, people over 60 move after retirement, and
wives follow their husbands. The age distribution
of the population is thus an important deter-
InMant of out-migration. There is even some evi
dance which suggests that the proportion of a
given age group v. hiell leaves an area (i.e., the out-
migration rate) tends to be similar among all areas
and not to change much over time." However, out
migration rates vary widely among age groups, as
well as by level of education and skill. In general,
Ors), become smaller for persons past age 35, owing
in part to 1 he job protection afforded by increased
experience and seniority, and to the effects of

A Ira S. Lowry. Migration and MetropoNten Growth: Two tna
t ;Wel Mrdtie (Los Angelo : roirersity of California. 10561 See
alto 1,11t1.115, and Nueiter. op. tit.. ch. S. fowry's findings. Dosed
Co SMSA entgration dots, sere conirmed t y the Satknal Cho-
i Ins Atnoeiation's PutmatIolul projection te,odei, using State data
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family responsibilities and attachment to a given
environment,.

Gross in-migration to an area is determined pri-
marily by the economic opportunities the area of-
fers and its attraction for out-migrants from
other areas. However, some people migrate for
mainly noneconomic reasons (e.g., retired people
to Florida and Arizona and students to univer-
sity centers). Furthermore, many migrants who
move primari4 for economic reasons choose their
specific destinations on the basis of noneconomic
factors as well.

Rural to Urban Migration

Rural people have for many years sought em-
ployment in the Nation's cities. This has reflected
the attraction of better paying, nonfarm jobs in
cities and the declining need for farmworkers
brought about by advances in agricultural tech-
nology and productivity. While most of the mi-
grants from the rural areas are the young and bet-
ter educated, there are many who are poor, have
inadequate education, or lack marketable skills.
Among these are Negroes from the South, who
generally make long-distance moves towards large
population centers thrc.7ghout the country, and
whites from Appalachia, who usually locate in the
North Central region and the West."

During the 1950's, predominantly rural coun-
ties" experienced a net loss of 4.6 million people
through migration, all of which occurred in the
South and North Central States. (See chart 24.)
;.3y contrast, the rural counties in the Northeastern
States showed a net migration gain of -100,000. The
West wars the only major region that experienced
almost no net c'..ange through migration in and out
of such counties, although there were many offset-
ting pcpulat ion shifts within this region.

On the ether hand, predominantly urban coun-
ties had a net gain of 7.3 million through in
migration between 1950 and 1960 (including 2.7
million people from outside the country). Over
four-fifths of the net in-migration to urban coun
t;es was in the 'West and the South. The rest of

For t..dolltlooil inforz,itioo on rJral tc urbin migration, Pee
Calvin T. Seale Vera J. BOA'. arm °lady- N. Bowles, Trend.
and Outlook for karat Migrafios Washington: V.S. Department
of Agriculture, Economic lit.seveh Service INS).

arrelominaetir rural counties are these in villich at leant 50
percent of the population Is claesilled as rural.
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CHART 24

Migration losses were substantial from rural counties in South and
North Central regions...urban counties had large migration gains

in all regions except the Northeast.

Predominantly rural counties

Millions

-5 -4 -3 -2 1
Net mIgrolon

1950.60 I
South

North Contial

West

Northeast

Source: U.S. Clef artment or Labor, based on data from the U.S. Depaltrnent of Commerce,

Predominantly urban counties

Millions

1 2 3 4 5

the gain occurred in the North Central States. In
contrast, the Northeast showed a migration loss
of 100,000 from predominantly urban counties.
But more significantly, this net figure was the re-
sult of a 600,000 loss of white populationprob-
ably in the ninth to suburbs and other nearby rural
areasand an influx of 500,000 nonwhites.

The most significant single aspect of the rural
migration the strong selectivity by age. An
analysis of the age characteristics of the popula-
tion of predominantly rural counties reveals that
Bona 1950 to 1960, about 80 percent of the popu-
lation depletion was among people under 30 in
1960.

In absolute numbers, the migration of whites
from predominantly rural counties exceeded that
of nonwhites. But in terms of the rate of migra-
tion relative to popdation, the situation was re-
versed." In comities that t-ere over 70 percent
rural, the let outan'grat ion anim,g whites was 2.9
million, as conipared to 1.2 million for nonwhites
between 1950 and 1960, white the rate of out
migration for nonwhites was over twice that for

Row of oolgratinn are calculatal on the or Os, poru
halloo *timer t expected to ',attire to the tad et the perlco4.

1

whites. One out of every four nonwhites migrated
out of these counties. In counties that were only
59 to 70 percent rural, there was almost no net
migration of whites, but the rate of ont-migration
for nonwhites was 15 percent.

Interregional Migration

During the 1950's, the bask net migration pat-
tern among the major regions of iho country was
highlighted by heavy flows to the West and from
the South. Lesser net flows characterized the
Northeast and North Central regions. (See table
5.) Net migration among regions is affected not
only by the fundamental rural to urban shifts
described earlier, but also by interurban flows,
cross migrationincluding people returning to
places from which they had migratedand the
net impact of foreign iniigration.

The search for new opportunities has been dra-
matically evident in the continued shift to the
We:-tit tradition which has per isted ever since
gold was discovered in California in 1849. All in
all, a net 3.9 million people migrated to the West
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TABLE 5. NET MIGRATION BY REG(ON, 1950 TO 1960

[Thousands]

Region Net migration

Northeast 336
New England 23
Middle Atlantic 313

North Central 119
East North Central 699
West North Central 818

South 1416
South Atlantic 635
East South Central 1464
West South Central 587

West 3864
Mountain 571
Pacific 3293

Net in- migration exceeds net outmigration by 2.i million due to in-
migration from abroad.

Sot: acg: Net Afigration of At Population, 1950-60 by Age, Sea, and Mor
tIVashington: U.S. Department of Agriculture. Economic Research Service,
November 1965). vol. 11.

during the 1950's, of whom about 3.1 million
settled in California, helping to lay the founda-
tion for the State's takeover of first place in the
ranking of State populations in the early 1960's.

By contrast, the South lost almost 1Y2 million
people through net out-migration. This reflected
the exodus of many rural residentswhite and
nonwhitewho were particularly hard hit by ad-
vancing farm technology affecting several of the
region's major crops. Population losses were
severe in most States of the South. Only five
Delaware, Florida, Maryland, Texas, and Vir-
giniashowed increases, with Florida accounting
for almost all of the gain.

The Northeast, comprising the New England
and Middle Atlantic States, showed an increase of
about 340,000 people from net in-migration. The
bulk of this increase was in New Jersey, Connec-
ticut, and New York, as these States with their
large metropolitan centers continued to attract
migrants from other sect ions of the country.

Over 100,000 people, on balance, migrated
from the. great complex of States in the North
Central region during the 1950's. But this out-
migration rell:cted sharply divergent trends be-
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tween the western part of the regionwhich lost
over 800,000 people, many of them farmworkers
seeking new opportunities in more industrialized
areasand the eastern portion which gained al-
most 700,000. The important manufacturing areas
of Ohio, Michigan, and Illinois benefited particu-
larly from this net in-migration.

As chart 25 shows, net migration rates (i.e.,
change in population due to net migration as a
percent, of 1950 population) ranged widely among
the States. Although the trend to the West is clear-
ly evident, some outstanding exceptions include
Florida (which had the highest in-migration rate
of 58 percent), Maryland, and New Jersey.

So far during the 1960's, the patterns of in- and
ontmigration have generally followed previous
trends, with the West continuing to attract in-
migrants, although at a sorewhat slower pace than
during the 1950 to 1960 &each.. On the other hand,
out-migration since 1960 had accelerated from the
North Central State; and reflects a large n?.t loss
of white population only slightly offset by in-
tnigration of nonwhites. The South was the only
broad region in which previous migration patterns
were reversedshifting from a region of sub-
stantial out-migration to a net gainer through in-
migration. There has been a large net inflow of
whites in response to improving economic condi-
tions in the southern States, especially in their
metropolitan areas. At the same time, nonwhites
have continued to leave the South.

Central City-Suburban Ring Mire/lion

The wholesale movement of white people from
central city areas to suburban communities has
been a continuous migration pattern during the
pc;st-World War II period. This movement of
whites to the suburbs stems only in part from the
increase in suburban job opportunities (discussed
earlier in this chapter). It also reflects prefer-
ence for these residential communities, with their
superior school systems and other attractions. The
congestion, deterioration of services, crime, and
physical decay of central cities have also stimu-
lated white outmigration front the cities. Finally,
part of this movement must be attributed to racial
prejudice the desire to escape the increasing con-
centration of Negroes in the central city.

Negros, in contrast, are generally prevented
from malting the same choice. They are kept out of



suburbia, sometimes by discriminatory real estate
practices, sometimes by lack of income, sometimes
by the lack of education and job skills needed to
take advantage of the better suburban jobs, and all
too frequently by many or all of these combined.

Reasons for Migration

Mc st people who move from one county to an-
other give as their reason for moving a job or in-
ccine-related factor. Those in the strongest eco-
: omic positionthe more skilled and educated
are likely to give an economic reason as the mo-
tivating factor more often thou other people."

About one-fourth of the people who move be-
tween labor areas do so wholly or partly for fam-
ily reasons. And about half of all the movers (in-
cluding those migrating for economic reasons) go
to areas where they already have family ties. The
converse of this is that when family ties are estab-
lished in a particular place. this tends to inhibit
migration to ether areas. Negrles much more than

Lancing and Mueller, op. clt. p. 3.141 H.

whites go to areas where members of their families
already live.

A number of moversabout 20 percentindi-
cate that their selection of a place to move to is
based on the general attractiveness of the area, its
climate, and the amenities that it offers.

Homeownership, pension plan coverage, unem-
ployment insurance rights, and welfare payments
do not seem to be strong barriers to mobility on an
overall basis, although among middle-aged and
older people such factors may constitute sub-
staid ial obstacles. However, programs to remove
these barriers are likely to facilitate migration of
particular groups. For individuals unable to make
the transition from one environment to another
without assistance, special relocation assistance
projects have already been developed, on an ex-
perimental basis, tinder the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act.

The lack of economic opportunity in a lagging
area apparently has less effect in stimulating out-
migration than inhibiting in-migration. But the
total result of the migration process is a weakened
labo force, because of the outflow of youth and
persons in Ole central ge bracket without con-

CHART 2S

Rates of in migration were highest in the West between 1050 and 10130,
with losses due to outmigretion concentrated i the South (except Florida).

Net mIgtation, 1950 to 1960, as percent of 1950 population, by States
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pensating in-migration of people in these age
groups. The net effect is, thus, to hamper the
area's future economic development. As the popu-
lation loses more and more of its younger, better
educated members, the labor force becomes even
more unsatisfactory to industry and the lagging
areas become still more depressed. To break this
cycle and make these areas more attract ive to pro-
ductive and energetic in-migrants and so to im-
prove the quality c f the labor force am prime
objectives of manpo -er and economic development
programs.

INDUSTRIAL LOCATION FACTORS

Traditionally-, market-oriented industries have
tended to locate in the Northeast ; raw material-
oriented industries have found sites rear their
particular sources of supply, wherever these are
located; and industries needing low - skilled labor
have tended to locate in the South. Today, these
historic location pcherns are changing, because
of more efficient transportation and a number of
other factory. Natural raw material sources are
declining in importance, as the supplies of these
materials are depleted and industries place more
reliance upon manufactured synthetics. Tech-
nological advances in the production and trans -
ii is.sion of energy and greater interarea equaliza-
tion of the price of labor have also ken contribut-
ing factors.

Recent trends in industrial location are: (I)
Nfoveinent. from the Northeast to the South and
West ; (2) movement from central cities to sub-
urban rings; (3) an increased tendency to locate
near markets rather than supply sources: and (4)
a tendency for clusters of research and develop-
ment and associated "intellect-oriented" activities
to locate in areas with large co.wentrations of
educational facilities."

The location factors that are most important for
today's industries include access to skilled work-
ers or to a trainable labor pool, ready access to
fast he .sportation, low-cost real c:-late, and-
particularly important for nonmanufacturing en-
terprises as well as for many smaller and medium-

Inftwrtria? Lcrar al 4 1-0004 fn Rtgicnrt1 F(OnCtItiC 11( irt-
opmernt Wnhlpor.n : 'Ii nap.mcnt and 1;,onornir ar<f Aral,
Inc.. INT. for the V.S. Iltpartment of Commerce. Lo,nnn.le
Iv% onvment tinn 311-
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sized manufacturing firmsthe availability of
diversified business services.

Many of these factors are available or can be
readily attracted to a considerable number of areas,
making industry much more mobile than in the
past. While our central cities have been the locale
of many of these factors and constitute probably
the largest reserve pool of unskilled labor, recent
technological developments now make many rural
and semirural locations a viable option for manu-
facturing industry for the first time.

Labor As a Factor In Plant Location

In locating new plants, as well as expanding
exist ing ones, companies will usually seek out areas
that can provide an adequate supply of labOr with
appropriate skills, wage levels, and productivity.
These may be the most important determining fac-
tors in location decisions, particularly in manufac-
turing. Modern transportation facilities have
greatly increased the geographical range from
which a labor supply may be drawn. Rural areas
with low traffic, densities may have advantages,
provided they are near transportation arteries,
Since, in these areas, distance is less important
than time spent in commuting, a commuting radius
of 50 miles from a plant may be possible. On the
other hand, metropolitan areas are generally in
a more favorable position because they already
have an existing labor pool containing many dif-
ferent tipes of skills and experience useful to
potential employers.

While the relative importance of low-skilled la-
bor as a locat ional factor is declining, training pos.
sibilities have improved considerably, and today
low-skilled workers can be converted into semi-
skilled operatives or trained to handle even more
demanding tasks with less effort than a genera
t ion ago. This makes the availability of low skilled
but trainable people a significant advantage for
some industries. In addition, in some industries
low-skilled labor is still of primary importance.
These include, in addition to a number of services,
manufacturing industries such as textiles, apparel,
ca-ning and food processing, shoes and slippers,
and toys.

Just at the time when the number of low-skilled
workers has increased in the central cities of many
large metropolitan area:, manufacturing has been
leaving these areas and going to the suburbs, small
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cities, and semirural locations in search of lower
costs. The opportunities for employment of the
low-skilled in many metropolitan areas are in-
creasingly in the service industries, while in roe
nonfarm rural areas there are increasing oppor-
tunities in manufacturing.

The availability of skilled workers is a major lo-
cational factor in many industries. Examples of
industries that require an adequate skilled labor
supply include print ing, some of the metalworking
and electrical and nonelectrical machinery indus-
tries, and the instrument and allied products in-
dust ry.

An abundant supply of skilled labor is rare in
rural areas. Hence, industries requiring a rela-
tively small proportion of skilled workers are
likely to be the ones most suitable for rural loca-
tions. The availability of skilled labor in metro-
politan areas, in addition to the reserves of low-
skilled labor there, are factors that would favor
these areas as sites for new or expanding indus-
tries. But as has been pointed out, most types of
professional, technical, and skilled manpower are
highly mobile and can be attracted to areas where
they are not available in adequate supply. Also,
skills can be developed through vocational train-
ing, apprenticeship, and on-the-job training of
other kinds.

Other location Factors

There are many factors other than labor I hat are
important determinants of industrial and com-
mercial location. In many industries, particularly
in nomnanufacturing, so-called "agglomeration
factors resulting in external economies are of the
utmost inqxntance. When (here are several enter-
prises of the same type in an area, their joint use
of certain resources may redece costs for all the
companies involved. Cost savings are also poible
when many business. and professional services are
available locally and can be utilized with a mini-
mum expenditure of time and money. Finally,
there are the manifold advantages that person -to-
persou communication in a major center affords to
e r'i").0110 in that area. This factor represents one
of the principal advantages of central city loca-
tions.

.lccess to good transportation facilities con(in
axes to IV one of the important location determi-
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nants. With the steady improvements in the Na-
tion's highway network, ever-increasing numbers
of localities can meet this requirement. Many rural
and semirural areas with new highways now have,
for the first time, the potential to attract industry.

Environmental factors also have a bearimi, on
industrial location decisions. Prominent among
the are general community attitudes toward
incoming and existing industry, the quality of
local government, proximity to institutions of
higher education or research facilities, and the
availability of good housing and plant sites at
reasonable prices.

The importance of interarea differences hi tax
burdens as a location factor has been a snbject
of considerable controversy. In a recent study the
Advisory Commission for Intergovernmental Re
lations found taxes to be of relatively minor inn
portance, except. hi choices between alternative
sites in different localities within the same metro-
politan or labor area.

Generally., tax burdens for industry in the South
Atlantic and the East and West South Central
States are lower than elsewhere. Also, in most in-
stances, taxes vary directly with the size of a com-
munity, being lowest in rural areas and highest
in the largest metropolitan centers, reflecting in
the main the greater number and quality of public
services rendered in the larger comnamities.

In recent years, more and more localities have
been otreting financial incentives to new plants,
and a significant number of industrial enterprises
have been attracted by them. Such financial in-
ducements, often reinforced by tax concession:,
usually take the form of new plants and facilities
constructed by the locality and made available to
the manufacturer on very attractive terms.

Industry location factors differ iu their signifi-
cance according to the characteristics of the indus-
try concerned. Nevertheless, some factors enter
into location decisions more frequently and more
significantly than others. Labor is the most inn
portant single factor for most manufacturing in-
dustries not dependent on proximity to natural
resou MPS,

It would take the compensating advantages of a
combination of n great many other factorssuch
as the availability of shared business services,
proximity to markets, and cnvirofunental advan-
tagesto overcome the pull of labor cost and labor
supply advantages.
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Federal Government Programs

In his Executive order creating the. Federal Ad-
visory Council on Regional Economic Develop-
ment in December 1907, the President said : "Much
work awaits us in rebuilding the cities of America
to meet the needs of growing population. But we
cannot afford to neglect. the areas that lie beyond
the cities or the people that live in them. They too
must. be permitted to share in America's great,
abundance."

To fulfill this Presidential directive will require
not only physical rebuilding but also economic and
employment growth and social renovation in the
country's distressed and lagging areas, both urban
and rural. A battery of Federal programs is aimed
at these objettiv es. These are concerned with pro-
viding the highways and access roads that will
open rural areas to economic development and ease
commuting problems; with provision of the other
public, facilities and special incentives needed to
attract business to depressei areas or new growth
centers; with rehabilitation of residential hous-
ing and provision of needed health and social serv-
ices: with improvements iu education and training
to equip workers with needed skills; and with a
variety of rnanpouer services aimed at better
matching of workers and jobs.

These programs have as a major goal the im-
provement of employment opportunities and the
quality of life for people in areas that do not now
share in the national prosperity. Their effects on
employment and uremployment, earnings, levels
of training, and other manpower problems in dif-
ferent. geographic areas are intended.

In addition, the operations of the. Federal Gov-
ernment affect industrial and business growth and
employment opportunities in different localities
in other highly iinponiant but essentially unin-
tended ways. Defense and ot!.er Government pur-
chasing, for example, has unintended effects on the
geography of manpower problems that 'may well
be greater than the purposive, effects of economic
development, manpower, :ma related programs.

The major Federal programs that have regional
and area employment consequences can be cate-
gorlmd as investment pro !MPS, procurement pro
grams, and social end manpower programs.

Corcrnmcnf inr,,ottenl programs can often pro-
vide the needed s'innilus to development of lag-
ging areas, though both public and private iov-E.A.

ISO

ment in productive facilities is required to meet
these areas' problems. Public investment in trans-
portation facilities is particularly important, since
these facilities are a critical factor in attracting
private firms and facilitating commuting to jobs.
But in addition, the location of tailitary installa-
tions, health and education facilities, and other
Government services are important for the jobs
they might create and the attractions to firms and
families that they might offer.

State and local as well as ',ederal investment
programs are, of course, required. But local gos--
ernn 'ern s are very often caught in the vicious circle
of being unable to afford the needed investments
precisely lxicatise econontic development is lacking.
The Federal Governmelt, through grant, and di-
rect inve.stment programs, can help break this
circle.

For growing areas, public investments ore need-
ed to prevent deterioration in economic produc-
tivity and to improve environmental quality. This
involves investment in facilities for education,
health, transportation, and recreation, and the
control of problems arising from pollution and
congest ion.

Fecferal procurement, programs have great im-
portance for areas that can compete for orders, be-
cause of the magnitude of Government purchases
of goods and servicesamounting to over 10 per-
cent of the gross national product in recent years.

"Federal procurement policies, with a few minor
exceptions, do not retie( t regional economic devel-
opment goals as a major consideration," according
to the report of the Independent Study Board."
This is essentially because procurement office r3 seek
to obtain goods cr services of the needed quality
at the lowest cost to the procuring agency. They
therefore place orders in areas that have the skilled
workers and the facilities required for efficient
production, and ',-.ese are usually not the areas in

The Independent Study Hoard, conflating of 24 governmental
and nongovernmental member' and alternates. 11WRs eatabilabed
the Secretary of Cqmmerce, In accordance with the Public %Torte
and ECOOntote Development Act of MS, to finely 'the effect,. of
Government procurement, Went Cc. technIcal, and other related
Toilette open reglonzl economic de elopment," Sce Report of life
lodrptocfroi Frady Roard OR Ott R(1(10,4E:cell of Governor",
Procie-centat and Rdolol Policiro (Waahloglon S. Depart'
moot of Commerce, Ec nomle Dere/opment AdmintairatIon, De-
cember 19071, p. 24. lie report contain/1 an talhauative treat-
ment of Federal procurement, with aefoclated policy recom
trnendatIona,
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need of economic development. In general, how-
ever, after taking account of the prime contract-
ing, subcontracting, and supplier interactions,
"the total impact of Federal expenditures closely
follows the distribution of population among the
States."'

Under special circumstances, however, Federal
procurement might well be used as an instrument
for stimulating economic and employment devel-
opment in specific areas. Indeed, _he Irdependenc
Study Board has recommended that "existing pro-
grams designed to encourage companies in dis-
tressed areas to compete for Government procure-
ment contracts should be extended and strength-
ened."'' Federal procurement costs might rise
somewhat, as a rasult, but the total cost to the Na-
tion might be reducedas a result, for example,
of reduced costs of welfare pmgrams in depressed
areas. However, even if used effectively for in-
ttilded geographic consequences, Federal procure-
ment would have only limited effects and "would
not provide the stimulus needed to curt all re-
gional economic ills." "

The objective.; of inonpower and social pro-
gram.4 are interwoven with those of economic. de-
velopment. This is tram fm specific regions as well
as for the country generally. Economic develop-
ment provides the means for achieving higher
levels of employment and earnivgs and increased
social , at the same time, these bjec-
tives define the need for economic development.

The thrust of Federal manpower programs has
beer. described AS a "lowering of geographical,
age, skill, and racial barriers which prevented
many individuals from competing effectively for
existing jobs." 3: Such barriers to full employment
opportunity exit almost everywhere to some de-
gree, but they are heavily concentrated in certain
kinds of areas. Thus, geographic considerations
weigh heavily is the planning of manpower pro-
grams. Reflecti.)g the philosophy that these pro-
grams should b r. geared to meeting local needs, 90
percent of the total Federal inaapower budget is
speot by State and local governments and private
institittiotischiefly at the local level where the
programs are implemented.

° !bid,. p II.
Ibld p x

ulbld , p. It
°Sat A. IAcItat and Garth L. Mangum, Noting .zroof of Foe-

trol MoaPoger role (Ann Artxv, Folvereity of Michi-
ganWayne State Univerelty. lalltute or rater and IniuetrIal
Relation, Ind the SatIonal Manpower Tart Force, 1901. P. d

The following sect; ons discuss some specific Fed-
eral programsthoso judged to have the most di,
red and important geographic consequences. A
great many other Federal programs also have
some impact, most1;,' unintended, on economic de-
veloyment and em )loyment opportunity in spe-
cific areas. In addit on, training, job development,
and other progran s have had significant effects
on employment ai d manpower development in
many areas. And S) have the Community Action
Programs and otl er antipoverty efforts of the
Office of Economic - Opportunity. Some of the ma-
jor developments in manpower and antipoverty
programs are disci ssed in the chapter on New De-
velopments in Manpower Programs, as well as
previous Manpower Reports.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

The Federal Go ,ternment 11 committed to nation-
wide achievement of maximum levels of employ-
ment and economic wellbeing. The Government's
broad powers and, programs have contributed to a
high rate of national growth and prosperity in the
postwar years and particularly since 1061.

Unfortimately, many region, and areas have not
participated full i1 this growth. The Federal
Government has accordingly undertaken several
programs aimed :It the uconomic development of
the country's mod depressed or underdeveloped
regions and areas.

The first. Fedelal redevelopment program was
established urder the Area Redevelopment Act of
1961. The ARA urogram specified et teria for the
designation of relevelopmont areas and provided
financial assistan,e to help establish or promote
the expansion of business that would create new
employment in I he affected areas. The act also
established a sm: 11 program of grants and loans
for public feciliti es, a modest program of technical
assistance, and v manpower retraining program
(the latter function was largely: transferred to the
Department of 'tabor by the Manpower Act of
1965). For some areas the number of job oppor-
tunities created as a result of the program was
substantial.

Appalachian Re development

In 1965, the (icvernment took a further step in
its -oncern for lagging reg,iors by calling for a
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multistate approach to economic development
under the Appalachian Regional Development.
Act. This act reflected the experience with earlier
legislation, which indicated that eieonorr is de-
velopment efforts can have only lire ited success
when confined to local areas and tame, or many
areas, effective development can be achieved best
through joint action by neighboring States.

The objective of the Appalachian program is to
realize the potential inherent in tha region's un-
derdeveloped resources. Because of Appalachia's
geographic and economic diversity, the program
operates through C3 different planning districts.
The general expectatiOn is that public iiives:ments,
by reducing impediments te, growth and capitalis-
ing upon identified development opportunities,
will stimulate private investment in the region and
move it steadily toward a self-sustaining economy.

Four kinds of public investments are stipulated
by the acttransportation facilities to and with-
in the region, improved natural resource util-
ization, improvements in conimunity facilities and
housing, and improvement in human resources. Al-
most $600 million have been appropriated under
the act through fiscal 190E, of which about three-
fifths was allocated for highways and local ac-
cess roads. This heavy emphasis on the develop-
ment of a transportation network is based on the
relative isolation of much of the region. (And the
mountainous terrain of the region makes road con-
struction relatively expensive.) Despite its loca-
tion close to the great urban industrial areas of the
Atlantic Seaboard, the Midwest, and the South,

palachia has been isolated from the flow of
commerce among these areas. Some manufactur-
i3g, enterprises for which access to a emional mar-
ket is critical have therefore stayed away from Ap-
palachia. An »nproved transportation system
woold also help Appalachia's rural people com-
mute to. new jobs and services as they develop.
Schools, health facilities, and industrial parks are
being located on the new high.e ay systems.

Improvement of the education and training of
tk people in the regien salso essential in view of
their below - average educational and cee u pat ion al
skill levels. An Advisory Committee en Education
has therefore }wen appointed to develop recom-
mendations for improving education in Appa-
lachia. In a peelirniiiary assessment, the Committee
has indicated that the region's educational nerds
exceed the finan:ial re.-ources currently available.
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To provide improved occupational training, a
network of vocational and technical training in-
stitutions is under construction throughout Ap-
palachia. In addition, through a joint effort by the
Appalachian itegional ConuniEsion, and the De-
partments of Labor and of Health, Education,
and Welfare, an appraisal is being made of future
manpower needs to assist in the planning of vo-
cational curriculums. And special financial as-
sist ince is being provided to the poorer local
school districts under the Elementary and
Secondary- Education Act. It is too early yet
to evaluate the effects of these efforts to strengthen
edumtion and training.

Pervasive Ile : -''h problems and lack of adequate
health care also adversely affect the employability,
as well as the general well-being, of the people of
Appalachia. During 1961', however, a comprehen-
sive program of health services was initiated in
several parts of the region where these services
are most deficient. Heavy emphasis in this pro-
grs.m is on providing services to people in iso-
lated places. The program is also being used for
the training of ,ceded health manpower.

The recent changes in Appalachia which stern
from Federal and other redevelopment efforts can-
not be wholly distinguished from those which have
oc.zurred as a result of overall improvements in the
Nation's economy. For many years per capita
income in Appalachia Imq been rising in spite
of its distressed condition. However, prior to 1960,
this '-iso was associated with considerable net out-
migration and with a significant amount of public
assistance and other benefit payments to people in
the area. By contrast, since 1962, net out-migra-
tion has slowed considerably. And more recently
unemployment has declined as employment has
grown. Although the contribution of Federal pro-
grams to these encouraging developments cannot
be separately identified, their positive impact has
been felt in many parts of Appalachiapartly
through encouragement provided to local leader-
ship in selling opportunities as they became
available.

Oilier Regional Economic Development Programs

The program of the Economic Development Ad-
ministration (EDA), created under the Public
Works and Economic Development Act of 1965,
tepresents a multilevel geographic approach to-
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ward problems of economic development and
underemployment.

Aid is directed toward the immediate and yr-
gent problems of local redevelopment areas," of
which almost 900 were eligible for assistance as c f
early 1968. Areas become eligible for assistance by
demonstrating relatively low median family ir -
comes, relatively high out-migration rates, an
chronically high unemployment rates. Areas are
also required to complete an overall economic de-
velopment program, describing the development
goals and providing for an organization of local
citizens to do the job on a continuing basis.

A more permanent and extensive economic de-
velopment base is being sought by providing as-
sistance to economic development districts. Thesri
districts are combinations of two or more rede-
velopment areas, which include an urban area cf
no more than 250,000 persons with potentiality
as an economic development or growth center. To
qualify for EDA assistance, districts must foi.-
initiate development plans that give promise of
lasting economic effects.

The Economic Development Administration
also encourages and participates in the estab-
lishment of Regional Action Planning Comm's-
sions--consisting of the Governors of the e f-

fected States and a Federal representative ap-
pointed by the President. These commissions en-
able the constituent States and the Federal Gov-
ernment to cooperate in planning and intpleme st-
ing economic development programs requiring
multistate, resources or dealing with a common,
multistate problem. As indicated earlier, five com-
missions have been established under the Public
Works and Economic Development Act so far
Upper Gieat Lakes, Ozarks, New England, Four
Corners, lind Coastal Plains.

The tyres of assistance for which redevelopnLent
areas and development dis"icts are eligible are
business loans, grants and loans for public works
and development facilities, technical assistance,
planning grants, and research and information
assistance. In fiscal 1067, $279 million was allo-
cated for redevelopment assistance. Of this total,
$53 million was allocated for business loans, pro-
viding financial assistance to firms for protects
that could not be financed through conventional

*. A redevelopment area is a Tabor area county. eit e. e
Indian reservationthat Is depressed in the sense that fts /dual
or impendlrg unemplosment rate Is high. its Income level I. low.
Pr it bill sustalotti berry population loss; in rural Am sties.
redevelopment areas typleelly are Finale pountle-F.

channels. The development facilities program pro-
vides grants and loans to local communities for
projects geared to improving public facilities
for example, water supply and sewer systems. Un-
der this program, $199 million was allocated in
fiscal 1967. The remainder of the operating budget
goes for planning grants and research, and for
technical assistance projects.

Except for technical assistance and planning
funds, EDA loans and grants are not, provided to
the commissions but go dilectly to re&selopment
areas and districts, virtually all located within the
commission regions and Appalachia. Between the
time the agency began operations in September
1965 and December 31, 1967, the EDA has ap-
proved projects involving slightly over $590 mil-
lion. Of this total, $411 million was approved for
projects within the five commission regions, $126
million for projects in Appilaehia, and $52 mil-
lion for projects in other parts of the country.

The EDA also provides technical and profess
sional advice, to the commissions to help them pur-
sue a coordinated multistate regional development
approach similar to the strategy adopted for Ap-
palachia. The commissions' programs lake cogni-
zance, however, of differences in resources and op-
portunities among their various regions.

The goal of the Ozarks Regional Commission
is to generate an econo.nic development, program
that will improve resources, provide more good
jobs, and narrow the gap in per capita income
between the region and the country generally.
The commission's economic development strate-
gies focus on: (I) Expanding and improving
education in all its aspects, with particular em-
phasis on technical and occupational skill I raining;
(2) developing and upgrading public facilities
related to economic development. in areas of sig-
nificant, growth potential ; and (3) creating atti-
tudes favorable to economic growth and expansion.

In the field of education, the Ozarks Commission
has begun an active program for technical educa-
tion Th° first step has been the planning oc. a
system of occupational and technical Aid (raining
for each of the States involved. The team of con-
sultants responsible for (his planning has already
submitted its recommendations to the Governors
of Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma and are
Leg' nni ng work in Kansas. Their recommendations
call for new technical education centers, which will
educate and train young adults in jell skills are!
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thus provide a foundation for the expansion of
industry in the region.

In more recent months, the States in the Ozarks
region have been preparing comprehensive rec-
ommendations for a regional public investment.
plan. A team of economic and engineering con-
sultants is also analyzing the region's transporta-
tion system. The Ozarks region needs better
access to the markets of the central part of the
United States, and improved linkages in its ex-
isting road system to tie together growth areas.

To cope with the problems of the New England
region, the six New England Governors and the
Federal cochairman of the commission have &;iven
high priority to human resource development.
During the first 6 months of operation, the com-
mission has initiated two major studies to help in
planning an attack on the region's problems:

1. A comprehensive teview of the New England
economy and its human resources is now under-
way, with preliminary findings expected by the
end of the 1068 fiscal year.

2. An analysis of all types of transportation
throughout New England should be completed
by the end of this fiscal year.

In addition, the commission is carrying on a
health manpower deinonst ration project designed
to increase the supply of subprofessional person-
nel. Working with the U.S. Departmer is cf Com-.
merce and of Labor and a hospital training center
in Boston, Mass., the commission is training teach-
ers in the specialized skills needed to prepare the
hard-core unemployed for such jobs as nu tse aides,
home health aides, physical therapist assistants,
and clerical workers. At the same time, the commis-
sion is training approximately 100 of the an is
unemployed to fill immediate vacancies in subppm
fessional hospital jobs.

Each of the States is currently dereloping a
State public investment plan designed to improve
end strengthen its economic development plans
and programs. These. plans are essentiol to coor-
dinated, regionwide planning by the cormnission.

The Upper Great Lakes region has suffered se-
vere economic dislocciticn owing to the decline of
a basic resource industry (mining) and the ad-
verse impact of technological change. Tte commis-
sion is attempting to buttress the declining min.
ing economy through new mineral discoveries and
improved technology for iitilizing low-grade ores.
Also, it is attempting to accelerate the growth po-
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tentials of the region's manufacturing and tourist
industries.

Through strategic public investments, the com-
mission hopes to create conditions that will stimu-
late an even greater amount of private investment
in productive, growth-generating industries. Of
particular importance are investments in educa-
tion and training to upgrade the skills of a work
force depleted by out-migration.

The regional development efforts of the Four
Corners Commission and Coastal Plains Commis-
sioa are still in the L fanning stage. These efforts,
like those :n Appalachia, the Ozarks, New Eng-
land, and the Upper Great Lakes, are based rpon
the concept of proviening, through public invest-
ment, the basic public facilities needed to make it
economically advantageous for private capital to
move into the desired areas.

It is too early to assess the impact of EDA ac-
tivities on the level of income and employmnt in
different, regions. The observed reduction in the
unemployment rates of many labor areas that
;were deprest,ed in the early 1960's has been
due, in large part, to the general economic., expan-
sion, although EDA programs probably had a
stimulating effect. EDA estimates that roughly
15,000 new Sobs have been created in these places
as a result of its approved business loans, which
totaled about $100 million during fiscal years 1966
and 1967.

HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

The Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (IIUD) is the Federal agency centrally
concerned with rehabilitating the Nation's cities
and improving the quantity and quality of urban
residential housing. HUD's programs lave been
concerned with urban renewal. 1100Firlq, mass
transit, and, more recently, thy' .foc/.1 Cities
Program aimed at rejuvenation of tic;gli-
borhoods.

A national goal of 26 million new homes and
aparitnents over tlie next 10 years was lecom-
mended by the President in his message on Hous-
ing and Cities on February 22. Of this total. fi
million units -- designed to replace substandard
housing in urban end rural areas %%here more than
20 million Americans Mill livewould he publicly
assisted. The remainder -a much gre:.me
ber--would be dependent wholly upon the opera-
tion of private in rket forces.
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For fiscal 1969, the President's budget recom-
mendations are aimed at starting federally assisted
construction or rehabilitation of 300,000 housing
units, to enable, more than a million people to ob-
tain decent places to live. This 1969 goal includes
net only low-rent public housing units but also
assistance to low- income families in buying or re-
pairing their own home2, provision for 1 ent sup-
plements for poor families in privately owned
housing, t nd eoir;trneCou or rehabilitation of
rental units for znoderat-income families.

Altogether an estimated. 400,000 to 600,000 addi-
tional jobs will have to be created, in the construc-
tion trades in order to achieve the objectives
over the next 10 year.. :laity of the new jobs will
be in the specific areas where increased employ-
ment opportunities are most needed.

In addition to housing, many American cities
have an urgent need for improved and expanded
public transit systems. With the movement of in.
dustry tc suburbs and other outlying areas, it has
become increasingly difficult for city dwellers
particularly the. ghetto residentsto reach many
new and expanding employment opportunities.

This typo of situation was found to exist in the
Watts area of Los Angeles through the study made
following the 1065 riot. Under its Urban Mass
Transit Demonstration Program, HUD provided
a subsidy for a new bus lime from the Watts area
to certain employment centers. The new bus serv-
ice has been quite successful in helping people
to obtain employment and commute to work. In
addition to the Watts program, two other new
bus lines aimed at connecting slum residents vith
job ipportunities (in Long Island, N.Y., and 3t.
famis, Mn.) were already operating or about to
go into operation in early 196s. There were also
about half a dozen similar project; in varying
stages of planning in othe- local ies."

An integrated attack on the social, economic,
and pity: deal probletni in slum and brghted neigh-
borhoods has also be' it launched by IIUD. This
Model Cities Progranp, created by the Demonstra-
tion Cities and Metropolitan Develc.pment Act of
1066, is still in the experimental and planning
s(ageF. Already, 75 cities have been awarded plan-
ning grants for programs. The program envisages
the cooperation of many Federal agencies II, mak--

"t, I ...ned,,IMIlty for the r,a)nr urban grant, loan, and
related r nrh function now In the ltepartimnt of 1Inu =Ing and
ret,an ihsr;oi.Int131 i, to a trafetred I, the Defortr,rel rf

ran,portatIon. 1.e..1.,t,te::11% far rerevetrn re local trampl-
tation planning and It trim:J.1ln vrtan derel,fment III remain
In lit'Et

ing available to local communities all Federal pro-
gram aids related to their multitudinous prohleras.
At the sa:ne time, the community and its officials
are expected to assume leadership in planning and
carrying out the program. Federal technical and
financial assistance will be forthcoming only when
cities pzesent imaginative and effective plans for
dealing with the physical and social problems of
their blighted areas,

The rehabilitation of residential housing and
other facilities (for example, schools and recrea-
tional facilities) that may be involved in 09
Model Cities programs is ,x-pected to offer oppor-
tunity for increased employment of residents of
the target slum areas Where residents lack skills
required for the jobs be4:orning available, cities
will institute appropriate training, with assistance
from MDTA programs. Assurance of employment
for area residents will depend on appropriate ar-
rangements with lending institutions, private con-
struction firms, and labor unions involved in the
program.

In addition; more than 100 cities have neigh-
borhood service center projects underway to bring
needed assistance to people in the poorer areas.
IIUD had approved the allocation of $19 million
for fazilitiee in 103 projects through June 1067.
Federal grants of up to two-thirds of the cost of
such facilitiesup to three-quarters in the case of
projects located in designated redevelopment
areas--were authorized by the noosing and Urban
Development Act of 1965." The centers will be
staffed and operated by local government agencies
or pm ivate groups. They are intended to end the
time consuming, discouraging search that poorer
families often fare when seeking social and eco
nont..e help in scattered and often distant loch
flut; in the emnimmity. Services offered include
employment counseling, job (raining, and day care
for children.

FEDERAL PROCUREMENT

The regional impact of Federal procurement "
has commanded avid( attention as an economic

in recent, years. Tiflis concern is understand.

For a elle,mslon of nel,Ittlet al nelgbborho.o4 clatters Imo:ling
Mil and nth, r 1:p.n(3,, at, the chapter on New Development' In
It fx,scr Program..

',For a more es'tmise di eevtston, se. Report el the ladepend
rat Fr:Ws Roard.
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able, since Federal purchases of goods and serv-
ices have averaged more than $76 billion, or over
11) percent of the GNP, during the last 3 years.
The magnitude of these purchases suggests that
potential leverage exists in public procurement.
policy for alleviating regional imbalances in eco-
nomic development and employment opportunities.

The measurement of Federal procurement and
analysis or its regional impacts are difficult prob-
lems conceptually and statistically. Findings vary
with the stage of the prourement. process studied
and with the measure used.

Initially, Federal procurement contracts tend to
be placed in those States having large, highly de-
veloped, speciaJzeii: indw:tries, many skilled
workers, and good transportation systems. From
thcoe centers, orders spreae' to subcontractors and
suppliers in many different localities. As the in-
come earned by all the-se producers is spent, it is
further diffused throughout the economy.

Thus, the initial geographic effects of Federal
spending tend to bo highly concentrated, espe-
cialy on the East Coast, around the Great Lakes,
and in the Far West. But tai" ultimate impact of
this spending is widely diffused through all indus-
tri t', and commercial sectors and all regions of the
country..

Federal spending creates income. and further
minds of consumer and business spending. Ac-
co-tiling to the Independent. Study Board, the total
national impact of all such spending in 1963 was
eslit»ate:, to be about $170 billion. The 10 States
most affected by this pending accounted for about
GO percent of the total impact. The share attrib-
uted to California, the leading State (17 percent)
wit s almost. twice Om; of the. second State. New
York (9 percent). Pennsylvania followed (with
G percent), and Ohio and Texas came next (with
5 percent each). The remaining States in the '.op
16 had shares of 3 to 4 percent; in descending
older of impact, they were Illinois, New Jersey,
Yissaclinsetts, Michigan, and Connecticut.

;per ding for national defense has had a more
tlrlmstir effect on the geographic location of jobs
than all other Federal procurement. chiefly. be-
Ca. Ise of the area concentration of industries vapa-
b..e of providing the goods and sera ices needed to
meet the large defense eminnit metals. 111 19116, Fed-
eral spending for national defense amounted to STO
b pion, and accountell for al Kult three fourths of
n I Federal exl>enditnre far goods and services.
.11 cording to e timale:s by the Department of
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Labor, about 4.1 million civilian jobs were de-
pendent, either direct17-, or indirectly, upon defense
spending in that ear." Included were 1.1 million
Federal employees, and 3 million workers in pri-
vate companies supplying the needed goods and
service-% Roughly 1 out of 17 workers in nonagri-
cultural employment in 1966 owed their jobs either
directly or indirectly to defense ,xpericlitures.

Until recently there was no direct measure of
the geographic effects of defense spending on em-
ployment, although some idea of the location of the
resulting jobs could be obtained from the. distribu-
tion of contract awards. In the past few years,
however, the Departmeat of Defense (DOD) and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administra.
tion (NASA) have jointly developed estimates of
the geograpIne distribution of civilian employ-
ment generated by their respective programs. The
following data relate only to defensc -generated
employment, as estimated by the DOD." In
total, these fgures fall somewhat short of the
Department of Lahor's national estimates of de-
fense-generated employment cited above. Never-
theless, they provide new and valuable insights
into the geograflie consequences of defense spend-
ing on manpower requirements and employmeat in
the States most affected by these expenditures.
(See chart 26.)

Defense - generated civilian employment has
marked geographic concentrations. In June 1967,
there were five StatesCalifornia, Texas, New
York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia--in which
the number of defense-generated jobs exceeded
140,000, as shown by the following figures:

Defreaseio !wea:ees employment
Mnte,

(Motu a nth)
Aa a per cent
of volt foul

California 499. 1 6. 5
Texas 182. 7 4. 3
New York 170. 4 2. 1

Pennsylvania__ 155.8 3. 2
143 1 8. 4

A gar e: U.S Department of Defense and hate employment
security miracles eo,perating with the U.S. Department of Labor.

For a further discussion of the national Int-act of govern
Irene at ending at all levels on the employmctI situa.lon. see
the chapter Trends In ErrI10: toot and ployment.

Ik feriae merateA employment consists of : Federal
cfrllian yeraont.el employed at military : 121 estb
mates o: private employment based on rPmitinn rep)rts from
over 401 major defense contractor plants engaged In prime and
large st bcontract work ter the Department of Defense (exclud-
ing NASA% : an 1 I3) tatImales el smelter cotteletora not rmort
log the r employment, obtained by applying (wors to
prime c .ntract awards data. Work fnrct data are tkparlancal
t- fAhr.r estimate. In LIDe the drrebse F. nt atNI empt)y
meat co,ered bs the limited estimates totaled million for the
country as a sebols,



CHART 26

Pattern of Stat.es with greatest numbers of defense employees differs from that
of States whore such employees represent highest proportion of workforce.

Numbet of employees in defense-generafed jobs, June 1967
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These States accounted for almost two-fifths of the
total number of civilian workers (including Fed-
eral personnel) estimated to be working on de-
fense jobs, though only one-third of the Nation's
civilian work force.

Even more significant is the extent to which em-
ployment in various communities and States de-
pends upon defense procurement. Viewed from
this perspective, a very different pattern emerges.
The proportion of the civilian work force em-
ployed in defense work is above the national aver-
age of 3.6 percent in 18 States and the District of
Columbia. Six of these have dependency rates at
least double the national average, as the following
figures show:

Stale

Defewevenerared employment
Number

(Lowanda)
Asa pescOsl
a/workforce

District of Columbia 42. 3 10. 3
Utah 40.2 9. 9
Alaska 9.4 a8

25.3 8. 8
Virginia 143.1 8. 4
Connecticut "6.3 7,5

Soract: U.S. Department of Defense ob.! State employment
security agencies cooperating with the U.S. Department of Labor.

For reasons of security, data on defe.nse-gen-
crated employment in specific local areas cannot be
reported. Nonetheless, the differential impact on
localities is substantial, with up to twofifths of the
labor force in some communities dependent on
defense work. The areas with above-average de-
pendency rates tend to be smaller communities
often thaw with Hlitary installations or ammuni-
tion plants and without diversified industries. By
contrast, dependency rates are likely to be lowest
in the largest areas, typically those with a labor
force of 50,000 or more, although these areas may
have very large numbers of defense jobs.

Developments over the past 2 yearsreflect-
ing the buildup of military production to meet the
needs in Vietnamhave accentuated the geo-
graphic concen t rat ion of defense employment. The
impact has been particularly marked in smaller
areas, which either manufacture products in great
demand since the buildupincluding ammuni-
tion, textiles, and clothingor are located close
to enlarged or reactivated military installations.
Clearly, when hostilities subside, the relative im-
pact on manpower wilt be greatest among
these smaller comma n i t ks. Adjust men+ pro
grails of various sort sfinding peacetime
uses for plants no longer needed for defense,
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retraining workers for nondefense jobs, or relo-
cating them in other areaswill be required to
assist these areas and their populations in adapting
to oncoming changes.

The geographic concentrations of defense and
other Federal procurement activities reflect, in
large part, the emphasis on "efficiency" as a cri-
terion in awarding procurement contracts. In its
specific sense, efficiency means obtaining a given
quality item or service at the lowest cost to the
procuring agency or department. Strict adherence
to this rule tends to favor large and diversified
corporations, most of which are located in metro-
politan complexes.

Two specific Government programs represent a
partial modification of the "lowest responsible
bidder" policy. The are the small business set-
asides program and the labor surplus area prefer-
ence program. Up to the present, these programs
have not led to allocations of Federal contracts
with significant consequences for job creation in
areas with high unemployment." However, con-
tinued efforts are underway to make the programs
more effective.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Federal research and development (R&D) ex-
penditures are highly concentrated industrially
and geographically, and have increased steadily
during the postwar years. The Federal Govern-
ment finances roughly two-thirds of all domestic
R&D efforts, with half of the Federal funds going
to the aircraft and missiles and electronics indus-
tries. Three Federal agenciesthe Department of

lone basic document authorizing a surplus labor areas pro-
curement preference program is Defense Manpower Policy- No, 4
(DMP 4). As originally Issued In 1952. DMP 4 provided for
(I) a bld-matching procedure, and (2) the payment of price dif-
ferentials where necessary In order to place procurement con-
tract' II areas of labor surplus, however. since 1954, an annual
rider to the Department of Defense Appropriation Act has eilmi
nated the payment of price differentials made for the purpose
of relies Ag economic dislocations. This rider ha.: been construed
by the Comptroller General to mean that any attempted set
aside of a total procurement cseluelvely for a surplus IA, or
area was Illegal. because St might not result In the lowest pAR-
PIMA price. The 'fair and reasonable price concept was OA.
reSectel In facet of a 'lowest price" requirement. At the pres-
ent time under PIMP 4 as amended, only partial set-asides PI A
procurment are allowed, rurthermore, no partial set-aside may
be mule unless the procurement Is severable into tap or more
econon lc production runt. However. esperience has shown that
In del, procurement the variation In quantity requirements.
to many Instances, effectively precludes such divisions of pro -
(Inchon. Until now, the effect or these Interpretations k that
redcmal procurement under DNIP 4 has had Impact on
Job tuition In labor Furp/us areas



Defense, National Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration, and Atomic Energy. Commissionac-
counted for over 85 percent of the Government's
R&D spending in fiscal 1967, reflecting the orienta-
tion towards military, space, and nuclear energy
programs.

The 10 States which lead in federally supported
R&D work are California, New York, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Texas, Pennsylvania, Florida, New
Mexico, New Jersey, and Ohio (according to fiscal
1965 data, the latest available). These States tend
to have above-average prop, rtions of scientists
and engineers in their labor _orce, as would be ex.
pected in view of the large numbers er,ployed in
R&D projects (as well as other activities in pri-
vate industry, colleges and universities, and gov-
ernment agencies)."

In allocating Federal R&D expenditures, the
primary consideration is genly to meet pro-
gram objectives in tents of the quality and pa^.e,
of the results, at minimt m cost. In most programs,
the geographic distribt tion of the contracts is E
secondary eonsideratiot. However, in an effort to
bad up new centers of research in many parts of
the country, research funds of sever)l agencies
have been directed towtad the development of new
research capabilities in universities and other non
profit institutions. For example, the Atomic
Energy Commiion, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and National Science
Foundation have pros ided support in the form of
student fellowship grants and university research
contracts to a widening group of institutions.
Over the long run, the financial aid should help
diversify the lxatior. of R&D activity.

Some Federal programs, such as the higher
education development programs of the Office of
Education, have as their primary objective the
development of strong regional research centers.
And some regionally oriented Federal programs
have strong roots in research and development. For
example, both the Dei,attment of Agriculture and
the Department of Interior have sponsored r.pplied
research and technological development programs
to solve regional problems of resource develop-
ment. Furthermore. the Federal highway pro; ram
encourages rewards and development on local
transportation problems and supports universities

roe a discussion of II e relationship between regional ecnornie
trend. and eclentte and engineering employment, I+ Ge),apate
Contentrahon of Friooilk and TrrAmical lIonyourr and R gionol
reonorafc °north taliingten: National Planning Aa<o
Juno S. l96:51.

in strengthening their engineering and related fa.
edifies.

Further progress in diffusing the Federal R&D
effort is possible and desirable, but not at the ex-
pense of hampering the quality or slowing the, pace
of urgent national programs. The Independent
Study Board concluded:

. . Near programs, financed by new appropriations,
must be established for encouraging science and tex-
nology In the less developed regions. This Is preferable to
a redistribution of funds under existing programs since
It would avoid cuts in allxations to existing strong cen-
ters. A wider distribution of rederr.1 R&D funds alone
would not necessarily contribute fundamentally either to
regional economic development or to development of col-
leges and universities.

. . . science and technology can contribute most to de-
velopmeat in those regions wb ch build up appropriate pre-
conditioas, such as a vigorous educational system at ell
levels, high quality of local g :lament and environment,
living conditions which attract R&D personnel, and institu
donsf ublle and privateattuned to Innovations.°

TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS

Transportation is, a', once, a significant genca
tor of employment and a part of the overall stric-
ture recessary for economic growth, regionally as
well its nationally. It is an important factor not
only in the location of industry within a region but
also for transportation - sensitive industries, as be-
tween differen. regions. The absence of rood
transportation has oiler meant econonik stagna
tion, most recently in inner -city business dis:ricts.

Federal transportatim programs and policies
therefore have important effects on economiz
growth and the location of industry and jobs.
Among the programs administered by the Depart-
ment of Transportation, the most significant from
this viewpoint is the Federal aid to highways pro-
gram. This includes both the interstate highway
system connecting major metropolitan centers and
the primary and secondary highway (ABC)
system''

firport of flit lo,4eptorf cot Shay Board, pp.
"The Interstate high* Li 'Stem Is 90 percent federally

Anan,ed. PosIdee connecting the major metropolitan center!, It
Ferree a MAkt defers., fimtlen rands ere apportioned among
the Platte on the hails of the Stale's 'bare of the total zetlmatrd
(1,4 Of the entire e)ster With respect to the ABC tyalem,
FeJeral lave stipulatee the; 45 Percent of each State autborlea
lion ill for primary rond, 30 percent for secondary, and 25 per-
cent ppecU301117 for yet's- portions of both road P)1,10E!. A11

ADC fund, are on a:, equal 'hare matching basis with the Slates,
t In Bonie western tree with large area, of Irel,tal lend.
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Any program as large as Federal aid to high-
ways is an important generator of employment
(funding for the two systems amounted in 1987
to about $4 billion per year). Construction is one
of the industries most directly affected by the
highway system. Additional employment is also
generated in the numerous industries that provide
equipment and services to the businesses and em-
ployees directly involved in highway construction,
as well as by the multiplier effects of highway ex-
penditures on employment in consumer-goods in-
dustries.

The effect of highways on the location of in-
dustrial development has been demonstrated by
many studies. It is made very plain by the clusters
of new plants along circumferential highways,
such as Route 128 around Boston and the Capital
Beltway around 1Vashington, D.C. These belt-
ways have undoubtedly speeded the growth of in-
dustry hi the rings around cities and the movement
of plants to these areas. often from downtown lo-
cations.

Expansion of nonfarm industries and employ-
ment. in rural areas will also depend heavily on an
improved system of highways and access roads.
By improving accessibility, highways widen
market areas, increase farm productivity, and
facilitate off-farm employment. They have also
facilitated the attainment of new standards of
rural livit,b by opening up opportunities for urban
shopping, recreation, and other types of social
activity.

Road systems have also played a crucial role in
the development of suburbia. The present. pattern
of committing from suburbs to central city jobs
would have been impossible without an extensive
network of roads although many other factcrs
have; of course, ,:ont ributed to the movement of
populat ion to the suburbs.

Federal aid to highways is not the only trans-
portation program that has regional location im-
plications. Federal grants have long been essen-
tial to insure the survival of U.S. registered ship-
ping and the American shipbuilding industry.
Geographically, the port cities and the localities
with shipbuilding facilities may be regarded as
the principal beneficiaries.

Federal program. related to dr transportation
and airport faci)itie:- influence airline routes and
service. They particularly favor medium-sized
cities and some smaller ones, which might other-
wise lio far irtin air transportation or have only
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good-weather service. In addition, programs de-
signed to stimulate inland waterborne transpor-
tation enable carriers to compete with railroads
for the shipment of bulky commodities and thus
aid river and lake ports.

The High Speed Ground Transportation pro-
gram is an experimental project of passenger rail
travel in the Boston-Washington corridor, de-
signed to test, consumer interest in improved in-
tercity rail service. In addition, public transit
programs to combat intracity congestion will aid
metropolitan core areas in their struggle to re-
tain or attract industry. These systems should also
be designed to help residents of city slum areas
reach outlying employment opportunities.

Federal transportation policies and programs
thus have differential geographic impacts on in-
dustrial development and employment growth.
These programs provide better transportation,
where needed, to accommodate growth and also
to assist disadvantaged areas that have inade-
quate transportation systems. They are fundamen-
tal to economic and employment growth in de-
pressed and lagging regions.

OTHER PROGRAMS

Mining and Mineral Resources

The programs of the Bureau of Mines in the
U.S. Department of the Interior are concerned
with meeting the tot al national demand for min-
erds. However, economic mineral resources are
found only in certain regions. So programs to
increase production of P. specific mineral have dif-
ferential State and regional impacts.

Bureau of Mines programs with significant re-
gional impact include research to improve iron
ore recovery techniques, which has helped the
upper Great Lakes area, and contributions to the
development of automation in the coal industry,
which have benefited many parts of Appalachia
and other coal mining areas as well. Research into
the potential of oil shale formations has bright-
ened the employment and production outlook in
Colorado, Iitah, and Wyoming.

Among the other programs with geographic
are a conservation program for he-

lium, and exploration of techniques to define and
'over mineral deposits in the marine environ-
ment. Also. the Bureau of Mines is evaluating the
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potential of mineral resources in Alaska and as-
sisting in the development of Appalachia through
contracts to reclaim land damaged by surface
mining or mine e: ..ng and to control mine fires.

Government Enterprises

Government enterprises and related programs
including the postal system and the programs of
the Corps of Engineershave important direct
and indirect influences on the location of business
and of jobs. Examples of direct effects are Federal
installations (post offices, TVA, Bonnevile Dam)
and the procurement activities connected with
them. An example of indirect effects would be the
attraction of various energy-using industries to
sites with low-cost power made available through
federally financed dams and electric-generating
facilities. Even the postal system has some im-
portant, indirect, locational influences; for exam-
ple, the fact that postage charges for books and
magazines other periotlicals are del:ermined
by weight, not distance, enables these types of
printing to be performed in areas where the labor
cost is lowest, without regard to differential trans-
portation costs.

The Water Resources Development program of
the Corps of Engineers has many direct effects on
regional and local economies and indirectly in-
fluences the location of industries and jobs: Some
of the fac'.ors that influence business location and
thus help to expand employment opportunities
are the availability of low-cost hydropower,
water transportation, flood-free lands, adequate
water supplies of quality suitable hr industry.
and recreational opportunities, which are afforded
by water resources projects. It is in this context
of encouraging economic growth that the Corps
of Engineers is formulating water rrsc,nrces plans
for Appalachia in connection with the Appalach-
ian Regional Development program.

Small Business

Through a variety of loan and loan.guarantee
programs, the Small Business Administration
(SBA) helps small businessmen in all parts of the
country. That the SBA has a potentially impor.
tant rol.e to play in depressed areas or neighbor-
hoods ii suggested bi the fact that business estab-
lishments in such neighborhoods are often small,

owneroperated units and by the great reed for
expanded business opportunities for residents of
ghetto areas.

The SBA has recently undertaken, as part of its
overall program in the small business field, cooper-
ative efforts with other Federal agencies to stimu-
late economic growth and manpower development,
in depressed areas. Arrangements have been made
with IIUD aimed at developing more business op-
portunities for city people in low- and moderate-
income neighborhoods. The purpose of this plan
is to encourage the use of both FHA mortgage in-
surance and SBA loan and management assistance
in developing rental space for small businesses,
providing them with commercial services, and de-
veloping their entrepreneurial skills. The SBA has
also arranged with the Department of Agricul-
ture to bring the loan programs to the attention of
small businessmen in rural areas.

Under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1064,
people with low incomes can be given financial help
in setting up new businesses or strengthening es
tablished ones. So tar, loans under this provision
have amounted to $39 million between December
1966, when the program was transferred to SBA,
and the end of 1967.

The SBA'sLoc.al Economic Development. Lean
Program has potentiality for aiding distressed lo-
calities, including many which have ken adversely
affected by the departure of major industrial
plants. Financial assistance can be provided to
State development corTorat ions and local develop-
ment companies, on the condition that this is used
to aid eligible small businesses. Under the local de-
velopment company program, loan projects to
taled 338 during 1967most of them in small ocm-
munities of 10,000 or less. About onefourth of
these loans were placed in depressed areas such as
Appalachia. The others were used to assist am
munities in diversifying their industries, or to ex-
pand businesses and thus stimulate the comnm-
nity's economic gnnyt b. The SBA estimates that,
all told, nearly 12,000 jobs were created by these
loans.

Agriculture

A variety of programs operated by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture--for example, acreage con-
ra, farm price subsidies, and a gricultnre ext en

sion services--have differential regional effe,:ts
This, in part, reflects the concentration of agricul-
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t ural act ivit in some regionsespecially the
South and the West North Central States.

In addition, the Farmers Time Administration
has been concerned with farm area development
and poverty. This agency operates a variety of
loan programs to help improve community living
standards and alleviate rural povertyconstruc-
tion loans, economic opportunity bans, aid to fam-
ily farmers, and loans for housing improvement.

The Extension Service of the Department of
Agriculture has had some impact on rural eco-
nomic development. The Department estimates
that, during 1066 and 1967, 7.ew projects relating
to agricultural marketing and processing and busi-
ness and industrial developilent, including recrea-
tion and tourism, were instrumental in creating
about 150,000 new jcbs in rural areas. Water and

sewer projects were among the most important,
followed by school, health, and recreational
programs.

It has been emphasized that the rural popula-
tion has not shared equally in the fruits of eco-
nomic progress and that rural poverty is a na-
tional concern. Many of the programs outlined
earlier in this chapter have a strong rural focus.

But beyond this, the economies of both urban
and rural areas are highly interdependent and
require complementary programs for sustained
economic progress. Over the long run, a balanced
rural-urban development would use the Nation's
resources most tTectively and provide maximum
opportunities for employment and for improving
the quality of life.

Conclusion

Present geographic patterns of affluence and
poverty, of econorni3 growth and decline, in the
United States are the outcome of countless inter-
acting developments. They reflect decisions over
many years by businessmen to seek out the areas
where, with the existing resources and foreseen
economic and technological conditions, they could
most effectively produce and market and by
workers to move to places offering promise of
better employmert opportunities. Underlying
these decisions have been the technological
advances that, within relatiN ely short periods,
revolutionized the country's transportation sys-
tem, diminished the economic importance of coal.
cut into the demar d for cotton and woolen textiles,
and forced millions of farm people to seek non-
farm jolts, to cite just e. few exat.iples.

Deielopments such as these have made possible
the Nation's economic growth and generally
advancing standard of living, but. they have had
a very uneven geographic effect. Although most
localities hare benefited, some have suffered
economic. decline and distress.

The presence of natural resource: and, in some
CART, their depletion have nlsa been basic factors
in the economic fortunes of many areas. The
changing ratio of immigrationinduced by the
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search for political freedom and economic oppor-
tunity, and limited in t' -ne pact several decades by
legislative restrictions -has had a profound effect
on the inflow of workers, particularly into urban
areas. Government decisions with respect to the
location of fasilities and other programs and
policies have also affected thousands of com-
munities, their industries, and workers. In addi
t ion, demographic and social factors--such as the
above-average fertility rates in rural areas and
the frequent discrimination agab,st Negroes and
other minority groups in employment and hous-
inghave had a great influence on migration and
the concentrations of unemployment and poverty
in both rural and urban communities.

To some extent, the economic development. of
particular reijor.s of the cow Wiry has been purpo-
sive. More than a century ago, the Homestead Act
of 1$62 focused efTorts on development of the
West. More than 30 years ago, the Tennessee Val-
ley Lutb.ority was set up to develop one part of
the South. hit in the main, as the illustrations
jus'i, cited suggest, this country has drifted into
new patterns of eilployment location --on the
shifting currents of technological change, prod-
uct demand, and job and profit seekingand then
has had: to ccpe with the economic and social
cmsequences of these patterns.
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A new national determination to meet the prob-
lems of people in depressed areas by cooperative
governmental and private action is reflected in the
economic development programs of the past 7
years. Because of the wide differences in both prob-
lems and potentialities among the various red:-
velopment areas, these programs are necessarily
flexible and utiFze a variety of approaches to their
common goal of economic development and job
creation. But hey sh re certain basic features.
Along with develormuit, of community resources
and other inceietive to business expansion, there
is general mph: sis on strengthening of education
and training with the twofold aim of qualifying
workers for the expected nee, jobs and of supply-
ing the trained work force needed to attract busi-
ness to the area.

Implicit in the development, programs is recog-
nition that many depressed labor areas have the pc-
tential for rege 'nation, and also that there are
communities with promise as growth centers with-
in all the broad development regions. But it is
also recognized that the processes which have
brought economic decline to particular areas are
not likely to be reversed without outside help. An
area where employment opportunities are poor
tends to lose wo:kers by net ouknigration. Thus,
it has a weakenel labor force, and so is further
handicapped in holding 'ns present businesses and
attracting new ones.

The redevelopment programs are, of course,
aimed directly at arresting this vicious cy,/le in as
many areas taz is economically feasible. Ilow many
areas can mid will be thus assisted is still very un-
certain. But c'early, not all depressed areas can
expect to achieve future growth, and hence it e ill
continue to be necessary for many workers to seek
jobs elsewhere. With improved highway systems,
larger numbers will able to cotnreJte to lobs in
vorby gtowih centers. But further migration
from a good many areas will also be necessary.

One of the most basic questions which has to be
confronted in economic development programs has
been stated in overly simpli4ic termswhether
workers should move to jobs or jobs to workers.
Even to pose the problem in this way is to distort
it ; both types of movement will certainly be re-
quired and must be facilitated and aided. i'he real
questionto which no satisfactory answer has yet
been developedis what combinations of program
efforts in these two directions would be most bene-
ficial in both economic and human terms.

This is a question which can be analyzed satis-
factorily only on an areaby-area basis, in the con-
text of the o;err,ll national economy. The poten-
tialities of depressed ireas should be evaluated
separately, together with the characteristics of
their workers and the opportunities which can be
foreseen for their elsewhere. And in developing
program plans, account should be taken of the rela-
tive :osts, and bet ?fits to the Nation, as well as the
particular area a id its workers, of re;gration as
compared with local economic development.

Usually, by fac litating the movement of work-
ers and industry to the areas where they can be
most productive, ..he national output of goods and
services will be m ,xitnized and higher overall lev-
els of living achieved. However, the desirability of
maximizing national output is only a general
guide to policy. A strict efficiency criterion for the
short run may hu t long-run productivity and, in
any event, ignores Aber important goals. Rigid ad-
herence to this cr: terion in program development
could mean lea ring many distressed areas
stranded and still declining, with hardship to the
people unable or unwilling to migrate. It may
also, in many case s, cause waste of existing social
capital and faith( a to develop resources of poten-
tial value over t' le long run. The economic and
techrological hist,ary of the country demonstrates
that the demand for particular resources (for ex-
ample, coal) can riave upswings as well as declines,
with corrosixindi ig effects for the areas economi-
cally dependent on these resources. And the in-
creasing concentration of lo,income population
in many innerci,ty slum areas must be considered
in connection v ith any program decisions that
might L.timulaW further migration to such areas.

The development of manpower objectives for
different geogrrphic areas and for the Nation as
a whale thus it voles great complexities and al-
most, inescapal le incompatibilities. Though the
programs devised to forward these objectives will
often reinforce each other, this is not always
possible. Short-term objectives may conflict with
long -term one:. Improvemer ts of o. iportun'ty in
one area may lead to an actual or potentind loss of
opportunity el ewhere.

It is essenti 11 that :here continue to be a wide
range of !wow-M.3 aimed at mitigating geographic
inequities in e, tployment opportunites and worker
well-being. Aid it is equally essential that rela
(kinships anic lg these programs be continuously
evaluated in te runs froth of objectives and of actual

l r)
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effects, so that conflicts can be minimized. We need
to work toward a consistent geographic strategy
for manpower and economic development policy
which would link together the various geographic
objectives and programs.

What are some of the issues which must be
confronted in moving toward such a strategy.? The
first relates to fact finding and regeach. How and
to what extent can the employment potential of
different. areas be better evaluated ? How and to
what extent can appraisals be made of the relative.
costs a--,d benefits of alternative action programs
aimed ai meeting the employment and subsistence
needs of people in different localities?

Fact finding and analysis on these fundamental
questions are now hampered by the fragmentary
anii discontinuous nature of the data available
for specific areas and regions. Furthermore, the
techniques of cost-benefit analysis and also of
systematic projection of economic and manpower
trends for different areas, integrated with national
projections. are still at an early stage of develop-
ment and application. These informational in-
adequacies are recognized by many serious
investigators in both Government. and private
agencies. It is essential to make rapid progress in
improving both basic data and analytical and
projection techniques in order to provide better
guidelines for program development.

Second, with private job creation as a prime ob-
jective in areas with potential for redevelopment,
should present measures to stimulate business ex-
pansion be strengthened and supplemented? As
better information becomes available for various
areas, this is likely to underline. the wide differ-
ences in the nature and severity of their problems,
but it should also help to pinpoint t I e kinds of pro-
gram action called for in each situation. In many
crises, investment in public facilities such as high-
ways, waterworks, end sewer systems will be essen-
tial to start the process of industrial expansion.
Frequently, financial incentives such ns low-cost
loans or tax rebates may be needed. The critical
problem is to provide, in each ease and within the
limits of available resources, the combination of
facilities and incentives that will be most etTective
iu tatting A self-sustaining. progressive expan-
sion in private employment.

'Third, the geographic impact of both Norco,-
proeurfri,ent quid tar n.* poi to 6)n polluter and

drei.e.'om* /0(0/0H of /74/ifit needs
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to be continuously reviewed. The magnitude of
Government procurement and investment in trans-
portation suggests that. these could iii powerful
tools for reducing interarea differences ii, unem-
ployment.

Despite the other important and often overrid-
ing reasons for the location of Goyernment sup-
pliers, there is need to determine whether any in-
crease in total social cost would be entailed in
departing from the prevailing practice of allocat-
ing contracts on the basis of the lowest money cost
to the procuring agency. In this calculation, con-
sideration should be given, foii example, to the
saving to society if welfare and other benefits
could be reduced by placing orders in areas of high
unemployment. In mldition, decisions as to the
location of Government facilities and of transpor-
tation investments should take account of the job
market situation in particular local areas and of
whether the opening of new facilities there would
have the constructive effect of relieving unemploy-
ment or, conceivably, the negative oro of intensi-
fying already existing labor slim

A fourth broad issue relates to t. rt

should be followed in vocatio.,,,, au ,41

training. To what extent should y p In d
for occupational opportunities e,
paled in the immediate local area! tent
should their occupational prep T. girted
hi the light of national tren'
should opportunities for traini:Ig IA;
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nationally. They should be ficil
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bility; and second, the dilemma inherent in our
democracy of reconciling full freedom of choice
for he individual with training programs closely
geared, in nature and magnitude, to anticipated
manpower requiremeets.

A fifth set of questions relates to the 'migration
of workers: To what extent and how should Gov-
ernment attempt to stimulate and aid out-migra-
tion from declining areas, to influence migrants'
choice of a destination, to assist them in the job
and other adjustments they must make in the new
environment ?

Decisions regarding the extent of out-migration
from particular areas which is economically and
socially desirable will be hampered until improved
information is available on area potentials and the
relative costs and benefits of alternative program
approaches. However, experimental programs of
relocation assistance should provide useful in-
sights into the factors that impede migration end
how these can be overcome most effectively. Such
programs should also indicate methods of limiting
and easing the 7djustn.cnt problems which arise,
for example, when unskilled farmworkers move to
cities in search of jobs.

A related question that has hardly begun to be
explored is how to reach potential migrants from
rural areas before. they move, in order to advise
them on the choice of a destination and, if possible.
give them training for urban employment. The
gross flow of migrants in this country is so great
that if even a small proportion of them could be
helped to make an economically wiser choice of a
destination, this could have a major effect in re-
ducing the concentrations of joble.- workers in
some areas.

In addition, there must be concern for the Ivel-
fare of people in plaerR unlikely to (whirr(' cco
nomie viability through redevelopment programs.
There are many communities which are too small
and some where economic decay has gone too far- -
to be helped by redevelopment efforts. In such sit-
uations, the paramount question is how and where
to provide an rdequate basis of living for the resi
dents. For many w:,o are employable or can be
helped to become so, out-migration is the answer.
For others, income maintenance and work pro-
grams of various kinds may ire ncccsr-ary.

A final set of issues relates to the policies that
might be followed in working tow ard a Fob-int-0d
rind hitt-grated drrelormerit of the country's f-
!crew geographic areas. Balance issues "rise at

113.11.1 f i. 11. 1,

several levels of geography. Within specific urban
areas, more effective integration between the sub-
urbs and inner city might aid both the rehabilita-
tio > of slums and the development of model r..igh-
borhoods and urban industrial parks. This would
involve not merely linking jobs and residences
through an improved transportation system, but
also reducing the differentials in socioeconomic
opportunities between the inner city and the rest
of the metropolitan area. And it would mean solv-
ing the central city problems of unemployment
and noverty, not spreading them more evenly
through the city.

The "growth center" concept in regional devel-
opment t,alls for interrelated development of these
cities and the surrounding countryside. Function-
ing as centers of employment growth and also of
educational and other services, these growth cen-
ters might serve as the nucleus for economic and
social improvements in their environs. In turn,
they would depend, in considerable part, on the
people within commuting distance as both work-
ers and customers.

Perhaps some of tie most difficult policy and
analytic questions relate to the development of an
urban-rural balance. If, as the Secretary of Agri-
culture has suggested, ". . . we can revitalize On
villages, towns, and cities of the countryside and
build new towns and cities there, .. preserve ...
the maximum feasible number of family-type
farms," and develop the. open countryside, than we
may be able to "... reverse the flow of population
to mrtropolitan centers, and in so doing, help big
cities conquer the urban improvement job by eas-
ing the pressures exerted by a constantly expand-
ing population." The full implications of attempt-
ing to achieve these kinds of results need intensive
study, but programs to achieve urban-rural bal-
ance may have profound effects en the future de-
velopment and well-being of America.

The President, in his message on Housing and
Cities delivered to the Congress on February 22,
made clear his determidat ion both to deal directly
with the critical problems in central cities and to
foster new centers of industry and population. He
called for a new Housing and Urban Develop-
ment Act, which would make possible expansion
end accelc,.ation of housing constructio; and re-
habilitation and renewal of blighted urban neigh -
borhoods. Ile also proposed a New Communities
Act, which would provide a major new financing
method for private development and also offer in
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centives to State and local governments to channel
programs for construction of new public facilities
into such communities.

The task of solving present geographic inequi-
ties in employment opportunities and levels of liv-
ing, and of realizing the potentials of all geo-
graphic sectors and their people, is not for the Fed-
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eral Government alone. It will demand active
participation by all levels of government and by
private industry and local leadership in communi-
ties throughout the country. In any event, high
priority for analysis should be given to geographic
factors in employment and manpower develop-
ment.
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TRENDS IN EMPLOYMENT

AND UNEMPLOYMENT

The Nation's economy in 1967 st ' -I weakly
and ended strongly. Against a tot formance
of only small gains, the renewal ength at
year's end heralded better things ,t in 1968,
along with renewal of the. problems 1,4 attend
rapid growth. Even though total job gains in 1067
were below those of the 2 previous banner years,
and further progress in reducing unemployment.
was postponed, the country could nevertheless
take satisfaction in the temporary nature of the
econonlic pause and the fact that it passed without
serious job dislocations. On balance, the economy
continued for an unprecedented 7th year without.
losing the upward thrust of growth which, during

that long period, was the wellspring of new jobs
and improvement in living standardsfor most
but not all Americans.

The record of 1967 evoked more hope than dis-
couragement, but nevertheless produced signf -ant
elements of each. Lirgely because of the faltering
first half of the year, the Nation's output of goods
and services in 1967 rose by only 2,5 percent over
1066, for the lowest annual rate of gain since the
recession year of 1961. It was not a pace that, over
any length of time, would be adequate to either
achieve or sustain full employment. Such small
growth in output cannot provide enough new jobs
for the growing population and for meeting the re-

1967 IN THE CONTEXT OF THE CURRENT EXPANSION

(8ifrions)

1961 1966 1967

Change, 1966-67 Average annual
change, 1961-67

Number Percent Number Percent'

GNP In current dollars $520.1 $743.3 S785.1 $41.8 5.6 S44.2 7.1
GNP in 1958 dollars 497.2 652.6 669.2 16.6 2.5 28.7 5.1

(Thotssonds)

Total employment 65,746 72,C95 74,372 1,477 2.0 1,43R 2.1
Nonfarm payroll employmen. 54,042 63,982 66,066 2,084 3.3 2,004 3.4
Unemployment 4,714 2,875 2,975 100 3.5 2;0 7.4

(Percent)

Unemployment role 6.7 3.8 3.8 0 0 -.5 -9.0

1_ I Compounded at anns31 rotes.

NOTE- Gross national prods,clond nonfarm poyroll employment floes for 1961 are prelminory.
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quirements of rising productivity. Neither can it
create enough goods and services to raise the level
of living provide the means to meet this
country's tren endcius social needs at home and it 3
obligations abroad.

Disturbing, too, was the continuation of the pre-
vious year's sharp increase in prices and in unit
labor costs. The critical question posed at the
beginning of 196P, was whCher these disturbing
trends would continue or whether the upward
pressures on prices would ease with the growing
abundance of goods, prod" tivity growth increase
with the rising scale of production, and wage
demands moderate with the recognition of the need
for greater economic stability.

The most reassuring element was the continued
evidence at yearend of the same sources of
strength which, over the long period of growth
that began in 1961, ..ided a quarter of a trillion
dollars to the yearly outpat of goods and services
and created over 12 rnillio.l additional jobs in
industry. The relative affluence of the great ma-
jority of individuals was one of these r -.entrees, in
spit.) of the poverty that continued to Mkt a sig-
/1;6:ant minority.

As 196S began, personal income was again ris-
ing and a large reserve of savings provided a
potential for even greater growth in consumer
purchases of goods and services. The temporary
imbalance between the rate at which goods were
being produced and the rate at which the economy

as consuming them seems to have been overcome
during the first half of 1967, without serious dis-
ruption in the. employmen`. situation and without
spiraling effects. With the tinning of consumer
demand, business investment spending resumed its
growth, responsive again to the long range cer-
tainties that the population would not merely in-

crease but that its workers would produce more
and live better.

Government expenditures at both local and na-
tional levels continued to increase to meet, grow-
ing domestic social and economic needs and the
requirements of the war in Vietnam. Although ex-
penditures for defense continued to influence sig-
nificantly the patterns of economic activity and
employment in 1967, these expenditures appear to
have reached a plateau during the last half of the
year. They were of materially less importance in
the rapid growth that resumed in the latter half
of 1)67 than during the previous 2 years. But
even when the Vietnam hostilities stop, as even-
tually they must, and the conversion of military ef-
forts can be accomplished, vast needs stemming
from national growth and urbanization, and the
commitment to abolish poverty, will lay a claim on
Government that can be expected to continue to
require large public in estment.

The Nation's manpower resources also demon-
strated strength and flexibility in 1967. Women
continued to enter the labor force in increasingly
large numbers and more adult men became avail-
able for work. And even though no further prog.
res-, was made in reducirg, unemployment, at least
the gains of the past few years were generally
maintained. I. ,never, the continuation of intoler-
ably MO rates of unemployment among Negroes
and youth remained a critical national problem.

The slower rate of production (hiring early 1967
somewhat reduced the pressures on 1:dior supply.
The prospective availability of lime adult men as
workers, because of the continued entry into the
lalxw force of large numbers of persons born dur-
ing and following World War II. provided a basis
for expanding economic activity- with substantially
less threat of labor shortages than had seemed
likely 2 years ago.

Summary of Developments in {967

The Nation's total output of goods and services
rose to S s billion in 1967, an increase of !;..;.12 bil-
lion over the previous year. Of this iaerease. fit;
billion. or more Clan half. was accounted fur by
rising prices to 3 yrccnt ins roase liasecl nu flit-
(4NI) no-omits). ichling a real gain in lintpnt of
2.:) per', lit. This rate of real grouth Aid} be-

/70

low the post-World War II average of 4 percent
and contrasted sharply perhaps %%as a reaction
to the unusually tapid but unbalanced rate of
gain of 5,ti percent in 1964. Vieed in per..pee(
the Nation's 1411 output hat risen Ifilially ilith-
oat interruption since the beginning of lt-oed. and
was over 10 pe-eent greater by the cioe of 1967.
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Despite the pause in growth during the early
part of 1967, the economy was able to accommo-
date the temporary cutbacks in output without .
severe employment dislocations and to resume
growth at a pace sufficiently high to yield gains
in most sectors for the year as a whole. The rapid
readjustment and resumption of growth pre-
served the continuity and momentum of economic.
expansion so important to the social and economic
p;ogress achieved in recent years.. Continued rapid
ceonomic growth has been vital in providing an
effective context for manpower programs, both for
upgrading the labor force and for razing obstacles
to employinent of the disadvantaged. The long du-
ration of this growth has brought the country pro-
gressively to more favorable ground from which to
attack the stubborn problems of poverty and hard-
core unemployment.

The significant developments in the rapid read-
justment in the first half of 1967 were these:

1. Moderate declines in production Ivorke; em-
ployment in the durable goods manufacturing in-
dustries (about 4 percent from January to July)
occurred at the same time as did small gains in
nonproduction worker employment and much
larger gains in service-producing industries and
governnient. These kinds of diverse movements are
often offsetting only temporarily and may lead to
dislocation of workers and an increase in unem-
ployment. But during the first half of 1967
there was a general employment, expansion and
few additions to the work force, so that the disloca-
tions resulted in only small increases in linen ploy-
ment of apparently short duration.

2. Part of the output decline was accommodated
by reductions in hone of work. Since industry had
been operating at above the normal workweek, the
cutbacks were primarily reflected in reduced over-
time hours.

3. Expecte Cons of a resumption in growth were.
appmntly so strong that personnel, especially
overhead or non product ion workers, were retained
even during the slack period. This, however, was
a factor in the low rate of productivity growth.

4. Grow th in the civilian labor force was below
normal during the fir part of the year. whcti pro-
duction was slack.

'11), pickup in the eennOlny in the 114 half of
19t17 was reflected in these de) elopments:

1. Real (;NP rose hy nearly .11.!2 learnt. on an
animal basis,bo seen the second and final quarters.

2. The labor force rose by approximately 11/2
million and total employment by a somewhat .
sr taller amount.

3. Employment on nonfarm payrolls increased
by 1.2 million be even June and December.

4. Because of the :aige increase in the labor
force, the uneinployment. rate edged up slightly be-
tween the second and fourth quarteN, but hy De-
cember the rate had come. down to 3.7 percent.

The coin rat., movements during t he year yielded
gains for the year as a whole comparable with
»mny past years, but. far below the large advances
of 1965 rind 1566. In terms :if annual averages, the
principal developments in the employment sitmt-
lion were;

!. Total employment rose by 1.5 million to 74.4
million in 1967. The increase was 300,000 lower
than the previous year.

2. Rapid expansion of the labor force in the
last half of 1007 offset the earlier slow growth and
resulted in a greater-than-projected increase for
the year.

3. The i967 job increase was slightly less than
the expansion of the labor force; as r result, the
number of unemployed increased by 100,000, to
an ;average of 3 million. Because of the larger labor
force, the unemployment rate remained unchanged
at. 3.8 percent of the labor f nee.

4. Ti e number of workers on nonfarm payrolls
increased 1,y. .1 million, le 00,1 million in 1967.
The gain was almost entirely in the service sector.

5. Average weekly hours of factory production
worker dropped by nearly one full hour to 40.6
hours. About half the reduction occurred in over.
time. Despite the shorter bonus, average weekly
earnings rose by. $2.56 to a record level of $114.90.
as a re nit of an 11-cent rise in average hourly
earnings to $2.83. if the rise in consumer prices is
take. into account, then ml weekly earninp of
factory workers actually declined by 1 percent be-
tween 1960 and 1967.

6. Agricultural employment continued its long-
term decline, theugh not at the site preHoitons
rate as the year before. Farm jobs edged dorm
135.no. about Iwo-thirds the average (While of
the pa:t 20 year..;. to 3.s milli( n. In VY11.1.1Vilfl
iprign !Milt ics oath(' 11111 NV plentiful
out the yea r. I rill pleyy.ment (lopped by. 100.1)1)0.

ahn
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Since the end of World War II the total decline.
iu agricultural employ meat IIRS amounted to more
than 30 percent.

7. Unemployment, rate; for nonwhites (7.4 per-
cent ) and for t eenagens (13 percent) Nvere roughly
the same as in 1966and still far too high.

The EcGnomic Background

The pattern and scale of job growth in 1967 re-
flected the reduced rate of economic expansion
early in the year as well as the subsequent. recov-
ery. The reaction to the slowdown in production
was remarkably small, just as the economic Yead-
j tstment itself was brief. The slowdown was to a
large extent the consequence of a sharp growth in
output in 1966 and of imbalances which accompa-
nied that growth. As a result of these and other
factors, such as reduced demand for automobiles
and a shift into other channels of funds available
for construction, both consumer mid business de-
mand fell short of absori)ing the output being
produced during the latter part of 1960. In an ex-
panding economy, businesses typically accumulate
stocks of goods at all stages of production to an
ticipate rising demnads of consumers and inter-
mediate producers. I lowever, the. rapid growth of
production in 1966 was not matched by demand,
and inventories consequently accumulated at an
excessi ve rate.

'rho inevitable response by industry during the
first half of 1967 N% fIS to Slow down production and
procurement of materials to reduce the rate of
inventor:: accumulation. However. unlike some
previous inventory mr;ustments, this period of
retrenchment did not teed on itself and lead to
a severe. overall decline. Since government ex-
penditures were increasing rapidly, employment
and personal income were not severely affected.
consumer demand continued strong in spite of a
high rate of savings, 8111 the effects of the slow-
down (primarily in durable goods manufactur-
ing) were net transmitted significantly to other
sectors. Both consumer and government. exi
tures (inelud'tig defense expenditures) continued
to grow, and as inventories came into better
'Ialance with demand, the drag 011 production was
removed and the cf.-moray again relx-'mal(d.

l) r; the last half of the Y',11'. output picked
up sharply. The third-quarter growth rm., in mu-
pot was 1 peicent ( i.e., l.1- percent annual rate).
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despite a slower growth in personal consumption
expenditures resulting from the auto strike: in the
fourth quarter, outpnt. rose 1.3 percent. (i.e.. a 5.3-
percent annual rate).

At the beginning of 1968, economic activity Was
expy n (ling at the same high rate that characterized
the last half of 1967. In contrast to the threat of
decline faced and surmounted ,,tarly in 1967, the
problem facing polieyinakers at the beginning of
1068 WaS that of maintaining reasonable economic
and price stability along with adequate growth.

For 1967 as a whole, the principal economic
forces which influenced the employment sit.ta`ion
were these:

1. The major force for contraction was the sharp
reduction in the scale. of inventory accumulation.
This showed its dearest effect in durable goods
manufacturing.

2. Consumer spending continued to grow. but
its rate of growth was substantialli below 1963
and 1966. .kftet allowance for price increases,
personal consumption expenditures were up 2.S
percent. in 1967 compared with 4.9 and 6.6 percent
for the previous years.

Government spending rose at a faster rate
between 1906 and 1967 than between 1966 and
1966. Sharp growth in spending occurred 'Jodi in
defense and State and local governments, State
and local government spending, continued to rise
sharply at ye:11.cm'. but the rise in defense spend-

slowed from about mi(1-1967 on

4. Even excluding the inventory adjustment,
business investment in 1967 Nvas weak, showing
virtually no growth after 2 years of sharp in-
ereases.

Housing const tics ion penditures ( adjusted
for I rice change) showed a 11(4'111W On .1 y earto-
year t,t mainly hcatise of the veiy .sharp dip
in cons Indio: near the et d of 1966, which re-
:stilted from the light it.oney market. :ven
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though housing activity was on the upgrade
virtually throughout 1967, the average for the
year failed to reach that of 1966. By the end
of 1967, however, housing construction expendi-
tures were well above year-before levels.

6. Consumer savings absorbed over 7 percent of
disposable personal iliconle In 1967, the largest
share since 195. The savings rate has not ex-
ceeded C percent since 19:l)8 Since it seemed
unlikely that the extraordinarily high rate of per-
sonal savings in 1967 would be maintained, a
strong base existed for growth in consumer pur-
chases in 1968. By the same token, a potential
existed for increasing inflationary demand pres-
sures if decisions to spend these savings were
concentrated or badly tinted,

7. Consumer prices rose by 2.8 percent on aver-
age in 1967. The rise was a shade under the 1965-66
increase (2.9 percent), but it was higher than
the U.S. average for the post-World War II
period as a whole. The rate of price increase is still
relatively low for a period of such rapid employ-
ment growth and low unemployment, but the dan-
ger lies in the prospects for even sharper price in-
creases in 1968 as the economy goes into higher
gear and pressures of demand increase further.

8, Major collective bargaining settlements in
1967 yielded comparatively sharp wage increases.

somewhat easier job market. wage in-
creases averaged 5.7 percent in 1967 compared
with 4.8 percent the previous year.'

9, .1t the saute time that wages and fringe Irenc
tits increased, productivity gains decreased as a
result of the relatively low rates of capacity utili
nation and economic growth. Unit labor costs roc:
:ts a result, placing additional pressures on
prices. However, a higher rate of economic growth
in 1968, with plant utilization closer to optimum
icicle, should result in a more rapid rise in pro-
ductivity and a reduction in upward pressures on
unit Woo. costs.

In. Strikes figured prominently in the economic
and manpower situation in 1967, cutting into the
potential output of goods and services and obscu-
ing the shift its economic direction during the
year. The proportion of work time lost because of
strikes in 1967, at there- tenths of 1 percent. NNa.,

itrsr are 11,1-r ,Cn (.1 tl.r tft 3,11. 1. ti,r r,r.Irvt. If
rNrr nrr tAktn nnrouni.

nv rnr, arr.- :In vrrctnt in tIwii" 11,1 12 t,r(nnt

the highest since 1959 and almost double the an-
nual average for the intervening 7-year period.
The size of the 1967 loss stemmed from a number
of very large work stoppages (e.g., in the auto
industry) and some very long ones (e.g., in the
copper and rubber industries).

Major collective bargaining agreements cover-
ing approximately 1 million wol kers expire or can
be renegotiated in 1068; in addition, about 4.6 mil-
lion workers are scheduled for wage increases un-
der previously negotiated contracts. The combined
total represents an tumsually large number of
workers scheedled for wage actions in one year.
Several critical labor-management negotiations-
in the steel, aluminum, railroad, aerospace, .and
apparel industries- -are expected to have consider-
able impact on the economic situation. Should
there be strikes in these industries, the resulting
loss of output could affect the economy as it steers
a critical path between stable growth and inflation.

In addition, the amounts of the settlements in
the above-mentionmi industries (and the patterns
they set for settle' ill other industries) will
figure in the delicate balance between the need to
nutintain consumer demand through equitable in-
come distribution, and the need to hold down unit
labor costs. At the same time, some added stitnultis
to the economy, "borrowed.' front later in 1968,
may result from the reported buying of steel prod-
ucts to build inventories ill ant iipat ion of a pos-
sible steel strike. In the saute way, some of the out-
put lost in 1967 because of the auto strikes is being
made up in early 1968 and adding to the demand
pressures converging then.

The prospect of tighter job markets and rising
consumer prices points to larger pressures for sub-
stantial wage increases, However, the anticipated
higher rate of economic growth in 1968, with its
accompany ing higher rates of capacity utilizat ion,
also makes it likely that productivity Will rise
considerably faster than its low 1967 rate, pa
tidily offsetting the efle't of higher wages on unit
labor costs.

it. international economic developments fig-

ured significantly in 1967 in the lot mat ion of poli-
cies affecting the U.S. economy duct manpower
situation, a al anew Cali be (Apt-.k play an el'elt
more 1)11/n11110a AO Ili 191i,, The tieVidlnitiOli of
the Wit tIC itc;,riniAtimn in the I-.S.
balawv of riy111011,z po,;;Ii4411. :utrl tLe con:op,1.111

f,,1" i t the'

alt lu. t,mtbating iini,i/;on. ;n141 leAnlining c \, 1' --
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sive growth will be basic forces in' uencing the
scale and pattern of employment growth in 1968.
Ono favorable factor affecting our international
timle (and consequently our domestic economy)
steins from the conclusion of agreements under the

Kennedy :hound in 1967 for major arid' reductions
on a wide variety of products. These reductions
will take place progre.zsively over the next 5 years,
and should help the country hold and perhaps
expand its trade position in international markets.

The Pattern of Employment Growth

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

Between 1966 and 1067, 2.1 million jobs were
added to nonfarm industry payrolls, bringing the
total to 66.1 million. (See. table 1.) Although this
growth was not. as impressive as the. 1965-66 ad-
vancewhen a record 3.2 million workers were

The employment figures used In this section are based on
employer payroll records and provide a clearer measure of Indus-
try employment trends than the figures derived hon. the Cur-
rent Population Survey of households. The totals character
istleally differ because of different procedures and because the
payroll 11.;,:es exclude the self-employed Jr.ald family workers,
and domestic works,rs, and count taultiple jobholderR In as fenny
j,,h, as they hrdfl.

added to industry payrollsit was still above the
1.7 million average yearly gain between 1061 and
1965, and about double the annual increase regis-
tered for the postwar period as a whole.

The, 1907 slowdown in employment growth
broke the pattern of increasingly larger job gains
established between 1963 and 1966. During early
1967, nonfarm payrolls showed little net change
as declines it I manufacturing and construction em-
ployment offset gains in trade, service, and Fed-
eral, State, and local governments. Overall employ-
ment growth resumed during the fall, but at an
irregular and slow pace, with the trend obscured

T.inta.: I. NoNraum l'AyRolt, EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY DivistoN, 1966 -67 '

(Numbers In thousands]

Industry division 1966 1967
Change,

Number

1966-67

Percent

Total G3, 9S2 66, 066 2, 094 3. 3

Goodsrelated industries 27,254 27,476 222 .5
Mining 625 613 -1.9
Contract construction 3,292 3, 265 27 S

Manufacturing 19,156 19, 336 150 .5
Durable go.)ds 11,256 11,325 69 .6
Nondurable goods 7,930 5, 012 52 1. 0

Transportation and public utilitks 4,151 4,262 111 2.7

Service-related industries 36, 729 3S, 590 1,561 5. 1

Wholesale and retail trade 13, 211 13, 676 465 3.5
Finance, insurancu, and real est a'r. 3, 102 3, 226 124 4. 0
St rviec and miscellaneous 9, 545 10, 072 527 5.5
GOV Cr I merit 10, 571 11,616 745 6, 9

Federal 2, 564 2,719 155 6. 0
Stn; .,rid local 5, 307 5, sc,7 590 7. 1

Pala furl arc
r arAD Heal purp,,es, trAn,p,[111,n is Includr,1 am 'g1

the r. dr:.IuLnz in']n'lrt' a 1, a,c c.,ploy snout has
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CHART 27

Rise in nonfarm employment faltered
in early 1967. but resumed by year end.

Average annni and seasonally adjusted monthly
nonfarm payroll empfcyment, 1964-67

Millions

67.0

65.0

63.0

61.0

59.0

57.0
1964 1965

Sc.,,rCe: U.S. DE,paf t-ent of Labor.

1366 1967

by strike; in the automobile industry and else-
where lIowever, by the end of 1901. it was evident
that upward momentum had been regained. Em-
ployment on nonfarm payrolls ros..; by almost
three-fourths of a million jobs between the third
and fourth quarters (seasonally adjusted) and at
yearend totaled Ills million. Despite the slow
grohlh earlier in the year, the yearend total was
i million higher than the year before. (See chart
'27.)

Industry gains in 1907 were much more. sharply
concentrated than in reCCPC years of large overall
employment growth. (See charts 18 and 29.)
Minn.( !.t out of Pi new jobs Well' ill the sctt'ice
sector, mainly in State and local governments, the
service indirstry, and trade. which together added
more than 11,1 ruillion workers to their payrolls.
Employment in manufactitring industries, on the
other hand, expanded by only IrI1,000 jolts and
accounted for less than lo percent of the total
rise, compared with an increase of inure than a
million jobs or over one- third of the total in 1900.
(inn\ th in manufacturing lets played un impor-
tant 1,4 in providing relatil el: high-paying job.:
for (due- collar ttorkors sine the present period
of expulsion started in vied. '1 his growth has ac
counted for significant redi;ctions in tmeniploy-

merit. The pause in 1967 also emphasized the.
particular hazard to blue-collar workers of a slow-
down in the economy which may result from
uneVeil gowth. If this pause represented a tem-
porary readjustnwnt of imbalances, permitting
resumption of sustainable employment expansion,
it could be regarded as a sign of strength. The
short duration and limited effects of the nadjust-
meld suggest such a view.

Manufacturing

Factory output showed little increase for the
year as a wholethe decline in the first half being
recovered in the second half. Factory employment .
showed a similar pattern, dropping almost 400,000
on a seasonally adjusted basis between January
and July, and picking up again only late in the
year. The recovery in the last quarter resnIted
an employment gain of 150,000 for the car as a
whole.

Durable Goods Monufatruring. The most marked
slowdown in factory job growth was among du-
rable goods-producing industries. For 1067 as a
whole, emPloSinent in these industries rose by loss
than I percent, representing the lowest annual
rate. since the ',twinning of the current economic
expansion in 1961.

Nfost major industries regHered significant re-
1111(14)11S in employment during the first half of the
year. These declines paralleled cutbacks in indus-
trial production associ net' with the reduction in
inventory accumulation. 'Utley also reflected slug-
gish consumer demand for automobiles and appli-
ances, smaller orders to such supplier industries as
steel and fabricated metals, reduced lonsine,ss

spending for plant mid equipment, and lagging
residential and nonresidential com.I tare; hot, As a
result. employment in the auto, steel, and fabri
rated metals industries, nil in rnet jolt-
rekted industries such as lumber, furniture, and
household appliances, accounted for the leilk of
the job loss. Evert though some of these losses here
recovered in the - email half of the year as the
inventor adjustment drag ended. 'hirable goods
employment in the fourth quitter uasrtill 1s).1,.to,

pi-Act-1 below the comparable period of

Industries Mtioli experietiA.(1 signiti.'ant in
crea:ses in employment lit re largely oriented lc
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CHART 28

Total nonfarm ern pio:+1110111 continued
10 increase in 1907 ...
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1966. Aircraft iind ordnance. togetl increased by
110,000 (or 11 ipercent over the year) and contin-
ued the sharp growth that began in mid-1965. On
the Jther IrartA en,ployment in electronic compo-
nent plants apparently because of shifts
in the pattenti'or consumer demand for television
sets and reported changes in space program
procurement.

Nondurable Goods Industries. Job growth also was
weak in nondurable goods industries in 067. At 8
million, employment was only 80,000 or 1 percent
above the 1966 levels with almost all of this gain
accounted for by the printing and chemicals indus-
ties. While nondurable goods industries arc char-
acteristically less sensitive than durable goods to
overall business conditions, the growth rate last
year represented a substantirl reduction from the
1966 rate of 3.6 percent, wlOcli was the highest in
the postwar period. As a result of a continued fail-
ure to keep up with the pace of overall job expan-
sion over th.> whole postwar period, nondurable
goods industries have been steadily declining in
their relative importance in the tote' employment
picture. LI 191;7 nondurable goods employment ac-
counted fii 12.1 percent of n11 nonfarm employ-
ment. p.1tcrl tiith 13.8 percent in 1957 and 16.3
peret. nt 17.

Other GoodsProducing Industries

Lt (11 her g,orislaroducing industries--mining
and constm t ion, and the manufacturing- related
transpoi tat and public utilities industriesthe
employ it -1titation in 1967 was essentially un-
changed ir,in 11)(111. Employment in roriforet (051-
Atorrtioi, ;1L r,/;.Led 3.3 million, about 2:;,000 below
1960, tellecting declines in private housing and
onresidential building expenditturs and slow

growth in ,,iitleys for public construction. Even
though h, u-ing ,,,pcilditures increased almost
stradii V. 67 from the eNiremely low level
rya, 1111 11. ir (Ile end of 1960, the average for 1967
is st m holt, \ a. t he lowe,t in 15 years if allowance
is tinuh, for /Tice changes.

cloi,l,,yinent fell slight ly. and at 01:000
was rh,11 h5 illOtt, Than jotis front the ll +1;i;

!eve!. 1 he tc lii tiin merit NN

1r1,,,t (Ink t the IlattolIV1tOt' co,111,1:1' S :no'

that 1.(1_, ter iu .ht1V. - hutting (1,M it the Loll; of the
fnht i,At ihg irolii_t tics
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and affecting about 50,000 workers in more than '20
unions.

In transportation. (int/ public trti/ities,1 em
ployment fu: the year as a whole W '1S up by about
110,006 jobs, or 2.7 percent. Within this group,
railroad industry tInployment continued its long-
term decline, but employment in air transport-
tion, communications, :trid electric, and
sanitary services continued to rise.

ServiceProducing Industries

As in previous years, the complex of industries
providing servicestrade, finance-insurance-real
estate, government, roil the service industry it
self--continued to be the chief source of new jobs.
During 1961, employment in this sector rose by 1.0
million jobs. or 5.1 percent, to a level of 38.6
million. lire continuous growth of the service sec-
torin good times ;Ind badnot only has been a
substantial source of new jobs for the growing la-
bor forte, but also has given a measure of stability
to the employment situation. By supporting and
increasing aggregate income, growth in the services
has buffered the enrols of layoffs in the more vola-
tile goods-producing industries during economic
downturns. Daring periods of employment expan-
sion, the ubiquity o'; the service industries has
made them a r.,arly magnet for all racting into the
labor force groups in the population with labor
force "elasticity." sreit as housewives and youth,
per,nitting the shift of other workers into
manufacturing.

Not only Was last 2,Tar. rate of employment in-
crease in the service sector the second best on rec.
ord-- eclipsed only by 1966 when jo4,.-. expanded by
a phenomenal 5.2 percentbut the gains were also
widespread. In the Irtia,,re-i/JAripto.t.rort (A/O/-
industry, where recent growth has only been aver-
age (leading to selrpositions about the employ
mem-reducing effect of technological AN-Arn es).
jobs grew at a very sharp pace. increasing by about
125,01)4 IN ell above lire long leant average itr'i ease
of about 70.1tool jobs warty.

Allb,,C1111 Inritrir tra,,I(.t1). airy ATI,

,fr-n ter ntr.l nn1113.:4401) 11111) the tHttr.t I.roAv,kr
thdr Inkr.irjH---hrncv lth trnrufttt,,r1,-,r

H1,0,1r

CHART 20

Employ merit gains st ere convent ra
almost en irel..% in the sec. ice sector.
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In the x( curs ill(111,try itself over ;,no,onn job:
were added last year This was the only major in-
dustry in the private sector in which manpower
needs, both in number and rate, accelerated signifi
cantly over the growth registered bet wren 1065 and
1966. Erni4 .ythent irr this industry expanded vir-

1r,r1r,!. Hr. n uhl
rt 1,.-.r;%1 ,-rst-c-; it t-t,..

rrp .It Pr, r, rnl, r;-1. H1.11 r. r ;li -
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,tth e rail h 1 ;h. t,rti, in-ITto hrr,
,4 Iart rd the toth, ,.1 r, tt-Tit rh,nrr
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CHART 30

Employment slowdown in durable goods in 1907 affected mainly civilian- oriented
industries. while defense-related industries eonlinued to grow.
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tually across the board throughout the year.
Grola h was particularly marked) in private
services. reflecting the greator demand for health
care and its wider availability under Nleflieare.

importance of the health services as a source of
new jobs (hiring the 1:V0's is dratnn'ically retleaed
in Steady employment eNpansion of al out 14-H0m)
each year from Mk' to 1963 and I '2.),04-00 annuaily
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mire (hen. Ily 1:)(17 employment in health ser%
totaled 2.4 million- early foi percent ,Arose the
le% el in 190 repteenting a grim t h rate 112
time- greater tlr » for all

ment in ifo,/, gn fa.ter Orin
the average Lace for all nonfarm industries, in-
creasing by 3.5 percent, or .150,000 jot oser 191:41,
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Although there was a eonsiderahle slowdown in
the sifting and summer months, reflecting rela-
tively low consumer sales, employment picked up
hi the fourth quarter with the quickening of gen-
end economic activity.

liocivimeht employment increased at all lev-
elsFederal, State, and localreflecting the Na-
tion's defense commitments and its public needs
in edtVatinn, health, and protective services. Al-
together, government payrolls were up by 760,000
in 1967, 7 percent. higher than in 1966. Of this in-
crease, almost 600,000 was in State and local gov-
ernments, and two-thirds of that in school systems.

Federal Government employment continued the
rise begun in 1065 after almost a dozen years of
little or no growth. During this 1965 to 1067 pe-
riod, civilian employment in Federal agencies rose
by almost 350,000, and the 1067 yearly- average of
2.7 million was the highest level since World
War II. About one-half of this increase occurred
in the Department of Defense and about one -fifth
in the Post Office Department. The remainder of
the increase included employment in service func-
tions, as well as in new and expanded social,
economic, and welfare programs.

Virtually all of the increase in 1961 took place
in the first half of the year and Federal employ-
ment reached a peak of .2.s million in July. In the
second half of the year there was a moderate re-
duction in Federal payrolls, and by yearend the
employment level was back to 2.7 million, or -0,000
above December 1066 levels.

Production and Nonproduction Worker Employment

As in previous periods of sluggish growth, pro-
duction workers in manufacturing hove. the brunt
of the general slowdown. For 1967 as a whole, fac-
tory production worker employment was down
50,000 from the previous year, whereas such em-
pinyrtcnt increased thnnighunt the current period
of expa»sion, rising very sharply from 1061
Ilinmg,h 1066. (See chart 31.) The lower aver-
age employment. for 1967 reflected job losses dur-
ing the first half of the year that were not com-
pletely reco:ered by yearend.

contrast, nonproduct ion worker employment
continued to expand throughout 1067 for a gain
of 2(00,000 over the previous year, despite the cut-
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back in production. These overhead workers, gen-
erally salaried, were retained apparently not only
in the expectation of renewed activity, but also
because of continued expansion in demand for
administrative, research, recordkeeping, and sup-
portive service personnel. This demand has led to
a persistent growth in employment of these work-
ers almost without regard to temporary reduc-
tions in output. Nonproduction worker employ-
ment in the past has fallen back only during
severe or sustained recessions. The recovery of
manufacturing output in the final quarter of 1067
came soon enough to prevent any significant in-
terruption of the. growth in non product ion worker
employment and also was reflected in a renewal of
overall manufacturing employment.

Cii5RT 31

Production workers bore bruinl of
slowdown in eagle 1967 ofier sietn13

emplo3 otem increases in pre. ions years.

Milli ns

21.0
Manufacturing produc Ion, and none eduction

workers, 1964.67

(Seasonally aiyusted)

Total rnnufactunng

18.0

14,0

10.0

6,0

2.0

03, Ce;a1-e,t
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Hours of Work

The cutback in total output during the first half
of 1967 was accomplished by reducing both hours
and employment in the manufacturing sector,
particularly in durable goods industries. The
workweek in manufacturing started to diop in
any 1966, from unusually high levels exceed-

ing even those of the Korean war period, and it
continued edge down irregularly until about
June of 1967. From a high point of 41.6 hours
(seasonally adjusted) in February 1966which
included more than 4 hours of overtilne work at
premium paythe. workweek in manufacturing
fell to 40.3 hours in May snub .Time 1967, with
overtime down by nearly 1 hour (from 4.1 to 3.2
hours).

The cutback in hours could hardly be described
as evidence of a severe economic readjustment,
palf,:.ularly since Ow drop was from an un-
usually high level. In 1967 factory workers put.
in an tIverve of a half-day per week of premium
overtime work. Moreover, the resort to a reduction
in hours was a significant factor in cushioning the.
impact of the production decline on the overall
economic ;1:1(1 employment situation. Because it
was probably easier to cut hack overtime than the
basic workweek, and also perhaps because of con-
fidence in the temporary nature of the inventory
adjustment. employers were able to reduce their
production schedules with limited resort to lay-
offs of workers, The reduction in hours of wo::
did, however, cut into workers' earnings, offstiting
a substantial portion of their higher wage rates.
.1,, has been noted, the combination of a shorter
workweek and increases in consumer prices re-
sulted in an actual decline in real earnings for
fact,-Ay workers.

On the other hand, it would he too facile to ile
scribe the reduction in total output as being en-
tirely accommodated by a cat in the %vorkweek
%vitlnatt effect on employment. Between ,T;111/13ry
md June of 1967, seasonally adjusted ma nhours of
production workers in durable goods mannfac
I tiring (16-lined by 3 percent. Contributing to this
decline was 3 3.1-percent reduction in employ ment
,Iowa 2(10.000) and a 1.9petvent reduction in

hmirs (down irs; (utter words, three-
fifths of the decline in ,Ittral.le goods manly-airs
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was in employment, and two-fiftlis in hours. It is
only when the figures on tot a: employment in all
nonfarm industries are considered that the effects
of the cutback in (111 able goods employment are
"washed out" 4 larger employment increases ill
other industry sectors, and the reduction in hours
of work appear:, to be the principal employment.
development accompanying the decline in total
Output.

GOVERNMENT-OENERATED EMPLOYMENT

Government spending in 11167, as in previous
years, had a strong impact on employment growth
in private industries as well as in government.
These employment effects in 1967 were especially
marked because spending by private firms and in-
dividuals slowed down from their previous rates
of growth while government spending accelerated.

Total expenditures for goods and services hy all
levels of government Federal, State, and local
amounted to $176.3 billion in 1967, an increase of
14:3 percent over the previous year. This spending
resulted in the generation of 23.1 million jobs, two-
thirds directly in goveniment (including Armed
Forces), and one-third in private industries sup-
plying goods and services to government.' (;overn-
inent-getwrated jobs accounted for nearly one-
third of total nonfarm employment, AVith12.2 mil-
lion jobs attributable. to State and local spending
and 10.9 million to Federal spending. (See chart
32)

The impact on job growth in 1967 was even more
dramatic. Government expenditures accounted for
an increase of 2.1 million jobs over the year.
The increase was almost evenly split between di-
rect government employment and jobs generated
in the private. sector by government pluvliases.
State and local governments provided the larger
part of direct government eraploymentabout
600,000 of the 1 million increAse. Of the 400,000

The ,,dni.utaIl,n. are based on Input output ',rock-Jur,. re-
rrniln)rttrnt to the national InronnP amdInt. TIP Rgyre.

n1 Rh rn g..rrnn.rnt crnrralnd r InclolnInfit t/P private
rtf,r IncIud, Indircr rtr,11,)rnrnt pneratrd In F r

rIr d n,d InrIndo ondlry rn1;4,)n,rnt r.n,ratrd
14,11rre and 1,r..fita sir rSr r.l free

rin,1 t'orc.c 1.rc,,nn,1 A re Inriu4e.1 In thr
elc,n,,1 In thl. ao,tInn Soe app. tatdra G 3 and G -4 far rn,r,

talIrd fnarr. on rnnirnt and ompi,,,,unrnt
allrIt;InI,Ir Vma srKndinp
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CHART 32

Employment generated by State and local go% (Aliment spending has increased steadily...
that genera ed by Federal spending be s risen sharply in past 2 years

particularly in pH% a I c industry.
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1962 63 64 65 66 ,57

increase in Federal employment , :100,000 was in the
Armed Forces,

The increase in the johs gc limited in the private
;sector by government juircl, ases was ;ilmot equal
to the total job gain in the pi irate sector, In other
words, the other elements of final demandper-
sonal consumption expcnditurcs, investment, and
exportshad no net impact on employment
changes in 1961. Thus, ei iployment gains derived
from higher personal consumption expenditures
were offset by employment declines caused by lower
net export,. investment, and inventories.

As a result of the increase in Federal expendi-
tures (90 percent of which was attributable to de-
fense spending). Federal biovernment employ-
ment rose by -II 0/Plio ,irr41 empiny merit in private
industry by S00,000. The Federal employment in.

crease was 100,000 below the record growth of
)00,000 between 1965 and 1966. But the increase in
private employment generated by Federal expend-
itures was a half million large: than in the pevi-
ous year, It accosted feu almost three-liftlis of the
new jobs in the private nonfarm sector as compared
with 1 out of S in 1966. The sharp rise in federaliy
generated private employment was due primarily
to the expansion of defense spending.

State and local government expenditures. and
the employment attributable to them, also rose
sharply in 1961. continuing their longs -I( rm trend
of growth. The increase in expenditures was re-
flected in the addition of 1100,0no employees to
State and local government payrolls and :100,00u
in private industrial emplo:ment.
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Labor Force Growth, Occupational Developments, and Unemployment

The civilian labor force increase of 1.6 million
in 1.967 wits the largest in two decades, and was
;100,000 greater than in 1900.° The exceptional size
of this increase resulted both from the entry of
large ate. bell of adult women into the labor force
(an accentuation of an old trend) and also (a new
trend) from the increased numbers of iidult men in
the population, mainly those between the ages of
20 and 34. (See chart 33.) The labor force increases
for this age group totaled :100,000, compared with
virtually no change in 1960, The increase (in both
the 20- to 24- and 2,5 to 34-year-old age groups)
reflected the high birth rates during and after
World War II, In addition, the Armed Forces
absorbed somewhat fewer men, on balance, in 1967
than in the previous year, leaving more of them
available to the civilian economy.

The adult female labor force grew by 1 million
over the year, or by about 300,000 more than the
large increase of the previous year. Fully 700,000
of the increase in 1967 was among women aged 20
to 34, compared with 400,000 in 1966. Population
growth and continuing increases in the proportion
of women working were about equally important

1' The monthly C' ;rent Populatien Sul vey ref households to the
lea sic %,u ree of the data in this erection on tabor force, rota)
employ me nr. uoe nnr.1,) ment. and the statistics en workers ac-
cording to .ccuit anon, (Tire, age, and sex. Interpretation of the
1961 Agures Is corttpliCItN1 by changer adopted at the beginning
of 1961 In the (lunation.. end definitions used In the household
aulvey. The most important of these chance, affect unemployment
status and hours of voile

In order tee improse the precision of the data. the questions
asked in Chic sursey were changed to fix the tiring and the form
ofjoheoking cellyities tiy those without employment.] ersots who
indicate that they actively sought work in the previous 4 worts
are conted as unemployed. Those Win did not aellaely neck wog e
In this is not are now elassiCed as -rot in the tuber force':
previously they may here been counted unemployed. depend
Ing on their respon, to certain key questions. On the basis of

'urge scale experimental aura rys rondocted In 1966. It w am demon
strafed that the changes in procedure tend to yield a FOrlePhr t
tow re unemployment rate for men and a somewhat higher un-
employment rate for women than would be yielded by the old
iroceduros. Also, fewer x.eraoris are counted among the 1 ,r,g term
unemployed than under the old pr,redures.

In addition. probing questions were added to determine the
exact number of tours worked, The experimental surer; showed
more part-time workers and fewer full-time Isortere than a rdl
be .01. r the prr-s 1,1 Fricedr,rte

The new procedures. while tightening the neq.1,;..11 coverage
nn,! impro. leg the proision of the 1e1.1,1' estimat,, nevertheless
;effect the comparability ef the 1967 (gores with Ors, of pree l-
e ue -year., To Ile rterl 11.nt it was pc,,A11,1r, the thre=e
changes were taken Into aetourit in the interpretation of 1 ?v7

figeres n.rntirinr 11,711 with dose of pre loto ye are.
Fee a detailed description rd the P967 Oranges In the f'u erect

I-opulaticn Surrey. see Robert 1.. Stein, New Deflnitirta for
F<rploym.ent and Unemployment.- EnetFayment awd En,-Rirtge
ail A/Grittily Regret on the ;labor Force, l'ebruary DOT. pp. 1 -11.
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CHART 33
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in explaining this unusually large labor force in-
crea se.

The size of the teenage labor force was virtu-
ally unchanged from the previous year, in con-
trast to lie very large annual increases in the past
few years. The numb, r of persons lion after
mid-1940 was an important factor in the last few
years increases in the teenage labor fcree. As the
teenage popWction increased steadily in these
years and as these young people moved up through
the ages of rapidly advancing labor force partici-
pation, the labor force grew dramatically.' In
1967. the first large Ios,,Aar birth group contrib-
uted to ti.c increase in the .20-year-old population,

Clhe rate of participation for young nen- eunnting te.dh
military sore end the de Ulan labor tree ;r from about
are pereent ef their population at ages 16 and 17, to about 10 per
"11 s l% and ID and roll,o)t s.0 perr,nt at axe 7.0. Between the
ages of 27. and 47c lortletpatOn 1-rooter-' s irtcally total- -
97 percent or more.



and about 4 out of 5 were in the labor force. The
slightly smaller numbers born in the years 1948 to
1950 are now resulting in a temporary falloff in
new additions to the teenage labor force.'

Extremely large requirements for military man-
power in 1966 reduced the number of young per-
sons available for the civilian I abOr force. But
early in 1967, the size of the A tined Forces leveled
off. During, the year, the Aimed Forces increased
by about 100,000 compared with an increase of
abort half a million in the previous 12 months.
(Because of the fairly steady rise during 1966 and
the slowdown in 1967, the annual average increase
came to about 300,000 between 1966 and 1967 and
about, 400,000 for the previous year.)

EMPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATIONS

The 1.6 million rise in the civilian labor force.
in 1967 was only slightly greater than the overall
rise in employment. Total employment in nonagri-
cultural industries (including self-employed, do-
mestic, and unpaid family workers) rose by 1.6
million to 70.5 million. Agricultural employment
continued its long -term downtrend, alt he- ugh at a
somewhat slower pace, falling by 135,000 to 3.8
mi Hien. The total gain was:300,000 less than the ex-
ceptionall large 1.8 million increase in each of the
previous 2 years. Virtually all of the employment
growth occurred in the last half of the year, with
increases of 800,000 (seasonally adjusted) in the
third quarter and another half million in the last
quarter.

Adult Nvorkers accounted for all of the employ-
ment gain, with almost 75 percent of the total in-
crease acoonmed for buy men cud women 20 to 31
years of age. The 025,000 increase for adult men
was 21/2 times As large as in 1966 and was sur-
j.rising in view of the weaknesses in goods-related
industries, where employment of adult min is
highly con.-ent rated. In th;s case, the decline in
one area of employment was offset by the large.
numbers of adult men who got jobs in the service
sector, including government.

Emidoyment of ad is womrm rose by f''1,0)04) in
1967, equaling the in. malty large increase a year
earlier. Even w ith the large increase in men work-
ers, women aocountol for about thrmfiftlis of the

'A hr., I.Igh rIartr,1 :train atocl ID3I. fug,
,Wne that hrp-r In,rta,. In Ibe t,nrire lab,r force will

prot+0,13. 'mule In In69 NA continuo., Cr o n decade.

total gain in employment. Teenage employment
was unchanged after rising sharply by 700,000 in
1966.

Full-Time Schedules

The relatively small growth in full-time jobs
was one of the more disappointing developments
in 1967, Between 1963 and 1966, persons on jobs
usually scheduled for 35 or more hours a week
accounted for more than SO percent of the growth
iii nonagricultural employment, while in 1967 they
accounted for less than one-third of the increase.

. Some of this decline was more apparent than
real. The change in procedures for collecting in-
formation on hours from the survey of households,
which was adopted at the beginning of 1067 to
get more precise results, was partly responsible.
for the lower proportion of workers reported on
full-time schedules in 1967. However, even after
allowing for this change, a significant part of the
decline appeared to stem from the weaker demand
for labor in the durable goods industries. Employ-
ment growth in these industries is preponderantly
in full-time jobs, in contrast with the trade and
service industries, where much of the recent growth
has born in part-time jobs.

The number of nonfarm workers employed
part time. because of slack work, inability to find
a full-time job, and other economic reasons was
unchanged in 1961 (after allowing for measure-
ment. changes). There had been successive reduc-
tions in the size of this group during the. preceding
:1 years.

Occupational Trends

The slower growth in the output of goods-
related industries in i967 also resulted in a rela-
tively small increase in blue-collar employment.
By contrast, the increase in white-collar jobs,
amounting to 1.2 million in 1967, equaled the. ex-
ceptionally large increase of a year earlier,

Employment in bloc- cellar occuontions, which
had shown little growth in the fifties, began to
increase substantially between 1961 and 1966, co-
llecting the rapid and sustained grAmth of the
economy and particularly the goods-producing
sector. Employment increases among blue-collar
workers aver Aged about 10,1.000 a year during this
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period, providing job opportunities for many
poorly educated and poorly trained workers, as
well as for skilled workers. In 1967, however, blue-
colla r employment rose by only 300,000.

Moreover, nearly all of the blue-collar increase
in 1967 was accounted for by craftsmen, for whom
training requirements are normally very high.
Employment among both operatives and laborers
was virtually unchanged over the year. The rapid
pace of economic growth in 1966 had been respon-
sible for creating a substantial number of new jobs
for operatives, and even for upgrading many
laborers into operative positions.

The substantial increase in white-collar jobs in
1967 was divided almost equally between profes-
sional and technical workers and clerical workers.
The increase for professional-technical workers
(570,000) was the largest. on record. In the course
of two decades they have doubled their relative
importance in the total job picturefrom 6.6 per-
cent of all employed workers in 1947, to 9.9 per-
cent in 1957, and 13.3 percent in 1967.

However, despite the continued substantial in-
creases in white-collar employment in 1067, Em-
ployment Service reports indicate an easing in
demand for engineers, scientists, and technicians.
A year earlier, during the height of the economic
expansion, shortageF, in these occupations were
more widespread and hiring specifications less
rigid.

Private household employment dropped by
nearly 150,000 in 1967. This was the third straight
year of decline in this occupation despite the
steadily increasing numbers of v:orking married
women who presumably require household assist-
ance. The lack of acceptal de working conditions
and status, as well as the difficulty in obtaining
wages cowl )arable to those typically offered by in
dustry. seemingly has made domestic service unat-
(ractive to invny women workers.

On the whole, the major employment gains in
1967 were made by white-collar workers and
skilled craftsmen workers who by and large are
the best trained and best paid. There were vir-
tually no additional opportunities for unskilled
and semiskilled workers. In essence, this charac
terized the vulnerability of less skilled workers to
any slowdown in overall economic activity. Ein
ploy:1)ml opportunities can be expected to favor
better skilled workers in the long run, and there
will be prol wIrtionattl) more jobs nyailaLle for
such workers. However. for the very substantial
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numbers of workers who are only qualifiedand
aro neededto carry out the many low-skilled
functions in our economy, new job opportunities
and the chances for raising living standards that
come from a steady income will depend to a very
great degree on sustained and rapid economic
growth.

UNEMPLOYMENT

On balance, the unemployment situation in 1967
was about the same as in the previous year. Total
unemployment averaged 3 million, slightly (100,-
000) above the 1966 level. The 1967 rate of unem-
ployment, at 3.8 percent, was the same as for 1966
because of the large labor force growth.

Changes in unemployment during the course of
the year were somewhat different from what might
have been expected from the movements in em-
ployment. The rate of unemployment edged up
gradually during the year, from 3.7 percent in the
first quarter to 4 percent in the final quarter (ac-
tually reaching 4.3 percent in October) as labor
force growth outpaced employment growth by
small margins, even during the sharp pickup in
employment. in the last half of the year. However,
in the last 2 months of the year the unemployment
rate dropped sharply, so than by December it was
back to the same low point as at the beginning of
the year. Not since 1953 has the unemploymnt rate
been lower than the yearend rate of 3.7 percent.

For the year as a whole, rates of unemployment
for most groups of workers were not significantly
clianged from 1966; not all groups fared equally,
however. Workers iu manufacturing, particularly
in the durable goods industries, were among those
with rising unemployment rates. A high propor-
tion of these workers are men with family re,pon-
sibilities who usually peisist in looking for work
when they lose jobs, rather than withdraw from
the labor force. As a result, layoffs in the mann
factoring industries were clearly reflec:ed in ris-
ing unemployment. The rate of joblessness for
workers in durable goods manufacturing rose to
3.4 percent in 1967 from 2.7 percent a year earlier:
for those in nondurable manufacturing it increased
to 4.1 percent from 3.S pet cent. NO ertheIess. ex-

cept for 1966, the rate of unemployment for work
ers in manufacturing was the lowest since 1953.
Improved opportunities for noninalmfactoring
workerswhich contributed to an unchanged
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overall rate of unemployment for 1967were
small, diffuse, and not clearly relatable to employ-
ment and labor force changes.

As might be expected from the developments in
manufacturing, the rate of joblessness rose more
sharply for operativesfrom 4.4 percent to per-
centthan for workers in other occupations. Nod-
farm laborers, whose job security is precarious in
all but. the most booming economies, had a slightly
higher rate (7.6 percent) than in the precious year
(7.4 percent.), Yet the rates for both laborers and
operatives were only about one-half as high as
they had been 6 years earlier.

The rate of unemployment for adult. women'"
went up slightly at the same time that the jobless
rate for adult men remained essentially unchanged
from the previous year. Although v..omen are not
concentrated as heavily in the kinds of jobs where
employment. growth slackened, the increase in the
female labor force was so large that it outpaced
job expansion for them. The employment increase
for men, however, paralleled the. relatively large
inereast in their work force. Despite the wear-less
in some of the industries with many men workers,
growing opportunities for skilled blue-collar work-
ers and professional and supervisory personnel
kept the male unemployment rate from rising. Job-
less rates for adult and married men were at the
extremely low levels of 2.3 percent and 1.S percent.

Teenage workers had an unemployment rate in
1967 (12.9 percent) that was essentially unchanged
from a year earlier (12.7 percent). However,
their unemployment situation may have tleteri
orated more than would be indicated by these
figures because the new techniques of measuring
jobseeking activity. adopted in 1967. may have
understated th:, rate of teenage unemployment on
a basis comparable with previous years' figures.
Moreover, qm:'erly information shows that their
unemployment rate rose from 11.6 percent in the
beginning. of the ye., r to 14 percent in the last quar-
ter. Apparently. these young people were hurt by
the earlier slowdown in the demand for unskilled
and inexperienced Avorkers and did not benefit
from the later recovery.

About 4:0,0110 persons were jobless for 1S weeks
or more in an average :south in 1967. represent-
ing 0.6 percent of the civilian labor force." Al-

The di/erent.. in !he la.. uterni.1..rnent talc. I. art. aler tf
n prow a ore I. male ....I. chant.. In the inea.urina technique!.

i" Sec fnotnfir C. I.. 1.2

though the long-term unemployment count was
75,000 below that of 1966, the decline, in large
part, reflected the changed measurement tech-
niques that affected comparability with previous
figures. Here again, the slackening in the econ-
omy's growth rate inay have impeded further
improvement in the unemployment situation, and
gave addition 1 evidence of the difficulties in re-
ducing joble Aiess shoring periods of slow expan-
sion in Ha, economy. 1Tuemployiient developments
iu 1967 suggest that large-scale and intensive ef-
forts are required to protect and create job op1)or-
tnnities specifically for workers who are most
vulnerable to unemployment when the economy's
growth falters.

NEGRO WORKERS

Employment. and unemployment changes among
Negroes in 1967 generally paralleled those for
white workers, with little significant overall shift
in their relative posit ion. The increase in Negro em-
ployment slid not equal the large gains of the past
several years, but there was evidence of a signifi
cant upgrading in occupational status. Negro
unemployment, after having declined for 3 yeas
in a mw. was (at 7.4 percent) not significantly
changed from 1966 when the rate (7.3 percent)
reached its lowest point since the Korean war."

Ntoreover, the rate of Negro joblessness con-
tinned to he more than twice the rate for white
workers, with the. disparity greatest among teen-
agers. The unemployment rate for Negro teen-
agers (at 26.5 percent) was not appreciably lower
than during the recession-affected year of 1961
127.6 pen-ent ). In addition, the disparity between
the unemployment rates of nonwhite teenagers and
those of white teenagers (even as high as those
are) has tended to increase. Nonwiii.e teenagers
had a rate 1.s times as high as that f ,r white teen-
agers in 1961, 2.3 times as high in 1966 and 2.4
times as high in 1967.

I'neniph)yment changes among adult Negroes in
1967 mere in opposite directions for men and
women: the rate of imemploy mew contiuned to

u Ste the chApier ( IV on cc
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decline for men, moving down by about one-half
percentage point to a postwar low of 4.3 percent,
but for women it rose by about the same amount,
to 7.1 percent. Ifere again, the meaning of the
changes was not clear, because the new methods of
measuring employment status were partly respon-
sible for showing a lower rate of unemployment
for adult men and a higher one for women.

One of the more encouraging aspects of the em-
ployment situation of Negro men and women in
1967 was a shifting from less skilled to inure
skilled occupations, continuing the trend of recent
years, Employment of Negro men as white-collar
workers, craftsmen, and operatives rose. by a total
of about. 100,000, Nvlille it declined by about, 50,000
in the less skilled and generally lower paying

occupationsservice workers and farm and non-
farm laborers.

Occupational changes for Negro women in 1967
also indicated a process of upgrading. Their em-
ployment in the rapidly growing clerical field rose
by more than 100,000 in 1967 and operative em-
ployment increased by more than 50,1)00. In the
;1-year period since 1904, clerical employment.
among Negro women has risen by more than GO
percent (from about 340,000 to f"!50,000) and op-
erative employment by about 40 percent. In addi-
tion, the number employed in private house-
holds dropped by about 100,000 in 1907, continuing
a trend evident since 1964. Over the 3 years, the
number of Negro women in this generally low
paying occupation has declined by about one - sixth.

Productivity, Output, and Employment

Growth in output and in production efficiency
have been keys to this country's economic strength
and to the. Mlle .ce of its people compared with
those of many other nations.

Since 1961, the country's output of goods and
services has grown at a brisk rate. The duration
of this expansion is unparalleled in this country's
modern history: the magnitude has been exceeded
only in the period including World War IL

Total output in the private economy has in-
creased by more than one-third since 1901, while
the manpower expended in its production has risen
by approximately 10 percent, reflecting primarily
increased enrdoyment rather than more annual
hours of wore rt per employee. Fully two-thirds of
the increase in output is explained by growth in
productivity. It represents the dividend in goods
and services available to the American public as
a result of increased efficiency. The balance reflects
mld it ional jobs. which were sufficient to reduce the
,anmployment We from 0.7 percent in 1901 to 3.5
percent ire 1907.

Over the entire 1901-07 period, pmductivity
(output per man-hour) increased by 311 ni (rage
of :3.4 percent per year. compar,d with the 3.2-
percent average for the whole ,,,l -World War

I pCT1(141. TilV gains during the sixties reflect some
OrtrplyditTerent annual 1,erforinances, Prodmttv.
ity grouts aVcrog,d 4 percent per year during the
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1901 to 1961 period of recovery from recession
and resumption of economic expansion. 'The rate
of gain slackened between 1964 and 1006, wl'en
output, shot ahead and the pressure of sustained
utilization of the Nation's productive capacity
began to have its effects. In 1967, productivity
growth fell off sharply. In contrast to the vary-
ing pattern of productivity Mei ease, gains in out-
;nit were very substantial until 1907. lletween
1961 and 1906. output in the private economy
increased at an average annual rate of 5.7 percent :
prior to this period the postwar average rate had
tutu only :3.4 percent.

Productivity growth exhibits is high sensitivity
to short-term fluctuations in output and changes
in capacity iodization. Economic developments
during the past year illustrate this point dramat-
ically. During 1907. the private economy's output
showed its smallest increase (.1 percent ) in the
past 7 yen s. This was reflected in very significant
declines in the rates of capacity utilization. Coin-
ciding with these developments was an unnsually
small increase in poxhictivily. The 1.1-percent
increase in output per urns -hoar in the private
economy in 1917 was le_ss.111;171lialf the lowest rate
of grist th for any year since the .1111'0 1P11`,111C
expansion began in 1961.

Although them was an actual decline in goods
production during part of 1907. employment re.



dilutions in goods-producing industries were
comparatively small and apparently not commen-
surate with the decline in output. Part of the
adjustment took the form of a shortened work-
week. .Moreover, the employment reductions in
goods production were offset in the economy as
a whole by increases in employment in the service-
prodw.ing industries, Since these industries gen-
(Tall; had IOW rates- of productivity growth and
have ustially been less amenable to technological
clringe, concentration Of employment groNvtli in
the service-producing industries leas made it that
much more difficult to adliece rapid rates, of prod-

y growth for the economy as a whole,
Shifting patterns during the year further tended

to obscure basic t rends in 1967. A revealing pict are
of the crosscurrents that affected the economy can
be drawn by tracing the quarterly inovenu.,nts of
total output, hours, and employment. During the
first quarter, output declined \\lido both nian-hours
and employment increased. In the following quar-
ter. the Vattern was reversed; 0101111i increased
while Inan-hours and employment declined. -1-
though moderate expansion ill the economy took
place in the second half Of the year. growth in
uniudiouts virtually i.z.,pt pace with increases in
output. Thus. by the 'dose of (he year, it appeared
that the major short-terni employment impa-t of
the economic slowdown in 1967 was absorbed by
retardation in productivity growth.

Despite the fact that manufacturing output \vas
hardest hit by t he ec onotnic slowdown, eniploynient
for the year as a whole rose by 0.8 percent
substantially- less than the year before. II0. ever.
underlying the overall increase in inarifacturing
employment was :1 shift in the prov,Ition hine
collar to n bite- collar employment. Production
worker cmpkyincilt actually. declined Addle the
number of nonprodution xorkeiN iii manufactr-
ing increased.

Artong the factors In.sociated with the Itm7

reduction in productivity growth were the em-
ployment shifts from blue-collar to white-collar
work within manufacturing industries, and from
mramfacturing to nonmanufacturing industries.
Increases in White-collar employment, while tend-
ing to boost poductivity over the long run, do
not usually add to its growth in the short run.
t'orolhiry to this. whitecollar emidoyment,
usually considered overhead. is not as responsive
to shortun production changes as is blue-collar
employment : hence it tends to magnify the cy-
clical impact of production changes ire produc-
tivity. Because of this relative insensitivity of
white - cellar empiosinent, the slackening of out pat
growth in 1907 was directly reflected in a sharp
decline in productivity growth.

Because of the sharp dirop in the rate of growth
in manufacturing productionfrom 8.6 percent
in 1966 to 0.-1 percent in 196 7 -- productivity growth
also fell sharply.. The increase in output per man-
hour in manufacturing was only I percent in 1967,
compared vitli the increase of 2.2 percent in 1966.
The coincidental, short-term movements of output
and productivity are again clearly discernible.

Farm output and farm productivity tradition-
ally show erratic movements that make it difficult
to assess a single. year's record, but. the 1967 per-
formance appears to have been remarkably good.
The :Nation's farms. unlike the remainder of the
economy, continued in 1967 to display very sub-
stantial peoductivity growth. Productivity in the
farm s...etor jumped hy 10.5 percent bet ween 1966
:nit 1961almost double the average rate of in-
crease of the postwar period. The impressive gain
hi farm productivity accompanied the equally im-
pressive inc, ....Ise in farm output of 7.6 percent. In
1966. farm oleptit actually declined, while produe-
tivity by 4,8 percent. Although the long-
term withdrawal of voket-s from the faun sector
l'ontir,ed in 1967, the employment decline wits :ig-
nit:,.antly lower than in the previous year.

Implications of Recent Growth

In the context of a po-stwar era which wit-
nessed the enipky mem etle.ts of fonr
rucessions in a 12-y car period. the importance of
the job developments in If67 g,,cs beyond that for

the year alone. Employment gains in 1967, al-
though moderate in comparison with those of the
2 preceding years, ivprescilted fin-ther additions to
gains accumulated over ;1 period 4) f expansion now
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continuing in its fith year. The unemployment. sit-
uation, although showing no further overall prog-
ress in 1067, preserved very notable improvements
made during 6 previous years. A_ brief review of
this entire period gives some dimension to its
accomplishments, and points up the problems of
joblessness that remain.

The predominant influence governing improve-
ment in the employment situation during the cur-
rent expansion has bet n the continuation of a rapid
and sustained rate of economic growth. Along with
increasing productivity. this growth is undoubt-
edly the indispensable primary condition for fur-
ther progress.

Overall, the record of progress since 1061 is im-
pressive. The population has risen by 151/2 million.
yet per capita disposable income has increased by
fully 25 percent even after allowance for price
changes. The labor force has increased by 11 per-
cent, yet enough new jobs were created to employ

the additional workers as well as to reduce the un-
employment rate by 43 percent. The number of
uneniployed was brought down from 4.7 million in
1061 to 3 million in 1067, front 6.7 percent of the
labor force to 3.8 percent. Eight. and one-half mil-
lion more people were at work in 1067 than in 1061,
and the total labor force is more than SO million
strong.

The unemployment rate for married men, whose
economic well-being tends to be reflected in the ex-
perience of the next generation, fell from 4.6 per-
vent to 1.8 percent, a rate. many feel may be close to
a practical minimum. Substantial improvements
were made in the. employment situation of the. less
educated and the unskilled, as well as those better
prepared to take advantage of the growing job
opportunities. The jobless rates for semiskilled
workers (operatives) and for nonfarm laborers,
for example, were halved over this period. (See
table 2.) The, rate of unemployment. for adult non-

TABLE 2. rAnon FORCE AND ITNEmrr.ormExr R.vrEs ix 1907, -AND 1061-67 CHANGE gt SELECTED GROUPS

[Numbers th,,tismdd

1967 Change, 1961-67

Item .
Civilian I

labor force

,

Unernplov-
Number change Percent change

I ,
11- nemploy-
i ment rate
t

I ment rate 1
i

I Civilian
Jabor force
I

Unempleo--
went rate

Civilian
labor force

1

Total, 16 years and over 77, 317 3. 5 6, SS5 -2. 0 9, 5 -43. 3
1

Total, 16 to 19 year. 6, 521 1'2.0 I, 5S6 -3. 0 32. I --23,2
Men 3, 634 12.3 841 ---4. 9 30. 1 --25. 5
Women 2, 557 13. ? 1 745 -2. 8 34. 5 --17.2

Nonwhite, 16 to 19 years 771 26.5 199 -1. 1 34.5 --4. 0
Men. 413 23. 7 91 -3. 0 25, 0 -11.'2
Women 329 29. S 1W . 7 49.5 2. 4

Total, 20 years and ID' cr 70, 531 3.0 5, 305 --2. S. I --49.2
Men 45, 355 2.3 1. 495 --3. 4 3.4 - -59. 7
Women 2.5. t 4. 2

I

:1, 513 --2. I 17.6 -33, 3

Nonwhite, 20 years and over 7, 850 5. 5 651 -5. 7 9.0 --50. 9
Men 4, 504 4, 3 192 7. 4 4.5 63. 2
Worrier 3, 316 7. 1 459 -3. 15. 7 --33.

1

Vhite-collar 1% Ncer. 34, 955 2. 2 5,114 - 1. I 17. 1 - 33.:3
fihlocollnr worker= 25, 50 4. 4 2, 436 4..5 9. 3 - 52 2

Craftsnicn and forcincr 10, Or: 2. 5 557 3. S 9. --60.3
Operatic( 14, 611 5, 0 1, 650 -4. 6 12. 7 - 47. r
Nonfarm laborer= :3, 823 7.6 -103 1 -7. I ! -2. 6 -45,3

NOTE Of,IiIrm) not odd to c(111. due lo rourik,r



CHART 34
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white men dropped by 60 percent.. Long-term un-
employment (15 weeks or more) was down by 70
percent.

Yet, sonic workers experienced little improve-
ment. Unemployment, rates did not decline much,
for example, among teenngers, particularly tire
nonwhite. (See chart 34.) The number of unem-
ployed white teenagers was almost unchanged
(670.000 to 635,000) over the 6-year period, al-
though there was some reduction in their nneta-
ployment rate, from 15.3 percent to 11.0 percent,
as a result of the teenage population and employ-
ment increases. The number of jobless nonwhite
teenagers rose over the period from 160,000 to
200,000, and their rate of unemployment was
barely changed (27.0 percent in 1961 nod 26.5 per-
cent in 1967). Other groups of workers, even after
experiencing a sharp drop in unemployment, still
had unemployment, far higher than the national
average. Unskilled industrial laborers, for ex-
ample, had an tmemployinent rate of 7.6 percent

in 1967. Moreover, the overall decline in unemploy-
ment has only exacerbated the frAstrations of
people living in city ghettos, who do not share
equitably in the general progress of the com-
munity.

Nor is the current low order of numbers Intern,
ployed an indication that we have narrowed the
problem to small groups whose eondition rinGy be
amenable to small remedial programs. Many more
persons are unemployed over the course of !.1 year
than are indicated in the average shown for a par-
ticular period. On the basis of the relationship in
recent years between the average and total num-
bers unemployed, it is estimated that the total
number of persons unemployed at sonic timer in
1967 is about 31/2 times as great as the 3 million
average for the year. The total number who expe-
rienced 15 weeks or more of unemployment during
the year is estimated to be about 412 times as great
as the 450,000 reported in an average month in
1967.

PROSNICTIVE LABOR FORCE DEVELOPMENTS

A. number of population developments antici-
pated in previous years became evident in 1967,
marking the beginning of significantly different
patterns of population and labor force growth for
several years to come. Especially noteworthy was
the temporary cessation of teenage popalation
growth and the sharp jump in the number of 20.
to 31-year-old risen and women.

The increase in the adult male population was
one of the most significant developments. Adult
men have accounted for very little population and
labor force growth in recent years; vet mini declines
have occurred among men aged 35 to 44. Rut begin-
ning in 1967, the adult mate population :Ind labor
force started to grow substantially, and will con-
tinue to do so for the foreseeable finIn re.

The number of men 20 and over in the total labor
force (including the Armed Forces) rose on the
average by only 32(i,000 a year bet weeil 1962 and
196G. II increased by 750,000 between 1966 and
1967, and can be expected to increase by the same
lar amount in each year between 19(.7 lad 1970.
Men aged 20 to 34 can be expected to account for
almost all of the growth in the number of rude
workers between 1907 and 1970, and for a sub-
stantially larger part of the overall labor force
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increase than heretofore. From 1960 to 1966, adult
men accounted for only one quarter of the total
labor force increase; between 1967 cad 1970, they
can he expected to account, for about cue-half.

Population growth will also result. in continued
substantial labor force increases among adult
women, especially those aged 20 to 34. The in-
creases will be relatively smaller than for
men workers in this age group, since fewer
women than men work. Moreover, the proportion
working decreases among women in their early
twenties as they marry, whereas labor force par-
ticipation is still going np for men in that age
group. Between 1967 and 1970 population changes
alone can be expected to increase the adult female.
labor force by 1.2 million or by about. 400,000 in
an average year, with fully three quarters of this
increase among the 20- to 34-yea -old women. In
addition, increases in the proportion of vomen
working could account for a rise of equal magni-
tude, if past. trends continue. Labor force increases
for all adult. women, due. to Owl, rising worker
rates, averaged :00,000 each year between 1962 and
1965 and about half a million in 1966 and 1967.

The teenage population, which was responsible
for much of the. Nations recent labor force growth
through 1966, but virtually none of the increase in
1967, will increase only slightly between 1967 and
1970. Asa result, there should be only a very small
increasx in the size of the teenage labor force dur-
ing this period.

These expected changes have important impli-
cations for the economy and for manpower policy.
The grehter availability of 20- to 31-year-old
workers, especially young men, will help meet the
growing needs for personnel in professional, mid.
dle-management and other skilled jobs, which in
the past have usually been Hied by workers in
these age groups. Among the additional workers
will be. imprecedentedly large numbers of new col
lege graduates. While the relatively small increase
in the teenage population, whose rates of mum-
ployment are typically high, may present unem-
ployinznt problems of smaller absolute nu,gidt.7de
than those faced during recent years of minsuallyy
large teenage population and labor force, increases.
these pmblems will remain acute, especially among
Negro teenagers.

While these prospective changes point to the
increased availability of workers for professional
and skilled jobs in the next several years. they
may also involve potential problems. The foth-
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coining large increases in the adult work force,
particularly among 20- to 34-year-old men, will
mean drat the economy must continue to expand at

rate that will provide, large numbers of full-
time jobs. If the wcakne;,ses of the past year in the
goods-related sector and the unusually small in-
crease of workers on full -ti' e schedules recur,
their impact will be felt prim any by these work-
ers. Continuation of the lrni .3vements noted at
the end of t967 becomes doubly l,oportant if these
workers are to have adequate employment oppor-
tunities iii the years ahead. Slackening 1 the
momentinn of economic growth probably will
Mean shorter hours or increased unemployment,
or both, among workers in need of full-time em-
ployment.

.11iy sizable declines that might occur in the
strength of the Armed Forces would make addi-
tional skilled workers available to the civilian
economy, lint at the same time. would add to the
already large number of young adult men who
will be in need of full-time civilian employment.
An Armed Forces buildup, of course, would have
the opposite effect.

Other aspects of population change will have a
critical impact on the employment, situation in par-
ticular areas. Of major importance is the rapid in-
crease of the Negro population in central cities and
particularly is the ghettos of these citiesan in-
crease resulting from in-migration and clignging
housing initterns as well as from nhtural growth.

As a result, of the expected increasing concentra-
tion of Negroes in city slums, an even greater in-
cidencx of poverty ;mil nnemployment can he
expected in these areas awnless existing and forth-
coming programs to assist slumdwellers are sue
cessful. Furthermore, the Negro teenage popula-
tion in these areas is expected to grow significantly,
contrary to the trend for teenagers generally.
Particularly strong assistance will be necessary
to find employment for these young slunidwellers.

SOME CONCLUSIONS

1n 1967 the country averted an economic down-
turn and continued instead to complete its 7th
consecutive year of expansion. 41though gains for
the year as a whole were small in comparison with
the sharp rub a tire: of .1110 prvvinus 2 years. and is
sonic respects no further progress was made be
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yowl what had been achieved before, by yearend
the forces of growth weie. abundantly evident and
pointed to a renewal of improvement in the em-
ployment sittmtion.

Between the third and last quarter of 1967,
the Nation's output increased at an annual rate.
of over 5 percent, nonfarm jobs at a rate of 2.8
million a year, factory workers' Nveekly earnings
at a rate of about 8 percent, and retail prices at
a flte of about 3 percent..

Tito sharpi3 contrasting situations at the open-
ing and close of the year revealed the complexities
surrounding further progress in reducing unem-
ployment and spreading the benefits of stable
employment.. The slowdown in early 1067largely
a reaction to the unbalanced rapid growth of the
preceding year--exposed the particular raw-
ability of disadvantaged Nvorkers. Large numb.r.s
of these work, have only recently begun to
benefit from the i,,dditional jobs, occupational
upgrading, and rising incomes that have accom-
panied high and sustained Economic growth. But
the first signs of economic slowdown in 1967 were
reflected in layoffs of blue-collar workers and in
rising unemployment, among unskilled workers,
Negroes, and teenagers.

By the end of 1967, with the economy again
sharply on the mpg; ale, the overall unemployment
rate and the. rates for most (but significantly, not
all) groups in the labor force were down to lows
which have not. Leen bettered since the Korean
wav, A Typically mort delay:I recovery eliar
acterimi the vulnerable groups.

At the same time, renewal of the economic ex-
pansion brought to the fore the dangers that
attend rapid wowth. A convergence of demand
forces is possiblc- ;in a production system that may

I lot immediately be able to satisfy all of these de-
mands. In consequence, rapidly rising prices, in.
creased costs of production, and industrial shifts
could result in unbalanced groivtlt and threaten
continuation of the progress being made. At a
time when the Nation is poised to move on to full
employment, a policy of '.-arefnlly selecting the
growth targets that will make the. greatest rela-
tive impact on the disadvantaged is indicated.
This is essent MI to preserve balance in that growth
and protect the gains already mink as well as the
capabilities for further progress.

It is important, however, to guard against in-
jury to those vulnerably workers Nvh o have only
rete» v begun to benefit from the economic ex-
pansion. and to continue and intensify efforts at
improving the situation of those who still remain
disadvantaged. Because those who stiffer thz in-
dignities of poverty, discrimination, and disad-
vantage stand in such itia'ced contrast to the in-
creasingly aIlluent fnajo:ity, their plot,' .i.os claim
special genc.y. lollowing chapter on New
Developments in Manpower Programs discusses
the prog.ranis which have been undertaken to
reach the disadvantaged and provide them with
he skills mid of her assista me needed to equip them

for employment, so that all who wart jobs are
enabled to obtain them.

Orr)r (.1 I
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

IN MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Manpower policy and programs had three ma-
jor focuses in 1967on the concentration and uni-
fieation of manpower forces to help the Nation's
most disadvantaged people achieve employability
and decently paid jobs, on greatly increased efforts
to involve private industry in the training and job
adjustment of the hard -core unemployed, and on
new program developments aimed at greater flexi
bility in meeting the divergent needs of different
individuals and groups.

Efforts in these directions began in 1966, ns re-
ported in last. year's Yonpower Report. I3ut 1967
saw a great extension of the 1966 beginnings. Some
new programs were begun in 1967 also, and 1968
has already brcught new developments and may
bring others. However, the major thrusts of man-
power action this year are expected to be in the
same three. broad directions ns in 1967.

Several new and strengthened programs aimed
at speeding progress in the direct ions were called
for by the President in his Manpower message in
January. First, he recommended expansion of the
Concentrated Employment. Program, which svas
established in 1967 to bring together all manpower
program resources in n coordinated attack on ha rd-
core unemployment in the particular local areas
where people most need help.

The President also announced that he had "re-
cently directed the Secretary of Labor to
strengthen and streanilint the. Manpower Adminis-
tratIonthe instrument within the Federal Gov-
ernment which manages almost. 80 percent. c e our
manpower programs," And he proposed that the

Cooperative Ares Manpower Planning System
started last year be established on a long-term
basis. This system links Federal, State, and local
resources in a coordinated effort to reduce unem-
ployment and underemployment.

The major new program called for by the Presi-
dentJob Opportunities in Business Sector
(JOBS)will be aimed at

. . . a new partnership between government and private
Industry to train and hire the hard-core uneinployed. . . .

Essentially, the partnership will work this way :
The government will identify and locate the unem-

ployed.
The company will train them, and offer them jobs.
The company will bear the normal cost of t rattling, as it

would for any of its new employees.
But with the bard-core unemployed there will be extra

costs.

And these extra costs will be paid for by the Gov-
ernment.

Besides finding jobs for disadvantaged workers,
both the. JOBS and the Concentrated Employment
programs will pros ide the full range of educa
I ional. health, and other services required to meet
the workers' individual needs, make them more
employable, and help them stay on the job. Another
highly important. new program of work and train-
ing for employable people on public assistance
the Work Incentive Program (WIN) will simi-
larly emphas:ze n variety of services tailored to
individual needs. This emphasis on services to
individuals increasingly pervades 1111 (delimits of
the manpower program network.

To support the national manpower program
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effort, a total budget of ,9.1 billion for fiscal
1969-25 percent more than in fiscal 1968has
been recommended. With this budget, the number
of indi virtual S served by manpower programs can
be increased even more---to nearly 1.3 million in
fiscal 1969 from not quite 1 million this year.
(See table 1.) Particularly sharp increases over
the fiscal 1068 level are projected in the numbers
to be enrolled in the school and summer programs
for disadvantaged youth and also in on-thejob
training (OJT) programs. These increases are
largely a rest lt of the new JOBS Program but
they also reflect expected increases ill private in-
dustry cooperation in other programs involving
oh-the-job training. In addition, increases are an-
ticipated in the numbers served by the. Concen-
trated Employment Program and several other
programs.

This chapter reviews the major new program
developments of 1967 and also those already
underway or anticipated during 1968, including
the JOBS Program. With the added resources and
capacity for service which are anticipated, these
new developments should make possible very sub
stantial progress in all three directions of action
already emphasizeda conceited attack on the
problems of the hard-core unemployed, enlistment
of full cooperation from private industry in this
endeavor, and provision of manpower and tel
services in such combinations as may be dictated
by individual needs. The goal is, in the President's
words, "* * to build a network of manpower
progrms designed to match individual needs with
individual opportunities."

TARLE 1. INDIVIDUALS SERVED BY MANPOWER
PROGRAMS, FISCAL YrAit 196S-69 ESTIMATES

IThousands?

Category and program FY FY
MS 1969,

T)tal 970 j 1,292
------- -------

Structured training 492 63S
On-the-job, 186 281
Institutional 129 170
Job Corps gS
New Careers 13
MDTA part-time and employability

training 57 63
Indian manpower activities 13 14

Workexperience program; 435 ao
School and summer work 310 469
Community work expel knee 126 121

Gencrl manpower services and pro-
gram support 44 65

Support to Concentrated Employment
Program 34 50

Special Impact Program 10 15

Preliminary estimates. sutdel t to revision. Da3cd on approprIal ions for
F V vx,s,wtthont allowance tort tihrPAcs finanecd by carry-owe fonds, and
on Presidr nes retomm dled Du Iget for FY OM

2 Escludes regular placements by the public Employment Service syst. m
Includes OJT portions of programs under the Manpower Development

and Training Act (MDTA), (We IV oI the Social Security Act, Economic.
Opportunity Act, and veterans' legislation. OJT components of the CEP
and the JOBS program are funded largrlY from thcsr !.*UreeS

Includes Institutional training under the NIDTA, title IV of the Social
Security Act, and some other fa ogtan,s.

'Includes the wort-esperlen,e pottlons of the N VC, WIN, amt other
programs.

Non: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.
SOULM q the Cnif el Ruffs, risco: rear 1969 OVIaInglolv

ecutive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, P. M.

Concentration of Manpower Forces

The Concentrated Employment Program
(CEP) and the Cooperative Area 3finpower
Nanning System (CAMPS) are the I %vo major
new efforts, begun in 1967 and scheduled for rajor
expansion this year, to concentrate man' mei.
for,es against poverty. The Model Cities Program,
with its strong emphasis on manpower develop-
ment, is another; on a smaller scale, the one-stop
Neighlx)rhood Service. Centers represent still an-
other. Iii addition, the Special Impact Program
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will make possible an intensive. attack on unem-
ployment and poverty in particular slum areas
through business oral community development.

Contributing to these. efforts is the !Inman
Re,,,onrces Dc-clopinclit Program of the Federal-
State Empkyment Service system. This program
reinwents a marshaling and reorierif nli )11 of the
system's facilities arc] services, tvilh focus on
helping the disadvam iged qualify for and obtain
meaningful jobs.
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THE CONCENTRATED EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAM

The Concentrated Employment Program pro-
vides a close-knit system for delivering manpower
services for the disadvantaged. It began operating
in local. areas in the late summer and fall of 1967.

Every area program has four principal features:
(1) Enlisting the active support. and cooperation
of business and labor organizations in local com-
munities; (2) providing a wide range or counsel-
ing, health, education, and training services on an
individual basis; (3) developing employment op-
portunities suited to each individual in the pro-
gram; and (4) providing the followup assistance
necessary to assure that a job, once obtained, will
not. quickly be lost.

Concentrated Employment contracts are en-
tered into by the Department of Labor with a
single responsible sponsor in each locality. This
sponsor arranges for subcontracts as required to
supply the services disadvantaged workers need
from the lime they enter the project through
job placement, coaching on the job, and, where
necessary and feasible, a second or even continuous
"chance."

The local Community Action agencies of the
Office of Economic Opportunity are the local spon-
sors for most of the first. Concentrated Employ-
ment Programs. They provide some services to
individuals (for example, outreach and orienta-
tion) and coordinate the total effort. The. State.
Employment Servicr, offices furnish services such
as testing, counseling, referral to training, job
placement, and followup. Other community agen-
de:, as needed, may provide health services,
vocational rehabilitation, work-experience oppor-
tunities to inculcate sound work habits, and op-
portunities for on- the -job t raining in either private
or public employment.

The program began when the. Secretary of Labor
and the Director of the Office. of Economic Oppor-
lunity set :tside $100 million of fiscal 1967 funds
to finance concentrated manpower program ef-
forts in certain target areas with particularly
heavy unemployment and underemployment. The
leszms learned thAmgh Jobs Now in (I: icago
and other pila programs aimed at increasing pub-
lic and private employment of 1 he disadvanti.ged

were to be intensively applied. By the end of June
1967, contracts had been entered into for programs
in 20 urban 5lItIn areas, in the 18-county region of
the Mississippi Delta, and in a 10-county area of
northern Michigan.

Initial progress was spotty, owing largely to
communication and coordination problems and
some poor planning. Lack of supportive services
such as day-care facilities and the inadequacies of
local transportation have been additional obstacles
in many communities.

Business cooperation in opening private employ-
ment opportunities for disadvantaged workers has
been slow. However, some firms have been making
earnest efforts to provide employment opportuni-
ties. And some have assigned staff members to pro-
vide executive aistance to the projects or serve as
coaches, who help project clients and employers
with job adjustment problems.

Nevertheless, more than 51,000 individuals had
been interviewed and screened for the local Con-
centrated Employment. Programs by the end of
1967. Of these, approximately 34,000 had already
received services., as follows: =

17 percent had received basic education.
10 percent had obtained skill training in
MDTA projects.

12 percent had obtained work experience
hi the Neighborhood Youth Corps, 7 percent
in New Careers projects, and 8 percent in Spe-
cial Impact projects.

27 percent had completed one or more CEP
manpower development projects, and 14 per-
cent had dropped out.
40 percent were still enrolled at the year's
end.

---22 percent had hem placed in employment.

11 percent Ii rI been referred to other train-
ing programs.

As 1968 began, nearly 15,t,00 more workers were
awaiting placement in a project or in employment.

The Concentrated Employment Program is to
be extended before the end of fiscal 196S to a total
of CI cities and 12 rural areas, and the 1969 budget
recommend; its expansion to 70 new areas. 3;1 of
them rural. The proposed rural projects reflect 1:

recognition that man power programs can become

'Sce 1967 Manpotct, Rcrort, tp for rt deccrivtIon of ,The tcrocntriv cannot to totaled F [nce tray oat rice In many
Jaa Now. rage,.
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disproportionately concentrated in urban areas,
and that, more and better services for disadvan-
taged rural people are badly needed.

There are still grave problems of coordination.
More reliable provision is needed for supportive
services. But, it is believed that this program can
go far toward reducing nnemployment and under-
employment among the estimated half million
mast disadvantaged workers in big city poverty
pockets and among those, in rural areas.

Experience tinder the Concentrated Employ-
ment, Program is being closely monitored by in-
dependent. evaluators, participant-observer stud-
ies, and special research studies. The findings of
these appraisals will help to gtHe the future di-
rect ion of the program.

THE CAMPS PROGRAM

To meet, the need for joint planning and co-
ordinated action in manpower development and
related fields, the Cooperative Area Manpower
Planning System (CAMP3) was established in
1067.

This locally oriented system was developed
under the leadership o' the Department. of Labor,
with the participation of the Office of Economic.
Opportunity, the Economic Development. Ad-
ministration of the Department, of Commerce, the
Department, of Housing and Urban Development,
and three branches of the. Department. of Health,
Education, and Welfarethe Assistance Pay-
ments Administration, the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, and the Bureau of Adult. and
Vocational Education of the Office of Education.

The need for joint governmental action in pro-
viding manpower and related -ervices is obvious.
But there has been little precedent. Each agency
draws its authority from different legislative acts,
each act imposing its own conditions on utiliza-
tion of funds. Many agencies function through
State or local grantees, or both. The. timing of each
grant has seldom been closely related to that, of
others, although the State or local programs in-
volved might, be interrelated and even interde-
pendent. In established Federal -State programs,
a large element of local autonomy has made im-
mediate loch response to Federal stimulus un-
predictable.

The CAMPS program began in Mandr 1967.
Area manpower coordirating committees were
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convened in 68 major labor areas to draw up com-
prehensive coordinated manpower plans for the
approaching new fiscal year. The area committees
were charged with sharing information in order
to identify the area's major manpower needs and
problems, to assess the outlook for economic de-
velopment and the manpower development, re-
sources likely to be available, and to develop a
comprehensive plan for deploying all available
manpower resources, thus avoiding duplication
and concentrating services in areas of greatest,
need.

In the fall of 1967, CANIPS was broadened to
include manpower- related programs of the De-
partments of Agriculture and Interior and the
Civil Service Commission. Starting with the cur-
rent, planning eye/0 for fiscal year 1969, Gover-
nors and mayors are being urged to provide lead-
ership in the establishment and functioning of
State and local CAMPS committees.

Local agencies, which are closely linked with
participating Federal agencies, have provided the
nucleus for the area committees. But voluntary'
participation has been urged on other agencies
with programs related to human resources devel-
opment. Invitations have been extended also to
appropriate representatives of metropolitan or
county government (for example, a mayor's com-
mittee on manpower or a comprehensive planning
agency). Information, advice, and operating as-
sistance may be sought front educators, comnumity
leaders, employers, trade union representatives,
and others. A typical area committee may include
representatives of at. least 21 different, manpower
or manpower-related programs. Interagency co-
operation on so large a scale has never been
attempted before.

The functioning of the system rests largely on
good will and a desire to cooperate, although it is
stimulated by Federal agencies with some finan-
cial control. No authority exists by which an un-
cooperative agency could, for example, he directed
to meet planning deadlines. Means for coordinat-
ing Federal project approvals are still not fully
developed, and the timing of Federal appropria-
tions makes firm planning difficult. Nevertheless,
the system has brought together, for the first time
on an orgai.i4ed basis, most major local, State, and
Federal agencies involved in manpower develop-
ment. It is pm-hieing an inventory of manpower
programsinformation never before available
and is seek Mg to develop a plan to coordinate them.
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It is producing for the first time an assessment of
unmet needs, so the impact. of current programing
On the total problem can be evaluated better. And
it is providing a basis for linking the various pro-
grams that serve persons in need.

it is already evident, particularly
where rural areas are involved, that special funds
and staff will lie needed by all participating agen-
cies and for the CAMPS structurearea, re-
gional, and nationalif the planning system is
to progress beyond the information exchange
point. The demands of the system should not be
met, at the expense of the regular operating re-
sponsibilities of the member agencies. Adequate
staff support is required if CAMPS is to gen-
erate the information necessary to develop, re-
view, and implement annual planswhich are
expected to include the manpower components of
the projected Neighborhood Service Centers and
Model Cities Programs (discussed below)--and, in
general, to serve as an umbrella for all relevant
manpower programing in the community. Accord-
ingly, the President's budget, recommendat ions for
fiscal 1969 include $11 million to support the
CAMPS operation during that year and to help
establish it on a long-term basis.

MODEL CITIES

One function of CAMPS will be to coordinate
manpower services in the Model Cities Program
established under the Demonstration Cities and
Metropolitan Development, Act of 1966. Under
the leadership of the Department, of Housing and
Urban Development, and with the full participa-
tion of all concerned Federal agencies, a compre-
hensive locally planned attack will be made on the
social, economic, and physical problems of
blighted urban areas, using ongoing grant-in-aid
programs, as well as funds appropriated by the
Congress specifically for the Model Cities Pro-
gram.

Sixty-three cities were awarded grants in No-
vember 1967 to plan Model Cities Programs. All
are expected to assign high priority to the res
lion of manpower problems. Selection of the cities
for planninr, awards has hinged, in part, on the
prospect they offer of substantially reducing under-
employment and unemployment through work
and training nip4ortmlities for neighborhood
residents.

.3-1,4 p . f. 1,

Concentrated Employment Programs have al-
really been introduced in 13 of the cities selected
for Model Cities Prognans. The plan for new
CEP installations calls for incorporating them as
key components of Model Cities Programs
wherever feasible. To the extent possible, the city
areas covered by the two programs will coincide.

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE CENTERS

The neighborhood center idea is not new. The
Office of Economic Opportunity sponsors more
than 700 multipurpose renters in 200 cities, and
the Departments of Labor, of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and of 'lousing and Urban Develop-
ment provide funds for single or multipurpose
centers in many more. The new program aims at
more unified action in identifying and furnishing
speedily the manpower and other services needed
by the poor and disadvantaged at a single locat ion.

By the end of 1907, preliminary plans had been
completed for pilot Neighborhood Service Centers
in 11 major cities 11114 approval of the plans for
three more was imminent.. The 14 cities involved
are Chattanooga, Louisville, Philadelphia, St.
Louis, Washington, Boston, Cincinnati, Dallas,
Detroit, Minneapolis, Jacksonville, New York,
Chicago, and Oakland.

To start the first, 11 programs, funds totaling
nearly $24 million wero furnished by the four Fed-
eral agencies responsiblethe Department of
Housing and Urban Development (which by Ex-
ecutive Order chairs the interagency conumttee
conducting the pilot program), the Department
of Labor, the Office of Economic Opportunity, and
the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare.

In each of the 14 cities, the area to be served
has an average population of 50,000, about 67 per-
cent nonwhite. A third of the families have in-
comes under $3,000, and 11 percent of the popula-
tion is unemployed.

The demonstration program is designed to:
Create a unified system through which the
individual or the family can obtain all of the
problem- sol ving and opport unit y-enha ncing
services available to the neighborhood.

For a furthcr disrucNioo of toe reloant Iluf) rogran,,
111e chapter on G4Nvaphlo rectors In Employ meat and co
Ilovelopmcnt.
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--Initiate a cooperative intergovernmental
effort to pool the resources and knowledge of
city, State, and Federal agencies hi assisting
the neighborhood.

Develop procedures for combining the ef-
forts of the four Federal sponsoring agencies
into an integrated team to work with neigh-
borhood, city, and State agencies.

THE SPECIAL IMPACT PROGRAM

The Special Impact Program is directed to-
wards solving critical problems of dependency,
chronic unemployment, and rising community ten-
sions through economic, business, and community
development in low-income communities and
neighborhoods. The program may also provide
supporting manpower training for jobless or im-
poverished people if needed. In 1967, this program
was also the largest sr arce of fluids for the Con-
centrated Eniployment Program. However, under
the 1967 amendments to the Economic Opportu-
nity Act, the latter function is divided from
the. Special Impact Program and given separate
financing.

Most 1967 grants under the old combined pro-
gram went to Community Action agencies to buy
services needed in connection with CEP projects.
However, the. largest single Special Impact grant
in 1967 was for a complex of program.; aimed at
economic and manpower development in the
BedfordStnyvesant area, a primarily Negro
and Puerto Rican slum in the heart of
Brooklyn, N.Y.

The Bedford-Stuyvesant project involves two
corporations, The first, which is directed by a board
of local residents is responsible for such tit:tied ak-
i ngs as sponsorship of housing projects. jolot rai n-
Mg classes, attracting new businesses to the area,
and running a school or health center. 'The second,
organized to give the local corporation technical
aid and to attract outside investment, has a band
of financiers and industrialists,

The first segment of this project to Is' completed
involved the enrollment, (hiring tic suinuter of
1967, of 272 neighborhood youth. Working under
journeymen, these youth refurbished the yards
and exteriors of about :400 bous-A-s, More than a
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dozen youth have new gone into the renovating
business, forming three different companies; -10
have taken construction trades apprenticeship
tests; and all but about 25 of the others have been
placed in jobs. Other major projects are planned
but not yet underway.

Efforts to induce established businesses to route
into the area met with limited success ire 1967, It
had been anticipated, however, that it might take
as long as 4 years for the impact of the community
effort to be noticeable. Meantime, the project is
being closely monitored as a demonstration that
may develop patterns to be followed in other areas.

THE CONCERTED SERVICES PROGRAM

Progress in coordinating manpower services has
so far occurred mostly in urban areas. A pathfind-
ing effort is underway, however, to unify all
power programs in depressed rural counties. This
is the program known as Concerted. Set-vices in
Training and Education, with pilot projects in
three rural counties of Arkansas, Minnesota, and
New Mexico. Here, the Departments of Agricul-
ture, of Labor, and of Health, Education, and
Welfare are cooperating in a pilot cffort to apply
the nca training and education programs more
effect ively,

Under the direction of local coordinators, the
Concerted Services projects have gone well beyond

origioal conception and have become the focal
point in each area for any Federal, :Mate, or local
activity concerned with the creation of jobs and
the development of people for jobs. A movement is
now underway to expand the areas covered by the
pilot. projects.

In one Concerted Services county (Sandoval
County, N. Mex.), the coordinator of Concerted
Services interprets and helps the people obtain
Federal services. Ire works to secure MI/'I'A proj-
ects and helps to develop them: etrourages resi-
dents to r deer ww ith the State Employment
Service; meets ,1/4 1, the .Manpower Ad isor Com-
mittee.; and end, ors to concentrate Federal man-
power and olevelopnLetit resources on local projects
(such as a public park, ;1 town clinic, and a pro
go a? a of basic education for illiterate resident,-).

In the ot het ount coot-din:LI ors do essen-

tially the same things, although their functions
vary to tit the local situation.
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HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

Underlying all of the above, as well ,lis current
placement efforts of the public Employment Serv-
ice, is the concept of Human Resources Develop-
ment. 111RD),' introduced in 1965 and now op-
erating in every State, the District of Columbia,
nod Puerto Rico. Like the Concentrated Employ-
ment. Program, this program involves a kcusing
of staff and resources on reaching the disadvan-
taged. improving their employability, develop-
ing jobs for them, and placing them in these jobs.

The Human Resources Development Program
has, up to now, involved only the public Employ-
ment Service. I t covers t he count ry, wherever there
an State Employment offices. It is an inseparable
part of all Concentrated Employment projects.

In an effort to reach the hard-core unemployed,
local office staff membes had been stationed in
some slom areas. Put experience had shown that
this was not enough to bring these disadvantaged
people in touch with employability development
programs. It was found that trained neighborhood
workers with list-hand experience in the poverty
areas are the most effective bridgethey call on
the people in their homes and. meet them in (heir
neighborhoods to explain the services available.

Most of the people thus contacted need help to
improve their employability. This usually requires
counseling and the development with the individ-
ual of a specific and realistic `employability plan''
which may include a variety of needed services
such as skill training, remedial education, health
or welfare services, orientation in techniques of
job hunting, coaching in gt.)od work habits, prac-
tice in taking employer exnminations, and legal
counsel. The culmination of these efforts is place-

went of the individual hi a joboften with special
assistance from the cooperating e )iployer in devel-
oping a, suitable opportunity, or perhaps even in
restructuring some existing job so that the worker
can qualify for it.

The IIRD Program has brouffit about a dra-
matic shift in emphasis in the Knployment Serv-
icefrom a strongly employer - oriented screening
agency to .:0 applicant- oriented organization ac-
cepting a responsiblity for deve ...ping the poten-
tial of indiviOuals who need help. During 1967,
intensive t,..aining programs, some conducted
through universities, were held for key staff in
every State to acquaint them wi the philosophy
and techniques of Human liesom ces Development.
Several institutes were concerne,t with the special
problems of Spanish-speaking. Alwricans and of
American Wilms. The instil rtes were aimed
partly at motivating a change in staff attitudes,
since, as in any drastic change n progrant direc-
tion, this represented a challen:;e.

There have been, and still me, other problems.
1111proring the system's ea pacit for delivering up-
to-date, comprehensive job In:6 ket information is
essential. In addition, support services must be
obtained from already overbuidened agencies.

These operational problems ;lave not prevented
local Employment Service perconnel from becom-
big key members of the con'. nullity teams con-
cerned with planning and providing manpower
services. boaa I office personnel ire deeply involved,
for example, in the basic task- of recruitment, in
take, orientation, job deveh pment, and place-
ment of disadvantaged pers'ms in the Concen-
trated Employment Prograr i.Anci Human Re-
sources )evelopment staff atiC concepts are utilized
in this effort.

Enlisting Private Industry Cooperation

.1 precedent-making new program for develop-
ing job o,:portunities in (ho private sector of the
eco..omy was called for by the President in his
rtit.,,age to the Congress or Manpower. In intro-
ducing this :RIBS Progn.m, the President re-
ferred ,o the $tomillion rest Program in live.

.1-*nr n morn ''daft.) f 'Er concr/ uf thimAn
,./11.4.4 01111,1,11,771, re tr A'rprgl, TV. 4t 49.

large cities, which had provi led a basis of experi-
ence for (he new program, it ad stated that "Gov-
ernment-supitorted on -t he-jo r t raining is the most
effect ire gal m% ay ( o mean i ngltd employment . . ."

The new JO! is base(' not only on
experience utak , iii, It t Program but also on
the results of . the joh ti tilling projects con-
ducted for I hr t tt, l ears under the Man-
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power Development and Training Act., and on a
demonstration program sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Labor in 1967 (the Ter. Cities Program).

Several major projects initiated by private in-
dustry have furnished valuable experience also.
In Detroit, for example, the New Detroit Com-
mittee. with representat ion from most of the city's
larger businesses, was established in August 1967,
after the summer riots. This committee has car-
ried out some vet y s.lccessful projects for recruit-
ing :tad training disadvantaged people, mostly
Negroes. The New York Coalition, organized in
October 1967, differs in that it includes lalxn and
civic as well as business leaders, but the purpose
is much the same.

A somewhat different joint move was made late,
t 19t37 by the steel industry and the steelworkers'

union to secure Federal belp in upgrading steel-
workers and to train uremiloyed workers to take
their place:

Upgrading in industry, with resulting oppor-
tunit ies for the unemployed, is also the objective. of
the imaginative program of Skill Advancement,
Inc, in New York. This nonprofit organization
in by Cornell University, the Puerto Rican
Forum, Inc., and the Urban League of New York,
with Government supporthas worked with large
and small employers and with industry groups to
.rain low-skill employees and to upgrade them.
By August 1967, more, tilt n 2,500 workers had been
upgraded throng'a the efforts of this organization,
which plans to upgrade 1,r00 more in fiscal 1068.

With these and other experiences on the record,
the JOBS Program was decided upon. It is de-
seribed in more detail later, after a preliminary
discussion of the demonstration programs which
hue preceded it (the Test and Ten Cities
programs).

THE TEST PROGRAM

Early in October 1067, the President. ar. -to oleo('
a pilot program to ally the forces of Gover.ment
with those of pricate industry in a joint attack on
hard-core unemployment. Businessmen in five
cities in which Concentrated Employment projects
were functioningBoston, Chicago, fAxs Aveles,
San Antonio, and Washington, D.C.were invited
to come forward with plans for on-the-job training

'Sep $9 Vr Monpcuer Report. for a further 4(gctly-
I rrm of 11114 protect.
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of severely disadvantaged residents. The induce
ment WAS a Federal commitment to assume up to
100 percent of the added costs and to cut red tope,
so that cooperating businessmen could make all
arrangements for assistance from a variety of
agencies through a single office in the Depart met..
of Commerce. The specific objectives were ...stab-
lishing, in or near ghetto avers, plants and iiH-
nesses committed to employment of the disnthai
taged and obtaining similar commitments horo
existing plant:3, and action by private industry (*t
Government expense) to provide technical, mare
agerial, and training assistance to small busine.,-ses
offering employment opportunities for slum re
dents.

Agencies providing assistance are the Devil t-
mein s of Labor, Commerce, Defense, Health,
cat ion, and 'Welfare, and Housing arid Urban 1)..
velopment; the Office of Economic Opportunio
the Small Business Administration; and the Oen
oral Services Administration. In addition to De-
partment of Labor training subsidies and a full
range of manpower and supportive social service,
the kinds of assistance that may be provided in-
clr.de lease or sale of surplus Federal property, aid
in the lease or construction of job-producing in-
dustrial facilities in poverty areas, use of excess
Federal equipment for job training, lease guarani-
'aces protecting capital investments by large firms
leasing facilities to small business, small business
loans, and funds for transportation services and
managerial assistance.

In little more than a month after the program
was announces, plans had been made to build a
printing plant in the Roxbury area of Boston,
which would give. work to 232 chronienily unem-
ployed workers. Training equipment is to be pro-
vided from Gore rimgent sutplus, arid traini ng costs
up to about $1.1 million (en estimated two-thirds
of the total) are to be met by the Department of
Labor. An initial group of 60 unskilled men and
women, to be selected b., the State Ennuoyment
Servico, were to start v;-erk in January 1068, and
the full complement of trainees should be at work
by midsummer.

Further impetus to the program carne with the
Economic Development Administration's designn-
ti, a of a 6-mile-square area in rho Chicago stock-
yards district as eligible for Federal grants and
loans. This opened the way for development of a
new industrial park which could provide up to
7,000 jobs for hard -err' unemployed within 2 to
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3 years. And in Washington, D.C., plans were
made to bring manufacturing operations into two
shun areas.

Before the end of 1967, nearly 160 companies
had expressed interest in r articipating, as a result
of meetings of Government agency teams with
leading businessmen in the five cities involved in
this pilot program.

THE TEN CITIES PROGRAM

The, search for effective ways to involve the
private sector of the economy led, in July 1967,
to Department ci Labor contracts with six private
employers as well as one public school system) in
10 major cities. The projects, which are to pro-
vide ta wining and placement, assistance for large
groups of the most seriously disadvantaged, are
being coordinated with the Concentrated Employ-
ment Program in each of the cities. The projected
cost is $14 million.

The contractors are recruiting trainees, giving
medical examinations and minor medical treat-
ment if needed, and iroviding basic education,
employability training, and work tryout and on-
the-job training, coupled with prevocational and
skill I raining --all tail wed to individual needs. The
program provides for continuous counseling and
for vigorous efforts io place trainees in suitable
work. All trainees must be placed directly in jobs
or on-the-job trainirg during the initial 15 months
of the project which will thereafter devote a final
3 mont..s to followup.

Each project is employing its own curriculum
design, including the use of programed learning
and ther advanced aching tecnnives. The
operations arc being continuously observed and
rnalyzed. in caller to give the Department current
irformat ion on how well the programs are going,
ir well as insights irt, their accomplishments and
iieoblems.

One of the lessons already learned from thi and
other [Top rams is that suc-essful preparation and
on-the-job training of the hard-core unemployed
cost mutat more than the average of $750 per
trainee indicated by past projects of on-the-job
train. al: under the 11fanroa,e; Development and
Training Act. Because the task of helping the
greatly disada antaged achieve emroyabilit and
needed v ork skills in so difficult and complex, the

average cost per trainee under the Ten Cities
Program will be about $2,300.

THE JOBS PROGRAM

The JOBS Program innounced by the Peed-
dent in January was the logical outgrowth of the
Test and Ten Cities programs as well as the ex-
perience with on-the-ob training under the
MDTA. This new rog rain looks to industry as
the demonstrated best source of training with
promise of eventual en.ployenent. And it puts at
the disposal of industry the services and facilities
of Government., as experience has shown is essea
tial if hard-core unemployment is to lie er-di-
ctated. The JOBS Program will be linked with
existing programs, especially the Corweittraad
Employment, Program, as a part of the present
concerted at'a'k on Cris problem.

Under the JOBS plan, the cooperating compa-
nies will provide tra ning and offer employment
to ha rcbcore unemployed workers identified by the
Government.. Toe cot Tanks will bear the normal
training costs. However, the persons hired under
this program will )e less qualified than those
usually hired by the participating employers. Be-
sides nadir g more I raining than the typical rew
employee, n any of them will require basic edit -

tion, transportation services, correction of health
problems, personal :ounseling, and other special
help. The extra co its for these services all) be
borate by the Govei nment.

The goal is 100,0(0 jaha by June 1969 and 500,-
000 by June 1971, ;n addition to 200,000 summer
jobs for youth. Tie JOBS Program is being
started with $106 million from funds available for
manpower pregrams in fiscal 1968, and the Presi-
dent has proposed increasing that amount, to .5,1244
million in fiscal 190.

In announcing the program, the President :aid
he was calling on American industry to establish
a National Allianc a of Businessmen to launch it,
help thieve its got Is, and advise the Gevernwent.
In e M} largest cities of the country, /eliding
busi..ess executives will spearhead the effort in
their own communities. The proposed JOBS Pro-
gram represents tle latest stage in the effort to
mobilize the resources of the country. public and
private, to insure that. every American who rants
and needs work call find it, and at a decent wage.
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Meeting the Needs of the Individual

One of the principal difficulties in developing
manpower programa to net the needs of the un-
employed and disadvantaged is the great diversity
of problems and needs, between groups such as
jobless youth and older workers, city shun inhabi-
tants and the rural poor, .welfare recipients and
ex-conviete Furthermore, the differences among
individuals in the same general group may be
equally great.

Recognition of these differences and of the con-
sequent need to adapt programs to the individual
lies behind the Human Resources Development
Progrem and the provision for varied services in
connection with the Concentrated Emplo.inient,
Program. In addition, the Congress has provided
new programs for special groups. The new devel-
opments in existing programs, such as the Neigh -
borhocd Youth Corps and the MATA training
projects, will also permit, greater flexibility in
meeting the problems of the individual.

Taken together, these progrom developments
provide n variety of possible approaches to the
needs of different groups and individuals. A major
task ahead is to mesh them more closely into a co-
ordinated system of effective service tailored to
individual needs.

WORK - EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

The Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) is, to
date, the largest, of the group of programs that,
afford meaningful work experitncy to people not
yet ready for competitive employment. Oppor-
tuaities for learning through work are also an
essential part of t he progra in now knom as Opera-
tion Mainstream, authorized by the Congress in
1965, and of the New Careers Program, author-
ized in 1.966. These programs were set, up under
the Economic Opportunity Act and are adminis-
tered by the Department of Labor, under rt dele-
gation of funds and authority from, the Office of
1konomie Opportunity. In addition, the. new Work
Incentive Program for welfare clients, which will
become operative in 1068, will have major V% ork-
experience demerits.

It i s expected that, with the budget recommended
by the. President, enrollments in work-experience
projects will approach 600,000 in fiscal 11)69. The
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great majority of the enrollees will he, youth in
NYC projects of this kind.

thighborhood Youth Corps

A new avenue for on-the-jet, training of out-of-
: itool youth through the Neighborhood Youth
Corps was opened by a 1066 amcmintent to the
Economic Opportunity Act. Untler this amend-
ment, NYC work-experience training may be
given in private industry, whereas previously
such training could be provided only in public
and private nonprofit agencies. At the same time,
growini, a' tention in NYC programs to reme-
dial education, counsding, and "graduation" into
other programs Frontises to inn-ease the incentive
for out-of-school )oath to further their education.
But for the deprived youth unwilling to return to
school, the opening of opportunities in private in-
dustry offers a more direct channel into permanent
private employment. During fiscal 1968 about 3,000
of the nearly 80,000 enrollees projected for the
NYC out -of- school program will work with pri-
vate employers. In 1069, the number will be Inuch
higher.

Wages of enrollees in the private, industry proj-
ectsthe minimum has been $1.49 an hour and
some enrollees have been earning more than
$2.00--are paid by the employers, N'i-ho also supply
materials, supervision, and training faeilities. The
employer's t raining costs are reimbursed.

Some progress has been made and efforts are
continuing to move NYC out-of-school enrollees
front work experience into skill training under the
Manpower Davelopment and Training Act. In
a search for ways to provide ,itt tesier transi-
tion, coneurrent NYCDTA pilot, projects
are underway in 10 cities. These projects allow the.
trainee to be enrolled in MDTA training 4 hours
a day, with the rentaining 4 hours spent, at the
NYC work site. There have been some succmes
and some problems. Since most of the projects still
are continuing, overall conclusions cannot yet, be
reached.

As of November 30, 1967, more titan MAO
young men and women were enrolled !n the Neigh.
borhood Youth CorpsI37,000 in the in school
program, ,.vhich provides part-time work experi-
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moo to help youth from impoverished families to
stay in school; and nearly 04,000 in the full - tints
program for out-of-school youth. By that date, a
total of 1.3 million youth had been enrolled in
NYC prokets since the program's start in 1965
some 400,000 in the. in-school phase, about the same
number in the out-of-school phase, and more than
500,000 in the summer programs, which are in-
tended to enable impoverished youth to earn the
money necessary I o return to school in the fall.

There is evidewe that NYC enrolees whether
in school, out of school, or in a summer program
have contributed substantially to community bet-
terment.. Their work assignments have been use-
ful amt related to the trite world of work, and
have aroused a sense of pride and accomplishment.
The work of about. 40 percent mostly' in-school
enrolleeshas been as clerical employees or as edu-
cational service rides. Another 28 percentmostly
out-of-school enrolleeshave been building main-
tenance aides, sometimes with opportunity to learn
a substantive shill. Some enrollees have been en-
gaged in unusual or complex workfor example,

a...istants in a television station, in display work,
in draft ing, and in housing rehabilitation.

Follow-up studies in 50 out-of-school NYC pro-
grams near the end of 1966 showed that daraut 35
percent. of the former enrollees had full-tine em-
plvinent, 18 percent were in school or occupa-
tional training, 6 percent had entered military
service, and 1 r percent were housewives. The re-
maining 30 percent were ill or unemployed or
could not be located.

Operation Winstrearn

One of the work-training programs, known as
Operation Mainstream; offers opportunities for
adults similar to those for youth antler the Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps

Unemployed adults or tilos-, with low incomes,
who rue unable to obtein appropriate week because
of their age or for ,Ter reasons, are provided work
experience designed to prepare them for competi-
tive employment. Tr, iticvs are employed in
community better went rcti vit ies in public and Uri/1-

],mM. ege.nci es and receive basic education and sup-
portive sery i ceta AS necessary.

The program war *o IdentiBed anf.e admin!tt reaporti-
Lint for It was delegated to the r><I rattn.nt of tabor by the
°lice of 1:er oomlo 01.?orturity to 10131.

The first agreement for an Operation Main-
stream project entered into by the Department of
Labor was with Green Thumb, Inc., a nonprofit
organization for rural workers affiliated with the
Farmers' Union. By the end of fiscal year 1967,
the Department had signed 145 agreements, most
of them renewals of earlier projects funded by the
Office of Economic Opportunity. Approximately
8,000 job opportuni6es were thus provided for out
of-work adults (at a Federal cost of not quite $24
million). And 1,352 additional job opportwrities
were opened during the first i months of fiscal 1968
by the funding of 28 more projects (at a Federal
cvist of $4.9 million).

Men outnumber women enrollees more than 9 to
1. And 3 of every 5 enrollees are aged 45 and over.

The N:ork done by the enrollees is highly bene-
ficial to their communities. Those in Green Thumb
projects, for examplewho are older workers
with an average age of 68have planted many
hundreds of thousands of trees and shrubs, built
or reconditioned parks, and worked on over 10,000
miles of highway rights-of-way, clearing brush
and doing soil erosion work and landscaping.

The future development and direction of new
Nfainstream project:: awaits a review and eval-
uation of 1967 experience. However, early exami-
nation of four widely separated projects showed
that they were having highly beneficial effects in
sparsely populated areas with high unemployment
rates, low educational levels, little industrial poten-
tial, and inadequate community services. It was
concluded that, without. Operation Mainstream,
many older workers in these areas would have been
unable to obtain employment. Nevertheless, project,
enrollees, nationwide, are moving into regular em-
ployment. A recent. study showed that, of some
8,000 former Mainstream workers, nearly 2,500 had
full-time employment, over 1,000 were working
part time, and 1,000 were unemployed. The work
status of about 3,500 could dot be determined.

New Care on

The objective of the New Careers Program for
unemployed and underemployed persens is to
develop entry-level professional aide jobs, with
maximum career ladder oph ^rtunitie These jobs
are to be in public and private m nprofit wen-
des and in :Itch critically undermanned fields
as health, education, welfare, neighborhoxl re-
development, and public safety.
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New Careers projects are very important, ele-
ments in the Concentrated Employment Programs.
Late in fiscal par P167 (viten the program
was delegated to the Department or Labor) and
in ea, 1y fiscal 1968, 22 such projects were unied
in connection with Co , icentrated Employment. Pro-
grams; these projects are expected to offer 4,600
enrollment opportunities. Another 10 independent,
New Careers projects with 2,000 slots were to have
been funded in the first quarter of fiscal 1968. How-
ever, because of the large amount. of preliminary
work required before professional aides can be
brought into established institutions, and because
of funding delays, only 322 new slots were actually
provided in such projects during the first part of
the year.

If this new program is to realize its promise, the
institutions providing employment and the pro-
fessional workers whose positions will be affected
ill have to agree to some restructuring of jobs.
Some tasks not requiring professional training, but
which have nevertheless been performed up to now
by professional personnel, will have to be al heated
to separate positions which can form the basis for
professional aide ladders. Developing these nide
jobs will enable institutions to utilize their profes-
sional staffs more efficiently, while opening oppor-
tunities for unemployed and underemployed peo-
ple, to prepare for worthwhile careers.

Innovative ideas and the support, of nongovern-
mental organizations will clearly be required for
progress in these directions. Plans nave been made,
therefore, by the Departments of Labor and of
Health, Education, and Welfare for an institute on
the potential for New Careers in education, health,
the social services, law enforcement, corrections,
and housinp and environ cent al services. Most par-
ticipants will come from na Conn! labor unions and
professional organizations, and horn individual
New Careers projts., merit staffing systems, and
career accreditation agencies.

The Work Incentive Program

A comprehensive manpower program designed
to break the cycle of poverty for public assistance
recipients was made mandatory by 1967 legisla-
tion (title IV, Social Security Act, as Amended).
This new Work Incentive Program (WIN) sets
As a national goal the restoration to economic inde-
pendence of all emple,ynble persons 16 years of age
and over in families receiving Aid to Families
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with Dependent Children (AFDC). Mo--e, than 1
million families ore invola ed.

Work Incentive Programs with a full comple-
ment of manpower services are to be set up by the
Department, of Laber in every State and political
subdivision having a significant number of people
aligible to participate. Supportive sociai and medi-
cal services are to .,e supplied by the public welfare
agencies, which will refer public assistance recipi-
ents to the program.

It is planned to enroll 32,000 AFDC recipients
in training under this program between April 1,
1968, when it becomes effective, and tllo end of
fiscal 1968. Enrollment is expected to surpass
100,000 in fiscal 1909. The ultimate goal is to come
as close as possible to uniaersal enrollment of all
employable welfare clients.

The program will differ in several respects from
the work experience and training program ad-
mieistered by the Department of Health, Educa-
t ion, and Welfare under title V of the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, in which the Department
of Labor cooperated under the i966 amendments to
that act. For one thing, it stresses the development
of immediate and meaningful ereplojment oppor-
tunities for public assistance recipients. The most
radical difference, however, is a provision for sub-
sidized public or private neeprofit employment
for thoso who cannot be trained. or placed in
competitive employment.

It is estimated that up to 15 percent of the
enrollees will move directly ;.nto jobs after initial
assessment and counseling, and that an additional
5 percent will move to jobs following t, 2- to 4-week
orientation. The remaining individuals will be
placed either in existing manpower programs for
training specially adapted to their nerds, or in
training and workexperience activities speeifi
sally designed for the Work Incentive Fromm.
Special work projects will be developed for indi-
viduals not immediately responsive to training or
education and unable to enter the corKetit ire job
market.

It is believed that the majority can be brought
to the point of employability by a combination of
manpower and social services. In addition to coun-
seling and testing, the program will provide, in
sequence or in combination, job orientation, basic
education, training in communications and em-
ployability skills, work experience, skill training
either in classrooms or on the job, and special job
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development and placement services. Followup
and supportive social and medical services will
also be P. voilable as needed in all phases of the
program. The hope is that this meshing of man-
power and manpower-related services to meet
carefully diagnosed individual needs will speed
the job placement of public assist al' .e recipients
and help to Nuipthent for permanent self support.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN MDTA
TRAINING PROGRAMS

The training programs for unemployed and un-
deremployed workers established by the Manpower
Development and Training Act of 1962 have been
changing continuously ever since the act was
passed. The latest changes reflect the new emphasis
on serving the disadvantaged and coordinating
manpower programs. They involve both the
MDTA institutional (i.e., in-school situations)
training projects and the on-the, job pm train-
ing projects.

iADTA Institutional Training

Employment orientation training, as well as
basic education, can now ix, provided when needed
to prepare the chronically unemployed for jobs
or skill training. This w:s a 1966 addition to the
kinds of training permissible under the MDTA.
It helped .o make feasible the reorientation of
MDTA programs in 1967, under which 65 percent
of all training dots were set aside for the most
disath a nt gedt hose with combinations of prob-
lems such as lack of education, minority group
status, long-term unemployment. poverty, and
being a teenager or an older worker.

Employwent orientation training provides a
,ridge to employment for many Ncho have skills
bat poor work records (owing, for example, to
carelessness, excessive absenteeism, job hopping
or negative attitudes). Training can be given as
needed in communication skills, grooming and per-
sonal hygiene, the standards of behavior and pel,--
formance generally expected by employers, tech-
niques of job-hunting, and even the use of the
local transportation system (since many slum resi-
dent:, know only their own neighborhoods).

Altogether, 132,000 training opportunities were
approved in MDTA institutional programs during

fiscal 1967. Available data suggest that the num-
ber of disadvantaged enrollees approximated the
target ratio of 65 percent. The total timber of
full-time trainees in institutional programs dur-
ing fiscal 1968 is expected to be about 129,000. And
he President's budget, recommendations for fiscal

199 call for an increase in this number to about
170,000.1

About 109,000 persons completed MDTA insti-
tutional training during fiscal year 1967. Followup
during toe year after training shows that 90 per-
cent of institutional trainees obtained employ-
ment, most of it training related, and that 72 per-
cent were employed when contacted.

Efforts to attte:k the skill shortage problem
through part-time upgrading training for lower
skilled employees 3%113 1 eS3 successful, however.
Such part-time training had beau made possi-
ble through a 1K6 amendment to the MDTA,
and it was hoped that successful upgrading cf
workers would open opportunities for the disad-
vantaged ire lown- skilled jobs. Plans for pilot,
projects to test this approach called for the ap-
proval of 6,000 trainees in such projects during
the first quarter of fiscal 1.968, but or.ly 520 were
actually approved.

The kinds of workers for whom the part-time
training is designed are already employed and dif-
ficult to identify, Of those actually reached, few
?lave been interested in undertaking 2 or 3 hours
of training after an 8-hour workday. The train-
ing incent iv 3 payment of up to $10 a week (for up
to 18 hours of training) is dearly an insufficient
attraction -- unless the worker faces the immediate
likelihood of losing his job if he does not upgrade
his skills. I: fTOrtS G N new being, made to test
the feasibility of providing the training partly on
the trainee's own time and partly on that of 11:3
employer, since both will benefit. The desirability
of increasing the incentive payment is also being
considered.

MDTA Onthe-Jab Training

Enrollments in on-the-job training under the
MDTA were higher during fiscal 1967 than in any
previous year. By the end of fiscal 1967, the total
number of approved OJT training opportunitics

There 1969 and 1969 ewe' Include not only trainers In
mora proJectA as puch but alio InntltutIonal Intzleem In
Opportnaltles lnduplrlallsa lion Center 101C) projects and the
Worn IncentSce Program.
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stood at close to 153000, substantially above the
target figure of 125,000 on-the-job training slots
for the fiscal year as a whole. It is estimated that
110,000 new trainees were enrolled during the
yearthe highest 12-month enrollment in the his-
tory of the OJT program.

The 1968 estimate calls for 186,000 persons to
be served by on-the-job training programs, and the
109 budget anticipates 281,600. Beginning in
1%8, however; these figures no longer relate ex-
clusively to the MDTA program; they also include
the OJT components of several other mat_power
programs--the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the
Work Incentive Program, JOBS, the Concen-
trated Employment Program, and the special pro-
gmeas for veterans. It is estimated that 103,000
will be trained on the job in fiscal 1959 under the
N11)TA program, including the MDTA contribu-
tion to JOBSsomewhat more than a third cf the
projected total number of OJT trainees.

During the 1967 ['scat year, 54,500 trainees corn-
pletecl OJT projects. Post t raining followtip shows
that 90 percent of those completing such projects
remain regularly employed, 95 percent of them in
training-related work.

To make on-the-job tntining pcs&ible for the
most severely disad.vant aged, it was. planped to de-
vote nearly Cif/ percent of OJT funds in fiscal 1967
to the coupling of skill training with supplemen-
tal basic education, communications, or employ-
ability training. Conttacts providing for nearly
55,000 training slots in couple:? programs were
executed in fiscal 1967, only two-thirds of tl e num-
ber projected. But, in the first quarter o: fiscal 1P68
rile target. was exceededwith contracts calling
for close to 20,000 training slots in coupled proj-
ects, as compared with a target figure of 16,000.

Problems hare been encountered in recruiting
and retaining disadvantaged trainees during the
first stage of coupled programs, which usually in-
volves classroom training. Many of these trainees
are school dropouts who have already rejected the
school setting and resist returning to it. It has
been found that trainee interest in coupled projects
is strengthened by substituting vestibule training
on the employer's premises for cltsses in the
schools.

The growing practice of contracting for OJT
programs with >ti community organization which,
in turn, subcontracts with employers has increased
the numbers of disadvantaged trainee's recruited.
It also has been learned, however, that a greater
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Federal investment will be essential in order to
interest employers, attract the disadvantaged to
the nrogrems, and keep then' int raini ng and subse.
quent employm2at. This finding underlies the de-
cision to increase the Government's payments to
employers, in order to compensate them for the
iIded indirect costs (through loss of productivity,
unusual supe,ision requirements, and extra risks
and burdens) involved in training the disad-
vantaged. Also, more initial counseling, health, and
other supportive services are to be provided to
i.aprove the employability of prospective trainees.

In developing new OJT contracts, particular
attention is being given to training for well-paid
jobs offering promotional opportimities. The co-
operation of large companies in creating new train-
ing opportunities will be sought, and an active
effort will be made to den elop opportunities with
firms establishing operations in ghetto areas under
the Test and JOBS programs. In addition, closer
relations ate being developed with the Job Corps
and NYC, so that. youth leaving these programs
can go directly, into OJT positions in private
industry.

NEW TECHNIQUES FOR REACHING AND
SIRIPNG THE DISADVANTAGED

The search for effective ways of establishing
communication with the pool and disrAvanta
winning their exinfidence, and stintulating their
determination to advstnee Themselves has led to a
number of innotations. For example, use has
been made of aides drawn from the target slum
neighborhoods who are able to work with their
neighbors, unhampered by the communications
barrier that often separa les the ghetto dweller and
the middle-class professional. The employment of
these neighborhood workers is a key feature of the
Human Resources Development Program and
other new programs involving outreach activities
(as already diszussed).

Following are some other new approaches which
have been developed for reach ir.g and cerving the
disadvantaged.

TIDE Program

An effective device for building aspirations and
reeFrec. ting the energies of problem youth has
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emerged in the TIDE (Testing, Informing, Dis-
cussion, and Evaluating) Program. This was intro-
duced initially in 33 Youth Opportunities Centers
in the summer of 19613, primarily as a mans of
holding youth until Neighborhood Youth Corps,
MDTA, and Job Corps assignments could be
opened for them. Variations of the 1966 program
were undertaken experimentally in 32 YOC's be-
t w.,en July and October 1967.

Each TIDE class was a 4-week program in which
15 to 20 youth were brought together at a confer-
ence table, with a counselor, to discuss their prob-
lems and hopes and to learn what is required to
make a start in the working world. Films, visiting
speakers, field trips, and other resources were uti-
lize l to get the individual to evaluate his abilities
rind limitations and to think positively alorvit his
future, Of the more tha' 1,200 disadvantaged
youth taking part in the TIDE demonstration,
3U-out 80 percent were motivated to return to school,
take additional training, or find jobs.

Opportunity Line

Still under evaluation at the end of 1967 was a
program of outreach through television to seek
out applicants for the many unfilled job opening=
listed with the public Employment Service.

The program began at a Chicago television
station in June 19.67. In cooperation with the
Urban League, the Merit Employment, Committee
of the Chicago Association of Commerce and In-
dustry, and the Illinois State Employment Service
(ISES), this station introduced "Opportunity
Line," a Saturday afternoon program for which
the Negro personnel manager of one division of
major steel company is master of ceremonies. The
program uses a job board and a battery of ISES
interviewers to answer phone inquiries, and fea-
tures inters iews and "success stories." Respondents
seeking work are directed to appropriate ISES
offiees.

The program has generated wide interest, stimu-
lating hundreds of new job orders from employers,
and demonstraleii to the unemployed and wider-
employed that jobs are plentiful and of wide
variety. It also has intensified public. interest in
the Employment Service.

S'ruilar programs now have been introduced
by television stations in many other cities. Guide-

lines were issued I o Employment Service offices
throughout the count ry, on the basis of the Chicago
experience, suggesting methods for assuring the
fattest possible service to responee] ts.

Project NUDE

In a brief slum of 4 weeks during the summer
of 1967, it group of five `lop dudes"nutnral
leaders of ghetto youthproved that they could
plan, assume responsibility, organize, delegate,
and achieve results. Project PRIDE, an experi-
mental youth project sponsored by the Department
of Labor hi Washington, D.C., revealed a previ-
ously untapped leadership and performance poten-
tial, The group was eble, within 3 dabs, to recruit
!Lore than 1,000 youth, assign them to operating
areas and work teams, End :none them into action
cleaning streets, a!leyways, and vacant lots, haul-
ing away trash. and killing thousands of rats.
Countless abandoned washing machines, refriger-
ators, kitchen ranges, and motor vehicles were
taken to the city dump.

Project PRIDE proved the sponsors' original
hypothesis that there is order in the ghetto, al-
though often unrecognized outside and often
directed toward antisocial ends. It proved further
that this order, combined with street. leadership,
cr n become I. powerful, positive force.

The Opportunities Industriazotion Centers

The Oppolunities Industrialization Center
(OIC) idea, conceived in Philadelphia in 1064 as
a Negro self.heip venture,' has spread rapidly
throughout the country. At latest estimate 60
independent centers had been established, the
largest ones located in Philnd:.:phia, Erie, and
Harrisburg, Pa.; Roanoke, Va.; .1Vashington,
D.C.: Los Angeles and Menlo Park, Calif.;
Seattle, Wash.; Little Rock, Ark ; and Oklahoma
City, Okla.

As of early 1968, about 25 OIC's were being
funded jointly by the Departments of Labor and of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the Office of
Economic Opportunity. In addition, the Concen-
trated Employment Pmgnims in six major cities
ha subcontracted with the local OIC's to provide
certain manpower services. The other centers are
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financed mainly from local resources. A national
MC institute in Philadelphia provides a technical-
assistance service to the federally funded OIC's.

Training at the OIC's is accompanied by inten-
sive counseling during and sometimes after the
course is completed. A "feeder" program prior to
skill training is a unique element designed to in-
crease the trainees' employability.

The ability of an 010 to place its trainees in
jobs is rooted in its relations with the local busine,
conununity. Businessmen are consulted regarding
their job requirements. An advisory committee for
each occupation is appointed to represent the em-
ployers of the community. This committee assists
in writ ing thaeurriculum, donates or secures equip-
ment and supplies, recommends program revisions
to meet changing job requirements, and helps to
place the graduates in jobs.

The original center in Philadelphia has placed
3,1300 trainees in jobs with 888 different exnpanies
during its first 31/2 years of operation. All but 2
percent of these Wircements were in jobs using the
skill in which the individual was trained. This
center can accommodate 1,400 trainees at a time
and has a waiting list of 6,000.

MEET(NG THE PROBLEMS OF SPECIAL
GROUPS

Older Workers

Within the total population of the disad-
vantaged are several special groupssome local-
ized, seine scattered throughout the countrywith
unique problems requiring specially tailored pro-
grams. Ore group whose needs have received par-
ticular e.nphasis in 1967 and 1968 is older worl'e.rs.

The Age Discrimination Act of 1967, recom-
mended by the President, in' is 1967 Older Ameri-
can message, becomes effective in mid-June 1968.
The measure applies to employers of 50 or more
persons (25 or more after June 30) and to em-
ployment. agencies and labor organizations. Its
prohibition against arbitrary age discrimination
protects workers between the ages of 40 and, (5
about onehalf of the entire labor force.

The legislation gives the Secretary of labor
enforcement power. It also directs him to make
further studiesamong them an examination of
institutional arrangements, including compulsory
retirement, which work to the disadvantage of
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older workersand directs him to foster older
worker employment through the Employment
Service and through cooperation with public and
private agencies.

The Employment Service program for older
workers who have difficulty in getting or keeping
jobs principally because of age (or of characteris-
tics ordinarily associated with age) includes coun-
seling, job development, referral to training or to
other social services, and job placement. All these
services are provided on intensified and individ-
ualized basis.

A moderate expansion, initiated in fiscal 1966,
allocated 100 staff positions exclusively for such
services to older workers, and in fiscal 1967, an
additional 291 positions were aliocated. Most of
these positions were used to staff older worker serv-
ice units in. 27 of th' Nation's major

Jobseekers aged 45 and over accounted for 15
percent of all applications filed with the Employ-
ment Service in the first 10 months of 1967, and
for 21 percent of all placements made (more than
1 million). During the same period, 108,000 older
workers received intensive counseling to assist
them in choosing an occupation or dealing with
other job problems.

The new older worker service units represent the
most concerted effort since the late 1950's to expand
employment services for this group. There are ar-
guments for and against the concept of specialized,
older worker units. At the end of 1967, the Depart-
ment of ,,:.abor was in process of consulting Em-
ployment Service offici,ls, older workers, and busi-
ness and community leaders, with the aim of evalu-
ating these units and other services to older
workers.

Since most special service units had been in op-
eration for only a few months, it was too early to
summarize their activities, However, in the five
original units (in Detroit, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Kansas City, Rochester, and I louston), 6,200 older
workers filed job appli.NItions from January
through October 1967. Of these, 4,350, or 70 per-
cent, received job counseling, a ratio seven limes
the overall Employment Service average for this
age group.

The Human Resources Development Program
has spurred efforts to aid older workers. Most such
workers registering with the Employment Service
fit. two of the criteria for IIRD services; besides
being 45 years of age or older, they have been (or
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may reasonably be expected to be) unemployed for
15 weeks or longer. In general, where older worker
service units exist, these have been incorporated
into the IIRD effort.

The Employment Service has also conducted two
experimental projects in neighborhood emplroi-
men t centers, in order to make its services as acces-
sible as possible to older workers. Both centers
were staffed almost entirely by volunteers, and
have demonstrated the effectiveness of thesn volun-
teers in job development and other assistance to
&der workers, Current plans call for extending the
use of volunteers to other localities.

Among MDTA trainees, the rei resentation of
older workers has increased moderately. The pro-
portion reached 12 percent in fiscal 1967, an im-
provement over the earlier ratio, which was per-
sistently about 10 percent. In on-the-job training
projects, the proport inn of trainees who were older
workers was 11 percent in 1967.

Seven experimental and demonstration projects
concerned with older workers were operating in
1967, out of a total of 16 such projects ini:iated
since the passage of the MDTA in 1962. The
experience gained through these projects should
furrish useful guidelines for organizations con-
cerned with the problems of older workers.

Msxtcan Americans

Concentrated in the southwestern part of tin::
United States are nearly 5 million Mexican Amer-
icans. This minority group is afflicted by pervasive
poverty, high unemployment, lack of education,
and other economic and social deprivation (as dis-
cussed in the section on Equality of Opportunity
in an earlier chapter).

The MDTA program has not been very suc-
cessful in reaching the most disadvantaged mem-
bers or this population group, particularly in rural
areas. Enrollment of these people in training
projects has been hampered by their frequent in-
ability to meet the entrance requirements, by the
fact that these projects are largely urban, and by
mistrust of the E:nployment Service, through
which the training opportunities are available.
Some Mexican Americans apparently believe that
Employment Service offices cannot offer them op-
portunities or will categorize them as farmworkers
a-111 shunt them into the migrant labor system

from which they are trying to escape. Lack of ade-
quate outreach facilities limits the Employment
Service's ability to charge these attitudes. How-
ever, efforts are being made to strengthen services
to the Spanish-speaking people of the Southwest
by such methods as developing Spanish versions
of testing materials, increasing the numbers of
bilingual interviewers and counselors in local of-
fices, and emphasizing recruitment of Mexican
Americatt job applicants.

The Neighborhood Youth Corps has had the
greatest success in serving this minority group.
There has been substantial Mexican American
particiption in both in-school and out-of-school
projects. But the lack of vocational and personal
guidance, especially for the out-of-school youth,
and the lack of follow up alter NYC enrollment is
ended are serious deficiencies. These Mexican
American out -of- school youth often represent the
most disadvantaged members of a. poverty - stricken
population, and they are badly in need of con-
tinued, understanding guidance. Enrollment in
NYC projects may give these iouth a glimpse of
their potential. But the general lack of oppor-
tunity to move on to skill training and jobs after
completing an NYC project has often left them
little, if any, better off than on entering the project..

To meet the need for a communications bridge
between Mexican Americans and the Employment
Service and to give them greater awareness of
available manpower programs, an organization
known as SER (Service, Employment, Redevel-
opment) was organized by some major Mexican
American organizations. SER was funded late in
1966 by the Department of Labor and the Office
of Economic Opportunity to establish informa-
tion centers and prepare a "skill bank" of Spanish-
speaking people. A total of $5 millien in MDTA
funds has been earmarked to support the local
programs SER is developing. In three cities., the
organization has furnished a component of the
Concentrated Employment Programs.

Thus, a small beginning has been made. But
there is great need for provision of better vtinert-
Ilona] and health services, for improved transpor-
tation, and for indust rial development in the areas
where 'Mexican Americans are concentrated'
Broad Government action in these directions will

'For a dipeuaalon of the economic drrrlopment program for the
Four Corners regton of the Boathiest. see the chatter on Oeo-
graphic Factors In Employment and hfanymmer De npmeat,
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be needed to bring the Mexican Americans of the
Southwest, into full participation in the region's
economic and cultural life.

Prison Inmates

Through appropriate training and other serv-
ices, many prison inmates can be prepared for
productive lives after re.ease. Evidence to this
effect has accumulated from E&D projects in the
past several years.

The projects give promise that more widespread
counseling, basic literacy training, skill training,
job development help, and placement, and suppor-
tive services can effectively reduce the present high
recidivism rates. At least one-third of the more
then 100,000 persons released P.om State and Fed-
eral prisons each year, and one-third of the large
numbers released from local and county jails and
workhouses, now return to prison as repeating
offenders.

Most offenders, when they enter correctional in-
stitutions, have little training or job skill. Char-
acteristically, they have had unstable employment
experience or perhaps none of real s;gnificance;
as a group they are undereducated and have poor
attitudes toward the world of work; and many
cone from broken homes. Such backgrounds,
coupled with a prison record, present grave handi-
caps to individual looking for jobs after release
from prison. Inability to find work is apparently

faCtor in the high rate of recidivism.
In view of the apparent need for training and

related services for prison inmates, Congress has
authorized a new and expande0 pilot program to
run through fiscal 1969. The ptapose of the new
program is to acquire additional knowledge and
experience on which to base State and Federal
programs for all inmates who need job prepara-
tion. In the absence of special financing, reserve
MDTA funds will be used to finance a limited
number of project& These are being developed by
State Employment Services and education agen-
cies, in consultation with administ rotors of correc-
tional programs.

To inform administrators and other concerned
people about the new program, the Rehabilitation
Research Foundation has conducted four regional
conferences on the findings of expel imental and
demonstration experience in prison inmate train-
ing. These conferences have included Employment
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Service representatives, vocational rehabilitation
officers, vocational educators, corrections adminis-
trators, and pardon and parole

New projects are being planned tinder the Man-
power Development and Training Act to take ad-
vantage of the experience and insights gained
from the demonstration project& Innovation and
ewerimentation will continue in the new
projects.

Experimentation with respect to the effect of
bonding assistance in aiding the, employment of
ex-prisoners also is continuing under a 1965
MDTA amendment. Many occupations have been
closed to ex-prisoners because of bonding require.
rents and the refusal of bonding companies to
underwrite, the trustworthiness of persons with
police records. Under the experimental program,
the Federal Government has contracted with a
commercial underwriter to provide bonds for ex-
prisoners, and for others who have participated
in a federally assisted manpower program and are
denied employment because of arrest records or for
other reasons unrelated to ability.

SERVICES TO RETURNING VETERANS

About 850,000 servicemen will be returning to
civilian life during fiscal 1998---an1 an equal
number in 1969about 300,000 more than in the
average pre-Vietnam year. Some have meaningful
work awaiting them, but large timbers will face
serious employment problems unless all the re-
sources of Federal, State, and local governments
are marshaled to help them.

The President, in August INT, directed the
Secretary of habor, in cooperation with the
Secretary of Defense, to see that "each and every
returning veteran be personally contacted by
telephone or by personal visit by a representative
from one of t lie Nation's 2,200 public Employment.
Service offices in order to ascertain his or her
particular job needs."

Accordingly, as each serviceman is discharged,
notice is sent to the Employment Service office
nearest his }ionic, and this office makes every effort
to inform the veteran in person of the services it
can offer--extensive job counseling and guidance,
training opportunities, referral to employment,
and information about the new GI bill of rights.
In addition, if the veteran faces any period of un-
employment, the office will see that he is informed



about the veterans' unemployment compensation
program.

To provide additional services, the President
recently ordered the establishment of special U.S.
Veterans Assistance Centers in 10 major cities
throughout the country and proposed similar
center: for 10 other cities. These centers will enable
veterans to get information in one centrally located
office oil the full range of educe tional, employment,
housing, health, and other services to which they
are entitled.

The Fruployment. Service and Veterans Center
programs are geared to helping the veteran after
diseh rge. 7,11rough its new Project Transit ion, the
1)epartment of Defense is also providing training
and educational opportunities for an increasing
number of servicemen during their 1.nal 6 months
of service, to prepare them for civilian employ-
ine.nt. Highest pr;ority is given to those expected
to fi 'eo the most severe problenisthe combat dis
abled, those with no civilian work experience, and
those, including many combat veterans, who did
not acquire any skills related to civilian jobs while
in the arvice.

Project Transition has four basic elementsa
counseling program to dr termine career desires and
educational and training choices, an educational
program to bring men up to the eighth grade or
high school equivalency level, a training program
to give them marketable skills, and a placement
system to furnish empl oy ni en t opportunities to the
newly trained servicAomen (through the facilities
of the Employment Service and private industry).
Training is provided through existing civilian-re-
lated military courses, through MDTA courses or
those sponsored by Federal agencies such as the
Post Office Department, and through courses given
by companies to meet their own employment re-
quirements. Thus, in providing predischarge train-
ing to servicemen, Project Transition will help
meet the personnel needs of Federal, State, and
local government agencies as well as of private
industry.

Special benefit from Project Tra.nsition is ex-
pected for marginally qualified servicemen in-
ducted under the Armed Forces' recently developed
Project 100,000. During the first year of Project.
100,00, the Arened Forces accepted 49,000 men
who previously would have been rejected, and 96
percent of them successfully completed basic t n
ing. About. one-third of this group has been

trained in combat skit! -. It is a petted that in 1968
fully 100,000 young oven with be accepted for
service under t lti in ogram.

The recen, GI beaelit legisl ition should ma!te
advanced training and edlicatio i possible for great
numbers of young veterans WI previously could
not afford this. .1..re than 25',000 veterans cur-
rently attending colleg,. are I 2ceiving payments
under the program, rhieli go as high as $175 a
month for a veteran ti tw dependents. The,
new law also atah ri,.es or- -t le-job training al-
lowances to Neteranr enrolled i r Federal or State-
approved apprenticeship progi ants. Altogether, it
is estimated. that 1( xislatim will provide in-
creased educatiolu.1, ;oh traini tg, and other bene-
fits for about ( ter xis of the Vietnam
period. Currently. 11,1,1e than 90,000 are receiving
benefits.

To supplement the new Gi bill, the President,
on ,Tamiary ::;0, 1968, proposeo new legislation that
would enable the veteran to help others while help.
ing himself. The President as allocated $50 mil-
lion in his 1969 budget as incentive. payments to
veterans Iv! o agree to take training for spatial
public service jobs. The tiro, used legislation -the
Veterans in the Public Serve Act of 1968seeks
to channel the talents of veto rans into the Nation's
ghetto schcols, tmderstaffed nolice and lire de-
partments and hospitals, d many programs de-
signed to help the disadvantaged.

Veterans studyinging t o Ix teachers in deprived
areas will dray: additional .;tenellts of .%0 a month
for every month they agrree, to teach - -up to 3 pars
of such extra benefits. The )epartment of Defense
i3 cooperating with maj or police departments
throughout the country 1 y allowing early dis-
charge (up to 90 days) for men who wish to enter
civilian police work. The President also has di-
rected the Veterans' Admio istrnt ion to increase the
numbers trained in health ocoupations in its hos-
pitals by 80,000 a year. It addition, the Employ-
ment Service is making a strong effort to interest
veterans with pararnedica' experience in planning
civilian careers in health occupations.

Veterans are not, as a gimp, disadvantaged and
certainly are not among th s ha rd.core unemployed.
However, 24 percent of the returning veterans have
not completed high sch( ol. Many are Negroes,
Mexican A ;nericans, A nerican Indians, and
Puerto Ricans--minority groups that often face
special obstacles in secure g work. Whatever their
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ethnic origin, and whether their roots are in pov-
erty or affluence, veterans represent one of the
country's greatest resources of manpower. The

interlocking programs now underway are de-
signed to insure them opportunity to develop their
abilities fully and to find satisfying jobs.

1968 and the Future

The new develop,nents reported in this chap-
tersome begun cautiously in 1966 and tried out
in 1967, some begun in 1967 or still in the plan-
ning stage at the beginning of 1968should be-
come fully operative this year. Private industry
should now become deeply involved in develop-
ment and employment of the country's most dis-
advantaged human resources, and its potential for
acting as a full partner in the Government's man-
power programs should be demonstrated. The ex-
pansion of the Concentrated Employment Pro-
gram is expected to decrease unemployment in
city slums and depressed rural areas. The Human
Resources Development Program in al! its varied
manifestations will continue to be the heart of
Employment Service programs. And the new
JOBS and Work Incentive programs and other
strengthened programs of training and work ex-
perience will alter the lives of many thousands of
people.

Certain aspects of these programs will certainly
be changed as experience is gained, and new ap-
proaches will be tried. But in one shape or an-
other, these programa mast and will succeed. There
is little choice, if continued hopeless unernoloy-
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inent, poverty, and mcunting unrest are .o be. pre-
vented.

These programs have to work as an integrated
whole. Interagency rivalries, suspicion ai.,cing
sarious action groups, and the urge to act alone
without mutual planning mint be submerged in
a concerted marshaling of efforts.

A rigorous and systematic evaluation is needed
and wil! be carried out, to determine what is
working and what is not, and what can be done
to improve each project. The programs or phases
of programs that cannot be mace to serve their
intended purpose must be discarded or changed;
those that oiler the most profit over investment
in terms of human advance and elimination of
chronic joblessness must be emphasized and ex-
panded.

Tho estimate in the Budget of the United Staten
for fiscal 1969 that 1,292,000 persons will be served
by training, work experience, and related pro-
grams represents an increase of 322,000 over the
estimate for fiscal 1968. If this goal is reached, krid
a great number of disadvantaged people thus en-
abled to enter meaningful jabs, this will represent
a major breakthrough in solving the problems of
unemployment and poverty in the United States.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

f3.45. 0 -{Ill

The U.S. Department of Labor is the source of all data in this report
unless otherwise specified. (Prior to July 1959 the data shown in section:.
A and B were published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census.) Information on concepts, methodology, etc., v ill be
found in the appropriate publications of tie Department, particularly'
Employment and Earnings and Monthly Report on the Labor Force of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and publications of the Bureau of Employment
Security. For those series based on sampler, attention is invited to the
estimates of sampling variability and Sfa vie coverage published in
Employment and Earnings and Monthly Report on the Labor Force.

Beginning with data for 1957, the lower f ge limit for official statistics
on persons in the labor force was raised from 14 to 16 years. At the same
time, several definitions were sharpened to clear up ambiguities. Tim
principal definitional changes were:

(1) Counting as unemployed only persons who were currently available
for work and who had engaged in some specific jobseeking activity within
the past 4 weeks (an exception to the latter condition is made for persons
waiting to start a new job in 30 days or waiti rig to be recalled from layoff).
In the past the current availability test was n applied and the time period
for jobseeking was ambiguous.

(2) Counting as employed persons who were absent from tl eir jobs in
the survey week (because of strikes, bad .veather, etc.) and who were
looking for other jobs. These persons had previously been classified as
unemployed.

(3) Sharpening the questions on hours of work, duration of unemploy
ment, and self-emplo,, _net in order to increase their reliability.

These changes did not affect the unem 3loyment rate by more than
one-fifth of a percentage point in either direction, although the distribu-
tion of unemployment by se*. was affecte 1. The number of employed
was reduced about 1 million because of the exclusion of 14- and 15-year-
olds. For persons 16 years and over, the only employment series appreci-
ably affected were those relating to hours of work and class of worker.
A &tailed discussion of the changes and their effect on tire various
series is contained in the February 1967 issue of Employment and EGrn-
ings and Monthly Report on the Labor Force.

The tables in section A have been revised to exclude 14- and 15-year-
olds where possible; otherwise, annual averages for 1966 are shown on
both the old and ne v bases. Overlap aver ages for 1966, where pertinent,
are also shown for the special Libor force series in section B. Most of
the projections in section E have beer revised to relate to persons 16
years and over.

Most time series are shown from the first year for which continuous or
relatively continuous data are available, 1 eginning with 1947.

Aiasks. and Hawaii are included unless otherwise noted.
Individual items in the tables may not a id to totals because of rounding.
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NOTE: The lower age limit for the inclusion of persons in labor force statistics was raised from 14 years to 16
years of age beginning with the publication of data for 1967. (For a discussion of this and other definitional changes
adopted at the same time, see the preceding foreword.) Historical data in this section have been revised, where
possible, to relate to persons 16 years andolder; where this has not been n possible, overlap averages are shown for 1966.

Table A-1, Employment Status of the Noninstitutional Population 16 Years and Over, by Sex: Annual
Averages, 1947-47

'Numbers in tbouSandsl

Total

Total labor force, in
eluding Armed Forces

CIA Ilan labor force

nonInsti- Employrd Unemployed Not In
Fee and year tut Ion al Percent labor

00pul a- of Total force
lion . lumber nonIns11- Agri. Notiagrl- Percent of

tu t tonal Total culture cultural Number labor (urea
population Industries

Born Silas
1917 103,118 66 941 58.9 59,350 57,039 7,801 10,115 2, 311 3.9 12,17
348 104,627 62,060 59.4 50,521 53,384 7,619 50,711 2, 276 3.8 42,44

1943 105,611 63,903 59.6 61,293 57,619 7,616 49,990 3,637 5.9 4.2,70
950 106,645 63,658 59.9 62,208 58,920 7,110 61,752 3,188 5.3 476

1901 107,731 63,117 60.4 62,017 59,952 6,736 53,230 2,055 3.3 1260
.952 108,823 63,730 60.1 62, 138 60,204 6,511 53, 740 1,082 3.0 43,00
.9531 110,601 18,560 60.2 63,015 61,131 6, 271 54, 815 1,831 2.9 44, 04
.134 111,671 66,993 60.0 63,143 60,110 6, 2)6 53,039 3,832 3.6 41,67.
.955 116'33 68,072 60.4 65,e29 57,171 6,411 53,718 2,652 4.{ 41.Z.ri,
1956 113,811 69,403 61.0 66,553 63,832 6, 213 57,506 2,750 4.3 44, 40
1157 115,663 09,720 60.4 66,819 31/2071 5,917 38,123 1351 4.3 45,63
258 116,363 70,275 60.4 67,639 63,035 3,636 67,450 4,609 6.8 46,08
1959 117,681 70,971 60.2 68,369 64,030 6,635 59,066 3,740 5.5 46,16
,9601 111,759 72,143 60.2 69,628 65,776 5,438 60,1118 a SS2 5.5 47,61'
,961 121,343 73,031 60.2 76 459 65,746 0,220 60,546 4,714 6.7 48,31
.962 1 122,981 13,443 69 7 70,614 66 702 6114 81,739 3, 911 5.5 19,33'
.163 735,154 76671 sa 6 71,833 07,702 4,137 63,076 4,070 5.7 50,68
464 127,724 75,830 69,6 73,091 11,305 4,073 61, 782 3,'86 5.2 31,39
1935 129,236 77,175 54 7 74,455 71,688 4,351 467243 3 9e6 4.5 52, 1:4
1966 131, 160 78,893 60.1 75, 770 72,395 3,479 68,915 2, 675 3.8 62,29
1967 133, 319 60. 793 60.6 77,347 71,172 3,014 70, 627 7, 975 3.5 82, 32

MALL
1917 50,965 44,258 86.6 42,454 40.904 4 145 34,361 1,693 40 5,75
.948 51, 639 44,729 87.0 43,291 41,726 6338 35,366 1,020 3.6 VII
.919 51,922 45,297 86 9 13,498 49826 4312 34,581 2, 672 3.1 6/32
;950 62,352 45,446 868 43,819 41,960 4011 35,673 3,239 5.i 490
1151 92,788 44063 87.3 43,001 11,790 6 033 34343 1,221 2 8 472
.052 53,248 44416 67.2 42, 6141 41,064 6,039 90,292 1,135 2 8 463
1933 1 54,248 17,131 86.9 43.633 13,483 5,253 37,175 1,202 2. !I 7,11'
1954 54,706 17,270 86.4 43,963 41,420 5,3)3 10,411 2,344 5.3 7,43'
1955 55,121 47,06 862 44,475 42,011 4255 37,564 I, 654 42 7,63
1956 65,647 47,914 863 45, 091 43, 3130 6, 039 83,534 1,711 3.8 7, 63
1167 54082 47, 964 85.5 45,197 43,357 4,824 34533 1,345 41 6,111
.958 66,640 48,126 85.0 45,621 12,423 4 535 37,627 3,096 68 431
459 67, 312 48, 405 64 3 43,984 43,466 4, 932 33,131 2,420 5.3 0,93.
4601 58144 43,870 St 0 44,808 43, Kg 4,473 33,432 2,484 5.4 9,27.
HI 63,926 49,113 83.6 44 533 43.654 4,233 29,350 2, 997 6 4 9,63
962 I 51,626 49,895 82 9 46,403 44,177 4,11133 46108 2,123 6 2 1623:

.9341 60, 627 49,135 82 2 17,129 44, 657 3,679 10,341 1, 472 3.2 19 734
964 61,586 50.387 81.9 47, CV 11,474 4690 41,782 2,205 44 11,16
963 63,178 50, 945 81.3 18, 255 16,340 3,017 12,792 1,914 4 0 11, 30
966 63, 331 51, 560 81.1 48, 471 46 919 3, 143 43.675 1,631 3.2 11,72
967 64, 316 52, 3913 81.5 49,007 47, 479 3.154 44.319 I, 308 3.1 11.9p

FIVALIC
947 52.450 16.683 31.8 16,664 14145 1,218 14,797 619 3.7 33,761
943 53,086 17.351 32.7 17,335 05,098 1,271 15,345 717 t 1 85.731
949 53,682 17,806 13.2 17,780 14 723 1.314 22,626 1.053 6.0 35,88:
850 51, 293 14 412 33.9 16,369 17,340 1,139 14 179 1, 049 3.. 7 39,891
131 54,933 19.054 34.7 19.0I6 16,182 1.133 16487 834 ILI 35, 671
951 53 575 19,114 34.8 19,269 10,379 1,112 17,456 618 3.6 38, 261
953 1 54153 lit 4'9 34.5 19, 883 14,250 1,108 17.740 632 0.1 38.421
954 34,965 19.718 34.6 19,673 11.490 1.806 17,151 1,198 6.0 37.241
955 37.610 76534 3.5.7 79 545 39,720 1,134 14,364 906 4.9 37, MI
9341 .80,26154 21.495 36.9 21, 461

,
20,422 1,144 19,172 1,039 CIS -36.764

957 58, 563 21.763 36.9 21.732 20,114 1.123 19.591 1.011 1.7 37,21!
958 53, 723 Z.', 149 37.3 72,118 74.413 190 19623 1,504 6.8 37.571
159 60,050 72, 614 57.2 22.03 21, 164 1, 733 24131 1,320 3. 9 36.051
3601... .............. .... 61.613 26272 37.8 23,240 21,674 183 29 887 1,366 5.9 38, 714!
961 87, 537 23,838 39.1 23,806 22, 190 402 21,187 1,717 7.2 39,611
962 1 63,3..55 24,047 38.0 24,014 22,625 675 21,651 1.466 6.2 39.301
953 64. 627 24,736 38.3 24, 701 23,103 676 22,227 6,596 6.5 39.701
964 63.636 25.443 38.7 25.412 23.831 `32 23,060

,
1,581 9.2 10,225

363 776.763 24,232 39.3 26,200 21.745 '14 23,934 1,457 s 5 40.631
7ri6 67,619 27.333 40.3 37, 799 25, 1176 '15 23240 I, El 4 4 41.496

7 69,023 20.090 41 2 73, 360 26.693 .80 262'2 9,480 3 2 43,059

1 Not strkl 1 y comparable alth pilot years. The Introduclign o data
from the decennial censuses lot o the est (mat Ion procedure In 1953 and 1912,
and the Inclusion of Mast. and Ilea-all In 1569 have resulted In three periods
of 2 oocomparability NO &tinning 1933, as result of t! 1950 census:
populst Ion levels a e re raised y about 603,033,1sho here, total e lapin) mint .
and arricullural employ meet by about 339030. primarily affecting the
Biers lot totals and males: other cal egocles weft ttlatiVtly unaffected.

(5) Evian-ling 1369 tte Inclusion ol Mast a and I 'wall resulted In an .n.
trey! Or about 500,000 In the population and 'haul 300,030 lc the labor forte,
four.841hs of ih 0 to nr agricul tura! t mployment: other labor force categorks
si en not it pref lably iffected, beginning 1811, the Introduction Cl figures
from the 19r41 census t 'lured the popul &Oral by about 16000, labor force and
emploment by alio it 70009 Laemploymrot totals Sere virtually un-
changed
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Table A-2. Total Labor Farce (including Armed Forces) and Labor Force Participation Rates for Persons
16 Years and Over, by Sex and Age: Annual Averages, 1947-67-Continued

Sea and year
Total. 16
y ears and

over

16 and 17
years

18 and 19
years

FEMALE
1047 31.8 29.6 52.3
19118 32.7 31.1 52.1
1049 33.2 31.2 53.0
1930 33.9 30.1 5I.3
1931 34.7 32.2 52. 7
1952 34.8 33.4 51.4
15'3 34.5 31.0 50.8
1954 34.6 28.7 3
1955 35.7 28.9 51.0
1956 38. 9 32.8 52, 1
1957 38.9 31.1 51.5
1958 37.1 28.1 SI. 0
1959 37.2 M. 8 19.1
1960... 37.8 29.1 51. 1
126, 38.1 28.5 51.1
1662 38.0 27.1 50.9

27. 1 50.6
11583934 38.7 27. 19.3
1995 39.3 27.7 49.4
1966 40. 3 30.7 52. 1
1967. 11. 31.0 52. 3

1 Percent of noiAnstItutional population in the labor force,

20 to 24
years

25 to 31
years

25 to 11
years

45 to 54
years

55 to 64
years

63 y mars
and over

11 and
15 years

Labor fora participation rate-Continued

44 9 32.0 36.3 32 7 24.3 8. 1 11. 2
45.3 33,2 389 33.0 24.3 9.1 12.2
45.0 33.6 38.1 35.9 23.3 9.6 11.'
48.1 34.0 39.1 38, 0 27.0 9. 7 12, 7
18.6 35.4 39.8 39.7 27.8 8.9 11.9
44.8 33.3 40.5 40.1 28.7 9.1 11. 1
14. 5 34.1 41.3 40.4 29.1 10.0 10.8
45.3 34.3 11.3 11.2 30.1 9.3 11.3
16.0 94.2 41.6 43.8 32,5 10,6 11.3
46.4 35.1 13.1 45.5 34.9 10.9 12.9
46.0 35.6 13.3 18.5 34.3 10.5 12.6
48.1 55.8 43.4 17, 9 22.2 10.3 12, 1
15.2 35.4 13.4 49.0 36.6 10.2 12.9
18.2 36.0 13.5 49.8 87.2 10.8 12.6
47. 1 36.4 43.8 50.1 37.9 10.7 13.1
47.1 36.4 11.1 so. 0 38.7 e, o 13. '
47.6 37.2 44. 9 50.6 39, 7 9.8 11.8
19.6 37.3 15.0 51.4 40.2 10.1 12.0
50.0 38.6 15.1 50.9 41.1 13.3 12.2
51.5 39.9 16.9 51.7 11.8 9.6 13.5
53.4 11.9 18.1 51.8 12.4 9.6 14. 7

1 See footnote 1, table A-1.

Table A-3. Civilian labor Force for Persons 16 Years and Over, by Sex, Color, and Age: Annual Averages,
1947 -67'
(Thousands(

'fetal, Id
years and

over

16 and 17 18 and le
1 CM yearsItem

\fALE
1947
:948-
1919
1930
1951... ....... .
1152

122.686
43,285
43.128
43.819
43, 001
42, 869

1, 106
1,109
1.526
1,047
1, MO
1. 101

1.382
1,191
1,421
1.057
1, 266
1, 21n

1933 1 43,633 1.070 1

1954 43, 9C3 1,024 1,,
1'35 44,475 1.070 1.24,
1956 45, 091 1.142 3 296
1957_. 45,197 1.127 1,290
1958 45,325 1,153 1.295
1 45,396 1.207 1,191
19239601 48.388 1,290 1.406
1061. 46,153 1.210 1,583
1262 1 46.600 1, 177 1.592
1963 17, 139 1.121 1.596
1964 17.579 1.496 1. 076
1953
1966

43.2
48,171

53 I. 531
1.610

1,166
2, 071

1067 44,967 1,656 1,976

F16 A11
1941 16, 643 1,192
1901 17, 369433 671 1,164
1049 17,3897M 641 1,163
1950 18, 611 1,101
1251 19,016 663 1,093
1952 19,209 766 1,046
1253 19,182 636 1, 033
1954 19, 678 620 1,062
1955 20. 648 641 1,063
1956 21,181 711 1,127

1956
1957 31,732

22,1121
T14
665

1,144
1,111

1959 n, 483 763
1160 11 21, 240 I, 250

19622 1
21,106
24,014

771
742

1.161
1,403

1963 24, 704 1, 381
1064 23,112 950 1,164
1965 26, 200 954 I. 559
ICU 21,299 1, 054 1,
1067 29, MO 1,076 1.911

Foot/via at cod of 46"516.

20 to 21
years

25 to 31
pears

35 to 41
years

15 to 64
years

55 to 64
years

66) ears
sad aver

14 and
15 years

4,629
4.674
4,681
4.632
3,433
3.338
3,054
3, 652
3,211
3.485
3, 676
3,771
3,040
1.133
4.235
4.279
4.514
4,154
k 894
6.620
4 043

2, 718
2,719
2, 639
2, 675
2, 629
2, 502
2,121
2.421
2,445
9,155
2,442
2, 300
2,473
2,660
2,697

6722,
9

1
, 223

3. 10
164

1, 689
067

10,207
10.327
10,410
20,027
10, 375
10, 5S.5
10,737
10.77.'
10.805
10,683
10,570
10,175
10, 346
10.202
10,176

9,921
9.875
9.613
9,002
9.948

10.207

3. 740
3.932
3, 997

4, 3n
4,120

7162
4, 251
1, 274
4, 2SS
4,193
4.089

131
44,,143
4,103

174
4,
4.
In

4,121
4.506
1. 249

9,492
9,596
9,722
9,793
5.796
9, 945

50,436
10, 613
10.595
10.663
10,731
10,143
10, 899
IC, 967
11, 012
11, 115
11, 117
11.165
11. 121
10.993
10,160

3, 676

988591.
10
4,161
1,301
4.438
4,
4,7136209
1, IC 5

031
4116
4113
4237
4103
3,
8,474

389

20
3.65,614
4 720

759
A 641

7,647
7,942
8.0%
17,117
8,204
8,126
8,570
B. 703
8,839
9, 202
9,131
9,320
9,437
9.574
9,667
9. *15
9.136
9.9x6
10, 015
10,100
10,189

2,7x1
2, 972
209

:37

78336
3,693
1,621

154
4,
4,

403
4,11
4, 636

5

021
3,271

402
3821
8,923
3.680
3,712
4113
4 964

5,647
5.764
5,748
5, 71,4
5,871
5, 920
5.971
6,105
6,122
8,220
6, 222
C. 04
6,343
6.133
8530
6, 560
6,671
6,740
6.763
6, 947
6,938

1, 322
1.563
1, 671
5,139
5,123
2,012
2,048
2.164
2,391
2,610
2,611
2,727
2133
2, 296
3,103
3.118
3, 312
4117

363.
727

7
2
3.955

2,176
2,184
2.464
2,454
2,469
2,415
2.544
2.625
7.5215
7, 603
7,178
2,179

1222,
2,267
2, 220
7.211
7.135
1,123
2,131
2,069
3, 119

443
311
636

3584.51

659293
664793

321
111
202
116
921
828
911
905
956
273
955
912,

366
572
577
623
611

561
572
566
663
68.3
678
079
637
725
750
715
711
759
790
838

232
248
242
263
253
214

223953
266
113
1131
/33
349
347
419
480
405
411
421
42.1
539

229
223



Table A-3. Civilian Labor Force for Persons 16 Years and Over, by Sex, Color, and Age; Annual Averages,
1947-67 1-Continued

Item
Total, 16
year and

over

16 and 17 18 and 19
years Years

20 to 24
years

23 to 34
}Tall

35 to 41
years

45 to 61
years

55 to 64
years

65 Years
and over

li and
15 years

11-ture

Male
1951 39,760 995 1,091 2,655 9,655 9,518 7,914 5,654 2,338 495
1955 40,196 934 1,121 2,402 9, 720 9, 698 8,027 5, 663 2, SC 487
1956 40,734 1,033 1,111 3,034 9, 694 9,662 8,175 5, 736 2, 417 386
1957 40,821 992 1,115 3,153 9,483 9,719 8,317 5, 735 2,308 607
1958 41,080 1,000 1,116 3,278 9,386 9,812 8, 485 5,800 2,213 606
1959 41,397 1,077 1,201 3,408 9,261 9,878 8, 581 5,833 2,158 396
1960 1 41, 742 1,140 1,293 3, 539 9,153 9, 919 8, 689 5, 881 2,129 565
1961 41,986 1,067 1,372 3,681 9,072 9,962 6,776 5, 988 2,063 649
1962 1 41,431 1,041 1,391 3,728 8,846 10,029 8,820 5,995 2,082 710
1963 42,404 2,183 1,380 3,955 8,805 10,079 8,944 0,090 1,987 661
1964 .. ............... 42,893 1,345 1,371 4,166 8,800 10,053 9,053 8,160 1,943 648
1966 43,06 1,359 1, 639 1, 279 8,1323 10,023 9 129 6,188 0, 958 669
1966 43, 572 1,423 1, 831 4,200 8, 839 9, 892 9,199 6,250 1, 928 706
1967 44,012 3,464 1,727 4,418 9,101 9,764 9,200 6, 349 1,913 738

Fe male
954 17,557 552 960 2,036 3,532 4,025 3,346 1,937 607 203
935 17,880 578 906 2,137 3,546 4,131 3,654 2,156 730 224
956 18,693 654 1,903 2,058 3,559 4,349 3,886 2,344 748 269
957 18, 920 645 I, 022 2, 131 1 561 4,007 1, 065 2, 557 743 292
955 19,213 611 1,028 2,172 3,498 1,135 4,262 2,454 750 295
959 19,556 698 1,023 2,135 3,409 1,479 4,487 2,677 707 307
960 , 20,171 731 1,112 2,22.8 3,441 4,531 4,633 2,662 833 300
961 23, 668 700 I, 222 2, 345 3, 431 4, 696 4,711 2,763 849 370
902 , 20, 819 668 1,254 2,438 3,372 1, 666 4, 731 2,861 7730 118
963 21,126 767 1,229 2,582 3,424 4,760 4,845 2,977 823 365
964 22,028 567 1,201 2.756 3, 43.5 4,767 4,989 3,577 874 3174
965 22,736 662 1,405 2,910 3,568 4.876 5,032 3,303 879 382
966 23, 702 944 I, 630 3, 123 3, 732 4,804 5,181 3, 333 863 444
967.. 24, 65" 967 1,091 3,470 4, 021 4,960, 0,285 3,468 677 485

NONWHITE

.0f ale
1954 4,203 127 178 396 2,075 997 790 451 157 19
1953 1,279 135 178 419 1,083 926 513 468 133 79
1958.. 4,359 140 151 450 1,090 1,002 827 484 285 77
1957 4,376 135 175 473 1,088 1,017 936 457 172 ii 78
1958 4,142 193 160 493 1,089 1,021 655 505 166 69
1959 4,490 130 285 532 1,085 1,023 849 512 169 79
1960 1 1,645 150 203 514 1,099 1,049 884 538 158 83
1961 4.666 142 210 575 1,103 1,050 801 542 151 77
1962 7 4,668 138 201 533 1.074 1,087 895 564 153 71
1963 4,725 138 206 555 1,070 1,199 891 564 1,8 77
1964 4,765 154 205 588 1,074 1,101 903 580 181 86
1365 4,656 172 226 024 1,079 1,098 516 575 173 90
1966 4,999 187 241 620 1,089 1,090 612 537 162 84
1967 4,645 194 249 628 1,106 1,076 929 590 175 91

Fern ale
1954 2,621 GS 101 326 690 6A 47e 226 59 47
1935 2,663 65 117 307 706 673 499 235 00 34
1956 2,768 82 124 297 717 o5'2 619 266 72 41
1957 2,812 71 122 311 694 719 asn 271 70 40
1958 2,905 71 120 328 695 750 597 274 72 38
1959 2,928 66 107 336 690 748 1511 304 69 42
1960 F 3,069 71 139 352 690 771 645 324 73 IT
1961 3,136 71 116 353 712 743 652 320 77 41
1962 , 3,193 73 151 364 730 809 600 535 82 42
1963 3,279 82 153 377 749 621 636 354 94 19
1964 3,364 53 164 124 744 915 690 370 92 37
1965 3,464 92 154 454 761 914 eso 383 96 39
1566 3,697 113 188 166 777 863 702 394 99 37
1967 3,794 113 219 197 327 86.4 699 387 102 48

Absolute numbers by cola, are not available prior to 5954 because populs-
t km controls by Color mere not introduced Into I be Curren. Population Surrey
until that year.

224

r See footnote 1, table A-1,
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Table A-5. Employment Status of the Civilian Labor force, by Color, for Teenagers 16 to 19 Years Old
and for Adults: Annual Averages, 1954-67

Employment status
rood year

White Nonwhite

Total, 16
years and

over
16 to 12 years,1

both sexes

20 years and over Total, 18
years and

over
18 to 49 years,

both sexes

11 years and over

Male I Female Female

C 'mut; Linos FORCE
(311(481636)

1654 04,657 3, 501 37, 770 15,543 0,624 471 I 3.098 2,153
1955 58,082 3,107 38,143 18,346 6,942 495 3 968 2,180
1956 59,177 3, 771 39, 620 17, 0.15 7,127 527 1 038 2, 563
1957 52, 741 3, 774 38, 711 27,209 7,188 503 4.066 2, 610
1958 60,293 3,759 38,964 17,672 7,147 654 4,130 2,713
1959 60,953 1,000 39,118 17,834 7,118 191 4, 171 2, 165
1260 51,413 4,276 39,110 13,330 1.711 566 4 203 2,853
1061 620534 4,361 33.647 18,717 7,802 572 4, 313 2, 918
1262 , 62, 750 4,351 39,199 18,897 7,963 561 1, 132 2, 970
1963 63,830 4,558 39,641 16,430 8,054 579 4,380 3,042
1964 64,521 1,764 43, 177 19,960 6,169 606 1, 127 3,138

1966
68, 136 5,265 10,401 20,468 8,319 644 4,456 3,218
67,271 5,828 40,318 21,128 8,196 729 1,468 .7,299

15°7 08.609 5, 749 40, 651 22, 100 8, 648 771 1, .57'. 3, 375

EMPLOYED 1 t hOussn ds3
1954 63,917 3,472 36,123 11,755 6,150 396 3,611 2, 214
7933 56 824 3,226 36, 895 13,712 8,341 117 3,632 2, 290
1958 97,215 3, 387 37,171 18,404 6, 535 431 3, 742 2,362
1957 57,4;2 3,373 37,175 10,603 6,619 407 3,760 2,152
1958 56,1614 3, 217 36,808 18, 689 8, 422 366 3, 604 2,154
1959 55,085 3,175 37, 5,3 16, 998 8,621 363 3734 2, 627
1093 1 58,850 3,'01 37,663 17,487 6,727 128 3,880 2,618
1961 *912 1,692 37,633 17,607 6,832 414 3,802 1,610
1962 1 59,668 3,774 37,918 18,036 7,004 420 3 897 2,686
1263 sodsaa 3, 850 38, 272 18, 169 7,140 403 3,679 2, 757
1964 61, 022 1,0143 38,798 19,048 7,383 111 4,068 2,855
1965 63, 445 1, 562 39,232 19, 652 7,643 175 1, 190 2,979
1966 65,019 1,176 39,417 20, 426 7,575 544 1,249 3,082
1967 66, 361 5, 113 39, 965 21,263 8, 011 369 4,309 3, 134

UNEMPLOYED (thousands)
:954 2,650 422 1,617 788 671 78 397 209
1955 2,248 371 1,217 631 601 78 331 190
19
1257

56 2,162
2, 9 ID

334

1.1
1,146
1,236

631
357

502
565

05
05

296
306

201
1175

1958 3,879 542 2,156 983 925 138 226 259
1959 2,947 521 1,1565 836 704 128 437 228
1963 , 5,863 675 1,647 842 787 138 413 237
196' 3, 742 662 2, 014 1,060 970 158 604 308
1962 3,352 590 1,631 891 859 111 435 284
1963 3,708 708 1,669 931 664 176 402 283
1964 2,199 708 1,379 917 796 165 339 283
1965 2,691 703 1,160 817 616 169 247 239
1966 2,153 651 201 160 621 IBS 219 217
11-67 7,338 635 866 637 638 204 193 711

UMEMTLOT ENT RATE
1954 5.0 12.1 4.4 5.1 9.9 16,5 4.9 8.5
1955 3.9 10.3 3.3 3.1, B7 15.8 8.4 7.7
1958 3.4 10,2 r 3,0 3.7 & 3 '4.2 7.3 7.9
1937 3.8 I 10.6 3.2 3.11 7.9 79,1 7.5 6.3
1958 6.1 I 71.4 11.3 5,11 12.6 27.1 12.7 9,5
1959 1. 8 13.1 1.1 4.7 '0.7 26.1 10.0 8.3
1960 1.9 1 13.1 1.2 4.0 10.2 21.1 9.6 8.3
1961 17 0 l 15. 3 51 5.7 12.4 27.6 11, 7 10,6
19621 4. 9 I 13.3 I

1.0 4. 1 10.9 25.1 10.0 9.6
1963 3.0 I5.5 5.9 4,9 10.8 30.1 9.2 9.4
964 4,6 1 1. 8 6.1 j 4.5 9.6 27.2 7,7 9.0

1965 4. 1 1
13. 1 . 2.9 4.* R. 1 26.2 6.0 7.1

1966. 3. 3 , 11,1 2.2 I 3.3 71 25.4 1.9 6.4
1967 3.1 11.0 1 2 1

1
3.3 7. 4 26 5 1, 3 7.1

I See footnote I, tti'de A-3. 'See footnote 1, table A-1.
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Table A-7. Persons 16 Years and Over Nol in the Labor Force, by Sot, Color, and Age: Annual Averages,
1947-67 IContinued

Item
'r_tal, 16
years and

over

729
755
761
818
845
894
950

1,011
1,109
1, 183
1,193
1, 246
1,301
1,353

3,002
3,1
3,09
3,110
3,112
3, 216
3,300
3,353
3 463
3,544
3,588
3,664
3,895
3, 773

14 and 17
years

18 and 19
years

25 to 24
-501/8

23 to 34
years

35 to 44
V17311

45 to 54
years

55 to 64
years VI= 14 and

15 year0

N0\'W91tt

Male
9954

11641
1957
1958
1859
1920
1961
1952
1963
1961
1965
1966
1967

Female
1954
1955
1956
1957
1953
1959
19621
1961
19623
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

113
115
242
119
162
182
179
192
202
233
259
265
268
no

210
221
266
224
ZS
253
251
2511

271
300
342
356
366
373

49
57
se
68
71
73
82
98
91
92

100
113
139
148

154
167

163
171
180
171
191
111
188
189
231
238
232

40
48
57
55
33
54
61
65
86
72
70

75
92

370
350
363
356
351
355
370
366
385
539
367
369
389
108

15
17
43
44
42
11
42
47
Si
57
18
47
PI
52

687
670
659
652
6711

681
697
670
873
661
661
649
530
613

at

37

In
5(1

63
55
63
611

63
71

507
532
520
5C6

119
519
517
5,4
512
652
557
554
167

57
48
49

53
86
75
74

87
84
80
95
88

115
411
419
118
101
110
419
122
424
122
117
449
447
174

94
95
93

104
101
109
111
In
129
126
140
155
141
155

322
343
332

5
33464

353
363
388
395
397
395
100
1(73
135

268
274
281
303
311
324
348
365
425
439
430
118
471
469

125
127
131
446
461
179
197
612
590
623
631
645
664
655

211
213
225

223855
251
273
325
35
370

9

375
335
420
410

244
263
262
278
289
292
310
357
389
410
425
440
455
110

3 See lootnote 1, table A-3. s Ste footnote 1, table A-7.
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Table A-8. Employed Persons 16 Veen and Over, by Sex, Color, and Age: Annual Averages,
1947-671Continued

Item
7 oral, 16
yi are and

Over

16 and 17
years

16 and 19
years

X to 24
yearn

25 to 34
years

37 I o 44
years

15 to 54
years

53 to 64
years

65 years
and over

14 and
13 Years

NON wane

Mate
1954 3,772 110 151 330 967 907 716 118 173 75
1955 3,903 115 135 367 997 D16 761 426 170 69
1956 1.013 118 154 396 I, 00i 936 762 445 176 67
1957 4,013 113 140 113 D96 947 784 460 160 67
1958 3,831 97 132 397 979 905 767 454 151 60
1959 3,972 101 137 445 951 932 767 470 150 69
1960 1 1,148 116 132 490 982 963 809 487 148 72
1961 4,067 98 160 487 961 938 800 483 137 66
062 1 4,150 106 157 472 961 993 821 510 140 60
icon 4.229 101 149 471 968 1,019 828 541 131 64
1964 4,359 114 158 514 993 1,032 MO 533 167 70
1963 1.496 126 181 558 1,013 1.043 869 543 163 72
7966 1.588 143 194 571 1,033 1,044 875 571 153 67
1967 1,646 139 199 678 1,057 1,043 898 566 166 139

Fe male
1954 2.379 53 80 283 607 631 449 215 56 42
1955 2,139 55 92 267 634 636 473 222 58 32
056 2, 5?I 64 95 253 652 643 490 232 70 37
1957 2,606 58 96 573 638 695 577 263 67 35
1958 2,591 53 84 265 618 681 368 237 67 33
1959 2, 652 53 73 288 614 691 577 259 67 37
1960 1 2,779 55 105 298 627 705 608 310 70 42
1961.. 2,765 51 105 254 633 706 813 300 72 38

1962 1 2844 53 104 266 647 736 804 524 78 34
1963 2911 49 101 307 661 751 617 337 SI 30
1964 3,024 53 116 346 662 751 649 555 SO 25
1965 3,147 57 111 392 699 779 649 369 93 32
1966 3,707 7? 111 407 711 818 668 391 91 26
1967 3,3E4 74 167 429 753 811 668 374 99 85

See footnote i, table A-3. Sere foOlnOle table A-1.
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Table A-10. Employed Persons by Type of Industry and Class of Worker: Annual Averages, 1947-67
(Persons 14 fears and over for 1917-66, 16 yews and Over for 1967)

Year Total
employed

Agriculture Nonagricultural Industries

Total
Wage and

salary
workers

Self.
employed
workers

Unpaid
family

workers
Totri

Wage and salary workers
Self,

employedI
workers

Unpaid
(amity

workersTotalTotal Private
households

Govern.
ment

Other

Number employed (thousands)

1917 68,027 8,246 1,677 4,973 1,616 40,761 43,290 1,714 5, 041 36,534 6,045 ,27
1348 69,378 7,473 1,746 4,511 1,686 61,405 44.866 1,731 5,258 37,847 6,139 401
1940 58,710 8,028 1,815 4,618 1,563 50,684 44,860 1, 772 5,440 86,689 6,260 496
1950 59, 957 7, 607 1, 733 4, 318 1,427 62,450 45,977 1,995 5,817 38,185 6,069 401
1951 61,005 7,054 1,647 4,022 1,386 63,951 47,682 2,055 6,089 39,538 3,80 400
105^ 61,293 6,805 1,826 3,936 1,342 64,188 45,387 1,922 6,493 39,971 5,670 431
1953 62,213 6,682 1,487 3,821 1,273 65, 651 49,434 1,956 6,572 40,077 6,794 413

1954 81, 238 6,504 1,152 3, 821 1,230 54, 733 46,409 1,919 6,613 39,647 6,880 445
1955 63,593 6, 730 1,700 3,731 1,299 66, 484 50,654 2,216 6.838 10,999 6,988 821
51158" 61 779 6,585 1,692 3.670 1,323 68,394 61,877 2,359 6,934 42,684 6,936 511
1957 65,011 6,222 1,667 3,304 1,231 68,789 52,073 2,328 7,186 42,559 6,089 6315
1968 63,966 5,644 1,871 3,067 1.066 58,1n 61,332 2, 458 7, 481 41,394 6,183 803
1059 65,581 5.836 1,699 3,027 1 121 69.743 62, 650 2,520 7,695 42, 636 ,,, 298 607
1960 66, 651 5,723 1,866 2.602 I, 054 60,958 53,976 2,489 7,943 43,544 6,387 6:6

1961 66,798 5,463 1,733 2,744 983 61,333 54,284 2,001 8,184 43,505 6,358 542
1982 67,846 6,190 1,666 2,619 905 62,657 65,782 2,626 8,703 44,433 6,271 613
1363 68,809 4,946 1,676 2,437 634 63,863 57,061 2,583 9,003 45,405 6,195 517
1964 70, 357 4,761 I, 582 2, 368 813 65, 596 68,736 2,621 9,363 48,752 6,266 514
5965 72,179 1,583 1,492 2,307 758 67, 594 60,765 2,648 9,623 45,594 6,213 616
1966 74,065 4,206 1,363 2,147 690 69,859 63,192 2,496 10,346 50,340 6,101 616
1967 74,372 3,544 1,301 1,096 517 70,527 64,648 1,965 11,148 51,737 5,174 me

Fermi distil lotion

1947 1010 14.2 2.9 6 6 2. 6 63.8 71,6 3.0 5.7 63.0 10.4 .7
1949 100.0 13.4 2.9 7.9 2.6 88.6 75.6 2.9 8.9 63.7 10.3 .7
1949 100.0 13.7 3, 1 7.9 2. 7 68.3 711 3.0 9.3 82,8 10.6 .7
1950 100.0 12.5 2.9 7.2 2.4 87. 5 76.7 3.3 0.7 63,7 IS t . 7
1951
1952

100 0
100.0

11.6
11,1

2.7
2.5

6, 6
6.4

2.3
2.2 668. 39

78.2
78.9

3.4
3.1

10.0
10.6

64.8
65.2

9.6
9.3

, 7
.7

1053 100.0 10,5 2.4 6.1 0 60.5 79.5 3.2 10.6 667 9.3 .7

1954 100.0 10.6 24 62 2.0 89.1 79.1 3 1 10.8 65,1 9.0 . 7
1955 1010 10.6 2.7 5.9 2 1 69. 4 79.2 3.5 108 649 9.6 .8
1056 100.0 10.1 2.6 5.5 2.9

990.4
74.8 56 10.7 65,5 9.1 .9

1958
1957 103 0

100.0
9.0
9.1

2.6
3.6

5.1
48

1

1.7 009
60.1
60.2

3.0
3.8

31.1
11.7

65.5
64.7

9.4
9.7

1.0
.9

1359 100 0 6.9 2.6 46 1. 7 91.1 60.6 &P. 11.7 66.0 9.6 .9
1960 1 100.0 66 x8 42 1.6 91.4 90.9 3.7 11.9 65.3 9.5 .9

loot 100,0 6 2 2.5 41 1.5 91.8 61.3 3.9 12.3 65.1 9.6 1.0
1962.1 100.0 7.6 2, 5 3 9 1.3 92 4 82.2 3.9 12.8 65.6 9.2 .9
1963 100.0 7.2 2.4 3.5 1.2 92.8 83.0 3.8 13.2 660 9.0 .9
1961 1010 68 2.2 3.4 1.2 93.2 63.5 3.7 13.3 68.4 8.9 .8

100.0 64 2.1 8.2 1,1 93. 5 642 3.5 13.3 67.3 8.6 .9
11965968 1010 5.7 1.8 2.9 .9 94 3 65.3 g. A 14.0 68.0 8. 2 .6
1967 1 100.0 5.2 1.7 2.7 .7 94.8 67.2 2.6 15.0 89.6 7.0 .7

Differs from the occupation group or pr vie household workers. These
flgures relate to a sge and salary workers In privsle households regardless of
type of occupation, while the occupational dsts relate to persons whose occu
parlor al category Ls service worker In reins e households, regardless of Ci£1.1,.,
of worker status.

I See footnote 1, table A-1
Data for employed persons for the period 134748 have nor tern ',toted

to reflect ,hst.ges in the definitions of employment snd unemploymem
adopted In :gnu's" 1957. Two groups averaging bout 250,033 workers who

were formrly classtfled as employed frith &Job ha, not at work) -those on
temporary isyort and those wilting to nett new wage snd salary Jobs within
30 days -were assigned to different [ISA: ideation!, mostly to the unemployed.
The chine." mainly affected the total for nonagricultural wage and Salary

sr`ll,h was reduced by about 1.3 percent; there was little Impact on
sly Individual category In the group.

1 Data o'er to persons 16 years and over In accordance with the changes
In age !(mil land concepts Introduced In 1967. Overlap date for 1965 for persons
I6 years and over ere not available.
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Table A-11, Unemployed Persons 16 Years and Over and Unemployment Rates, by Sex and Color:
Annual Averages, 1947--67

Number unemployed (thousands) Unemr,loy men t rate

Year White Norewhl e White Nonwhite
Total Male Female Total Male Fema:e

Total Male Female Total ItIale Female Total Male Female Total Male Female

1947 Z 311 1,692 619 0) 0) 0) (') 0) 0) 3.9 4.0 3.7 01 Cl/ CO 01 (1) (0
1949 2,276 1,559 717 1') 05 0) 19 (') (9 3.8 3.6 &1 3.5 3.4 3. 8 5.9 6.8 6.1
1919 3,637 2,572 1.063 0) 19 0) 0) (9 0) 5.9 5.9 6 0 5.11 5.6 5.7 8.9 9.6 7.9
1950 3,268 2,239 1,042 0) 19 0) (9 (9 0) 5.3 5.1 5.7 4.9 4.7 C 3 9.0 9.4 01
1951 2,055 1,221 834 1) 19 19 (9 (9 01 3.3 2.8 4.1 3.1 2.8 4.2 6. 3 4.9 &1
1952 1,883 1, 185 638 0) 0) 1') 09 (9 09 3. 0 2.8 3. 6 2.8 2, 5 3.3 5.1 5. 2 6.7
1953' 1,934 1, 202 632 (1) 0) 0) (9 (') 0) 2.9 2.8 3.3 2. 7 2. 5 3. 1 4. 5 4. 8 4. 1

1954 1, 532 2,344 1,188 2,660 1,911 947 674 131 243 5.6 5.3 6.0 5.0 4.8 6.6 9.9 10.3 9. 3
1955 , 2, 632 1,854 938 2,248 1,475 773 601 376 225 4. 4 4. 2 4. 9 3.9 3. 7 4. 3 8.7 & 8 8. 4
1956 2, 750 1, 711 1,039 2,162 1,368 794 592 345 247 4. 1 . '. 8 1.8 3.6 3. 4 4. 2 8.3 7.9 & 9
1957 2, ssa 1, 841 1, 018 2,289 1,478 811 569 363 206 4.3 a. 1 4, 7 3.8 3. 6 4.3 7.9 03 7.3
1958 4,602 3,098 1, 501 3, 679 2,498 1, 191 925 611 314 6 8 6. 8 GI 6 1 6 1 6. 2 12.6 13.8 19.8
1959 3,740 2,420 1, 32^ 2, 917 1,904 1,0.4 794 518 776 5.5 5. 3 6.9 4.8 1.6 6.3 10.7 11.5 9.4
1960 I, 3, 852 2, 485 1, 360 3, 563 1,987 1, 076 787 497 290 5.5 5. 1 1.9 4.9 4.8 5 3 10.2 10.7 9.4

196' 4,714 2, 997 1, 717 3, 742 2, 398 1, 344 970 099 371 6 7 & 4 3. 2 6. 5 5. 7 6. 3 12.4 12.8 11.8
1962' 3, 911 2,123 1, 488 3,052 1, 915 1,137 859 508 351 5.6 5.2 C. 2 4.9 4.6 5. 5 10.9 10.9 11.0
1963 4, 070 2 472 1, 598 3, 208 1, 976 1, 232 864 156 368 5.7 5. 2 e. 5 5.0 4. 7 5.8 15, 8 10.6 11.2
1964 3, 786 2, 205 1,581 2,999 1, 779 1, 220 786 426 360 3. 2 4.6 C. 2 4. 8 4. 1 5, 5 9. 6 8.9 10. 6
1965 3, 366 1,914 1,452 2,691 1, 556 1,135 676 339 317 4. 5 4.0 5, 5 4. 1 3.6 5,0 8. 1 7. 1 9.2
1966 2, 675 1, 531 1,324 2,253 1, 245 1, 013 621 311 310 3.8 3. 2 4.8 3.3 2.8 1, 3 7.3 6 3 & e
1967 2,975 1,008 1,468 2,331 1.208 1,130 638 299 338 3.8 3.1 6.2 3.4 2.7 4,6 7.4 6.0 9.1

Absolute numbers by color are not a rallab e prior to 1954 (see footnote 1,
table A-3), and rates by color are not le allabIe for 1917.

734

See footnote 1, tat le 8,-1.
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Table A-12. Unemployed Persons 16 Years and Over and 1.nemployment Rates, by Sex and Age:
Annual Averages, 1947-67-Continued

So end year
Total, 16
years and

over

16 and 17
years

18 and 19
years

20 to 24
years

25 6)34
years

25 to 44
years

45 to 54
Years

65 to 64
years gieoajer

14 and
15 years

FE hots

Unemployment rate-Continued

3.7 9.9 4.8 4.6 3.6 27 26 2.6 22 7.8
1948 4.1 9.9 7.4 4.9 4.3 1 0 3.0 3.1 2.3 7.3
1949 6.0 14.4 II. 1 7.3 &9 4.7 4.0 14 3.8 7.4
1950 1 7 14.2 9.8 19 5.7 14 4.6 t5 3.4 9.0
1951 4.4 10.0 7,2 14 4.6 18 MI 4.6 2.9 3.6
102 3.1 9.1 7.3 4.5 16

t. 0
2 4 2.6 2.2 7.0

1953 1 3.3 &6 &4 I. 8 3.4 5 23 2.6 2.4 4.2
104 6.0 12.7 10.5 7.3 18 13 4.6 4.6 1 0 ',6
1955 4 e 12 0 9.1 6.1 5.3 04.0 1 6 18 2 3 7.0
1956 4.8 13 2 9.9 1$ 48 19 3.6 16 2.3 8.9
195807
1

4.7
6.5

124
116

9.4
12.9

6.0
39

6.8
7.3

3.8
12

3.2
4.9

a.a
4.5

3.4
3.8

7.5
6.6

959 6.1) 14.4 129 8.1 11.9 &1 12 4.1 28 17
960

106211

&9 1 &4 13.0 &3 &8 CB 4.2 3.4 28 19
7.2 1t3 1 &1 9.8 7.8 13 6.1 4.6 8.9 7.2
6.2 1613 13.6 9.1 &6 1 2 4.2 1a 4.1 6.7

1983 8.5 20.3 15.2 &9 e.e 6.1 4.2 3.6 3.2 7.3
1964 12 18.8 1&1 BA 13 6.0 3.9 D' 3.4 6.9
1965 &5 17.2 14.8 7.3 6.6 t8 3.2 - 28 &7
1966 4.' me 126 CD 4.6 3.6 29 2.2 2,8 OA
196/ 5.2 1t8 12.7 7.0 1 4 1 0 3.1 2.4 2.7 7.2

I See footnote I, table A-I.
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Table A -14. Une "ployment Rates of Persons 16 Years and Over and Percent Distribution of the
Unemployed, by Occupation Group; Annual Averages, 1958-67 1

1555
195I
1960 6
1961
1962
1963
1964
1565
1966
1967

1958
1959
1906
1961
9626
1963
1964

10556

1967

Total

Experienced workers

14 h itc.collar workers 1111,e-collar workers

Proles- 51enagersj
sional officials,
and and pro- workers

technical prletors

Sates
Orkers

Total
Crafts-

men and
foremen

Opera-
Dyes

Nonfarm
laborers

6.8 3.1 2.0
5,5 2.6 1.7
5.5i 27 1.7
6, 7 3.3 2.0
5.5 2,8 1.7
5, 7 '2.9 1.8
5.2 2.6 1.7
4.5 2.3 1.5
3.8 2.0 1.3
3.8 2.2 1.3

100.
103.0
103.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
103.0
100.0

13.4
19.7
21.2
2).0
21. 7
21.7
21.6
22.3
23.6
25.3

Priem ploymeut rate

Service workers

Private Other
Total house- servic'

hold workers
workers

Farmers
and
farm

laborers

Persons
with no
previous
work ex-
perience

1.7 4,4 4.1 10.2 6.8 11.0 15.0 6.9 5.6 7.4 3.2
1.3 3.7 3.8 7.6 5.3 7.6 12.6 6,1 5.2 6.4 2.6
1.4 3.8 3.8 7.8 5, 3 8.0 12.6 5.8 5.3 6.0 2. 7
1.8 4.6 4.9 9. 2 6.3 9.6 14.7 7.2 6.4 7.4 2.8
1. 5 4.0 4.3 7.4 5.1 7.5 12.5 6. 2 5. 5 6.5 2.3
I. 5 4.0 4.3 7.3 4. 8 7. 5 12.4 6. 1 0. 8 6.3
1.4 3.7 I 5 6.3 4.1 66 10.8 6 0 5.4 6.1 3.1
1. 1 3.3 3.4 5.3 3.6 5.5 8.6 5.3 4.7 5.5
1.0 2.9 2.8 4.2 2.8 4.4 7,4 4,6 4.1 4.8 2.2
.9 3.1 3.2 4.4 2.5 5.0 7,6 4.5 4.1 4,6 2.3

3.0 2. 8
3.3 2. 4
3.4 2 5 1

3.4 3. 8
3.6 2.4
3.8 2.7
3.9
4.0 2. 5
4.3 2G
45 2.3

Fe cent distribution

9. 1 3.7 57.4 13.4 30.6 13.4 12.1 2.5 9.5 I 3.8
9.5 4.5 52.6 II 7 26.0 14.0 13.4 2,9 10. 5 3. 8

10.0 4.3 52.8 12.3 27,1 13.3 12.5 2.9 10.0 3. 7
10.1 4.6 01.1 12.4 26.5 12.3 13.6 3.0 10.6 3.1
10.6 4.7 49.2 11.8 24.9 12.4 14,2 3.0 11.2 '2.7
10.6 4.6 47.7 11.2 24.7 11.9 13.9 3.0 109 3.3
10.8 4.1 40.3 10.3 23.9 11 1 14.9 3, 1 11.8 3.6
11.1 4.8 43.4 10.2 72.9 10.3 14.9 2.9 12.0 3.3
17. 1 4.e 41.5 9. 7 21.9 9. 9 15.5 2.9 12. 7 2.8
13.4 5.1 42.6 8.4 24.5 9.1 14.8 2,5 12.3 2.9

I Data 1, persons 15 years and over are not available pr or to 1958. Data
or persons 14 veil and over beginning with 1947 45 ere shown in previous
trues of the Manpower Report.
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3 Dnemployed pawns who never held a full-time Civilian Job.
See too mote 1, table A-1.

9.3
10.5
10.4
11.3
12.1
13. 4
14.7
18.1
16.8
14. 5



Table 5. Unemployment Rates and Percent Distriboion of the Unemployed, by Major Industry Group;
Annual Averages, 194E-67

[Persons 11 years and over for 1948-66, 18 years a ul over for 1966-67]

Year
Total
unem-

ployed 1

F.sperlenced wag', and salary workers

Total Agricul-
ture

Nona gr is ultural industr tea

Total
Mining
forestry
fisharles

Con-
Struc-
don

NfanufactuyIng Trans-
porta-

tlon and
public

utilities

Whole-
sale and

retail
trade

Finance
Insur-
ance,
real

estate

Service
In dt.5-
tries

Public
odmin

Istra-
lionTotal Dur atle

goods
Nondur-

able
goods

"nemployment rate

1948 3.4 3.7 1.7 3.7 2.9 7.6 3.5 5.4 3.0 3.0 4.3 1.6 3.3 20
1949 5.5 6.2 6.5 6.2 R.5 11,9 7.2 7.4 6.9 5.2 5.8 1.5 5.1 2.9
1450 5.0 5.6 8.2 5.4 6.8 10.7 5 6 5.2 6.0 4.1 5.8 2.0 5.0 2.8
1951 3.0 3.1 2.9 3.2 3.8 6.0 3.3 2.6 4.0 1.9 3.7 1.3 a 0 1.6
1952 2.7 2.9 3.9 2.8 3.1 55 2.8 2.4 3.3 1.9 3.1 1.5 2.6 1.1
1953 , 25 2.7 4.7 1 6 1.9 6.1 2 5 2.0 3.1 1.8 3.0 1.6 2.4 1.2
1734 20 5.5 8.0 5.1 12.3 10.5 8.2 6.5 5.7 4.8 5.2 2.0 4.0 2.0
1955 4.0 4.3 6.1 4.2 8.2 9.2 1.2 4.0 1.1 3.5 1.3 2.1 3.8 1.3
19561 3.8 3.9 6.5 3.8 6.4 8.3 1.2 4.0 4.4 2.4 A.1 ,.1 3.2 1.6
1957 1.3 1.5 6.7 4.5 8.3 9.8 5.0 4.9 5.3 3.1 4.5 1.8 3.4 2.0
1958 8.8 7.2 9.9 7.1 10.6 13 7 9.2 10.5 7.6 5.6 6.7 2.9 4.6 3.0
1959 5.5 5.6 8.7 5.5 9.7 120 6.0 6.1 5.9 4.2 5.8 2.6 4.3 2.3
1960: 6.6 3.7 8.0 5.6 9.5 121 6.2 6.3 6.0 4.3 5.9 2.4 4.1 2.6
1981 6,7 6.8 9.3 6,7 11.6 11.1 7.7 8.4 6.7 5.1 7.2 3.3 4.9 2.7
1962, 5.6 5.5 7.3 5,5 8.6 12.0 5.8 5.7 29 3.9 6.3 3.1 13 2.2
1963 5.7 5.5 8.9 5.1 7.5 11.9 5.7 5.4 6.0 3.9 6.2 2.7 4.4 2.5
1984 5.2 3.0 9,3 4.8 7.8 9.9 1.9 4.7 5.3 3.3 5.7 2.5 4.1 2.3
1863 4 6 1.2 7.3 4.2 5.5 9.0 1.0 3.1 16 2.7 5,0 2 3 3.8 1.9.......... . 3. 8 3 5 6 5 3.4 3.4 7. I 3.2 1.7 3.6 2.0 4.1 2 1 3 2 1.6
1956 3.8 3.5 6.6 3.5 3.7 7.1 32 2.7 3.8 2.0 4.4 2.1 3.3 1.6
1567 3.8 3.6 6.9 1 C 4.0 6 6 3.6 3.4 4,1 2.3 4.2 2.5 3.2 1.8

Percent distr Ilaut Ion

1944 100.0 87.7 4.2 1 83.5 1.1 10.7 78.0 14.3 13.6 6.8 18.8 1.3 13.9 2 7
1949 100 89.6 3.7 559 22 10.9 33 17.5 '5,4 7.2 16.2 .9 12.9 2.1
1950 190.0 59.1 49 842 20 .1 0 8 13.9 14.9 5.9 17.9 1.1 14.9 2.6
1951 100.0 57.8 38 843 2.0 108 29.3 12.5 16.5 47 10.6 13 15,1 1 1
1952 100.0 57.7 3.7 51 0 2 0 11.1 79.3 13.3 15.1 5.3 10.0 14.5 2.1
1953' 1 00.0 58.6 4 5 54.1 i 27 129 77.0 13.1 11.9 53 17.9 1.9 14.1 2.2
1954 100.0 59.8 3 9 55 9 3.1 11.4 33.3 20.0 13.9 6.7 16.0 1.2 12.4 1.8
1955 100 0 88.0 44 53.6 2s 125 27.5 15.0 12.5 6.0 16 2 1.7 15.0 2.0
1958 100,0 85.8 4.6 51.2. 21 11.8 29 0 14, 1 12.9 4.3 16.6 1.2 14.2 1.9
1957 100 0 87.2 4.2 83.0 1.7 12.5 30.8 17.2 13.6 5.4 0 15.9 1 5 13.6 2.1
19:4 100.0 87 8 3 9 1 53 9 i 1.7 11.6 34.4 22 2 12.2 5 15.2 1.5 12.1 2.0
1959 193 0 85.6 4 2 51.4 1.8 12 6 27.8 16.1 11.6 5. 0 16.3 1.7 14.3 1.9
1960 100 0 55.3 4.1 51. 1 1.7 123 29.2 16.0 12.2 5 2 16.3 1.7 13.6 12
1961 100,0 54.9 3.7 51 2 1.6 11 7 79 8 17.4 11.3 4.9 16.4 1.9 13.9 1.9
1962 , 100 0 53 9 3 3 50.6 1.4 12 1 20.2 11.4 11.0 4. 4 17.1 21 15.3 1.9
1963 100.0 82 5 3 9 78.5 1 2 II 4 25.6 13.8 11.8 4.3 16.7 1.9 15.2 22
1944 003.0 51, 4 1 2 77.2 1 3 10 5 24. 4 12 9 11.5 3.9 16.9 2.0 16.0 2.2
1965 10n.0 79.5 3.4 76.1 1.0 10.9 22 5 11,1 j 11.1 3.7 17.1 2.1 16.8 2.1
19n6
19,6

100 0
100.0

79.0
51.0

5 2
3.1

7 S .14

77.9 .8
I 0 0 220 11.0 1 11
10.3 72.7 11.1 11.3

3
0.3

2 16 0
10.4 2

2 2
2

17.6
17.9

2.2
2.2

1967 IOU 0 53.6 3.2 so. 4 .8 9.1 26.2 11.2 12.0 3.6 17.6 2. 8 17,8 2.6

I Also Includes the sed-emploied, u ^poll family wOrkers, and those with nitIons of employment and unemployment itdopted In January 1957. See
no previous work caper ence, not shorn separately. footnote 3. table A-10.

I See footnote I. lahle A-I. %Dila revised to refer to persons 16 years and over In accordance with the
, Data through 1914I have Ime been adjusted to reflect changes lo the de A changes In ego limit and concepts Introduced In 1967.
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Table A-16. Unemployed Persons 16 Years and Over and Percer. Distribution of the Unemployed, by
Duration of Unemployment: Annual Averages, 1947-67

Year Total
Less than

5 weeIS
5 and
weeks

710 10
weeks

11 to 14
i weeks

15 weeS3 andOver

Total 15 to 26
weels

27 weeks
and over

Number unemployed. (Ih°6530616)

1947 2.311 1, ''..17, 203 309 193 398 234 164
1749 2,274 1,4(5) 309 237 !64 309 153 111
1917 3,632 1,755 305 3,65 331 683 427 258
1950 3,288 1,430 273 475 .301 792 425 357
1551 2,0.35 1,177 .69 252 153 303 166 137
1952 1,893 I, 135 166 223 126 232 148 54
14331 1.83., 1,142 149 333 124 211 132 79
1934 3,532 1,605 306 504 305 812 495 317
1055 2,532 1,333 230 368 217 703 367 336
1938 2,750 :.412 234 310 211 533 301 232
1537 2,659 1,409 258 3.2 240 560 321 209
1938 4,602 1,751 sea 59, 438 1,452 783 667
1959 3,740 1,355 364 174 335 1,040 469 571
10601 3,552 ".. 119 374 499 353 958 502 454
1961 4,714 1,606 377 597 411 1,532 728 804
1162 I. 3,911 1,659 334 475 323 1,119 534 565
1.963 4,070 1,751 358 511 354 1,054 535 553
1964 3,756 1,637 314 '53 319 973 490 412
1065 3,368 1,624 256 422 776 755 401 951
1309 2,875 1,5.15 252 340 205 596 1Q1 241
1967 2,976 1,535 228 397 215 149 211 177

Percent distdbutIon

1947 100.0 52. 4 8.8 13.3 8.4 17.2 10.1 7.1
1946 100.0 57. 1 9.1 13.0 7.2 13.8 8.5 5.1
1749 100.0 41. 3 &0 13.3 A 1 139 11.8 7.0
1950 100.0 44. 1 &4 14.6 0.2 23.8 12.9 10.9
1931 /33.0 57,3 &2 123 7.4 14.7 &1 67
1052 1.)0.0 63.2 8.9 ma A 7 12 3 7.9 4. 5
1953 I 100.0 62. 2 8 1 11 4 68 II. 5 7.2 4. 3
1=64 100.0 45. 4 1, 7 14.3 5.6 23.0 14 9 9.0
1953 100.0 45 8 81 12,9 7.5 24.6 12.9 11.8
1936 130.0 51.3 8, 5 11.1 7.7 19.4 10.9 5.4
1957 130. 0 49.3 9.0 13.7 8.4 19.6 11.2 8.4
1938. 100.0 31. 79 73.0 9.5 31.8 17.1 14.5
1953 100.0 42.4 8I 12.7 9.0 ii. 9 12.5 15.3
15501 100.0 44.6 5.4 II C 12 24.9 13.0 11.8
1961 1510 39.3 ft 0 125 &7 3'S 1.54 17.1
1532 I 1000 42. 4 8.5 12.2 8.3 2 0 136 13.0
1663
1964

107.0
Ion, 0

43. 0
44.8

61.8 128
8.3 12.8

8.7
9 4

26.7 13.1
2S. 7 k 2.9

13.6
12. 7

1555 103.0 44.4 5.5 12.5 8 2 22 4 12.0 10 4
1506 760. 0 53.4 8.8 12.0 7 2 14 9 /n 3 & 4
1567 100 0 54.9 9,3 13.3 7.3 15 1 1, 1

3 Fee footnote 1 tab*.e A-1.

Table A-17. Unemployment Rates by Sex and Mlrita: Stott's: Annual Averages, 1955 67
[Ferson5 11 peace and (AEI For 1535 69, Id Sears and over for 1566 61

Year Roth uses

Slate

SILO

Female

TO al
Married,

wile
present

divorced,
separate/1

utal ri81e
1

Married Wado wed,
husband divorced,
present 5eparste

1903 1 4.0 3. 9 8.6 2.6 7. 1 4 3 1 3.6 3. 7 . 3 0
1956 3.8 5 5 7. 7 2.3 A : 4.3 1 3 3 3.6 3 3
1957 4 Z- 4. 1 9, 2 2.8 66 4. 7 3 6 4.3 4.7
1933 6. 8 & 13 3 5.1 11.2 As I 7 .4 65 67
1939. ..............
13601

35
5.6

&3 11 6
3.4 11.7

3.6
3.7

8.6
9.4

35
S.9

7.1
7.5

5.2 62
5.2 3.11

1951... 6.7 13.1 4.6 1(3 7.2 &7 54 7.4
196/ I S. 5. 112 P.9 67 7. = 31 8 4
1563 37 5. 3 12.4 s4 9.6 5 9 5.4 A7
1:44 5. 2 4.7 11.5 3.8 &9 F. 2 ; F.7 61 . 6.4
1965 4.6 L0 fa. 1 2.4 7.2 9. 5 I &2 4 5 , 5.4
1969 ...................... 3. 9 33 9. 6 1.9 5.6 4.9 7. 4.7
1,Oe 38 32 9. 6 1 9 . S.5 4.9 1 7.9 17' 4.7

/67 59 3 1 8.3 1.9 4.9 0,21, 7.5 452 46

a0o t tire 1' 145,1, late hr I rosr.th of tarp fool v.01,6 3,1s, ie A-17
ye,/ t",-1 1.e 1117a'', 1 .6i Fos. eel. to de A 1

1/3. s 15ro..1/ 11,5 53s e 16,0 a.hi/io 1 to 718.71 r".a-rr/ crin 1.

llo7 1. or rt L71 Ja-ovy ..9.31. Fre
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Table A-18. Lang-Term Unemployment Compared with Total Unemployment, by Sex, Age, acrd Color:
Annvai Averagos, 1957-67

[Persons 11 years and over for 1157-09, 16 year and o se Icr 1966-67; numbers In th011aands)

Item

Total Numbc'
Percent

SEE AND AGE
Male

Under 20 years
Under 14
18 and 19

20 to 24 years
25 to 44 years
45 to 64 yet.re
65 years and over

Female

index 20 year-
Under 18
18 and 19

20 to 26 yea-s
25 to 44 years

ro 64 years .................. .
65 years and over.

COLOR 057 570
White.

ilesnleale

Nome hl to

11/4, ale

Total Number
Percent

Sex Ass Ace
Male

Under 20 years
I.rSe, 1,3
IS and 19.

20 to 21 Years.
2 t to 44 scar
40 to 04 3 eir
C5 years and

Female

Under 20 year
Under 14
14 and IS

20 to 24 yearn
25 kl 41 yews ...

'a64 years_
cars and over

White
COLOR AND Erc

ale..
e

Nona Site

Female

Footnote! at end ot t aide.

1357 1 19061 1 1966 1 1965 1964 1963 19621 1961 1 1300., 1959 1 1959 1 1957

Totel unemployed

2, 975 1 2,875 1 2,976 3,456 1 3,876 1
100. 0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 170.0- - -

54. 6 57.3 1 58.6

16.9 15.8 14.3
9.8 9, 1 8.3
7. 1 6 7 0 D
7.4 0 0 19

15.4 16.7 17.2
32.7 13.7 15. 0
2.2 2.2 2.2

SO. 7 54.0

15.0 15.0
8.1 7.6
C.9 7.4
7.9 7.7

13.6 MO
12 2 13.1
2. 0 2.3

49. 3

13.1
5.4
7.8
93

16.7
9.3

78.6

40.6
38.0

460

14. 0
6.1
8. 0
7.8

14 2
9. 0
.9

78. 4

43.1
35.2

21.4 21.6

10.1 10.8
1i 4 10.6

440 525 751

00 IA. 0

56 6 61,6

10. 2 9.7
5. 3 4.4

t 5. 3
5, 5 5.9

16, 6 IR 8
19, 5 22.4
4 9 48

43.2 34. 4

9 8.4
2 7 3. 6
0 4 4R
0.4 46

14 2 12 7
11.8 11 0
1.8 1. 7

76 7 76. 4

14.9
31. 8 27.9

7 9 44.5

23 3 23.6

11 8 1

11 6 10.5

15. 4 12.7

14.6 12.1
6.9 5.4
7.7 5.7
7. 5 7.1

13.7 14.4
8. 7 8.2
.9 .8

78.2

43. 5
34. 7

79. 7

49 4
33.3

11.4

10.8
5.2
5.3
7.I

14. 0
8. 9
.0

79. 1

47.2
31.9

4, 166 1 4, 007 4,806 1 3,801
100,0 100.0 100.01 100.0

60.9

73.6
7. 5
6.1
17 5

ID. 9
15. 5
2. 3

39. 1

9.9
4.9
5.1
6.3

13.8
a4
.7

78.8

48. 7
30.1

62.1

8
6.3
5. 5
B. 5

21 2
17.0
2.6

37,9

8.6
3.9
A, 7

6.4
13. 7
8,3
.9

76.1

3.813 1 4, 681 2, 936
100 0 100 0 100.0

63. 7 1 64.6 64.9 67.4

11.3 12.2 11.8 MI
5.9 6. 5 6.4 5.2
5.4 5.7 5.4 4.9
9.5 9.4 B.0 10.2

22.7 23.1 23.3 26.4
17.6 10.5 1773 18.0
2.5 2.4 2.9 2.7

36.3

7.9
3.6
4.3
5.5

13.4
8.7

79. 5

35.4

7.9
3.8
4.1
5.5

13.1
8.2
.6

79.6

49 1
28.9

51. 0
28.5

51. 7
27.9

21.8 20.3 20.9 21.2 21.9 20.5 20.4

11.0 10.9 11.4 12.2 12.9 12.7 12.9
10.8 9.4 9.5 9.0 9.0 7.8 7.5

35.1

7.2
34
3.8
5.2

13. 3
8.7
.6

78.8

51. 0
27.8

21.2

138
7.4

32.6

6, 1
2.9
3.2
4.8

13.4
7. 7

.

80. 0

64. 5

12, 0
6. 5
5.4
9. 6

22.3
17.8
2.6

35. 5

7.6
3.9
3.6
6.0

14.
7. 7
1.0

90.1

54.2
21 8

51.8
28.3

20.0 19.9

13.2 12. 7
6. 8 7.2

Unemployed 15 s eels and over

636
100 0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0

,5 973 1,063 I. 119 632

61 6 60.8 67 3 65. 7 67.4

11. 0
5.8
5.2
5.8

14. 4
22 0
4 5

10. 6
8.6
49

8
16. 3
21.1

4. 1

9.8 9. 7 R.1
5.6 4.3 3.7
4.2 5.3 4.4
7.6 6.1 6.4

17.9 21.2 72.2
22.9 22.6 24.2

4.1 1.1 46
304 39 2 37.7 34 3 32.6

9
4,3
17
13

12 7
10 8
I.7

6.2
3.1
52
49

14.0
10 7
13

6.1 5.6
2 2 3
3.6 33
59 4.3

13.9 13.2
10.4 I0.2

1.4 .9

76.3 77.0 77.1 74.0

30, 8 29. 2 27, 9 24. 6
49,5 47. 9 49. 2 49,4

23.7 72.9 22.9 26.0

0 4 9, 9 9. 7 9. 7
13 2 13.0 13.3 194
1

241'/

4.9

3.1
4. 2

13.
, 3
0

9
1. 2

74.3

50.7
23.4

25. 9

16. 7
92

056 1.640 1 I, 452 5,60
107.0 100. 0 r 100.0 100- .0

65.3 69.5 71, 0 1 72.71 68.9

7.8 8. 7 8.8 7.3 8.2
3.3 4.2 4.11 3.2 4.1
4.1 4.5 4.4 4.1 4.1
9.2 8.6 8.5 9.5 7.6

25.0 24.0 26.4 29.0 22.0
22.8 24. 3 22.9 22. 7 25. 7
4.5 3.9 4,4 3.9 8 7

307 31 8

3.9
1.2
2. 7
4. 3

12.3
9. 3
.9

4,3
1. 7
2.6
4. 7

12. 0
A. 6

77.5 75.1

53.9 52. 4
23.6 72. 7

22.5 :4 9

15.3 17.1'
72 7.6

200

3. 5
12
2.3
4 0

II. I
9.8
.6

27.3 31.1

2.9 4.3
1.0 16
1.9 2.7
3.4 3.4

1. 13.2
7.5 9.3
. 7 '. I

75.7 79 7 u.4

053 4 56 7
24 4
53

22 4 21, 3

24.3 1 22.0 22.6

17.9 j I6.01 158
6.4 ! 6. 0 I 6.8

241
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Table A-18. Long-Term Unemployment Compared with Total Unemployment, by Sex, Age, and Color:
Annual Averages, 1957-67--Continued

Item 1967

Total: 8:unix 179
PeLccot .... 100.0

SEX AND AGE
Male 61. 5

..................1; a der 20 years . A. 4
Under 3.9
18 and 19.. 4.5

20 to 24 years 5.0
25 to 44 yea-, 15,1
45 to 64 years . 25. 7
65 years and over 7.3

Female 8. 5

rryler 203', ars... ............... 6.7
Un ler 18 1.7
19 BO 19 50

'32 to 24 anal, 4.5
25 to 44 years 11, 2
45 to 64 years 12.8
65 years and over 3, 4

Cocos AND SEE
While 74.7

Male . ..... ............ 46.6
Female 2 6 . 1

Nona bite 20.3

15.2
Fem ape_. 10.1

1 19561 1 1966 1

239 241
100.0 100.0

66 4 66.9

6.7
21
4.6
3.8

21.4
23.0

5.5

33.6

7.5
2.9
4.6
3.8

21.3
28.9
5. 4

33.1

6.3
2. 1
4. 2
31
In. 1
1n.9

2.5

6. 7
2.5
4. 2
3.8
9.6

in 9
2. 1

75. 3 75.4

02.3 02.0
2 3 , 0 2 2 . 9

24.7 24.6

14.2 14, 2
10,5 10, 4

1965 1 1 sCrs 1963 1962, 1961

Unemployed 27 weeks and Over

351 I 482 553 585 604
160. D I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0

65.0 64.8 69.3 69. B 70.7

9.1 8.8 9.0 7.3 6.5
5.1 4 7 3.8 3. 4 2.4
4.0 3.9 5.2 3.9 4.0
6.6 6.4 7.4 7. 7 8.1

19.1 16.0 20.4 23.0 24.8
25. 1 26.0 26.4 26. 6 23.
5. 1 2.6 5.6 5.7 5.6

35.0 35.2 30.7 30.2 29.3

S. 1 4.9 4. 2 4.1 3.1
2. 0 2. 1 1.8 1.2 .7
3, 1 2.9 2.4 2.9 2.4
4.0 5.8 4.0 3.7 3, 6

10. 7 12.1 1I.4 11.8 I2.0
10.5 10,5 10.3 9.0 97

1. 7 2. 1 .9 1.5 1.0

74 6 74. 7 71.8 71.6 76.4

49.6 S0.2 50.8 50, 4 53, 7
2 5 . 1 24. 5 21.0 21.2 22

25.4 25.3 26.2 28.4 I 20.0

15.4 14.7 14,4 19.3 17, 1
10.0 10.6 9. 9.1 6.5

Data revised to re ter to persons 16 years and over In wooed nice with the to 17 years, respectively.
charges in age limit and concepts Introduced in 1967; prior to this, the tern 2 See too( no1e 1, table A-1.
'under 20 years" and 'hnde, 14" referred to persons 14 to 19 years and 14
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1 1960 7 1959 1 1878 1 1957

454 571 667 239
100.0 110. D I60.0 100.0

72.2 72.6

7.3
3.5
3.7
7.7

24.'2
27.4

5. 6

27.

3. 1
1.0
2.0
4.4

IS. 8
8.5
1.1

74.0

7.5
3.
3.8
7.8

25.8
24.
4. 7

27.4

2.6

1.9
3. 7

10.0
10.5

.6

73.8

73.6 70. 7

6.3
2. 7
3.6
9.6

28.2
24. 2
5.3

26.4

A 3
3.3
3.0
5.9

21.8
29. 7

7. 5

29.3

2.3
.9

1.4
3.2

12.2
8.0
.9

77.0

3 4

2.5
2.1

12. 6
10.0
1.3

75.9

5) I 92.6 56.3 7,3, 9
20.9 21.2 2).7 57.0

26.0 26.2 23.0 24.1

14.9 20.3 17.3 18 6
7. 2 0. 9 5.7 7.5



Table A-19. Lomi-Term Unemployment by Major Industry and Occupation Gioup: Annual Averages,
1957 67

. (Persons 11 years and over for 1957-65, 16 years and over for 195647; numbers In thousards)

Industry and occupation group 19,4 1 1966 t I 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 , D61
1

1960 r 1959 1958 I 19,

-- --
Unemployed 15 weeks and MT

Total: Number 119 525 536 755 973 1,058 1,119 1,532 956
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 Ix() 100.0 100.0 100, 0 100.0

INDVSTRY OROUP

Agriculture 3.6 1.4 4. 7 3. 7 3.2 3.0 2.1 2.4 3.6

Nonagricultural Industries 54.9 53.31 51.7 8'2.4 84.0 81.8 86.5 SS. 56.4

Wage and salary workers 52. S 50.0 79.5 79.9 91.5 82.3 84.1 56.0 83.8
forestry, fisheries .8 1.9 1,7 1.3 2.3 1. 5 2.0 2.2 2. 8

Construction 11.7 10.1 9.9 10.6 9.2 10,8 11.2 11.2 12. 3
31anufacturing 29.6 21.0 23.3 23.2 286 29.9 29.1 34.6 31.3

Durable goods 16.7 12.0 11.6 13.3 16.5 17.8 17.6 23.3 19.1
Nondurable goods 13.0 12.0 11.8 12.0 12.2 12.1 11.7 11, 1 12, 2

Tr anSporiation nd oubbc utilities 4.3 1.1 4.3 1.8 4. 4 5.1 5.2 6 1 6.3
Wholesale and retail is sole 11 6 17.3 17,0 17.0 75. 7 15.6 17.8 15.5 15.3
Finance and service. 19. 5 20.0 20.0 18.9 17.2 16.1 15.8 13.9 13.3
Public administration 2.1 2. 5 1.1 2.1 3.1 3.1 2. 7 2. 5 2. 1

Self-employed and unpaid family workers 2. 1 3.2 3.2 2. 5 2. 6 2. 5 2. 1 2. 4 2. 6

Persons with no previous work experience 11.6 12.4 13.6 13, 8 12.8 12.1 11.1 9.2 10. 0

OCCUPATION GROUP

Professional and technical workers 1.1 1.0 3.9 3. 6 3 3.3 2.9 2. 4 2. 5
Farmers and farm managers .2 .8 .7 .5 .1 .4 .1 .1 .2
Nianlger, olliCt315, and proprietors 3.3 1.1 1.1 3. 6 3.5 3.2 3.6 2. 6 2.5
Clerical workers 12.4 9. 1 9.2 10.3 12.3 10.6 9.9 9. 6 9.7
Sales werkera 1.7 16 1. 5 4.4 3.7 3.9 1 1 4 2 3. 6
Craftsmen and Foremen 9.6 In. 7 10, 5 to 9 10.6 11.1 12.3 11 6 11.7
Operatives 26.6 22.3 21.9 3 11.6 26. 5 25.4 29.3 29.0
Private household workers 1.8 3.0 3. 0 3.1 2. 5 2.6 2. 7 241 2.4
Service workers exc. private houschold 12.2 13.9 13.8 12.5 12.0 10.8 11.9 10 6 9.S
Farm laborer, and foremen 2.1 3.0 3.2 2 7 1.3 2.0 1.5 1.7 2

NOntirin Ishorcrs 10.9 11.8 11.6 10.5 11,5 13.2 14.2 11. 6 15.7
Persons with no previous work errw.r1iaCe 11.6 12.4 13.6 13.8 12.8 i 11.1 9.2 16.0

Unemployed 27 weeks and over

Total: Ii:curTebnerr 177 239 211 351 102 51)3 303 804 I 154
1 on. o 100.0 100, 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 101 .0 100 0

INDU5Tlit '2rtug

Arlculture 3.9 1.2 I 1.2 3.7 2.7 2.2 1.7 1.6 i 2.1

Nonagr foul! ur al Industries_ ............... 64.3 F1.3 I 53. 7 83.5 84. 2 84.8 87. 0 89,3 56. 5

79.5 51.3 53.2Wage and salary workers o 80.1 79.8 52.6 Ft R MP
Vining, ',vestry, rsherics .e 2.1 2.1 2.0 3.5 1.A 2.1 2.4 3.3
Consl r ucl in 10.9 8,1 7.9 6 4 7 0.1 87 9.5 II- 1
31amifacturing 29.7 21.6 21.7 2',. 5 29.5 25.1 30.1 37.1 30.1

Durable good., 17. 1 12,3 12.1 11.2 17.3 Iro. 5 19.0 25 5 I5,8
Nondurable good, 12.1 11.3 12.6 i2.3 12.1 17.0 11.1 11,6 11.3

Tgastsporlation and public utilities 3 6 4 7 4.6 & 7 5.0 6.0 6.6
Wholesale and ret all trade 15 4 169 163 17.7 156 13 i(1'. I! 1;1; 130
Finance and service PI, 5 20,9 20 0 15.5 17.3 ILA 16.2 13 2 11.5
Public alministrat inn T 2 3,0 2,9 2.6 7,7 3.6 2.8 3.0 3. 5.

Self-employed and unpaid family workers_.._. 3, 4 1.2 1.2 3.7 7.9 22 2.2 2. 5 3.3

Persons with no previous a cork experience.... II Ill 12.1 12 13 1 13.1) It 3 9.1 11.1

NCI 1, %T1oN Croy,

ProTeW,111 and technical a orkers 19 3.3 3./ 13 33 3.4 31 25 25
Farm' i.04 farm managers .6 1.7 1.7 1.1 .2 .1 .2
Man taiv rs. effah.P, and proprietors 59 1.41 1 6 1.3 1 0 1.1 39 79 23
Clerical worker., 11 6, P.4 3 11 5 11 1 9 9 lo 2 In. 0 F.9
Sales workers. 51 12 12 15 12 4 0 1 5 16 3.7
Craftsmen and forerro,n 90 113 11 2 R in0 11.; 10.9 12 6 11.2
Oter alivea 25 1 23.1 T2 9 22.7 25 1 23 7 25.7 20.6 27.3
I'd; ate 1,nnu-1,11 wrekrrs 20 29 29 31 23 1.5 2.7 1.7 2 3
Service workrrs err private household lo 7 11 3 11 2 19 9 1.1 9 11 9 123 11 I 119
Farm laborers and foremen 23 2.1 2. 1 20 21 1.1 1.2 1. 1 1i 20
Nonf um Taborer, .... . . . 12, 4 12.2 12.1 9.7 I I 2 11.1 135 155 17.1
Persons a ith no previous work experience 11.3 : 11.1 12. 1 12.5 13 1 110 11.3 1 1 11.1

DM, rr vI.-1 to tr 5 r in Nr.F..-,5 1fi 4,1 ever In ArrAr.hner with the
pr, In age a,1 r,e{.1 Int rod9,1 In 19'7.

ere 4,1,1,, I. ,A -1

1,040 1,452 560
100.0 100.0 100.0

2, 7

88. 5

2. 5
14.3
32, 2
20.1
12, 2
5.6

15.1
13.8
2.1

2.1

6.8

2.1 o.9

90.9 68.8

SS. 9
2.6

10 5
42.3
29.9
12,1
6.4

13.5
11.3
2.3

2. 0

7.0

3.0
.3

3, 0
9.1
3.8

12.1
M 7
2.0

11 3
2.6

15.7
8.8

2.6
.2

2.8
7.8
2.9

11, 7
35.1

1.6
89
1.8

15.8
7.0

S5.7
2.9

11.9
36.9
21.2
15.7
4.8

13. 7
12.7
2.9

3.0

8.4

1.4
.3

3.1
8.2
4.4

II. 0
51.9
2.6

10.6
2.4

15.5
8.4

371 667 239
100.0 I 100.0 107.0

2.3 1.8 2. 5

59. 2 92.0 89.1-
57.1 90.0 56.2

3.1 3.3 2.9
10.1 88 10.0
37.7 44.9 37.7
24.1 31.8 21.4
11.6 13.2 16.3
Cl. 6,A 4.1

15.2 11.7 14.5
12.0 10.9 12.4
2.F 2.6 4.1

2.1 2 2.9

R.6 1 2 5.3

3.0 2.1
.9 .2
30' 32
A.7 I 7. 3
1.2 2.9

11.7 12 4
21.9 319

PI 1.7
99

23 i 1.5
15.0 1 I6.5
A.6 1 62

2,0

3.
7.9
4. 3
9.

31.7
2A

11,5
2. 1

15 7
R. 3

1 Ferrell r f the 0,, 1c. 1 ,;,1 on at rnr.n
of data Sro 7:o.uary, April, 3oly, ant Chtb er

2'I
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Tabl r A-20. Noragrlcultural Workers an Full-Time Schedules or on Voluntary Part Time, by Solected
Characteestics: Annual Averages, 1957-S7

(Persons 14 years and ocer for 1957-66, le years and ocer for 1966-671 nurnbc rs fn thousands]

Item 196 7

1

1966 1 1968 I 1965 1964 1963 7 1621 1961

Total: Number
Percent

SEX AND AGE
Male

On full-time schedules

56.865
00. 0

I 58,348
100. 0

I 56,410 I 54,692
100. 0 100.0

I 52, 672
100 0

51,439
100.0--
69. 6

50,619
100. 0

69.6

I 49,427
100. 0

67.8 68, 1

-
69.1 611.9 69. 3 I 69.6

Under 18 years .5 .6 .7 , 6 .6 .5 .5 .5
IS to 24 years 8.2 8.8 8,13 2 7.9 7.8 7.5
25 to 44 years 32.3 32. 4 32. 4 33,1 33.8 34.3 34.6 34.9
45 to 64 years 24.5 24. 5 24.5 24.7 26.0 25.1 24.8 24.7
53 years and over 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0

Female 92.2 31. 9 31.9 31 1 30. 7 '22. 4 30.4 30.4

Varier 18 years .3 .3 .4 .3 .3 .3 .4 .1
18 to 24 years 6.9 6.7 8,7 6.2 5.9 5.6 5.7 5.5
23 to 44 years 12.6 12.3 12.3 12.2 12,1 12.3 12.3 12.4
45 to 64 years 11.8 11.7 11.7 11.8 11.6 11.4 11.2 11.2
65 years and over .6 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .8 .9

COLOR AND SEX
White 89.8 SD. 8 89.8 90. 1 90. 3 90.6 90.8 A. 9

Male 61.4 61. 7 61, 7 62.6 63.2 63. 6 63.7 63.8
Female 28. 4 28. 1 38. 1 27.4 27.2 27.0 21.1 27.1

Nonwhite 10.2 10.2 10.2 9.9 9. 7 9.4 9.2 9.1

Male 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.3 6.2 6.0 & 9 5.8
Female 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 3. 3

SIX A.`m NfARITAL STATES
Male:

Single &I &I B. 5 8.6 8.5 8. 5 8.6 8.6
Married, v ife presort 56.1 M. 3 56.3 56.4 57.6 57. 8

r3.3
37.9 67.6

Widowed, divorced, separated... & 2 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3. 3 3.4

Female:
Elnale 7.2 7.2 7,2 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.3
Mantled, husband present 19,0 17.6 17.6 17.1 16.9 I8.II. 18.4 18.2
Widowed, dtvorced, separated 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.9 6.8 7.0 6.8 6.9

ISEMRT °MAP

Wage and salary svorler. 92.4 D0.9 90.9 O. 4 90.0 89.9 375 89.0

Construction 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.1 C 0 5.9 CO 51
Nfanut0cluring 32.1 31.0 37.0 31.1 30.7 30. 7 30.1 29. 5

Duralde rood. ID. 3 19.0 19 0 IR. 1 17.8 17.9 17,3 18.7
Nondurable Rood, 12.9 13.0 11.0 129 126 12.8 12.8 12.8

Transportation and public ut i II t In 7,2 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.7 7.8
Whole,51e and retail trade 15.3 15.0 150 154 15.4 I. 4 15.4 15.7
Finance and service 24.4 73 5 23 5 23.3 23.3 23. I 23.0 23.0
Other industries 7.5 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.0

Self-employed and unpaid family workers 7.6 9.; 9.1 9.6 10,0 10.1 10.5 11.0

Footnotes at end of table.
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1

1960 ,
I

1959 I 1958 1957

4,42 48,565 47,077 49.617
4100.010(1 0 100. 0 190. 0

69.7 70.1 69.8 70.3

.6 .6 .5
7.5 7.2 6.6 el

35.0 35.6 33, 6 36.1
24.4 24.5 24. 4 al

2.1 2.2 2.4 2,6

30. 3 29.9 30.2 29. 7

.4 .4 .4 .4
5.4 5.2 &5 5.5

12.6 12.7 13.1 13,2
11.1 10.13 10.5 9,9

.9 .6 .8

90. 8 9I. 2 91.2 21.0

63.8 54.3 64.2 64. 4
27.0 26.8 27.0 26 7

9.2 8.8 8.8 9.0

5 9 5.7 5.6 5.9
& 3 3,1 & 2 3.1

S.9 8.7 8. 5 9.0
57. 4 55.0 57.9 57.7
3.4 3, 34 3.5

7,6 7.3 7.9 8.0
16.0 16.0 13.7 16.2
6.8 6.7 8.7 6.5

69.0 .711. 8 SS. 7 69.9

6.0 6.2 6.2 6.0
29.9 299 28.9 31.0
17.0 17.3 16.3 13.3
12.9 12.6 12.4 ,2.7
8.1 7.9 3.1 & 4

150 18.2 18.4 150
22.2 21. 6 21 1 20. 7
6.9 6.9 70 6.9

11.0 11.2 11.3 II. 1



Table A-20, Nonagricultural Workers on Fulf-Time Schedules or on Voluntary Part Time, by Selected
Characteristics: Annual Averages, 1957-67-Continued

Item 1967 19581 1968 I 1865 1904 1953 I 19621 1961 1 1990 r I I959 1958 1957

On voluntary part-time schedules

Total: Number 8, 046 I 7.411 8,256 7, 607 7,263 6, 908 6,557 6.148 5,812 5, Mg 5,215 5,181
100.0 DO. 0 100.0 100.0 133. 1.30. 0 100.0 160.0 1,10.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

SEX AND AGE
Male 32.9 32.7 55.0 35.0 31.8 31.3 24.1 I 33.1 33.9 35.0 34.7 34.5

tinder 19 year 9.7 9,9 11.1 11.5 14.3 13.1 13.7 13.0 13.2 13.8 11.1 14.2
18 to 24 seass 1 10.8 10.4 9 3 8.7 7.8 7,5 7.2 7.2 6.7 8.9 ft 6 6.3
25 to 14 5 ears 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.9 2,3 2.9 2.9 3.3 3.7 3.3 3.5
15 to Ed sears 3.6 3.6 3.3 3.5 3.8 3.9 1.0 1.8 4.1 1.2 4.1 4.1
65 years and over 6.1 61 5.3 5.7 6.1 6.2 6,2 5.5 G6 6.3 6.0 6.1

Female 67.1 67.3 65, 0 65.1 65.2 65.7 65.9 06.6 66.1 65.0 65.3 65. 5

'Under IS year8...... ..................... .. .... 7.8 8.0 11.6 11.3 11.2 196 10.6 13,9 19.2 10.8 10.3 10.1
15 to 21 78888 6 11.0 10.0 9.0 8.4 7,9 78 7.5 7.3 6.7 6.4 6.2 6.4
2510 44 years 23.7 N. 2 21.8 22. 1 22.2 23.2 23.5 23.6 23.8 23.3 23.9 21.1
45 to 64 years ID 8 20.4 19.3 15. 7 19.3 19.6 19.5 19.8 20.2 201 20.1 20.3
66 3 earS and over 4.8 4. 7 4. 2 4, 6 4. 7 4. 7 4. 7 1.9 S. 2 1, 1 4.8 4.6

COLOR AND SEXWhite ..................... .. .. 09.4 68.9 89.5 9.9 SB.5 89.3 90.1 90. 6 83.5 89 3 53.3 88.5

Male 29.7 31.8 31.5 31.8 31.2 32_330.0 31.9 32.1 31.2 32.1 31.8
Female 53.4 59.2 57.6 57.8 57.6 58. 3 681 89.3 58.3 67.2 57.2 66.7

Monw-h'.te 10.6 11.1 10.5 10. 1 11.5 10.6 9,9 9.1 10.5 125 10. 7 11.6

Slav e 2.9 3.0 3.1 2.9 2.9 2. 8 23 2.2 2.7 2. 7 2.6 27
Felt Me 7.7 8.1 7.4 7.2 7.6 77 76 7.2 7. 7 7.9 8.1 8.9

SEX ASIL MARITAL STATUa
Male:

Engle. 20.6 20.2 n. 7 23.1 22.4 21.1 21.1 20.7 ?0.9 21.5 21.2 21,
S'arrA, wile present 10.7 10.9 9.8 10.2 108 11.1 11.1 10.9 11.5 11.5 11.1 11.3
Widowed, divorced, separated 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.8 1.8 1.7 L8 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.7

Female:
Sir gle. 106 15.1 19, I IS. 1 15.0 17.4 17.3 17.1 162 17. 1 II. 7 16.9
Mars el, husband present 40.5 41.1 37.1 aR. 0 27.7 35,3 39,0 39.2 39,8 37.9 305 38.3
W!,:owed, divorced. separated

15471:sta7 G71.01.-e

9.7 9.8 .8 9.9, 9.5 10.0 9,6 9.9 10.3 10.0 17.1 13.4

Wage and salary Workers 89.0 87.7 87.6 56.3 86.2 55.7 93.4 54.2 94, 3 84.5 53 5 E4. 4

Cost. uicti ....... 1.6 1.7 1.0 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.8 1.5 1.6 1,7
Manufacturing ..... ........... 6.4 5.1 7.1 6.7 7 2 7.7 7.1 75 71' 7.1

Durable roa11 2 4 2 4 2.2 1.9 1.8 2.0 20 1,8 1.7 2.1 1.9 20
Nondurable gook.... . 40 4.01 4.8 4.7 5.1 5.7 60 59 5.7 5.6 5.2 5.1

Trar ,partat ion and public utilities 27 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.3 23 2.0 22 2.1 2.0 2.2 2.4
Wholesate and retail trade. 29.9 28.0 37.6 27.4 25. li 26 2 25.3 25.0 26.3 26 3 '4.2 26 6
Fl n tinge and 5^triCle 46.5

1

36.1 1 45.2 40, 0 46.9 45.1 163 45.6 43, 9 44.7 14.4 13, 9
Other industries I 2. 7 3. 5 i 2. 8 7, 2 2.3 2.1 2. 4 2.5 2. 5 2.3 2. 1 i7 2

Self-employed and -unpaid lam lly workers... . 1 1 , 0 12 3 12.4 13.6 1.1,8 11. 3 I 14.11 15.8 15.7 17.0 10,2' 155.

1 Date revised to refer to persons 16 pears and over Sr accordance with the
charges in ace limit and concepts Introduced in 1957; Ifice to this, She Item
"at der IS years" tefet red to persons 14 to 17 p Mfg.

I See footnote 1, table .A-I.
I Includes persons who worked 35 hours or more during the si Ivey Bert

and lhose a ho usually work full time tut waked cart time because of blare,

had weather, holidays, 3415ona1 tiusiness, or oche temporary inoravonom ic
resscr5.

4 Data not available for the usual 20- to1.1-Yeiu' age grout, 5eerT.TT4. The eeTITT'
(Than for the IS- ell 19-year age group is not readily available Iron: 1957.

Includes mining. Vrestry, and fisheries, and also po1,14. adotiv:s:ral
6 Includes persons a ho wanted orly part -time a ork.
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Table A-21. Persons on Part Time for Economic Reasons,' by Type of Industry: Annual Averages, 1957-67
1Ti.ouSandS of persons 14 years and over for 107-66 18 years and over for 1966-67]

Industry 1967 19661 1966 I 1965 1964 1963 1962+ 1961 19601 1059 1959 1957

Tot al 2,163 1,534 1,960 f 209 2,455 Z 620 2,661 3,142 2,860 2, 690 0,280 2,4 9

Agt 'culture 250 230 246 281 315 332 325 329 300 304 327
Nonagricultural industries 1,913 1,664 1,714 1 1,928 2,137 2,269 2, 336 2,613 2,660 2,336 2,953 2,130064

Includes nerSons who worked less than 35 hours during the survey week 11)a a revised to refer to persons 16 years and ever in acaardance with the
because of ack work, Job changing during the week, material shortages, changes in age irnIt and concepts Introduced La 1967.
inability to find full-time work, etc, $ See footnote I, table A-I.

Table A-22. Nonagricultural Workers on Part Time for Economic Reasons,' by Sex and Age: Annual
Averages, 1957-67

[Thousands of persons 14 years and over for 1957 -66, IS years and over for 1966-67]

Year Both
sexes

Male Female

Total
I

Under
16

yer.rs

19 to 24
years 1

23 to 44
years

45 to 64
years

45 Fears!
and Total
OW

T Icier
18

years I

IS to 24
years 1

I

05 to 44
years

143 to 64
years

65 years
and

, ever

1957 2,359 1,263 151 496 4IS 76 906 58 117 '03 315 32
1958 2,953 I, 793 114 257 727 5)7 58 1,161 57 156 452 413 42
1959 2,336 1,320 11, 223 494 419 67 1,016 62 140 405 367
1960 2,560 1,476 Ili 251 532 499 70 1,093 75 167 420 353 36
1961 2,517, 1.625 127 305 596 527 06 1,198 179 460 443 40
1962 1. 2,338 1,308 113 243 476 422 53 1,029 65 171 336 3-1
1963
1954
1965

2,258
2,137
1.929

1,263
1,154
1,055

106 255
106 235
109 725

436
395
322

407
364
310

39
49
40

1,025
992
923

65
00
55

153
177
203

364

306

355
339
323

37

1958 1,714 556 InS ' 195 277 273 43 515 63 161 2$6 279 27
1958 I 1.654 663 75 185 277 273 43 501 47 164 279 27
1967 1,913 997 51 I 214 331 310 51 925 62 199 312 331 33

See footnote 1, table A-21.
1 Data refer to persons 14 to 17 years for the period 1937-5"'. and persers

16 sod. 17 years 1 egtnning
$ See footnote 4, table A-20.
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See footnote I, table A-1.
Data reviso1 to refer to persons 16 years and over In accordance with the

changes In age limit an' concepts tritrCrdUCed In 1957.



Table A-23. Nonagricultural Workers on Part Tim: for Economic Reasons, by Usuc.1 Full-Time or Part-Time
Status and Selected Characteristics: Annual Averages, 1957-67

[Persons 14 and

Item

over for 1957-66, 16 years and over for 1966-67; numbers In thou!, 1ndaJ

19571967 1966 1 1966 1965 I 1964 1 196,1 1s2

Usually work full time

1961 11601 I 1959 1958

Total: Number 1,000 871 f 873 897 956 1, 069 1,049 1 297 1.243 1.032 1,638 1,183Percent_ .......... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

SE X AND A,E.
Male 59,8 60.9 02.9 60.2 61, 0 63, 0 64.7 66.1 i6.0 65.8 69.7 65.0

Under 18 years 1.8 1.8 2.1 1.6 1,6 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.3 .9 1.3
IR to 21 years. 12, 1 13.6 13.5 13.2 11.8 11.6 9.7 10.5 10.6 10.0 8.1 8.9
25 to 44 years 23. 6 23.3 23. 2 24.1 26.1 26. 7 28.1 29, 0 30. I 31.2 32.2 30.2
15 to 64 pears 20.1 20,4 20, 1 20.2 19.9 21.6 22.9 23.9 24. 5 21.4 25.0 22.1
65 years and over 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.2 1.6 1.8 1.9 0 6 1.7 1.8 2.6 2.2

Female 10.2 32.1 39 1 39. 8 39.0 37.0 35.3 33.9 32, 0 31.2 31.3 35. 0
_ - -- -

11 I.0 .6 .9 .9 .5Under 16 years .7 1.0 .8 .5 .9 1.0
18 to 21 years. 8.8 8. 1 8. 1 8. 7 6.9 7. 0 6. 1 1. 7 1.8 5. 1 4.3 1. 1
25 to 44 years 15.6 16.3 16.3 15.5 16.2 16.I 15.6 15.1 14.1 16.6 14.8 16.9
15 to 64 year'
65 pears and over

14.3
1.0

12.5
.9

12.5
.9

13 9
,7

11.6
.7

12.2
.8

11.7
1.0

12.9
.7

11.3
.6

11.1
.7

11.0
.7

11.9
.8

COLOR AND SEX
White 61.1 61.6 El. 6 51.7 85 2 83.6 84.1 64,8 83.2 82.3 64.1 82.7

Male 17. 7 19.1 49.1 48.7 19.8 5_2.0 54.1 56.0 56.3 51.1 58.1 53. 0
Female 3.14 32.5 22.1 33, 0 32.4 31.7 30.0 28.8 26.9 29.2 26.3 28 8

20onwh lie. 18. 9 19.4 16.1 18.3 17.8 161 15.9 15.2 16.8 17. 7 15.6 17.3

Male 12. 1 11.8 11.9 11,5 11.2 11.0 10,7 10.2 11.7 11.6 10.6 11.2
Fe,visle 6.8 6.5 6.5 6,8 6.6 5.3 5.2 5.0 5.2 6.0 5.0 6.1

SEX AND MARITAL STATUS
Male:

Single 12.9 11.1 11 2 11,1 13.0 13.0 11.2 11.4 '1.5 11.8 9.7 11.1
Married, wife present ...... 42.1 12.0 42.0 11.1 14.2 65.3 4613 50.0 51.1 19.4 51.7 19.6
Widowed, divorced, separated.. 4.8 4.8 CR, 1.7 3.9 4.7 4.8 4.6 5.3 4.6 4.4 1.1

Female:
Single. 6 9 6. 5 6. 5 fi, 7 6..1 6 3 6. 0 5. 3 5. 6 6. 5 4 9 5.8
Married, husband present 24 6 23 7 23.7 23.5 24.7 23 3 20.8 20.6 19.3 20.3 19.1 20.1
Widow el, divorced, separated 8.7 88 8.8 9,6 6.1 7.5 6,5 9.0 7,2 8.3 7.2 8.7

INV:SIRE OROLP

Wage and salary: workers FP 2 69 2 59 2 88.7 89.1 06 2 89.7 59.2 90. 7 90. 6 91.7 91.1

(le ristruct len 13.5 15 5 15.5 146 10.7 15.5 15.4 11.0 11.3 14.8 10.4 12.8
Ma nu fact ur lnc 10 6 35 6 05.6 37.2 37. 0 39.1 39.3 11 9 7 8 53.1 50.0

Durable good 19.1 13 8 13 9 14 3 13 1 15 6 16.2 20.0 23:5 rli. 3 29.5 22.7
Nondurable meta 21.7 21 8 21 9 23 0 21 2 23 5 23 1 24 8 23 2 72.3 23.6 77.3

Transportat ion and public utilities b.9 53 53 62 55 57 59 19 5.1 6.3 5.1 6.7
Wholesale and retail trade 122 140 111 119 11 1 121 139 9.7 90 12.2 8.9 9.1
Finance and service 13.9 16.3 I. 3 159 100 9B2 1.1. 9 11 6 11.5 129 103 9.8
Othr: Industries' 2. 5 2 1 2. 4 1 8 2. 9 2 5 3 3 3. 5 1. 1 3.8 3.9 3.6

Selfsein ploy ed and unpaid family workerr 109 10L 1n81 113 10.9 118 Dia 108 I 93 9.1 6.3 8.9

Footnotes it end of tulle.
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Table A-23, Nonagricultural Workers on Part Time for Economic Reasons, by Usual Full-Time or Part-Time
Status and Selected Characteristics: Annual AN.:rages, 1957-67---Continued

Item 1967 I 19651 I 1988 1965 1964 I 1963 I 1962 v 1961 1960 1 1059 1038 1657

Usually work part time

Total- Number 853 793 I 841 1,031 I 1,151 1,219 1,287 I 1,516I 1,317 1,304 1 1,315 966
Percent 100.0 101 D 100.0 100,0 1 100.0 100.0 1113. 0 100.0 100. 0

-
100.0 I loo, 100, 0-

005 AND ...4105
Male 41.4 41.9 I 43.2 45, 2 48, 1 48.4 18.9 50. 7 17.9 49.2 I 50.8 50.1

Under IS years 7.3 7.4 10.7 9.1 7.8 7.0 7.7 7.5 7, 6 8.15
18 to 24 years 4 10, 0 9. 7 9. 1 10.5 10.3 10.8 10.9 11. 2 9. 0 9.2 9.5 7. 7
25 to 44 years 9,4 9,3 8.8 10.3 12. 2 12.3 13.4 14. 7 13. 5 13.2 15.2 13.3
45 to 64 years 11,4 11.9 11,3 12.5 11.9 14.4 11.1 14.4 14. 1 15.2 15, 1 15.5
65 years and over 3.3 3, 5 3, 3 2.8 2.9 1 3 2.7 3.0 3. 7 3.7 3.4 5./

Female .................... 58.6 58.1 58.8 54.8 5L9 51.6 51.1 89.3 52. 1 50.8 49.2 19.9

Ilnder 18 years 5.2 4.8 8.5 4.5 C7 C6 C3 3.9 4.9 4.1 3.7 L7
18 to 24 years 12.7 11.4 10.8 12,3 9.5 8,9 8.3 7,7 8, 1 6, 7 7.2 6, 6
25 tO 48 years 17.1 18. 1 17,1 16.4 18.5 17.4 17.2 17,4 18, 3 18.0 18.2 18.6
45 to 64 years 21.0 21.4 20.2 19.4 18.7 18.4 19.3 13.2 18. 5 19. 4 17, 7 17. 7
65 years and over 2.6 2.4 2.3 2,3 2.8 2.4 1.9 2.0 2. 2 2.8 2.4 2.3

COLOR AND SIX
White 67.8 68.3 67. 4 65.6 65.3 66.2 65.2 68.3 67, 5 66.4 83. 4 68.8

29.9 30. 2 31.7 3'2.3 33.0 3C 4 3C 3 37.4 33, 4 33.1 37. 7 37.0
Male 37.9 38.1 35.7 33.3 32.3 31.8 30.9 30.9 32. 1 31.0 30.7 29.8

Nonwhite 32.2 33.7 32.6 34. 4 34. 7 33.8 3( 8 31. 7 32. 5 33.6 31.6 33.2

Male 11,6 11.7 11.4 12.8 15.0 1(0 1( 5 13.3 12, 13. 7 13.1.
Female 20.6 22.0 21.2 21.6 19.7 19.9 20. 3 19. 5 20.0 19. 9 20.1

SEX AND MARITAL STATER
Male:

Single 19.4 20.2 22.6 21, 8 21.7 26 7 21.1 25. 8 19.9 20.3 19. 8 19.7
Married, w Ire pre4ent 17. 9 17.1 18.2 18.5 20.3 22.0 15 4 24. 7 23. 5 23.9 26. 6 25.2
Widowed. divorced, RN:tiled 4.2 4.7 4.4 4.9 6.0 5.7 5.4 5.1 4. 9 C 9 L4 & 2

Female:
Single 16,3 14,4 15.6 15.6 13.8 12_.9 127 11.9 11 0 31, 4 10.8 11.9
Married, husband prese n1 26.6 25.1 23.7 23.5 22.1 22.9 23.0 22.8 22.9 3.2,9 23. 5 23. 1
Widowed, divorced, separated... 15.8 13.6 17.8 15.8 16.1 13,8 15.4 1( 8 18. 2 16. 7 15. D 15. 0

INILSORT GROLP

Wage and salary workers D0.9 91.9 92.2 91.9 L. 5 91.2 91.1 91.3 92. 1 92. 8 92. 5 92.3

Construction & 2 6. 2 6 1 7.1 8. 3 8.0 7.7 7. 7 ". 8.6 7.9 7.6
Manufacturing 10.8 7.8 7.6 6.9 9.9 11.2 11.0 13.5 17.9 11.3 15.9 ICC

Duratle goods 3.5 2.5 2.5 3.1 1,4 4.1 4.7 53 4.6 4.3 6.9 6.7
1condural,te goods 7. 0 5. 3 5. 1 5.8 6. 5 7. 1 6. 3 8. 1 8. 1 7.0 9.0 7.9

Transportation and public 3.5 4.9 C4 3.6 4,8 4.1 41 4.6 4.4 4. 4 4, 5 L5
Wholesale and retail trade 23.8 25.2 25.0 14 2 22. 5 22.1 22.3 21.1 21.9 21.1 2.20 20.8
Finance and 5errke 44. 7 16 0 17. 0 46 5 11 1 41. 1 43, 2 41.8 42. 9 14 3 41. 1 41.6
Other Industries 2.1 2.3 2.1 1.6 1.9 1.7 2.6 2.a 2.6 g 3. 2 3. 1

Self employed and unpaid family workers 9.1 3. 1 7.8 8.1 8.5 8.8 8.9 8.7 7. 9 7. 4 7.5 7. 7

1 Data revised to refer to persons 16 years and ove In accordance with
the changes In age limit and concepts Introduced In 1967; Prior to this, th,
Item "under 18 years" referred to persons 1110 17 years.

See footnote ), table A-1,
Mainly persons who worked lens than 15 hours during the survey week

2e8

because of slack work. changing du; ing the week, material shortages, etc
6 See footnote' table A-26

Sc' ' otnotc o. table A -?"
St ly prcvns who cm. find only part-time work.
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Table B-1. Employment Status of the Population,' by Marital Status an I Sex, 1947-67
/Numbers In thousands)

Marital status and date

Male Female

PV°-
Total

Labor force

copula
Total

Number

abor force

Em-
ployed

Unemployed

Percent
of pope.

101100

Ern-
ployed

Unemploye

Number
Percent

of civilian
labor
force

Number
Percent
or popu-

lation
Number

Percent
of civilian

labor
force

SINGLE

April 1947
April 1948

11, 760
14,734

9,375
9,410

63.5
64.1

8,500
8693,

9
is)

45 9. I 12, 078
11,623

6,101
5,943

51.2
51.1

5,991
5,697

190
246

3.1
4. 1

April 1949 13, 952 8,957 64.2 A. Ng 1303 9. 7 11,174 5, 682 50.9 5, 395 287 5.1
March 1950 11,212 8,899 61 7, eas 1,188 13.5 11,126 5,621 50.5 5,272 349 6.2
April 1951 12,994 8, 036 01.9 7, 550 127 5. 4 10,916 5,130 49.6 5,229 202 3, 7
April 1952 12,668 7,634 60.9 7, 254 141 5. 8 11,068 5,532 50.0 5,380 168 3.0
April 19539 (3, 000 7,825 60 7, 347 3110 5. 0 10, 774 5,223 45. 5 5,039 133 2. 5
April 1954 13,004 7,924 60.9 7,099 697 8.9 11,043 5,112 19. 0 5,095 317 6,9
April 1955 13,522 8,278 61.2 7,115 653 8. 0 10,962 5,007 46. 4 4,505 2'73 1.1
March 1956 13,518 8,054 51.8 7, 490 625 7.8 11,126 5,187 46.4 4,919 249 4.1
March 1967 13, 754 7,958 57.9 7,168 716 9.1 11,457 5,378 45.8 5,139 233 1.1
March 1958 11,331 8,174 57.0 6,959 1,112 13.9 11, 522 5, 365 45.4 4, 078 257 5.3
Match 1950 11,708 8,416 57.0 7,263 1,063 13. 0 11,684 5,162 43.4 4,632 330 5.1
March 1960 15, 274 8,471 55.5 7,3'17 1,067 12. 7 12, 252 5,401 44.1 5,079 322 6.0
March 1961 15, 5,38 8,837 55.5 7,533 1,249 14.2 13,764 5,683 14.4 5,235 429 7,
March 19621 10,760 8,121 51.7 7,134 923 11. 4 13,134 5,491 11,7 5,096 365 7.0
March 1963
March 1161

16,361
15, 968

8,267
8, 617

50.5
50.8

7,055
7,171

1,121
1.965

11 7
.7

13,652
11,132

5,611
5,761

11.0
10.9

5,2113
5,368

334
415

7,1
7,2

March 1963 17, 338 4,713 50.3 7,76.5 698 2.3 11.607 5,912 10 5 5,491 421 71
March 1968 17,954 8,761 49.7 7,911 799 0. 1 14,951 4,106 10.8 5,729 377 6,2
March 1967 17.754 9,001 150.7 8.151 706 15,311 6,323 11.3 5, 953 395 5,8
March 1907 13,957 8,350 59.7 7,553 654 7. 0 11,664 5,915 60.7 5,568 315 5, 9

MARRIED, SPOUSE PRESENT

April 1947 33, 399
April 1743 34,299

30, P27
31,713

92.5
92.5

20,655
30,563

537
..

2. 7 33 459
31.289

6.
7,6453

78 20.0
23.0

4, 502
7,369

174
154

2.6
2.4

April 1911 3.5.323 32, 550 92.2 31,101 1,115 3. 5 ' 35,323 7,909 2.5 7,637 322 4.0
March 1159 35,925 32,917 91.6 31,935 1,503 4.6 33,975 8.590 23.8 8,006 512 6.0
April 1951 35, 998 30, PA 91. 7 31,998 450 1.5 35, RA 9,056 25.2 8.750 336 3.7
April 1952 38, 510 33, 482 91. 32,272 464 14 35,510 0,222 25.3 8,948 268 2, 9
April 19531 37,106 33.950 P1.8 32,543 954 I 7 37,106 9,763 20.3 9, 525 235 2. 4
April 1954. 27, 344 34,153 gl. 5 32,139 1, 37.346 9.923 29.6 9.363 5 5.4
April 1955 37,670 34.064 90.7 32,207 1,171 17, 474 0,423 27.7 15 "I. 432 3.9
Starch 1956. 38, 306 34,655 91.0 31, 046 1,018 30 ,} 29.0 10,0,6 450 4.0
March /9571. 38.940 33.2959 PO. 5 33, 536 1,921 3 ,1 A 41 1, 5: 21.6 I . 03,; 413 4.3
March 191.8 ...... 39,152 35,32. 90.2 32,233 2,267 6.0 .31 1,,2 626 11.2 10,0, .633 7.0
Starch 1959
March 1601.

31, 529
19,205

355.437
31,767

51.6
90 9

37,929
33,171

1.593
1,564

4.6 3), 521
4.5 40,265

2,205 39.9 11, 51',
2,253 3,1 5 11. 557

993
660

5.6
5. 4

March 1961 40, 524 35, 201 51 3 33.030 2,137 R.1 40,524 3.206 32. 7 12.337 929 7.0
March 1562 P ....... 11, 219 31. 3'41 90.3 33,993 1,605 4. 5 41, 219 3,405 32.7 12,716 769 b. 7
3! ar ch .963 41.705 36,740 80.1 34.305 1,567 4.4 41, 705 4 VI 33 7 13. 1 3 755 5. 4
Starch 1964 42,045 39 983 57.13 34.60;7 1.310 3.6 42 045 4.46,1 34 635 5.
March 1(65 42, 367 37,143 67.7 35.1,5 1,059 2.9 4: 167 4,7,3 01 13.9155 741 51
March 1069 42,520 37,344 67.2 35.685 9,55, 2.4 42.926 5,176 4 14.c:3 555 37
March 1167......... 41, 225 37, 598 67.0 35.064 2.1 43.225 8, 904 95.8 IC 169 719 1.5
March 1967 41,225 37, 585 97 0 35,993 190 3.1 43,225 5,903 35.5 15,143 719 1.5

4C1r,04,2 0, DITORCT 0,
SEPARATED

A 001 1747 4,201 2,760 61.7 2, 546 211 7 7 9, 270 3,196 37.1 3, 309 157 4.
April 1 43 1,204 2,653 94.0 2031 9,452 3, 650 34. 7 3,153 194 5.4
A 1 ril 1941 1. 174 2,545 61.0 111 227 6.9 9,395 3,528 37.1 3,321 712 5. 7
:March 1900 4,113 2 616 63.1 201 311 11, 9 9,504 3, 624 37.8 3(4 260 7.2
April 1,51 1,138 2,754 82.1 2,018 121 4,4 10,110 1, 096 31.2 3,910 176 4.3
A pr1119C2 4,185 2,602 62.2 2 422 149 5.5 15,456 4,019 39.9 3.925 130 3.2
April 1,53 I 4,678 3,000 654 2.673 150 5,0 11.060 4,319 39 0 4.205 112 2. 5
April 1554 4,917 3,001 623 2,751 315 11 3 11,153 4,351 3).4 4,121 263 6.1
April 15155 4.907 2,476 60.7 2 6 r 269 9 1 11.715 4.643 35 6 1.353 245 8.3
Starch 1958 4,922 5,0`1 61.0 2,757 249 A. 2 11,543 4,541 31.4' 4, 510 241 9. 5
March 10574 1,776 2. 705 54 5 2,571 211. 7. 6 11.136 4.617 411 I 4,017 200 4. 3
March 1058., ....... 4,940 2,903 , 53. 7 2,121 354 17 3 11,761 4.910 41.5 4.474 335 7.0
Starch 1051. . .. .... 1,961 3,967' 61,9 2,651 305 19 3 13 14' 5.001 41.2 4.637 372 7.4
March 1993 i 4, 2'.4 2,545 54 3 2, 542 279 9.9 11.150 4.301 10.0 , 4, 553 394 1.1
'starch 1X41 1.626 5.579 54 6 2,493 324 11.6 17.551 5,270 12.0 I 4,541 124
Mirth 1992 I A,203 2,999 67.4 2.673 355 11.9 11, 911 5,013 31, 1 4.681 311 8.6
March 1993 5,171 2, 932 56.7 2.5'9 322 11.0 12.905 5,010 34.5 4,665 335 6.7
Starch 194..
Start h 1995

5, 20; 2, 933 50.
9,498 0 0,12 55.8

2.935 2'0 I

2.721 7,7
9.8
9.

11, 326 I

13.717 I

5.157
5.312

39.7 4,794
39.9 5,644

383
25.3

0
5.4

Starch 1960 I 5,278 2,95) . 56.1 2. 7 4 160 5.1 14,021 I 5. 536 31.5 3.273 255 1.;
105189cll 1,67. ........... 5.525 3,027 ' 64.8 2, LI9 6 3 14, 501 ' 5.721 31.3 5,473 251 1.1

Starch 1917 i I 5, 517 3,0:5 ' 54.9 2,917 1,0 6. 3 11,721 5,722 05 4 5,171 251 1.4

fir.96r 1911 r 14, r46x10lnae, nice1113.71In 1 *7, r1,0 1,113 e1all1 as er,111 g 111,not 7'0,016 a r),r: alit v4. rt Inrir.rr1y (16,9,1 as errpioyrl
111.411 r I or. 8'1 ricer fn 11( (la 0,1^ p9i ail, r1,1u,1,1 ra Oh a si ro-1 a! a ,rk 11 r,:y la> co ar, 1 111,3p nil it.1,11

r : 1 I) ; aer - I xc 1,, 1^,r1 1a yr ,r4 6 si art r ra. Itae0 VI,' if) 1.1,1),,bir 13s-- nerd acc'E, e,.^rrr^,t
rrr. 51 ' r-,7,1..rt SP, 11, c^ it IL. 11,7 5,1 71 <10-6r.

^0 1 . , 7 are Ir.e.,)1.1 s'e T, ;65:615,9 and Iat.. r 15 IC 9 rorr, 1r? al tr r 6-Arti609 ural a1C. 1-.1 a r Arr,. vhidl A) rt 1.5
1561 St 1'I 17`91 a1w ,3t 5 r, tre a a 1,10e irr;a, nn s' 1,19-51 sI cai.p.,ry In tie

r ire L,CI I. 1 'r A I r9 .0
1.9C1961'01-", daia ore r,nt Strlrrly ermr.-r),:), a. 11 e1C)T )),))r.e410,,`

rirnTlitinr.5 nf ern 1,1ny merit and ur,4,4,1,) me mt. 1 c, c Frou
rre I t6 retry in prrs, < 16 ;

s i n Op li 9,x71 ant COrICIT rfAi V, 1
a rr I1 arc6plarcr, Oh IRr

1+7.
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Tab'e B-3. Empilyment Status of Family Head, Wife, and Other Family Members in Husband-Wife
Families,' Selected Dotes, 1955-67

(Numbers In thOUSandSI

Employment status of head end family members
Sfar 'It of-

1902) 1161 1963 r I 1959 I 1956

I April
of

1956'1967 1966 1905 I 1904 ,963

9IEAD N LABOR FORCE
Total: Number 37,060 36,763 36, 545 36,236 36,079 35,719 35,453 55,041 34.625 34,412 34,064

Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 !DO 0 r 00. 0 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Wife or other member In labor force 60.4 48.7 47.4 47.6 46.5 45.0 s,5.0 43.0 43.3 41.9 39.9
site only SO. 7 29.8 29.8 2S. 8 28.7 28.1 . 1'7.6 25.8 26.1 28.0 23.9
Rife and other member 8.8 8. 2 7.3 7.9 6.9 6.5 06 6.2 O1 5.4 4.9
Other member only 10.9 10.7 10.6 II. I 10.8 10.4 10.9 11.1 11.2 10.5 11.2

Wife or other member employed 47.9 46.2 44.6 44,3 43.3 42.0 41. 2 40.1 40.1 38.8 39.2
Wife or other member unemployed (none employed). 2.5 2.4 2.9 3.3 3. 2 3.0 3. 9 2.9 3.2 3.0 1.8

Neither wife nor other member In labor force

llEsn ELPLOTED

49.6 51.3 52.6 52.4 53.5 55,0 06 0 57.0 50.7 SS. I 50.1

Total: Number 38, 305 35, 918 35,512 35,052 34.555 34.135 33,429 33,59 33,149 32,298 32,893
Percent 110.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Wife or other member In labor force 503 48.6 47.2 47.3 40.2 44.7 44.f 42.7 43.1 41,4 39.6
Wife only 30.5 29.7 29.4 28.6 28 .6 27.E '27. 3 20. 5 25.8 25. 5 23.6
Wife and other member 8.8 8.1 7,3 7,6 6.9 6.4 6.8 6.1 6.0 5.3 4.8
Other member only 10.9 10.8 10.6 11.2 10.8 10.5 10.3 li.2 11.3 106 11.2

Wife or e t her member employed 47.9 46.3 44.6 44.3 43.2 41.9 41. 2 4).0 0.1 38.8 380
Wife or other member unemployed (none employed) 2. 4 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.0 2. 6 3.5 2. 7 2.9 2.6 1.6

Neither a lie nor other member in labor force 49 7 51.4 518 52.7 538 55.3 55.1 57.3 08 9 08.6 60.4

116s1) UNEMPLOTED
Total: Number 755 847 1,033 1,234 1,494 1,51.8 2,021 1,462 1,477 2,114 1,171

As percent of heals Ire labor force 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.4 4.1 4.9 5,7 4,2 4.3 6.1 3.4
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 10.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Wife or other member in labor force 56.3 50.1 54 5 54.4 63.2 50.9 10.4 49.7 49.0 49.0 48.8
Rife only 38.7 31.9 36.6 38.6 32.3 34.1 34.1 32. 1 32.8 32.4 31.3
Wife and other member 9.1 10.4 7.8 7.7 90 88 6.6 8.0 7.1 6.9
Other member only 10.6 7. 8 10.3 10.1 11.9 8.3 10.E 9.6 9,3 9.7 1D.8

Wife or other member employed 45.2 42.9 47.5 44.4 45.7 42.6 41.3 41.7 40.8 32.3 42.4
Wife or other member unemployed (none employed) 8.I 7.2 7.2 10.0 7. 5 8.3 9.9 7.9 8.2 9.7 6.4

Neither wife nor other member In labor force. ......... 43.7 49.9 43.4 45.6 48.8 49.0 45.6 50.3 61.0 51.0 51.2

I The number of men In husband-a lie families shown here Is smaller than
the number shown as married with spouse present In table 11-1 because it
csetudes married couples living In households where a relative is the head.

Ere footnote I. table A -I.
Data for 1955 not Strictly comparable a Ith later years. Foe lootnote 4,

table B-1.

Inc odes members of the A mod }lures thing off post or with their
families on post.

I This category n 00 also Incluee a is !k or other member a o is unem-
ployed.

(
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Table 8-4. Labor Force Status and Lobo; Force Participation Rates' of Married Women, Husbone Present,
by Presence and Age of Children, 1948-67

Date Total
No children Children 6

under 18 to 17 Sears
years only

Children under 6 years

Total No children
to 17 years

Children 6
to 17 years

April 1944
April 1919
Marc', 1950 ................
April 1151
April 1932
April 1153 3Apr111024 ...........................................................
April 1935._
March1956 ........ ............. ............ ...... ..........
March 1957
March 1959
March 1050
March 1960 3
March 1961
March1062 3..._... . ...... ......... ............ . .............
March 1963
March 1964
March 1963
March 1906.
March 1967..

April 1948
191)

Starch 1950
Apr1ril

1952
11951... .......... .............

Ap
April 1903
April 1954
April 1053
March 1739
March 1057
March 1058
Starch 1039
lefarch 1960
Match 1061 .....................
March 1062
Much 1963
March 1964
March 1905
March 1969.
March 1749

Number In labor force (thousands)

832
631
651
764
772
637
025

1,086
1,077
1,217
1,277
1,333
1,351
1,493
1,672
1.6E0
1.642
1,709
1.753
1,651

7.533
7,95)
8, 550
9,058
9,222
9,763
9.923

10,473
11,129
11,529
11,628E
12,205
12,253
13.266
53.4 3.3
54.081
14,461
14.708
15,17.2
15,006

I 4,410
4.544

948
6.016

I 5,042
5,130
5,096
5,227
5,074
5.895
5.713

5,967g5 12
61.148
6,156
5.395
6.045
6,755

I 7,043
I 7,139

1,927
2,130
2, 205
2,410
2,412

3,384

32: 7011

4,055
4,057
44:44419

1.697
1,866
4,636
4.241
3,269

1,226
I,205
1,399
1, 670
1, 658
1,084
1,805
2,012
2,040
2,208
2,399
2,471
2,474
2, 681
2,694
2,006

3,
3,050

n7
5.186
2,450

504
654
746
058
019

1,047
6
9243 7

97
961

1

1,122
1,118
1,173
1,178
1,28_
1,340
I,499
I, 1034
1,131
1, 620

Labor force participation rat

22.0
22.5
23.8
25.2
25.3
26.3
26.6
27.7
29.0
29.6
30.2
30.9
30, 5
32.7
32.7
33.7
34. 4
31.7
35.4
38.6

214
28.7
30.3
31.9
319
31.2
31.6
32.7
35.3
35.6
35.1
35.2
34.7
37.3
36 1
97.4
37.9
35.5
38.4
34.9

26.0
27.3
20 3
30.3
31.1
322
33 2
31.7
564
36.8
57.6
39.8
39.0
41.7
41.8
41.5
43.0
42.7
43.7
45.0

10.8
11.0
11. 0
14,0
13.0
15.2
14.9
16.2
15.9
17.0
18.2
10. 7
16 6
20.0
21.5
22.5
22.7
23.3
24. 2
29. 5

9.2
100
11.2
13.6
13.7
15.8
14.3
151
13.6
15.9
154
14.3
19.2
19.6
21.1
22.4
23.6
23.6
24.0
29.0

12.7
12.2
12.9
14.6
14.1
13. 2
15.5
17.5
16.1
17.9
10.1
10.0
19.9
20.3
MI5
22.5
21.9
22.9
24.3
20.2

I Fervent cf nonirmItol lona' populal fen In the Ishar farce. 1 Ice footnote 1, table A-1.

Table E-5. Employed Married Women, Husband Present, by Occupation Group, 1947-67

Dale

All occupat
group.

Nu robe 1

(thou.
sands)

Inn
Proles-
Anal
and

technical
votkers

Partners
and
farm

ensnarers

Mtn wens,'
cRClals.
and pro-
p del ors

Percent

Ape 11 1747.. 6 NY 100.0 7.1 1.9
Apr 1 14s.. 7 SY 190.0 1.6 7.2
Apr,1 1741.. 7.617 190.0 P. 6. 9
Man h 1020 8.039 100.0 9.5 1.0 7.0
Apr111051 8.73.0 100.0 (t) PI (I)
Apr$ 1932 7.4 100.0 9.7 .7 6.8
Aprl 1923 . 9.523 100.0

9.36.9 121.0 11.2 .5 6.1
Atari 1155 10.1721 100.0 10 5 .7 1.6
March 1039 ...... 10.6-8 100.0 10.1 .6 5.6
March 1057 5.... 11.06 100 0 10.7 .4 6. 1
Marc h 1 PSA ...... 10.0,t5 100 0 17.1 .1 5.6
Mare II 1739. ..... 11.316 1010 17.8 .4 5.9
Riau h 1960 3 .... INT 0 130 .2 5.0
laferrh 174.1
March 1062 I.. .
Man h 1923 , . .
March 1944

12.137
12.714
13 .301
13. '28

1010.0
100.0
Inn 0
100 0

17,9
14. 7
13.4
133

.3

.4

.4

3
5.7
52
5.6

March 1965 72.957 Ire 0 11 7 .2 4 7
.515- c .19.r. 14.823 1,67 II 0 .4 1
Marc 1067 13,197 1,6.0 II 4

Clerical
'se otters

I Crati 1.
Sales men and

workers ; foremen

21 2

224
32 I

20. 8

24.4
25.1
27.6
29.4
73.3
27. 7
28.1
29.1

R

07.2
30. 2
31.4
32 1

8.7

1.1
9.9

8 2
9..4
9.6
6.4
8.9
R. 7
5. 4
4.2
9.7

6 I
7.3
7,9

(Opera.
I lora

25.6
24.6
72.0
2.11

6)
73. 0.

(7)
72,1
71,9
17,0
17,4
13. 0
17.9
14 6
16.7
1311
14.1
17
17.7
17. 2
17.

Private
hnuec-
hnll

stork us

Service
workers. Farm

est. laborers Nonfarm
priv ale and 15borers
house- foremen
hold

6.4
17, 7
18, 7
20.2

6.5
(I)

9. 9
6.1
6.9
7.4
1. 4

3
8 2

3
6..0
3.8
38
5. I
0 1

1

11.2

11. 2

11.2
17.9
13.2
11.0
14.0
14.9
13.9
14 7
14.4
13.6
10.8
163
13 5
13.3

7.1
7.2
8.6
5.2

6.4
1,1

6.5
6.6
A 1
4.6
S.
3.9

Ss
2 7
2.7
22
21
2 1
19

.5
.3
.3
.4

(7)
.7

(1)

4
.6
.5
.6
.5
.4
.5
.3
.3
.4
.4
5

.3

7 Not is tilable. *Peel-inlet 1947, dale not strktlp ffirriv tine with miler yearn. See
I Fe footnote I. table A-1. loot nol e I. table 11-1.
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Table B-6. Labor Force Status of the Civilian Noninstitutional Population 14 to 24 Years Old, by School
Enrollment, Sex, and Age, October of 1947-66-Contirued

School enrollment
and year

NOT ENROLLED

1947
1949
1949
1950
1651
1232
1953 1
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960 1.
1961
1962
1953
1964
1305
1955

Both
sexes,

1410 21
years

Female

Total, 11 to 17 years
14 to ?I 18 and 19 20 to 21
years years years

Total I 11 and 15 16 and 17

Total, 11 to 17 years
11 to 21

years
Total 111 eird 15 56 and 17

18 and 19
years

70 t021
years

(0 60
10.4:1 6,304
10,309 6,181
10, 049 I 6, 958
8, 920 5,064
0,194 f 4.430
7,823 4,204
7,691 ,044
8,155 4,400
8,073 4,390
7,475 4,507
8,296 I 4,643
8,530 4,931
8,913 5,124
9, 230 5, 228
9, 149 5, 071
9.311 5.158
9, 892 5,190

70,131 I A 519
10,333 5,414

F. xa ou.c o

1947 (0
1943 20.5
1949 21.2
1950 26.3
1951 25. 3
1952 21.0
1953 19.5
1954 23.2
1953 29. 5
1956 27.3
1957 29.9
1958 25.3
1959 26,5
1900 25.3
1961 21. 4
1962 24. 5
1963 25.
1964 21.0
(955 27. 7
1966 27,8

ENROLLED

1917
1944
1949
1950
1951
1952
1903
1954
1955
1914
1957
1958
1959
1991
1461
1962
1963
1964
1955
1966

69.9
69.7
71.0
64. 4
68.8
69 7
(s. 8
(A. I
(.5. 2
66.9
66 0
67.8
M. 6
Re, 5

E.X.

65.6
69.8
70 2
70.3

(0
N.2
21.
31.8
30.0
28.2
23. 9
27. 7
3'. 5
32.0
31.5
30.6
31.1
30. 0
254. 3
29.5
30.3
29.6
32 6
31.9

(0
95. 4
96.0
96, 7
91.6
42.4
94. 6
91.2
94.5
93. 3
96, 0
91.1
91.1

99

4

2.
1.

7
93.8
93 9
93. 7
93. 7
93, 7

608
650
625
578
512
565
500
407
1219

122
562
399
356
333
353
304
293
273
356
276

Labor free (t500015.30-915)-C9ottoued

(5) (9
( 0 ( 9

) (0
I ) 10
(9 10

65 434
52 355
54 974
4G 382
31 331
55 343
31 335
27 336
32 321
26 278
20 273
10 263
14 34?
15 259

1,199
1, 249
1,211
1,172
1,058

970
1,019

955
965
892
917
924

1, 019
I, 075
1,115
1, 065
1.661
1,100
1,232
I, 192

4,876 4117
4,342 1,125
4, 269 1,091
3,494 3,856
2,912 3,706
2,685 3,620
2.632 3,617
3,007 3,155
3,076 3,683
3,195 3,467
3.320 3,653
3,545 3,599
3,666 3,789
3,760 1,002
3,702 1,078
3,804 1.156
4,117 1,402
3.930 1,613
3,945 4,919

151
422
399
380
296
3.0)
311
257
229

211
264
250
297

263
26
235
2-27
233
205
205

(0
(1)
(
(5)

3,)23

29
23
23
16
'25
20
:4
20
12
10
18
11
12

(,)

259
224
276
259
225
258
230
273
213
223
217
215
194
196

1,128
1,040
1,052

979
984
900
959
957

1,625
659
993
949
951

1,950
1,173
1,13)
1,133
1.135
1.297
1,365

(

2, G85
2, GM
2,732
2,578
2,445
2,350
2,133
2,131
2,412
2,234
2,420
2,349
2,132
2 566
2, 713
2,796
3, 031
3,111
3.326

22.1
26.2
22.5
29.9
25.0
21. 2
22. 2
25.8
25.9
27.9
27.5
29..3
26.9
26 4
23. 7
23.6
21.9
74.7
27.9
5.6.7

99.8
Flt. 8
8.5.7
87. 7
9,. 5
SR. 2
55.5
90.1
51. 4
50.5
79.6
SI, 6
78.4
77. 2
72,
71. 3
71.3
4.5,
74.2
69.3

(1)

6')

(,)

17.3
20,7
22.3
22.0
21.3
19. 7
20.1
20.2
19. 2
19. 2
17.5
17.6
19.7
19.6

(1)

(0

29. 0
30.2
37.3
36. 0
38.2
36.2
33.5
31. 0
31.9
32.0
33.7
32.5
37.2
99.5

(0 (I)
(5)
(0

(0
10

01 10
01 (51
1) V)
10 Kt .5
(1) M. 9
() 86.1
(1) 84.9
() F3.2
19 81.5
10 91.1
'()

9 71.6
9

(.1 9
10 761
(6) 752
30 725
6') 57.1
0) 73.5

Labor bocce Vart.tetot.1DR rata

25. 4
27. 9
27. 5
36.0
32. 2
31. 4
32. I
27. 1
119
39. 1
38. 3
34. 4
35.9
31. 9
32. 8
34.9
36,7
36.0
36.2
37.5

93. 5
95, 6
91. 4
90. 8
95.0
93,0
P5. 9
59. 5
94.8
90.7
92.8
43.0
82. 9
92. 8
90.1
92. 3
93.5
990
91, 2
88.6

26.6
31. 2
36.0
40. 5
27.3
25.9
39. 1
41.7
49.0
49.3
49.4
19, 9
44. 2
49, 5
52.8
49.9
160
49.0
45.7

O
99. 3
45 3
95. 5
97.1
93.9
95.1
93. 7
95. 7
96. 2
99.4
96.3
96.9
97. 1
99.0
96.3
95.9
96.8
96.3
P7.7

I Not evallahle.
Set footnote I. tah45 A I.
Sec-inning 1537, data not strictly raps: atO.e Ph r artier l roes. Fee

tritnote 4, table
rercd n1 of the clsll hn ncnin.5titc1ioti0 population In the clv Nan later

lorce.

254

L60

(14.66
17. 1
20.1
20.1
15.2
11.5
18. 0
19.4
21. 8
21.3
19.
21. 2
19.8
19.8
19. 1
19.7
19. 7
22. 0
23.0

19 6
51.2
52 0
RD 1
49.9
49 7
50.2
01, 3
SI, 7
467
M.3
44.9
M,1
51.1
51. 7
51. 5
53.0
54.0
55.2

11.3
11.1
15.1
10.0
19.2
13.9
12.8
15.7
10.4
18.7
190
13.6
18. 2
18.9
16.5
16. 5
II. 5
168
155
14.7

SI. 3
M.
50.1
51.7
17. 1
53.7
17.7
39.9
44. 1
45.8
39.2
43.6
42. 1
49.3
46.1
35 5
11.3
11. 1
11.
41.6

1,1

9.2
3

19.2.6
12. 9
11.9
10.7
13. 7
12. 2
13.6
12.1
10.4
11.6
11. 9
11.5

(
(

17.9
23.8
22.
26.8
26.6
22. 4
23.5
22. 6
20.7
23. I
23.6
12. 7
26.0
27.1

(0
(

()
lq

49 9
12.1
47.3
49.6
41.1
45.
46.7
30.8
60,9
43. 2
43.8
42.6
42.9
44.1

21. 2
14, 4
21.4
27. 7
256
18.9
17.8
23. 4
28.1
27.1
76.6
31.6
29.7
27.9
31.1
21 8
28.7
25.2
29.0
33.5

61. 0
55 5
60.8
60. 7
60.5
60.4
52. 2
60.6
91.
61). 4
61.6
39.3
57.5
60 3
60.2
61.
61.3
60 2
63. 3
62.9

023.
3

33.5
32, 5
32. 8
29.9
26.6
36.6
42.0
4.8.9
17.6
33.4
15.3
40.6
40.3
45.3
34.1
37. g
32.6
.39 0

16,
17.0
49. 5
47. 4
462
48. 1
49 3
1.6.8
49.5
45. 6
LS. 2
46.
467
Lk 4
49,9
49,3
S1.8
51.8
53.8

Percent oaf Shown w here base is kst that,. 101,0210

100r, Because the number of 14 to 15.year olds who are not enrolled in
school Is very small. the somplicg variahltity for this froop 15 relatively h,gh .
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Table 8-8. Employment Status of High School Graduates Not Enrolled in College and of School Dropouts
as of October of Year of Graduation or Dropout, by Sex, Marital Status of Women, and Color, 1959-66

(Persons 16 to 24 years of age; numbers In thousands)

high school graduates School dropouts

Civilian labor force Civilian labor force

Civ Ulan Civilian
Item no ninsti- Total Unemployed Not in nonlnsti- Total Unemployed 1701 in

tut ional
popula- Pm-

labor
force

tutional
popula- Em-

labor
force

lion Percent played Percent lion Percent played Percent
Num- of popu- Num. of Civil- Num- Of PoPu- Num- of civil.
ber 1st ion bet Ian labor ber 1st Ion ber Ian labo:

force force

1959 a
total 790 634_ 80.2 649 85 13.5 168 (3) (a) (3) (3) (3/ (a) (a)

Sale
-

304 272 91.7 239 40 14.3 25 (0 ( a) (9 (a) (.) (
, emale 480 355 73,0 310 45 12.8 131 (3) (3) (a/ (31 (3) (a/

Single 418 331 799.2 291 41 12.1 SS (1) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3
Married, widowed, divorced,

separated 65 24 (3) 19 5 (1) 43 (1) (a) (3) (3) (3) (9 (1)

1960 1
Total 921 706 76 7 699 107 15.2 218 344 214 62.2 175 39 13,2 130

Sale- 348 308 635 262 46 14.9 40 165 176 73. 1 102 34 15.0 39
,enaale 571 398 69.6 337 61 15.3 175 19 85 49.2 73 15 (3) 91

Single
married, widowed, divorced,

separated

473

100

359

39

76.9

39.0

308

29

51

10

14.2

(3)

114

61

150

69

71

17

64. 6

(I)

60

13

11

4

(3)

(1)

39

52

hoa r117rhite
845

73
653
63

77.0
13)

$6.8
31

55
22

130
(I)

195
70

273
71

163
51

59.7
(3)

133
42

30
9

18.4
(3)

110
20

1961
fatal 916 730 79.7 549 131 17.9 158 354 239 67.6 175 64 26 8 115

Sale 345 297 86 1 242 65 18.5 48 179 150 83.8 108 42 28.0 29
Male 571 413 75.8 357 76 1 7. 6 138 175 89 60.9 67 22 (a) 86

Single 482 392 81. 3 326 56 168 90 LID 75 630 55 20 (1) 44
Married, widowed, divorced,

separated 69 41 (3) 31 10 (3) 48 56 14 (r) 12 2 (a) 42

Vhile 614 651 60. 0 545 106 1 5. 3 163 253 189 6315 154 65 29.1 94
:onwhlte 102 79 77.4 54 23 (a) 23 71 60 (I) 41 9 (I) 21

1962
rotal 938 746 79.5 641 105 14.1 192 285 151 56 5 115 46 23 6 124

isle
-

354 90.8 51 24
_

392 308 14.3 38 125 107 64.9 73 27.1 19
emale 545 390 71.4 335 64 13.8 156 159 64 34.0 37 17 V) 105

Single 459 352 75.1 309 13 12.2 117 53 43 (I) 25 15 (I) 40
Married, widowed, divorced,

separated 7? 38 (3) 27 11 (a) 3g 74 11 (a) D 2 (') 65

chile
1olintw

820 637 Kt I 568 89 53 6 163 210 113 63.6 53 30 26 5 97
bite 118 89 15.4 73 16 01 29 73 IS (1) 32 18 (I) 27

1963
total 957 753 78.9 619 136 18.0 202 273 163 65.9 123 57 31.7 93

dale 379 310 69.7 275 65 IP 1 39 132 110 83.3 6.5 25 22. 7 n
,ensafe 373 115 71.8 348 71 1 7. 1 163 141 70 45.8 38 32 (a) 71

Single 499 353 75.3 311 57 15.3 121 79 DO (3) 25 25 (3) 29
Married, sido wed, cif carrel,

separated SP 47 (I', 33 14 (3) 12 82 20 0) 13 7 ii.) 12

8 1.'olot2white
572 690 75. 5 550 110 1 5. 9 153 217 151 69.6 101 70 33.1 66

,7 78 65 (3) 39 25 0) 13 66 39 (a) 22 7 (a) 27

1964
rots,

leis

5.156 863 77, 9 702 /61

50

18. 7 20 244 152

97

62.1 101

72

51

25

33.6 92

ID477 365 90 9 335 1 2.9 39 118 53.6 (I)
Female 681 475 69.8 384 III 33. 4 At 128 3,5 43.0 29 26 il) 73

Single 574 132 75.3 334 98 22.7 142 62 32 lal 19 20 0/ 43
Married, wido w ed, divorced,

separated 107 13 40.2 30 13 (T) 64 46 16 (5) 10 6 ,.11 63

6bIte 997
,...onv}At art

773
On

77.5
at a

644 129
RR %I

15.6
31

224 203
21 II

121
I at

59.6
m

52
is

39
12

312
19

89
10

Footnotes at end of table.
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Table B-8. Employment Status of High School Graduates Not Enrolled in College and of School Drop-
outs as of October of Year of Graduation ur Dropout, by Sex, Marital Status of Women, and Color,
1959-66-Continued

Item

High school graduates

Civilian labor force

Civilian
noninsti. Total I Unemployed , Not in
I u t tonal I III I labor
papilla-

1

1 Em- form
Lion Percent ployed Percent

s:utn- of popu. Num- of civ il-
her lotion ber Ian labor

force

1965
Total

3l..le 539 I 498
Female 769 583

Single 645 508
Married, widowed, divorced,

separated

Civilian
nordris ti-
tutio nal
popula-

tion

Tot al

School dropouts

Civilian labor force

U nem pl o3 ed

Percent
Num- of popu-

1,305 1,071 82. 1 938 133 12.4 234 304

91.0 453 36 7.4 43 168

78.8 425 83 16.3 137
13675 8 436 97 16. 6 189

124 75 60.5 61 14 (,) 49 53

1,109 963 82. 4 I 859 104 10.8 205 247
157 , 108 78.8 79 29 26 it 29

Whlte
Nonwhite

Total
1956

1,5)3 945 7. 7 846 140 14.2 317 266

Mole I 499 435 E 7. 3 397 38 8.7 63 152
Female FOS 551 68.4 449 102 19.5 254 114

Single 668 4E5 72.6 399 86 17.7 183 75
Married, widowed, d lc o rce ci ,

separated 137 66 48.2 50 16 i1) 71 39

White 1,160 693 77.0 776 115 12.9 747 298
Nonwhite 143 93 63.0 68 25 (,) 50

1 Dots not %callable by color. I Data Include Alaska and liawalt begInnIng 1960 and are therefore not
J Not arallable. strict y comparable with data for 1929.
, Percent not shown where belie is less than 100,000.

Em-
ployed f Percent

Num- of civil.

Not in
labor
force

ber lotion ber Ian labor
force

183 60.2 146 37 20.2 121

133 as
50 1,376. 28 1041 18 or.' 88

33 7 1J) 43

10 (E1 7 3 111 43

131, of).1. 9 122
24 311 Pr. 3

94
27

172 64. 7 141 31 18.0 94

124 81.6 101 23
(1 3

28
49 66
43 (1) 35 8 (1) 32

5 il) 5 (E) 34

141
(1 7

119 22
('1
15.6 77

17

459 2U4



Table B-9. Years of School Completed by the Civilian Labor Force 18 Years and Over, by Sex and Color,
Selected Dates, 1952-67

Sec, color, and data

Total, 19
years

and over
(thou.
sands) Total

BOTH SHIES

Total

October 1952 60,772 100, 0
March 1057 64,384 100.0
March 1959 65, 642 100.0
6f a rch 1969' 67, 959 100.0
March 1964 69, 926 100.0
Nfareh 1965 71, 129 100.0
March 1366 71,958 100.0
March 1967 73,218 103.0

116 de

October 1902 0) 100.0
March 1957..
Starch 1950 ss, 726

100.
100.0

March 19621 60,451 100. 0
March 1964 62, 213 O(0.0
Starch 1965 63,261 102.0
Starch 1966 63,958 100.0
March 1967 63,075 100.0

Nonwhite

October 1952' 103. 0
?larch 1957 0) 102.0
NI arch 1959 7,118 100.0
Starch 1962 7,637 100.0
Starch 1904 7, 713 1000
March 1963 7,0418 106 0
March 1966 8,000 100.0
Starch 1967 8, 142 100.0

MALE

Total

October 1952 41.694 100,0
Starch 1957 43,721 100.0
March 1959 ........... 44, 10.0
March 1962 43, 011 100, 0
March 1964 45,600 190.6
Starch 196.5 45, 258 100.0
March 1966 45,356 100.0
March 1967

149

45,571 100,

Oct ober 1432' . 0) 1 Da to
Match 1939 39, 656 100,0
March 1:62'. 40, 503 190.0
Starch 1964 41.029 100.0
Starch 1963 41,652 101 0
March 1066 11,705 100.0
March 1967

en tr hi0e

11,911 1000

October 1952 0) 100.3
/latch 1909 1.330 101 0
March 1962' 1,559 100 0
March 1934 4.572 100.0
March 1965 4,606 10.0
March 1966 4,650 , 100.0
March 1967 4,660 ' 1,70.0

FC:01nOte9 at end of table.

Percent distribution

Elementary
i

31161 school College
School

Years not
Less than 5 to S 1 to 3 4 years 1 to 3 1 yews reported
S yews 1 years years years Or more

7.3 30.2 19.3 26.6 8.3 7.9 1.2
6.1 268 19.1 29,1 9.3 9,0 1.1
3.2 24.8 19.5 30.3 9.2 9,5 1.6
4.6 22.1 19.3 32, 1 10, 7 11.0 (1)
3.7 20.9 19.2 34.5 10.6 11.2 0)
3.7 19.8 19.2 33.5 10.3 11.6 (.)
5, 3 18.9 19.0 35.3 10.8 11.8 0)
3.1 17.9 18.7 38.6 11.8 12.0 11)

5.2 29.3 18.7 N.3 8.8 8.5 1,2
1.5 25.8 19.0 30.8 9.0 9.7 1.2
3.7 23.6 19.4 52.0 9.7 10.2 1.4
3.3 21.4 10.8 33,5 11.3 11.8 0)
2.7 19.8 13.5 36.0 11.1 11,9 0)
2.7 18.9 18.4 36.6 11.0 12,2 V)
2.3 17.8 18.3 37.7 11.2 12,5 0)
2.2 10.9 18.1 37.7 12.4 12, 8 0)

26.7 38.7 15.9 10.8 3.7 2.6 1.7
21.2 34.9 19.3 14.8 5.9 3.4 2.8
17.9 34.5 20.6 15.8 4.3 39 3.1
15.4 29.5 23.2 21.D 5. 7 4.8 0')
11.6 29.2 24.7 22.2 6.6 5.7 1')
11.8 25.7 24.9 24.4

t.' 1
7,6 0)

II. 1 26.7 24.3 24.8 ,. 1 3.9 (1)

'0.4 25.5 23.7 27.5 7.2 8.8 0)

8.2 32,4 11.6 23.3 6.0 8.0 1.5
7.0 21.8 19.3 23.8 6.2 9.1 1.5
6.1 26.6 19.9 26.7 8.9 10.5 1.6
5.4 24.2 10.6 VI, 7 10.4 11.7 0)
1.1 22.5 19.4 31,1 10.8 12.1 0)
1.1 21.3 19.4 32.0 10.5 12.4 01
5.9 20.6 19.3 32.6 10. 7 12.8 0)
5.7 19.7 19.8 32.9 II. 7 13.2 0)

6.3 31.9 18.9 24.6 8.4 B.5 1.4
4.3 25.7 19.9 29.2 9.3 11.0 1.4
5.0 23.4 19.5 29.9 11.0 12.6 0)
3.2 21.7 19.8 32.4 11.1 12,7 0)
5. 2 20.7 11.8 33, 2 II. 0 13.1 I1)
2.8 19.6 19.7 33.9 11.1 13.7 00
2.6 19.8 19.5 33.9 12.3 14.1 (r)

29.8 361 15.0 9.5 5.4 1.9 2. 1
21.5 94.6 19.1 13.3 4.1 3.3 3.6
19,3 31.2 72.2 191 3.1 5.6 0)
14. 8 20.9 24. 3 19.1 3. 7 6. I I.)
13.4 21.4 24.4 21.1 60 6.1 (.)
14.1ts 21.09, , 24 3

TV I
21.9 6.1 6.1 t.)
MR ili II. 1 l 1 J111

265

37cdian
st.119ol years

epletel

10,9
11.6
12.0
12.1
12.2
12.2
12.2
12.5

11. I
12.1
12.1
12.2
12. 2
12.8
12.8
12.3

7,6
9.4
8.7
9.6

10.1
10.6
10. 5
10.8

10.4
11.1
11.5
12.0
12.1
12.2
12.2
12.2

10.8
11.9
12.1
12 2
12 2
12.3
12.3

7.2
8.3
9.0
9, 7

10.0
160
10,2



Table B-9. Years of School Completed by the Civilian Labor Force 18 Years and Over, by Sex and Color,
Selected Dates, 1952-67-Continued

0 c tobe
March
NI arch
Muth
March
March
March
March

Oclobe
Starch
March
Starch
March
March
March

Octobe
March
March
Star
March.
Starch
March

es, color, and date

Total, 18
years

and over
(thou-
sands)

Percent distribution

Median
school years
completed

Total

Elementary High school Col ege
School

years not
reportedLess than

5 years t
5 to 8
years

I to 3
years

4 years I to 3
years

4 years
or more

Fe wet E

Total

1952 r... .......... 19, 068 100.0 5.4 25. 4 18. 2 33.8 8.8 7.7 . 6 12. 0
957 I 20, 663 100.0 4.2 72.6 19.6 36. I 9, I 8. 2 1.2 12.1
959 21,556 100.0 3.5 21.1 18.8 37.6 9.6 7.9 1.4 12.2
962 8... 22, ^77 100.0 3.0 18.8 18.8 38.7 11.2 9.5 (9 12. 2
064. 24, ;28 100.0 2. 4 17.8 168 40.1 10.6 9.5 ('1 12.3
.965 24.671 100.0 2.4 1& 6 18, 7 41.9 10.4 10.0 (9 12.6
.966 25, 602 100.0 2. I 19.7 18, 4 43,0 11.0 9.9 (9 12.3
.967 26. 647 100 0 2.I 14.8 14.5 42.9 11.8 9.9 ('9 12.3

Whitt

' 1952' (9 SOO. 0 2.9 23.4 18.4 369 9.6 8.3 .6 12.1
1959
962 I

16,770
19.948

100,0
100.0

2.2
2,1

19.2
17.4

19.3
17.9

40.2
40.8

IC. 3
II 9

8 5
10.0

1.3
Or

12.2
12.3

.561 21.165 100.0 1.8 I62 17.8 43,0 11.0 10.1 l'1 12.3
!V., 21.609 100, 0 I. 7 15.3 17.7 43.9 II, D 10.3 (9 12.3
966 22, 252 100.0 1.3 14.4 17.5 45.1 II. 4 10.3 (8) 12. 4
967 23,169 100.0 1.3 13.5 17.6 44.7 14.4 10 4 ('1 12. 4

Nor., hire

1952 8. ..... (9 100.0 22.4 39 2 17. I 12.6 4.0 3. 6 1. I 8.I
.950 2, 796 IX 0 12, 2 33.9 22.6 19.7 5, 0 4. 6 2,2 9.4
.962 8. 3.029 133.0 9.8 27.8 24.8 24.9 6.0 6. 7 () IQ 6
964 3.141 100.0 7.0 28, 2 25.1 26.6 7.8 5, 3 ('1 10.8
1946 3, 262 100.0 6.7 24.9 25.7 26. ri 6.3 7. 8 ('1 11. 1
IVA 9, .s.,60 1:'0, 0 7.0 24.9 24, 4 28.9 7.9 6.9 (9 II. 2
1587 3,482 1(10 .0 6.9 23.1 24.2 31.9 7.9 &4 (9 II, 6

1 inclu Sea osons rep,rt ,ng no school years completed.
See footnote 1, table A -1.
Data for per oons who'e educational attainment was not reported were

260 2E;Ei

distributed among the ether eatetor[65
Not evallahle, data published 113 Dement distribution only.
Data by color not available for March 1057.



Table B-10. Median Years of School Completed by the Civilian Noninslitutional Population 18 Years
and Over, by Employment Status and Sex, Selected Dates, 1952-67

Sea and date
Total, 19

Years
and over

Labor force

Not In labor
force

Total

Employed

Unemployed
Total Agriculture Nonag ricul-

tare

Orn Blass
October 2952 10.8 10.9 159 (9 (1) to. 2 mo
March 957 21.0 11, 6 11,7 (9 (I) 04 102
March 1559 11.4 12.0 12.0 8.6 12.1 9.D 10.5
March 1562 11.9 12.1 12,1 8.7 12.2 10.6 10.7
March 1264 12.0 12,2 12.2 8.8 12.2 10.9 10.9
March 1965 12.1 12,2 122 8.8 12,3 11.1 11,1
March 1966 12.1 12.2 1'.3 8.9 12.3 11.2 11.2
March 1067 12.1 12.3 12.3 9.0 12.3 11.4 21.3

MALL
October 1252 10.1 10.4 10.4 (I) (9 8.8 8.5
March 1957 10.7 11.1 11.2 (I) (I) 8. D 8.5
March 1959 11.1 11.5 11.7 8.6 12.0 9.5 8.6
March 1962 11.6 12.0 12.1 8.7 12.1 10.0 8.7
March 1964 :2.0 12.1 12.1 8.8 12.2 10.3 8.7
March 1965 12.0 12.2 12.2 8.7 12.1 10.6 8.8
March 1965 111 12,2 12,2 8.8 113 10.6 8.9
March 1%7 12.1 12.2 12.3 8.9 12,3 107 9.0

FINaLs
October 1252 11.0 12.0 (2.0 0) el 11.5 10.4
March 1957 11.4 12.1 12.1 (I) 0) 10.4 10.7
March 1359 11,7 12.2 12.2 8.2 12.2 10.7 10.0
March 1562 12,0 122 12.3 9.4 11.3 11.5 11.2
March 1964 12, 1 123 12,3 9.5 12.3 11,9 11.5
March 1965 12.1 12.3 12.3 9.4 12,3 11,9 11.7
March 1966 12,1 12.3 11.3 10. 6 12.3 12,1 11.7
March 1967 12,1 12.3 12.1 11.3 12.4 12,0 11.9

Not ecallable.

Table 8-11. Median Years of School Completed by the Civilian Labor Force 18 Years and Over, by
Sex and Age, Selected Dates, 1952-67

Set and date IS tO 14 155034 I

years
15 to 44

it years
4510 54
years

I 2.510 54
11 years

i 66 years
li and ors,

1101.1 5.2156
October 2551 12.2 12.1 11.4 5.6 6.3
March 1957 12.5 12. 2 12.0 95 6.6
March 19 12, 5 12.3 12.1 10.8 P.9 0.6
March 1961 12.4 12. 4 12,2 11.6 9.4 8.8
March

1l'A.5
12.4
12.1

12,4
.23

12.2
12.3

12.0
12.0

10.0
10.3

8.9
8.9

March 1966 11. 5 12.3 12.3 12.1 10.4 9.1
March 190" 12 8 12.5 12 2 22.1 10.8 9. 0

Sass
October 1952.. 11 6 11.1 I1.2 9.7 8.1
March 1957 12 1 12.2 11 Z. 90 5.4
March 1959 12.1 12.3 11.1 10.1 E 6
Starch 1962 12.3 12.4 12.2 11.1 9.0 5,7
March 1961 12.5 12.1 1/.2 176 9.3
Math 1965 11.3 12.5 12.3 1, 7 9.6 S.!
March 1966 12.4 12.6 12,1 11.9 9.7 5.9
March 1967 124 22.9 12.1 12 1 10. 4 6.9

FIVALL
October 1952 12.4 12.1 11.9 9.1 3.8
March 1957 12.4 12.1 IL I 108 1.1
March 11159 12.4 12,1 12.1 11.7 10.0 0,8
March 1962 12.6 12.4 11 3 11.1 107 9.0
March 1964 12.6 11.4 12 5 12.1 11.2 10.2
March 9965 12.5 12.4 12.1 12.1 11. 6 9.5
Starch 1966
Match 1967.. 11

12 6
41

11.
17..5

12.1
12 1

12, 2
11 1

11.6
11. 6

104
10.1

1.7111,P 0. El - 261



Table B-12. Median Years of School Completed by the Employed Civilian Labor Force 18 Years and
Over, by Sex, Occupation Group, and Color, Selected Dates, 1948-67

Sex and occupation group

Total

March
1957

March I March
1966 1965

March
1964

March
1962

March
1959

March
1957

')ctuberlOctobcr
1952 1048

Bore SEXES
All occupation groups 12.3 12.3 12.2 12.2 12.1 12.0 11.7 10.9 11.8

Professional and managerial workers 14.7 14.6 I 11.2 11.0 13.9 13.5 13.2 12.9 12.5Professional and technical workers 18.3 16.3 16.3 16.2 16.2 16.2 16+ 16+ 16+-
managers, officials, and proprietors 12. 7 12.6 12.6 12.5 12.5 12.1 12.4 12.2 12.2

Farmers and farm laborers 8.9 8.9 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.6 8.S 8.3 8.0
Farmers and farm managers 9.4 8.9 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.7 8.5 8.5 8.1
Farm laborers and foremen 8.6 8.6 8.4 8. 5 8, 5 8.3 8.2 7.5 7.5

Clerical and sales workers 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.4 12.4 4Clerical workers 12.5 12.5 12.5 12. 5 12.5 12.5 12,5 12.5 (1Safes workers 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.1 12.4 12.3 4*,Craftsmen, operatives, and laborers 11.1 11.0 10.8 10.7 18.4 10.0 9.7 9.2 9.0
Craftsmen and foremen 12.0 11.9 )1.7 11.5 11.2 11.01 10.5 10.1 9.7
Operative 10.8 10.7 10.6 10.5 10.1 9.9 9.5 9.1 9.1
Nonfarm laborers 9.5 9.6 9.5 9.3 8.B 9.8 8.5 8.3 8.0Service workers 11.0 10.9 10.8 10.5 11.i 9.7 B.0 8.8 6.7
Private household workers 8.9 8.9 9.2

81

. 7 8 1 9.3 8.1 (1)Other service workers 11.5 11.4 11.3 11.0 10,8 10.3 9.6 2.2 (1)

MALE
All occupation groups 12.3 12.2 12.2 12.1 12.1 11.7 11.2 10.1 10.2

Professional and managerial workers 14.4 14.3 13.9 13.6 13. 5 13.2 12.9 12.8 12.6
Professional and technical smokers 15.3 16.4 15.4 16.2 16.4 18. 1 16+ 16+ 16-1-
Managers, officials, and proprietors {2.7 12.7 12.6 12.6 12.5 12.4 12.4 12.2 12,2

Farmers and farm laborers 8.8 0.7 8. 7 8.7 8.6 8.4 5.4
Farmers and farm managers 1.172 S. 8 8. 8 8.8 8.7 8.6 8. 5 1
Farm laborers and foremen 8. 2 7.9 8.0 8.2 8.3 7.7 7.4 7.2 7.8

Clerical End sales workers 12.8 12.8 12.8 12. 6 12.8 52.5 12.5 12.1 12.4
Clerical workers 12.5 12.5 12.5 12,5 12 5 12.5 12.4 124 (1)
Sales workers 12.8 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.6 17.6 12. 0)

Craftsmen, operatives, and laborers 11.2 11.1 11.0 10.8 10.4 10.1 9.7 9.1 9.3
Craftsmen and foremen 12.0 11.8 11,7 11.5 11,2 11.0 10.5 10.1 9.7
Operatives 11.0 10.9 10.6 10.7 10.2 10.0 9.8 9.0 9.1
Nonfarm laborers 9.5 9.1 9.5 9.3 8.9 8.5 8.5 8.3 8.1

Service workers ]1.4 11.7 33.3 10.6 30.3 10.'. (2) (1) Rq
Private household workers (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (I) (9 (4) (1)
Other SPIV lee workers 11.5 11.3 11.2 10.6 10.4 10.1 9.0 9.9 0)

FEMALE
All occupation groups 12.4 12.3 12.8 12.3 12.3 12.2 12 1 12. '1 11.7

Professional and managerial workers 15.3 15.3 15.0 15.0 14.7 14.0 11.1 14.0 13.7
Professional and technical workers 16.2 16.2 16.7 16.1 Pi. 1 15.9 164- 1 I 1- 15.9
Managers, officials, and proprietor, 12.1 12.6 12.4 12.1 12.4 12.2 12.3 IL 2 12.1

Farmers and farm laborers
Farmers and farm managers

11.7 1fili. 2 9. 0 9.0
9.1

8. 9
9.0

8.7
8.5

(1)
19

8. 0
8.5

1.1
7.8

Farm laborers and foremen 10.7 10.4 1.1 1.0 3.9 8.8 8.7 7.9 7.3
Clerical and sales workers 12.5 13.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.1

Clerical workers 12. 5 12. 5 12.5 12. 5 12.6 12.5 12, 5 12.5 (4
Sales workers 12.3 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.1 12.2 12.0 12.1 (1)

Craftsmen, operatives, and laborers 19.6 10.5 10.2 10.1 10.0 0.9 P) 9.4 9.1
Craftsmen and foremen 11.5 12.1 11.8 11.2 9.2 11.2 11.3 11.6
Operatives 10.5 10.4 10.1 10.0 9.9 9.7 9.3 9.3 9.0
Nonfarm laborers

Service worke
ki.k
15.8 7

i10._ 9.6
10.5

II)
10.4

190
10.2

(I)
0.5

1

9.0 8.8 9. 5
Private household workers 8.9 8.9 8.0 8,8 8.7 8.4 8,3 8.1 (11
Other service workers 11.5 11.5 11.4 11.2 11,1 10.6 10.2 9.7 5')

Footnotes at end of table.
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Table B-12. Median Years of School Completed by the Employed Civilian Labor Force 18 Years and
Over, by Sex, Octupatior Group, and Color, Selected Dates, 1948-67-Continued

Sea and occupation group

White' Nonwhite'

March MarchMarch March March March March March March March March March
1967 1986 1965 1964 1962 1959 1667 1966 1960 19t54 1962 1959

BOTH SEEEs

all Occupat,cn groups 12.4 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.2 12.1 10.8 10 8 la 5 10.1 9.8 8.6

Professional and managerial workers 14.6 14, 5 11.1 14.0 13.9 13.4 18.0 16.1 16.1 15.4 14.7 15.1
Professional and technical workers 15.2 16.3 10.3 161 16.2 18.2 16.3 16.5 16.5 16.2 16.2 16. 2
:Managers, of0.c1,50., and proprietors 12.7 12.7 :2.6 12.5 12.5 '2.4 12.2 12.4 11.8 10.7 11.0 8.1

Farmers and farm laborers 9.0 9.0 8.9 8.9 R.8 8.7 0. 2 6.9 5.5 0.1 5.9 5. 1
Farmers and farm managers 9.3 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.8 0. 7 0) 5.9 5.9 5.6 5.2
Farm laborers and foremen P.9 9.1 El 7 8.7 8.8 8.8 6.0 0.8 5.3 8.2 6.0 6.7

l'ierical and sales workers 12.5 12.5 12.5 17 5 12.5 12.6 12.5 12.5 12.6 12.5 12.4 12.5
Clerical workers 12. 5 12. 5 12. 5 li. 5 12. 6 12. 5 12.5 12.8 12. 6 12.6 12, 5 12.6
Sales workers 12.5 12.5 12. 5 12. 5 12. 5 12.1 12.3 12.2 12.3 12.2 12.0 (5)

2raftsrren, operatives, and laborers 11.2 11.1 11.0 10.8 10.6 10.3 9.9 9.6 9.7 9.6 8.8 8.2
Craftsmen and foremen 12.0 11.9 11.8 11.8 11.3 II.) 10.2 10.5 10.4 10.6 9.0 9.3
Operatives 10.9 10.8 10. 7 10.6 10. 2 10. 1 10.4 10.1 10, 2 la. 1 9. 3 8.7
Nonfarm laborers 10.0 100 9.9 9.9 9.1 9.0 8.6 8.6 8.6 9.4 8.1 6.8

rev vice workers 11.5 11.4 11.3 11.0 10.7 10.1 9.8 9.7 9.8 9.3 9.2 8.8
Private household workers 9.8 9.3 8.9 9.1 8.9 R.7 8.5 8.6 8.9 8.5 8.3 7.8
Other service workers 11.7 11,7 11.8 11.3 11.0 10.6 10.7 10.8 10.4 10.0 10.2 A, 8

MALE

0.11 occupation groups 12.3 12.3 12.2 12.2 12.1 12.0 10.3 10.0 10.1 9. 7 9,0 8.2

Frofesslorial and managerial workers 14. 1 14.3 13.9 13.8 la. 6 13.2 11.8 15.7 10. 0 15.1 12.8 14. 8
Professlonal and technical workers 16.3 16.1 10. 4 10. 1 10 4 16.4 15 2 16.8 16.6 15.5 15, 2 15. 2
Managers, officials, and proprietors 12.8 12.7 12.8 12.8 12.5 12.4 12.1 12.1 11.5 11.0 10.7 (5)

Farmers and farm laborers 8.9 8.9 8.8 8.8 8,8 8.7 R. 1 & 6 0. 2 &A 5.8 5. 3
Farmers and farm managers 9. 3 8.9 8.9 8.9 R.8 8,8 6.6 (5) & 8 5.3 5.2 5.0
Farm laborers and foremen 8. 6 8.6 8.4 8. 5 8. 7 8.3 5.8 5.5 (5) 0. 2 5.7 0 5

.-lerical and sales workers 12.6 12.8 12.6 12.6 12.6 12, 5 12,1 12.5 12.5 12.3 12.1 12.4
Clerical workers 12. 5 12.5 12.11 12.5 12.6 12.6 12.1 12.4 12.6 12.4 12.4 12. 4
Sales workers 12.8 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.8 (9 6') (5) (5) 19 19

'raftsmen, operative?, and laborers 11.4 11.3 11.2 11.0 10.7 10.1 9.5 9.1 9.6 9.4 8.6 7.9
Craftsmen and foremen 12.0 11.9 11.6 33.6 11.3 11.0 10.1 10.2 10.3 395 8.9 9.2
Operatives 11,1 11.1 11.0 10.8 10.4 10.2 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 8.9 8.1
Nonfarm laborers 9.9 10.0 9.9 9.8 9. 1 9.0 8.0 8.5 8.6 8.3 8 1 6 7

Service workers 11,8 11.8 11.5 11.2 10.7 10.2 10.3 10.2 10.0 8.9 9. 4 9.2
Private household workers ('1 (9 (5) (9 ') (9 (9 6') (9 (5) (5) (5)
Other service workers 11.9 11.8 11.6 11.3 10.7 10.3 10.3 10.2 10.0 8.9 9.6 9.6

FEMALE

all occupation groups 12.1 12.1 12.1 12.3 12.3 12.3 11,8 II. 2 11.2 10.8 10.5 9.4

Professionc I and managerial workers 15.1 15.1 14.8 10.0 1(8 14.0 18.3 10.3 18.3 15.5 18.2 15.8
Professional and tech meal workers 16.1 18.2 16.1 16.2 18.0 l& 8 16.4 18.4 16.4 18.1 16.3 10.2
Manages, officials, and proprietor 12.4 12.4 12.1 12.1 12.4 12.3 (9 (9 (5) 1') 19 (9

Farmers end farm laborers 11.2 10.8 9.5 9.4 9.3 8.9 (9 (9 (9 (5) 19 (9
Far mere and farm managers (') 9.9 9.5 9.8 9.5 8.5 19 (9 (5) (9 09 (5)
Farm laborers and 6LT11:en 11.4 10.9 9.4 9.3 9.3 9.0 (5) (9 19 19 (5) Ai

Clerical and sales workers 12.6 12. 5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.4 12.8 12. 5 12.6 12.6 12, 5 12.1
Clerical workers 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.8 12.9 12.6 12.7 12.5 12.6
Sales workers 12.3 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.1 12.2 (9 (9 (9 (9 1) (55,

Craftsmen, operatives, and laborers 10, 5 10.5 10.2 10.0 9.9 9.0. 11.1 10.9 10.6 10.7 10.0 9. 5
Craftsmen and foremen 11.4 12.0 11,7 11.2 11.1 11.1 (5) (9 (9 (9 (9 (9
Operatives 10.4 10.3 10.1 0.9 9.8 9.8 11.1 10,7 10.6 10.5 10,c 0.4
Nonfarm laborers (9 (5) (9 (9 (5) (9 (9 (9 (9 (9 (9 19

Ferric* workers 11.3 11.2 11.1 10.9 10.7 10.6 9.8 9.5 9.7 9,5 9.2 8.6
Private household workers 9.9 9.4 8.9 9.1 8.9 8.7 8.5 8.6 8.9 8,6 8.3 7.8
Other service workers 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.3 11.3 10.e 15.0 10,8 10.7 10.8 10.7 13.0

Darn for 1949 do not Include persons 65 years and over.
a Not available.
Median not shown where base is less than 100000.

*Median not soown where base is less than 150,000.
Data by color not available p for to 1959.
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Table B-13. Persons With Two Jobs or More, by Industry and Class of Worker of Primary and Secondary
Job, Seiected Dales, 1956 -66'

Item

rItt3ILAY loo

Number (thouaand.)

Total holding 2 or more Jobs

Agriculture
Wage and salary workers
Self-employed workers.
Unpaid family workers

Nonagricultural Industries
Wage and salary Workers
Self-employed workers__
Unpaid family workers

Paced of Total Employed

Total holding 2 or more Jobs

Agrical Lure
Wage and salary workers
Seitemployed workers.
Unpaid family workers

Nonagricultural Industries
Wage and salary workers
Self-employed workers
Unpaid family workers

SECONDARY IOR

Nut.ter (150assuf8)

Total holding 2 or more Jobs

Agriculture
Wage and salary woi kers
Self-employed workers

Nonagricultural Industries
Wage and salary workers
Seltemployed workers

May of December of July of-

1566 1965 1964 1963 1962 1260 I 1059 1958 1957 1556

3, 636 3, 765 3,728 8,521 3, 242 3,012 2, 966 3, 099 3, 570 3, 653

335 416 405 385 364 332 321 6619 838 886
fS 133 139 145 102 97 104 284 295 294

200 219 230 195 213 206 199 264 385 402
47 M 35 45 62 27 18 101 198 109

3, 301 3, 340 3, 321 2,535 2, 078 2, eso Z 643 2, 470 2, 712 2, 787
9, 110 3, 13! 3, 135 3, 361 2, 764 2, 489 2, 451 2, 257 2,447 2, 569

177 2C1 175 169 194 184 182 1:3 237 200
14 9 11 5 20 7 12 15 55 18

4.9 5.2 6.2 5.7 4.9 4.6 4,5 4.8 IS. 5 5.5

7.8 8.1 5.1 7.5 8.7 6.7 6.7 9.3 MG 11.2
5.5 8.4 8.8 8.8 6.2 6.7 7.7 13.2 12.1 13.4
8.9 8.6 9.3 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.2 8.1 10.7 10.9
6 6 6.5 3. 7 4.8 5.2 3.6 2.5 6.9 10.0 9.4
4.8 90 5.0 6.5 1.7 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.6 4.7
6.0 5.2 5.3 3,9 5.0 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.7 4.9
2.9 2. 7 2.7 3.0 2.8 2.8 3. 1 3. 7 3.3
2.5 1.6 1.9 .9 2.9 1.1 2.0 2.2 3.9 2.7

3, 636 3 756 5, 726 8, 921 3, 342 3,012 Z 966 3, 099 9, 570 3, 653

721 786 801 925 645 597 549 850 1,035 1,111
139 167 18.1 199 175 135 190 962 606 485
582 619 816 637 489 452 519 488 1529 620

2, 915 Z 970 2,925 3,090 2, 697 2, 425 2,317 2, 249 Z 515 2, 642
2, 335 2,385 2, 387 2, 481 2,178 2, 025 1,907 1, 905 Z 187 2, 202

580 691 658 615 621 400 410 344 348 940

1 Survey on dual jobholders was not conducted in 19e7.
Kota: Persons whore only extra jot, Is as an unpaid family worker are not

counted as dual jobholders.

264

Data include Alaska and Hawaii beginning 1960 and are therefore not
strictly comparable with earlier years.
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'fable B-14. Persons With Work Experience During the Year, by Extent of Employmen'r and by Sex,
1950-66

[Persons 14 years and over for 1950-66, 16 years and over for 1966)

Sex and year

Soria StlE9

1950
1951
1952
1953
1634
1955

1807
1958
1959 1
1960
1961
1562
1963
1064
1965
1966
1966

Malik

1550
1951...
1952 9
1953 9
1954... .....
1955
1958

1958
1957 .....
1959 "
1960

1962
1963
1964
1965
1993
19669._

FEMALE

1950
1951
1952 ,
19559
1951
1951
1956
1957
1958..
1959 1
1060
1961
1962.
1963
1964
1965....
1966
1966

Number who worked during year (thousands) 1

Full timer Part time

Tot al Total
61 to 27 to a t"' 50 to 27 to Ito

Total 52 49 26 Total 5; 49 26
weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks weeks

66,676 68,161 3.7,375 11,795 8,013 10,695 7,322 2,214 5,162 100.0
69, 662 59,544 47, 142 12, 018 7, 384 10, 418 3, 144 2, 240 5, 034 100.0
70, 512 60, 294 40, 481 12, 374 7,434 10, 218 3, 092 2, 294 4,832 100.0
70,682 60, 532 41,601 12,003 6,928 10,150 3,270 2,333 4,547 100.0
71, 797 60, 059 40, 080 12, 025 7, 954 i 1, 738 3, 701 2, 663 5, 374 100. 0
75, 353 62,581 42, 624 11,952 8, 005 12,772 4,773 2, 573 5, 426 100.0
75,652 62.437 42,778 11,791 7,868 13, 415 4,760 2,693 5,982 101 0
77,664 82,874 42.818 11,911 8,075 14,790 4,969 2,872 6,929 100.0
77,1E7 61, 876 41, 326 11, 546 8, 799 15, 441 5,102 3, 005 7, 014 151 0
78, 182 63,004 42, 030 12, 515 8,459 15, 158 5,173 3,104 6,881 100.0
80, 618 64,153 43, 263 12, 132 8, 756 18,462 5, 307 3,290 7, 568 100.0
80, 297 64, 218 43, OM 12, 042 9, 170 16, 069 5, 191 3, 068 7, 810 100. 0
62,057 63,327 44,079 12,102 9,146 16,730 5, 130 3,368 8,232 101., 0
83, 227 66, 157 45, 449 11, 565 9, ,53 17,060 5, 229 3,353 8, 478 100. 0

,124 87,825 46,648 11,691 9,288 17,299 5,268 3,374 8,657 100.0
6,186 65,897 48, 392 11,171 5, 134 17, 489 5, 418 3, 268 8,803 100 0

08, 553 70, 449 50,081 10,654 9, 714 18, 104 5, 654 3,587 8,663 100 0
86, 266 70, 140 50,049 10, 647 9,144 18, 126 5,407 3, 380 7,339 100.0

45,526 41,042 29,763 7,624 3,636 4,484 1,406 1,004 2,074 100.0
46,364 41, 338 30,891 7, 518 2,926 4,028 1, 310 918 1, 799 100. 0
45,704 41,016 30,878 7,922 3,016 3,808 1,178 896 1,614 100.0
16,148 42,059 31,902 7,317 2,840 4,087 1,341 1,055 1.691 100.0
48, 318 41, 404 30,389 7,567 3, 448 4, 554 1, 552 1, 227 2,135 100.0
47,624 42,814 32,127 7,356 3,331 4,610 1,930 1,066 1,814 100.0
47,94 42, 704 32, 342 7, 218 3,144 5,250 1, 920 I, 074 2, 204 I 00. 0
48,709 42,858 32,95631 7,350 8,447 5,823 2,135 1,115 2,573 100.0
48,380 42.052 30, 727 7, 233 4, 091 8, 328 2, 348 1, 250 2, 721 107.0
48.973 42,997 31,50" 7,630 3,663 3,976 2,211 1,224 2,541 100.0
50, 033 43,478 31,966 7,633 3,837 6, 557 2,247 1,287 3,043 100.0
49, 351 43, 467 31,769 7, 434 4, 264 6,387 2, 240 1, 163 2, 884 100.0
50,639 43,987 32,513 7,135 4,289 6,862 2,114 1,305 3,233 100,0
51,039 44,294 33,587 6,686 4,021 6,745 2,098 1,274 3,373 100.0
51,978 45,313 34,128 6,723 4,182 6, 665 2,164 1,220 3,281 100. 0
52, 415 45,652 35,300 8,306 3,948 6,687 2,328 1,197 3,344 100 0
63.108 46,127 36, 222 3,828 4, 098 8,901 2,410 1, 261 3, 302 100.0
51,708 45,909 36,191 5,802 3,916 3,799 2,091 1,182 2,648 100.0

23,350 17,139 8,592 4,171 4,377 6,211 1,916 1,210 3,088 100 0
24,396 18,204 9, 248 4, 500 4,4% 6, 392 1, 634 1, 322 3, 236 ..00. 0
24, 806 18, 478 9, 608 1, 452 4,418 6, 330 1,914 1, 398 3,018 500.0
24, 536 18, 473 9,699 4,636 4,628 6, 063 I, 929 1, 278 2,858 1 CO. 0
25,479 18,655 9,891 4,458 4,508 6,824 2,149 1,436 3,239 100.0
27.729 19,767 10,407 4,596 4,874 7,962 2,843 1,507 3,612 100.0
27,948 19, 753 10,436 1, 673 4, 724 8, 215 2, 840 1,619 3, 756 100. 0
28,053 19,988 10,729 4,631 4,628 4,967 2,854 1,757 4,356 100.0
%, 736 19, 623 10,602 4, 313 4, 708 9,113 3,054 1, 768 4, 293 100 0
29, 189 20,007 10, 528 4,885 4, 794 9, 182 2,962 1,880 4, 340 100.0
30,683 20, 677 11, 299 4,479 4, 599 9,708 3, 060 2,023 4,525 101 0
30,133 20,751 11, 237 4, 608 1,906 9, 682 2, 951 1,905 4, 826 100.0
51,418 21,340 11,566 4,917 4,657 10,078 3,016 2,063 4,999 103.0
32,188 21,673 11,862 4,879 2,132 10,315 9,131 2,079 5,106 100.0
33,146 22,512 12,418 4,968 5,126 10, 634 3,104 2,154 5,376 100.0
33, 747 23,145 13,092 4,865 5, 188 10, 622 3,092 2, 071 8, 459 100. 0
35,444 24, 321 53,859 4, 848 3,616 11, 123 3, 436 2.326 5, 361 100. 0
34,658 24, 231 13, 858 1, 515 5, 528 10,327 3, 316 2,219 4, 793 103. 0

Percent distribution

Full ime 3 Part time

Total
60 to

52
weeks

27 to
49

weeks

1 to
28

weeks
Total

50 to
52

weeks

27 to
49

weeks

1 to
26

weed

84.5 65,7 17.1 11.6 15.5 4.8 3.2 7.6
65.1 57.4 17.2 10.6 14.9 4.3 3,2 7.2
65.5 87.4 17.3 10.5 14.5 4.4 1 3 6.9
85.6 58.9 17.0 RA 14.4 4.6 3.3 6.4
83.7 55.8 16.7 11.1 18.3 1 2 3, 7 7. 6
83.1 88 .6 15.9 10.6 16.9 6.3 3. 4 7,2
82. 3 58.4 15.3 10.4 17.7 8.3 3. 6 7.9
81.0 66.1 15.4 10.4 19.0 8.4 3. 7 8.9
50, 0 53.6 15.0 11.4 20.0 7.0 3.9 9.1
616 63.8 16.7 10.8 19.4 6.6 1. 0 8.5
79.8 53.7 15.0 10.9 20. 4 6.6 4. 1 9,9
50.0 53.6 15.0 11.4 21 0 6. 5 3. 5 9. 7
79.6 53.7 It 7 11.1 20.4 8.3 4.1 10.0
79.5 54.6 13.9 11.0 20.5 6.3 4.0 10.2
79.6 55.0 13.7 10.9 20, 3 6.2 1, 0 10.2
79. 7 88. 1 13.0 10.8 20.3 6.3 3.8 10.2
79.6 58.6 12.0 11.0 20.4 6. 6 1. 0 9.8
81.3 58.0 12.3 119 18. 7 8.3 3.9 8.5

90,2 65.4 18,7 8.0 9.8 3.1 2.2 4,6
91.1 888.1 18.6 6.1 8.9 2.9 2.0 4.0
91,5 67.6 17.3 6.6 6.5 26 2.0 4.0
91.1 69.1 15.9 6.2 4.9 1.9 2.3 3.7
89.1 67.6 16.5 7. 4 2, 8 4. 5
89.9 67, 5 13. 5 7.0 10,1 4.1 2.2 3.8
69.1 67, 5 15.1 8.6 10.9 4.0 2.2 4.6
88, 0 65.9 15,1 7,1 82.0 4. 4 2, 3 5.3
86.9 61 5 15. 0 8.5 13.1 4.9 2.8 5.8
87.8 64.3 16.0 7.6 12.2 4.5 2.5 5.2
88.9 63.9 113 7.7 13.1 4.5 2.5 6.1
87,2 83.7 HA 8.6 12.8 4.5 2.3 6.0
66.9 64.2 14.2 8.6 13.1 4.2 2.6 6.4
86. 8 65.8 13. 1 7.9 13.2 4. 1 2.5 6.8
87,1 66.2 12.9 8.0 12.8 4.2 2.3 6.3
86, 9 87.3 12.0 7.5 13.1 4. 4 2.3 6. 4
85 9 68.2 10.9 7. 7 13. 1 4.6 2.4 6.2
88.8 70.0 11.2 7.6 11.2 4.6 2.2 4.9

73.4 36 .8 17.9 lb. 7 26.6 8.2 b.1 13, 2
74.0 37.6 18.3 18 1 25 0 7.5 5.4 13.2
74.5 36.7 17.9 17.8 25.5 7.7 5.6 12.2
75. 9 39.5 19.1 16, 7 24.7 7.9 5.2 11.6
73.2 38.0 17. 5 17. 7 26.8 8.4 1 6 12. 7
71.3 97.9 16.5 16.9 28,7 10.3 6 4 13.0
70. 8 37.3 16. 4 16.9 29.4 10.2 5.8 13.4
69.0 97.0 16.0 18.0 31.0 9 9 6.1 15.0
88.3 36.9 15.0 16.4 21. 7 10.6 6.1 14.9
68.5 38.1 16.1 16.4 91.6 10.1 6.4 14.9
67.6 31 9 14.6 ld. 0 32.4 10.0 6.6 16.8
68.2 36.9 15, 1 11 1 31.8 6.. 7 8.3 15.9
67.9 56.8 15.6 15.5 32.1 9.6 6,6 15.9
68.0 36, 9 15.2 15.9 32.0 9. 7 6.5 16.9
68.0 37.5 15.0 15.5 32.1 9.4 6.5 16.2
68.5 38.8 14.4 15.4 31.5 9. 2 61 16. 2
69.6 39.1 13.7 15.8 31.4 9.7 6.6 15.1
70.1 40.1 14.0 16.0 29.9 9.6 6. 4 11.9

3 Time worked Includes peed vacttion and paid sick lease,
Usually worked 35 hours or more a week,
Not strictly con par able a ith earlier y ears because of t he introduction of

data from the 1950 C e 65u5 Into the estimation procedure. The number with
work experience was raised about 120,000 between 1951 and 1952 and an
additional 230,000 be. ween 1952 rebel 1951

1 Data Include Alaska wed Hawaii beginning 1959 and are there ore not
strictly comparable sv th earl er years. For 19331 this inclusion resulted In
an increase of about 300,000 In the total who worked during the year, with
about 150,000 in the group we king 60 to 62 weeks at full-time jobs.

9 Data re v L-ed to refer to pee ...ens It years and over in accordance a Ith the
changes In age limit and concepts Introduced In 1967.
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Table B-15. Persons With Work Experience During the Year, by Industry Group and Class of Worker
of Longest Job, 1957 -66'

(Thousands of persons 14 years and over for 1937-66, 16 years and over for 1966]

Industry group and class of worker I 1966 = 1955 1965 1954 I320 1062 1961 1960 1060 ors 1057

All industry grettPs 86,266 89,553 50,136 95,124 93,227 82,057 80,287 80,618 78,162 77,117 77,664

Agricull u ........ I 5,021 5,604 6,346 7,051 6,700 7,179 7,502 7,902 7,924 8,201 8,355

W.ge and salary worke.s ..... - 7,079 2,435 2,622 2,695 2,725 2,794 2.780 2,667 752 2,771 2, 469
Self-employed workers... . ......... 2,009 2,13'2 2,442 2,995 2,396 2,601 2,836 3,012 2,992 3,141 3,358
Unpaid family workers.. . ...... 644 1,037 1,284 1,860 1,615 1,7`84 1,686 2,223 7,180 2,379 2,529

Nonagricultural Industries 8 1 , 2 1 5 92,049 79,539 78, 073 76.431 74, 878 72,755 72,716 70,238 68,826 69, 308

Wage and salary workers 75,038 70, 562 72,49'2 70,331 69,444 67,006 64,534 64,549 62,439 61,077 61, 767

Forestry and fisheries 100 103 114 Ila 115 121 107 85 105 113
705

602 602 573 587 569 630 673 626 084 650

Construction.. 4, 538 4,578 4, 556 4,501 4,215 4, 235 4, 096 4,042 4, 099 4,277 4, 022

Olanufacturing__ ',249 22, 477 21, 29 7 20,364 20,076 19,533 IS, 255 18,815 18,941 17,064 19,109
Durable goods. .......... 12, 758 12,807 11,928 11,475 11, 255 10,934 10,043 10, 532 10,522 10,034 11,112

Lumber and wood products 651 CM 614 636 613 574 550 536 608 058 (I)
Furniture and fixtures .... 492 494 623 460 470 458 389 383 427 394 P)
Stone, clay, and glass products 710 710 720 632 562 576 531 596 508 505 0)
FrimarY metal Industries 1,409 1,411 1,385 1,334 1,348 1,168 1,099 1,260 1,294 1,123
Fabricated metal products 1,648 1,650 1,455 1,533 1,635 1,527 1,409 1,169 1,185 1,105 (1)
51 achiner Y 2,723 2,725 2, 014 1,973 1,775 1,640 1, 719 1,765 1,661 1,575 (1)
Electrical equipment- ...... 2,142 2,142 1.917 1,670 1.799 1,614 1,588 1,324 1,509 1,278 0)
Transportation equipment 2.4,2 2,415 2,280 2,139 2,077 1,960 1,759 2,303 2,424 2,304 0)

/- atom °biles ... 1,133 1,139 1,055 1,005 949 928 881 1,018 1,050 1,033
Cc her transportation equipment. 1,279 1,279 1,195 1.134 1.129 1,032 878 1,254 1,374 1,331

Other durable goods I. 101 1,103 1, 015 1, 098 1, 046 1, 017 1, 000 976 908 047 (I)
Nondurable goods 0.460 9,670 0,369 8,659 8,791 8,599 8,212 8,283 8,419 7,630 8.297

Food and kindred products ... 2, 122 2,140 2, 134 2, 093 2,117 2,133 2,028 1,909 1,892 1,697 )
Textile mil] products 1,168 1,162 1,169 1,109 1,082 959 911 1,064 1,135 1,068 (I)
Apel and related p
Printiparng and pub) skiing

roducts 1,639
1,318

1,640
1,503

1,625
1,458

1,558
1,258

1,466
1,397

1,487
1,332

1,327
I,..89

1,378
1,507

1,414
I, 256

1,288
1,239

0)

Chemicals and allied products 1,213 1,214 1,014 1,063 1,004 949 684 892 964 964 (a)
Other nondurable goods 2,010 2,011 1,999 1,838 1,735 1,739 1,673 1,743 1, 758 1,553 (5)

Transportation and public utilities 4,991 5,011 4.856 4,843 4,916 4,711 4,618 4,768 4,665 4,657 4,887
Railroads and railway express 841) 752 812 896 910 032 925 975 1,042 1,113 0)
Other trarts,,ortetion 1,914 1,925 1,894 1,916 1,920 1,610 1,590 1,764 1,769 1,692
Communications ',101 1,102 1,016 913 922 860 912 944 919 01
Other public utilities , 129 1,13? 1,134 1,118 1,164 I, 109 I, 091 1, 084 I, 1I6 1,844003 0)

Wholesale and retail Cradle... 15,027 15,339 14,293 11.012 13.356 13,402 13,033 13,040 12,625 12,630 12,407
Wholesale trade 2,551 2,070 2,586 2,389 2,::60 2,377 2,458 2,432 2,394 2,3E1
Retail trade 12,476 12,760 11,707 11,624 11,289 11,125 10,575 10,558 10,131 10,257 (a)

Finance and EnVice 23,142 74,058 12, 779 71, 872 21,151 20,387 20,126 19,301 17,607 17, 530 18,929
Finance, insurance, real estate.... 3,606 3,617 3,470 3,331 3,264 3,052 3,091 3,171 2,797 2,568 0)
flusiness and repair services 1,783 1,811 1,746 1,567 1,647 1,646 1,47, 1,458 1,390 1,359 (I)
Private households 2,040 3,629' 3,847 3,849 3,772 3,916 3,964 3,692 3, "l3 3,507 3,370
Perm sal services, excluding pri-

vate households. 2,093 2,114 2,146 2,173 2,018 1,595 2,145 2,058 1,794 1,913 (1)
Entertal meat and recreation serv-

ices 875 950 807 768 648 765 862 759 701 792 (I)
Medical and other health set vices. 3,958 3,984 3,608 3,393 3,287 3,092 2,915 2,878 2, 086 2,445
Welfare and religiou services.... 814 827 714 825 790 783 736 729 603 717 0)
Educational services 5.952 6,008 5,318 4,808 4,538 4,325 4,101 3,781 3,443 3,432
Other professional services.. 1,112 1,1'24 1,077 1,058 969 883 861 904 863 797 0)

Public administration 4,388 4,394 4,024 4,036 4,043 3,918 3,726 3,671 3,413 3,343 4,3'6

Self-employed workers 5,590 5,734 6,640 6,614 8,790 6,782 7,170 6,971 8,749 8,672 8,587
Unpaid family worker. 617 653 706 I, 12S 1,197 1,090 1,061 1,196 1,051 1,077 954

I Oats for 1955-56 appeared in previous Roles of the Man power Report. employed. The charge In classification resulted In a shift of about 130,090
, Data revised to refer to persons 16 years and over In accordance with the from nonfarm Wimp °yule? t to wage and salary employment, affecting

thaw/es in age limit and concepts 1111701/ rdin 1967. See also footnote 3. primarily the data for trade and service Industries.
I The 1066 estimates are not strictly co npre able with those of prior years I See footnote 4, table 11-14.

because of earlier misclassification of some wage and salary workers as self- I Sot available,
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Table R16. Percent of Persons With Work Experience During the Year Who Worked Year Round at
Full-Time Jobs, by Industry Group and Class of Worker of Longest Job, 1957 -66'

!Percent of persons 14 years and over for 1957-66. 16 years and over for 1506)

Industry group and class of worker 1568 1 1568 1065 1004. 1961 1962 1961 1960 1959 1958 1957

All industry groups 58.0 56.6 56.1 65.0 64.6 53.7 ,3.6 53.7 SI 8 63.6 65. 1

AS rice pure 47.4 42.8 40.4 37. 7 37.6 37.9 44 9 j 38.9 39.6 39.4 41.5

Wage and salary workers 30.8 26.0 23.0 2'2.0 22.5 21.2 23.8 22.9 21.9 20.9 23.0
Selfitimployi,d workers 75.3 74 1 72.4 73. 6 72. 7 7'2.5 74.8 71. 1 74.8 74.9 77. 1
Unpaid family workers 18. 7 16.7 15.1 12.3 11.8 13.5 15.3 144 13, 7 14.3 lk. 3

Nona tricultural Indic St rles 53.7 57. 5 57.4 55.6 (6.1 55.2 54.9 55.3 55. 4 55. 3 56.8

Wage and rotary workers 68.5 57.3 57. 2 56.3 55,5 54.9 54.6 54.8 54.7 54 6 58.1

Forestry and fisheries 53.0 52.4 33,3 44. 0 52. 2 45 5 29.0 (5) 41.9 50. 0
64. 7

Mining 73.6 73.6 68.8 67.5 68.2 67.6 64.8 65.2 58. 7 58.2

Constructior 53.9 53.5 51.5 48.8 4s,S 43.2 41.5 41.8 43.6 40.6 45.7

ma" fmlurIn g 69, 6 68.9 09.2 67. 7 67. 1 64.8 63. 7 64. 3 62.5 62.3 63.3
Durable goods 72.4 72.3 72.4 70.7 70,7 67.6 65.9 66.0 62.9 62.4 66,4

Lumber and wood products 59.6 59.2 52. 9 52,8 50.1 50.3 46.9 48.3 55, 3 49.5
Furniture and fixture 70.5 70.2 70.8 67.0 65. 7 64.8 63.5 58.7 65,0 52.8 O
Store, clay, and glass products 53.8 73.8 72,8 72.9 72.4 62.0 64.0 53.4 66,0 63.4
Prluiary metal industries 76.5 76, 4 77. 3 80. 1 73.9 69.1 67.8 63, 5 47.8 65.4
Fabricated metal products 72.9 72.8 72.5 70. 71. 1 71. 0 68.6 71,6 68.4 69.3
Machinery 77.8 77.8 77.9 76. 7 76. 3 73.3 73, 7 73, 0 72.4 68.5
Electrical equIprient 67.7 67.7 74 7 73.5 70.5 70, 1 71.3 69,6 69.1 69, 2 0)
Tea asport atio it equipment 74. 1 74.0 72. 3 67.7 75, 2 4.I 6I.0 65,4 61.5 58.6

A at °mobiles 68.8 68.6 65.8 58.1 70. 8 67.8 52. 3 54. 8 44.9 39.0 (4)
Other transportation equipment 78. 9 78. 9 74. 6 76.3 73. 8 72. 2 65.7 74.0 74.2 73.9 (4)

Other durable goods 68, 1 67.9 70. 3 60. 7 61.9 55.7 58.8 50.6 56.2 57.9
Nondurable goods 65.8 64. i7 65.0 63.8 62.4 61.3 61. 1 62. 1 62.0 62.0 59. 2

Fetal and kindred products 64.8 64.3 640 640 63.2 61.3 58, 4 61.4 61.0 60, 5
'Pc a tile roll: products
Apparel and related products

09.9
49.2

69.6
19.2

69.4
so. 2

65.7
47, 1

64.2
45.

59.0
44. 0

59. 2
it 8

62, 5
35.6

63.2
44.5

58.4
43.9 0)

Printing and publishing 61.1 53.6 55.0 54. 3 52.2 51.4 64.5 60,1 57.7 69.5 0)
Chirnieals and Wiled product 79.9 79.8 78.5 79. 3 74 6 77, 1 79.4 82, 2 74.6 79. 1
Oilier nondurable goods 72.6 72.6 75.4 743 74 6 76.3 72.7 72. 6 72. 4 72.6

Transportation and public utilities 75. 7 75. 5 75.8 75. 4 72 II 72. 2 73. 2 71. 7 71. 4 72.0 72. 2
Railroads end railway express 93.6 83.4 82,5 78. 6 77, 3 73.3 77.0 73. 5 74 1 75. 1
Other transportation._.. 67.6 67, 2 65.9 66.8 641 63.4 62.8 62 8 641 60.0 (5)
Com minIcations 74. 0 74. 0 78. 0 78. 0 73.8 77.7 76. 1 74 5 71. 1 77. 1
Other public utilities 85. 1 64.9 85. 4 65.3 82.1 81.4 82. 5 81. 9 SO. 6 54.5 I,)

Wholesale and retail trade 47.1 46.2 47.8 46.8 49.5 47.5 48.4 47.0 48.3 49.2 49.5
Wholesale trade 70. 8 69.9 72.3 70.8 68.1 67. I 70. 1 66.2 64. 1 66.6
Retail trade 42. 3 41.4 42,4 41.8 42. 43.4 43. 3 42.5 445 45.2

Finance and service 48.6 48,8 45,8 445 44. 4 43.9 44.3 45.3 44.5 44. 7 46.0
Finance, insurance, real estate 68. 8 ES. 6 69. 7 68.2 68.6 67.3 68.0 66,1 68.9 67.8 (5)
Business and repair services.. 56.8 55.9 54 8 53.7 53.7 55.8 63.8 53.7 55. 3 50. 4

117.4Private households 17. 1 13.9 14.9 13.5 13.8 15.4 16.6 17. 5 Id. 6 17.5
Personal services, exchidMg private households 43.1 42. 7 43.8 37.4 41.8 41. 2 42. 7 43.6 41.8 43.3
Entertainment and recrzat Ion services 51.2 28.7 26.3 24.6 26.6 26.6 28.6 29.1 30.9 28.3 0/
Medical and other health services 52.9 62.5 549 55.5 54. 2 55.1 53.9 55,1 55. 1 53.4 (5)
Welfare and religious services 52.3 51.5 51. 7 53. I DI. 8 56, 4 59.5 55. 0 4.0.6 54. 1
Educational sery [Cos 48.5 48.0 41.9 43.2 41.8 40.3 42.4 43.0 445 42,5
Other professional services. 60.8 60,1 57.4 61.2 50. 56.9 60.7 59. 1 58.5 50.6

Public admi nIstrat Jo Li 76. 3 78.2 77. 6 79. 8 78.8 78.3 77.8 75. 0 77, 7 78. 5 77.8

Self-employed Workers. 64.3 62. 7 62. 8 65.0 65.1 63.1 61.9 65.4 (6. 4 66.9 67. 2
Unpaid family cc arkers 32. 3 JO. 5 30.2 27.0 23. 6 25.8 25. 1 23.6 24.0 24, 3 25.8

I Data for 1s50-58 appeared in previous issues of t he .5fun pow t r P,epor . 1 Percent not hown where bare is less than 100,000,
1 Data revised to refer to persons 16 years and over in accordance with the a Not available.

changes In age limit and concepts introduced in 1,57.
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T.-ble B-17. Extent of Unemployment During the Year, by Sex, 1957-66
[Persons 14 years and over for 1957-66, 16 years and over for 1966]

Item 19661 I 1966 1965 1564 i 1963 ir 1952 1961 1060 I 1959 41 1 1958 1957

Number (thousands)
13070 SEXL9

Petal working or looking for work 87.540 89.924 87,551 86,837 85, 538 83,944 81,963 82,204 79,494 78,787 76.565
Percent with unemployment 13.0 12.9 14.1 18.2 16.7 18.2 18.4 17.2 15. 3 17.9 14.7
Number with unemployment 11,387 11,602 12,334 14,052 14,211 15,258 15,096 14,151 12, 195 14,120 12,5`8

Did not work but looked for work 1,274 1,371 1,405 1,715 1, 811 1,687 1,670 1,583 1,332 1,670 921
Worked during year

Year-round workers a with 1 or 2 weeks of

10,113 10,231 10,929 12,339 12,400 13,369 13,420 12,663 12,963 12,449 10,647
--=---

vr.emploYmen4 1,269 1,239 1,207 1,121 1,239 1,129 1,036 1,062 840 1,150 1,119

?art-year workers 4 with unemployment of 8,844 8,962 9,722 11,218 11,161 12, 240 12,364 11,563 10,023 11,269 5.528
I to 1 weeks 3,348 3, 403 3,151 3,060 2,708 2, 993 3,098 2,834 2, 569 2,987 2,443
5 to 10 weeks 2,038 2,059 2, 208 2,550 2,407 2, 759 2, 559 2,704 2,549 2,367 2, 339
11 to 14 weeks 1,047 1,058 1,286 1,514 1,595 1,700 1,669 1,517 1,403 1,479 1,394
15 to 26 weeks 1,567 1,585 1,995 2,444 2,622 2,768 2,849 2,456 1,070 2,556 1,898
27 week' or more 644 857 1,092 1,650 1,645 2,020 2,209 1,952 1,633 2,482 1,454

Total with 20r more spells of unemployment 3,411 3,458 3,942 4,755 4,635 5,219 4,963 4,602 4,728 5,117 4,377
2 spells 1,465 1,479 1, 765 5,342 2, 246 2, 524 2,299 2,034 1,813 (4) (1)
3 spells or more 5,946 1,979 2,177 2,413 2,389 2,695 2,664 2,568 2,415 (4) (I)

Mate

Total working or look!ng for work 62,107 83,576 52,958 52,645 51,817 51,412 50,610 60,666 49,523 45.158 49,444
Percent with unemployment 12.5 12. 4 11.0 18.3 17.2 18.8 19.4 18.4 165 19.6 15. 7
Number with unemployment 8,503 4,658 7,428 8,563 8,923 9,686 9,848 5,318 8,183 9,645 7,758

Did not work but looked for work 395 467 539 667 778 773 756 653 560 778 735
Worked d-.ring year.

fear -round workers a with 1 or 2 weeks of
unemployment

6,108 6,191 6,889 7,898 8,145 8.913 5,090 8.665 7,613 8,887 7,023

923 923 886 815 934 817 791 779 657 863 447

? art -year workers , with unemployment of 5,185 5,268 6,003 7,081 7,211 8,096 8,299 7,888 8,958 8,004 6,576
Ito 4 weeks 1,,27 1,767 1,894 1,675 1,521 1,668 1,709 1,651 1,472 1,433 1,475
5 to 10 weeks 1,1218 1,300 1,351 1,795 1,609 1,851 1,878 1,907 1,688 1,692 1,4548
11 to 14 weeks 707 718 872 1,038 1,122 1,194 1,217 1,123 1,031 1,094 1,030
13 to 26 weeks 972 980 1,347 1,605 1,602 1,960 2,027 1,921 1,664 1,950 1,385
27 weeks or more 493 503 699 1,057 1,157 1,383 1,468 1,364 1,201 1,835 1,039

Total with 2 or more spells of une ouployment 2,295 2,328 2,769 6,314 3,269 3,805 3,618 3,430 3,173 3,850 3,171
2 spells 900 913 1,147 1,576 1,526 1, 788 1, 603 1,453 1, 293 (9 (4)
3 spells or more 1,395 1,415 1,622 1,738 1,743 2,017 2,015 1,977 1,880 (1) (I)

FEMALE

Total workirg or locking for work 35,427 38,348 54,633 34, 192 33,221 32,632 31,353 31,518 29,971 29,628 29,141
Percent with unemployment 13.8 13.6 14.2 18. 1 15.9 17.1 16.7 15.3 13. 5 15. 1 13. 1
Ntunber with unemployment 4, 884 4, 944 4, 908 5,485 5, 26.8 5, 670 5, 250 4,833 4, 032 4,474 3, 810

Dld not work but looked for work 879 904 866 1,046 1,033 1,114 933 993 782 892 166
Worked during year. 4,025 4,040 4,040 4,443 4,255 4,456 4,330 3,900 3,250 5,582 3,624

Year-round workers a with 1 or 2 weeks of
unemployment 546 348 321 306 305 312 245 283 164 317 672

Part-year workers 1 with unemployment of 3,659 3,694 3,719 4,137 3.950 4,144 4,085 3,617 3,067 3,265 2,9,7'
1 to 4 weeks 1,821 1,636 1,457 1,385 1,167 1,325 1,389 1,163 1,097 952 968
5 to 10 weeks 752 759 817 844 798 888 681 797 660 6Th 693
11 to 14 weeks.. 340 340 414 476 473 508 45' 394 372 355 363
15 to 26 weeks.. 595 605 940 839 809 808 872 645 506 606 613
27 weeks or more 351 354 363 593 683 637 741 598 432 647 415

Total with 2 or more spells of unemployment. 1,115 1, 130 1,173 1.441 1,366 1.414 1,345 1,172 1,055 1, 267 1,206
2 spells
9 le nal, n v.. n.e.

665
A %I

5E0
RAI

616
RS5

768
al7t

720
CIA

736
A9

696
ItAn

981
411

921..t (a)
/1., I

('1
/Pt

rot, notcs at ,93,1 of 411,1e.
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Table B-17. Extent of Unemployment During the Year, by Sex, 1957-66-Continued

Item 1966 1 1966 1965 1064 1963 1962 I 1961 1210 1959 1958 1957

Percent ells lributiOn of unemployed persons with work experk ace durbr the year
Borg SEXES

Total who worked during year 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Year-round workers. with 1 or 2 weeks of
unemployment 12.5 12.4 II. 0 9.1 10.0 3, 4 7.7 8.5 7.7 9.5 10.5

P art -year workers C with une mployment of
1 to 4 weeks
5 to 10 weeks
11 to 14 weeks
15 to 26 weeks
27 weeks or more

Total with 2 or more spells of unemployment
2 spells
3 spells or more

MALE

Total who worked during year

Year-round workers I with 1 or 2 weeks of
unemployment

Part-year workers with unemployment oL -
1 to 4 weeks
5 to 10 weeks
11 to 14 weeks
15 to 26 weeks
27 weeks or more

Total with 2 or more spas of unemployment -
2 spells
3 spells or more

Fzukut

Total who worked during , ear

Year-round workers r with 1 or 2 weeks of
unemployment

Peal ear workers 1 with unemployment of
1 to 4 weeks
5 to 10 weeks
II to 14 weeks
15 to 26 weeks
27 weeks or more

Total with 2 or more spells of unemplo1 ment
2 spells
3 spells or more

87.5 87.6 89.0 90.9 90.0 91.6 92.3 91.5 92.3 90.5 89.5
33.1 33.3 28.8 24.8 21.8 22.4 23.1 22.6 23.6 19.2 22,9
20.2 20.1 20.2 ---. 7 19.4 20.6 19.1 21.5 21.8 19.0 21.0
10.4 10.3 11.8 :, J 12.9 12.7 12.4 12,1 12.9 11.9 13.1
15,5 15.b 18.3 19.8 21.1 10,7 21.2 19.8 19. I 20.5 17.8
8.3 8.4 9.9 13.4 14.8 15.1 16.5 15.8 15.0 19.9 13.7

33.7 33.8 86. 1 38.5 37.1 39.0 37.0 33.6 38.9 41.1 41.1
14.5 14.5 16.1 19.0 18.1 18.9 17.1 16.2 16.7 14) (' i
19.2 19.3 19.9 19.6 19.3 20.2 19.8 20.4 22.2 (1) (9

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

15.1 14.9 12,9 10.3 11.5 9.2 8.7 9.0 8.6 9.7 6.4

84.9 85.1 87, 1 89, 7 88.5 90.8 91.3 91.0 9I.4 90.3 93.6
28, 3 28.5 24.6 21.2 18.7 18.7 18.8 19.1 19.3 16.2 21.0
21.1 21.0 20.2 21.6 19.8 21.2 20.7 22.0 22.2 19.1 23.4
11.6 11.6 12.7 13.1 13.8 13.4 13.4 13.0 13,6 12,3 14.7
15.9 15.8 19.6 20.3 21.1 22.0 22.3 21,0 215 22.0 19.7
8.1 8.1 10.1 13.4 11.2 15.5 16.1 16.0 15.8 20.7 14.8

37.6 37.6 40.2 42.0 40.1 42.7 39.8 39.8 41.7 43.4 45.2
14.7 14.7 16, 6 20.0 18.7 20.1 17.6 16.8 17.0 (1) (.1
22.8 22.9 23.3 22.0 21.4 22.8 22.2 22.8 24, 7 (1) (I)

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. t 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

8,6 8.6 7.9 6.9 7.2 7.0 5.7 7,3 5.7 8.8 18.5

91.4 91.4 92.1 93.1 92, 8 93.0 94.3 92.7 94.4 e1. 2 81.5
10. 5 40.5 36.1 31.2 37.9 29.7 32.1 30.3 33.8 26.6 26.7
38.8 18.8 20.2 39.0 18.8 19.5 15.7 20.4 20.3 18.8 19.1
8,5 8.4 10.2 10.7 11.1 11.4 10.4 10.1 11.4 10.7 10.0

14.9 15.0 16.0 19.9 19.0 18.1 19.0 16,5 15.6 18.9 14.2
8.8 8.8 9.5 13.3 14.1 I4.3 17, 1 15.3 13.3 19.1 11.5

27.9 28.0 29.0 32.4 32.1 11.7 51.1 30.1 32.6 35.4 33.3
14.1 14.0 15.3 17.2 16 9 16 5 161 14.8 16.0 (C) (,)
13.8 14.0 13.7 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.0 15.2 16.6 (1)

1 Data revised to refer to persons 16 years and over In accordance with the
changes in age limit and con -eta Introduced In 1967.

t Data include Alaska and Hawaii beginning 1959 and are therefore not
Vrictly comparable with earlier years. This inclusion resulted In an increase

o about 50,000 in the to al with unemployment In 1959.
1 Worked 50 weeks or more-

Worked less than 50 weeks.
Not available.
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NOTE: Data foc recent years have been revised as a result of the adjustment to March 1966 benchmark levels.
Beginning 1959, the data include Alaska and Ifawaii and are therefore not strictly comparable with previous

years. This inclusion resulted in an increase of about 210,000 in the 19:59 average of total nonagricultural employ-
ment. For hours and earnings and labor turnover data, the effect of the inclusion was insignificant.

Table C-1. Total Employment on Payrolls of Nonagricultural Establishments, by Industry Division: Annual
Averages, 1947-67

Year

1947.
194°
19491950 ......
1951
1952
1953 ...

1955..
1956... ..
1957
1959
1959
1960
1961_ ......
1962
1363
1964
1905.
1936
1957 /

1947
1948

.........
1930
1951 ............
1952
1333
1954
1.955
1956
1957
1958
1959.
190
19E1. .
1962
1963
1964.
1903. ...............
1966. .............
19E7

:Manufacturing Trans.

['
porta-

Iotrtieni Mort
Total 'Mining eon- Du. 1 Non. and

struc Total Table du- public
tion goods Table

goods

43.881 955 1,982 1 15 545
44,991 994 2,169 13,50
43,778 930 2,165 14,441
45,222 961 2.333 15,241
47,849 929 2, 603 16, 313
49,825 891 2.634 11,632
50, 232 968 2, 623 17.549
49,022 791 2,612: 16,314
50,675 792 2,802 1 16, 882
5 ?, 401 822 2, 000 1 17, 243
52,894 828 2.923 17,174
51.363 751 2,776 1 15,945
53,313 732 2,960 16.673
54,234 712 2,985 16,796
54,042 672 2,816 1 16,3.^8
53,596 850 2,902 1 16,453
56,702 635 2. 963 , 16,995
55 332 634 3,050 1 17, 274
60,832 632 3,116 18,062
63,982 625 3,292 19,186
66,066 613 3,255 1 19.336

1000 2.2 4.5 35.4
100.6 2,2 4.8 247
100.0 2.1 4,9 :13,0
100.0 2.0 5.2 33.7
PM, 0 I 9 & 4 34.3
100.0 1.8 6 4 34,1
ICJ. 0 1, 7 5.2 341
100.0 1.6 5.3 33.3
100.0 1.6 5.5 33.3
100.0 1.6 & 7 32.9
100.0 1.6 & 5 32.5
100.0 1.5 5 4 31.0
WO. 0 1 4 56 31.3
100.0 1.3 & 3 31.0
100.0 1.2 5.2 30.2
100.0 1.2 5 2 30.3
100.0 1.1 5.2 30.0
100.0 1.1 8.2 29.6
100.0 1.0 5 2 29.7
I00.0 1.0 5.1 30.0
I00.0 .9 4.9 29.3

R, 385
9,326
7,489
8.094
9, ORP
9,343

10,110
9,120
9,541
9,531
9,856
R, 933
9.373
9,459
9.070
9,490
9,816
9,936

PI, 406
11,256
11,325

19.1
IS. 5
IT.
17.9
19. 0
19 1
20.1
18.6
18,6
158
19,6
17.2
17.6
17.4
16.8
17.1
17.0
16.
17, I
17,6
1 T.

Wboles:.e and retail
t:ade

Whole
u t Total sale
ttes

tali

nance,
insur. Fen..
an ce , Ices
real

estate

Government

Total Fed.
eral L

State
and

/Peal

7, 159
7,256
6,951
7.147
7.304
7,214
7, 438
7, IRS
7,340
7, 409
7,319
7,116
7.303
7,336
7,256
7,373
7.380
7.458
7, 658
7,930
8,012

Numb. r (thousands)

4,169 8, 956
4.189 9,572
4,001 9,264
4.031 9,386
1,226 9.74?
4,241 10004
4, 290 10.247
4,084 10,235
4,t41 10,535
4,244 10 958
4,241 10
3,970 10,750
4, OH 11,127
4.004 11, 391
3,903 11, 337
3, 966 11, 966
3,903 11,778
3, 951 12,180
4,08 12,716
4,151 13,211
1,282 13, 676

2361
,4R9

2,487
2,518
2,608
2,697
2,727
2,739
2,796
2,984
2,893
2,84.9
2,946
9,004
22,993
3,056
3.104
3,189
3,312
3,438
3,555

6,395
6,783
6, 779
6,819
7,133
7,317
7, 320
7,496
7, 740
7.074
7,992
7,902
R, 1.92
8,369
8,344
8,511
8,875
8,971
,04

9, 74 73

10,121

1, 754 9, 030 5 474
1,829 5,206 3,650
1,657 3,284 5,856
1,919 6,382 6,026
1,991 3,576 6,389
2,069 6,720 & 621
2, 146 5,867 6,645
2,234 6,152 6, 791
2,335 6,274 6,914
2,429 6,536 7,277
2,177 6,749 7,616
2,5'9 8,808 7,939
2.394 7,130 8, 083
2, 669 7.423 3, 353
2,731 7,664 8,594
2,800 8,028 8,890
2,877 8,325 9,225
2,957 8.709 9, 59
3,023 9,017 10.091
3,102 9,545 1.0, B71
3,228 10,072 11,618

1,822
Lan
1, 908
1,9'8
2,302
2,420
2,305
2,188
2,197
2,209
2, 217
2.191
2, 233
2,270
2,279
2,340
2,359
2, 148
2,578
2, 564
2, 719

3,582
3.787
9,948
4,098
4,087
4.148
4, 340
4, 563
4.727
6,065
9,399
5,648
5.850
6,083
6, 315
6.5.50
6.869
7,249
7, 71.4
P, 307
8,897

16.3
I. 2 III

15.9 1
15.8
15.3
U.9
14,8
14.7
14.5
14,1
13.8
13.9
13. 7
13.5
13.4
Is. 3

12.3
12.8
12.4
123

Percent dlstrlbu toi

9.5 1

P. 3
9.1
8.9
8.8
8.7
8.5
8.3
8.2
8. 1
8.0
7.7
7.5
7.4
7.2
7.0
6,9
5.6
6.6
6.5
6.5

20.4
20.7
21.2
218
20.4
20.5
20.4
20.9
20,
23, 7
20.6
20.9
20.9
21.0
21.0
20.8
20.8
2138
20.9
20.5
20.7

I Data are prepared by the U.S. C'vit Sect: cr Commission and re1a c to Prelisntnary
civilian employment only, rreluding the ('en ral Intelligente and National
Security Agencies.

270 276

5,4
5.S
5.7
S. 6
.1.4
5.5
5.4
S. 6
6.5
5.6
3.3
S. 5
5. 5
3,5
5.3
5 3
3. 3
S. 5
5.4
5.4
5.4

15.0
15.1.
15.5
15.2
149
15.0
13.0
13.3
15.3
15.2
15.1
15.4
13.3
15.5
15.4
15.3
15.3
I. 4
I. 5
15.9
15.3

4.0
4, 1

42
4,2
4.2
4,3
4.6

4.6
4. 7
4.9
4.9
4.9
5, I
,,0
5. 1
5,1
5.0
4.8
4.9

11.5
11.6
12.0
11.9
11.7
11.7
11.7
12.2
12.4
12.5
12.8
13.3
13.4
10.7
14.2
14.4
14. 7
14.9
141
14.9
15.2

12.
12.8
13.4
13.3
13.4
13.5
13,2
13,
13.6
13 9
14.4
15.3
15.2
IS. 4
13.9
18.0
16 3
16 5
16 6
17, 0
17.6

4.3
4.2
4,4
4.a
1.8
6.0
4.6
4.5
4.3
4.2
1.2
4.3
4.2
4.2
4. 2
4.2
4.2
4.0
3.9
4.0
4.1

8.2
8.
9.0
9.1
8,5
8.6
8.6
9.3
11.3
9.7

10.2
11.0
11.0
11.2
11.7
11.8
12.
12.4
12 7
19.0
13.5



Table C-2. Total Employment on Manufacturing Payrolls: Annual Averages, 1947 -67

Industry 1967, 1966 1965

Manu facia lag 19,336 19, 18 6 18,062

Durable goods 11,325 II. 206 10, 406
Ordnance and accessories.. 292.3 256 225,
Lumber and wood product 592.9 612. 6 606.9
Furniture and fixtures_ 456.2 461. 7 430.7
Stone, clay, and glass product 631.3 644. 6 928.3
Primary metal Industries 1, 300.0 1, 3 45,4 I, 301 .0

furnace and basic steel product s. 630.4 651.3 657.3
Fabric,' led metal products 1, 353. 4 1, 349. 1 1, 269.0
151achiner y, except electrical I, 969. 8 1,911. 1 I, 735, 3
Electrical equipment and s upp tie 1, 915. 7 1, 896. 4 1, 659.2
Transportation equipment 1,926.6 1, 911.5 1, 740.6

Motor vehicles and equipment 808.3 859,2 842.7
Aircraft and parts .. 823.4 7 00.5 624.2

1nstrui waits and related products 454.7 433 1 389.0
5liscellancous manufacturing industries_. 431.2 434. 5 419.5

Nondurable gnods. . 5, 012 7, 930 7, 65.6
Food and kindred products. 1, 789. 5 1, 778. 9 1, 756. 7
Tobacco in allll factures 85.4 83. 55.8
Text :le 111111 products. 951. 7 9 61. 5 920.6
Apparel and of her textile products 1,390,8 1, 398 8 1,354. 2
Paper and allied 7produet5.... ........
Fruiting and publishing .

684. 2
I, 060. 7

5167.5
I,,121.8

839.1
979.4

C henlica Is and allied products. 999. 9 957.9 907.8
Petrcleum and rout product s.... 152. 146 0 102.9
Rubber and plarliss products, nec 514.2 5684 8 70.8
Leather and leather product 351.7 3 63. 5 352.9

1056 1955 I 19

Manufac lux ing 17,243 16, 882

Durable goods.... . . 9,834 9, 541
Or l mince and accessories ........ . 138.5 141. 2
Lumber and wood products... ..... 730, 9 739. 6
Furniture and fixtures 375.5 363.8
Stone, clay, and alas products 605.3 5 55. 4
Prioiary !natal Industries 1,355. 3 I, 322. 5

Float furnace and basic steel products_ 706. 6 7064 9
10 aim icated metal product
Machinery, ex crept electrical
Electrical equipment and supplies...

I, 140.
I, 571.
1, 323.

4 1, 122. 4
6 1,448.5
1 1, 240.

1.

1.

Transport anon equipment 1, 852.5 I, 554. 6
Motor vehicles and e quIpmen I _ 792, 5 891.2
Aircraft and parts... 537.3 '01.3

Instruments and related products 33 7. 8 323.2
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 463.0 39 6. 2

Nondurable 600115.... 7, 409 7, 340
F cod and kiridred products. 1.841.9 1, 524.7
Tobacco in anufael ures..... 99.5 102.5
Tet tile mill products.... 1,03!. 0 I, 050. 2 1,

Apparel and other textile products... 1,223.4 1, 219. 2
Piper and allied products .....
Printing and. publishing .

567.8
862.0

550.0
834.7

Chemicals and allied products .. 736.5 773.1
Petroleum and coal products 235.5 2717. 1
Rubber and plastics products, nec 369,2 363.3
Leather and leather product': 352. 7 355.9

Preliminary.

dhousandsI

1964 1963 1962 1061 1960 1959. 1958 3957

17, 274 16, 995 16,553 16, 325 16, 796 16, 6 5 1 5,1945 17.174

9, 916 9, 616 9, 450 9, 070 9,459 9.3 3 8, 830 9, 859
243.9 265.5 204.4 244.2 220.0 203 5 158.1 140.2
604.2 592.6 589.3 582.9 6'26.8 655 8 615.0 655 3
405.9 309.9 345.1 367. 5 353. 0 aa 0 3 60. 8 374.3
613. 4 600.8 592, 3 562.0 604.0 604 D 56!.4 595. 4

1,233.2 1,172.2 1,165 6 1,142.7 1,231.2 I, 181., 1 1, 153.5 1,355.3
629. 2 589.9 592.8 595. 5 a I. 4 581, 3 601. 1 719.9

1,109.7 1, 150.1 1,127. 7 1, 084.5 1, 135.3 1,121 5 I, 076 9 1, 167.3
1, 609.6 1.529. 3 1, 463.2 1, 418.6 1, 479.0 1, 45:' 1 I, 36'2.4 1, 585.9
1, 543 8 I, 553.9 I, 567.0 1, 473.3 1.467. 1 1, 396. 4 I, 24 9. 0 1,343.8
1, 604. 3 I, 609.7 1, 547. 0 1, 448.6 1, 558, 9 1, 63'.0 1, 594.6 1, 909. 1

752.9 741. 3 691.7 632.3 724.1 69 '. 3 606.9 769.3
605.4 639.'2 638.4 609.7 62'.9 72 '. 6 771.0 895.8
309.9 364.8 358.7 347.4 354.3 34 .3 323.8 342.1
397.6 35 6. 8 389.6 378.2 389.9 38 '. 7 373, 0 387.2

7, 458 7, 34 0 7, 373 7, 276 7, 33 6 7. 903 7, 116 7,319
I, 750.4 1, 75'2.0 1, 763.0 1, 775.2 1, 761 0 I, 7/ 7. 6 1, 772.8 I, as. 4

55, 6 90.5 90 7 94. D 1 1. 5 94 5 97.0
502.0 85.5.4 902.3 893.4 924.4 9 '5, 7 918.8 981.1

1,302.5 1,'2829 1,263.7 1,214.5 1,233.2 1,2 5.9 1,171.8 1,210.1
625.5 619.5 614.4 601.3 691, 1 5 7.2 564.1 570.6
951.5 930.6 826.4 917.3 911.3 8.',8.5 87'2.3 570.0
578. 6 865.3 848.5 828.'2 828.0 7 19 2 794. 1 8:0.0
143, 9 188.7 195.3 201.9 211,9 :15.5 223.8 232 2
436.0 418. 5 468.4 375. 3 379.0 : 71. 7 344.3 371.9
347.6 340.2 369 7 358.2 3 63. 4 74.0 359.2 372.7

54 1953 1951' 19..1 1950 1 149 19 48 1947

.

5.314 17, 549 15, 6.12 16, 392 15, 211 14,441 15, 582 15, 545

D. 129 10, 110 9, 349 9, 089 8, 094 7,489 8, 326 8, 18.1
163.3 234.3 174, 7 77. 0 30 26 28 27
707.9 770. 7 790 4 840.2 808 741 818 4)1.5

341.9 369.9 357.1 357. 2 364 317 340 336
35!.5 561.3 561.0 587.0 547 514 549 537
219.3 1, 393.1 I, 282.1 1, 364.3 1, 247 1, 134 I, 290 1, 279
615.5 726. 1 639.0 714,4 674 610 579 656
369.9 I. 1 56. 1 1, 064.4 1, 077. 8 982 1451 979 869
417.7 1,554.4 1,517.4 1,456.6 1,210 1,182 1,372 I, 375
190.4 1,333.3 1, 155.0 1, 113. 6 991 , 552 991 1,035
754,1 1, 969.1 1, 703.2 1, 515,1 1, 265 '' 1, 210 I, 270 I, 275
765.7 917.3 777. 5 833.3 516 .,' 751 751 765
782.9 795. 5 670.6 4 67. 8 283 1 254 238 239
321.2 337. 1 312,5 294.3 250 239 262 267
19J. 7 41,X1.9 393.7 406.0 400 : 355 4'2'2 421

7, 185 7, 438 7,281 7, 304 7, 147 6, 953 7, 256 7, 159
8I5, 3 1,838.9 1, 827. 8 1, 523, 2 1,790 1,778 1,801 1,799
103.3 163.6 165.6 194, 1 103 109 114 114
942, 3 1.154.8 I, 163.4 I, 237.7 1. 256 1, 187 1, 332 I, 299
Ira 6 I, 248.0 1,216.4 1, 207.2 1,292 1,173 1, 190 1,154
531.1 530.1 503.7 511.2 455 455 173 465
413.9 802.6 779.9 767.6 744 ' 740 74o 721
752.7 7f.5. 2 730.1 707.0 640 618 655 649
234. I 241.1 234. 6 231.3 214 221 228 221
31'91.4 361.0 338.3 331.4 311 283 312 323
173.0 3,9.2 354.2 380. 0 395 389 112 412

277 271



Tatle C-4. Prorluction or tionsupervisoty Workers 1 on Private Payro(ist Annual Averages, 1947-67
iThousandal

1 ndr
_
3try

prlrale

Mining

Contract co r.structio

Man-_,fac tart. ail'

Durable goods
Ordnance sad accessorres.
Lumbir and wood 13;0811,1a -
Furnitnre and Alt ares.
9 tone, clay, and glass product
Primary metal 1r:du:trice.

Blast to, .cc and basic ste
Fab rk ated natal ,oducts.
Machinery, except velec trkal
Electrical equipment and sup
Transportation equipment._

Motor "abides and equiped
Aircraft and parts

Instruments and related prod
Miscelianedus mans fsaurh,g

Nrndurable goods
Food and kindred products
Tobacco manufactures
Textile min products
Apparel and other lex the pro
Papa and tithed prod act s
Printing and publishing..
Che-aieds and silted product
petro1euen and coal product?,
Rubber and plastics prod lc
Leather and a` the; products

Wholesale and retail t

Wholes:a trade
Retail trade

Finance, Laurance, r

Total private 1

Mining

Contract conttructio

Mann tacturin g

Durable goods
Ordnance and XCIS.X7
Lumber and wood prod Jets
Form:tura and fixtures
Stone, clay, and glass pr000c
Primary metel Industries.

21:644 furnie and bask tee
Fabricated metal products.
Mac/thirty, carrot el actrkal.
Eta:Arks] equipment and eu5.
Transports:fon equipment

Motor vehicles and equ'pm
Aircraft and parts

instruments 11,,d related prod
Miscellaneous manufac truing

Non ditrah,e pods
Food and Idndre 1 products__
Tobacco manufactures
Testi:a mill products_
Apparel and other textile p
Paper and [Idled product:
Printing and publish trig..
Cbemlcsie and allied produe
Petroleum and coal products.
Rubber and plastics produc
Leather and leather products

Wholesale and retail

Whol r6 ale trade__
Retail trade

Fini rice, Insurance, r

1967 1 1966 1965 I, 1964 1963 1967 1961 1960 1959 1958 1957

45, 174 44, 234 42,309 40, 589 39 503 39, 979 37,983 39, 516 35,090 38, 60e 38,38.

469 445 494 497 498 519 632 570 590 611 897

1 2,760 0,799 2,710 2,697 2,523 2.462 2,591 2,459 2,538 2,384 2,531

14,225 14, 273 13,424 12. 781 17, 555 12, 488 12,783 12,585 12,603 11,997 13,155

8,381 8,349 7, 715 7, 213 7,077 6,935 6,818 7,02e 7,063 6,679 7,510
150.7 121.8 96. I 104. 1 '115.2 119.3 119.6 101.7 98.0 82.4 K. 4
415.2 535.0 532. 4 531.6 526.6 626. 7 618.4 291.1 592.2 549.4 &a(
075. 5 382. 6 357.4 337.0 324. 1 349. 6 003. 9 318, 6 221.0 299.7 313,1

a 502, 2 617.5 5,A. 6 493.8 483.9 477.7 469.4 491.9 496. 2 457.9 497. E
1,042.9 1,095.7 1,062.0 1,0003.6 917.4 937.3 914.6 993.1 953.8 933.0 1,117.:

I oroducts 505 9 530,4 638.4 615.6 479.1 478.3 478.4 1528. 1 470.9 485 5 600.1
1,045.8 1,050. 2 252. 7 914.3 881.6 863.7 811. 0 874.3 868, 5 824.6 919.;
1,370. 7 1,244. 4 1, 214.8 1, 120.4 1, 059.2 1,037.8 976.4 1,035.9 1,027.2 745.5 1,145. 1

plies._ _._. 1,294,5 1,7169 1, 140. 5 1,036.5 1,034.3 1, 050. 7 979.4 902.3 969.4 557.3 958.1
1,E56.6 1,361.0 1,240.7 1,119.6 1112.:, 1,059.9 912,7 1,107.4 1,163.4 1,120.9 5,391.6

. . _ 6 2 1 .19t.,. 3 668.1 658.9 579.2 673,6 534.0 479.1 683.3 517.5 452.5 601.'7
195.8 444. 7 355 3 338. 8 350.8 349. 1 347.7 369 6 44'7. 7 491.9 391.1

Lids._ .. ._ . 2918 276.6 2413.1 234,0 2329 223,1 123.1 269°,6 230 3 214,8 233.1
industries_ 7,40. 0 3468 335.5 317.9 310. , 313.2 :03. .3 914 a 312.9 299.5 315. 2

5, 014 6, 92,1 5, 719 5, 593 5, 527 5,553 5,455 5,560 .5, 570 5,419 5,93f
1,187.7 1, PC. 9 1,159 1 1,157,3 1,167,1 1,1754 1,191.1 1,211,6 1,222.1 1,222.0 1,23.1

73. '1.5 74.8 78.4 A 8 78.7 79.8 87,3 83.9 94.1 83.3
8 14 a 6:.7.1 835. 7 796 2 79.1.4 612, 1 SO& 0 &I . I 857.4 832.5 893 3

1 1 rcts 1,255 9 1, 243, 0 1,201.9 1, 156. 3 3,138.0 1, Fa 9 1,079.6 1,09".2 1,091,4 1,039.5 1,072.f
530,8 619.0 437.7 489.6 0364 486.0 478,0 47 "1,7 471.8 454.1 413,4
671 5 649.6 826 6 602.1 590.3 594. 5 591.7 581 9 575. 1 563. 2 563.1

s MC_ 2 6;2.3 546.1 329, 4 625 3 519.3 565.0 50 0.9 505.6 493.7 019.1
119 8 115.8 112 9 114.2 119.9 12,7.6 129.' 13 r.9 139 7 148. 9 156.4

nee 395. 2 397.2 365. 9 336 3 322. 7 318. 5 283. a 291_ 8 2.2, 8 3.34 4 590 1
304 2 318 4 310.0 305, 5 307.8 315 0 316 4 321 9 33'4.9 318.2 231.6

rode ..... 12, 172 11,786 11,378 10,869 16,560 10,400 10,234 10, 315 10,087 9,738 9,923

2,975 2,11 2,8:4 2,719 2,14'6 2,625 2,684 2,305 2,562 2,477 ',541
9, 565 56;8 8, 644 8,151 7,904 7,775 7,850 7,110 7, 625 7,259 7,7Z2

:91 estate 1 2,;x7 2,454 2,426 2,386 2,329 2,2771 2,225 2,181 2,121 2,063 2,031

1955 I 1955 1954 1953 1452 1951 191,0 1349 1948 1917
I - -

35,495 37, 500 36,176 37,694 36, 843 36,22, 34, 349 33,159 34,483 39,747

701 MO 60,8 765 801 640 016 939 906 871

, 2, 613 2,440 2,231 2,305 2,324 2,308 2,069 1, 919 1,924 1,759

13,456 13,288 12,817 14,655 13,359 13,368 12,523 11,790 12,910 13,290

7,662 7,04/1 7,174 8,154 7,550 7,4°1 8,705 6,122 8,926 7,026....... 54. 9 91.7 113.1 173.6 130.2 69.3 23 20 23 22
663.6 672 3 6414 899.9 719.6 771.2 745 580 V67 793
313, 5 7907.0 267.7 015 0 305.8 307.1 317 .174 304 296
207.0 191.8 464.3 493.6 479, 8 507, 1 473 443 479 471

1,131.6 1, 115. 8 1, 017.9 1,172 6 1,094 7 7,175. 1 1,075 968 1,121 1,114
1 products 593.4 604. 9 57C.41 623.4 541.5 523,2 587 67 594 575

903. 7 897.8 851. 1 931. 4 859.4 383 0 512 714 809 826
1. 135 5 1,069. 2 1,646 2 1,182, 4 1.183.9 1,129.7 927 900 1,074 1,097

plies.._..,. 9(5.4 924.2 883.8 1,028.8 909.1 8668 770 63E, 761 810
1,344.3 1,414.1 1,331.4 1,542 9 1 331.4 1,213.1 1,029 776 1,027 1,039

ei,t..... . 619.6 715 3 601.5 739.4 818.7 651.8 577 e11 632 626
561, 3 6219 506 2 586.2 493.4 348.4 239 19; 175 177

lace5._ . 236. I 229.6 231.0 249. 8 233,2 222. 3 131 181 M2 213
Industiles.: 333, 1 336 4 325 6 355 7 332 3 3451 914 377 365 307

5,707 5, 740 5,6Z 5,901 9, 810 6, 688 6, 817 5, 669 5, 986 s, 962
1,3021 1,291. 7 1,2960 1,329.7 1,330.9 1,338, 1,331 1,341 1,374 1,393

.. IA 1 24 4 95. 2 35. 7 R7.2 94 .:5 101 108 110
964. 3 961.6 903. 2 1,033.9 1,073.2 1,145. 1,123 1,103 1, 248 1, 220

CI 1. ci.s 1,066.1 1,066.4 1,053.4 I 114.8 1,087,2 1,083, 1,90 1,053 1,073 1,047
464.3 453.5 440.8 442.9 421.9 435. 416 390 408 406
55'..0 519. 0 524.9 529.0 509.7 504. 494 MS 494 467

6 523,7 618.1 503.0 522 9 506.1 502. 4111 449 445 488
1131 2 163. 2 166 9 173. 2 1'91. 9 172. 165 169 175 170

... nee 290, 7 288.3 256 7 267.8 2(9.9 270. 2.5.2 226 233 261
346 8 344.0 332 5 348.7 244.4 343. 155 348 369 374

rade ...... 9,933 9,875 9,452 9,510 9,333 9,091 8,742 8,595 5,551 8,241

....... 2,547 2,479 2,442 2,459 2,4.39 2,365 2, 2 /4 2,267 2,274 2,165
7,386 7,196 7,014 7,051 6,614 (1, 7a. 6,48 n, 3M 0.355 6,076

eel estate 1 1,994 LIM 1,837 1, 775 1,715 1,649 1,645 5,542 1,621 1,450

1 For ruining and manufacturing, data refer to production and related
w4rker7; for contract construction, to construction workers; for wholesale
and retail trade and finance, insura;l e, and real estate, to none urcv Isory
'rotten.

272

r) 7 8

Prelimhary.
11 I udes the trim/ portatien and nubile utilities divtdon and the service

dIvisir n, not eh )ton separately.
Excludes dale. for nono8lor salesmen.



Table C-4. Nooproduction-Worker Employment on Private Payrolls: Annual Averagos, 1947-67
(Thousand I

Industry 1967 1 1966 1963 I 196

8,146

137

453

4,493

2, 603
140

73
69

120
230
114
275
489
807
485
174
287
136
80

1,889
593

12
94

144
137
349
340

70
103

42

1,291

470
810

971

1963 1962 1961 1810 1959 1958 1957

6,51

I:

56

3,4E

2,54
1

1

1

11

72

11

71
4,
al
61

1'
3
1/

1, 6
5

1,
1

3'
2,

41

51

( /

4,

Total privates

Mining

Contract conslruct ion

Manufacturing

Durable goods
Drdnance and accessories
Lumber and wood products
Furniture and fixtures
;tone, clay, and glass products.. .....
Primary metal industries

Blast furnace and basic steel produc a
Fabricated fuels! products.
Machinery, except electrical... .....
Electrical equipment and supplies...
Transportation enuipmcnt

Motor vehicles and equipment
Aircraft and parts

Instruments and related ptol ucts
Miscellaneous ma qtactwirlg industr7es

Nondurable goods
Food and kindred products
Feb/ace° manufactures
Textile mill products
kpparel and other textile products
Paper and allied products.
Printing and publishing
Chemicals ard aIllel products
Petroleu,n and coal products
Rubber and ph/Mks products, ner ...
Leather and leather products

Wholesale and retail trifle ..

illeIntaalf.lstsrleagade

Finance, Insurance, real estate ,

Total prissier

Mining

Contract construc,..on...

Mar.ufacturIng .

Durable goods
Drdnance an, accessories.. ....
Lumber and wood products.
Furniture and fixtures
Ot)ne, clay, ard sass products
Primary metal Industries

Blast fur nar and basic steel products
Fabricate: metal products
1tachinery, es rept electrical
Electrical equipment and suppl es
transportation equipment

Motor vehicles and equipment
Aircraft and parts

Instruments end related pt duels
11 isoeltaneous manufacturing In lust/flee

Nondurable nods
Food and kindred products
tobacco manufactures
Fertile mill products
kpparel and other lex tile products._
Paper and a'.'ecl prod uc ts.....
Printing and publishing
:hemIca.s and allied products.
Petroleum and coal products
Rubber and plastIcs products, 1 ec
Leather and leather products .

Wholesale and retail Stale

Wholesale trade
Retell trade

Finance, Insurance, real relate I

9,278

144

505

5,111

3,444
142
78
61

119
258
125
308
599
611
870
187
329
189
90

2, 668
802

12
107
159
153
392
405

71
119
48

1,497

560
936

MI

8,877

140

493

4,913

2, 907
134
78
79

127
250
121
299
366
580
651
191
306
157
88

2,005
590
12

104
156
149
372
335
70

113
45

1.125

327
897

624

8,432

138

476

4,628

2, 691
130

75
73

124
239
119
286
521
619
500
164
26,4
141
84

1,937
599

12
29

149
141
359
362

70
105

43

1,358

428
360

597

7,924

137

440

4,440

2, 689
150

ea
66

117
225
III
269
470
620
497
168
268
133
78

1,853
533

12
92

145
132
340
340

69
98
41

1,218

449
771

549

7,727

138

440

4,365

2, 545
145
e3
68

115
228
117
264
455
516
*7
158
239
130

76

1,820
585
12
go

141
128
332
372
70
92
42

1,196

431
736

828

7.459

140

428

4,243

2, 452
134

65
64

113
22/3
117
249
442
494
456
153
262
124
74

1,791
6E4
II
88

135
123
325
323

72
67
47

1.10:

10
69 ,

561

',368

142

428

4,210

2, 431
118
68
64

112
237
122
261
443
471
462
161
258
121

711

1.777
678
II
89

135
121
322
318

74
86
42

1,076

392
678

488

7,149

142

422

4,072

2, 340
106

67
64

108
229
111
254
425
427
472
155
275
15

73

1,43
688
II
99

135
115
314
303

76
83
41

1,040

384
657

473

8,917

140

394

3,948

2, 251
76
68
62

1011

226
115
252
416
392
474
154
279
109
73

1,697
851

11
86

132
119
313
300

77
80
41

1,014

3.1
643

458

1956 1956 1954 1953 1952

6,674

97

310

3,273

1,799
49
70
61
64

197
97

205
373
276
372
159
175
80
61

1,474
407

9
90

129
82

770
724
se
68
40

671

249
423

358

1951

6,274

19

2.5

3,01
1,119

18
69
50
80
89
94
95

;27
48
02
82
19
72
60

3,516
185

8
52

129
74

163
101
ae
63
39

151

. 41

.10

1 42

1950

4,847

85

264

2,719

1,880
7

83
47
74

172
87

170
281
721
236
139

74
61
56

1,330
459

8
07
In
es

254
179
se
88
40

644

224
420

328

1549

4,763

91

249

2.651

1,597
6

61
43
71

160
6,3

167
232
224
234
138
67
69
se

1,784
437

8
84

120
63

262

leg
62
67
41

669

220
450

315

1918 1947

8,695

121

396

3 807

2, Ise
54
e9
60
98

223
II1
239
413
348
489
173
274
102
70

1, 842
640
13
88

135
103
302
271
75
79
42

925

337
595

433

6,261

112

362

3,594

1,903
fa)
69
67
92

207
1(Y2
2:1,
380
317
441
173
236

69
66

1.800
533

9
36

133
96

296
255

74
75
42

860

317
544

415

5,095

108

331

3,497

1,935
50
68
54
89

101
99

219
672
308
423
184
223
90
84

1,562
621

8
gg

131
90
289
250

71
71
40

779

297
433

397

6,893

101

318

3,494

1,056
61
71
54
87

210
106
219
371
304
428
178
209

97
64

5,637
509

g
91

133
87

281
245

68
73
40

737

288
489

375

4,751

88

245

2,872

1.401
6

61
42
70

169
03

173
298
X0
243
:49

63
57
67

1,270
427

El

84
117

IA
249
170

53
59
43

643

215
423

306

4,C

2,1'

1,

I

If
11l
5.,
11

1

.

1,11
4.7

I

1(
7

l'../

11

I

1

:

71

.5

SI

,1%

Preliminary.
*Includes the transportation and public utilities dlst,lon and the service

divsion, not shown separately.

ExcludeS data for n5n06Ice easmen.

2 9

5

3

5

0
,7
,1

7

0
4
3
5
4
8
4
19

1

2
2

5
2
2

52
0

5

3

7
6

2
0

8
1

2

4

7

1

1

8

4

9
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Table C-5. Nonproduction Workers on Private Payrolls as Percent of Total Employment: Annual Averages,
1947-67

Industry 1967' nee

Total Private 17.0 167

51Ining 23.8 12.4

Contract construction 18.3 15.0

Ma,,ulactu ring 26. 9 25.6

Durable goods 26.9 25.9
Ordnance and eccessnriee 48.6 52.3
Lurntar and Wood products 13.2 12.7
Furniture and Sutures 17.9 17.1
Stone, clay, and glass products 20.4 19.7
Primary metal industries 19.9 18.5

Blast furnace and basic steel peod-ets 19.8 18.8
Fabricated metal products 22.8 22.2
Machinery, except electric1.1.. ..... 30.4 21.6
Electrical equipment and supplies 32.4 30.0
Transportation equipment 29. 6 29.8

Motor vehicles and equipment.. a. 1 22.2
A'.craft and parts 9.9 40 8

Instruments and related products._ 37.1 30 3
Miscellaneous manufacturing Industries 20. 3 20.2

Nondurable goods 25.9 25.3
Food and kindred products 33.8 33.6
Tobacco maaatactures 14.1 14.3
Textile null products 11.2 10.8
Apparel and other textile pm ducts 11.4 11.2
Paper and allied products 22.4 22.3
Printing and publish mg 36.6 26.4
Chemicals and allied products 40.9 60.3
Petroleum and coal products 37.4 37.6
Rubber and plastics proc'ucts, nec- 23.2 22, 2
Leather and .eather products 13.6 12.4

Wholesale and retell trade 10.9 10.8

Wholesale trade 15.8 ;3.3
Retail trade 9. 2 P.2

FIT ...rice, insurance, r..ral estates 20.5 20.1

1958 I 1953

Total private s 14.7 14.3

1111Mng 14.7 14.1

Contract construction 12.9 12.9

Manufacturir g 22.1 21.8

Durable goods 22.0 20.9
Ordnance and accessories 39.0 33.4
Lumber and %sod products 9.4 9.2
Furniture and fixtures 15,7
Stone, clay, and glass relicts 10.2 15.6
Primary metal industries 16 15.6

Blest furnace and basic steel products. 15.7 14.4
Fabricated metal products 21.0 20.0
Machinery, except electrical 28. 3 26, 2
Electrical equipment and supplies 25. 3 25.5
Tranrportatior. equipment 26.4 23.8

Motor vehicles land equipment, 21.8 19.9
Aircraft and parts 33.0 31.0

Instruments and related products 30,2 29.8
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 17.4 167

Nand ur at.e goods 22.2 21.6
Food and kindred products. 29.3 29.2
Tobacco manufacture* 10.0 &7
Textile mill products &5 8.4
Apparel and other textile products 11.0 10.9
Paper and allied products 16.1 17.6
Printing and publishing 35.0 35.4
Chemicals and allied products 34.3 33.0
Petroleum and products 31.9 31.2
Rubber and p'tatice products, net 21. 3 2a 7
Leather and leather products 11.0 10.9

Wholesale and retail trade 8.8 8.2

Wholesale trade 11.7 11.3Retail trade 7.4 7.0

Finance, insurance, real estate 17.9 17.8

1065 1064

16.0

21.8

14.9

25.6

25.0
67.8
12.4
16.9
19.7
18.4
18.1
72.5
39.0
31.2
26.7
21.8
42.9
38.2

C

25.3
34.0
13.8
10.7
11.0
22.1
38.7
39.9
a& 3
22.3
12.2

10.7

15.0
9.1

16.7

21.8

14.9

26.0

26. 5
57.4
12.0
17.0
19.6
18.6
18.1
23.1
30.4
32.8
30.2
23.1
44.1
36.7
20.0

25.3
33.9
13.3
10.5
11.1
2%9
35. 7
31 7
37.9
22. 9
12.1

10.6

14.7
9.1

19.7 19.3

1954 I

14.2

13.3

12. 7

21.4

21.5
30.6
9.5

15,9
10I
16.5
15.3
20.5
28.2
25.7
24.'
21.4
28.8
28.0

418.

21.7
28.7
7.8
8.5

11.1
16.9
35.5
53, 2
29.8
21.6
10,7

7.6

10.8
4

17.8

1763 1062 1961 1960 1250 1938 1957

18.7 18 5 15.4 18.1 15.8 15.9 15.2

21.2 20.8 19.9 19.4 18.8 16.1

14.8 15.2 15.1 14.8 14.3 14.2 13.2

26.1 25.9 26.0 25.1 24.4 24.8 23.2

28.9 268 27.0 25.7 25.0 25.5 23.4
56.3 54.8 54.9 .53.6 52.1 461.1 42.8
11.1 ID. 6 11.1 10.5 10.2 10.7 10.2
16.9 17.0 17.4 18.6 17.2 16.3
19.5 19.3 19.4 18.5 17. 19.5 17.1
19.2 19.8 19.9 19.3 19.4 19.5 17 0
la. 3, 19.7 19.6 18.9 19.8 10,1 15.7
23.4 23. 4 23.9 23.0 22.8 21.4 21.8
30.7 30.5 31.2 30.0 29.3 31.5 27.9
33.5 32. 33.5 32.1 30.6 21.4 28.6
30.9 31. 5 31.5 29.4 '8.9 21.7 26.9
22.7 22.9 24.2 22.2 22.4 11.4 21.8
45. 1 45.3 43.0 41.1 38.1 112 33.9
36.1 36.1 35.7 34.2 33.3 33.6 31.9
19.8 11 19.8 19.5 19.3 10.6 18.8

25.1
33.4

14.7
33.

24.7
32.9

24. 2 23.7
32.3 31.7

27,8
31.1

23.0
30.0

13.5 13.3 12.1 11.7 11,6 11.6 12.4
10.4 10. 3 9.9 D. 6 D. 4 9.4 9.0
11.3 II 1 11.1 10.9 11.0 11.3 11.4
21.
38,

4 2V.
5 35.4

20,5
35.4

20.1
35.3

19.6 19.5
35 5

18.9
95.2

39.3 39.3 39.0 38.4 37.5 37.4 35.6
383 35.7 35.6 34.9 35.2 31.4 32.3
23.0 22.1 23.2 22.7 72.3 213 22.0
11.7 11.5 11.7 11.8 11.0 11.4 11.3

10.3 10.1 9.7 9.4 e.s 9.4 8.8

14.4 14.1 13.7 13.3 13.0 13.0 12.2
8. 8.9 8.3 8.1 8.0 8. 1 7.6

100 18.3 13.4 18.9 18 2 18.1 18.0

14,3 1952 1951 1950 1949 1948 1947

13.5 13.2 12.8 12.4 12.8 12.1 12.1

11.7 10.5 9.6 9.4 9.9 8.9 8.8

12.1 11.8 11.3 11.3 11.4 11.3 11.1

19.9 117 18.5 17.8 18.4 17.1 16.'

28.0
19.9 19.2

27.4
17.7
23.4

17.1
23.3

18.3
23.1

10.8
17.9

16.
18 5

02 5.9 2 7.8 &2 7.5 7.3
14.6 14.3 14.0 12. 9 13.6 12. 1 11.9
13.0 14.9 13.6 13.5 13.8 12.8 12.3
15.2 15.4 13.9 13.8 14.6 13.1 12.9
14.8 15. ( 13.2 12.9 13.8 12.5 12.3
18.9 19.8 18.1 17. 3 19.0 17.4 166
23.9 23.5 22.4 23. 2 23.9 21.7 20.9
22.8 23.3 223 22.3 26.0 23.2 21.7
21.6 21.8 19.9 18.7 19.3 19.1 18.5
19.4 20.4 18.2 17.0 18.4 19.1 18.5
20,8 26.1 2.5. 4 261 284 265 25.9
25.8 25.6 24.5 24.4 24.3 21.8 20.2
15.2 15.5 14.8 H. 13.1 115 12.8

20.7 20.2 19.4 18.6 18.5 17.5 16.7
27.7 27.2 285 25.6 24, 6 73.7 22.5
7.7 8.6 7.7 7.8 7.3 7.0 6.8
7.9 7.7 7. 4 6.6 7.1 63 6.1

10.7 10.6 10.4 10.1 10.2 9.8 9.3
16.4 16.3 14. 14.2 14.8 13.7 12.1
35.0 34.6 3.. 2 34.0 34.1 362 32.8
31.9 so. 7 18.9 28.0 27.3 26. 0 24.8
28.2 28.1 23.1 24.3 23.6 23,2 23.1
20.2 20.1 18.9 19.0 20.1 18.9 18.6
10.3 114 10.3 10 1 10.5 10.4 9.2

7.2 6.7 67 6.9 7.2 9 0

9.8 9.2 9.2 8.9 8.B 8.6 &3
6,3 5.8 6.1 6.6 63 1.9

17.6 17.3 17,2 17.1 17.0 10.8 3619

Preliminary,
Indudes the transportation and public utilities division and the service

division, not ehoten separately.
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Table C-6. Gross Average Hourly Earnings of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers' ..+,1 Private Payrolls:
Annual Averages, 1947-67

Indus, ry 1967 1966 1965 19t4 1963 1962 1961 1960 1259 1958 1957

Total private 1. 922.67 $2.55 $2.45 92.36 $2.28 92.22 92.14 $2.09 $2.02 $1.95 91.89

Mining. _ 3 20 3.06 2.92 2.81 2. 75 2.70 2.64 2.31 2.56 2. (7 2.46

Contract construction_ _ _ 4.09 3.89 3.70 3.53 3.41 3.31 3.20 3.04 2.93 2.82 2.71

Manufoctur ing 83 2. 72 2. 61 2.53 2.46 2 39 2. 32 2.26 2. 19 2.11 2.05

Durable go ..... 3.00 290 2.79 2. 71 2.63 2.56 2.49 2. 43 2.36 2.26 2.19
Ordnance and acts mortise 3.24 3.19 3.13 3.0.E 2.63 2.63 2.75 2.65 2. 57 2.61 2.36
Lumber and wood products ... 2.39 2.25 2.17 2.11 2.04 1.99 1.95 1.89 1.87 1.79 1.74
Furniture and fix! ures 2.32 2 21 2.12 2.03 2.00 1.95 1.91 1.83 1.83 1. 78 1.75
Stone, clay, and grass products.... . 2.63 2.72 2.62 2.53 2. 47 2.41 2. 34 2,28 2.22 2.12 2.03
Prinirry metal Industries ... 3.34 3.28 3. 18 3.11 3.04 2.98 2.90 2.61 2.77 2.64 2,00
Fabricated metal products. . 2.97 2.87 2. 76 2.68 2.61 2.53 2.49 2.43 2. :15 2.25 2.18
Machinery, except electrical .

Electrical equtc.nent and supplies_
3.19
2.77

3.08
2.65

2.96
2.68

2.87
2.51

2. 78
2.46

2.71
2. 40

2.02
2.85

2.55
2.28

2. 48
2. 20

2.37
2.12

2.
04'1

29

Transportation equipment 3.43 3.33 3.21 3.99 3.01 2.91 2.80 2.74 2.64 2.51 2.29
Instruments and related products 2. 2.73 2.62 2.54 2.49 2. 44 7. 38 2.31 2.24 2.15 2.06
Miscellaneous manufacturing Industries.. 2.31 2. 22 2.14 2.08 2.03 1.95 1.92 1.89 1.84 1. 79 1.75

Nondurable goods., ..... . 2.57 2. Ed 7.36 2.29 2.22 2.17 2.11 2.05 1.99 1.91
Food and kindred products.. . 2.64 2.51 2.43 2 37 2.30 2.24 2.17 2.11 2.02 1.94 1,65
Tobacco manufactures ...... . 2.28 2.19 2.09 1.95 1.91 1.85 1.78 1.70 1.01 1.69 1.63
Textile mill product' 2.06 1.06 1,87 1. 79 1.71 1.68 1.63 1.61 I. 56 1.49 1.49
Apparel and other textile products... 2.03 I.89 1.83 1.79 1.73 ,1 69 1.64 I.59 1.89 1.54 I.51
Paper and allied products 2.87 2. 75 2. 65 2. 56 2.48 2. 40 2. 94 2.26 2.'4 2.13 2.02
Pr. nti rig and publishing. 3.20, 3.16 3.06 2.97 2.89 2.82 2.75 2. 68 2.59 2.49 2.40
Chemicals and allied products.. . 3.10 2. 98 2.89 2.80 2. 72 2.65 2.58 2.50 2. 40 2.29 2.20
Petroleum and coal products 3 M 3. 41 3.26 3 20 3.16 3.05 3.01 2.80 2.85 2.73 2.66
Rubber and plastics products, nee.. 2.74 2.67 2.61 2.64 2.47 2.44 2.38 2.32 2.27 2.19 2.11
Leather and ,eather products... 2.07 1,94 1.88 1.82 1.76 1.7'2 1.68 1.64 1.09 1.56 1.52

Wholesale arm rc tail trade 2.25 2. 13 2.03 1 26 1.89 1. E3 1.76 1.71 1.66 1.60 1.64

li idolesale trade._ . . ...... .
Retail trade .. 2.83

2.01
2.73
1.91 f:1!

2.62
1.75

2. IS
1.63

2.37
1.53

2.31
1.06

2.24
1.5:

2.16
2.47

2.09
I. (2

2.02
1.37

Finance, Insurance, real t. fate 2. 61 2.48 2.39 2 30 2.25 2.17 2.09 2.02 1.95 1.89 1.8:

1953 1955 1954 1853 1902 1951 1950 1949 1909 12(.7

Total privstd. EL ED Si. 71 $1.65 9 61 $1.5'2 61.45 91.34 91.28 91.22 91.13

Mining... 2.33 2.20 2.14 2. 14 2.01 1.92 1.77 1.72 1.66 1.47

Contract construction 2.57 2.45 2.39 2.28 2.13 2,02 1.86 1.79 1. 71 1.54

Manufacturing ........ 1.95 1.66 I. 78 1.74 1.65 1.58 1. 43 1.3E 1,33 1.22

Durable goods. 2.08 1.90 190 1.86 1.75 1.65 I. 1.43 1.40 1.28
Ordnance and accessories.. . 2. 21 2.07 2. 00 1.92 1.82 1.71 1.66 1.48 1.29
Lumber and wood products_.._. . 1.60 I. 62 1.57 1.55 1.49 1.41 1.30 1. 72 I. ;CI 1.09
Furniture ard fixtures ..... I 69 1.62 I. 57 1.6! 1.47 1.39 1.29 1.23 1 .9 x.10
Stone, clay, and glass prodlidell ..... . 1.96 1.86 I. 77 1.72 1.61 1.54 1.44 1.37 1.31 1.19
Primary metal industries 2. 36 2.24 2.10 2.06 P90 ! 81 I 05 1.59 1.52 1.79
Fabricated metal products. 2.00 1.96 1.98 1.93 1.72 1.64 1.62 1.46 1.38 1.2.
Machinery, except electrical ..... . . 221 2.08 2., 0 1.95 1.85 175, 1 62 1.62 1.44 1.3'
Meet:Ica'. equipment and . I.93 1.94 1.70 1.74 I.65 1. 56 1. 14 1.41 1.36 1.2'
Transportation equipment 2.29 2.21 2.11 2 6* 1.95 1.84 1.72 1.64 1.r' 1.41
Instruments and related products
Miscel lansous manufacturing inilus tr les.

1.97
1.97

1.87
1.61

1.80
1.56

. 75
I. 2

1,69
I. 45

1.39 1.43
1.28

1.37
I. 22

1 71.

1.13
1.20
111

Nondurable goods... ... . 1.77 1.67 1 Ed 1.98 1.51 44 1.35 1.30 1.25 1.14
Fsed and kindred products...
Tobacco manufactures

1.76
1.45

1.66
1. 34

1.09 1.53
1.30 1,25

1 44
1.18

.95 1.26

.14 1.06
1. 21
1.00

1.15 1.06
.90

Textile mill products ... .

Apparel and other teMile products......
1.44
I. 47

I.38
1.37

iI.36 no
1.37 1.95 1.32

. 34 32 1. 05
31 1.24

1,16
1.21

1.16
1.22

1. C4
1.16

Paper and allied prod.icte 1.92 1.81 I. i33 1.67 1.59 91 1.40 1.33 1.78 1.15
Printing and publishing. .. ..... 2 33 2.26 2.18 2.11 0.02 91 1.63 1.77 1.65 1.48
Chemomis and allied products. . . . . 2.04 1.97 1.89 1.8: 1.60 62 1.50 1,42 1.34 1.72
Petroleum and coal products
Robber and plastics products. nec. .

2.54
2.03

037
1.96

2.29
1.81

2.99
1.80

2. 16
1. 71

.09 1.84

.58 1. 47
1.80
1.41

1. 71
1.3? 1.00

al1.4 r and leather products.. 1 49 1.39 1.36 1.35 1.3( 1.25 1.17 I e 1. 7.0 1.04

Whoic sate and retell trade 1.47 1.40 1.35 1.79 1.2 1. '9 1.10 1.06 1.0! .94

ATcleesie trade.. .... 1.94 1.83 1.76 1. 70 1.61 1.62 1. 1.26 1.81 1.22
Relall trade... . 1.30 I. 25 1.20 1.18 1.04 1.09 .98 .95 .90 .94

Finance, in5lxfaller, real estate 4... I. 78 1.70 1.55 1.58 1.51 1.45 1.34 1.26 1.20 I . I I

See footnote 1, table C-3.
I Preliminary LIR' aghted average.

Includes the transportation sad public U (Ink! division and the germs
division, not shown separately.

Exclude' data for noroffine salesmen.
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Table C-7. Gross Average Weekly Earnings of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers' on Private Payrolls:
Annual Averages, 1947-67

Industry 1667 3 1966 1966 5954 1943 1982 1961. 1990 1059 1958 1967

Total private a $101.99 /A 09 495.06 991.33 888. 16 $89491 $82.60 $80.67 97678 $76.08 $73.3'

MIning 136.32 130.68 123. 62 117. 74 114.40 110 43 106 92 105. 44 103.68 96 08 98.1,

Ccotract construction 153.78 145.89 .3638 131 06 127.19 122, 47 118.08 113.04 10645 101 78 1'4. 2'

Manufacturing 114.00 112.34 107.53 In. D7 99.63 96 56 92.3.4 8D.72 88.26 82.71 81.51

Durible g.- As 123.60 122.09 117.18 112.19 106 09 104. 70 100.35 97.44 96.05 89, 27 88.21
Ordnance and accessories 136. 76 134.94 131. 15 122. 72 120, 41 116 60 113.03 108.39 106 14 102. 41 95.51
Lumber a id wood products 96. 16 91. 80 88. 75 85.24 91 63 79.20 78. 83 73. 71 74. 24 69.09 66 6
Furniture and futures 93.73 91.72 87. 19 84. 46 81 80 79. 37 7614 75.20 74. 43 89. 95 69. SI

Stone, clay, and glass proilucts 117.7, 114..24 110.04 105.50 102. 26 9167 95. 2 4 92.67 91.46 84.80 82.8:
Primary n.etal industries 136. 94 138. 09 133,88 130.09 124. 64 119.80 114.84 109.59 112. 19 101 11 99.01
Fabricated metal products 123.26 121.69 11620 151.76 108.05 104.81 100.85 98.42 96 12 89.78 88.3
Nfachinery, except electrical 135.85 134.90 127.68 121.69 11620 113.01 101.42 104.55 102,92 94.83 94.1:
Electrical equipment and supplies 111.35 109.18 105.78 101.66 99.14 97.44 94.47 90.74 89.10 83.95 81. 64

Transportation equipment 141.66 141.86 137. 71 130.09 126 72 in 22 113.4'1 111.52 107.45 100. 40 97.6:
instruments and related products 117.01 114.93 108. 47 103.63 101, 59 99.60 96.67 93.32 91. 39 115.57 83.2
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries__ 92.23 86 80 85.39 82 37 80, 38. 78.61 76.84 74. 28 73. 12 70.17 69.41

Nondurable goods 102.03 98. 49 94.64 90.91 07. et 85.93 82.92 80.36 7 3.61 74. 11 71 V
Food and kindred products 107.98 103.82 99.87 67.17 94.30 91.84 RS. 75 8609 82 82 79.15 75.41
Tobacco manufacture 87, 05 84.97 79. 21 76.66 73 92 71.41 30.42 6494 64.12 82.17 68.7.
Textile mill products 64. 25 82. 12 7617 73.39 69.43 68.21 65.04 63.60 63.02 67.51 57.9,
Apparel and other 6 ;tile products.
Paper and allied pc,,tucts

73.08
122. 84

69.80
119. 36

66 61
114. 22

64. 26
109. 57

62.45
105. 90

61. '3
102.00

58.06
99.45

56.29
95.15

53. 63
93. 30

54. 05
87.99

13.9:
8.5 II:

PrintIng and publishing. ........... 178.96125.95 122. 61 118.12 114.36 110.69 108. 01 105. 05 102. 91 46 '34.62 92. 6.
Chemicals and allied products 125.16 t21. 11 116. 48 112. 68 na 24 106. 81 103.25 9.36 91 20 89.9
I, strolcum and coal products 152. 87 144. 68 t38. 42 133. 76 131. 77 12688 124. 31 118.78 117.42 111.65 108 3
Rubber and plastics products, r et.. 113.44 112. 14 109 6. 104.90 130.78 130.04 98.15 92.57 93.75 ES. as 8 6'
Leather end leather products 79.07 74.88 71.82 68 98 66. 00 64. 67 62. 83 60. 52 60.10 67.25 33. 8

Wholesale and retail trade. 92 13 79, 02 76. 53 74. 28 72.51 69.91 67.111 66.01 64. 41 81.76 69.6

Wholesale trade 11135 111.38 10649 102.31 99.47 96.1.2 93.56 90 72 88.51 84.02 81.4'
Ret all trade 70.95 66 67 66 61 61 75 a. 66 en. 96 68.66 63 70 66 15 64. 10 52. 21

Finance, Insurance, real estate 1 98 3, 91 SO 8191 SS. n St 38 80.94 77.12 715. 14 72 74 79.02 87.6

1056 1955 5934 1953 1952 1951 1960 1919 1048 1947

Total privates $70 74 867.72 634. 52 lea 78 $60.6f $67.88 $53. 13 $30.24 849.00 546, 6

Mining 95.06 89.54 82.61 83.03 77.69 74.11 67.16 82.33 55.56 59.9

Contract construction 96.38 90.90 88.91 86.41 82.86 7690 59.68 67.15 66.27 568'

Manufacturing 78. 78 76 70 70.40 70.47 67.16 63.94 68.32 6188 63.12 49.1!

Durable goods 64.23 82 19 7619 76 63 72.63 68.48 62 43 67,25 SC 38 7,1. 71
Ordnance and ercessories 81. 72 81 63 79.80 78 14 77.35 74. 04 6106 I& 80 77, zs sa 6
!umber and wood products 65.157 63.99 61.39 66 76 sg, 15 65.41 51.27 46.02 47.93 43. it
Furniture and fixtures 04 78 81.07 62.80 67.99 56 66 97.13 63.69 49.86 43.87 45 54
Stone, clay, and glass products ' 66 7 '. 00 71. 68 70.18 86.17 ILI 76 59.10 54.51 63,10 469:
Prirnar) metal Indust, les 9576 92.51 81.48 84.48 77.62 75. 30 87.86 07.94 61.16 5531
Fab r Ics:ed metal products 61 67 81.73 76. 70 76.49 71.72 68 55 6104 67.45 56 33 61.7'
Machinery, except clectrica' 93.06 87.36 81.40 82. 68 79.55 76 13 67.08 60.61 00. 38 5571
Electrical equipment an I supplies 79. be 4.89 71.24 70.99 87.98 64. 27 59.35 55.77 54.64 7.3.24
Transportation equipment 94.81 93.48 86 93 85,28 81.61 7681 71.29 65.10 61.74 97.0
Instruments and related products._ SO. 77 76 48 72.03 72, 63 70.98 67.10 59.80 54.89 62 68 46 31
Miscellaneous manufacturing Industries 67.60 64 88 61, 78 61.56 6.02 65.08 62.02 48.23 48.'7 44. 71

Nondurableloqds 70.09 66 63 63.14 62 87 69.95 66.88 43. 48 50.88 49.50 4672
Fwd and Modred Products. 77 60 68.89 66.67 63.50 Al 34 66 84 6288 50.53 4199 45.7
FoGarao manufactures 74 26 61. 86 48 88 47.65 4 91 43. 09 41.03 87.26 36 61 86 0
Fertile mill pioducts.. 67.17 65.34 152 02 52.39 61. 22 46,53 44.41. 45,28 4691
Ptprarel and other textile products 11 Pt 49. 73 46 36 43. 74 47.1'2 46. 64 44. 64 42. BO 43. 68 41.81
Paper and allied product' 82. 13 78. 01 '7118 71.61 58 36 65.78 60.53 65.42 54. 74 49.6
Printing and publishing 61 64 87.91 33, 93 82. 29 7658 74. 93 71.26 6664 63 17 69.3
....:he m lads and allied products 6497 64.97 77 11 74. 21 69 12 66.91 61.63 67.07 55.83 60. 3:
Petroleum and coal voducts 104 14 9693 93.20 pa 85 86.05 81.19 75.11 72.46 69.30 6191
Rubber and plastics pi oductr, nec 62 01 81.113 73 23 72.72 07.77 et 51 0135 6114 15333 51 3
I ea the r and leather products 6566 92.08 50.18 00.70 49.92 46.13 43.99 41.07 41.11 40.0

Wholesale and retail triad( 67.48 Id 16 53.33 61.35 49, 20 47.79 44. 65 42.93 40.80 360

Wholesale bade 7157 74.48 71.28 b9.02 65 63 6202 5608 65.49 53.63 661
Reran trade 00.19 48.75 47.04 45.34 49 38 42.82 39. 71 38. 42 36 21 33. 7:

Finance, Insurance, teal e state 3 66.08 63.92 62 04 69.57 67.08 64.67 50.82 47.63 46 48 43. 7:

I See footnote 1, table C-11.
Preliminary unwetghted erege.
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Includes the transportation and public otllltlx diglalon and the se Ice
division, not shown separately.
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Table C-8. Gross Average Weekly Hours of Production or Nonsupervisory Workers on Private Payrolls:
Annual Averages, 1947-67

Industry 1967' 1966 2965 I 1964 1963 1962 1961 2000 1959 1958 1957

Total private ' 38.2 38,7 38,3 r 38.7 38.8 38.7 38.6 38.6 39.0 38.5 38.8

af !fling 12.6 12.7 12.3 42.9 41.1 40.9 10.5 40.4 40.5 38.9 40.1

Cor tract construction 37.6 37.6 37.4 37.2 37.3 37.0 36.9 36.7 37.0 36.8 37.0

1516nufactu9ng 40,6 11.3 41.2 10.7 10.5 40.4 39,8 39,7 40.3 34.2 39,4

Durable goods 11.2 42. I 42.0 41. 1 12.1 10.9 10.3 13. I 40.7 39.5 40.3
)rdnsnce End acCessories 41.9 12.3 41.9 40.5 41.1 IL 2 11.1 10.9 41,3 10.8 40.5
Lumber and wood products 40. 4 10.8 10.9 40.1 10.1 39.8 39.4 39.0 39.7 38.8 38.1
Furniture and fixtures 10.1 11.5 11.6 41.1 10.9 40,7 10.0 10.0 10.7 39.3 39.9
Stone, clay, and glass products ....... 41.6 12.0 12.0 41,7 11.4 40.9 41,7 40.6 11.2 40.0 40.4
Primary metal industries 11.0 12. I 12.1 11.8 11.0 40.2 39.6 39.0 10.5 38,3 39.5
Fabricated metal products 11.5 42,1 42, I 11.7 41.1 41.1 40.5 40.5 10.9 39.9 40.9
41achlnery, incept electriad 12.6 43.8 43,1 12.4 41.8 11.7 41.0 41.0 41.5 39.8 41.1
Electrical equipment and supplies IC. 2 41.2 41.0 10.5 40.3 40.6 40.2 39.8 40.5 39.6 40.1
r mtsport at ion equipment 11.3 12.6 12.9 42.1 12.1 12.0 40,5 40.7 40.7 40.0 40.8
lirtrments and related products 41.2 12.1 11.1 40.4 11.8 10.4 10.7 40.4 40.8 39.8 40.1
41Iscellaneo us manufacturing industries 39.1 10.0 39.9 39.6 39.6 39.7 39.5 39.3 39.9 39.2 39.7

Nondurable goods 39.7 10.2 10.1 39.7 39.6 39.8 39.3 39.2 39.7 38.8 39.1
Food and kindrad products 40.9 11.2 11. I 11.0 11.0 11.0 40,9 10.8 11. 0 10.8 40.1
Yobacco manufactures 38.1 38.8 37.9 37.8 38.7 38.6 39.0 38 2 39.1 39. I 38.4
Futile r1111 products 40.9 41.9 11.8 11.0 40,6 40.6 39.9 39.5 40.1 38.6 38,4
49 parel and other textile products 36.0 361 36.1 35.9 36.1 36,2 35.1 35.4 36.3 35.1 35,1
Paper and allied products 12.8 18.4 13.1 12.8 12.7 12.5 12.6 42. I 42.8 11.9 12.1
Printing and publIztlug 38.1 29.8 08.8 38.5 38.3 38.3 38.2 38.4 38.1 38.0 38.1
7 hemical s and ^Sled products 11.6 12.0 41.9 11.6 11.5 11.8 11.1 41.3 41.4 107 40.3
Petroleum and 'sal products 42.7 12.4 12,2 11.8 11.7 11.8 11.3 11.1 41.2 10.9 40.5
Rubber and plastics products, nee 11.4 12.0 4: 0 41.3 10.8 11.0 10.4 39.9 41.3 39.2 40.4
Leather and leather products 38.2 38.6 38.2 37.9 37.5 37.6 37.4 36.9 97.8 ,6.7 37.1

Wholesale and retail trade 365 37.1 37.7 97.9 38,1 38.2 28.0 38.6 38.8 38.0 38.1

Eholesale trade 10.4 40.8 40.8 10.6 40.6 40.6 40. 3 40.5 40. 6 40 2 10. 2
Retail trade 33.3 35.9 36.6 37.0 37.3 37.1 37.6 38.0 38.2 38.1 38.1

Finance, Insurance, real estate ' 37.1 37.3 I 37.2 37.3 37.5 37.3 28.9 57.2 37.7 37.! 36.1

1956 1955 1954 '.953 1952 1951 1950 1949 MO 1947- - - _
39.3 39.6 39.1 39.0 39,9 30, 9 39.8 39.4Total private I 40.0 40.1

Alining 10 8 40. 7 38.6 39.8 90.6 38.4 37.9 36.3 39.4 40.1

Contract co:1st:Intim ........... 37.5 17. I 27.2 37.9 38.9 3E.1 37,1 37.7 38.1 38.1

Manulacturing 40. 40.7 19.6 40 5 40,7 40.6 40.5 39.1 40.0 40.4

rumble goods 41.. 41.3 40.1 11.2 41.5 1L 6 11.1 89.4 40.4 40.!
)rdnance and accessories 11.5 17.4 39.9 10.7 42. a 413 41.6 39.7 11.3 11.7
Lumber and rood products 38.8 33 5 39.1 39.2 39.7 39.3 39.5 39.2 40. 0 40.1
Furniture and fixtures 10.7 41.1 40.0 10,0 11.9 a. I 41.8 40.0 41.0 41.1
Etione, clay, and glass products 11.1 41.1 40.5 10.8 11.1 41.4 41.1 39.7 40.7 11.5
Primary metal industries 'L0 11.3 09.8 41.0 40.8 II. d 40.9 3.64 40.2 39.3
Fabricated metal products 11.3 11.7 40.8 11.8 11.7 11.8 11.5 39." 10.7 10.9
ilachinery, rw-ept eleartet.l. ... ... 42.3 12.0 10.7 12.4 13.3 13.5 11.9 39.5 41.3 41.!
Eiect Heat s ...m .t pm nt end supplies._._. -. 4G. 8 10.7 39.8 40.8 11.2 IL 2 41.1 04.5 181 10.1
Transport a lon equipment 11.4 12.3 10.9 11.6 41.8 11.2 41.4 39.6 33.4 33.7
nstruments end -elated products ..... 11.0 40.9 RIO Al, 5 12.0 4.'.2 41.3 39.7 40.2 40.4
sfisollancous manufactur.: t Austriei 10.0 40.3 39.0 40.5 127 40.5 40.8 39.6 40.6 40.!

Nondurable goods 36.6 39.9 39.0 39.6 39.7 39.5 39.7 38.9 39.6 10.1
Food and kindred products 11.3 41.5 41.d 41.5 41.9 12,1 1'.9 41 9 12.4 43.1
Tobacco manufactures 38.8 38.7 17.8 38.1 38, 4 38.5 38.1 37.3 39.3 38.6
Yextile mill products 39. 7 10. 1 38.3 69. 1 39.1

35.6
. 37. 6

33.4
39. 2 32. (

kpparel and other textile products 36. 0 36.3 33.b 36. I 30.A 36 0 35. 8 36.5
Paper and allied products 42. 8 13. I 12. 8 12. 0 42. 8 43. 11.7 4. 8 13.1
Prfr ti ng end publishing 38. 9 38.9 38. 5 39.0 38. 9 36.9 35 9 38. 8 93.1 40.1
Chemicals and allied products 11.1 11.1 40.8 11.0 40.9 41.3 41.2 40.7 41.2 11.1
Petroleum and coal products 11.0 40, 9 40. 7 40.7 40.5 40.8 10. 8 40.3 40.6 40.5
Rubber and ph sties products, rave... 40.1 11.8 39.8 40.1 10.8 10.7 41.0 38.4 39.2 39.3
Leather and leather products 87.6 37.9 30.9 37,7 38.4 36.9 87.6 366 37.7 38.1

Wholesale and retail trade ....... ag. 1 39.1 39.5 39.5 10.0 10.5 40.5 40.5 40.1 40.2

Wholesale trade 40,5 10.7 10.2 10.4 10.7 40.8 40.7 40.8 41.0 461
Retail trade 38.6 39.0 39 2 39. I 39, 8 40.1 40.1 10.1 VI 2 10.9

Finance, insurance, real estate' 36.9 87.4 37.6 87.7 37.8 87,7 37.7 37.6 87.9 37.1

I 844 footnote 1, table C-3.
Preliminary unweigh led average.

512.412 0. 61 20

1 Includes the transportation and public Utilities division and the service
division, not shown separately.

Excludes data for nonoitice salesuen.
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Table C-9. Selected Payroll Series on Hours, Earnings, and Labor Turnover: Annual Averages, 1947-67

Year

Average weekly overtime hours Average Aggress e weekly man-hours
laden U957-63,-100

A ggregat 4reelyrgpayrollden;57lg.a

Menu frc-
t uri ng

Durable
goods

1947
1943
1949
1960
1931
1952
1953.
1964
1965.. .........
1956
1657
1938
1959
1960
1961
1062
196
1964

3

1965
1966
I9671

...

Year

1947
1918
1949
1950
1951
1952
5963
1054
1955
19f6
1057
1969
1969

1961
1962
1963

196+1

Yezr

1947..
1948 ..........
1950
1961......
1952
1953.-
1654
19.65
1966
2957

(1)
(1)

(2)

(1
t3)

2. 8
2,3
2.0
2.7
2.
24
28
2.8
3.1
3.6
3.9
34

3.
2.1
1.9
2. 7
2.4
2.3
2.8
2.9
3. 3
3.9
4,3
3.5

Non.
durable
goods

(1,1(1

(5

(3)2.4

2.2
2.2
2. 7
2, 5
2. 5
2.7
2.7
2.9
3.2
3.4
3.2

11,f anu fat,
tw:n3

Durable
Poch

Non-
durable
goods

Mining
Contract
eon:1rue-

(Ion

Manufac-
turing Mining

Contract Manufao
construe- taring

lion

1.29
1.34
1.32
L 61
1. 59
1.68
1.73
1.79
1.89
1.99
106
2.12
2, 20
2. 220
2.31
2.37
2. 11
2, 61
2.99
2. 72

$1.21
1.35
1. 42
1.16
1.59
1,68
1. 79
1.84
1.91
2.01
2.12
2.21
2.28
2.36
2.42
2.18
2.54
2.60
2.67
2. 76
2.88

61.11
1 21
1.26
1.31
1.40
1.46

ea
1. 58
1.62
1.72
1.83
1.88
1.92
1.99
2.05
2.09
5.15
2.21
2.27
2.35
2.47

141 1
141.8
120.8
122 8
127.9
ln.
118.0
100.1
109.9
113.E
110. 8

4
994.4.8

91.6
85.6
83.3
82.3
82.7
83.0
82.2
79,1

73.2
79.9
78.8
84.2
95. 7
98.3
95.0
92.4
98,6

106.5
102.3
95.1

102.3
98,3
96 1
99.1

102.5
105. 2
110.6
114. 7
113.2

104.7
103.2
90. 1

101.2
108.5
1%
113.7
101.1
108.0
103 4
104.8
93.8

101.3
99.7
91 1

100. 9
"01.4
103.9
110.4
117.11
115.2

B3.1
94.6
81 2
87.3
99.0
98.8

101,3
90. 1
97.0

106 2
109.1
93,7
97.2
95.0
90.6
90.2
90.7
93.
97.1

100.8
101. 9

40. 0
48. 5
60.0
65.5
68. 6
74.3
76, 9
78,1
85.4
96.9

95. 4
398.

'062
107. 1
108.8
116.1
123.8
132 4
114.6
157.8
164. 1

00.3
64.
60.0

8

68,9
80.
84.5
93.6
85.1
94.8

100.2
101.4
93.6

10.6, 1
106
105, 4
113.8
117.9
124.3
136 8
161.4
164.1

Spendable average weekly earnings, worker with three dependents

In current dollars In 1937-59 dollars

T -.tal
private 4

Mining
Contract
construe-

don
Maniac-
taring

Wholesale
and retail

trade

Finance,
(mu-

&nee, real
estate 1

Total
private 1

Mining
Contract
construe-

tion
Me.nufec-

turfing

15'holesale
and retail

trade

Finance,
2 nsur.

ante, real
estal e 1

944. 64 $5612 $55. 63 $47.68 $37.69 $42.70 $57.28 $72.92 $71 '8 $61. 15 $48.14 $54. 8E
48.61 62, 85 62.60 52.81 40.39 45.03 67.89 75.30 7.. ;0 62.42 49.20 53. 74
49.74 6010 61.65 52.95 42.60 17.15 69.93 72. 41 77. 77 63. 80 61. 20 68.51
52.04 63.98 65. 94 66 36 13.88 4.9.75 62.10 7615 78.69 67.26 52.38 59.38
56.79 68 98 71.21 641 18 17.07 63.23 81. 65 76.11 78.39 66 50 12 01 56 82
67.87 71.30 75.51 62, 96 46 46 55. :7 62 fel 77.08 81. 63 58.09 82. 30 59. 54
80.31 75.66 7338 66.60 50.57 67.02 64. 71 S1. 11 84 08 70.39 61.24 61 18
10.86 75.58 80. 16 66.65 51, 89 58.88 65. 01 E. ', 5 8629 70. 11 58 44 62.69
63.11 81.14 82. 18 69 79 53.36 50. 37 57.96 56 86 88.06 74.60 67. 19 64.71
65.82 85.67 86 65 72.26 61 21 61. 7, 59.60 90.36 DI. 50 76.29 5630 66 23
67. 71 68.30 99. 63 74. 81 56. 76 ea 09 89.09 90. 10 01.16 75.83 57.92 61. 38
61 11 86.20 92.51 75.23 68.46 66.15 68.63 85, 60 91. 97 74 71 58.07 04.70
71. 98 91, 91 95.82 7:.40 60.44 67.96 7080 90. AS 94. 40 76 23 59.53 66 07
72.96 42 92 90. 15 80. 11 61.35 491, 69 70.77 9013 90.17 77. 70 69. 63 66 63
74. 48 94.13 103.29 82.18 62.48 70.15 71.48 90, St 93. 13 78.87 69.96 87.32
76 77 96.90 106 78 85.33 61.37 73.07 73.06 91. 64 10131 81.16 61.07 69.33
78.58 99.69 111.18 87.68 68 67 76 36 /3.63 93.43 3°3.26 82 08 61. 115 70.83
82.57 104.40 110.10 92.18 68, 93 78.14 76 38 96,58 107.98 86.27 63.77 71 28
86 30 11027 122.83 96 78 71. 12 81.20 78.53 100.34 111. 77 9:.06 64. 71 73.89
88.55 114. 31 117.97 99.45 72 70 8159 7929 101.10 112 35 87.93 64.25 73.91
120 61 118 88 137 36 101.26 7806 8689 78.23 102.72 114. 67 47.07 64.53 74.70

La for turnover ratel per 100 employees, manufacturing

Accessions feparattons

Total

0.2
64
1.3
93
6.3
6.8
4.8
3. 5
4.5
4.2
3,6

New
hires

Tctal Quits Layoffs
Year

Accessions

Total New
hires

67
8 4
5.0
4.1
6.3
4.9
6.1
4. 1
& 9
4.2
4.3

4.1
64
I. 9

.9

29
28
2.8
1.1
1.9
1,9
1.6

1.1
1.6
2,9
1.3
1.4

t3
I
1. 7
2.1

1966
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967'

3 6
4 4. 2

4. 1
4. 1
& 9
4,0

5.0
1.1

1.7
9

22
22
2.5
21
2.8
3.1
3.8
32

Separations

Total

4.
14.1

40
1. 3

4.1
69
69
4.1
41.6
4.8

Quits

t.
1.6
1.3
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.9
2.6
2.3

1 Prior to the ay ailabIllts of weekly overtime hours beginning 956 these
data were derived by &poll !rig adlustmer factors to grog average hourly
earnings. (See the Monthly 1..ebor Raley, May 1950, pp. 537-540.)

Not available.
+ Preliminary unweighteo average.

Includes the tninsport, 'on and public utilities division and the service
division, not shown separe i.ly.

Preludes data for none 7 De salesmen.
I Transfers between este lahments of the same firm are included In total

secessions and total genet", ons beginning 1959, thereto.* rates for these Items

278

Layoffs

/ 6
20
21
1 2

02.
1.8
1. 7
11
1.2
5.4

are not strictly comparable with prior data Tr-raters compri.... part of
other secessions and other separations, the rater for which are not shown
separately.

I Preliminary.
14075: For hours and earning series in mini-1g and menufseturing, dais

refer to production and related workers; for contra,' construction, to construc-
tion workers; foe wholesale and retail trade and Anance, Insurance, and real
estate, to nonsupervisory workers.
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Table D-3, Total Unemployment by State: Annual Averages, 1957 67
lThotmandsI

State 1967 1 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 1061 1960 1959 1958 1957

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District 711-plumb's 3
Florida

Ge rgla
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine_.

Maryland
Niassachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Me s ico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oki.,..homa
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

59
9

24
32

38D
26
43

8
26
68

61
19
12

149
68
29
24
47
63
15

43
101
157

47
39
68
13
16
13

6

129
18

313
72
10

135

33
42

167
97
14

48
Et

55
121
19

7
47
55
10
65

S

53
9

21
31

374
25
40
7

27
61'

58
9

11
131
62
24
23
45
56
16

41
102
117
49
33
65
13
17
12

5

123
18

335
65
11

121
35
36

163
DI
14

42
g

5?
131

18
7

44
52
43
57
5

36
8

27
35

428
27
47
7

24
ea

63
9

12
158
60
27
29
50
03
18

50
115
125
61
36
71
13
20
12
8

140
19

365
63
13

143
40
37

206
89
18

45
10
61

168
22
7

48
63
48
60
6

61
7

26
36

422
28
55

8
26
81

71
10
14

171
76
30
30
60
69
23

55
132
149
71
44
79
14
20
10
LO

162
21

395
93
13

167
43
39

276
so
22

3/
It
73

156
21
10
33
74
ea
66
7

12
7

25
59

411
35
56
8

24
101

77
12
15

104
82
23
32
60
77
25

60
135
168
72
47
89
14
21

D

11

169
20

415
98
13

197
47
38

333
81
22

65
IL
87

204
19
11
34
71
67
69

D

80
7

25
43

389
32
57
9

21
107

83
12
15

206
90
as
31
70
87
25

65
125
205

73
49
98
14
21
7

10

15D
19

400
99
14

220
47
41

364
84
24

63
8

66
195
17
10
58
63
74
69
9

64
7

28
44

416
32
74
11
24

126

106
LO

17
258
122

43
39
87
99
31

72
135
301

84
62

112
18
21

9
12

188
22

480
118

17
287
65
47

427
82
28

65
8

79
220

17
11
69
74
se
82

9

73
6

22
37

367
25
60

a
22
95

85
8

14
185
97
23
33
02
75
27

62
115
'98
67
50
84
17
17
7

11

169
15

430
100

13
210

45
35

375
76
24

51
8

8/
190
15
8

61
69
78
65

6

73
7

20
35

292
22
70
.o
21
84

(1)
7

13
210
91
29
29

(3)
69
25

64
116
251

75
(3)

78
15
18

710

176
11

(1)
(1)

11
184

41
35

424
99
27

38
7

62
165
14
7

69
62

(I)
52

(3)

94
7

24
44

377
26
91
IL
25
97

(3)
8

15
274
145
35
36

(1)
(8)

31

70
149
401
99

(11
114
19
21

D

13

223
12

0)
(1)

12
306
50
62

498
89
40

48
a

IX
16
10
72
76

(1)
82

of

___
(1)

5
15
34

243
18
48

(1)
19
68

(1)
g

12
161
82
30
26

(3)
(r)

20

39
92

262
63

(8)
75
13
20
6
9

157
10

0)
(3)

7
151

(I)
41

301
82
32

410
Ell

141
11

(3)
48
85

tq
49

(1)

1 Prelimlnary (11-month) average.
I Comparable data nut available.

Data relate to the standard Metropolitan statistical area,
147g: Data are bawd on payroll, nnemployment losuratae, and other

work force records and are not affected by the definitional char ges for meamr-
log unemployment on a national bads which were adopted beginning 1967.

Se,r Rai State employment secaMy agencies cooperat:ag with the U.S.
Department of Labor.
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Te.ble D-4. Total Unemployment Rates by State: Annual Averages, 1957-67
[Total unemployment as percent of total work force

State 1N73 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 1961 1960 1959 1.976 1957

Alabama 4.4 4.2 4.5 & 0 &0 6.8 7,2 6.3 6.4 &1 (1)Alaska 8.7 9.1 8.8 &5 9.4 9.4 9.9 80 9.5 10.3 60Arlon a 4.2 3.8 5.1 5. 1 1 0 8.1 5.8 4. 7 4. 7 6.7 3.9Arkansas 4. 5 4. 5 6.2 & 5 5.9 6, 7 7.1 3. 1 6.9 7, 5 & 7California 5.0 5. 0 5.9 8.0 8. 0 5.8 8.9 5.8 4. 8 8.4 4. 2Colorado 3. 2 3.2 3. 5 3. 7 4. 6 4. 3 4.4 3.7 3.3 4.0 2. 7Connecticut . 3.4 3.2 3.9 4.7 4.9 5.1 6.7 5.8 8.4 &4 l7P el awe,re 3. 3 2.8 31. 4.0 3.9 4.6 5.6 4. 2 4.9 5.9 (1)District of Columbia' 2.3 2.4 2.2 2.5 2. 5 2.3 2.7 2.8 2.7 3.2 2.0Florida 2.9 26 3.1 3.8 &0 6.4 6.6 5.2 4.5 5.5 3.1
Georgia 3.5 3.4 3.9 4. 5 & 0 5.8 7.1 5.8 (1) (1) (I)Hawaii_.._._. 3,5 1 2 3.4 3.9 4.8 4.5 4.0 3.1 3.1 3.6 1 7Idaho 4,4 4.0 4.2 & 2 5.8 6.6 6.4 5.4 6.0 5.9 4.9Illinois 3.0 2.7 3.4 38 4.4 4.7 5.8 4.2 4.8 6.3 3.7Indiana 3.2 2.8 1 1 4.0 4.4 4.9 6.8 5,2 5.1 &2 4.6Iowa 2.4 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 3. 2 3.8 3.0 2.6 3.2 2.8Kansas 2.8 2.7 3.6 3.7 4.0 3.8 4.8 4.1 3.6 4. 1 3.9Kenturky 4. I 4. 0 4. 6 5. 5 5.0 6.6 8.1 7. I (I) 0) (11Louisiana 4. 7 4. 3 4. 9 5.6 6. 4 7.8 8. 3 6. 5 & 0 4') (1)Maine ... ............. 4.0 4.2 4.9 6.2 8.9 8.9 8.4 7.4 &7 8.5 5.7

Maryland 3. 1 3.1 4. 0 4. 6 5.0 & 6 6.3 5.6 6.8 6. 4 3.8tfassachusetts 4.2 4. 2 4. 9 5. 7 6. 8 5.4 5, 9 5.1 6.4 7.0 4.4
Michigan 4.5 1 5 3.9 4.8 Q 5 6.9 10. 2 8. 7 8.5 13.8 6.6hfinnezota 3.0 3.0 4. 0 4. 7 4. 8 4.9 5.7 4.8 5.3 7.0 4, 5
Mississ.ippl 4.8 4.2 '. 7 5.7 6.2 6.5 8.0 6.7 (1) (1) .r)
MI5:our' 3.4 3.3 3.7 4. 2 4.8 6.3 6. 0 4.8 4.22 5.6 6 4.1Monts,na 4.7 4.7 5.0 5.3 &4 &5 7.3 &7 5.9 7.6 5.1Net riaka 2. 5 2.6 3.1 3.1 3. 7. .3.2 3.4 2.7 2. 8 3, 3 3.1Nevada &4 5.9 8.4 5.6 5.0 5.0 8.6 5.8 7.8 7.8 5.1New Hampshire 2.0 1.8 2.8 3.9 4. 4 3.8 4.8 4.1 4.0 5, 3 3.1

New Jersey 4.5 4.4 5.5 8.0 6.4 6.1 7.2 8.7 7.0 9.0 6.(New Mexico 5.0 5, 0 5.5 5.9 5. 8 5.8 6. 5 5. 4 3.5 4. 0 3.1Now York 3.9 4,2 4.6 5.1 5.4 5.2 6.2 5.8 (1) (7) (1)N.,.8-ih Carolina 3.5 3.2 4. 2 4.8 6.1 5.3 6.4 5.5 t.1) (7) ',3)North Dakota 4. 1 4,5 5.0 5.0 4.9 5 3 6.8 5.0 4.1 1. 5 2.:
Ob(o 3.2 2.9 3.6 4.3 5.1 5.7 7.4 5.3 4.7 7.8 3.4
Oklahoma 3.8 3.6 4.3 4. 7 5.1 5.1 5.9 4.9 4. 5 5.6 (1)
Oregon 4.9 4.3 4.6 5.0 &1 5.5 6.4 4.9 5. a 7.5 5,f
Pennsylvania 3.5 3.4 4.4 6.0 7.2 7.8 9.2 8.0 &S. 10.5 &1
Puvrto Rico 12.3 11.0 11.2 10.7 11.3 12.3 12.6 :2. 1 13.8 13.9 13.(
11.5ode Island 3. 7 3. 7 4.9 8.2 6.9 8.8 8.0 6. 7 7.6 11.4 9. 1

Sou th Caroiina 4.7 4.1 4.7 5.4 5.7 5.7 8.9 &7 4.2 5.5 4.1
Sough Dakota 3.0 3.5 3.9 3.9 3.8 2.8 3.1 2, 9 2. 7 5.0 4')
TertneSsce 4.0 3. 2 4.0 4.9 5.9 6. 1 7.6 6.3 8.4 9.4 7.1
Tetra 2.9 3.2 4.2 4.8 5.4 5.4 8.0 5.3 4.6 5.3 4.(
Utah.. 4.7 4.6 5.7 5.7 5.1 4 i 3.0 4.8 4.4 5.2 3.6
Vermont 3.9 3.8 4.2 8.1 6. 7 6.1 7.0 5.4 4.7 8.8 (1)
Virginia 2.8 2.7 3.4 3.4 3.6 1 9 4.7 4.2 1.2 '5.2 3.5wrenington 4.2 4.1 5.4 6.6 8.2 5. 5 8.8 6.4 5.7 7.2 5.1
'4Kt Yirgtnis 6 1 6.8 7.5 8.8 10.3 12.0 19.5 11.9 (1) (1) (1)
W Ls vansIn 3.6 3.2 3.4 3.9 4.1 1.1 5.0 3.9 3.2 5. 1 3. I
Wyoming 4. 0 3.9 4.4 4. 7 6. 3 6. 5 6. 4 1. 1 (7) irel V)

1 Preliminary (1 I -mon th) average.
r Comparable data not available.
I Data relate to the standard metropolitan stab s, ical area,
NM: Data are based on payroll, unemployment insurance, and other

2P2
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work force records am, are not affected by the definitlom.1 changes for measur-
ing unemployment on a natim al basis which v, ere adopted b2g13 ruing 1967.

Sac RcE: State employment security agencies cooperating wit, the U.S.
Department of Labor.



Table D-5. Insured Unemployment Under Slate Programs, by Slate: Annual Averages. 1957 -67
(Thousands(

Et to

united St at .......
Alta a. rya .....
Alaska.
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Colurribie,
Florida

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indians
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Maryland _
Masaarb usetts_
Michigan
Minnesota
Mls5Issippt
221i5Souri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

New 2e-sey
New Mexico
New York
North Carollno
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico 1
Rhode Island

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Tau
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virgin.'a
Wisconsin..
Wyoming

1.8,7

1, 204, 5

1966

1,061.4

1965

1, 337, r

1964

1, 605.4

1963

1, 8..1.8

1962

1,783 1

1961 1960

1,915.8

'959

I, 682. 5

1958 ! 1

1

,

2, 290.3 2, 508.9

13.6 I4.9 17.9 22.9 25.9 32.1 28.7
-

36.8:17.2 26.7
3.4 3.4 3.1 3.0 3.5 3.5 4.1 3.0 3,5 1 9
8.5 6.8 10.9 10.5 9.8 9.7 11.0 83 7.9 1 4

1I.1 9.6 12.1 13.9 15.5 16.5 20.6 16.7 13.9 19.7
200.1 186.4 233.1 231.1 227.6 208.8 543,8 276.8 145.4 218.2

5.4 5.0 7.0 7.6 10.9 10.7 10.7 9.G 6.6 9. 0 '
17.5 13.7 20. 3 27.4 25.4 26.7 37.9 34.1 11.7 51.9
3.0 2.5 2.5 3.6 3,5 4.2 5.3 3 9 1.1 6.3'
4.1 3.9 4.9 6.5 6. 3 6.2 5.9 5. 1 4.6 6.2

19.9 18.1 21.2 25.5 30.8 34.8 4 ? .4 31.9 26.4 32.8'

15.9 12.1 15.3 19.7 23.1 25.3 37.9 91.7 27.0 39.1
6.3 4.3 4.6 5.1 6.7 6.7 5.9 3.7 3.0 34'
4.8 4.1 4.3 5.6 5.8 5.8 6.9 5.8 4.9 6.,

87.5 37.8 92.1 61.6 83.8 83.0 112.0 60.1 84.2 139.
20.2 13.7 18.5 26, 4 30.1 33.6 51.7 40, 1 32.0 82.

6.9 1.9 8.7 8.5 9.3 11.0 15.0 11.9 8.0 11,"
8.1 5.5 8.4 9.6 10.4 9.7 12.7 12. 8 9.3 11. ,

14.6 12. 0 15. 8 20.3 21.5 24.9 34.9 20.6 26.3 45, 9
17.2 13.1 18.7 19.3 23.2 28.1 33.8 29.5 25.3 26'2

5.7 5.4 6.6 9.3 11.0 10.5 15.7 !3.7 13.5 18 9

I4.1 13 1 18.3 23.1 25.9 30. 0 36.7 33.7 32.6 31, 8
60.6 if 3 60. 1 77. 1 33.7 74.2 65.9 76. 2 64. 9 2.0
62.2 40, 5 38. 2 52. 1 62.5 76.4 131.9 63, 9 88, 4 19 .8
15.0 15, 3 21. 7 27.9 29.8 25.3 35. 2 29 9 26 5 3 .8
P.2 0.3 7.8 11.4 13.2 13.4 19.3 15, 4 13.3 11.1

25.8 22.5 25.6 30.9 35.8 38.0 47.9 39.7 33. 0 , F.3
4.1 3.8 4.3 5.0 4.9 6.3 8,4 7.7 7.2 3.6
3. 6 5.3 5.4 6.1 6.0 6,5 1 4 4.2 6.2
6.8 1',. 5 5.7 5.3 4. 1 3.6 4, 6 3.5 3.2 4.5
2.2 1.8 3.3 5.6 6.9 5.3 7.5 6.4 5.9 9.6

59.6 14.0 64.7 78.9 86.4 80.3 9.1.8 85.1 81.5 ;15,8
6. 0 4.7 5.6 6.0 6.3 6. 4 8.3 8.8 4.0 4. D

161.0 119.6 ?01.7 237.0 263.1 241.3 287.6 252.6 251 6 18. 2
24.1 19.8 25.2 33.2 36.2 35.0 47.2 38.3 34.3 81.4
2.4 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.5 4.2 3.8 3.1 3.2

44.1 33.0 46.3 66.8 87.9 66.7 138.9 112.5 71.6 "156.6
10.6 10.3 13.1 15.1 17.3 I6.8 31.2 17.8 14.8 20.0
19.1 14.6 15.7 18.1 18.4 19.6 26.0 20 0 16.7 , 26.5
74.2 62.5 68.0 127.8 169.3 181.2 234.9 197.8 196.4 , 283.0
31.6 30 3 33.6 32.1 30 5 15. i 15.1

8.2 7.1 8.5 11.2 13.3 11.9 14.7 12.9 12.6.
1

19.4

12.6 8.3 10,4 13.3 14.3 13.3 18.3 14.1 12,8 19.1
1.3 1.5 2. 1 2.4 2.6 2.2 2. 2 2.1 1.6 , 1.8

24.6 16.7 20 7 27.0 32.5 34.6 45.3 37.0 31.1 49.6
22.9 25.3 38.2 45.2 52.9 50.0 159.8 54.0 47.1 61.2
5.5 6.8 7.9 8.0 7.2 6.2 7.0 6.0 5,4 . 6.9
2.5 2.1 2.8 2.8 4.5 3.5 4.6 3.4 2.8 l 4.4
7,5 8.4 89 12.0 13.8 14.6 21.6 18.3 17.1 23.8

25.7 22.1 31.4 41, 1 40 8 36.1 45.3 41.3 34.8 43.6
10,7 9.7 11.8 14.7 18.8 21.3 27.0 25.4 28.4 327
21, 6 17.3 19.6 25.3 27.4 26.8 39.5 28.9 23.2 41.1

1.3 1.4 1.7 20 3.0 3.2 J.2 2.8 2.0 2.4

1 Program effective January 1961. with program 1st sugarcane workers
effective July 1963.

Nom Comparability between years for a given State or for the same year

957

449.8

22.2
3.2
5, 2

14.4
121.6

4.9
24.1
3.0
4.5

18.3

27.0
2.8
6.0

57.6
33.1
8.8
8.5

32.6
11.0
1/ 9

17.2
61.1
92.9
22.3
14.6
30.0
6.0
5.2
2.7
6.9

79.6
3.3

187.1
38.9
1.4

68.1
12.3
22,6

158.4

18.3

15.0
1-7

49.2
30.2
4.3
2.8

13.2
82.9
14. 1
23.0
1.5

among States is affected by change. or differences In I' autory or adMinia-
take factors.
Sol:act: State employment security agencies coopei 'tine with the U.S.

Department of Labor.
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Table D-6, Insured Unemployment Rates Under State Programs, by Stute: Annual Averages, 1957-67
Hnstr:d imc.oployment as percant of average covered ea ployrne nt)

State 1967 HA I 1965 1964 1963 1962 1161 1960 1959 1958 1957

Unite I States 2.5 2.3 3. 0 5.8 4.3 4.4 5.6 4.8 4.4 6.4 3.

Alabama 2. 6 2. 2 2.6 5.2 4.3 5.0 6.1 5.5 5. 2 7.. 1
Alaska 8.2 8. 8.4 5.9 10.6 10.8 12.3 S.8 12.5 13.6 IO.
Arizona 2.8 2,4 4,5 3.9 3.8 3.9 4.7 3.8 3.9 4.7 2.
Arkansas 3. 1 2. 8 3.7 4. 5 5. 2 5.9 7.6 5.3 5.8 7.9 5.
California 4.2 4.2 5. 4 5.5 5.6 5. 4 6.4 5. 5 4.1 6, 2 3,
Colorado 1.3 I.3 1.8 2.0 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.8 2.2 3.0 1.
Connecticut 1.9 1.0 2.5 3.4 3.6 3.5 5.0 4.6 4.4 7, 0 3.
Delaware 1.9 1.7 1.9 2.7 2.8 3.4 4.3 3.1 3.3 4.3 2.
7-5 !strict of Columbia 1.3 I. 2 1. 6 1.9 ',. I 2. 0 2. 2 2. 0 1.9 2.6 1.
..lorld a I. 7 7. 6 2.0 2.6 5,2 3.8 4.7 3.6 3.2 4. 0 2.

Georgia 1.6 1.3 I 8 2.4 3.0 3.4 5.0 4. 3 3.8 5.6 3.
Hawaii 2.6 2.3 2.6 3.0 4.0 3.9 3.4 2.7 2.6 3.5 2.
Idaho 3.4 3.0 3.4 4.5 4.4 4.9 6.0 5.1 4.6 5.6 1,

Illinois 1.6 1.3 1.9 2.5 3.2 3.2 4.3 3.4 3.3 5.3 2.
Indiana 1.0 1.1 1.6 2.3 2.7 3.2 4.7 3.8 3.1 5.9 3.
Iowa 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.9 2.1 2.5 3.3 2.7 1.9 2.8 2.
Kansas 1.5 1 5 2.2 2.7 2.9 2.8 3.7 3.6 2,7 3.6 2.
Kentucky 2. 7 2.3 3.2 I.5 1, 7 5.7 7.8 6.7 6. 1 10.4 7.
Louisiana 2.5 2.1 2,8 3.4 4,3 4.9 6.1 5.l 4.6 4.6 2.
Maine 2.7 2.7 3.4 4.3 5.7 5.5 8.2 7.2 7.3 10.1 5.

Maryland.... ..................... ...... 1.7 I.7 2.4 3.1 3.6 4.4 5.4 5.0 5,0 5.6 2.
Massachusetts 3.1 3.1 3.9 5.0 5.4 4.9 5.7 5.1 4.5 6.1 4.
afichhmn. 2.7 2.0 2.0 2.9 3.5 4.5 C.3 5.3 5,3 11.2 4.
Minnesota 1.8 5.9 '2.9 3.8 4.1 4,0 4.9 4.2 3.9 5.4 3.
MissisSippi 2.4 1.9 2.6 3.9 4.7 5.0 7. 0 5.8 5.2 7.3 6.

Missouri 2.3 2.1 2.5 3. 1 3.7 1, 0 5.0 1, 2 3,6 5,1 3.
Montana 2.4 3.2 3.8 4.4 4.4 4.9 7.7 7.0 6.7 7.9 5.

Nebraska.. L 4 1.4 '7, 2 2. 2 2.5 2. 5 2.8 2. 1 2.0 3.0 2.
Nevada 4.5 4.4 1.. 5 1.6 4.1 4.2 5.7 4.8 4,9 6.8 4.

New Hampshire 1.3 1. 0 2. 1 3.6 4.3 3.5 4.9 4.3 4.1 6.8 4.

New Jersey 3.3 3. 1 3.9 4.9 5.4 5.2 8.0 5.6 5.5 7.7 5.
New 3f exico 2.9 2. 7 3.3 3.7 3.9 4. 0 5. 2 4. 1 2.7 3.4 2.
New York 3.0 3.2 3.9 4.7 5.2 4.8 5. 7 5. 1 5.2 6.4 3.
North Carolina 2.1 1.3 2.5 3.4 3.8 3.8 5.2 4.3 4.1 6.2 4.

North Dakota 3. 1 3.6 4.2 1, 9 4.8 5. 2 6. 2 5.5 4.8 4.9
Ohio . 1.6 1.3 1.9 2.8 3.7 4.2 5.7 4.7 3.1 6.5 ',.
Oklahoma 2.4 2. 5 3.3 a 9 1. 5 4.5 5.7 4.8 4.1 5.5 3.
Oregon 3.9 3.1 3.5 4.3 4.5 4.9 6.5 5.2 4.6 7.6 6.
Pennsylvania 2.3 2.0 2.9 4.4 5.8 6.3 7.0 6.7 6.8 9.4 5.

Pu e: to Rim I 68 6.5 6.8 6.5 6.8 6.6 8.9
Rhode Island 3. 1 2.8 3.4 4.6 5. 4 5, 0 6.2 5.5 5.5 8.4 6.

South Carolina 2.3 1.6 2.2 2.9 3.2 3, 1 4.3 3.4 3.3 4.9 3.
South Dakota 1.5 1.9 2.6 3.0 3 1 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.1 2.6 2.

Tem,e ssee 2.9 2.1 2.8 3.8 4.7 5.3 6.9 5.8 5.1 8.1 6.

Tee as 1.0 1.2 1.9 2.4 2.9 2.9 3.4 3.1 2.8 3.5 1.

Utah 3.2 2.9 4.0 4.0 3.6 3.3 3.5 3.4 3.4 4.2 2.
Vermont 2.8 2.5 3.6 5.0 5.9 4.8 6.2 4.8 4.2 6.4 3.
Virginia .9 .7 1.1 I. L 2.8 21 3.1 22.7 2.6 3.6 2.

Washington 3.3 3.3 5.0 6.5 6.4 6.0 7.5 C.8 5.9 7.4 5.
West Virginia 3.1 2.9 3.6 4.6 5.9 6.8 8.4 7.5 8.3 15.0 3.
Wisconsin.. 2.0 1.7 2.0 2.7 3. D 3.0 4,3 8.2 2.7 4.6 2.

Wyoming 2 i 2.2 2.7 3.0 4.5 4.8 1.6 3.5 3.4 4. 0 2.

0

0

8

5
2
a

9
0

I Program effective January 1961, with program for sugarcane workers
effective July 1963; however, the rates esclu de sugs real e wo ken es com-
parable covered employment data are not available.

N 8: Comparability bets era years for a given State or for the some year
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among States is affected ba' chat g,,3 or differences In s.atutory or adminis-
trative factor.

SOURCE: State employment security agenclot cooIerathag the U.S.
Department of La1 or.



Table D-7. Taal Unemployment in 150 Major Who:. Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-47
ahousends)

Major labor id-ea 1967 3 1066 1065 1914 :963 1962 1981 1960

Alabama:
Birmingham. 10.' 10.9 10.9 11.1 14.1 16.8 20.1 17.1
Mobile &.6 5.8 6.0 8.7 2 8 8.1 8.7

Arizona:
Phoents 13.0 10. 7 14. 2 12.9 12.8 13. 3 15.0 11.'

Arkansas:
Little RockNorth Little Rocl 3.3 2.9 3.4 3. 7 4. 0 4.6 4. 9 3.,

Califorila:
Fresno 12.3 11.4 12.1 11, 9 12 3 12.3 13.2 10.,
Los Angeles-Long Beach 143.2 139.1 168.3 167.3 162.2 150 6 179.9 145.''
Sacramento 16 5 15.3 l& 4 15.6 15.0 15.1 15.4 13.1
San Bernardino-Riverside-On tario 21.8 21.0 22.2 18.6 17.8 1 &9 20.6 17.1
San Diego 18.2 18. 7 24. 8 25, 5 25.8 27.0 25.3 21.
San Francisco-Oakland 61.0 5&5 64.8 6&6 65.4 62.1 69.2 69.
San Jose. 17.7 17.5 20.1 19.7 17.4 16. 3 18.8 14
Stockton El 0 7.2 EL 2 8.4 8.9 8.8 9.2

Colorado:
Denver 13. 1 14.8 15.8 16. 2 16, 4 15.9 14. 7 111

Connecticut:
Bridger. art 6.0 5.7 7.3 &3 8.3 8.6 II. 3 3,
Hartford &7 7.8 9.2 II. I 10.9 11.1 14.5 11,
New I: eitain . 1.7 1.6 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.7 4.5 3.,
New Haven 5.4 5.2 66 &7 &7 6.7 03 g, I

Stamford 2. 5 2 4 3, 0 3.6 3.4 3. I 3.1 2.
Waterbury 3.6 3.7 4.3 5.4 5.5 &6 7.2 :1.1

Delaware:
Wilmington 7.2 5, 9 6, 9 7.2 7, 0 8.4 10.1 7.

District of Columbia:
Washington 28.0 2 &7 23.5 25.6 :40 20.7 23.8 21.

Florida:
Jacksonville 4.5 4.4 & 0 & 6 7.1 6.5 8.0 5,1
Miami 15.7 1 &3 1 &0 22.9 364 3&6 39.4 27.'
Tampa-St. Petersburg 7.8 7.4 8.3 9.2 11.2 12 7 18.1 11.

Georgia:
Atlanta 16.8 1&2 14.0 166 15.7 16.6 22.3 18.
Augusta 3.6 3.1 3.0 3.6 3.8 3.8 CO 3.1
Columbus 3.2 27 3.0 d2 3.6 3.8 3.8
Macon 2.6 24 26 2.9 3.1 &2 3.4 .

Savannah 2.6 2.6 2.9 3.4 3. 8 3.8 5.0 4.
Hawaii:

Honolulu 7.9 7.0 7. I 7.7 9.8 8.6 7.6 5.:
Illinois:

Chicago 86 0 78. 0 90.0 108.0 122. 0 123.0 146. 0 101.1
Davenport-Rock Island-Mol ne 4.3 3.8 4. 3 3.9 4. 5 5.1 6.7 1.1
Peoria 4.5 4.1 4.3 4.6 64 &0 7,3 3.1
Rockford 3. 7 2. 7 3.2 3.5 4.2 4. 4 (3) (1)

Indiana:
Evansville 3.6 26 3.2 3.2 3.7 (1 (1
Fort Wayne 2.8 22 2. 4 3.1 &0 (2 (2
0..ryllanimond-East Chic/ go 7.0 6.3 7.4 7.4 11.0 (
Indianapolis 10.5 9.7 10.2 13.8 l& 3 (1 (
,R^ath Bend 3.5 2.9 4.3 7.4 4.8 (3 (
'1'erre F1autc 2.8 2.2 2. 3 3.4 A. 7 (3 (9

Iowa:
Cedar Rapids 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 22 1.
Des ISIolms 3.2 2.4 26 3.0 3.0 3.6 4.4

Kansas:
Wichita 5.0 4.5 &4 6.2 68 &4 &2 7.

Kentucky':
Louisville 10.4 9 9 11.0 126 14.4 15.8 21.6 19.

Louisiana:
Baton Rouge 67 4.1 4.2 4.8 3.3 6.1 69 4.'
New Orleans 17.5 13.6 16.0 1 &3 212 23.0 24.2 20.,
Shreveport 3.5 3. 8 4. 5 & 1 5. 5 6. 0 6. 5 5.

Maine:
Portland

alary'and:
23 25 2.7 3.0 3.1 3.2 4.1 4..

BEI,C1M0111 23.5 23.3 29.6 M.2 37.3 41.8 46.0
Massachusetts:

Boston 45.6 47.9 62.4 59.7 666 53.8 60.4 51.,
Brocktoi, 28 1 6 3.1 3.6 ( 0 3.7 3.7 3.,
Fall River 3. 3.3 (2 6d 6.8 6.6 64 V
Lawrence-Ha rerbill 4.8 .1.8 6.0 6.4 6.6 5.6 6.6 5.1
Lowell 3.7 3.13 (7 4.9 4.7 4.4 4.8 a.'
New Bedford 4.1 3.9 4.2 4.7 4.8 4.8 &II
Springfield-Holyoke 10.0 9.3 II. 3 13.3 14.7 14.1 13.9 12.'
Worcester 6. 7 5.6 6 3 7.8 8. 8 7. 7 9.1 7.:

Michigan:
Battle Creek 28 21 25 3.0 3.6 4.1 5.2 3.1
Detroit 70, 1 52 4 53.3 64.8 73. 8 96.6 157.3 Se.'.n.it 8.6 6.0 4.7 6.4 &2 6.6 13.8
-:.nd Pliplds 8. 6 6. 5 6.6 7.4 6. 1 8. 5 11.3 9.1

-.,aroc 2.7 23 23 25 a2 3.2 (0 3.1
'' `g 4.1 3. 4 2.9 4. I & 1 5. I 9.1 4.1

Ma, kegon-Muskegon Helg' its 3.1 22 25 3.3 3.1 3.6 62 4.I
Ae.iginaw 3.6 2.2 1.0 1.9 2. 7 3. 5 6.1 3.1

Minnesota
Ditluth-Su perlor 3.1 27 3.4 4.2 4.9 3.7 5.9
Minneapolis -St. Paul l& 5 l& g 20.3 23. 9 24. 7 23.7 28.0 21.1

Mississippi:
Jackson 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.71 4.g 4.3 4.9 4.,.

,Footot :as at en,' of tabl
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Table D-7. total Unemployment in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67-Continued

Nialor labor area 19671 i 1966 1965 1964 1963 1982 1961 7960

Missouri:
Kansas City 23.0 22.4 24.1 24.5 25.6 28.9 32.0 29.8St. Louts.. 34.5 32.2 33.2 37.4 42.9 48.1 58.2 49.0Nebraska:
Omaha 6.6 6.5 7.2 7.0 7 4 7.3 7.6 8.4New Hampshire:
Manchester 1.2 1.1 1.8 2.4 2.7 2.4 3.2 2.9

New Jersey:
Atlantic Chy 4.3 4.4 4.9 5.5 5. 8 6. 2 & 6Jersey City 14.4 12,9 15.2 19.3 19.4 17.8 23.6 21.6
Newark 39.6 35.3 39.3 15.8 48.3 46.1 54.0 49.7New Brunswick-Perth Amboy 12,1 10.6 12.4 13.6 14.6 14.3 14.8 12.8
Paters° ii.C' Mon-Pass:11c 22.8 22.6 26.3 30.3 28.6 24.7 33.4 30.8
Trenton 5.5 5.3 5.6 5.8 8.9 o.2 9.1 8.0

New Mexico:
AlbuqUerou e 5.0 5.1 5.4 5.2 4.8 4.9 5.3 4.0

New York:
Albany-Schenectady-Troy 10.8 9 6 10.0 11.5 12.4 12.6 15.9 15.1
Binghamton 4.1 1.2 LB 5.2 6.0 5.7 8.9 5.4Buffalo 22,6 21.1 13,2 27.8 34.5 38.4 48.2 37.8New York. 201 7 222.3 240.3 256.4 287.7 251.5 313.1 277.6
Rochester 8.7 8.4 10.2 10.9 13.2 12.5 15.6 19.9
Syracuse 4.7 7.1 8,9 10.6 1'.4 11,3 14.6 12.9
Utica-Rome 6.2 5.8 7.0 8.5 8.6 8.2 9.6 9.8

North Carolina:
Asheville 2.0 1.9 2.2 2.7 " 8 3.0 I, 1 3.2
Charlotte 5,5 5.6 5.3 5.9 5.8 5.1 4.4
Durham 2.6 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.5 3.2 2.0 2.7
Greensboro-High point 3.B 3.3 3.2 3.9 4.7 4.5 6.1 4.6
Winston-Salem 3.1 5.I 3.3 3.8 3,8 3.9 4.4 3,4

Ohio:
Akron 7.1 6.5 7.8 9.8 01 VI (9 (1Canton 4.8 4.1 a 9 6.9 8.2 a. 3 11.9 8.1
Cincinnati 18.5 15.9 20.4 24.0 (2) (0 10 (0
Cleveland.
Columbus

25.7
9.5

23.1
9.3

26.8
10.1

30.9
11.5

0.3
(9

1,-/
(2)

(2)
(1.1

(1)
(,)Dayton 8.7 8.1 9.1 9.5 (2) (T) (') (1)

Hamilton-Middletow n 3.1 2.7 3.4 4.4 5.1 5.8 6.8 5.3
Lorain-Elyria 3,5 2.9 3.2 3.9 4.5 4.8 8.7 5.4
Steubenville- Weirton, W. Va. 2.6 2.3 2.4 2. 6 I. 1 4.2 4.5 3.8
Toledo 2.2 8.1 D.0 10.4 92) 0 p))
Youngstown-Warren. 8.1 7.2 7.9 8.0 12.1 15.9 19.6 15.1

Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City. 5.7 0,3 9.0 9.3 8.5 8.6 9.4 7.t
Tulsa 8,8 L 6 7.3 7.7 9.2 8.8 10.2 8,5

Oregon:
Portland 16.8 13.7 15.6 17.2 17.5 19.8 22.5 16.7

Pennsylvania:
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton . 5.6 5.1 6.4 9.3 12.2 12.2 14.7 11.9
Altoona 1, 1 3.6 3.6 4.5 5.3 5.6 6.2 E.2
Erie 3.9 3.1 4.2 5.9 7.5 7.7 10.2 9.1
1 tarrisbutg 4.3 4.3 5.3 8.0 8.4 9. 10.8 8 I
Johnstown 5.0 a 2 5.1 6.3 9.3 13.7 17.1 12.2
Lancaster. 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.7 4.3 4.0 5.4 4.7
Philadelphia _ 68.4 84.9 82.1 110.5 ' n 4 1' 9. j 129.1 115.1
Pittsburgh 30.3 27.8 33.3 49.9 '4. 8 S5.9 100.2 84.1
Reading 2.4 2.1 2.9 4.9 5.8 8.4 7.1 5.4
Scranton 4,1 4.7 6.5 9.3 10.6 '0.9 12.4 II 7
Wilkes- Barre - Hazleton 6.0 6.6 S.4 10.2 :2.9 13.4 18.7 16.2
York 3,3 3.0 3.6 5.f 7.5 7.4 8.0 8.8

Puerto Rico:
Mayaguez 3.7 3,7 4.2 3.8 a 2 3.6 3.2 2.9
Ponce 5. 7 6.8 6. 6 6. 1 6.3 5. 4 a 5 4.5
San Yuan 161 15.1 14.9 14.2 14.2 99 1') (,)

Rhode Island:
Providence-Pawtucket 15.2 14.7 18.2 21.3 23.2 2I.5 26.0 24.7

South Carolina:
Charleston I. 6 4.5 5.2 5. 6 I. 8 V)
Greenville 4. 7 9. 1 4.9 5. 9 6. 2 4. 2 (I)

Tennessee:
Chattanooga. 4.3 4.0 9.6 7.1 9.0 9.5 D.3 7.1
Knoxville 6.0 4.4 4.7 6.6 7.7 8.0 11.1 8.1
Memphis 9.7 8.7 It. 7 11.2 12.2 (r5 (1) (1)
Nashville 7.0 5.9 66 8.2 7.7 (1) (T) (1)

Texas:
Austin 2.3 2.7 & 0 3.3 3.6 3.1 3.9 3 4
Beaumont -Port Arthur 6 5 4.7 6.3 8.3 9.9 9.3 3.4 9.9
Corpus Christi 3.8 3.4 4.6 4.9 5.2 6.7 6. I 5.9
Dallas 12.9 14.4 18.7 20.6 2. 8 18.9 23.5 19.1
El Paso 4.B 4.8 6.0 61 60 5.6 5.7 4.9
Fort Worth 6.7 7.5 9.6 10.6 11.9 12.0 13.1 10.4
Houston... 15.9 17.2 22.2 25.4 23.9 26 0 (9 II)
San Antonio 10.2 11.3 14.0 15.5 167 15.4 14.0 10 8

Utah:
Belt Lake City 9.9 &I 9.9 8.8 7.6 61 6.7 5.4

Virginia:
hewport News-Hampton 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.2
Norfolk-PortEn.ni: th 6. 9 5.8 6. 4 6.7 6. 9 7.1 7.8 II 7.6
Richmond 1.4 4.2 1.4 4.9 4.8 4.6 (T) 91;Ro..ke 2.1 2.2) 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.9 4, 7 4.6

Footnotes at end of table.
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Table D-7. Total Unemployment in 150 Major Laizor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67-Continued

Major labor area 19671 1968 19(,1 1964 1963 19C 1901 IWO

Washington:
Seattle 18.8 16. 9 24. 5 32.3 29.7 24.3 30.3 28.1
Spokane 4.6 4. 5 4.9 6.7 6.5 &5 7.4 6.1
Tacoma 5.4 6.2 & 2 7. 1 6. 9 6. 1 7.6 &I

West Virginia:
Charleston 4.3 a.? 5.8 &8 7.2 7.1 &1 7,1
Huntington-A.:blond 4.9 1.7 & 2 7 3 8. 10. 7 10.1
Wheeling 3.7 1, 6 4. 5 4. 9 6.8 8. ii II. 6 10.1

.ri,iscoLsin:
FE enosba 2.8 2.5 1.9 20 1.5 1.7 3.6 1.1
Ill adison 2.7 2 5 2.5 2.7 2.9 2.6 3.0 2.1
Milwaukee 17.2 13,6 15.4 17 8 19.1 19.4 28.4 19.1
Racine 2.9 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.3 3.3 2.1

1 Frelimkary {11- month) average.
Comparable data not available.

NOTE: Data are based on noroll, unemployment, insurance. and other

wor' ^ records and nre not affected by the della] lonal changes for measur-
ir loym.er.t on a national basis which were adopted beginning 1967.

Sot, not: State employment security agencies coocrating with the U.S.
Department of Labor,

Table 0-8. Total Unemployment Rates in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67
[To al uncu.ploylnent as percent of total mart 7orol

Major 1' *,or area 1967 1 1960 I 1965 1961 1938 1962 1961 1960

Alabama:
Birmingham 4.0 4-1 4.2 4.4 6.7 6.8 8.0 6.9
Mobile 3.0 4.4 4.4 6.0 E.1 6.2 0.7 5.7

Minna:
Fhoe nis 3.9 3.3 4.7 4-4 4.6 6.0 3.8 4.8

Arkansas:
Little RockNorth Little Rock 2.5 3.3 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.3 4.7 3.9

California:
Fresno 7.0 6.6 7.8 7.3 7.7 8.0 8.6 7.0
Lo Angele.-Long Beach 4,6 4.5 6.7 6.8 6.7 5.1 6.7 6.6
Sacramento 5.5 5.2 3.8 6.7 5.6 5.8 6.2 6.6
San Domardir,.. Riverside-Ontario 6.3 & 2 6.7 4.0 6.0 3.9 7.5 8.6
Fan Diego 4.7 3.2 7.2 7.5 7.7 7.9 7.5 6.4
San Francisco- Oakland 4.3 4.4 5.0 a, 8 6.8 3.2 3 9 3.1
San Jose 4.8 4.8 & 0 &2 8.7 5.7 6.4 6.9
Stockton 6.7 0.4 7.6 7.9 &6 8.6 9.2 8.3

Colorado:
Denver 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.7 4.2 3.8 3.6 3.2

Connecticut:
Bridgeport 3.6 8.5 4.7 2.4 5.5 &8 L 6 5./3
Hartford 2.6 2.5 3.0 3.8 3.7 3.8 6.1 4.4
New Britain 3.3 3.2 &0 6.6 6.7 5.8 9.6 7.6
Ne.r Haven 3.2 3, 2 3.4 4, 4 4.4 4.3 3.5 4.7
Stamford I 9 2.9 3.7 4.4 4.8 3.8 8.8 2.9
Waterbury 4.0 4.8 5.2 6.7 6.7 6.8 9.0 7.3

Delaware:
Wilmington 3.5 2 9 3.0 3.8 3.9 4.8 6.7 4.4

District of Columbia:
Washington 2.8 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.7 2.6

Florida:
laeksonvIlle 2.2 2, 2 2.6 2, 9 3.8 8.7 4.4 3.2
Miami 3.3 3.5 3.9 6.2 8.2 8.9 9.4 6.5
Tam pa. -,i. Petersburg

tleorgia;
l. 5 2, 4 2 8 3.2 4.0 4.6 6.4 6.4

Atlanta 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.G 3.2 3.5 4.9 4.2
Athruste 3.6 3.2 3.4 t 2 4.7 4.8 5.4 4.2
Col-nimbus 4.0 3.6 4.1 4.6 5.3 6.7 8.0 3.1
Macon 2.8 2.9 3.9 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.6 3.7
Sa rannab 3.5 3.3 4.2 3.0 5.5 6.7 7.4 6.0

Hawaii
llono,alu

rihnois:
3.3 3,0 3.3 3.8 4.7 4.5 8.9 2.8

Chicago ^. 7 2.6 3.0 3.7 4.2 4.2 5.1 3.7
DaVenport.Rock Island% ioline 2.7 2.6 2.9 2.7 3.3 3.8 6.0 4.6
Peer's 3.1 3.0 3.2 5.4 4.2 4.8 6.8 4.6
Rockford 3.0 2.3 2.9 8.4 4.2 4.5 (1) .1)

Indiana:
Evansville 3.6 2.9 3,4 3.6 4.8 (1

Fat Wayne I 3 1.9 2.2 2.9 IS
0 ary-Hanunond-East Caleaco 3.0 2.T 3.2 3. 4 & 2 I ilI nd lanapoits 2.3 2.1 2,6 3.6 3.9
South Rend.
Totes Mant

& 2
2 7

2.7
I A

4.2
A

7.1
5

4.6
A I

4

1 Fr

Footnotes at end of table.
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Table D-8. Total Unernploymant Roles in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67-Continued

Nfajor labor area 1967 1 1966 1968 1064 1963 1902 1961 1960

Iowa'.
Cedar Rapids 1. 1.6 1.7 1,7 1.8 2.2 3.6 25
De, Moines 2.3 1.8 2.0 2. 4 2. 4 2.9 3.5 2.7

Kansas:
malts 2.9 2.7 4.1 4.0 4. 4.1 5.3 6.0

Kentucky:
Louisville 3.0 3.5 3.8 4.1 4.8 5.4 7.5 6. 7

Louisiana:
ston Rouge 4.8 3.7 C1 5.1 5.8 6.5 6.6 5.4

New Orleans 4.1 3.3 . 4.8 8.6 6.6 7.1 5.9
Shreveport 3.0 3.2 1.1 4.7 5.1 5.6 3.9 6.2

Maine:
Portland 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.6 4.8 4.9 6.3 6.6

Maryland:
Baltimore 2.9 2.9 3.9 4.6 5.0 .5. 7 6.3 3. 8

Masaicbusetts:
Bo -ton 4.3 3.6 4.0 e7 4.4 r4 4. 4. 1
Brockton 4.5 5.6 6.8 7.8 7.4 7.2
Fall River 6.1 6.3 8.0 10.4 10.4 9.4 9.5 8,5
Lawrence.Ha rerh Ill 5.2 5.3 6.7 7.1 7.0 6.1 7.4 6.6
Lowell 6.3 8. 1 8.7 8.6 8.1 9.1 8.0
New Bedford 6.5 6.1 0.8 7.6 77 7.7 9.2 8. 1
Springfield -Ho4oke 4. 6 4.3 4 C 4 7.0 6.7 O. 7 8.9
ti'orcester 3.9 3.9 4.5 5.6 6.4 5.3 5.6 5.3

Michigan:
b It le Creek 4. 1 3. 3.6 4.6 5.4 6.3 7.9 5.9
Det 4.3 3.d J. 5 4.3 5.2 7.0 10.9 6.8
Fits 4.9 3.4 2.7 3.3 3.3 4.2 8.9 5.0
Grand Rapids 4.1 3.2 ".8 3.9 4.3 4. 6.2 4.9
K9 .4116200 3.4 3.0 3.1 J. 6 4.6 4.6 5.7 4.7
Lansing 2.9 2.4 2.2 3.4 4.2 4.5 7.9 4.2
Muskegon-Muskegon sleights 5.1 3.6 4.6 6.0 5.6 6.2 9.2 7.8
Saginaw 4.4 2.9 2. 4 2.7 3.9 5. i 8.8 8.2

MinneSote:
Duluth.Superior .............. ....... 4.9 L4 o. 7.6 IL 2 9.3 9.4 7.3
Minnespolti-St. Paul 2.I 2.2 2.8 3.4 3.6 35 4.2 3.2

Mississippi:
Jackson. _

lassouri:
3.6 3.2 3.3 8.9 4.6 4.7 3.4 4.8

Kansas City 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.8 6. 1 5.4 6.9 6.4
St. Louis 3.4 3.3 3.6 4.0 4, 7 5.4 0 4 5.5

Nebraska:
Omaha 3.0 3.0 8.4 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.2

New Hampshire:
Manchester 2.2 2.0 3.4 4.7 5.3 4. 6.1 5.4

New Jersey:
Atlantic City 6. 5 5.7 6.5 7.4 7.8 7.9 8.8 8.1
Jersey City 4.9 4.4 5.2 6.6 6.6 C 0 7.9 7.2
Newark 4.2 4.1 4.8 3.5 6.9 5. 7 6.7 6.2
New Brunswick Perth Amboy 4.4 4.0 4.9 6.6 5.1 6.1 8. 6.8
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic 4.2 4.3 5.1 6.0 6.8 6.6 7.1 6.6
Trenton 3.8 3.7 4.0 4.3 6.0 5.2 7.0 6. 1

New Mexico:
rilbuqueructe 4.3 4.6 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.9 8.3 4.1

Nc.. York:
Albany-Schenectady-T rO7 3.6 3.2 3.5 4.1 4.4 4.5 6.7 5.

trighamton 3.3 3.4 3.8 4.4 5.1 4.7 4.9 4.
Buffalo 4.1 3.9 4.4 6.3 6.7 7.4 9.1 7.0
New York 8.7 4.1 4.6 4.8 6.1 4.9 6.9 8.3
Recbeskr 2.3 2. 2.9 3.2 4.0 3.8 4.8 4.4
Syracuse 3.8 2.9 5.2 4.5 4.9 4.8 6.2 3.6
Utica-Rome 4.6 4.3 6.4 6.6 6.5 6.1 7.1 7.2

North Carolina:
Asheville 3. 2 8.0 3.7 4.6 5.1 5.6 7.2 6.9
Charlotte 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.7 3. 3.9 3.9 3.5
Durham 4. 1 4.4 5, 2 6.2 6.7 6.4 5.2 5.5
Greensboro-High Point 2.8 2.3 2.3 3.0 3.6 3.6 8.1 1.9
Winston-Salem 3.1 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.2 4.3 6.0 4.3

Ohio:
Akron
Canton

2.8
3.2

2.6
2.9

3.2
3.

4.2
4.4

(5)
6.3 7.0

(I)
8.9 5.9

Ctr cinnatf 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.8
Cleveland 2.8 2.6 3.1 3.6
Clumbus 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.8
Dayton 2.3 2.4 2.8 3.0 CI) (I/
}limit to:1.611d dle town 3.9 3.6 45 6.0 7. 0 8.0 9.1 0.9
LorainElyria 4, 2 3.4 3.9 5.0 8.0 8. 8.9 7.1
Steubeaville-liVeirton, W. Va. 4.0 3.4 3.6 3.9 6.4 6 0 7.0 6.1
Toledo
Youngskrrn.Warren

3. 6 3.1
3.5

3.6
3.9

4.4
C2

ft)
6.6

(11a3 (1)
9.9

0)
7.4

Othlsorn a:
Oklahoma City 3.8 3.3 a.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 2 3.6
Tulsa 3, 3 3.4 3.9 4.3 6.3 6.0 5.9 4.7

Oregon:
Portland 4.0 3.4 4.0 4.6 4.8 0.3 6.6 4.5

Footnotes at end Of table.
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Table D-8. Total Unemployment Rates in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67-Continued

Major labor area 19(7 I 1986 1965 1981 1983 1982 1981 1960

Pennsylvania:
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 2.4 2.2 2.8 4.2 85 6.5 6.7 5.4
Altoona 7.6 6.6 6.7 8.7 10.2 10.7 11.9 9.8
Erie 3.6 2.9 4.1 6.9 7.5 7.8 10.5 9.3
Harrisburg 2.3 2.4 2.9 3.8 4.7 6.5 6.1 4.8
Johnstown 6.4 4.6 6.7 7.1 10.6 15,1 18,2 1L9
Lancaster 1.8 1.5 1.9 2.9 3.5 3.3 4, 4 3.9
Philadelphia 3.3 3.3 4.3 5.9 6 5 6.4 6.9 6.2
Pittsburgh 3.2 3.0 3.6 5.6 7.9 9.3 10.7 8, 8
Reading 1.8 1.6 2.2 3.8 4.6 4.3 5.7 4.4
Scranton 4.2 1.9 6.8 8.8 11.0 11.2 12.6 11.8
Wilke s-Barre-Harleton 4.4 1,8 6.3 7.7 9.6 10.0 12.5 12.1
York 2.3 2.1 2.7 1, 2 8 8 8 8 6.3 8 4

Puerto Rico:
Mayaguez 12.3 12.1 13.7 13.2 14.5 13.2 12.4 11.5
Ponce 12.9 15.0 15.0 14.0 14.9 13.3 11.6 11.7
San Juan 6.6 5.2 5.4 5.4 6.1 (.) (9 (I)

Rhode Island:
Providence-Bow tucket. 9.8 9.8 4.8 5.8 6.3 5.9 7.3 7.0

South Carolina:
1 Jule ston 4.3 4.1 1.8 5.7 6. 1 6. 1

111

(I)
Greenville 3.6 2.8 3.9 6.0 5.3 I, 3 (I)

Tennessee:
Chattanooga 3.1 2.9 3.5 5.7 7.4 7.9 7.9 7.6
Knozvllle 3.1 2.7 3.0 4.3 5.2 5.5' 7.7 6.8
Memph Is 9.2 2.9 3.7 4.0 4,4 14 0) (9
Nashville 2.8 2.4 2.9 3.7 3.7 (+) (1) (z)

Teza.s:
Austin 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.4 3.6 4.0 4.6
Beaumont-Port Arthur 4.8 1.0 6.3 6.9 8.2 7.5 7.7 8.2
Corpus Christi 4, 0 3.7 6. I 5.6 6.2 8.8 8.2 7.7
Dallas 2.1 2.4 3.3 3.8 4.0 3.8 4.9 4.1
El Paso 4.0 4.4 5.8 6.4 6.2 6.5 5.6 4.5
FDA Worth 2.5 2.9 3.8 4.6 6.0 5.1 5.7 4.7
Houston 2.1 2.4 3.2 3.8 4.4 4.1 (9 0)
San Antonio & 7 4.3 5.7 6.3 8.0 ^.6 6.0 6 4

Utah:
Salt Lake City 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.9 4, 5 3.3 3.8 3.3

Virginia:
Newport News-Hampton 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.9 3.1 9.3 3.9 4.1
Norfolk-Portsmouth 9.2 2.8 3.2 3.4 86 1 7 4.1 4.1
Richmond 1.8 1.3 1.9 2.2 2.1 2.2

() (')
Roanoke 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.3 3.8 6. 5 6.5

Washington:
Seattle 3.1 3.0 4.8 88 e0 4.8 6.5 61
Spokane 4.5 4.5 5.1 8.0 85 8.9 7.8 6.9
TIICOMS 4.3 4.4 8 6 8.0 56 5.8 7.3 68

West Virginia:
Charleston. 1.6 4.9 b.2 7,2 7.7 7.6 8.5 7.5
If untington.A.51,1and 5.1 4.8 6.5 7.9 9.0 10.7 11.8 11.9
Wheeling 5.5 6.3 6.6 7.3 19.1 12.0 15.0 14.0

Wisconsin:
Kenosha 7.9 6.3 3.7 4.7 3.5 4. 1 9.0 3.8
Madison 2. 2 2. 1 2.3 2.6 2 8 2.6 & 0 2.7
Milwaukee 2.9 2.3 2.7 3.3 3 8 38 5.4 3.7
Racine 4.6 4.1 3.6 3.9 4 : 4.6 88 5 1

3 Preliminary (11-month) average.
Comparable data not available.

No71: Data are based on payroll, unem5loyment ins urance, and other
work force records and are not affected by the dellniti nal changes for mess-

uring unemi topmost on a national basis which were adopted beginning
1987.

Sonecz: State employment se naity agencies cooperating with the U.S.
Department of Labor.
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Table 0-9. Insried Unemployment Under State, Federal Employee, and Ex-Servicemen's Programs in 150
Major Labor Areas: Annual Overages, 1960-67

'Thousands]

Stator labor area 1957 1966 1963 1964 1963 1962 1961 1960

Alabama:
Firmingham
Mobile

Arizona:
Phoenix

Arkansas:
Little Rock-North Little Rock

California:
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long /3 ea.:11
Sacramento
San Bernardino-RI, erside-0 ntario
San Diego
San Francisco-Oakland
San Jose
Stockton

Colorado:
Denver

Connecticut':
Bridgeport
Hartford
New Britain
New Haven
Stamford.
Pi . terbu-i

Delaware:
Wilmington

District or Columbfa:
Washington

Florida:
Jacksonville
Miami
Tampa-St. Petersburg

Georgia:
Atlanta
Augusta
Columbus
Macon.
Savannah

Hawaii:
Honolulu

Illinois:
Chicago
Davenport-Rock Isl anti-Moline
Peoria
Rockford

Indiana:
Evansville
Fort Wayne
Gary- Hammond -East t ;Nogg°
Indianapolis
South Bend
Terre Haute

Iowa:
Cedar Rapids
Des Moines

Kansas:
Wichita

Kentucky:
Louisville

Loutsiena:
Baton Rouge
New Orleans
Shea vo port

Mains
Portland

may's:A :
Baltimore

Massachusetts:
Boston
BrocktonFall River. .. ..
terra nos-ljavirilir.
Lowell
New Bedford
Springfield-Chicopeellolyoke
Worcester

Michigan:
Battle Creek
Detroit
Flint
Grand Rapids
Kale mitt*
Lansing
Mu skegon-Nruskego 1 Heights
Saginaw

Minnesota:
Duluth-Sup- nor....
Minnespolt -5 t. Esi 1

Mississippi:
Jut ran

3.4
2.1

5. 1

.7

5S
74.5
67

11.3
10.1
32.5
9.1
4.3

2.9

2.3
3.11

7
2.

.
5

.8
1.7

2.8

6. 0

. 9
0.0
3.2

3.9
.7
. 6
.4
, 6

4.0

2.5
1.2
1.3
1.0

1.2
.7

2.0
2. 6
1.0
.9

.2

.7

1.3

3.1

1, 1
t 0

6

.6

ti. 5

20.6
1.6
2.6
3.3
2.8
3.1
4.8
2.9

1.1
29.5

4.3
& I
1.0
1.6
1.1
I. 6

1.3
4.2

.6

3.5
1.4

3.9

.6

5.1
70. 1
8.1

10. 7
, 10.1

30.8
\ 9.0

3.7
I

2. 8

I 2. 2
2. 3

6
2. 1
.7

4.7

2.6

& 5

.7
51
2. 8

3.1
.6
.6

.6

3.2

21.6
.8

L 2
.5

0.9
.5

1.6
2.1
.7
.8

.2

. 6

1.0

2. 7

7
3.. 3
.9

.8

8.1

21.2
1.3
2.6
3.1
2.1
2.7
4.2
2.7

.7
12..8
2,7
2, I
.6

1.1
.6
.5

1.0
4,7

.4

3.6
1.7

6.1

.8

6. ::
94.2
8.7

11.5
13.2
35.1
11.1
4.1

4, 1

3.4
3.6
1.4
2.4
1.1
2.0

2.4

6.1

1.0
5.8
3.4

3.5
.6
.6
.4
. 7

3.4

3 i 0
1.3
1.5
.9

1.1
.7

2.4
2.7
2.7
1.0

.3

. 7

2.2

3.5

.8
4.4
1.3

1.0

11.6

25.1
1,7
3.4
39
2.8
9.9
6 5
3.2

.8
17.1
1.8
1.8

.8

.8

.7

.5

1.4
7,9

.6

3.7
1 5

5.4

.9

5.9
101.1

6.4
6 1

13.5
35.9
11.0
4.2

4.6

4.3
Es 0
L 5
3.3
1.5
2.7

3.3

7.6

1.3
64
4.0

4, 2
.8
.7
.6

1.0

3.9

42.3
1.1
1.7
1.1

1.0
.6

2.4
3.4
3.5
.8

.3
1.0

2.0

4.6

1. 2
50
1.6

1.2

14.7

31.0
2,6
5.0
4.7
3.3
3.7
6.6
4.2

1.0
24.1

2.1
2.4
.9

1.3
1.3
.e

1.8
10.1

.8

51
1.9

5.2

1.2

6.0
102.4

6.2
8.6

13.8
38.0

9.6
4.4

O. 2

4.3
5. 1
1.6
3.3
1.7
3.0

3.1

7.2

2. 0
EL 4
5.1

4.9
.0

1. 1
.8

1.2

5.0

623
1.5
2. ii
1.6

1.3
1.3
4.2
4.0
2. 5
.9

.4
1.1

2.3

& 2

1.5
6.2
1.6

1.8

167

8I.4
& 0
5, 0
6.2
3.4
4.0
7.5
6.5

1.9
28.7
2.4
2. 6
1.3
1.9
1.1
1.0

2.2
11.4

1.2

66
2.6

5 5

1 4

6.3
87.8
7.0

9
I. 2
317
8.8
4,8

5.4

4.5
4. 7
1.5
3.3
1.3
2.5

4.3

5. 5

2. 2
10.3
6 8

5. 4
.9

1.1
.9

1.2

5 0

49.5
1.7
2. 8
1.7

1.5
1.3
6.2
4. 5
2.2
1. 1

.5
1.4

2.1

69

1.7
7.6
1.8

1,2

20.0

29.5
2.7
4.9
4.0
3.1
3.3
7.8
4.6

1.4
39.6
3.0
2.2
1.1
2,0
1.2
1.3

2.0
10.9

1.2

7.0
3.4

6. 9

2.4

6.6
114.9

6.3
9.6

14.2
37.9
9.8
4.7

5.2

5, 8
7.2
2. 4
4.2
1.5
3.7

4.4

8.0

3.0
11.0

7.4

9.3
2.9
1.6
L 3
2.2

4.4

682
2.8
3.6
2.6

2.4
2.0
6.7
6 8
4.7
1.4

1.0
1.9

3.1

8.8

3.0
9.3
2.3

1.9

24.0

33.8
2.6
5.0
52
3.6

(I)
8,6
5.5

2.0
77.7
7.7
4.2
1.6
4.6
2.3
2 9

2.4
14.9

1 1.6

7.3
2.7

4.3

1.6

60
91.7
6.3
9.0

12.8
31.2

6 1
4.3

4.0

5.7
8.3
2. 0
3.7
1.6
3.4

3.9

6. 3

2.0
67
5.7

7.3
L1
L 4
10
1.7

2.6

53.8
2. 5
3. 1
2.0

2.2
1.6
53
5. 5
2.9
1.3

.7
1.5

3.4

8.4

1.4
7.6
2.0

1.6

21.9

28.9
3.0
5. 0
4.0
3.7

49
8.2
4.5

1.7
48.4

2.7
3. 3
1.4
1.8
2.1
1. 3

2.0
11.1

1.1

Footnotes It end )(table.
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Table D-9. Insured Unemployment Under State, Federal Employee, and Ex-Servicemen's Programs
in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Avoroges, 1960-67-Continued

Major labor area 1967 IMO 1965 IVA 19(3 1962 1961 1960

NI Issou.:::
Kansas City 5.9 5.7 0.4 7.0 8.8 8.9 12.4 11.8
St. Louts 14.0 12.3 12.1 14.2 17.1 20.6 27.1 20.3

Nebrast a:
Omaha 1.8 1.7 2.3 2.3 7.6 2.6 2.7 2.0

New Hampshire:
Mani seater .6 .4 1.0 1.5 1.9 1.6 2.0 1.9

New lei sey:
A1151;10 City 2.3 2.3 7.8 8.2 3.6 3.6 38 4.0
7erse5 City
Newark

8.0
17.3

6.8
15.8

7.8
17.9

it 5
21.8

10.7
23.8

9.8
22.2

II. e
25.9

0)
26. 9

New Brunswick-Perth Amboy 5.6 4.7 5.5 6.6 7.1 7.3 8.2 6.2
Pater ion-Clifton-Passaic 12.0 11.6 13.6 16.3 16. 5 14.7 19.0 19.2
Tree', on 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.2 4.3 4.8

New Wexico:
Albuluerque 1.7 1.6 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.9 2.9 2.1

New York:
Albany-Schenectady-Troy 4.0 4.0 4.2 5. 7 6.9 6.4 1 2 8.3
Binghamton 1.3 1, 2 1.6 I. 7 2.6 2.1 2. 6 2.4
Bud tlo 10.4 9.3 11.1 14.4 18.2 19 6 24.9 19.9
NCI( rot 114.8 134.8 151. 7 167.8 182 3 163.9 188.6 168.0
Roc' )ester. - 4.0 3. 7 5.1 1 6 4.9 4.9 6.6 6 7
Syracuse 4.3 2.7 3.7 5.0 &6 &0 7.2 7.0
TAlcaRome 3.3 2.8 3.0 4.5 3.4 4.3 5.6 6.7

North Carmine:
A silt vIlle .9 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.2
Charlotte 1.0 .8 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.8 2.3 2.0
Doihatn .7 .6 .9 I. 2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.0
Or amsboro-High Point .9 .8 1.1 1.8 7.2 2.1 10 2.3
Wharton -Salem 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.6 i.7 1.6 2.1 1.7

05k.:
All on 2.1 1.7 2.1 3.3 4.2 4.1 7.6 &3
Deo do n 1.6 1.2 1.6 2.3 8.9 4.9 6.0 4.8
Cie cinema 5.4 4.9 7.0 7.4 8.4 9.0 12.0 10. 0
Cleveland 8.1 0.2 8.9 12.6 17,1 20.4 50.2 22.4
Co:umbus 2 4 2.3 2.8 1 9 4.2 4.0 5.9 3.0
Dayton 1.8 1.6 2.8 2.9 4.2 4.6 6 7 &5
st 3 allton-M iddletow n 1.3 .9 1.8 1.9 2.6 1 0 3.5 8.0
Losin-Elyella 1.8 .8 .9 1.5 2.0 2.4 3.1 8.2
Steubenville-Weirton, W. Va 1.1 .8 .8 .9 1.9 2.2 1.4 2.2
Toledo 1 1 2.5 2.6 3.0 4.1 61 & 6 5.2
rcungstown-Warren 8.3 2.6 3.0 8.2 6 9 9.1 9 9 9.5

Oklahoma:
01 lahoma City 2.2 2.1 2.6 3.0 9.0 2.9 4.1 3.0
Tt lsa 1.6 1.6 2.2 2.5 3. 5 1 2 4.7 3.5

One on:
Po rtland 69 4.9 60 7.2 7.6 8.1 II. 2 &0

Pen bylvanis:
Al ientown-Bethlehem..Easton 3.4 2.5 3.1 10 7.4 7. 1 L 9 7.7
Altoona .9 .9 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.8
Erie 1.6 1.2 1.8 2.7 3.6 3.7 &1 4.5
Harrisburg 1.6 1.5 L 9 2.4 14 4.0 4. 8 3.8
Ic hnstown 2.9 2.1 2.7 3.4 10 7.1 9.5 7.3
I., messier .9 .6 .9 :.6 2.0 1.7 2.6 2.1
P ailadelphis 20.2 23.4 321 48.6 5&0 56.2 65.9 6&8
P ttsburgh 14.6 11.9 15.7 23.2 35. 4 45,7 34.7 47.0
/leading 1.4 1.9 1.8 8.1 8.9 8.0 4.3 3.8
Branton 2.9 2.9 3.6 4.5 60 &7 6.8 67
1111kes.B arra-Hazleton &0 49 6.3 0.6 &6 8.6 10.6 1L5
York 1.4 1. 2 1.6 2.1 8.3 3.4 3.7 3.6

NI. D Rico:1
Waysime3 1.1 1.0 L 2 ' 0 .6 .8
Ponce L6 1.4 1.7 , 3 .9 L0
San Juan 3.9 1, 9 3.7 :..2 2.1 11

Made island:
I rovidence.Pawaucx et. 8.5 7.5 16 11.7 13.9 12.1 13.7 14.0

Sae th Carolina.
( harleston .9 . 7 .8 .8 1.0 1.0 L 4 1.1
CreenvEle 1.3 .6 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.2 2.0 1.8

Ta messee:
( hat tenons 1.4 1.0 1.8 1, 7 2.6 3.1 4. 0 3.6
Knoxville 1.7 1.4 1.4 2. 1 2 5 3.2 A 6 4. 7
Ilembhis 3.1 2.4 2,7 2.9 3.7 4.2 5.3 4.8
/ Bashville 2.7 1.9 1.9 2.4 2.2 2.7 3.4 2.9

Team:
Austin .8 .4 .6 . a .7 .6 .8 .7
:3 esumont-Port Arthur 1.6 1.2 1.9 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.3
,:orpus Christi . 7 . 7 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.1 L 6
',UT as 2.5 3.1 4.8 &7 6.1 &7 8.3 7.3
El Paso 1.3 1.4 1.8 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.0
Fort Worth 1.1 1.4 2.8 2.6 3.3 3. 5 4.0 3.5
Houston 2.4 3.2 4.5 &1 7.8 &5 3.3 7.3
San Antonio 1.4 1.6 2.6 3.0 3.3 2.7 &3 2.5

Utah:
Salt Lake City 3.6 2.7 3.7 3.3 3.0 2.8 II. 5 16

V 1.41n Is:
Newport News-Hampton.. .9 .5 .6 .5 .6 .6 L 0 .8
Norfolk -Portsmouth 1.8 1.1 .2 1.6 1 5 1.4 2.3 2. 2
Rktimond
12 nrenni

.4

.a
. 4

a
.8.a

.9 1.0
A .6

.9
6

2.1 1.7
1.21 1.2

Footnotes at end of table.
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Table D-9. Insured Unemployment Under Stole, Federal Employee, and Ex-Servicemen's Programs
in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67-Continued

Ntijor labor area 1967 1965 19&5 196

Washington:
Seattle 7.9 67 12.0
Spokene 2.7 2.2 2.2
TIICOMi 2.2 2.0 2.8

West Virginia:
Charleston. 1.1 1.1 1.4
Huntington-Ashland 1.9 1.4 i.e
Wheeling 1.5 1.3 1.7

Wisconsin:
Kenosha 2.0 1.8 .7
Madison .7 .6 .7
Milwaukee 6.9 4.2 6.4
Racine 1.3 /. 1 .8

17.7
&1
3.4

1.7
2.3
1.7

1.0

7.9

1963 1962 1961 1960

I& 1
3.
3.3

2 2
2.6
2.6

.4

.9
8.9
.8

11.9
4.0
2.9

2,1
3.1
2.6

.7

8.8
1.1

16.9
4. 6
4.1

2.7
a. 9
a.8

1.8

15.
1. 0

1.9

13.9
4.0
3.6

2.4
3.6
3.8

.7

.a
8.7
1.3

t Not available.
I Program eff,,ctive January 1961; sug.zrane workers are not Included.
Nom ComparablIty between years for a given area or for the some year

among areas is affected by changes or differences in statutory or administra-
lye factors.

Souttcs: State employment security agencies cooperating with the U.S.
Department of Labo,.

Table D-10. 'nsurad Unamploymrint Rates Under State, Federal Employee, and Ex-Servicemen's Programs
in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960.-67

(Insured unemployment as percent of average covered employment)

Alabama*.
Birmingham
Mobile

Arizona:
Phoenix

Arkansas:
Little Rock-Nort'

California:
Fresno
Los Angeles-Long
Sacram.mto.. .
San Bernardino-11
San Diego
San Francisco-OE
Pan Jose.
Stockton

Colorado:
Deliser..

Connecticut:
Bridgeport
Hartford .
New Britain
New Haven..
Stamford
Waterbury

Delaware:
Wilmington.

District of Coluiall
Washington.

Florida:
7acksonvilk
Af'. mf
TempaSt. Peters

Georgt3:
Atlanta
Auguste.

Macon
Savannah

Hawaii:
11 onoluh.

Chicago
Davenport-Rock
Peoria
Rockford

Major labor area 1 19e7 I 1966 1965 1964 1933 1962 1961 IRO

2.2 1.9 ...9 2.2 3.3 4.1 4.7 4.5
2.3 1.9 2.1 3.0 3.3 4.5 8.7 4.5

2.5 1.9 3.3 3.1 3.2 3.5 4.2 3.0

. Little Rock .8 .7 1.2 1.3 1.8 2.3 3.2 Le

6.7 6.1 &9 7.8 8.2 8.9 9.2 7.4
Beach 3.2 3.1 4.3 4.4 4.6 4.1 5.4 4.4

& 7 A3 6.7 5. 1 &4 6.6 5.8 23.3
IversIde-Ontario 5. 5 5.3 6.4 3. 5 6 8 5.3 7.0 6.0

4.0 4.5 &4 64 68 7.0 6.2 6.6
"land 9.5 3.3 L6 4.0 4.3 4.1 4.9 4.0

8.4 .'.13 61 5.1 4.7 4.4 5.4 3.1
&3 &6 7.7 8.2 8.6 9 7 9.9 8.8

1.0 .9 1.6 1.7 2.3 2.1 2.1 1.8

2.1 1.7 8.0 &7 18 4.0 &2 5.2
1.0 .8 i.3 2.2 2.3 2.2 A 4 11
1.8 1.5 7.8 4.0 4.3 4.2 6.1, 5.4
2.0 1.8 2.2 8.1 2.2 3.2 4.0 3.9
1.4 1.2 2.1 2.9 80 2.5 2.4 2.6
2.4 2.6 3.4 4.15 6.9 4,1 62 &I

1.9 1.9 1.9 2.6 2.7 3.8 4.0 2.9

.9 .6 1.2 1.15 .9 1.8 1.8 1.5

0.6 6 .9 1.2 1. 9 2.1 2.8 1.3
2.0 2.32. 2.6 2.5 3.4 4.3 L6 3.5

Mfg 1.6 1.6 1.9 2.4 1.3 8.7 5.0 8.8

.0 .6 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.8 3.2 2.4
1.a I. 1.1 1.7 2.0 2.1 &1 2.8
1.1 1.0 1.4 19 &0 3.0 4.4 CI
.7 .7 1.2 1.7 2.5 2.7 4.0 8.1

1.2 1.1 18 2.6 2.9 /2 5.6 4.2

2.2 1.9 2.1 2.1 3.1 3.1 12 1.9

1.2 1.0 1.8 2.1 2.7 2.6 4.0 2.6
[stand-Moline 1.0 .8 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.4 & 7 3.5

1.4 1.1 1.7 &1 19 3.6 18 39
1.1 .0 1.2 1.0 3.4 2.8 1.2 & 1

Focluotes it end of table.
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Table D-10. Insured Unemployment Rates Under State, Federal Employee, und Ex-Servicemeree Programs
in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67-Continued

Major labor area 1987' 1908 1 1983 1954 1983 1982 1961 1960

Indiana:
Evansville 1.7 1.3 1.0 2.0 2,4 9. 0 4.7 t'
Fort Wayne . 7 .0 .8 1.2 1.9 1.8 3.0 2.3
Oary-Hammond-E Fist Chicago 11 .9 I 1.4 1.5 2.7 4.0 4.2 3.3
Indianapolis .8 .7 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.9 3.0 2.4
South Bond 1.4 1.0 2.0 58 3.7 3.5 7.2 4.2
Terre Haute

ova:
2.4 2.3 3.2 3.0 34 4.1 5.0 4.6

Cedar Rapids .4 .4 .8 .8 .9 1, 2 2.7 1.7
Des Moines .8 .6 .9 1,2 1.4 1.8 3.6 2.0

Kansas
Wichita 1.0 . a 21 2.0 2.4 2.2 2.8 9.4

Kentucky:
Louisville 13 1.2 1.7 2.2 3.7 11 47 4.4

'..ouistans:
Barn Rouge 2.0 2.1 1. 5 2.3 2.9 3.5 6.9 5.8
N.:w Orleans 1.7 1.2 1,7 2.1 2.7 36 4.4 8.4
Shreveport 1.2 1.5 2.3 2,7 3.6 3.4 4.1 3.4

faine
Portland 1.2 1, 7 2. 3 2.2 3.5 3.2 4.7 4.9

Haryland:
Baltimore

dassact metes:
1.5 1.0 2.2 2 8 1.8 4.0 4.7 4. 3

Boston 2.2 2.3 3.6 1.8 30 3.4 3,9 3. 5
Brockton 3. 6 1.2 44 65 8.2 7,4 7.5 7.9
Fall River 64 64 8.4 11.8 11.8 It. 2 10,7 11.3
Lawrence-Haverhill 4.6 4.3 3,4 6.5 7.1 3.5 7.9 6.8
Lowell 3.3 4.9 7.1 93 8.4 7.6 9.1 9,4
New Bedford 6.1 5, 3 6.1 7.8 3.1 69 (r) (r)
S pringileld-Chicopee-flolyok a 3.1 3.7 3.7 4.15 0.6 5.4 5,7
Worcester 2.7 2.6 3.3 4.4 6.6 (8 0.0 4.0

1 ichigan:
Battle Creek 3.3 1.6 2.0 3.7 .4 4.1 5.7 4.8
Detroit 2.4 3.4 1.8 3.4 3.0 4.2 8.1 4.9
Flint. 3.4 2.2 1.9 2.0 3.2 29 7,7 3.7
()rand Rapids 2 1 1.5 1.3 4.3 2.6 3.0 4.5 3.5
Kalamazoo 1.7 1.3 1, 7 3.2 2.9 48 8.8 3.1
Lansing 2.0 1.5 1.1 3.3 3.0 3.3 So 8.1
Muskegon-Mustego n Heightt 25 2.3 1.9 34 3.1 3.3 8. 1 0.4
Saginaw

ktinnesota:
2.6 1 0 .8 1.8 2 2 29 1 5 3.2

Duluth-Superior. 5.2 3.6 1.8 5.0 68 0. I 8.5 10
MinnespolSt. Paul .7 .9 1. C 2.0 3.8 3.3 1.8 2. 6

1114stasippl:
Jackson

qiseouri:
1.5 2.1 1.8 3.4 3.7 2,9 3.4 2.4

Kansas City 3.5 3.1 2.1 3.7 3.1 8.3 4.7 4.2
St. Louis 2.0 1.8 2.3 2.3 3.0 0,7 4.9 39

Nebraska;
Omaha 1.3 1.5' 1.9 1.9 3.8 3.3 3.4 1.6

New Hampshire:
Manchester 1.3 1 r 3.0 4.? 52 4.2 5.9 15, 2

New 2 ersey:
Atlantic City 4.8 5.1 6.1 8.1 8.9 8.2 10.1 10.4
Jersey City 3.7 2.5 4.0 4.7 15, 2 4.8 3.7 re%

Newark... 2 8 2,6. 8.2 8.9 4.3 4.1 r ;, 4.6
New Brunsvrick-Perth Ambay 2.0 3.4 It 4 4.2 4.7 4.9 5.8 5.1
Faterson-Cllfton-Passalc.. 8.2 3.6 3.7 C 9 4.9 4.6 15, 8 3,6
Trenton 2. 7 2.4 28 3.3 3.9 4.5 5.9 9.4

New Mexico:
Albuquerque 22 26 2.8 37 26 8.1 4.7 & 3

New York:
Albany-Schen,vtady-Troy 1.7 1.4, 2.2 31 8.5 16 4.6 4.1
Binghamton 2.5 2.5' 21 35 3.6 3.0 8.6 3.4
Butfalo 2.6 3.1 3.1 3.7 50 54 68 0.2
New York 3. 0 31' 4.3 4.3 44 4.6 6.1 41
Rochester 1.5 1.4 21 5,7 2.4 2.4 3.4 29
Syracuse

.21tIca Rome
3.4
& 2

1 1 ,
2.1,

23
t. 0

3. 2
b. 6

3. 5
& 5

33
t. 9

4. 7
& 6

4.6
6 3

North Carolina:
Asheville 22 1.5 z1 &o ! 5 1.6 6.1 1 8
Charlottearlotte 1-1

,,
1.0 2.4 .

. 7 1.8 2.8 2 I
Durham. 1.8 2.0 28 3.9 9 4.2 4.3 4.2
Greensboro-High Point .8 .8 1.3 20 25 23 3.6 2.9
Winston-Salem 1.4 1.4 1, 8 2 3 2, 7 2, 6 1 5 2. 7

Ohio:
Akron 1.1 .9 1.5 2.2 2.2 28 51 3.5
Canton 1.5 1.2 1.5 2.5 4.1 8.2 62 5.1
Cincinnati 1.4 I. 3 '. 1 24 2.6 29 4.1 82
Cleveland IA 1.41 9.5 22 3.0 8.7 5.5 3.9
Columbus 1.0 .9 1.8 2.8 29 2.1 8.2 2.9
Dayton .7 .7 1.1 1.3 22 26 3.8 5.
Hamllton-Middletown 21 1.1 28 4.0 55 8.3 7,0 5, 8
Lortin-Elytis 28 1.9 1.7 3.0 4.0 4.7 63 8.1
Steubenville-Weirton, W. Va 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.8 4.2 4.15 50 C 7
ToleelO 1.8 1.3 1.8 2.8 3.2 4.2 67 8.0
Youngstown-Warren 22 1.3 21 2.5 4.6 7.1 I 7.3 8.5

Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City 2.6 I. 6 1.8 2 1 23 2.5 3 5 2. 8
Tuisa 1.8 3.9 2.0 2.1 1.2 10 4.6 5.4

Footnotes at end of table.

01.401 0 - 68 - 21
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Table D-10. Insured Unemployment Rates Under State, Federal Employee, and Ex-Servicemen's Programs
in 150 Major Labor Areas: Annual Averages, 1960-67-Continued

Major labor area 1967$ 1966 1966 1964 1963 8962 19531 loeo

Oregon:
Portland 2.2 1.7 2.4 3. 1 8.8 3. 7 S.2 4.0I snnsylvania:
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 1.9 1.4 1.9 3.1 4.5 4. 3 h. 5 4. 7Altoona 3.1 2.6 3.1 4.9 Q1 Q2 '5.2 6,2Erie 2.2 1.6 2.6 3.9 5. 3 5.5 1. 7 6.7Harrisburg 1.3 1.2 19 2.6 3.6 4. 3 5.1 3.9Johnstown 4.6 3.4 4.6 5.9 8.7 12.1 15.3 11.9Lancaster .8 .6 1.0 1.9 2.4 2.1 3.4 2.9Philadelphia 1.9 2.7 2.5 3.8 4.6 4. 4 6.2 4.5Pittsburgh 2.1 1.7 2.4 3.7 &6 7.1 8.4 6.9Reading 1.2 1...: 1.9 3.3 4.2 8.3 6.3 4.IScranton 3.9 4.2 5.5 7.0 9.2 6.8 133 10.1W ilk es-Barre.11arl eton 4.7 4.9 Q6 7.4 9.3 9.6 11.6 121York 2.3 1.1 1.7 2.7 4.4 4.5 4.g 4,t1 '.1 irto RICO: ,
Mayaguez .8 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2Ponce .8 .3 .4 .4 .8 .8

F)

San Juan .9 .7 .6 .8 .7 .9 5.Rhode Island:
Pror5idence-Pawtuchet 2.8 2.5 3.2 4.3 6.1 4.6 Q0 4.1South Carolina:
Charleston 1.6 1.4 1.9 2.1 2.9 2.9 4.1 2.5Greenville 1.6 .9 1.6 2.8 2.2 1.9 8.3 2.1Tennessee:
Chattanooga 1.7 1.3 1. 7 2.2 3.4 4. 1 5. 3 4.5Knoxville 2.1 1.8 1.7 2.8 2.8 3.9 6 4 A 1Merinble 1.4 1.1 I.7 1.9 2.5 3.0 8.6 a 1Nashville 1.3 .9 I.4 2.0 2. 1 2.6 8.6 3, 1Texas:
Austin . 6 .6 . 3 1.6 1.8 1.6 2.4 2.5Beatanont-Port Arthur 1.6 1. 3 2. 5 3.4 3. 6 3.9 4.2 4,1Corpus Christi - -. 1. 1.2 3.1 2,6 3. I 8.9 4.9 3.1Della: . 5 .7 1.3 1, 6 1. 7 1.7 2.6 2.1El Paso 1.7 1.9 3.0 4.0 89 3.9 3.6 3.!Fort Worth . 5 . 7 1. 6 2.0 2. 8 2.4 2.6 2.1Houston .5 .7 1.2 1.6 2.1 7.8 4.2 2.fi cn Anton10 .5 1.0 2.0 2.6 2.9 2.6 3.0 1.5Utah:
Salt Lake City 2.7 2.1 3.4 2.6 2.4 1.9 2.8 2.5V a:
Newport News-Hampton. 1.0 .9 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.3 2.2 2.1Norfolk-Portsmouth 1.2 .9 1.2 1.6 1.8 1.6 2.7 2.1Richmond 1.2 .2 .4 .6 .7 .7 I, 7 1,5Roanoke . 6 . 7 .8 1. 3 1.4 1.3 3.0 2, IWashington:
Seattle 1.7 1,7 3.8 A4 4.9 8.5 A3 5.1tckane 4.1 3.5 4.5 5, 7 &3 7.1 11.0 &1TIMID .8., 2.8 2.9 4.6 5.6 A8 5.3 7.5 &1West Virginia:
Charleston 1.5 1. 7 2.3 2.9 3 7 3.7 4.5 4.1Huntington- Ashland 2.6 2.8 3.2 4.2 4.8 6.0 7.4 &1Wheeling A5 31 (2 IL 3 6.1 &9 9.1 &IWisconsin:
Kenosha 3. 7 4.0 2.6 & 2 1.2 2.6 7.0 2. 'Madison .9 .9 1.3 1.5 1.9 1.6 2.4 1.1
Milwaukee 1.2 .9 7.3 2, 0 2.4 2.4 (1 3.5Racine 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.4 2.3 3. 2 5.6 3.1

I PrelIminary (11-mon5h) average.
3 Not available.

Program effective January 1961; sugarcane wort ere are not included.
Note: Comparability between years fora given area or for the same year

294

among areas Is affected by changer or differences In statutory or administra-
te, factors.
Sonata: State employment security agencies cooperating with the U.S.

Department of Labor.
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Table D-11. Civilian Labor Force and Unemployment In the 20 Largest Standard Metropolitan S'ohstical
Areas by Color, and Selected Data For Age, Sex, and Centv:51 Cities: Annual Average, )96,

(Numbers In thoi.sandel

Area and item

Now YORK
81318A: Total

Men, 20 years and over
Women, 20 years and over
Froth sexes, 16 to 19 Years

White
Nonwhite

Central city: 'total

White
Nonwhite

Los ARGYLES-LONG BEACH

SMSA: 'total

Men, 20 years and over
We men, 20 years and over
Both sexes, 16 to 19 yearn

While
Nonwhite

Central city Total

White
No nw hite..... ..........

SMSA:

Men, 20 years and over
Women, 20 years and over
Both sexes, 16 to 19 years

White
Nonwhite

CISICA GO

Central city: Total

White
Nonwhite

PHILLDELPIKA
8318A: Total

Men, 20 years. and aver
Women, 20 years and over
Both sexes, 16 to 19 years

White
Nonwhite

Central c,ty. Total

White
Nonwhite

DETROIT
4118A: Total

Men, 20 years and over
Women, 20 years and over
Both sexes, 16 to 10 years

While
Nonwhite

Central city: Total

White
Nonwhite

SAN FRARCISCO-01.1..AND

SMSA: Total

Men, 20 yeti's and over
Women, 20 Years and over
Both sexes, 16 to 19 years

While
Nonwhite

Cent, O. city: Total

White
Nonwhite

lactootee at end of table.

Civilian labor
Unemp oyment

form I
Estimated Number Estimated , Rata
number ranger rate range 1

4, 630 173 162-164 3.7 9.6- 3.9

2,800 82 75- 69 3.0 157- 3.3
1, 600 55 ID- 61 3.6 '6 2- 3.8

300 35 20- 11 12.4 10. 5-14. 3

4,060 142 112-452 3.6 3.3- 3.7
1300 31 24- 38 5.2 -1.1- 6.3

3,300 137 127-117 4.1 1 8- 1.4

2, 760 108 96-117 3.9 1.4- I. 2
650 29 22- 38 6.3 1.2- 6.1

3, 350 184 175-167 5.6 5.3- Si
2,000 84 77- 91 4.2 3. '- 4.2
tdoo 60 st- 66 5.4 1.0. 5.0

250 41 35- 18 :8, i : 4.2- 6. A

3,000 1.67 147-167 5.3 5.0- 5.6
350 re. 22- 34 8.0 6.4- 9.1

4,300 84 77- 91 8.8 & 1- 7. 1

1,050 662 56- 68
250 n 16- 28

6. 0 5.4-
9. I

G.
7. 1-111

2, 800 93 85-104 3.3 3.0- 3.f

1,660 26 22- 30 4.6 1.5- 1.0
900 35 30- 40 3.8 3.3- 4.2
220 31 25- 37 12.4 10.8 -15 .)1)1

2,330 08 60- 82 2.4 2.1- 2.1
450 36 29- 43 8.2, 6.9- 9.7

1,600 64 57- 74 1.:1 3.9- 1.7

1,100 31 27- 35 2.' 2.1- 3.7
403 33 26- 40 8.: 6.8- 9.6

1.940 70 83- 77 3. ,' 3.4- 4.6

1,120 21 20- 28 2. t 1.8- 2.4
600 22 18- 24 3. 1 3.0- 4.1
160 21 I8- 29 15.7 12.7-18.7

1,650 it 39- 49 2.9 2.8- 3.1
350 26 20- 32 7 4 5.9- 8.9

850 37 32- 42 1 4 3.9- 4.4

600 19 16- 22 1'2 2,7- 3.7
250 19 14- 21 1 14 5.7- 81

1,600 71 64- 78 4.6 4.1- 4.6

950 25 24- 29 .'.6 2.8- 2.9
500 24 20- 28 ''.0 1.2- 5.!
150 22 '- 27 1 ,. 6 12.5-18.1

1,300 42 37- 47 52 2.8- 3.1
260 29 22- 36 1 59 9.0-12.1

6.50 35 30- 40 5.2 4.5- 5.4

450 13 10- 16 2.9 2.3- 3.1
200 22 16- 28 9.8 7.7-14.9

5, b5t 72 65- 79 5,4 1.9- 6.1

720 26 L- 30 3.4 2.6.- 3.6
500 29 25- 34 8.4 3,1, 15.5
150 17 13- 24 19.6 15,5-21!

1,150 a 47- 59 4.7 I, 2- 5.2
240 19 14- 21 9.6 7.1-14.!

50r 30 2 6 - 34 8.3 2. 5- 7. 1

P° 16 9- 19 I t 4.0- 6.!4 A 10 eIt
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Table 0-11. Civilian Labor Force and Unemployment in the 20 Largest Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas cry Color, and Selected Data for Age, Sex, and Central Cities: Anneal Average, 1967-Continued

Area and 'rem
Civilian labor

force

BOSTON
SMSA: Total

White
Nonwhite

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Total

White
Nonwhite

1,1(0

1,030
ft)

1, 05)

80)
251

Central city Total 300

White 10)
Nonwhite 25)

PIT TSB LTGEI
SMSA: Total 900

White 850
Nonwhite IS

Sr. Louts
SMSA: Total

White 750
Nonwhite. 150

Central city: Total 3)0

White.. 150
Nonwhite. 100

NEwASH.
SM : Total 1,00

White 650
Nonwhite 100

CLEVELAND
S3,f3A: Total 750

White 650
No nwhLe 100

Central city: Total 250

White 150
Nonwhite 100

B 11,71.40 RE
SMSA Total 750

White 550
Nonwhite. 200

Central city Total 400

White 200
Nonwhite 200

MitztaarousSr. PAUL

SMSA Total' 650
Central city: Total

lions TON

300

53154: I otal

White 500
Nonwhite. 150

Cc-titre city: Total 350

White 43)
Nonwhite 150

Dams
331EA7 Totel 601

White
Nonwhite 100

Centre city: Total it 0

White
Nonwhite

rootn,ten at end of table
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Vnemployrnent

Estimated
number

ts7tEnber
range 1

Estimated
rate

Rate
range

32 27- 37 2.9 2.5- 3,3

30 26- 34 2,6 2.4- 3.2
(2)

24 20-28 2.3 1.1.- 2. 7

15 12- 18 2.0 1.6- 2.4
9 5- 13 3.2 1.9- 4.6

5- 11 2,1 1.6- 2.7

(2)
7 3- 11 2.8 1.4- 4.2

44 39- 49 4.8 4.3- 5.3

36 31- 41 4. 2 3,7- 4.7
8 6- 11 12.7 9.0 -19.4

39 34- 44 4.4 3.9- 4.9

21 17- 25 2.9 2.4- 3.4
18 13- 23 12.3 9.6 -15.0

18 15- 21 8.6 3.5 7.7

ig
4- 8
9- 17

3.5
11.

2.4- 4.6
8.0 -14.6

36 35- ,1 5.0- 5.1

24 20- .8 3 5 2.9- 4.1
12 8- 16 9.8 7.0-12. 6

29 24- 34 3.8 3.3- 4.3

19 14- 22 2.8 2.3- 3.3
11 7- 15 8.8 e.1-11.6

15 12- 16 6.8 4.7- 6.9

6 4- 8 0.4 2.4- 1.4
10 6- 14 :0.1 6.8-13.4

2e, 24- 32 3.7 3.2- 4.2

12 9- 15 2.2 1.7- 2.7
15 10- 20 7.8 5.5- 9,6

21. t7- 25 5.5 4.6- 6.4

7 5- 9 3.3 2.3- 4.3
14 10- 18 8.0 5.8-10.1

15 12- 18
8- 10

2.2
7.6

1.8- 2 6
2.0- 3.2

22 18-26 3,3 2. 7- 3.9

13 10- 16 2.8 1.8- 8.0
9 5- 13 6.3 3.8- 8.8

20 16- 24 3.7 3.0- 4.1

11 8- 14 2.7 2.0- 3.4
5- 13 6.3 3.8- 6.8

15 12- 18 2.5 20. 3.0

11 8- 14 2.1 1.6- 2.6
(I) rs)

10 8- 13 2.5 1.9- 3. 1

6 4- 8 2. 1 I, 5- 2.7

2
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Table D-11. Civilian Labor Force and Unemployment in t% 10 Largest Standc rd Metropolitan Statistical
Areas by Color, and Selected Data for Age, Sex, and Cent,I,1 ;ities: Annual Average, 1967 Continued

A

PATERS.

SMSA: Total

)Chile

SIIISA: Total

White ..
Nonwhite..

SMSA: Total.

White
Nonwhite.

Central city: Total

White
Nonwhite

SMSA: Total

White
Nonwhite

ea and item
Civilian labor

force I

Unemployment

Estimated
number

Number
range 3

Es .mated
rate

Rate
range 2

.N.CLITTOT:-PASSATC

55( 15 12- 18 2.8 2.2- 3.4

60 13 10- 16 2.6 2.0- 3.2
(2) (2) (7)

IRE PALO
500 23 19- 27 4.2 3,5- 4.9

500 18 15- 21 3.7 3.1- 4.3
0) 0) (2)

ILV:AL.REE
500 16 13- 19 3.0 2.4- 3.6

450 12 9- 15 2.6 2.0-' 3.2
(2) 0) 0)

300 13 10- 10 4.0 3.2- 4.8

250 9 7- 11 3.5 2.0- 4.5
(I) (t) (2)

7INCINNA71
450 13 10- If 2.8 2. 1- 3.5

400 9 6-12 2.3 1.6-3.0
(I) (2) (0)

1 Rcunded to the nearett 50,000.
2 Chances are 9 out of 11 that unemployment data from a complete census

(see sample source below, would fall within the indicated range.
2 Not shown separately where the unemployment e im ate is less than 5,00)

or the labor force is less Ilan 50,000.
No color break ehowr becau:e the Population and labor force are almost

entirety white.
Sottacn: Based on th: Curun: Population Survey, a nationat sample

survey of households n nducted mor thly by the Bureau of the Census for
the Bureau of labor tat3sties. (The CPS is also the source of the reata
shown in sections A and B of the statistical appendix.) These data differ
from the Bureau of En ployment Security's unemployment levels and nites
for the same areas put fished in preceding tables in this section for many
reasons: there art diffi rences in sources of information (the BES data are
bared on payroll and t nemploytnent insurance monis), In area definitions
(the BLS data ate baste! on 1900 definitions), and In estimating procedwes.
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Table E-1. Estimates and Protections of the Total Population, by Age, 1950 to 1990'
fNumbera to thoust.ndq

Age
Estimates Protections Number change Percent change

1950 1960 1967 1970 1980 1990 1950-60 1960-70 1970-80111980-90 195060 1960-7011970-50 1903 90

Total 152,271 180,684 199,116 207,326 243,291 200,511 29,413 26,642 35,965 43,210 18.7 14.7 17.3 17, 8

Under 18 years 4.3,131 58, 563 83, 678 65, 300 76, 737 95,4:3 15, 737 6, 432 11,437 18, 696 36.5 10.9 17.5 24. 4
1.1 nder 5 years 10,410 20,364 19,191 2n,027 27,972 31,413 3,954 -337 7,945 3,521 24.1 -1.7 39.7 12.6
5 to 15 years 26, 721 38, 504 44, 486 45, 273 48,765 63,940 11, 783 6, 762 3, 492 15,175 44.1 17. 6 7. 7 31. 1

16 years and over 139,141 121,814 135, 440 142,025 166,652 191,069 12,673 20,211 24, 527 24,118 11.6 18.6 17.3 14, 7
18 to 24 years 20,222 '11,614 29, 373 32,347 37, 937 40,18) 1,592 50, 533 5,590 2, 243 7.9 48.3 17.3 5.9

16 to ID years 8,542 :0,698 14, 176 15,089 56, 940 19, 512 2,156 4,388 1,854 2, 572 25.2 41.0 12.3 15.2
20 to 24 years 11,689 11,116 15,197 17,261 20,997 20,668 -564 6,145 3,736 -329 -4.8 65.9 21.8 -1.6

25 to 44 > ears 45, 673 47,134 47,077 48,278 82,373 79,316 1,461 1,142 14,097 18,940 3.2 2.4 29.2 27.2
25 to 54 years.. 24, 036 22.911 23,092 25, 315 36,997 42,44) -1,125 2,404 11,682 5, 452 -4, 7 10.5 46.1 14. 7
35 to years 21,637 21,223 23,944 22,961 25,376 36,861 2,666 -1,262 2,415 11,488 12.0 -5.2 16.5 45,3

45 to 64 years 30,649 36, 206 40,194 45,812 43,179 44, 571 5, 359 5, 609 1,362 1,391 17.4 115.5 3.3 3.2
45 to 64 year 17,453 20, 561 22, 621 23,326 22,147 24,542 3,128 2, 745 -1. 179 2,395 17.9 13.3 -5.1 10.8
55 to 64 y ears. _ 13,396 15,627 17,673 18,491 21,032 20,026 2,231 2,864 2,541 -1,004 16.7 16.3 13.7 -4.8

65 years and over. 12, 397 16,658 18,796 19, 585 23,063 27,005 4, 261 2,927 3, 478 4, 942 34.4 17.6 17.8 17.1

3 Data rel^'.; to July 1 and Include the Armed Forces abroad. Alaska and SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current
ilawall are also included beginning 1960. Pops la Ion Reports, Series P-25: for 1950 data, No. 311; for 1367 data, No,

365; for ether years, No. 391, Series B.

Table E-2. Total Population,' Total Labor Force, and Labor Force Participation Rates, by Sex and Age,
1960 to 1980

[Numbers In thousulds]

Sea and age
_Actual

TA.51 populat Ica, July 1 l'otal tat cr force, annual averages Labor force participation rates,
annual averages (percent)

Protected Actual Projected Actual

19E0 1965

Projected

1960 1365 1970 1975 1980 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1970 1975 1930

BOTH SEXEs

18 years and over 121,817 131,184 141,713 153, 627 165,473 72,101 77,177 64, 617 92,153 99,942 59.2 58.8 59.7 60.0 60.4

AALE

16 years tud over 59,120 63,608 68,465 74,122 79,824 48, 033 60,949 04,964 59,356 61,061 62.4 60.1 60.2 80 1 80, 3
16 to 19 years 6,398 6,880 7, 667 8, 302 8,510 3,162 3,831 4, 280 4,664 4,824 58.6 55.7 56.4 56.2 89.7
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years

553
16. 1,347

6,873
11,091

8,621
12,540

0 609
15,, 557

19.394
16,265

4,939
10,940

5,991
10,653

7,466
12,063

8,331 9,064
14,968 17,690

38.9
96.*

86 2
96.0

66.6
96.2

86.7
96.2

81.2
96.2

as to 44 years.... .. 11,878 11,862 11,303 11,068 12,498 11,414 11,504 10,930 10,793 12,084 96. 4 (18. 2 96.7 P6.7 9(.7
4510 64 years.... . 10,148 10,740 11, 289 11, 379 10,757 9, 548 16,131 10,725 10,810 10,21^ 94.3 94.3 P5.0 950 95.0
55 to 64 years 7,564 8,131 8,759 9,282 9,776 6,445 6,769 7,383 7,795 8 184 65.2 63.2 84.3 8,3.9 82. 7

65 to 59 years.... 4, 144 4,421 4, 791 4,990 5, 296 3,717 3,929 4,339 4,1516 4,793 80.9 88.9 90.5 90.5 90. 5
60 to 64 years- .-

65 years and over
3,435
7,530

3,710
7,932

3,965
8,365

4,297
8,923

4,480
9,606

2,718
2,4.5

2,9
2,13831

3, 049
2,136

3, 279
2,067

3,391
2,096

79.5
32.2

78. 5
26.9

6. 9
21

76.3
23.4

",7
21.8

65 to 69 years 2,941 2,871 3,137 3,362 3,651 1,3.8 1, 209 1,112 1.136 1,143 45.8 42.1
15.4

33.8 31,3
70 years and over 4,590 5,061 15, 248 5,561 15,955 1,07 922 966 951 953 M. 5 14. 2 11'.1 16.0

FINALS

16 years and over. 62,397 67,678 73,228 79.500 55,649 23,128 26.232 29,657 32,827 35,561 37 1 38.8 40.5 41.5 41.9
18 to 19 years 5, 27 i 6,681 7,375 8,%1 8, 221 2,011 2,619 2,908 3,201 3,286 39.1 37.7 39.4 39.6 81.0
20 to 24 years 5, 547 6,796 8,453 9,446 10,230 2.558 3,375 4,261 4,865 5, 46.1 17.7 50.3 51.5 52.6
25 to 34 y ears 11,645 11,257 12,680 15,582 18,232 4.159 4.338 4,891 5,124 7,338047 35.8 38,5 38,6 37,3 413
35 to 44 years
45 to 64 years...,

12,118
10,436

12,4-0
11,904

11, 694
12,071

11,391
12, 195

12,771
15,437

5,335
5,150

5,724
5,714

5, 655
6,675

5,582
7,024

6,386
6,805

43. 1
47.3

45.9
50.5

47.5
85.3

49. 0
57.6

50.0
59. 5

55 to 64 years 8,070 8,635 9,741 656 11, 279 2,161 3,587 4,767 4,826 5,3-37 36.7 10.6 43.8 45.7 47.3
65 to 59 y e a rs - . . . 4,321 4,736 6, 252 5,077 5,983 1,503 2, 939 2,705 3,023 3,362 41.7 IR 6 51. 5 54.2 56. 2. _ . . .

60 'o 61 years
66 years and over

3,749
9,115

4,099
10,225

4,449
11,186

4,961
12, 248

5,296
13,481

1.151
854

1,378
978

1.562
1,091

1,833
1,205

1,9 5
I, 340

31.0
10. 3

33. 6
0. 5

34.8
0.8

3q
9. 8

27,
9,9

65 to 69 years 3, 547 3,427 3,753 4,122 4, 580 1.79 653 717 797 17.3 17. 17,4 17.4 17.4
70 years and over 67(8 8, 798 7,431 A, 126 6,9471 ;175 391 438 458 513 65 5.9 5.9 60 61

These populatitn data 5 nd three In table E-4) differ from the Puma
shown In t,le tsrecedir6g laT le and elsewhere In this report because they t .e
based on earlier poratla' Ion estimates and projections.

298

Foe/tot: Population data from to U.S. Department of Commerce, 1 urau
of the Census, Current Population Reports. Series P-25: for 19e4, No AI;
for 1965, unpDblIshed estboates: for 1970-80, No. 256, Series B. All other data
I torn ..a U.F. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sf st Latlaa.
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Table E-3. Changes in the Total Labor 7'orce, by Sex :rtri Ace, 1950 to 1980
[Nuns bees In thousan Js)

Sez and age
Actual projected Nrlinber change Percent change

1950 1960 1970 1980 1930-60 194.1-70 1970-80 1950-60 1950-70 1970-80

Bore Saint

16 years and over 83, 858 72, 1,34 84, 617 99,942 8, 248 12,5'3 15,325 I2.9 17.4 18.1
18 to 24 years 12,440 12,720 18,921 22,554 273 8,208 3,633 2.2 48.9 ...9. 2

25 to 44 year, 29,263 31,876 33,442 43,407 2, f 15 1,664 9,965 8.9 4.9 29, 8

25 to 34 years 15, 145 15, 099 16, 757 34,937 -48 1, sm. 7,980 -. 3 12.3 47.1
35 to 44 years 14,118 16,779 18,4£5 18.470 2,661 -294 1,905 18.8 -I, 8 12.0

45 years and over 22,158 27, 508 32,254 3', 981 5,350 4,748 1,727 24. I 17.3 5.4
45 to 04 years 19,119 24,127 29,065 30 545 5, 008 4, 928 1,490 26.2 20.4 5. 1

65 years and over 3,037 3,379 3, 199 3, 438 342 -180 237 11.3 -5. 3 7, 4

MALE

13 years and over 45, 446 43,933 64,960 64,061 3, 4F7 8, 027 9,101 7, 7 12.3 18.6
16 to 24 years 8,045 8,101 11,748 13,8E3 49 662 9,142 .9 45.1 18.2
25 to AS years_. 20,998 22,294 22,993 29,874 1, aN 699 6,681 6.7 2.7 29.1

25 10 34 years 11,044 10,940 17,063 17,590 -104 1,123 6,627 f -.9 10.3 46.8
35 to 44 years 9,952 11, 454 10,930 12,094 I, 502 -524 1,154 15, 1 -4, 6 10.1

45 yews and over 19,405 18,438 20,221 20,499 2,033 1,783 278 12.4 9,7 1.4
45 to 64 years. 19, 052 18,013 18, 113 18, 403 2,061 2,100 290 14.6 13.1 1.6
65 years and over 2,453 2,425 2,108 2,096 ....9 -317 -12 -1.1 -13.1 -.1

FEMALE

16 years and over '9, 412 23,111 25', 157 31,891 4, 759 6, 484 9, 224 25.8 28.0 21.0
18 to 24 years 4, 395 4,619 7,175 8, MEI 224 2, 656 I, 491 5.1 55,2 20.8
25 to 44 years 8,267 9,481 16,449 13,733 1,217 98,5 3,284 14.7 10.2 31.4

25 to 34 years 4,101 4, IbD 4, PC 7,347 5. 735 2,453 I. 4 17.7 50.1
35 to 44 years 4, 166 5, 325 5,555 6, 398 1,175 230 831 27.8 4.3 15.0

45 years and over 6,751 9,068 12,033 13,482 6,517 2,965 1,449 67.7 32.7 12.f
45 to 64 years 5,197 8,114 10.942 12, 142 2,947 2, 828 1,200 67.0 34.9 11.0
65 years and over.. 584 954 I, 091 1,340 370 137 249 63.4 14.4 22.8
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Table E-4. Toral Population, Total labor Force, and Labor For,e Participation Rates, by Color, Smc and
Age, 1960 to 1980

(Numbers In thousands)

Color, sea, and age A etur3

Total population. July 1 Total labor force, annual averages Labor force

Projected Actual

1970

Projected Actual Projected

9000 1965 1970 1975 1080 1960 1963 1975 1990 1960 1763 1970 1975 1980

TOTAL

18 years and over 121, 81 131,194 141, 713 153, 627 165,473 72, 104 77,177 64,617 92,183 99,912 79.2 5E. 8 59, 7 60.0 60. 4

Whi7E

Both sexes

16 years and over 108,27, 117,406 126,395 136,412 148,141 64,211 68,627 75,055 81,436 87,872 58.8 54. 5 59.4 59.7 60.1

Male

16 years and over 53,4(1 57,039 61,215 65,966 70,654 44,114 45,862 40, 263 52,916 58,822 82.6 81.4 80.5 80.3 60. 4
16 to 19 years 4,7e3 6, 040 8,583 7,155 7,035 2,801 3.398 3,728 4 333 4, 122 58.8 61 3 56.6 56. 4 57.0
2010 24 years. 4,9(5 6,062 7,599 8,370 8,998 4, 370 5,223 6, 592 7,278 7, 376 89.1 83.2 80 7 87.0 87.5
25 to 31 years .... 10, 012 9.833 11,074 11, 720 16.070 9,777 9,503 10,711 13,269 15,474 96.9 93.6 96.7 96.7 96.7
35 to 44 years.. ... 10.6 5 10,723 10,111 4,843 11, 082 10,346 10, 379 9,821 9,560 10,763 96. 98.8 97, 1 97. I 97, I
45 to 54 years .... 9, 709 10,194 10,2 32 9, 662 8,690 9, 209 9.725 9,772 9,205 94.8 64.8 95.4 95.3 95.3
55 to 64 years.. 6,5,4 7,352 7, 965 8, 45C 8, 882 5.892 6,192 740 7,116 7, 455 85.7 El 9 64.7 84. 2 83.9
65 years and over ..... 0,993 7.290 7,689 13,171 8,795 2,243 1,958 1,937 1,917 1,927 32.4 06.9 25.2 23.4 21.9

Female

16 years and over 55,1,71 60,367 65,160 70, 449 75,45' 20,091 22,765 25, 792 25, 490 31, 050 38. 0 37. 7 39.6 40. 4 41.1
Id to 19 years 4, 030 5.534 0 341 8, 905 8,903 1,853 2, 273 2, 531 2, 767 2, 792 40.0 38.9 40.2 40.1 40.3
20 10 24 year, 4,342 5,964 7,402 ',123 8,75) 2,215 2,920 3, 095 4,174 4, 604 45.7 49.0 49.9 51.3 52.6
23 to 34 year 10,172 6,850 11.131 13,664 15,835 3, 451 3,575 4,064 5,149 6, 155 33.9 38.3 38.1 31. 7 38.9
35 to 44 year= 11,017 21,047 10,253 9,9(16 11, 24? 4, 537 4,800 4. 744 4.779 5, 510 41.2 44.2 18. 1 47.8 44.0
45 to 54 year 9,474 10,163 10,1151 10,805 10,114 4,532 5,031 5,591 8,178 5,964 48.2 45.5 54.4 58, 9 58.9
55 to 641 ears
65 years and over

7,357 8,040
449 9,403

8,556
10,326

9,577
11,309

10, 2(0
12, 4'6

2,637
alu

3,819
879

3,833
904

4,342
1,102

4,8061
1, 227

35.8
10 3

39.8
9.3

43. 3
9.8

45.3
9, 7

47.1
9 9

NC/WRITE

Both delft,

15 yoars and over / 11. 538 73,777 13, 319 57,215 29,334 7,544 8,551 9,560 17,748 12, 012 63.0 62.1 62 4 62 4 62. 4

Mate

16 years and over 6,011 6,569 7,266 8,150 0,170 4,814 5,084 5,695 6,409 7,241 80.1 77. 4 78.7, 78.5 79,0
18 to 19 Year' 635 841 1,004 1,148 1,275 361 435 352 631 702 568 51.7 65.0 55.0 55.1
20 to 24 year 649 81'2 1,072 1,239 1.396 569 702 874 1,953 1,',89 67.6 85.7 85.5 65.0 85.2
25 to 24 year' 1,255 1,258 1,466 1,537 2,1285 1,163 1,150 1,851 1,697 2,118 92. 7 91.4 92.2 92. 1 92.6
35 to 44 year, 1,203 1,239 1,162 9,225 1,414 1,108 1,126 1,109 1,142 1,321 92. 1 90.9 93.0 43.2 93. 4
45 to 74 years. 1182 1, 031 1,095 1,127 , 1,095 878 9'23 999 1,057 1,014 59.1 59.8 91.. 92.0 92.6
55 to 61 years 690 749 794 637 694 553 515 635 679 730 50.1 76. 80. 5 81. 1 81.7
65 years and over_.... 598 641 609 747 511 182 173 171 170 Ise 30.4 27.0 24. 22.5 20.8

F, male

16 years ant. °NTT 6,527 7,212 9 030 0,085 10,164 3,050 3,467 3,665 4,337 4,831 47.2 48.1 44,0 47.4 47.5
18 to 19 years 645 843 1,1131 1,176 1,296 206 247 337 434 494 32.2 20,3 34.8 u' 9 38.1

20 to 24 years
75 to 34 years

705
1,433

632
1,416

1,081

1,349
1,313
1,918

1,480
2,397

343
708

455
762

572
810

691
975 7761,192 5.5!:3 !1211 549.74

to 44 year 1,331 1,423 1,410 1,395 1,522 758 tb.1 511 853 878
N"... 17 N34:1

57.8 57.6 57.6
to 54 years 1,034 1,141 1,21, 1,330 1,323 618 650 754 848 645 56 8 59.5 62 9 63.6 63.9

536064 years 713 795 9,0.5 991 1, 079 331 353 434 494 535 46.4 44 3 49, 0 49.3 49.6
65 years and over 666 760 548 942 1,065 84 96 97 103 113 1212.6 .6 1 11.4 10.9 10.6

sortcr, l'opuIation dais fron the U S. Department of Commerce, Bureau Population Report3. Series P-25, No ger'es R. Alt other data from the
of the Census, Including ',n a blish ed projections by co or Iv hich are con- U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau el Labor 17,180511es,
shtent 5v1th the projections for the total population publi bed In Current
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Table E-5. Changes In the Total Labor Force, by Color, Sex, and Age, 1960 to 1980
lNumbers In thousands)

Color, se:, and age
Actual Projected Number change Percent change

1960 1965 197C 1975 198C 1960-65 1965-70 1970-75 1975-80 1960-35 1965-70 1670-75 1975-80

TOTAL

16 years and over.... 72, 104 77,177 84, 617 92, 183 99,912 7, 073 7,440 7,666 7, 759 7,0 9.6 8.9 E. 4

WRITE

Bo1I, wet

16 years and over 64., 210 68, 627 75, 055 81, 436 87, 872 4, 417 6, 4.11 6.381 4,438 6.9 9.4 8.5 7.9
16 fo 21 years 11,239 13,614 16,563 14,252 19,394 2,575 2, 752 1,686 1,142 22.9 19.9 10.2 6,3
25 to 14 years 26, 111 28, 337 29, 36) 32,'157 37,902 226 3,397 5, 145 .8 3.6 11.6 15.7
45 years and over 24, 800 26, 475 29,12) 30, 127 30, 576 1, 615 2, 654 1,798 149 6.6 10.0 4.5 .5

45 to 64 years 21, 747 73,638 26,193 27, 408 27, 422 I, gel 2, 560 1, 210 14 8. 7 10.8 1.6 .1
65 years ;..od over__ 3,113 2, 837 2, 931 3, 019 3, 154 - 278 94 88 135 -8.9 a3 3.0 4.5

56 years and over 44, 110 45, 662 49,261 52 946 56, 822 1,743 3, 401 3,693 3,876 4.0 7, 4 7.5 7.5
10 is 24 years 7, 171 0, 621 10, 82) 11 311 11, 998 1,150 1,699 991 687 20.2 19.7 9. 6 6. I
25 to 44 years 20, 123 19.852 20, 531 22 830 26,237 -241 650 2,298 3, 407 -1. 2 3.3 11.2 14.4
41 rears and over 16, 825 17 359 18, 411 10,805 18, 587 53' 1, 052 394 -218 3. 2 6. I 2, 1 -1. 7

45 to 64 years 14, 582 15, 401 16, 471 16,888 16, 660 01.. I, 073 414 -228 5.6 7.0 2.5 -1.4
65 years and over

lemale

2.213 1,954 1,927 1,917 1,927 -283 -21 -20 10 -12.7 -1.1 -1.0 .5

10! ;cars and over 20, 091 22, 765 20, 712 20,490 31, 050 2, 674 3, 027 2, 698 2,569 13,3 13.3 10.5 9.0
16 to 24 years 4, 038 5, 193 0. 216 .3, 941 7, 396 1,125 1, 053 695 455 27.7 20.3 11, 1 6.6
25 to 44 years 7,988 8, 455 8, 803 9,927 11.665 467 373 , 099 I, 738 5.8 4. 4 12.4 17. 5
45 ye era and over 9,035 9,116 10,718 11, 622 11, 97 1,091 1, 602 904 367 13.5 17.1 8.4 3.2

45to 64 years__ ...... 7,;65 8,237 9,724 10.620 10,'62 1,072 1,487 796 242 15.0 19.1 8.2 2.3
67 years and over... 870 879 694 1,102 1,227 9 115 106 1 II, 1.0 13.1 10.9 11.3

NON".11.TE

Balls tern

16 years and over 7.844 8,551 9 560 10, 746 12, 672 657 1.009 1,186 1,326 8.3 I!. 8 12.4 12.3
18 to 24 years I, 481 I, 839 2, 335 2,809 3.561 358 516 404 '2 24.2 29.1 19.3 11.5
25 to 14 years 3, 767 3,892 4, 081 4, 618 5, 605 115 199 537 AP 3. I 5.1 13.2 19 2
45 years and over._ - 2,616 2,830 3 124 3, 319 3, 406 134 294 19 67 7.0 10.4 4.2 2.6

45 to 61 year s 2, 380 2, 561 2 856 3, 016 3, 124 181 295 190 78 7.6 11, 5 6. I 2.6
65 yearn and over 266 269 268 273 282 3 -1 5 9 1.1 1.9 3.3

Al 1r,

16 yeas and over 4, 81, 5, 084 3, 695 0. 409 7, 241 270 ell 714 832
1225.11

12. 5 13.0
It to 24 yen's. 930 1,157 1.426 I, 684 7,891 297 ',3! 258 207 22, 1 18.1 12.3
23 to 44 yews 2, 271 2 276 2, 460 2, 839 3, 437 5 134 379 598 .2 8. I 15.4 71. 1
46 years and over 1, 613 67: 1.809 1.856 1.913 58 138 77 27 3.6 8.3 4.3 1.4

45 to 64 years I, 431 1, 498 1.6258 1, 716 I, 74, 67 140 78 33 1.7 9.3 4.8 1.6
65 years and aver.-- 182 173 171 170 104 -9 -2 -1 -1 -4.9 -1.2 -.6 -.4

Female

16 years and over. 3, 080 3,467 3.665 4,337 4,831 387 398 472 494 12.6 11.5 12.2 11.4
13 to 24 ye .Ss 551 702 929 1,125 1,270 151 722 193 145 27.4 32.3 21.1 12.9
25 to 44 years. 1,496 1.606 1,62! 6.779 2,068 110 15 108 1039 7,4 .9 9.7 16.?
45 ye are and over 1,033 1.155 1,310 1,433 1.493 126 151' 118 60 12.2 13.6 9.0 4.2

43 .0 64 years ...... . 949 1,06. 1.1. , I, aao 1,380 114 153 112 50 12.0 14.6 9.2 3.8
65 years and over 84 96 97 103 113 12 1 6 10 14.3 1.0 6.2 9.7
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Tcbfe E-6. Percent Distribution of the Total Labor Force, by Color, Sex, and Age, 1960 to 1980
[Numbers to thousands)

I9-.) 1965 1970 1975 1980

Se' a id age
Total White Non. Total White Non. Total White Non. Total White Non- Total White Non-

white white white white white

Borst Sexes

Ars BA 0 'or
tether 72.104 64,210 7,894 77,177 68,627 8,551 84,617 75,055 9,560 92,163 81,436 10,748 99,942 87,872 12,075
rcent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 t 00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 160. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
otito 24 ye..rs 17.6 17.5 18.8 20, 3 20.1 21.5 22.4 22.1 24.8 22.8 22.4 26. 1 22.6 22.1 26. 5
:5 to 44 ye. rs 44.2 43.8 47.7 41.7 41.3 45.4 39.6 39.1 42.7 40.5 40.2 43.0 43.4 43.1 45.9
15 to 64 yeas 33.5 33,9 30.1 33.9 34.4 29.9 34.3 34.9 29.9 33, 0 33.7 28.3 30.6 31.2 25.1
0 years on 1 over 4.7 4.8 3.4 4.0 4. 1 3. 1 3,8 3.9 2., 3,6 3.7 2. 5 3.4 3.6 2.3

3G .8

ears and cc u
umber.... 48, 933 44 119 4,814 50,946 45, 662 5, 084 54,958 49.283 9,615 59,355 :2,946 6,409 64,063 56,822 7, 241
rtent 100.0 MA MA MA MA 100.0 MA 100.0 MA MA MA MA MA MA 100.4
8 to 24 yea, 166 Ii. 3 19.3 19.2 18, S 22,4 21.4 20.9 260 21.9 21.4 243 21.7 21.1 26. 1
5to 44 yeas 45.8 45.6 47.2 43.5 43.4 44. 8 41.8 41.7 43.2 43.2 43.1 44.3 463 46. 2 47.3
1 5 to 64 y e a s 32.7 33.1 29.7 33.2 33.6 29.5 33.0 33.4 28.8 31.3 31.9 26. 8 28.7 29.3 24.1
0 years an. I over 5,0 61 3.8 4.2 4,3 3.4 3,8 3,9 3.0 3.5 3.6 2.7 3.3 3.4 2.3

F gm, 00

mrs and on !.r
=be: 23,171 20, 091 3,060 26, 232 22, 765 3,467 29,657 25.792 3.865 12,1527 36, 49G 4,337 35,851 31, 050 4,631
rcent 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1(0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100, 0 100.0 100.0 190.0 100.0
6 to 24 per ts 19.9 20.2 17, 8 22. 5 22. 8 20, 2 24.2 24.2 24.0 24.6 24.4 25.9 24.2 23.8 26.3
:5 to 44 yes rs 49.9 39.8 46.6 36 4 37.1 46 3 32 2 34 2 41.9 35,7 34.8 41.0 38.3 37.6 42.8
15 to 64 yet rs 35.0 35 7 30.8 35.5 36. 2 30.7 36 . 37.7 31.5 36.1 36 9 30.7 33.8 34.7 XI
0 yaa.-s an 1 over 4.1 4.3 2.' 3.7 3.9 2.8 A7 3,9 2.5 3.7 3.9 2,4 3.7 4.0 2.3
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Table E-7. Total Population, Total Labor Force, and Labor Force Pewlicipation Rates fa Persons 16 Years
and Over, by Region and Slate, 1960 to 1980

[Numbers in thousarals3

Region and State

Uri led buil as.

Northeast
Nort'l Central
South
Want

Ne r England
tir,d

N me Hampshire
VI anon(
11 issachusetta
Ft lode Island
Connecticut

Mid ile Atlantic
N ow York
Now Jersey
Pr ,nrisylvania

E , North Central
C1 110
Or Marta
11 Mots
Id Ich ig an
15 isconsln

Woo t North Central
Innesota

Iowa
3 ilssouri
(otib. Dakota

Sculls Dakota
I Zetrasks

Cansas

South Atlantic
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

F East South Central.
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
MIssLrIppl

West
k

South Central
Aransas
Louisiana
Oklahom
Tessa

!fountain
Montana.
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Aril on&
Utah
Nevada

Washl nit to n
Oregon
California
Alaska
Laval)

Total population I Total labor force I

Lltb°onrrt:t.eces Dperartceieniti)la.

Percent change

Actual Projected Actual Protected

1960
(April 1)

1970
(July 1)
a

1960
(July 1)

1960
(April 1)

1970
(annual

average)

1980
(grime!
average)

Actual Projected Population Labor force

1960 1970 1990 1990 7011970-80 1960-70 1970-80

110,735 140,968 1M, 701 89,237 83,875 99,204 67.4 59.5 60. 2 16 B 18.9 21.1 I8.2

31,289 35, 21.5 39, 717 18,144 20,852 23, 488 58.0 59.2 59.1 17.6 12.8 II, 9 12.4
34,636 38, 571 44, 377 19,92g 22,981 20,918 97.2 59.8 00.7 11.4 16.1 16.9 17,1
38,063 43,002 50, 500 20, 217 25, 161 30,080 58. 1 58. 6 59 a 9. 7.4 19.
18,744 24,157 30,099 11,046 14, 873 10, 721 58. 9 61. 6 62. 2 28.9 24.6 34. 6 15.9

7,277 8. 197 9, 38e 4, 298 4,971 5,691 69.0 30 8 60.6 12.8 14.6 15.7 14. 6
652 707 791 368 446 450 58.2 57.4 38.7 8. 4 I1.9 10.9 13.2
415 486 569 249 303 359 60.0 82.3 83.1 17. 1 17.1 21.7 18.5
281 297 340 147 177 207 58.8 59.8 60. 9 13. B 14. 5 20.4 16.9

3, 694 3,948 4,478 2,112 2, 398 2, 726 58. 8 50 7 60.9 9.8 13.4 13.5 13.7
604 661 728 358 391 422 69.3 58.9 58.1 9.9 9.3 9.2 7.9

I, 751 2,095 2, 482 1,064 1, 296 1,517 60. 8 51. 9 61.1 19.6 18.5 21.8 17.1

24, 012 27.038 -50, 361 13, 848 13, 881 17, 797 57.7 58.7 58.6 12 8 12 3 14 7 12. 1
11,921 13, 528 10,117 6, 963 8, 011 8, 878 58.4 59.2 58.7 15, 5 11.7 15.0 10.8
4,233 0,067 5,923 2,426 3,024 3, 539 59.0 51.4 59. 1 20,2 17.8 21.2 17.0
7,858 8, 423 9, 254 4,389 4,846 6,982 55.9 57.5 58.2 7. 2 9.9 10.4 II, 1

24, 282 27, 390 31, 837 13,995 16, 354 19, 298 67.6 59.7 60. 6 12.8 18.2 18.9 18.0
6, 490 7, 422 8, 682 3, 092 4, 394 5, 202 58. 9 59. 2 59.9 14.4 17.0 19.0 18.4
1,101 3, 407 4,056 1, 783 2, 117 2,526 67.4 60.5 62.3 12.5 18.0 18.7 19.3
46.939 7, 699 8.906 4, 094 4, 642 5,406 59.0 80.5 60.8 11.0 15.5 13.4 16.5
5,122 6, 823 6 761 2, 9 3 3, 418 4, 038 58.9 58.7 59.7 13.7 18.1 17.3 18.2
2,623 2,949 3, 442 1,513 0,795 7,175 57.7 60.5 61.7 12.0 16.7 18.0 19.0

10, 354 11,181 12, 640 5, 834 6 627 7, 620 58.3 59.3 60.8 8.0 12.2 13.6 15.9
2,738 2, 506 2,943 1, 283 1,808 1,801 57.3 00.2 61.2 12.0 17.4 17.5 19.4
1,857 1, 942 2 140 1, 037 I, 162 I, az 35.6 59.8 61.8 4.6 '0. 2 12.1 13.9
2 991 3, 178 3, 543 1, 659 1, 810 2,055 35.5 57.0 58.0 6.3 11.5 9.1 13.5

403 440 420 226 281 227 58.1 59.5 60.6 9.2 11.4 15.5 13.8
440 492 543 248 292 331 66.4 89.3 61.0 I1.8 11.4 17.7 13.4
952 1, 044 1, 145 548 635 713 57.4 60. 8 62. 7 9 7 9 7 16 3 13.1

1,473 I, 679 1, 736 835 959 1, 095 58.7 60.7 63.1 7.2 9.9 14.8 14. 2

17,182 20, 939 25,517 0,980 12, 476 14,919 07.6 59. 6 L.9 22.0 19.5 26 3 20.1
294 365 450 177 221 272 69.8 60.5 60.4 23.3 23.3 24.9 23.1

2, 060 2, '71 3,121 1,234 1, 575 1, 900 50.9 61.3 60.9 24.8 21.4 27.6 20.5
582 611 713 368 399 470 65.6 65.3 65. 9 S. 7 16. 7 8. i 17.9

2,623 3, 180 3, 732 I, 522 1,900 2, 243 68.0 59.7 60.2 21.2 17.4 24. 8 18.2
1,221 1,251 1,319 584 661 722 47.6 52.8 54.7 20 5.4 13.2 9.2
2,951 3, 459 3,963 1, 739 2,112 2, 410 63.9 61.1 60.9 17.2 14 6 21.4 11.1
1, 485 I, 786 2,043 884 1,086 1,246 69.8 61.5 61.0 18.9 15.7 22.9 14.7
2,1348 3,1773 3, 576 1,503 1,890 2,192 68.9 61. a 61.3 20.6 16. 4 28.0 16.0
3,410 4,663 6,123 1,872 2,632 9,619 54.9 56.4 67.7 36 7 30.8 40.6 33.7

7.830 8, 965 10,178 4, 205 5,101 6,973 53.7 156 9 68.7 14. 13.6 21.3 17.1
2, 005 2, 216 2, 453 I.026 1,200 1, 394 61.2 54.2 56.8 10.6 10.7 17.0 16 2
7, In 8 2, 757 3,109 I, OM 1.094 1,836 54.9 57.8 .39.1 16 0 12.8 72.2 It. 2
2,096 2,413 2,802 1, 142 1.592 1,659 64.6 67.7 59. 15.1 161 21.9 19.2
1,353 1,579 1,814 753 915 1,083 64.2 67.9 59.7 16. 7 14.9 24. 8 18.4

11,070 13, 095 15,335 0.132 7,584 9,129 05. 4 57,2 69.6 18. 3 16 8 23.7 20.4
1,181 I, 366 1,620 804 756 880 51.1 55.6 67.9 15.7 II. 3 25.2 16.4
2,':00 2, 465 2,973 1,084 1,365 1.689 92 9 65.0 56 8 20.2 20.8 25.0 24 6
1,0.1 1,776 I, He, 845 998 1,143 53.1 562 68.6 11.6 9,7 161 14.4
1 2 7,491 8,853 3, +'419 4,475 5,4(8 57.6 69.7 61.1 19.9 113 24.3 21.1

4,364 5, 679 7,052 2, al. 3, 491 4,443 57.7 61.6 63.0 30. 1 ',4_ 2 36 5 27.3
435 496 673 249 301 353 97.2 60.7 61. 6 14.0 15. 5 20.9 17.3
423 489 577 245 309 377 57.9 83.2 63.3 15.6 18.0 261 22.0
214 247 292 178 1'6 185 69.8 63.2 63.4 15. 4 18. 2 21.9 18.6

1,154 1,473 1,780 670 911 1,137 58.0 61.8 63.9 27.4 208 310 1.4 8
573 711 936 324 42.5 578 56.5 29,8 61.8 241 31.6 31.2 360
827 I, 235 1, 638 466 717 993 51 3 58. 8 63. 6 49.11 32 5 66 0 36 6
542 709 892 312 448 580 67.6 63. 2 65.0 30.8 25.8 43.6 29.5
194 318 364 126 214 240 64.9 67.3 65. 9 63.9 14 5 69.8 12.1

14,180 18,4713 23, 7 7 8, sr 11,372 14,27f 59 0 M. 5 53 0 78. 5 24 7 23.4 25, 6
1,915 2,201 2,577 1,109 1,339 1,695, 67.6 418 61.9 149 17.1 217 19.2
1,194 1,392 1,088 676 810 931 66 6 66.2 56 6 16 6 141 19.8 14.9

10,728 14, 721 18,094 6, 879 9,734 11,251 59 5 61.9 62.2 r. 6 27.2 37.7 261
143 170 213 96 112 133 68.5 66.9 62.4 18. 9 25. 3 141 18. 8
402 404 575 261 327 361 65.7 66 2 618 72.9 16 4 23.9 12.2

Does not include the Armed Forces abroad.
Changes for 19(0-70 are riot ettictly cons parable with three for 1970-60

because the 1960 dale relate to the decennial census date of April I, the popu-
lation projections relate to July I, and the labor lorce projections are annual
averages based on the Current Population Survey.

So :ace: P.ipulation projections are from the I. .0. Department of Corn-
merc., Burvi.0 of the Cen.vus, and are cons[ ton: with the protections In
Curront Population Reports. Series P-25, tire.. 286 and 376, Series 01-B.
All ether des are from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Stall dice.
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Table E-0. Actual and Projected Employment for Persons 16 Years and Over, by Occupation Group,
1960 to 1975

Occupation group

Actual Projected I

Number change
(millions),

1960 1965 1975

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
(thou- OM- (thou- caste- (mil- Marl- 1960-85 1965-75
sands) button nands) button limas) bullion 3

Total employment 2 65, 777 100. 0 71, 088 101 0 87.2 100.0 5.3 18.1

Profession.: and technical workers 7,171 1141 8,883 12.5 12.9 14.8 1.1 1.0
Managers, officials, and proprietors 7,087 ID. 7 7,310 10.3 9.0 10.1 .3 1.7
Clerical workers 9, 759 14.8 11,129 15.7 14.8 16.9 1.4 3.8
Sales workers 4 218 6.1 1, 497 8.3 5.8 al . 3 1 1
Craftsmen and freemen 8,680 13.0 9,222 13.0 11.4 13.0 .7 2.1
Operatives 11,950 18.2 13,336 18.8 11.7 16.1 1.4 1.1
Service workers 8,691 12,2 13,836 12.6 12.0 13.9 .9 3.1.
Nonfarm latest els 3,667 5.4 3,688 5.2 3.8 1.1 .1 -. I
Farmers and far n laborers 5,163 7.8 4,057 3.7 3. 2 3.6 .-1.1

Percent change

1960-65 1965-75

8.1

1.0.9
3.9

14.0
8 7
7.7

11.6
11.3
3.7

-21.4

22.7

45.2
23.3
32.2
25.0
23.1
10.5
34.4

I -2.
-21.6

I These projections of civilian employment Grime 3 percent unemploy-
ment Jess the projections of toto, labor force shown in the preced ng
tabks are consistent with 4 purest unemployment. The lower unemploy-
ment assumptint implies a slightly larger later force; e.g., the total labor
force In 1975 at 3 percent unemployment would be about 92.6 million as com-
pared 7.1th 92.2 nation st 1 percent unemployment.

Based on data in thou.: ads.
I Represents total employment as covered by the Current Population

Survey.
I Employment is projected at about the level of the past decade- however,

because 1965 :mployment WES unusually high, reflecting a sharp Increase in
manufacturing, the projected permnt change from 1965 Indicates an apparent
decline.

Tabis E-9. Actual and Projected Employment by Industry Divisiln, 1960 to 1975
[Numbers In thousands]

Indus y division

Actual Projected I
Number change Percent change

1900 1962 1975

Number
Percent
distri-
bution

100.0

37.11
1.8
s. a

11.0
17.4
13.6

62.1
7.1
1.7
1.5
1.1

21.0
5.5

15.5
4.9

13.7
15.4
4,2

11.2

Number
Percent

bction
Number

Perna, t
d stri-
but lo a

109. 0

32.3
.8

5.3
25.9
15.1
10.8

17.7
80
3.9
1.3
.8

21.2

15.8
1.0

17.0
19
3.6

15.0

1980-65 1965-75 1960-65 1965-75

Agriculture,

Total nontgriMItural wage and Salary work ant ,

Good 5-prod u ring Industries
Mining
Contri.ct cc ne.rue tion
Mtuaufacturing

Durable goods.
Mond mable goods

Service-producing industries
Transportation and public utlL:'ss

Tranlportatlera
Comnun1cat ion
Electric, gas, and sanitary services

Wholesale and retell trade
Wholosale.
Retell

Pinsno., insurance, and real estate
Eery lee and miscellaneous
Government

Pede al I
State and local

5, 723

54, 234

20,393
712

3, 885
16, 796

9,459
7,333

33,
4. 084004

6.49
840
615

11,391
3,004

388
2, 669
7,123
8, 353
2, 270
6, 063

4,565

112

21, 880
832

, 188
138, 062
19,406

7, 656

38,953
4, we
353 2

681

12,
6
716
23

3 312
9,401
3, 023
9, 0E7

10,091
2, 378
7, 714

- .....
100.0

38.0
1.0
5.2

29,7
17. 1
12.6

64.0
6.6
1.2
1.4
1.0

20.9
5.1

15.5
5.0

14.9
16.
3.9

17.7

3,715

78,010

24, 630
620

4.190
19, 720
11,450
8,240

61, 610
4,580
2, 935
1,020

16, 115
625

4.135
11,980

,

132,972545
14,145
2,745

11,400

-1,138

11, 598

1,187
-so
301

1,266
917
320

0,113
32

-17
41

1, 325
308

1,018
351

1,661
I, 738

108
I, 631

-MO

15, 208

2, 660
-12

1,004
1,658
1, 071

584

12, 557
544
403
139

2
3, 399

823
2,676

703

3,858
4, 054

367
3,686

-19.9

12.2

7.3
-11.2

10.4
7.6

10.0
4.1

15.1
.8

4.9
1.3

11.6
10.3
12.1
13.3
72.4
20.8
4.8

28.8

-18.3

25.0

12.1
-1.9
31.5
9.2

10.3
7.6

32.2
13. 5
15.9
15A
A

26.7
24.8
27.4
212
4, 6

2
15.1
47.8

Ben .,eel 1968. See also footnote 1, table EA. esta'Alshment survey; e [eludes the self-employed, unpaid family workers
I Repn cents total employment for persons 14 years and over as covered by and domestic workers In households. (These data are not affected by the

the CUrVnt Population Survey prior to the change In age limit introduced In change In the lower age limit Introduced into the Current Population Survey
1967; Includes wage and salary workers, the selfemployed, and unpaid family In 1967.1
workers. I Data relate to civilian employment only, eicluer 1g the Central Intelli-

, Represents wage and salary employment as covered by the mon lily ipnce and National Security Agencies.
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Table E-10. Revised Protected Educational Attainment of the Civilian Labor Force 25 Years and ever, by Sex
and Age, 1975
[Numbers In thousands]

Sea and years of school complied 25 years
and over

BOTH SEXES

Total: Number
Percent

Less than 4 1-ears high school
1 years highs or more

Pito entary. Less than 5 years I
to 7 years.. ........ ......

8 years
High school: 1 to 3 years

1 years.. .

College: 1 to 3 years...
4 years or more

Median years of School completer'

Mstz.

Total: Number.
Percent

Less than 4 years high school
4 years high school or more.

Elementary: Less than 5 years 1
5 o 7 years.
8 years

High school: 1 to 3 years.
4 years

College: Ito 3 years
4 years or more..

Median years of school completed

FEHAI.E

Total: :Slumber
Percent

Less than 4 years high .....
4 years high school or more

Elementary: Let: than 5 years I
Stn 7 years
S ears

High school: Ito 3 years
4 years

College: 1 to 3 years
4 years or more ..... . .....

Median years of school completed

69,857
100.0

34.0
68.0

2. 3
5.4
8.3

17.9
39.5
11.1
15.4

12.4

15,109
100.0

35.2
64.8

2.8
5.9
8.8

17. 7
36.7
II. 3
16.8

12.4

24,748
100.0

31.7
58.3

1.5
4,6
7.3

19,3
44.7
10.7
12.9

12.4

25 to 34
Syears

35 to 44
years

45 to 54
years

55 to frs
years

65 ears
n over

20,325_ 100. 0
15,579
1000

17,745
100.0

12,616
100.0

3,292
100. 0

21,3 31.2 38.1 47.1 52.3
78.7 69.8 61.9 52.9 47.7

1,0 1.8 2.8 3.7 5.9
2,1 4.6 6.4 8.9 11.5
3.3 6.3 9.2 14.8 18.1

15.0 18.4 19.8 19.8 18.9
45.7 41.6 38.3 82.9 23.2
13.3 11.1 10.1 9.2 10.2
19.7 18.1 13.4 10.8 11.3

12.6 12.5 12.3 12.1 II, 6

IL 209 10. RI 10, 723 7, 790 2,307
100.0 100.0 130.0 100.0 133.0

21.9 31.5 41.0 50.7 65.6
78.1 68.5 59.0 49.3 44.4

1.2 2.3 3.1 4.8 8.2
2.3 5.0 7.3 9.8 12.8
3.5 6.5 10.5 I &0 19.9

15.0 17.7 19.8 20.1 16,9
44.7 38.4 32.9 29.4 20.3
13,8 11.5 10.1 9.1 9.7
19.8 19.6 16.6 10.8 14.4

12.6 12.5 12.3 11.9 11.0

6 117
100.0 0

5,578
100.0

7, 022
100.0

4.826
100.0 10020. 8

20.0 30.6 33.8 41.3 16.5
80.0 09.1 66.2 58.7 53.5

0.5 I 0 1.8 1.8 5.1
1.7 3.9 5.3 7.4 9.6
2.9 6.0 7.2 12.8 15,0
14.9 19.7 19.7 19.3 16.8
48.0 47.5 18.6 38.5 28.3
12.8 10.4 10.2 9.4 11.0
19.5 11.5 9.5 10.8 14. 2

12.6 12.4 12.2 12.1 12, 1

Includes persons with no formal education.
SOURCE: Prepared Si the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Lebo,

Statistics, C. nsfstert projections of the educational attainment of the

pop station published by the C.8. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census In Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 390. These pro.
ject ons are based upon the educational attainment of the population and
labor force as reported in the monthly Current Population Survey.
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Table E-11. Manpower Requirements for Individual Goals In Relation lo Final remand Expenditures, by
Occupation Group, 1962 and 1975

Total
cutlass

Total
final

demand Total

Manpower requiremet.ts per baton dollars of final demand expenditures I
(thousands of employees required)

Type of goal expend- employ-
and year itures ment Profes- Man- Private

(thou. sional agers, Clerical Sales Crafts- Opera Non- house. Other Farmera
sands) Total and tech- officials, workers workeLs men and tines farm bold service end farm

(Billions of 1962 nb.a: proprl- foremen laborers workers workers laborers
dollars) workers etas

Consumer c x pendl.
tures:

1062 5358.8 $356.8 12,489 119.1 12.2 14.3 17.7 9. 7 12.7 1'1.2. 4. 7 5. 8 11.3 10.1
1075 659.6 669.6 68,640 88.9 11.0 10.3 14.9 6.0 0.2 it 0 3.3 4.4 10.3 4.6

Health and education:
1962 62.0 61.1 9, 069 147. 7 63.1 4.1 16.4 A 1 12.2 13.1 3. 5 28.3 1.9
1975 I 167.6 166.3 17, 940 102.9 15.5 2.5 13.3 2. 7 6.9 7.2 1 7 22.4 .7

[lousing:
1902 29.4 27.0 3,425 126.8 7.8 12.6 12.8 6.3 42.5 22.9 13.8 i,5 3.8
1976 62.0 6, 9 Z. 422 98. 7 8.1 9.9 10.8 3.8 33.5 17.6 9, 7 J. 8 1, 7

International aid:
1962 5.1 4.1 509 121.3 10.3 7.8 13.7 4.9 13.4 24.9 E.1 3.7 161
1975 12.3 182 812 80.0 10.3 57 12.7 2.6 111 11.8 3.1 3.9 15.8

Natural . esources:
1982 5. 9 5. 4 662 120.8 12.5 10.2 15.4 3. 7 25.4 22.4 9.6 12.2 9.3
1975 16.7 13.7 1, 201 87.4 13.9 7,9 11.4 2.1 19.0 15. 5 8 2 9.2 2.8

National defense: 1
1962 51.6 31.9 3,157 108.4 15.7 6.8 15.5 3.3 23.2 33.2 4. 5 4.1 2.1
1975 67.6 11.0 3,261 78.0 17.1 A2 11.1 2.1 14.8 20.1 3.0 3.6 1.0

Private plant end
equipment;

1962 18.9 48.0 5,086 111.2 11.4 11.7 16.2 A 6 2,,, 4 .29.8 ft 8 3.9 1.1
1975 151.8 151.6 11,250 71.1 9.6 . 7.9 10.7 2.9 16.2 18.6 4.8 3.1 .3

Resee:ch and devel-
19gment: 1

1976
16.9
38.9

16.9
38.9

2.259
4.295

134.1
110.6

13.7
10.3

7.8
8.7

17.6
12.9

3.9
2.8

72.3
11.5

30.8
24.7

6.1
3.5

5.6
4.9

1.1
.3

Social welfare
1662 38.3 17.5 4, 694 122.4 16.9 10.8 17.6 18 2 13.3 10.8 1.7 5.1 12.9 11.1
1975 92.1 90.7 8,395 9 7 15.9 9.8 15, 1 6.2 8.3 12.8 3.1 2 11 12.9 6,E

Transportation: 4
1062 35, 3 35,2 3,961 112.6 9.7 .... 0 15,2 5. 8 25. 6 28.6 tri 5, 4 1.1
1973 74.9 74.5 8, 972 80.7 8.5 8.3 70, 5 4.1 18.9 20. 5 3. el .4

Urban development:
1962 61.2 61.6 6,335 122.9 9.8 13,5 11.8 5.8 35.1 23.4 12.8 4.8 2.e
1975. 129.7 109.0 18:30 93.2 8.5 10.3 12.2 3.7 27.4 17.7 8.6 3.7 1.1

I Estimates refer to final demand erpressed In 1962 prices.
1 Estimates refer to empl,,yrnent created in Industry by Government

purchases from inc' us tr y for defense.
Includes space research and development.

4 Estimates refer to employment in producing, constructing, distributing,
and maintaining transportation facilities.

NOTE: The manpower requirements by 1975 are those that would be
necessary for the achievement of an Illustrative tel of national goals design-N1
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to provide overall mprovement in the pattern of Amalcan life. The require-
ments for each goa reflect both the direct and Indirect employment resulting
throughout the economy from the expenditures for full achievement of the
goals.

Sou ace: "Manpower Requirements for National Objectives In the 1910'5"
(Washington: National Planning Assocration, for the U.S. Department of
Labor, Manpower Administration, In process).



Table F-1. Enrollments, Completions, and Postfraining Employment' for Institutional and OntheJois
Training Programs Under the MDTA, August 1962-June 1967

[Thousand sl

Item Total, August
1962-1un 11967

1968-
June 1987

1 1111Y 90S-
June 1966

A agust 1960 -
rune 1 DOS

TOTAL

E II/OI merits 790.4 286.4 235.8 268. 2
Conn 1?tions 487.2 163.5 136.0 167.7
Eosin alntng employment 366.0 128.0 109.1 129.9

It 3 ' WTIO1OAL FRO013A319

Enrollments 599.5 176.5 177.5 245.
COMf l ?dons 361.0 139.0 98.I 154.0
Fostt mining employment 21.9 80.0 77.9 117.0

ONIlitJOB PF °GRATA 3

Enrollments. 190.9 109.9 58.3 22.7
Completions 106.2 54.5 39.0 13.7
Postt %Ming employment 94.1 49.0 34.2 11.9

I Completions do not Include dropout?. Eosttra,ning employment followups with the final occurring ' year altrr con pletion of
perso is whit were employed at the time of the tool know-up. (There are th re.

it:ailing.)
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Table F-2. Characteristics of Trainees Enrolled in Irsstitutioroal and On-the-Job Training Programs Under
the MDTA, August 1962-June 1967

!Percent dfsfailbUtIonj

Cbs acteristic

Ins2itutional programs 004110-Job programs

Total, August Total, August
August Jaly 1966-

J.11'1114311065.66-

1962-June Au r st Jury 1966 - July 1065 - 1962 -June
1962 -June J une 1057 1966 1362, one June 1967 June MC 1966

1967 1967

7bt al: Number (thousands).. 599.5 176.5 177.5 245.5 190.0 109.9 68.3 22.7
Percent.. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Etc
Male 50.4 57.8 58.3 60.8 69, 9 67.1 72.3 74. 0
Fenis2e 40.6 42.2 41.7 39.2 30.1 32.9 27.7 26.0

Age:
Under 19 s ears 15.3 16.0 I5.9 13.2 13.3 11.5 16.3 9.5
it) to 21 years 23.2 23.5 22.3 23.3 22.7 22.3 23.2 22.6
22 tn 34 sears 35.0 34.5 35.2 39.0 40.7 42.3 35.2 13.2
35 to 44 years 15.9 14.9 15.6 169 13.4 13.8 12.7 I4.5
45 years and over . 10.7 11.1 11.0 10.6 9.9 10.1 9.6 19.2

RRCP,
14 bite. 65.1 59.5 62.5 70.4 76.4 75.6 76.4 79.4
Negro 32.6 37,7 35.2 27.6 21.4 21.9 21.9 17.7
Other nonwhite 23 2.8 23 2.0 0.2 2.5 1.7 2.9

Family status:
Head as family or household. 53, 6 53.8 53.5 54.3 49.9 49. 3 19.6 54. 3
Other 46.4 46.2 46.7 45.7 50.1 50.7 50.4 45. 7

Years of school completed,
Under E year 6.9 7.6 6.6 6. 6 5.6 5.3 6.1 5. 5
8 VS'S 9,7 10.7 9.6 9 0 8.1 7.9 8.1 8.3
9 toll Years 35.3 38.8 35.8 32.7 29.1 29.4 28.6 27.5
12 years 12.0 37.8 42. 0 44.9 43.4 49.2 49.4 47.6
Over 12 ye ar 6.1 5.1 6.0 6.9 8.8 8.2 5 8 11.1

Years of gainful employment:
Under 3 years 38.8 42.0 39.2 35.6 40.3 40.0 42 0 33. 0
3 to 9 years 76.8 35.1 37.0 38.3 35.8 36.5 34.7 39.2
10 years or more 24.4 22.9 23.8 29. I 23.9 23.5 23.3 27

Number of dependents,
46.1 48.9 47.6 43.0 46.0 46.3 47.6 38.9

1 person 15.5 14.4 15.4 16.2 17.5 17,6 17.2 16.3
2 persons 13.3 12.1 12.5 14,7 13.6 13.5 13,1 15.6
3 persons 9,8 8.9 9.4 10.6 10. 4 O. 1 0 12.5
4 persons.. 6.3 6.1 6.2 6.6 6, 0 5.9 1 7. 2
$ persons and over 90 9.6 8.8 8.9 6.6 6.6 6.3 7.5

Wege earner 1151015:
Primary 03.0 68.5 65.6 59.6 63.6 65.1 62.4 63.3

r 37.0 31.6 84.6 40.6 36.5 34.9 37.6 36.7

Ellgihilll v Ion allowance
Yet 72.8 a2.1 78.7 63.8 17.1 16.6 17.1 21 7
No 27.2 17, 9 21.3 36.0 52.9 83.4 92, 9 75 3

Type DI reining RI1ow3nre err a hich eligible,
Ile gutr-r 47.9 41.8 59.0 63.1 48.3 44.8 43.5 75.
A ri grecrtc,1 35.0 44.0 '5.6 15.4 39.2 51.9 30.6 5,2
1 1 , 9 `

riiern ploy MC i .1 insurance c lalman1:

17.1 14.2 15.4 18.6 12.6 3.3 25,9 19.3

15 9 10.3 13.2 21 '3 6.8 61 5.7 14 0
No , 64 89. 7 66.8 76.7 93,2 93.9 91,3 86.0

Public as51.2 ance reclfder r
Yes Ii) .2.1 11.2 9.5 2.6 2.6 2.7 2 1

No 89 2 87.9 88.8 00. 5 97.4 97.4 97.3 97 9

Prior employment status:
Unemployed. _ .............. s5. 2 612 82.8 69.8 61.2 58.4 62.8 65.4
Family for ran oil cr 1.4 . 6 1.0 2.0 .4 .4 .6
Reer.trsnt to labor force 2.5 3.2 3.6 1.0 2.9 3.7 2.2 1 1

Underemployed 20 9 18.0 12.7 7.2 36 8 37.5 34.4 32 5

Dural ion os unemployment
Under 5 weeks 33.3 3.: 4 55 5 33.0 45.2 466 45.5 43 4
S to 14 week 23.5 23. 9 11.9 21 2 22.3 23. 1 21.3 73.6
15 to 29 weeks 13.3 13.1 12.6 14.0 10.6 11.0 10.1 11.1
27 to 02 wed, JO. 6 9.3 10.2 11.3 7.3 6.9 7.5 F.:
Over 5.. week 18.3 17.3 18.8 20.0. 11 6 13.4 18.6 13 4

Pi or mints!y scr rdce
Vet, ran 23. 5 21.4 25 2 23.2 30.3 25.3 32.8 30, 7
Rejecter 35 58 4.5 1.3 3.8 43 3.7 1 1

Other tr04111cr, 73.0 72 8 70 3 73.6 65.9 67.4 03.5 02

Iliad. ar,pcd
Ye. 1 10.0 S. 4 7. 0 4. 4 4. 5 4. 4 3 t
Ne 918 900 91.61 93.0 95.6 95.5; 90 6 1 s
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Table F-3. Characteristics of Trainees Enrolled in institutional Train ng Programs Under the MDTA, by
State, Fiscal Year 1967

Number

Percent of tot al

State of 1 Age Education
enrollees

(thou- al le White
sands) 11 nd sr 22 22 to 44 4,1 yoars 8 pears 9 to It 12 years

peers and over or Ices years or more

Unite! ?fates 176.5 57.8 50.5 39.5 .9.4 II. 1 14.3 39.6 42.9

Alabama 2.8 53.6' 40. 5 37.3 52.2 10. 5 18.3 36.0 45. 7
Alaska .6 44.8 54.5 31.4 56.0 12.6 16.7 32.6 50.7
Arizona 1.1 51.6 71.3 35.6 55.6 8.8 22.1 33.6 44.3

1.9 50.6 '2.5Arkansas 34.1 50.0 15.9 19.7 23.6 56, 7
California 43.2 57, 5 51, 5 36.1 52. 0 II. 9 II. 9 42.5 45.6
Color, lo 1.2 52.9 88,3 24.1 61.8 14.1 13.8 41.7 44.5
Connecticut - 3.2 47. 7 43.3 49.1 49.3 10.6 30.3 41.0 28.7
Delaw are . 4 45.0 33. 1 26. 0 57.6 16 4 23.8 50.8 25, 4................
District of Columbia. 2, 0 58.'2 13.2 33.2 58.5 8.3 14.3 40.9 44.8
Florida 3.5 10.5 44.3 43.6 4'1.0 9.4 15.0 38.8 46.2

Georgia 1. 1.. 46, 2 45.4 35.8 53.9 10 2 14.8 36.6 48.6
Guam . 3 52. 7 5, 2 93.2 6.13 0 6. 8 35.1 56.1
I taw-ali .5 33.2 23.9 39.4 47.0 13,6 9.5 :5.9 64,6
Idaho ,7 55.8 95.3 23.(1 82,2 16.6 16.0 27.1 56.9
Illinois. .................. 10.0 47.4 42. 6 38. 6 51. 4 Ir. 0 16. 0 43.6 40,4
Indiana 3.6 47.9 56.8 29.4 56.0 14.6 15,2 42.8 4'2,0
Iowa 1,5 70.6 89.7 41,2 37.7 21.I 17.8 33.9 4.9.3
Kansas 1. 1 63, 8 56.9 30.7 40.0 2R. 3 19.3 41.4 39.3
Kentucky 4, 6 73. 3 92 8 33.9 50.3 15. ft 47. 1 21.9 31.0
Loulsian 3 2, 4 60. 7 49.0 53, 9 33.7 7.4 16.0 33.9 50.1
M ain e 4.9 43. 5 90.8 46.5 38.5 15.0 20.3 30.2 49.5

Maryland. 2. 7 38.7 43.5 40.9 47. 7 21. t1 15.9 40.0 44.1
21 a s achuse: is 5.6 58.1 80.2 37.6 45.8 15 6 23.6 3R.5 37.9
:Michigan 8.2 49.2 47.5 37.1 53.1 9.6 13.2 35.7 51.1
51 innesot 3. 2 61 5 91, 7 40.2 40.4 11.4 13.3 27.6 59. I
21 ississippi
211550t1ri

6.0
3. S

70.8
60.4

35.0
61.1

25.2
29.3

58,3
57.8

16.5
12.0

45.4
22.7

23 8
41.5

25.8
35.9

Montana .5 63.9 87.1 20.5 63.4 16.1 24.7 34.0 41.3
Nebraska 1.2 48.8 80.1 39.5 49.4 11.1. 9. 5 38.9 51.6
Ne o 30 a. 1.2 43.0 74.6 22.5 59.4 16.!. 3.7 27.3 69.0
New I ranipshlre . 8 95, 5 98.6 38.0 49.7 12.3 23.6 28.9 47. 5

New Tersey 4. 0 56.8 47.9 38.8 46.2 15.0 20.8 42.4 36.8
New Mexico 1.0 36.0 69.2 46.0 49.4 4.6 4.3 19.7 76.0
New York 19.7 58.9 47,3 5'2.7 39, 3 3 0 16,5 50.2 33.3
North Carolina 2. 1 62.8 45.6 44.0 43.6 1'2.4 23.6 32.0 44. 4
s5orth Dakota .6 69.4 97.8 36.2 52, 5 11.3 22.5 23.9 63.6
Ohio 6.4 62.3 59.3 48.8 43.3 7.0 13.7 40.7 45.6
Oklahoma 2.0 62.2 64.2 28.2 54.4 17.4 18.3 43.8 37.9
Oregon .6 40.7 91.3 29.4 53.7 16.9 16.2 33.1 50,8
Pennsylvnnia 13, 8 71. 8 66.1 38.3 51.4 10, 3 10.2 32.3 57.5
Puerto Rico 2.1 85.6 76.5 27.1 67.7 5.a 19.9 33.6 46,5
Rhode Island .8 66.3 86.7 50.5 38.0 11.1 20.9 37.4 41.7

aut h Carolina 2.7 48. 4 44.2 39.1 47.9 13.0 29.8 33. 5 38.7
South Dakota .2 58.9 86.9 34.1 55.2 10.7 12.3 27.8 539
Tennessee 6. 8 65.9 63, 2 42.4 47 7 10. 1 28.9 32. 5 as. 13

Teems 9.1 61,5 63.4 32.7 56.7 10.1 21.1 41.8 37,1
Utah .9 48.0 D4. 6 59.2 33.3 7. I 10.8 47.5 41, 7

Vermont . 8 53.2 100.0 44.4 39.8 15.8 23.9 29, 0 47.1
Virginia 1.8 50.8 73.8 37.8 50.5 II. 7 25.2 29.7 45.1
Virgin Islands .1 0 9.1 28.0 72.0 0 4.0 16.0 80.0
Washington 3.0 55.2 75. 1 44.0 44.1 11.9 20, 8 49.9 30. 3
West Virginia .9 69, 0 92, 4 24, 3 63.4 12.'3 26.9 31.1 40.0
Wisconsin 3.5 63.7 65.9 50. 1 41. 7 8. 2 12. 5 42.6 45.4
W porni ng .3 49.4 91.3 44. 7 46.8 8.5 7. 4 007.7 64.9
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Table F-4. Cnaracteristics of Trainees Enrolled in On-the-Job Training Programs Under the M DiA, by
State, Fiscal 'tem 1967

Percent of total

Stale
amber

M
enrollees

(thou-
sands)

Mate White

Age Education

Under 12
3 ears

22 to 44
years atidYeores 8; ;ears 5 to 11

years
12 sears
Or more

United States 109.9 67. 1 75 6 .13.7 56.2 10.1 '3.2 29.4 57.4
%barna I. 5 72.4 SI. 7 21.3 01.0 7.7 15.4 33.7 53.9Alaska I') ..... . ....... ..... _ . ....

Arizona 1.5 53.1 34.4 22.9 60.7 16.4 24.6 26.4 59.0Arkansat 2. 1 52.5 MI 9 26, 7 65.2 8.1 17.4 35.0 47.6California 14.8 5.7 67.8 37, 7 54.3 8.0 8.7 26. 4 93.9Colorado_ 1.4 68.2 83.9 33.1 60.1 6.8 10.9 33 6 55.5Connecticut 1. 5 69.3 74- 43.7 46.8 IP. 1 35.0 45.9Delaware
District of Columbia

. 3
1.0

0)
70.3

(2)
41. 1

0)
23 0

(2)
59.7 7.3

(2)
7. 5

(0
?A. 5

(2)
66.0Florida 3.0 61.0 70.9 23.7 60, 7, 14.0 17.2 32.7 50.1

Georgia
lie wall
Idaho

3.6
.8
.1

53.4
38.7
88

85. 1
23.4
50.9

30.1
23. 5
20.3

65.7
60.7
87.6

4.2
10.8

6.1

12.5
13.6
7.2

21.1
25.0
29.6

53.4
51.4
63.2Illinois 4.4 63.1 63.5 31.5 58.0 10.5 11.3 33.9 54.Indiana 3.0 61.6 Si. 1 29.9 60.8 9.3 7.7 28.0 64.3Iowa 1.5 as. 7 38.4 32. 0 64 9 13.1 13. I 24.6 62.3Kansas 1.4 64.8 96. 1 40.4 50.9 8.7 5.4 17.3 77.6Kentucky 2. 2 88.1 40.9 sn.s 8.3 23.7 27.3 49.0Louisiana 1,9 86.1 03.3 Lt. 6 57.9 7.5 17.6 31.2 51.2Maine 1.2 54.0 99.2 37 7 55.4 8.9 23. 5 35.9 40.6

5faryland .7 74.7 69.1 39.2 49.6 11.2 20.8 27.0 52.2Massachusetts
Michigan.

1.9
4.7

70.2
63.7

94.0
64.0

. 8
2266.6

54.2
59.9

12.0
13. 5

16.8
12.0

32.5
30.4

50.7
57.4Minnesota 1.6 49.2 94.3 39.4 48.5 13.1 11.8 24.0 64.2Mississippi 1.2 86.0 74.8 37.7 53.9 8.4 15.7 56.3Missouri 2.0 69.6 66.8 34.6 57. 2 8.2 10. 2 27.1 62.7Montana

Nebraska
.2
.5

39.7
68.6

85.6
96.5

32.3
41.9

51:5
47.0

18.2
11.1

37.3
8.4

29.3
23.0

33.4
68.6Nevada .6 38.3 65.0 33.6 44. 1 22.3 15.0 36.1 48.9New Hampshire ..... .3 42.3 130.0 29.4 51.3 20.3 la. 5 33. 8 42.7

New Jersey 5.2 56.6 61.0 38.6 49.1 12.3 17.6 34.6 41.6New Melte° .1 67. 1 79. 1 37.1 60.0 2.9 11.8 44.1 44.1New York 8.7 73.3 6P. 3 37.0 52.2 10.9 15.8 1 1
North Carolina 2.6 49.6 77. 37.7 53.8 8.5 IS. 9 ?3.7 44.4North Dakota .3 93.0 97.8 33.1 59.9 7.0 25.6 2.1.0 43.4
Ohio 41 Si. 0 76.8 39. 2 53.8 7.0 10. 27.3 62.6
Oklahoma .7 55.2 66. B 19.0 71.6 94 15.5 32.8 51.7
Oregon 1.3 53.1 P6. 6 21.2 50.8 28.0 7.4 18.8 73.8Pennsylvania ..... 6.3 53.2 66.0 35. 7 49.7 14.6 11.5 30.6 57.9Puerto Rico 1.4 67. 5 72. 8 56.7 39,4 3.9 27.6 34.0 39.4Rhode Island .4 96.9 96.1 28.5 82.5 9.0 10.3 77.2 62.5

South Carolina 2.8 47.3 71 0 22.3 53.9 9 8 33.5 38.4 28.1
South Dakota .4 48, 2 92.1 26.2 57.7 18.1 21.2 77.4 51.4Tennessee. 4. 1 79. 7 83.8 64. 6 2

15.6
21.8 28.1 50.3

Texas 3.5
Utah .6

81.1
59.8

76.4
68.9

33.0
27.2

61. 4
62.9 P.

7.8
4. I

22.2
29.6

70.2
66.3Vermont . .3 93.6 99.5 40.2 55.1 1.7 6,P 23.9 69.2Virginia 1.0 64.3 60.7 35.8 58.5 5.7 16.6 38.7 42.7Washington . 50.8 64.6 29.0 52.0 19.0 8.6 72. 4 69.0West Virginia 1.6 76.5 94.5 23.4 VI. 0 16.6 18.1 28.0 55.9Wisconsin 2.6 62.6 92.4 37.5 50.5 12.0 10.6 22.4 67.0Wyoming

Less than 50 en mile es: number too small to warrant percent distribullon. r Adequate data not available.
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Table F-5. Training Opportunities and Federal Funds Authorized for Institutional and On-the-lob
Training Programs Under the MDTA, by State, August 1962-June 1967'

:Tbousandrf

State

Total, August 1962-June 1967

opportunities

July 1666-June 1967

funds authorizedTrot' ing opportunities Federal funds authorized

Institu.
Una!

Tra In'ng Federal

Tots, Institu..
tional

On.the.
fob

'I of al On-the-
Job

Total Institu-
tional

On-1h,,
lob

Total Institu-
lion al

On-t he-
fob

United States P09. i 634.2 355.8 81,162,342 0363,829 1158,513 205.0 132.3 152.7 $334, 520 9240,613 193,713

Alabama 14.6 II, 6 3.1 17.615 16,850 1,765 3.9 2.1 1.8 4,466 3,600 868
Alaska 3.3 3.1 .2 5,6229 5.556 73 .4 .3 . 359 801 58
Arizona 8.8 6.8 3.2 1 ,, 097 8,098 1,999 2.2 1.1 1.1 3,185 2,327 659
Arkansas 9.2 5.1 4.1 8 133 6,804 1,229 3.9 1.4 2.1 3,279 2,618 661
California. 118.1 64.8 53.3 136,443 110.586 25, 557 37.4 13.5 23.8 48,770 34,269 12,502
Colorado 8.8 8.6 3.1 12,403 16,534 1,869 2.0 .8 1.2 3,126 2,409 717
Connecticut 23.3 17.2 6, 2 15,535 11,290 4,248 4. I 2.2 1.8 4, 065 2,581 1, 454
Delaware 2.2 1.1 .8 2,505 2,231 264 .6 .2 .4 609 394 216
District of Columbia 12.5 7.1 6.4 9,626 6,405 3,221 1.1 2.6 1.5 2,980 2,236 744
Florida 20.1 14.8 5.3 20,459 17,843 2,628 5.3 3.0 2.3 6,053 1,815 1,278

Oeorgia 19.9 ID. 6 9.1 3,139 13, 843 6,296 1.8 1.9 2.9 5,356 3,107 2,259
Ouarn .2 .2 0 330 330 0 (1) (4) 0 0
Ilaweii 3.3 1.9 1. 6 2,777 1,778 999 .4 . 3 . I 6491 51/ 126
Idaho 1.6 1.2 .1 Z 702 2,399 351 .4 .2 .2 830 672 150
i'iltnols 61. P 40.8 21.3 80,999 68,052 14,947 14.7 8.1 8.6 18,791 13,093 5,788
irilana 16.9 11.6 5.3 22,531 18,601 4,227 54 2.6 2.8 6,091 3,771 2,320
Iowa 8.9 6.1 2.8 14,123 12,153 1,970 2.9 1.1 1.5 4,010 2,639 1,371
Kansas 10.4 6.4 6.0 13, 631 12, 385 I, 246 3.6 .9 2. 7 3, 045 2,234 81i
Kentucky 20.1 14,4 5 7 30,150 28,128 2,322 58 3.0 2.8 7,941 6,617 1,294
Louisiana 14.5 6.5 9.0 14,668 11,442 3,220 1.6 1 6 3.0 4,661 3,806 855
Maine 41.2 7.9 3 3 7,115 6,041 1,074 2.2 1.3 .9 1,929 I, 499 430

Maryland 12.7 8.7 4.0 11,645 8,886 2,759 5.5 3.8 1.7 6,029 1,115 1,913
Massachusetts 31.0 23.0 7.4 38.476 33,618 4,859 8.3 5.3 3.0 10,539 8,376 2,163
Michigan 40.5 26. 9 13.6 59, 436 48,987 10, 449 10.0 3. 0 5.0 14,465 20,177 4,288
Minnesota_ .. ..... 16.2 11.5 1.7 23,634 21,040 4,945 A 8 2.5 1.3 5,137 4,320 817
Mississippi. 13.0 7.7 5.3 21,719 17,592 4,127 3.7 t.7 2.0 4, 792 3,697 1,095
MI soma, 23.1 167 &4 31,386 25,716 5,840 4.8 2.1 2.7 8,159 4,955 3,501
Montana 3 4 2.6 .g 4,468 3,610 596 1,0 .6 .4 1,313 877 436
Nebraska 6 1 , 0 1.1 8,718 8.359 359 1.1 .8 .3 1,637 1,539 128
Nevada 4.4 1 1.3 6,019 4,451 567 .7 .4 .3 942 717 225
New l4ampshlre 4.8 0.1 t.4 4,221 3,745 476 .9 .5 .4 1,062 563 199

New Jersey ', 0 20.5 19.4 44, 625 35,347 9.173 14.9 5. 6 9.3 14,456 9,891 4,565
New Mexico d 3 2.9 .1 4,459 4,191 269 .5 .2 1,303 1,109 104
New York 93, 5 35.4 127,753 107,112 20,641 31.2 12.3 18.9 38,205 26,935 11,267
"^rth Carolina 15.9 11.0 17,665 13,652 3,233 5.9 2.I 3.8 5, 721 4,166 1,554
28,.irth Dakota 3.5 24 1.1 9,543 1,654 683 1.9 ,7 .3 1,928 1,563 363
OW 42.5' 31.1 11.1 51,712 43,901 7,811 10.6 6.3 4.3 14,545 11,176 3,273
vgl shorn a.. 9.5 -8 2.0 9,074 8,060 1,011 4.1 ".7 1.4 3,429 2,727 702
Oregon 9.7 3.2 10,051 9,328 1,725 3.2 1.2 2.0 2,913 2,170 1,143
Pennoylvaala 10.8 32.1 17.1 62, 832 51, 453 11,379 l& I 69 9.2 19,372 12, 299 7, 073
Puerto Rico 19 3 11.7 7.6 12,964 1 1. 5,123 1,605 4.1 1.6 2.5 2,482 2,079 403
Rhode Island :3 2.7 1.1 1,923 4,149 674 .8 .5 .3 1,113 887 256

South Carolina 16. , 10.4 5.2 14,461 13,343 1.125 53 1.9 3:1 3,492 2,664 518
Se uth ',Acta a 3 1.1 1.9 1,4,37 3,870 897 1.1 .1 1,626 1,096 530
Tennessee 11.8 10.0 22, 711 19,139 4,582 6.3 2.1 3.2 5, &80 3,981 4,799
Team 3 ' 1 20.6 11.5 50,764 28,770 8,954 10.1 5.3 4.8 12, 544 9,129 3,456
Utah 4. 1 2.9 1.2 5,563 8,111 752 1,1 .6 5 1,338 1, 054 282
Vermont 3.0 ' 2.5 .5 4,187 3,768 419 .5 .3 .2 493 372 111
Virginia 1781, 9.5 3.3 12,413 10,558 i , 5SS 3.9 2.1 1.8 3,719 2,747 972
Virgin Island! 9 .8 0 279 262 17 .1 .1 (1) 64 49 17
Washington 21 4 17,2 1.2 17 AO 15,274 2,326 1.6 2 ° 1.7 5130 3,774 1,352
West Virginia. 13.7 7.1 6. 6 1',961 6, 383 3, 578 6.3 . 5. 1 1,785 2, 234 2,033
11'1,cortsin 1E15 12.3 6.2 .1,470 17, 502 3,969 5.1 2.5 6,224 4,8361 1,308
W ) oming I 4 2.2 .2 2,618 2,159 157 .3 .2 .1 744 655 95

1 Excludes 923,512,050 and 49,8 'tzuining opev.rtunities" taloca 1(.4 for seetIon 241 of the MDTA
other-than .sk training. Also. 1, , 'og July I 1965, Includes training Less the, 30 trainees.
opportunities and Federal fund, s.' for 10-deveiopment Areas under
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Tabl3 F-6. Training Status of Registered Apprentices in Selected Trades, 1947-66

In trailing at
Apprentice act tons during year

Year beginning sf year
New registrations

and reinstatements
Completions Cancellations I

In training at end
Of year

1947
1948
1949..
1950
1951
1952..
1953
1954
11155

1955
1957
1958
1959..
1960
196,
1962
1963
1964
1955
1906

1952
1953
1954
1955
1955
1957 4
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1066

1957
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1955
1979.
1960
1961..
1962..
1963.
1964..
1963.
1966

1952
1959.
1954
1953..
1955
1957
'959
1959
1960
1991
1962
1963
1964
1955
1966.

131, 717
192, 954
256.380
230, 8
207 773 9

a 172, 477
158, 532
160, ..'"1
158.631
174,722
189, IN
185, 691
177, 695

a 172, 161
161,129
155, 649
159,507
155,314
170.533
183,955

Total, all trades a

94,238
83,918
66,745
60, 196
63, 891
62,842
73, 620
38, 939
67, 265
74,067
53,669
49, 569
6230
54,159
49, 452
55,590
57, 204
59, 960
68, 507
85,031

7,311 25,190
13,375 35,117
25,045 41,252
38,539 49,747
39,754 56, 845
33,098 43,699
V, 561 43,333
27,383 33, 139
24,795 423
27,231 33,415
30, 356 33, 275
30,647 26.918
17,375 40,545
31,777 33,406
25,547 76,4!1
25, 918 26, 434
26,020 26, 744
25,744 27,001
24, 817 30,168
26,511 34,964

192, 954
no, 380
230, .3
202,

5
729

171, 011
158, 532
160, 258
158, 675
174, 722
188,137
185, 691
177, 695
166,005
161, 128
155, 649
159, 587
16:058
170, 533
183,955
207,511

Construction trades

77,920
76,1301
61, 657
61,737

100, 599

33,316
37,102
34,238
47,738
47,573

15,679
13,53
13, 537
13, 444
14, 558

18,755
18,393
18, 951
14, 632
16, 565

114, 166 318,606 17,344 24,466
110, 891 34,485 3, 255 16, 278
106, 814 37,894 21, 067 16, 942
166, 699 33,939 16, 656 ^1, 019
162,963 33,446 17,231 18,407
100, 751 39, 994 16,477 I6, 222
113, 046 39,763 13, 559 17, 337
106, 913 99,556 16, 206 15,347
169,836 41,379 16, 201 30,097
114, 932 46, 120 16,352 22, 507

78.901
81,987
81,737

160,899
112, 619
110,862
105,814
106, 699
102,963
100,751
103,045
106,913
109,536
114,932
122,193

Metalworking trades

14, 645
15, 497
19,138
19,431
70,435
71, 616
26, ',a
15,929
24,698
23,795
22,326
23,538
74,31
27,960
31,099

5,553
9,143
6,352
7,797
8,058
6,259
3, 400
5, 782
7,915
6 619
5,351
9, 019

10, 704
14, 037
21,919

2, 149
2, 210
3,641
3, 617
4, 253
4, 740
7,511
3,537
4,996
4,719
3. 011
3,729
3,923
3,770
4,799

2, 532
3, 297
3,418
2,176
2, 622
4,740
2,357
2,439
3, 983
3,669
3,4213
3, 927
3,552
4.123
6.461

Printing trades

15,497
19,138
18,431
20,435
21, 619
20, 427
16, 923
10,742
23, 795
22, M
71, 535
24,531
27,901
34.099
44,757

10,069
8, 650
9, 636

10.075
14,193
14.496
14, 218
13,418
12,743
13,259
12,837
12, 768
12,129
11,417
11, 662

2, 651
4, 064
3,894
6,006
3, 590
3, 679
2, 167

3,
2, 050

126
2, 965
3, 272
3,108
2,400
2,587
3,511

2,513
1, 959
2,093
1,43,5
1,966
1,544
1.953
1, 90.3
1.675
2.528
2, 286
2, 569
2, 267
1,055
1,692

1, 52' 8,650
1,14i 9,636
1,302 10,075

6676 14,199
1.326 14,496
2,113 14,215
1,014 13,415

92. 12,743
935 13,259
564 12.537

1.005 12, 768
1,178 17,129

545 11,417
757 11, 6- i 2

1,138 12,363

1 includes soluntnry quits, layoffs, discharges, onto Sil ate transfer. up-
grading within etrl ats trades, and suspensions for military se rsice.

, Also Includes mlatellanecus trades, not shown separately,
The el ifTereince from the number In training at the end or the rtsintis 3 ear

312
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reflects re v istons in the reporting syAem
a Includes la he: s beginning 1507.
Inclu les new trElir5 beginning 111,3, mainly sits mit!! 11114, goldsmiths,

coppersmilhs, blacksmiths, and airylane int thanks.



Table F-7. Nonfarm Placemen s by State Employment Security Agencies und Other Employment Service
Activities, 1966-67

[Thousands]tri is]

State

United Statec .

Alabama ... .......
A las.ka
Arizona
Arkansas__
C alifornia . .... .

Colorado
Connecticut.. ......
Delaware
Dicalet of Columbia
Florida

Georgia
1

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana '
Maine

:Maryland
NI a.ssac huse t t s ....
:Michigan
:Minnesota.... ....
311Ssissipp, ...
311s souri
:Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire '

New Jersey
New Me K!CO ......
NPW York --.
North Carolina....
North Dakota_
Ohio._
Oklahoma..
Oregon
Pennsylvania_
Puerta Rico
Rhode Nand

South Carolina
South Dakota.
Tennessee.
Texas
l'tah .
Vermont ..
Virginia
1"4"astilri;:ton
West Vi, girlie
Wi5cons1,1
Wyoming

x7onfarra placements

and

1966

1,319

18
1

18
22

123
17
17

1

44

22

35
22
15
16
10
15

4

I6
27
62
25
15
21

11

3

34
6

227
16

4
56

51
13
60

6
6

13
5

IS
120

6
2

17
25

13
3

Other selected employment service activities

Total
Mani for

Ind astr'es

19E7

turing

1966

1,678

1
31
2

12
41

144
16
28

3
I

34

32
2

6
78
03
22
13
22

16
11

25

74

32

6
15

1 .

52
3

163

2
67
22
19

104
16
10

24

4

105

28
26
6

315

lnder
years

1 1967

1,633

32
4

20
30

211
24
21

15
41 1

36
4

14
44
37
25
22
14
75
8

23
43

I 44
37
28
34
12

; 17
5
6

35
8 I

;37 ;

32
10
54
34
22

1.5
S

19
8

?3
117

12
6

34
30

29
5

Age group
Nonfarm

openings
tered

1967

8, 060

137
15

111
119
052
113
109

1 12

1 214
73

188
21
42

252
159

93

77
104

34

104
195
2.58
139
104
14E

45
61
35
31

213
40

1, 065
163

34
200
168

359
68
37

36
143
641

47
22

155
131

24
124
21

job
regis-

1966

9, 055

160
18

128
138

1,098
113
126

13
Si

293

210
24
43

306
189
107
113
eo

120
42

113
204
291
152
130
161
49
67
39
33

243
45

1,141
202

42
366
206
aS

401
55
41

38
167

6137
51
25

171
163

34
147

21

Job applicants
Counseling
friterykses

1967

Aptitude and
proficiency

tests22

1066

1,526

39
4

19
39

243
31
28
2

14
52

1 42
, 5
I 14

53
43
2,
24
21
27
10

I 42
26

1 59
38
33
35
12

, 18
6

10
9

145
42
11
69
37
24
92
14

22

37
123

13

318
32

30
6

45 years
over

1367

1,217

17
1

IS
20

110
16
16

1

8
; 41

' 20
1

32
6

19
14
14
9

16
1

15
27
61
22
13
IS
6

10

32
6

211
14
4

43
45
12
58

5

11
5

10
116

6

17
21

4
12
2

1967 1966

6, 490

120
11
96

126
667
101
56

7

56
217

la,
12
30

212
130

78
77
62
74
25

SS
143
235
107
103
113
38
53
29
17

153
36

790
121
29

259
ISO
71

299
45
25

76
24

128
556
41
14

115
116
25

15

1567

10,861

265
20

132
166

1,413
134
159
17
34

261

204
40
54

306
257
57

104
153
156

50

141

533006
210
169
244
56
64
54
40

336
59

617
245
36

526
151
143
569
195
49

127
32

181
71';

24
1E7
174
91

169
1')

1966 1966 1967 1966

5,815

102
12
85

100
583

51
76
7

57
197

134
10
04

114 I

114
67
69
55 I

85
29

77
136
214
101

8.5
103

37
43
25
15

Ibt
32

726
57 1

25
191
166

CS

209
58
22

61
23

106
527

37
12

108
103

22
72
14

1,379

22

10
34

125
13
27

3
2

29

32
1

5

39'9
17
12
17 .

15
9

22
39
13

03
33

5
12
1'
6

44
2

147 .

36
2

51
20
16
52
16

16
3

37
101

7

27
15

32

10, 526

200
19

110
178

:

1,152
134
142

17
SO

264

101
30
53

332
237

95
97

154
146
48

143
312
408
206
168
229

57
62
49
37

321
61

519
239

35
519
141
135
544
155
43

120
31

170
719
63
24

171
108

170
19

2, 551

31
5

13
33

258
34
36
10
18
64

35
7
8

141
17

61
28
16

42
83
81
12
63
49
29
18
10
12

53
13

292
51

7
75
33
36

178
27
20

25
9

as
189
19

7
ss
30
21
44
5

2,334

26
6

11
35

195
30
34
12
20
54

34
7

10
107
33
19
2s
50
14
16

92

40
53
50
25
17
9

11

77
15

249
34

6
es
36
36

176
33
14

19
9

32
182

18
5

46
36
18
45

2,198

43

22
43

204
41
25

5
18
66

41
5

12
73
38
23
29
47
48
17

29
38
65
50
48
50
15
27

8

37
13

141
70
11
91
36
27:

95
20

32
13
43

206
30
3

64
33
13
55
4

2,483

52
6

25
51

232
42
26

21
65

48
5

12
87
44
28
25
57
41
17

30
48

66
52
53
17
31
9
9

36
17

164
76
11

116
33
24

122
29

40
14
68

214
29

65
45
14
63
4

313



Tab F-14. Characteristics of Youth Enrolled in Neighborhood Youth Corps Projects, by School Stctus,
January 1965-August 1967

[Percent distribution]

Characteristic

Total' Number (thousands).
Percent

Sex:
Male
Fern ale

Age:
16 years
17 years
18 Years
19 years
.2 and 71 years..

Race:
White
Negro
American Indian
Chdents1
Other

Years of school completed:
6 years or less
7 years
8 YOB'S
9 years
10 years
11 years
13 Years'

Marital status:
Single
Married
Separated, divorced, wldowed

Reason for leaving school.
Ac adc m lc
Economic
Discipline
Health
Other

Months since 1e acing school:
I lr3months
4 to 6 months I.
7 to 12 months.
13 to 24 month,
25 to 36 months
More '..han 36 months

Draft classification:
IA (eligible)
1Y (acceptable in time of war or national emergency)
4F (not acceptable)
Other

In school

September
1966-

A ugust 1967

September January 1965-
1965- August 1965

August 1966

446. 0 357.8 157. 5
100.0 100.0 100.0

54.8 54.8 63.4
45.2 45.2 30. 6

47.6 28.4 23.8
35.7 40.0 43.3
12.3 11.13 22.8
3.4 6.1 7.3
1.0 1.9 3.0

52.4 55.8 67.3
43.3 39.0 28.7
2. 5 3.5 2.0
.e 1.0 .7

1.2 .7 1.3

.6 .0 .4
1.7 1.5 .9
7.8 &3 3.7

20.2 17.8 12.4
35.3 34.9 30. 6
33.0 35.8 38.1

1.5 2.9 13.9

99.3 98.6 98.9
.5 .9 1.0
.2 .3

Estirlabtcd annual family Income.
Below $1,000 5.9 10.4 0)
81,000-$1,999 269 24.6 0)
32,0(10-32,999 25.8 28.3 0)
93,090-33.999 21.4 20.2 (')
34,000-34,99 11.9 11.2 (')
35,000 and over 6. 1 5.3 1')

Number or persons in family:
1 person . 8 .8 0)
2 persons 3.4 1 9 (")
3 parsons 8.0 9. 1.)
4 persons 1I.9 12.8 0)
5 persons 14.0 14.5 0)
6 persons 13.6 13.6 (')
7 persons 12.5 12.0 0)
8 persons and over.

1

1 35.8 33. 2 0)

Footnotes at end of table.

314

3`'

Out or school

September
1966-

Angus t 1967

172. 9
100.0

September January 1065-
1965- August 1965

August 1966

187.2 119.0
100.0 100.0

51.1 67.0
49.4 43.0

21.3 9.1
24.8 22.3
12.5 25.3
16.1 21.1
15.4 22.2

47. D 49.2
49.4 15.2

2.1 4.D
.4 1.3

1.1 1.3

5.4 5.8
66 89

15.3 13.4
22.0 lg. 3
23.9 21.0
17.6 15.6
9.4 19.2

85.3 88.8
10.7 8.6
4.0 2.

15.3 19.1
29. I 29.7
ID. 3 13.6
7.4 7. 6

40.9 31.0

9.4 12.4
1? 4 13.5
25 3 24.7
25.2 24.1
14.3 13.1
13.4 11.7

39, 8 38.6
31.9 27.8
20.9 17.5

7.4 16.1

7.4 17.8
40.6 27.0
23.8 25.0
18.0 IS. 7
8.1 8.8
4.2 4.7

4.0
7.5

11.3
12.0
12.3
11. 3
10.3
31.4

3.4
7.3

11.7
13.0
12.9
11.6
10.3
21.8

60.2
3o. 8

6. 8
18.4
33,1
21.8
19.

51.4
45.1

1. 6
.4

1.5

3.2
4.2

11.0
15.9
17.0
11.0
39.0

91.6

1.5

45. 2
18.3
19.7
25. 8



Table F-8. Characteristics of Youth Enrolled in Neigriborhood Youth Corps Projects, by School Status,
January 1965-August 1967-Continued

Characteristic

Head of household:
Father
Mother
Enrollee
Other

Percent living in public housing
Pe.cent with family on public assist a nce
Percent contributing to family support before NYC
Percent who ever had a paying job

Hours worked per week on last paying job:
1 to 15 hours
16 to 40 hours
More than 40 how's

r Includes youth enrolled In summer projects.
Not necessarily high School graduates.

I Not available.

September
1956

August 1907

In Chool 1

September
1965

Aup u st 1900

Out of school

/amp ry 1965-
A ugus t 1965

57.4 58.9 (3)
32.:. 30,4 (9

(9
9.7 10.0 1')

14.4 11.8 (3)
273 26.0 (11
37.3 37.5
43.8 41.5

32.9 36.7 ('1
59.4 33.2

7.7 10.1 1')

18. 7
33.0

September
1966

August 1967

42.0
28.9
8.6

20.5

14.0
26.4
56.7
65.3

10. 6
70.5
18.9

September Iarmary 1955
1955 August 1955

August 1966

45.6
28.3

7.8
18.3

14.2
27.5
52.0
61.9

11.1
00.4
19.

a)
(3)
(3)'
(

(1)
(1)

32. 7
53. 3

8. 3
68, 7
23.0

Includes personal reasons, pregnancy, marriage, parental influence, poor
relationships with fellow s udents, etc.

. 321
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Table F-9. Enrollment Opportunities and Federal Funds Authorized for Neighborhood Youth Corps
Projects, by State, January 1965-June 1967 1

(Thausands]

State

Total, January I .65-.Tune 1967

Federal hinds
aut horl red

July 1966-June 1967

Unroll/tient
oppartu nit les

_

Tot al

Enrollment

In school

or portunitles
Federaol zuenid

Out of schrol Summer

United State 3, 318. 8 25739, 912 312, 7 l3.0 79.5 294. 3 $343, 833

Alabama 23.4 14, 168 11. 0 4. 1 / 3 4.5 8, 226
Alaska 4.5 4,3T4 I. 8 .4 .3 1.0 1,418
Arizona 29.0 16,004 7. 6 1. 6 .S 5.3 5,126
A rkansa.s.. 3&6 12 501 8.6 2.4 1. 2 4.9 6.167
Callfortifa 102.1 63, 149 38. 8 8.1 A 8 24. 7 30, 799
Colorado 13.8 7,674 3.5 .9 . 7 1.9 3,131
Conne.ctleut 12.0 7,493 4.4 1.4 .9 2.1 3, 336
D ei aw are 2.0 1,175 1.0 .2 .1 .7 ,A.7
District of Columbia 26,1 14,26 12 8 2 4 2. 4 7.0
Florida 31.4 19, 241 O.6 3.6 2. 9 4.5 8, 244

Georgia 5,2 17,625 14.5 4.9 2.( 7.6 9,431
Guam .2 141 .2 0 .1 .1 141
llswal1 6.0 2,753 1.4 .3 .2 .9
Idaho............ . ....... . ......... 2. 8 1,069 L 0 .6 0 .5 504
Illinois J.7 35, 453 36.9 c. 3 5. 2 22.6 17,746
Indiana 17.6 11,476 6.7 2.1 1,2 2 5 5, 587
Iowa 7.8 4, 290 4. 7 1.5 .6 2.7 2, 680
KanSas 8.1 4,443 3.4 1.0 .4 2.0 2,1T6
Kentucky 39. 9 18, 001 16, 4 5. 8 I. 7 8. 9 8,759
Louisiana 24, 5 12, 848 12.. 3.7 1. 8 6.6 8, 068
NfaIne 6.6 3,824 2. 3 .8 .4 1. 1 1,824

Maryland 10.9 7, 467 5.0 1.3 .7 3.0 3, 631
Massachusetts 2&7 15,034 8. 5 2.7 1.7 4.2 6, 236
Michigan 36. 3 18,549 14. 9 3,7 1.9 9.2 8, 971
5f1nnesota 1.5 1I,702 7. 2 2.1 .7 4.5 4,4.6
51[5.51551pp! 24.5 15,209 10.4 2. 7 2,6 5,2 8,085
51 is5ou rl 3.B 21. 532 9. 3 3. 0 1.3 5,0 6,717
Montana 5. 0 2. 947 2.4 .e .2 1.6 1,479
Ne brash a 050 31 . 9 .3 2.0 1,877
Nevada 3. 3 1,792 .9 . 3 .1 .5 595
New II ampshire 2. 0 1,152 1. 1 .3 .2 . 778

:Yew Jersey. 34.0 23, 150 13. 5 3. 5 2. 6 7. 4 10, 043
New Nfoxico. 11.2 6, 290 .i. 0 1.) .6 2.4 2,50
Now York 136. 1 77, 255 53. 4 11.4 6.6 35. 1 39, 937
No' th Carolina . 41, 1 23,333 16.1 5.0 2.5 11.5 12, 656
North Dakota 3,7 1, 93, f.6 .5 .2 1.0 927
Ohio 53.2 32, 299 1.5 5.7 2,9 11,8 14,391
Oklahoma 32.7 16, 522 7. 2 2.0 1.0 4. 2 5,7E7
Oregon 10. 7 I 5, 428 3,4 1,0 .5 2. 0 2.393
Pennsylvania 57. 4 35, 071 24. 0 6 6 3.7 13. 7 15.749
Fuerlo Rico O.2 J 13, '205 11.2 2.3 5.1 2.8 6,79
Rhode Island 10.0 4,515 2.9 !.2 .2 1.4 1, 610

South Carolina 2.6 0 10.459 10.1 3.4 1.9 4.8 6,435
South Dakota 4. 7 2,503 2.0 .5 .3 1.2 1, 293
Tennesst'e 35, S 18, 679 12,0 3.8 2,0 6.2 8,117
Tr :as 68. 4 39.697 32 2 S. 7 3.7 17.8 22, 5$8
Utah 6. 3 4,260 2. 1 .6 .3 1. 2 I, 663
Vermont 2.9 J,614 1. 1 .2 . 2 . 735
Virginia I8.9 12,429 9 2 2.3 1.4 5. 5 6, 636
%Irian Islands 1.2 1,102 . 5 .2 .2 .1 i Gil
Washington 16. 7 10, 324 5.t 1,7 .9 3.2 4.203
West Vliginin . 25.3 12413 8. 0 1.6 1.1 6.
Wisconsin 4.9 7,494 r 2 2. 0 .3 3. V 1

Wyoming 1.7 934 .e .2 .1 .4 i

I

55)

sdrades data for N YC protects funded under the Concentrated Frnpley'. r Total neludes $59,2X tor two nationwide developmental proleVls initiate]
men/ 'Program. Thrse prolects accounted for 8,2C.8 enrollment opportunities and during fiscal year
S12592,450.
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Table F-10. Characteristics of Youth Enrolled in the Job Corps, by Type of Center, October 1966

C hat c.eterIst All Job Corps
centers

Conservation I Men's urban
center.; centers

Women's urban
neuters

Total In sample 3,359 1,329 1,395 635

gears of age: Average 18.5 18.4 18.5 18.9
Percent 100 100 100 500

16 years 10 11 11 6
17 years 21 23 21 15
18 years 23 22 24 23
19 years 20 20 18 22
20 years 19 12 12 15
21 years 11 9 11 14
22 years 3 3 3 5

Race: Percent 100 100 100 100
White 30 32 38 39
Negro 54 60 52 48
Other 10 8 9 13

Highest grade attended, Avenge 9. 5 9.0 10.0 10. 5
Percent 100 .00 100 100

Elementary school 23 35 18 13
0th grade or less 3i 7 1 1

7th erode 7 11 5 3

St h grade 13 17 12 9
High school 67 59 74 66

9th grade 23 2 5 23 17
10th grade.. 23 19 28 21
11th grade 13 9 16 15
12th grade 8 6 7 13

Higher than 12th grade 9 5 7 29

Median grade equivalent at e ',trance,
Reading grade 5.3 3.2 5.7 6.2
.rit hmet IC grade 5.4 4.4 5.6 6.0

Pre-lob Corps residence: Percent 100 100 100 100
Rural 17 21 17 5
Urban (population 2,500-100 100) 38 40 39 35
Metropolitan (population over 100,000) 45 39 44 60

Pre,lco Corps employment status. Percent. 100 100 100 100
Unemp!oyed 21 16 21 27
In school 12 11 12 12
Employed 5 65 71 64 54
Not spool 6e cl , 2 2 3 7

, Sample selected as representative of the 5 .ce, age, and leor Lay 2 Almost two thirds (61 percent) of those employed earned less than 51.25
cl,stribution of the in-center population in October 1960, the I,..., th per hour.
for which data on chararteriF.tic are available. These persons I ' . in Sourteg, Oita of Economic Opportunity.the lob Corps an average of 6 months. (As of Nocrabcr 30, 106: o',
10,607 i.:.utlo were in centers, 30,520 men an 1 10,600 women.) N ' all its i,,
were reported by all persons in the sample.
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1

Table G -1. Indexes of Output per Man-tiour and Related Data' for the Private Economy and Year-to-
Year Percent Change, 1947-67-Continued

Year

Indexes (annual averages 1957-59=100)

Total
private Farm

Nonfarm

Total Manu- Nonmanu-
Icctiuing facturing

Year

Year-t0-ye. a percent change

Total
Private

1947 91.9 147.7
1948 93. 1 14. 8
1949 91.2 144. 4
1950 92. 9 135. 6
1951 96. 0 126, 7
1952 96 9 121.6
1953 69.2 111. 6
1654 15.6 110.3
1955 99.0 113.7
1958 101.5 113.9
1957 101, 4 104. 5
1958 95,0 ' 97.9
1959 100.8 97.5
1960 102.0 95.2
1961 101 2 90.9
1962 103, 0 87.3
7963 103.7 83.3
1964 107.8 798
1905 108.8 767
1966 112.1 69.9
1967 : ... 114.3 68. 2

85 2
83.0
85.7
88.5
92.9
94.3
96 8
94. 1
97.5
00.5
01.0
,,8,
Ou. 9
02.8
02 3
04.6
05.9
09.4
12. 1
165
19.0

94.4 1 8'2.5
94. 5
87. 6

85.0
84.6

92.3
99. 2

96. 8

100. 7
90.0
91.5

106 1 92. 7
98.0

992'5. 5

28. 9
10151. 85 99.9
96.2 939

100.3 101.2
101.2 103.3
98.4 104.0

101,5 105. 9 1

102.4 107.4 I

1010 110.5
108.6 113.7
115.2 117.1
116.1 129.3

1947 99.0 164. 9
1948 93.4 158.4
1949 95,1 157.3
1950 97.0 155.6
1951 100.1 137.0
1952. 100.6 130 6
1953.. 101.5 121. 4
1954 97.8 117.8
1955 101.6 119.6
1956 103 3 114. 2
1957 101.8 10`,.1

97. 5 47.6
1959 100.7 97.2
1960 101.5 95.6
1961 101.0 89.8
1962 101.9 97. 4
1963 102.5 8'2.7
1964.... 104.3 79. 5
1965.... 107.6 77.3
1668 110.2 70.0
1967 ,..... . 111, 0 68. 0

90.1 95.8
91.3 95.1
87.7 86. 6
91.2 93.8
95. 6 101.0
97.1 102.7
99.1 107.7
91.4 98.4
99.4 103, 8

152.0 105.3
101.4 103.6
97.5 95.2

101, 1 101.2
102.2 101 9
101.2 99.2
103.7 102.2
104.9 103.2
107.3 105.2
111.2 110.9
115 0 117.8
118.1 117.2

87. 4
89.5
68, 2
90.0
93.2
94.5
95. 2
94. 0
97.4

100.6
100.4
98.5

101.0
102. 8
102.5
104.3
105.7
103.
111, 4
113.7
115.7

Employment

Nonfarm

al Mann- I Isionmanu-
torturing facturIng

1947-48 1.3 -3.3 2.1 0.1 3. 1
-2.1 1.2 -2.6 -7.3 -.3

1948- 50....._ _ 1.9 -61 3.3 5.4 2.4
1950-51 ...... . _ 3.3 -65 4.9 7.5 3. 7

.9 -4.1 1.6 1.5 1.6
1952-53 1.4 -9.2 2.7 63 1.4

119954-53 -5545

-2.7
3. 5

-1.2
3. 1

-2.8
3. 6

-i.0
3.3 3. 7

1955-56 2.5 -2.5 3.1 2,0 3.6
1956-57 -.1 -5.7 .5 -. i 1.0
1957 -58 - 3. 3 -6.3 -3.0 -7.1 -1.0
1958-59 2. 6 2,9 4. 3 2.4
1959-60 1.3 -2.4 1.7 .9 2.1
1960-61 -4.6 -2.8 .7
1961-62 ... 1.7 -4.0 2. 2 3.2 1.9
1962-63 .8 - 4, 6 1.2 .8 1.4
1963-64 2.0 -4.1 2.4 1.6 2.8
1964-65 2.9 -4.0 3.4 4.5 2.9
1965 -66 3.1 -8.8 3.9 6.1 2.9
1936-67 1.9 -2. 5 2.2 .8 2. IS

Man -hours

1947-48 0.4 -.3.9 1.3 -0.7 2.3
1948-49 -3.4 . 7 -3.9 -8.9 -1.5
1949-50 2.0 -7.4 4.0 8.3 2.0
1950-51 3.'2 -5.6 4.9 7.6 3.6
1951-52 .5 -5.1 1.5 1.7 1. 4
1952-53 .8 - 7. 0 2.1 4.9 .7
1953-54 -3.7 -3.0 -3.8 -8.6 -1.2
1954-53 3,9 1 6 4.2 5.5 3.1
1955-56 1.l -4 6 2.6 1.5 2
1956-57 -1.5 -7. :.) -.5 -1.8 -.1
1957-58 -4.2 -7, 1 -3.9 -8.1 -1.9
1958-59 3.2 3. 7 6. 4 2.5
1959-60.. .. .8 -1.7 7.1 -.3 1.8
1960-61 -1.5 -6.0 -1.0 -2.7
1961-62 2.0 -2,7 2.5 4.1 1.8
1982 -63... .6 -5,4 1.2 I.0 1.3
1963-64 1.8 - 3. 8 2.3 2.0 2. 4
1964 ss.. 3.2 -2.8 3.7 5.4 2.9
1965-66 2.4 -7.4 3.4 6.2 2. 1
1906-57. .7 -2. ,i 1.0 -.5 1.7

1 Output refers to gross national product 10 1959 dollars. The man-hours = Based on aggregates, not on the indents sho n.
data an. based principally on c7.ployment and hours derived from the 3 Feel im InarY,
monthly payroll survey of est ablishment5, 4 Less than 0.05 percent.
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Tables G-2. Gross National Product or Expenditure in Current and Constant Dollars,
by Purchasing Sector, 1947-67- - -

Government purchases of goods and

Year

Total
gross

national

Personal consumption expendttureS Gross private doinc.A(C invt. fitment

Residen- Change In
product Durable Nond ur- Sonresi flat business

Total goods a ble
goodsI

Services Total
I

l

den dal struc-
Mures

Invert.
torles

Net
exports
ol goods

and
services

services

Total
Total

Federal

National
defense

State
and

Other local

Billions of current dollars

1847
1649

231.3
257.6
256.5

160.7 20.1
173.6 22. 7
176. 24, 6

90, 3
96.2
91.5

49.8
51.7
57.6

34.0 23.1
46.0 26.9
33.7 1 23.1

11.1 -0..) IL 5 25.1
14.1 1.7 8.4 31. 6
13.7 -3. 1 6.1 37.8

12. 5
16. 5
20. 1

1950...
1951
1932

284.83.1
315.5 !

364.6

191.0 30.
206.3 29.6
215.7 29.
230,0 33.2

3

B. 1
106.6

1
14.0

I 116.6

62.4
I 67.9

73.4
79.9

51.1 1 27.9
59.3 31,8
51.9 31.6
62.6 31.2

19.4
17,2
17.2
I8.0

6.8
10.3

3.1
.4

1. 9 37.9
3.7 69.1
2.2 74, 7
.4 81.6

18.4
37, 7
51, 8
57.0

364, 8 236. 5 32. 8 119.3 83.4 31.7 33.6 19.7 -1.5 1.8 74.8 47.4

1987....

398.0
119.2
441.1 ,

254.4 39.6
266.7 3613

40.8

123.3
129.3
135.6

91.4
98. 5

105.0

67.4
70.0
67.9

38.1 23.3
43.7 21.6
46.1 20.2

6.0
4.7
1.3

2,0 74.2
co 78.6
5.7 85.1

44.1
45.6
49.5

447.3 290. 37.9 140.2 112.0 60.9 41.6 20.8 -I. 5 2.2 94.2 53.6
11350

1960
483.7 1

503. 7
311.2
325.2

44.3
453

145.6
151.3

120.3
128. 7

75.3 45.1 25.5 4.8 .1 97.0 53,7
74.9 49.4 22.8 3.6 4.1 99.6 53,5

1961 320.1 335.2 44. 2 153.9 135.1 71.7 47.0 22.6 2.0 5.6 107.6 -.4
7962 060.3 I 353.1 49.5 162. 6 143.0 83.0 ' 51.7 25.3 6. 0 5.1 117. 1 63.4
1903
IA54

590.3.
632.4 ,

373.0
401.2

33.9
59,2

169.6
176. 7

132. 4
163.3

97.1 , 54.3 27.0 5.9 5.9
94.0 I 61.1 27.1 5.8 8. 5

122,5 64. 2
128 7 63.2

1965 653.9 1
433.1 66.3 191.2 173.13 107.4 1.1 27.0 9.4 6.9 136.4 68.8

1966 743.3 465.9 70.3 207.3 139.1 113 0 ,I 80.2 24.4 13.4 51 154.3 77.0
19671_ 785.1 , 491,6 72.1 217.5 ..02. 112.1 I 82.5 21.5' 51 5 0 176.3 '1.9

(

Billions of constant dollars, 1956 prices

1947 r 309.9 I 206. 3 24.7 108.3 73. 4 31.5 36. 2 15. 4 12.3 39.9 23.7
1216 323.7 210.8 26. 3 108.7 75.8 60.4 38.0 17, 9 4.6 6.1 46. 3 23.7
1943 324.1 216. 5 28.1 110.3 77. 6 48.0 34.5 17.4 -3.9 6.4 53.3 27.6
1950 355.3 230.3 34.7 114. 0 81.8 69.3 37. 5 23. 5 8.3 2. 7 52. 8 23.3
1951 &SI 4 232 6 31.5 116. 5 84. 8 70. 0 39.6 19.5 10.9 5.3 75. 4 17.4
1952 395.1 239.4 30.8 120.8 87. 8 60.5 39.3 18.9 3.3 3.0 92.1 63.8
1953 412.6 250.8 35.3 124.4 91.1 61.2 40.7 19.6 .9 1.1 99.8 70.9

407.0 255. 7 35.4 125. 5 94.8 59. 1 39.6 21.7 -2.0 '10 68.9 56.8
1953 1; . 0 274.2 43.2 131.7 99.3 75.4 43.9 25.1 6.4 3.2 85.2 50.7

4,..i. 1 281.4 41.0 136.2 104.1 74.3 47.3 22,2 1.8 5.0 85.3 49. 7
1957 452. 5 298.2 41. 5 116. 7 108.0 68.8 47.4 20.2 1.2 6 2 99.3 51.7
1958 447.3 290.1 37.9 140.2 11'2.0 60.9 11. 6 20.8 -1.5 2.2 94.2 53.6
19:Q 175.91 307.3 43. 7 146.8 116 8 73. 6 44.1 24. 7 4.8 .3 91. 7 52.5

497.7 316.1 44.9 149. 6 121.6 72.1 47.1 21.9 3.5 4.3 94. 9 51.4
1561, 497.2 l 322.5 43.9 153.0 125.6 69.0 45.5 21.6 2.0 5.1 100.3 54.6
1962 519. 8 f 338.4 49. 2 136 2 131.1 79.4 49.7 23.8 6.0 4.5 507.5 60.0
1963 551.0 353, 3 53.7 162. 2 137.4 92. 5 51.9 24.8 5.8 5 6 103.6 59.5

561.1 373.7 59.0 170.3 564.4 87.8 57.8 24.2 3,8 8.3 111.2 56.1
1365 616.71 398.4 66 4 176 9 153.2 93.0 66.0 23.2 8. 8 , 60 114.3 57.8
1966 652.6 418.0 71.3 187.7 159.1 10.5. 6 72.8 20.2 12.6 4.4 124.5 64,7
50571 6e9 2 j 429.9 72.1 192. 8 164.9 96.9 73. 0 19. 2 1.7 3.6 139.6 74.0

1 Preliminary.
o Not available.
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9. 1
70.7
13.3
14.1
33.6
65.9
49. 7
41.2
3.9.6
40.3
44,2
459
46.0
41.9
47.8
51.6
30. 8
30.0
50.1
60,5
72.6

3.5
5.8
6.8
4.3
4. 1
3.9
8.4
6.2
.5. 5
3.3

7. 7
7.6
8.6
9.6
11. 8
13,5
15. 2
16. 7
165
17.3

12. 6
13.0
17.7
19. 5
21. 6
22.9
24.6
27.4
30.1
33.0
36.6
40.6
43.3
46. 1
50.2
63.7
58.2
63.6
W.8
77.2
88.4

(1)
to)
(r)
(0)
01
(0)
(ol
(o)
41)
0)
V)
0)
(t)
0)
01
1 °)

0)
01
0)

()

SOURCE 0.0. Department of Commerce, Office of 13L.
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0)
to)
(o)
to)
to

(a)
(o)
(o)

(r)
0)
0)

o)

Fi
fl

0)
(1)
0)
(r)

20.8
22. 7
25. 7
27.5
27.9
28.4
29.7
32, 1
34.4
35.6
37.6
40.6
42.2
43.5
45.9
47.5
50.1
53.2
56. 4
59.9
64.6



Table 0-3. Government Purchases of Goods and Services, 1962-67'
[billions of dollars]

Level of government Total

Government purcasSes of goods and services 3

Compensa-
tion of ern.
ployees of

government
enterprisesTotal

Parch sees
from private

Industry

Compen.

Total

Aim of general
personnel

Civilian

government

Military

TO7AL
1952.. ... $123. 1 $117.1 $62.5 $54. 7 $43.2 $11.5 $6.0
1963.. 129.0 122. 5 64.4 58.1 46.5 11.7 6.6
1964.. .. 130. 7 128.7 65. 7 63.0 50.4 12.6 7.0
1960.. . 143.8 136.4 68.6 67.8 54.7 13. 1 7,4....... . , 162.3 154.3 77. 7 76.6 60.8 15.8 6.0
1967.. 176.3 (') I,) (5)

FEDERAL GOVERAMENT
1962.. 67.5 63.4 39. 1 24.3 12.8 11.5 4.1
1963.. 68. 7 64.2 39,0 25.3 13. 6 11. 7 4. 4
1961. 69.9 63.2 38.0 27.2 14.5 12.6 4.7

1966
... 71.8

82. 5
66.8
77. 0

38.3
44. 4

28.5
32. 7

15.3
16.8

13. 1
15.8

5.0
5.5

1967 .. - . - 89, 8 (1) (R) (5)

Defense aid .4 fornk Energy Program!
1962... ....... ..... . 51.6 51. 6 33.0 IR. 6 7. I II. 5 .3
1963 51. 0 00. 7 31.8 19.0 7. 4 11.7 .3
1964 50.3 50.0 29.6 215.4 7.7 12.6 .3
1965 ....... 50.4 50.1 A.9 21.2 8.1 13. 1 .3
1966 60.8 60.5 35.6 24.8 9.0 15.6 .3
1967

isrondarcnae and Space Ernarani!

7'2.3 (R) (3) (5)

196, 15.6 11.8 6.1 5. 7 5.7 3.8
1963 17.6 13.5 7. 2 6.3 C.3 4. 1
1964 19. 6 15.2 8.4 6.8 1.6 - ........ 4.4
1965 21. 4 18.7 9.5 7.3 7.3 4.7
1966 21. 7 16.5 6. 7 7.8 7. 8 5.2
16/67 . I,) 17. 4 (5) (R) (3) (5)

STALE AND LOCAL GOVERNMESr
1962.- 55,7 53.7 23.3 30.4 30.4 1.9
1963 60.4 58.2 25. 4 32.9 32.9 2. 1
1964 65.8 63.5 27. 7 35.9 35.9 2.3
1965 72.1 69.6 30.3 39.3 30.3 2.4
1966 79.6 77. 2 33.3 43.9 43.9 2.6
1967.. (3) 56.5 (I) (5) (R)

For comparability with dela on gnvernment employ cent, corriperaal.on
of government enIcrinise employees has been added to the lot,d of govern.
rnent purchases of goods and services, as shown In the nation; A income and
product accounts. Gala on other current of crating on perirlitu vs of govern-
ment enterprises are not available. C'rudtal en pe ndi lures by these enter-
prises are included In government purchases of goods and services. bola for

1367 age, Preliminary; figures fo earlier years lave ken revised.
2 As defined to the n51107131 mete and product accounts.
I Not available.

SOURCE! Based on data from U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of
Business Economics.
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Toble G-4. Employmen' Resulting From Government Purchases of Goods and Services, and
Employment in Government Enterprises, 1962 -67'

(Millions of employees)

Level of government / Total

Public and p.ivate employment resulting from government purchases
of goods and services I

EmploymentIn govern.
ment enter-

prisesTotal
Employment
In private
indkastry

Genera] government personnel

Total Civilian Military

1962
1963
1984
1963
1966
1967

1962
1963
1964
1965
1968
1967

1962
1963
1964
1963
1968
1967

1962
1963
1964
1963
1966
1967

1962
1863
1964
1965
1968
1967

TOTAL

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

RI's nee and Atom to Energy Program

Nondefense and Space Programa

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

18. 3
18.8
19.2
19. 5
21.0
23.1

9.0
9. 1
8.9
8.9
9.6

10.9

8.9
6.4
6.3
6. 3
7.2

2.2
2.7
2,5
2.6
2, 4

9.3
9.6

10. 1
10. 7
II.
12. 2

17. 2
17.7
19. 0
18. 3
19. 7
21. 8

8.4
8. 4
F. 2
&1
8. 8

10. 1

6.8
6.3
6.3
6. 2
7.1

1.6
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.7

(4)

8.9
9.2
9.7

10. 2
10.9
II. 7

(4)

8.1
O.

8.4
8.3
6 7
7. 7

3. 7
3, 9
3.7
3.5
3.6
4. 6

2.9
2. 6
2.6
2.5
3. 0

8
1.3
1. 1
1. 0
.8

2.4
2.5
2. 7
2.8
2. 9
3. 1

11.1
11.3
1I.6
12. 0
13, 1
14.I

4.6
4.5
4.5
4.8
5. 1
3.5

3.9
3.7
3.7
3. 7
4.1

(4)

.8

.6

.8

.9

.9
(4)

6.3
8.7
7.0
7. 4
8.0
8.6

8.3
8.6
8.9
9.3

190
10.7

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
2.0
2. 1

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

(3)

.0

.0

.9

.9

.9
(4)

6.5
6.7
7.0
7.4
8.0
8.8

2.8
2.7
2. 7
2.7
3.1
3. 4

2.8
2. 7
2. 7
2.7
3. 1
3.4

2.8
2. 7
2.7
2.7
& 1
3.4 (3)

(1)

1. 1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.3
I, 3

.7

.7

.1

.5

.1

.1

.1

.8

.6

.6

.7

.7

.4

.4

.5

.5

3 Data for 1967 are preliminary. Figures for earlier years have been revised.
Derived from the national Income and product accounts.

; Includes government-operated activities selling products and services to
the public, such as the postal service, local water departments, end publicly
ow ned power stations.

Not available.
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NOTE: Total government personnel, not shown separately, Is ti sum of
general government personnel and employment In government enterprises.

SOVACE: Based on data from U.S. Department of Commerce, °Bice el
Business Economics.



Table G-5. Work Stoppages Resulting From labor-Management Disputes Involving Six or More Workers
for at Least 1 Full Day or Shift, 1947-67

Year
Number of
stoppages

3, 693
3,419
3, 606
4,843
4, 737
5, 117
0, 091

Work stoppages

Avtraige dui ition
(calendar ays)

25.6
21.8
22. 5
19. 2
17. 4
19.6
20.3

1947
1945
1949
1950.
1951..
1952

1954 3,468 0
1955.. 4, 320 18.5
1956.. 3, 825 18.9
1957._ 3, 673 19. 2

0.604 19.7
1909.. 3, 708 24. 6
1960.. . 3.333 23.4

1061.. 3, 367 23.7
1962.. 3, 614 24. 6
1963 3, 362 23.0
1064.. . 3,6.55 n,9...
1065 3, 963 95. 0
1966 4, 405 22. 2
19671.... .. 4, 47.5 (11

beginning In year

Workers involved 2
(thousa I id.)

Percent of total
employed

Ida n-d ays idle during year (for all stoppages in effect)

Number
(thousands)

Percent of estimated
total working time

Per worker
Involved

2, 1,'(, 6.5 34, 600 0.41 15.9
I, 960 5.5 34,100 .37 17.4
3, 030 9.0 90, 500 . 59 16. 7
2, 410 6 9 38, 800 .44 16. 1
2, 220 5.5 22, 900 . 23 10.3
3,540 8.8 59,100 . 57 16.7
2, 400 5.6 28, 300 . 26 II. 8

1, 530 3, 7 22, 600 . 21 14. 7
2.650 6, 2 29, 200 .26 la 7
1, 900 4.3 33, 100 . 29 57.4
I, 390 3. 1 16, 500 . 14 11.4
2, 060 4.6 23, 900 . 72 II. 6
1, 580 4.3 69, 000 .61 36.7
1, 320 3. 0 19,100 . 17 14.5

1, 450 3, 2 16, BOO . 14 11.2
I, 230 2, 7 19, 600 . 16 H. 5

941 2.0 18,100 . 13 17. 1
1,640 3.4 22,900 .16 14.0
1, 550 3.1 23,300 . 18 15 I
1.960 3.7 25,400 .19 12.9
2,900 5.3 41,000 .30 14.1

Average duration fgures relate to s onpages ending during the year and
are simple averages, with each stoppage O.-en ,equal weight regardless of
its sire.

I Workers are counted more than once if they were involved in more than

one stoppage during the year.
PITIIMinc,TY.

I Not available.

Table G-6. Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers, by Major Group, and
Purchasing Power of the Consumer Dollar, 1947 -67

11957-59.100)

Year All
Items

Fool
Rousing

Total Rent

1947 77.8 SI, 3 74.5 68. 7
1945 83.8 88.2 79. 8 73. 2
1040 83.0 54. 7 SI. 78. 4
1950 83.8 85.6 83.2 79. 1
1951 90.5 95.4 58. 2 82.3
1952 92. 5 97. 1 59.9 55. 7
1953. 93.2 95.8 92.3 90.3

1904 93.6 95. 4 93. 4 93. 5
1955 93.3 94.0 94. 1 94,
1956 94. 7 94. 7 95.5 96. 5
1957 98.0 97.8 98.5 99. 3
1958 100. 7 101.9 100.2 100.1
1959 .01 5 100.3 101. 3 101.6
1960 103 I 101.4 105.1 103.1

1961 104.2 102.6 103.9 104.4
1962 105.4 103.6 104. 105.7
1963 108. 7 165, 1 106.0 106.8
1964 108. 106.4 107. 2 107.8
1965 109.9 FA 8 106 3 106 9
1968 113. 1 114. 2 111. I 1104
1967 119. 3 115.2 114.3 112.4

Apparel
and

upkeep

Trans-
port a.

flan
Medical

care
Personal

care

Reading
and

recre a.
Lion

Other
goods
and

services

/

1 liurchasIng
! power of the
1 consumer

dollar

89.2 64.3 65.7 76. 2 62.5 75.4 1.265
90.5 71.8 60.8 79. 1 86. 7 75. 9 j 1.104
91.3 77.0 72.0 78.9 89.9 SI. 2 1.205
90.I 79.0 73.4 78.9 59.3 52.6 . 1.194
94.2 SA 5 19.9 86.3 92.0 66.1 1. 106
97,2 80.8 SI. 1 87. 3 92.4 90.6 . 1.061
98,5 92.1 83.9 88.1 93.3 92. 8 F 1.072

96.3 90.8 86.6 88.3 82.4 94.3 1 1.069
95.9 69. 7 58.6 90.0 92. 1 94.3 1 1.071
97.8 91.3 91.8 93.7 93.4 95.8 ' t.056
99.5 96.5 95 S 57.1 98.9 98.5 1 1.021
99.8 99, 7 100 1 100.4 103 8 99.8 . 494

100.6 103.8 104. 4 102.4 102. 4 101.8 .985
102.2 103.8 105 1 104. I 104.9 103.8 .971

1(13.0 105 0 III. 3 104.6 107. 2 104. 6 .963
103.6 107.2 114.2 106, 5 109.8 105.3 .949
124.8 107. 8 117.5 157.9 111.5 107. 1 .937
105.7 109.3 -.1 4 109.2 114.1 105.8 . 923
136.8 III. 1 122.3 109.9 115.2 111,4 .910
109.8 112.7 127.7 112.2 117.1 114.9 .869
114.5 115.9 136.7 115.5 120.1 119.3 .660

l'. F. 1.0'. HNNIE NT RLS1 IN, OF 515
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